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{ABOUTUS}
VOLUME 102, ISSUE 1

The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news
and sports coverage for the Whitworth community since
1905. The Whitworthian is an organization composed
entirely by students which produces The Whitworthian
weekly newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.
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OUR MISSION

The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate
and relevant information in an innovative manner. Our goal
is to be accountable while informing entertaining and pro
viding a forum for expressing the interests of the Whitworth
community.
GENERAL INFORMATION

The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly,
except during January and student vacations. The content
is generated entirely by students. The college administra
tion does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions
and ideas expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the
individual artists, writers and student editors, and do not
necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students of
Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its admin
istration, faculty/staff or advertisers. The Whitworthian is
paid for through advertising and subscription revenue and
in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY

Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of
their individual creators and not necessarily the opinion of
The Whitworthian, its editors or its staff.
PUBLIC FORUM

The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in free
dom of speech and expression as guaranteed in the First
Amendment to the Constitution of the United States.
CONTACT US

The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248
ONLINE AT

www.thewhitworthian.com
QUESTIONS?

editor@whitworthian.com
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Noah and Abby Gundersen performed folk music at Whitworth on Saturday. The sib
ling duo brought songs from their newest EP, "Family," to the eager ears of students.
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EDITORIAL: IN T H E L O O P

iwhitworthian
Serving the Whitworth community since 1905

Editorials in the"In the Loop" sectionreflect the majority opinion of the Editorial Board, which is made up of five editors.

September 11: When is it time to
move beyond a national tragedy?
Sunday, Sept. 11 marked the 10-year anniver
sary of ter rorist attacks that sent this nation into
a tailspin. Whitworth, like institutions across the
country, paid tribute to lives lost and freedom still
possessed.
Special services were held in the chapel, and
flags adorned the Hello Walk. Along with these
observances, a banner was available in the Hixson
Union Building for people to sign, providing an
outlet for those in our community to share where
they were when 9/11 happened.
Yet, when it was all said and done, issues were
raised over whether a volleyball tournament held
in the Loop on the same day was in poor taste, giv
en the solemnity of the day.
This board would like to posit the following
question: At what point is it acceptable to let off
some of the emotional weight and move forward?
We by no means deny that Sept. 11 was a trag
edy.
However, constantly classifying Sept.11 as a day
of mourning does not change the outcome of that
day or the trauma felt not only by those who lost
loved ones, but also by those who were terrified to
simply leave their houses.
While it is important to recognize the signifi
cance of the day, sometimes the best medicine
isn't solemn reflection, but is taking the opportu
nity to truly appreciate what we have.
Rather than interrupting our daily routines to
mourn events that happened a decade ago, we can
more effectively commemorate Sept. 11 by living
our lives with purpose.
We can use this day not only to live intention
ally, but also to live progressively.
We c an start by showing the resilience of th is
nation and move past the pain of Sept. 11 by do
ing simple things like playing volleyball or other
sports game.
It is necessary to note professional sports teams
did not take the day off.
Twenty-six professional football teams had their
first regular season game. Thirty major league
baseball teams had a first inning. The U.S. Ope n
held finals for Women's singles and doubles.

•
•

If anyt hing, holding a sports game on Sept. 11
is a positive way to commemorate the .attacks.
Games bring people together in a united gather
ing for the purpose of working together toward a
goal. It's an example of what the American people
have persevered in doing since 9/11.
Another .way we can show our resilience and
continue to persevere is to go beyond the services
we hold to remember each 9/11 where our bodies
are idle and our minds sulk. We can even go be
yond resuming our normal lives on that day. We
can choose to take that day to do things we nor
mally wouldn't take the time to do. We can keep it
in our minds to serve others; do something special
for someone or show someone unexpected kind
ness. Or we can do something more tangible like
participating in a service project or making a do
nation on that day.
Memories and emotions aren't enough to bring
us into a post-9/11 world where we realize our
duty to each other consists of action and not just
thoughts and prayers.
This year being the 10th anniversary of the trag
edy, it was obvious that the emotion and com
memoration was heightened.
But why on the 10th year? What is the signifi
cance of a decade? It doesn't seem right to ignore
it for nine years, memorialize itfor one year, ignore
it for another nine years, etc. One would think the
response would be consistent if it was genuinely
felt. Yet part of being human is our inconsistency.
This board realizes that it is impossible to continue
memorializing the day in the same manner we did
the year after it occurred.
For example, Pearl Harbor, similar in surprise
and devastation is still remembered but Dec. 7 is
still treated much like a regular day. This isn't in
bad taste, but a testament to the enduring nature
of the nation and a recognition that life goes on.
We aren't arguing that the memory of 9/11
should be stripped of emotion and relegated to
the dry pages of history, but we do believe that we
should honor the victims of that day by taking life
that much more seriously.
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Questions? Call Jessica Valencia,
editor-in-chief, at (509) 777-3248.
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c/o The Whitworthian.
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Photographer: Ryan Richardson
Construction worker Daniel Risley descends a ladder into the excavated area that will soon become an addition to the HUB dining room.

Update: breaking ground on HUB expansion project
Sydney Conner
Staff Writer
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Students walk past it every day, the fenced-off
area and and workers hard at work. But many are
not aware of the specifics of the Hixson Union
Building expansion, the reasoning behind the con
struction scene.
The HUB opened to bids from construction com
panies in late July,said Brian Benzel, vice president
of fi nance and administration. Walker Construc
tion's proposal for the project was the successful
bid, coming within the budget set last year.
Walker Construction started the $6.5 million ad
dition in early August, and will continue to work
through the fall and winter.
As spring approaches, the exterior construction
will wrap up and the interior remodel will begin by
May 2012.
"We will w ork on the interior, and revisions of
the current dining facility," Benzel said. "It will be
made contemporary, and match the new addition."
With the increases in enrollment growth, din
ing has become an issue for concern with limited
space for the student body.
This time next year, the new ad
dition will be fully
functional, providing students with new menus
and serving options to choose from.
Contact Sydney Conner at
Sydney.Conner@ whitworthian.com.
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Photographer: Ryan Richardson
Construction worker Bob Donnelly inspects a
plywood form-board that will become part of
the temporary framework of the expansion.
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Loop Road Detour Sept 19-23 9/15/2011 3 05PM
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by
Suzanne D Sherman
The Loop Road wiil be closed in front of the Lied Visual Arts building from September 19 - 23 for maintenance to the steam distribution
system. A detour through parking lot R3 (accessed above the Tennis Bubble or in front of Fa cilities Services) wi»J be marked, but
please plan accordingly and use whichever campus entrance is most appropriate for y our needs.

Last day to change

WhltNet

Academic Planr

Pirate Port includes many new resources, including deadlines and important notifications. It
also includes the same features that could be found on Whitnet.

Simpler times expected
with use of Pirate Port
fashion. It has a calendar with one's weekly class
Haley Williamson
schedule, a notification box with crucial reminders
Staff Writer
and a timeline full of important deadlines.
Then, of course, there are features that Pirate
For returning students, Whitnet has been a key Port has that Whitnet simply doesn't, including a
resource, while fornew students ithas been a help section devoted to upcoming school events, activi
ful go-to website for the info
rmation they need. Al ties and sports game dates.
Scroll down and one will stumble upon a prayer
though helpful, some students have found Whitnet
box. Students can submit their own prayer re
to be difficult to navigate.
Soon neither returner nor newbie will need to quests anonymously, and they can read prayer
navigate the realm of Whitnet again. Starting Fri requests submitted by other members of the uni
day, Sept. 23, Whitnet will no longer be displayed versity community.
Located with the same box as prayer requests is
in the helpful drop-down quicklinks box on the
also the weekly chapel schedule and the new on
Whitworth website.
A ne w option, which has already appeared in line Whitworth prayer guide, "On Bended Knee."
Other features include links to other Whitworth
the drop-down box, will be the new site where
Whitworthians will go to foreveryday information. online systems, including Blackboard, and a list of
This resource is Pirate Port, which some stu quick links which puts resources such as TheWhitdents have already found to be much simpler than worthian and the Sodexo weekly menu at a click
away.
Whitnet.
The switch from W hitnet to Pirate Port is a new
Pirate Port has all the same functions of Whit
net, but also has much more to offer the student way to keep every Whitworthian plugged in. It al
lows for a more interactive experience for students,
population.
It contains all the basics—schedules, options to and saves them from having to go through page af
drop and add classes, the ability to search for cur ter page to find the information they need.
Pirate Port will now be the place to get the an
rent course offerings, financial aid information,
swers one needs. Pirate Port keeps students in
links to book requirements and much more.
These resources are the only reason freshman formed with everything happening on campus, in
cluding emergency information and news breaks,
Ronni Taylor said she uses Pirate Port.
While the content of these sections remains the so no one is left out.
"Everything isin one place (Blackboard, email),"
same as in Whitnet, the layou
t is different. In Whit
net everything is a click away. Each item has its senior Josh Vance said. "It is very convenient, easy
own page, requiring users to click through a series to use." He has been using Pirate Port for four
weeks now.
of links to find specific information.
Vance also said that he appreciates the addition
This setup proved confusing for many students.
"I didn't know how to use it; it is complicated al features Pirate Port includes, such as the prayer
box.
trying to maneuver the site," Taylor said.
After much anticipation, Pirate Port is officially
Returning students had similar issues.
"There are too many loops you have to go taking off.
through in order to get to a specific page for infor
mation," sophomore Brendan Nyhan said.
Pirate Port, however, has everything laid out Contact Haley Williamson at
on one page, organized in a more user-friendly haley.williamson@whitworthian.com.
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Passing yards shared between junior Jake
DeGooyer and freshman Austin Ehlo during the
University of Redlands football game Saturday.
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Percentage of Americans between the ages of 18
and 34 who eat breakfast, according to a 2005 ABC
poll.
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$44.2

Amount "Contagion" has made in millions in the
box office at time of production, according to Rotten
Tomatoes.
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Combined number of kills from Whitworth
volleyball's three matches last week.
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Number of countries represented in the Whitworth
student body, according to the university website.
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Photographer: Greg Moser
Jordan Saribay, a junior biochemistry major from Maui, is a Cultural Diversity Advocate in Duvall who also enjoys playing volleyball.
Spokane.
While at Whitworth, he juggles many different
tasks. As a residence hall leader, he is required to
help out with the weekly Prime Times and to men
Being a Cultural Diversity Advocate requires a tor Duvall residents.
These events draw the dorm together as a com
lot of W hitworth junior and biochemistry major
Jordan Saribay. However, it is a time commitment munity, which is something Saribay saidhe loves.
"I feel a part of th e community when I am in
that he loves.
Saribay first became a CDA his sophomore year volved with Prime Time," he said.
He gets assigned an event to host each week
after going through an interview process. He cur
during Prime Time.
rently serves as CDAin Duvall.
One night last week Saribay could be found run
"I enjoy leadership," Saribay said. "Being in a
ning around Duvall playing bucketball with other
CDA position felt comfortable."
Originally from Hawaii, Saribay moved to Spo residents. Other nights, Prime Time includes mak
ing schedules or playing ninkane two years ago to attend
ja warrior.
college. The move was a big ad
Prime Time gives Saribay
justment for him, but he quick
"I ca re about people and I
want to help them the best a chance to unwind after a
ly fell into the swing of things at
that I can."
busy day. Each Prime Time
Whitworth.
event is built to bring the
"I miss the weather, the peo
community closer together.
ple I knew and the lifestyle,"
Saribay works alongside
Saribay said.
a tight-knit team that strives
However, he has adjusted
well at Whitworth and cannot see himself any to unite the resident community. He builds rela
tionships that go beyond the school year. He isstill
where else.
"I love Whitworth because of the community close with his team from last year and can be found
hanging out with them on many occasions.
and the people I have met here," Saribay said.
As a CDA, Saribay is also required to work in the
Saribay said he loves the time that he gets to
spend at home during breaks, but always looks Intercultural Student Center, located next to Arforward to returning to Whitworth and his life in end. There he offers tutoring to students who need

Courtney Woodgate
Staff Writer

help in their classes.
Tutoring gives Saribay a chance to meet and get
to know people outside of the Duvall community.
It gives him a way to help students that are strug
gling in classes.
Saribay said he looks forward to being a repre
sentative in Duvall this year. He said he enjoys be
ing a role model for other students on campus. He
said he is excited to lead his community and can
not wait to see what the rest of the year has in store
for him.
Saribay can also be found on the volleyball
court. He is president of t he Volleyball Club an d
also plays in intramurals on campus.
Saribay also plays the role of student on campus.
He chose his biochemistry major and math minor
because he is passionate about people and felt
that, with the lack of h ealth care professionals in
the world, it would be a good choice.
"I care about people and I want to help them the
best that I can," Saribay said.
He is unsure of h is plans for after college, but
knows that he wants a job where he will be work
ing closely with other people.

Contact Courtney Woodgate at
courtney.woodgate@whitworthian.com.
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Senior Kristina Follger speaks to host Katrina Daroff a t the Campanile show on Friday.

Siblings entertain
with weekly improv show
Jokes like these continued as Katrina Daroff in
terviewed senior Sarah "Awesome Face" Lackenbauer and senior Kristina "Moonface" Follger.
At times the jokes became so funny that Katrina
Senior Katrina Daroff and her brother Jamie Da Daroff found herself breaking character and crack
roff sat next to each other in the coffee shop laugh ing a smile.
Sarah Lackenbauer, a contestant on the show
ing at each other's jokes. The two feed off of ea ch
this week, enjoyed the show as it gave her a chan
ce
other, and even finish each other's sentences.
This brother-and-sister duo are the creators of to embrace her creative side.
"I didn't know the questions ahead of time,"
the new improv show on campus called the Cam
Lackenbauer said. "I just walked over here and
panile Show.
The Campanile Showis on Fridays at 7:45p.m. at waited for Katrina Daroff to ask them."
"I laughed, I cried, it was areally-good time," au
the Campanile in the center of campus.
"It is a talk show and soon to be a game show dience member sophomore Chaune Schafer said.
Katrina Daroff and Jamie Daroff said they pick
ed
called the Wheel of Doom," Katrina Daroff said.
Jamie Daroff got the idea for the sho
w at a summer 7:45 p.m. Fridays as the time for the show as not
camp where he worked. His show was held near many people are in the Loop at this time. It gives
the show a professional feel
the camp showers, and each
ing to have the rest of c am
week they had different guests
I laug hed, I cried , it was a pus quiet except for the cast
appear on it.
really good time."
members and audience, said
"It was a fun time for every
Jamie Daroff.
one involved," Jamie Daroff
Katrina Daroff and Ja
said.
- Sophomore Chaune Schafer
mie Daroff said they hope
Katrina Daroff is the host of
that this show will become
the show while Jamie Daroff, a
a Whitworth tradition and
Whitworth alumnus, writes the
scripts. The show lasts about 15 to 20 minutes and plan to continue it each week. In order for this to
happen they need volunteers.
will take place each week.
"We typically need three guests a week to volun
The show is set up under a tent with mood light
ing and a disco ball. The contestants sit in over teer," Jamie Daroff said. "We are also looking for a
stuffed chairs next to Katrina Daroff as she inter sound person to help us out each week."
The show is sponsored by Jamie Daroff's web
views them.
As t he weather grows colder, Katrina and Ja site, jamiesscienceminute.com. Part of the show
mie plan to move the show into the Hixson Union is to introduce a sponsor each week. As the show
Building on Friday nights. The show"s time will re grows they hope to have real sponsors help them
out.
main the same.
Katrina Daroff and Jamie Daroff will have a
The mood before the show was relaxed, with the
contestants joking back and forth with each other. booth set up in the HUB wit h signup sheets for
"What is another word for thesaurus," Katrina those who sue interested in joining their show.
Daroff asked contestant Mitch "The Ninja" Harris.
"That's easy, a velociraptor," Harris said. The au Contact Sydney Conner at
dience roared with laughter.
sydney.conner@whitworthian.com.

Sydney Conner
Staff Writer

CHAMBERS
by Eric Fullerton

I feel that a brief introduction is needed be
fore I start my column.
My name is Eric Fullerton, I am the president
of the Associated Students of Whitworth Univer
sity—the Student Body Government.
My job is one of communication and trans
parency between the administration and the
students.
ASWU, for many years, has tried to become
more transparent and it is the same this year.
This is one of the main reasons that I have
decided to write a column with the incredible
support of The Whitworthian.
Within this column, I hope to bring the mat
ters that cross my desk to you; reporting on
issues that ASWU will be discussing, debates
about which the faculty and staff have asked for
input, decisions that could affect campus life
and any large events happening at Whitworth
University or in the general area of Spokane.
It is also my hope that this will not be a one
sided report, but rather a conversation.
Please, do not hesitate to contact me in any
way you see fit (email, letter, phone call, smoke
signals, stopping me in the HUB or visiting me
during office hours—posted on my office door
and at the info desk).
This year I am devoting several hours each
week, as part of my job, to speaking with you. I
will be available wandering around the Mind &
Hearth, Cafe, Lied Square, and the Cafeteria.
Though on official hours I will be wearing
my name tag, please, don't hesitate to stop me
when I do not have it on.
This is a section devoted to transparency. If
you have any questions that you feel the entire
campus would like to have the answer to, please
email me and I will be sure to address it in the
next issue of The Whitworthian.
To make sure that we are all on the same
page, this column will deal in the theoretical,
probable and definite.
There are times when I will say that ASWU
is "considering;" this does not mean that the
decision has been made yet, and I would love to
hear any options/opinions you may have on the
given subject.
Even when I use the word "decided" I still
would like to hear your opinion.
May many a pinecone fall into your life.
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Sydney Conner
Staff Writer
At criminal defense attorney Jeffry Finer's con
stitution day lecture on Sept. 14, he introduced
himself as the best friend one never wants to meet.
Gordon Jackson, professor and department chair
of com munications studies, asked Finer to speak,
knowing he would appeal to the student audience.
Finer's lecture not only provided insight into the
criminal justice system, but also fulfilled a new re
quirement for any educational institution receiving
federal funding. Schools must put on a program
about the history of t he Constitution in honor of
Constitution Day (Sept. 17).
Even with more than 25 years of experience un
der his belt, Finer said he still gets caught off guard
by surprising claims his defendants make.
"I am always shocked," Finer said. "In my head
I am always thinking, 'You thought that was all
right?'"
Even when he doesn't agree with the actions of
his client, Finer will stand by t heir side until the
very end.
"I have never been sorry for taking a case," Finer
said. "I am not responsible for them. I will fight like
hell for them."
Finer offered knowledge of the Sixth Amend
ment, which he said often is overlooked.
Finer defined the Sixth Amendment: "[Criminal
defendants] have the right to enjoy a hometown
jury, a speedy trial, witnesses in their favor and a
frickin' lawyer."
Making his presentation relatable, Finer went on
to speak of cases he has worked on and people he
has worked with in the past.
"Some are business people, some are neighbors,
friends, colleagues," Finer said. "Some are mean,
and all are frightened."
Not all criminal case defendants are as scary as
one might assume, Finer said. Seldom would you
be able to pick out the criminals.
Explaining that a deemed "criminal" can be any
body, Finer enforced why it is crucial that every
body knows his or her rights.
By being a criminal defense attorney. Finer said
he is taking on a part of his clients' burden.
Finer tries never to turn down a client.
"If they did it or not, I will take their case," Finer
said.
Finer left the audience with key points he want
ed to assure he made clear.
"You don't have rights at home, on the streets,
in the workplace or in school," he said. "You don't
have rights until you get to court."
Finer finished his lecture with a piece of advice.
"Stay out of trouble, be safe anddon't drink Four
Lokos," Finer said.

Contact Sydney Conner at
sydney.conner@whitworthian.com.

Photographer: Tanner Scholten
John Lennox spoke on confronting New Atheism at the Robinson Teaching Theatre.

Lennox lecture sheds
light on atheist movement
"That's what happens when you take weapons to
defend Christ's name; you cut the ears off of p eo
ple in more ways than one," Lennox said.
Lennox's illustration resonated with sophomore
In recent years, atheism has begun to take on a theology major James McCord.
"The only way we canenable their ears, in order
new form that is not only anti-god, but also antireligion. New atheism maintains an attitude of to reach their hearts, is if we have a complete un
militant anti-respect for those who believe in God, derstanding of Christianity," McCord said.
McCord found the most gripping part of the lec
Oxford professor and author John Lennox said.
Lennox presented a lecture on "Engaging the ture to be Lennox's pastoral heart in saying what
New Atheism," and Whitworth students and fac he did.
"He wasn't there because he likes to debate or
ulty filled the Robinson Teaching Theatre to hear
the renowned professor speak. Lennox opened by argue," McCord said. "He was there to bless and
model for the students what
clarifying the issue at hand.
it is to bless with your mind
"The new atheists are not out
to support equality of expres
The only way we can en and heart."
John Lennox is not only
sion of religious belief. They are
able their ears, in order to
concerned to destroy religious
reach their hearts, is if we professor of mathematics
have a complete under at the University of Oxford,
belief," Lennox said.
but lectures on subjects of
standing of Christianity"
Atheists view religion as a de
philosophy of science and
lusion that is defined by a per
- Sophomore James McCord Christian apologetics as
sistent false belief held in the
well.
face of strong evidence, Lennox
He has earned doctorates
said.
from Cambridge, Oxford,
After a ddressing the psycho
logical benefits of religion, the Oxford professor and the University of Wales.
In his book, "God's Undertaker: Has Science
went on to promote logic and reason as a founda
tional r esource in proving the existence of God.
Buried God?" Lennox evaluates science as a foun
Sectarian violence, an issue that is present in dational form of evidence within the context ofthe
Lennox's homeland of Northern Ireland, was also great atheist-theist debate. Lennox continues to
addressed. Lennox responded to that subject by speak and debate internationally on the matter.
stating the shame he feels when Christianity is as
"Faith is evidence-based," Lennox said. "Please
sociated with violence.
beware of giving the impression to the world that
Lennox brought up the dramatic actions exhib your faith is blind. Blind faith is verydangerous; it's
ited by extremist groups. He said that religion as a the kind of th ing that causes young men to drive
whole can be seen as dangerous by atheists and planes into tall walls. Christian faith is not blindagnostics.
faith is a commitment based on evidence."
Lennox alluded to a passage from the book of
Matthew in which Simon Peter, attempting to de
fend Christ, drew his sword, missed the head of the Contact Cherise Marron at
high priest's servant and cut off the servant's ear.
cherise.marron@ whitworthian.com.

Cherise Marron
Staff Writer

Upperdassmen give advice to freshmen:
BQS mi ckn'ts for the next four years
Heather Kennison

Staff Writer

Freshman year - It's the wild dash around campus,
looking for classes and dodging renegade Frisbees. Its
the hours spent doing homework, watching pinecones
fall, even though they always seem to be scarce during
your free time. Then there are the frantic final steps to
reach the professors office, just barely in time to turn
in the paper you probably should have been working on
when you were up until 1 a.m. playing on the Wii.
Yes, ev eryone has been there at some point. Freshman
year can be tough, but it can be equally rewarding. In
the midst of being caught up between homewprk and
freshman seminar, here are a few dos and donts from
upperclassmen to help reduce the stress.

The general consensus is that going to lectures, having
a "Dine With a Mind," playing intramurals or even just
going to campus events are all ways to get the most out
of an education at Whitworth.
"Take advantage of the opportunities that Whitworth
offers," Deal said. 'Attend lectures that you just dont
have to. Go to theme house events. Engage in deep con
versations outside of class. Fall in love with Whitworth.

Don'ts
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1. Skip out on meals.

In the hectic rush be
tween classes and doing
some homework last-min
ute, it might be tempting
to miss out on a meal or
two. Upperclassmen ad
vice? Dont.
A poll done by ABC in
1. Prioritize why you are here at Whitworth.
2005 showed that only 53
Realize what your priorities are, and live them out. percent of Americans be
That's some advice from junior Joshua Deal, a resident in tween the ages of 18 and
McMillan Hall. Deal also recommends putting ones stud 34 eat breakfast. This was attrib
ies first, then non-academic commitments and finally, the uted largely to the fact that many
people Between these ages have v
social life.
less time to eat and therefore, dont bother.
Pollock said that she had that problem a lot during
Prioritizing can also reduce stress when it comes to
choosing classes. Specifically, senior Sarah Pollock said her freshman year, but when she didnt eat a good meaT
that filling out the Four-Year Plan provided a source of before class, sne regretted it later.
"Everything was kind of a blur, and none of my notes
guidance for her during her freshman year.
made sense later," Pollock said.
"Its a good idea to actually do the Four-Year Plan,"
2. Be consumed by clutter.
Pollock said. "It gave me ideas of what to do, versus tak
ing random classes like Iwas doing.'
You know how it is. You've brought too much stuff from
home, and now it's taking over your bookshelves, closets
2. Broaden your horizons .
and floor space.
Clutter is distracting, Pollock said. She recommended
Interacting with a variety of people from different
groups gives you a diverse perspective and experience, going to Walmart, Target or another store to find storage
Boxes.
Deal said.
Not only can stuff clutter up your life, so can your
There is a wide range of places around campus de
email accounts. You should check your Whitworth email
signed for fostering new relationships.
junior Hannah TuBbs thinks the key to making the most account consistently for teachers comments and campus
of your freshman year is to put yourself out there a events, Pollock said.

OP

n

Dos

"Just get out thepe and meet people," Tubbs said. "Sit
with people you dont know in Saga. Dorm hop. Go to the
dances and break it down."
Pollock said that getting involved early on will help you
form a sense of community.

3. Fall In love with Whitworth.
"Get to know your professors," said junior Maddy Himmel. "They're really cool, plus the better they know you,
the better letter of recommendation they can write.

IV

3. Replace your social l ife with video games.
Tempting as it is to stay up all night playing
video games or checking social media sites
like Facebook and Twitter, this may actually
be holding you back in your social life.
"My freshman year, I played a lot of video
games," Deal said. "I thought it was a social
thing.I loved those guys, but the truth is, it
wasnt the deepest way of getting to know
them."4
Deal said he wished he had engaged in
other ways of getting to know his friends
early on.
Contact Heather Kennison at
heather.kennison@whitworth.com.
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10 New

discount cards offered for seniors

Kelli Raines
StaffWriter
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Many local businesses that are popu
lar around campus have opted to grant
seniors discounts and seniors seem to
be looking forward to using their cards at
It is the Class of 2012's last year at those businesses.
"I'm excited to save money," senior
Whitworth University, and there are in
ternships to be sought, jobs to be won, Jennay Smith said. "It only costs a dollar
applications for graduate school to be and you can save more than that with just
filled out and new senior discount cards one drink from Pleasant Blends."
As well as being a great way for senior
to be bought.
Seniors have the opportunity to pur students to save money and feel valued,
chase a new creation this year: the senior the discount cards could benefit the Spo
discount card. The cards allow senio
r stu kane community.
"I think it's a great way to encourage
dents to receive discounts from Spokane
seniors
to support local businesses, se
businesses over the course of the school
year. Senior Class Coordinator Kara nior Amy Erickson said.
Senior students can preorder the dis
Heatherly came up with and pursued the
idea for a senior discount card during the count cards for $1 at the information
desk in the Hixson Union Building. The
summer.
Unlike many sales, the senior discount cost will i ncrease to $5 once the cards
cards were not planned to be a fund arrive. Also, o nce senior discount cards
raiser. Instead, Heatherly wanted to treat arrive they will only be sold for about a
the senior students this year with a gift. week longer.
For future Whitworth seniors, Heath
She thought the discount cards would be
a great way to show senior students that erly has left plans so the next senior class
they are special and valued by herself, coordinator can continue the senior dis
count card.
Whitworth and the community.
"I hope people appreciate it and take
"This is something intended to benefit
advantage of it," Heatherly said. "It'll be
the students," Heatherly said.
The relationship between Whitworth cool to see if it prospers."
The senior discount cards should be
and the outside community has allowed
coming
in this week. Seniors will be noti
this idea to take shape. Heatherly pitched
the idea of a senior discount card to local fied by email when they arrive.
businesses during the summer.
"I contacted different businesses and
they were excited about it," Heatherly Contact Kelli Raines at kelli.raines@
whitworthian.com.
said.

Senior discount cards include:
Froyo Earth
io% off purchase.

Receive a free giant onion ring to each table member,

Maple Street Bistro

$8.00 large Pepperoni pizza plus tax

io% off purchase.

Pizza Pipeline

Bruchi's

Wasabi Bistro

Stix

Shakey's Pizza

20% off entire bill

15% off food purchases

Wonderland

25% off all food and beverages.

A free medium drink with any sandwich purchase.

V-t

The Onion

O
<N
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Buy one round of mini gold and get one free

to

Lilac Lanes

$7.00 all you can bowl after 9:30 on Wednesdays plus $3 shoe
rental.

15% off entire bill

The Wave

Pleasant Blends

50% off all drink purchases
and 10% off food purchases.
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Noah Gundersen brings folk music to Whitworth
Photographer: Megan Hinzdel
Noah and Abby Gundersen performed their folk music and interacted with the crowd in a coffeehouse style concert in the HUB last Saturday.

Brianna Anderson
StaffWriter

Together with rich string accompaniments and
acoustic guitar, 22-year-old Noah Gundersen and
his sister AbbyGundersen, 19, are an emotive addi
tion to the folk music genre. Whitworth's common
room in the Hixson Union Building was packed
Saturday night with eager fans of the musical duo.
The brother and sister brought listeners to their
feet with three standing ovations at the close of the
show.
Noah Gundersen's lyrics explore soul-searching
questions about God's existence, the beauty of life
and death and freedom from internal torment. His
songs demonstrate the use of music in storytelling.
Many artists influenced Noah Gundersen, includ
ing Bob Dylan, Neil Young and Tom Waits.
"Music inspired me to get into music," Noah
Gundersen said. "I've always been drawn to it; it's
always been something that's stirred my heart."
The Gundersens grew up in Centralia, Wash.,
where they began playing music at a young age.
Abby took up the violin at age 9 wh ile her older
brother took piano lessons. He later taught him
self how to play the guitar at age 13 and th
en began
writing his own songs. Their first gig was at a local
Starbucks.
Noah Gundersen's first self-released album
called "Brave New World," was recorded in 2006.
He and Abby Gundersen later started a group with
two other friends, called "Noah Gundersen and the
Courage." The band's first recorded album "Live
at the Triple Door" was released in 2008. They
later shortened the name to "The Courage." After

playing for nearly two years, the band went their
separate ways, and Noah Gundersen and Abby
Gundersen continued on their own path as "Noah
Gundersen," a group that displays the siblings'
musical chemistry.
"There's a certain connection you get while per
forming," Abby Gundersen said. "We're synced to
gether."
Abby Gundersen is the icing on the cake to her
brother's music. She helps with the melody and
writes most of the string accompaniments for the
tracks. She also recently took up the cello. And has
her brother's same passion for music.
"Music is something that's inside everyone's
soul," Abby Gundersen said. "I can't imagine life
without it."
Abby Gundersen plays in another band with her
two younger siblings, Lizzy,16, and John, 1'7, called
"Le Wrens." They also play folk/singer-songwriter
music. However, Abby Gundersen hopes to con
tinue touring with Noah Gundersen and perform
more in Seattle.
Their newest EP, "Family," was released this Au
gust. On the first track, "David," Noah Gundersen
sings: "I want tohunt like David, I want to kill me a
giant man, I want to slay my demo
ns, I've got lots of
them." The stop-and-go resounding drumbeat and
trembling violin in the background, partnered with
forceful guitar strokes, create a gritty melody of an
guish. He describes this song as autobiographical.
"It describes me wanting to be a good man
; want
ing to be better," Noah Gundersen said.
When it comes to the songs on the EP album,
Noah Gundersen ties the ideas to concepts of fam
ily and how family affect our lives, whether for the
better or worse. He also talks about how it is our
decision to react to our family and the way we are

raised. We will always have that connection and in
teraction with our families.
Noah Gundersen believes that music is a great
way to share ideas with people. It helps them pro
cess emotions and makes them feel a certain way.
In the song "Fire" he sings: "I was told to find Jesus
in a stain glass church...when he finally came to
visit me, he was dressed in the rags of poverty and it
came as no surprise." While he does not claim to be
a Christian, he appreciates biblical imagery.
"I want people to feel stirred up in their soul,"
Noah Gundersen said. "And to come away feeling
moved, to be able to look at a lot of questions, that
might make them feel uncomfortable; things they
might not want to look at, but are important to see."
Noah Gundersen ended the show at Whitworth
by walking down the stage into the audience to
have what he called "family time," and play music
up close. His and his sister's voices carried across
the room in perfect unison. The audience was en
couraged to sing along and by the end of the night
everyone was clapping their hands and stomping
their feet. Then the music stopped while voices
sang to his song, "Poor Man's Son," a cappella: "Oh
brother, let's go down, down in the river to pray."
"It was a blast," ju nior Lauren Dickey said. "He
seems so down to earth. His lyrics really hit home
for me."
Noah Gundersen and Abby Gundersen are plan
ning to record a new album in the next upcoming
months. Theyhope to continue touring soon and to
work on new material.

Contact Brianna Anderson at brianna.anderson@
whitworthian.com.
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12 Savoring the last of summer: hikes, fetes an ice
Joe Westenberg
StaffWriter
Summer is mostly over, and it's time to upload all
those pictures of mountain lakes, beautiful scenery
and high-elevation victory poses to your Facebook
profile. But there's still time to explore the outdoor
recreational opportunities in and around Spokane.
Our home for the next nine months is not quite as
starved for these opportunities as it might initially
appear. Although many of the best hikes in the In
land Northwest require a car and about an hour of
drive time, some great places here in town can be
easily accessed.
Little Spokane River
The Little Spokane River is the closest trailhead
to campus. It is about one mile from campus and
can be easily reached by bike, though getting back
is more difficult as it is mostly uphill. There is also
parking at the trailhead by the canoe launch near
St. George's School Road. Lookfor a wood rail fence
on the left side of the road. The trail is fairly easy,
so don't be discouraged by the initial uphill climb.
It will win d through trees for a while before com
ing out into a meadow area near the end. The trail
is well-marked but if you do get lost or are unsure
about a turn, just remember the river should always
be on your right. At the end of the trail you have the
option to continue hiking on the Indian Painted
Rocks trail or callit a day. Remember the hike is not
a loop, so give yourself enough time to come back.
Riverside State Park
Riverside State Park has many great trails and
sights for both experienced and inexperienced hik
ers. The Bowl and Pitcher rock formation is a favor
ite of many Spokane residents and can be reached
using a few different trails. One of t hose is Seven
Photographer: Chrissy Roach
Mile Trail, which follows the east bank of the Spo
Hikers must cross the swinging bridge before they can start hiking on the trails at the Bowl and
kane River and is a great trail to take your bike on.
Many of these trails are easily reached by bike ifyou Pitcher.
are coming from campus. The Bowl and Pitcher can
be reached from North Aubrey L White Parkway Indian Canyon Falls
Drumheller Spring
and there is parking available if you take a car, but
take multiple people to split up the one-time $10
Located right in Spokane, north of the Maple
Indian Canyon Falls is located in a canyon west
parking fee. Washington State Parks now require of the Spokane River. There is no official trail to get Street Bridge, is Drumheller Spring. It a historical
the daily fee or a $30Discover Pass to take a vehicle to the falls but the most common route is to walk site of great importance to both the Spokane Indi
into the park.
downhill on some of the trails on the east side of an Tribe and early white settlers of the region. The
the canyon until you can enter it safely. Once you spring was a water source for the Spokane Tribe
Fish Lake Trail
locate the creek simply follow it until you reach the who used this site as a winter campground. This is
head of the canyon where the falls are located. The also recorded as being the site of the first school in
Fish LakeTrail is a bike trail that runs from down falls are especially beautiful in the winter months the region. There are many water sources and a ef w
town Spokane through Fish Lake and Cheney until when covered in icicles.
incidences of American Indian rock art along the
it becomes Columbia Plateau Trail. Thetrail follows
trail.
an old railroad grade and is paved for the first seven Ice Cave
miles. This is a great bike trail because it has a very
Contact Joe Westenberg at
modest grade and can be a long or short ride, de
The Ice Cave is located just north of Whitworth off joe.westenberg@whitworthian.com.
pending on your preference. It is a very slight up of Waikiki on West Marc Drive andcan be accessed
hill if you are heading south, which means you can
by bike. The mystery of the cave is that even during
enjoy the downhill cruise on the way back. Numer the hottest days of summer there are icicles within
ous other bike trails branch off from the trail, most
For a map of
the cave that do not melt. The cave was studied
notably the Roller Coaster, which is a series of ups
by researchers who were unable to fully explain
these locations,
and downs about three miles in length. The most the phenomena. The cave was also used by local
scan
this QR
enjoyable way to ride this trail is to speed through
tribes to store meat and fish. Unfortunately the Ice
the downhill slopes and let your momentum carry
code
with your
Cave was mostly filled when this area was settled
you uphill; very little pedaling is needed doing this.
to prevent local children from having accidents,
smart phone.
The Fish Lake Trail head is located downtown just
but some of it still remains where icicles are clearly
a block south of South Government Way and West
visible.
Sunset Boulevard.

ate situations. This film boasts an
all-star cast including Matt Damon,
Jude Law, Kate Winslet and many
others.
Six main characters may seem
excessive or even cluttered; I would
agree, if this were any other movie.
Somehow the story moves flaw
lessly from character to character,
identifying connections between
them and displaying their dras
tically different situations while
never once deviating from the one
major storyline: global epidemic.
The audience is given the opportu
nity to observe this disaster from six
unique viewpoints, allowing them
to fully understand the story from
every angle. Viewers will identify
with each character, from a sufferer
of th e disease to the team of do c
tors searching for a cure.
Viewers experience the movie in
every emotional situation possible,
taking on the mental viewpoint of
each character. The audience will
identify strongly with characters,
specifically that of Mitch Emhoff,
played by Matt Damon, whose
family is ripped from him by the
epidemic. For this reason, some
scenes in the movie are emotion
ally difficult to watch, yet a realistic
representation of human nature.
Though the general concept of
this film may strike some as out
landish or silly, there is a quality
about the film that suddenly be
Photo taken from official website. comes frighteningly realistic to its
"Contagion," the newest thriller from Warner Brothers
viewers. Perhaps that quality is the
reason it has been so well-received
opened in theaters on Sept. 9.
by audiences across the nation. Ac
cording to Rotten Tomatoes, a web
site containing reviews and current
statistics of recent films, "Conta
gion" has received a score of 84
percent from movie critics and has
reached $44.2 million in the box of
fice, since its opening on Sept. 9.
"Contagion" deviates from the
typical horror/thriller formula
by creating a genre of its own. It
meshed the lines between docu
mentary and drama seamlessly,
Rachel O'Kelley >
remaining informative at times and then pulling
Staff Writer
the viewers into the movie's most intimate hu
man moments when most necessary. Viewers will
Germs. You may n ot notice them now, but this be struck by the raw emotional scenes, but at the
movie may have its viewers.avoiding human con same time rely on them to remain grounded as the
tact and ramping up on the hand sanitizer for afew movie progresses in intensity.
An interesting aspect of this film is how it man
days.
"Contagion" is not a typical thriller film, but that ages to tell the stories of so many characters, bring
is not to say it won't have the audience sitting on ing the audience into the unique emotional expe
riences of e ach character without losing sight of
the edge of their seats for every minute.
the
main focus.
The film begins with Beth Emhoff, played by
"Contagion" ends just as abruptly as it begins,
Gwyneth Paltrow, a businesswoman returning
home from Hong Kong. We are introduced to her not letting up that fast-paced progression for the
as she waits out the last moments of a layover in entire hour and 46 minutes, and it will leave audi
ChicagOj struggling with what she believes to be a ences satisfied with its concrete finality, but also
rough case of jet lag. Viewers soon learn that it is with a sense of d eep consideration for humanity
and human nature. "Contagion" is a must-see for
more than her assumption.
The film quickly moves through a montage of those seeking a multidimensional film that is en
scenes, depicting people in different cities around tertaining, frightening and thought-provoking.
the world becoming affected by a mysterious dis
ease in rapid succession. Our focus is then direct
ed to six individuals living in different areas oif the Contact Rachel O'Kelley at
world and how they are coping with their desper rachel.okelley@whitworthian.com.

Audiences
have caught the
"Contagion" bug
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{S SAW i}
Creepy Crawly

I saw you every day this week sitting in the crack of
my bathroom window. I think you should know that
as long as you stay there we're cool, but if you and
your many legs come all the way in my bathroom, I
will squish you.

n

O

The Gentleman

Thank you to the guy who held the door into Wey
erhaeuser open for me (even though I was still
extremely far away) and for asking how my morning
was going. It was one of those mornings where I re
ally needed it!

A Good Humor

I saw you riding your scooter next to the library.
You accidentally scooted off the sidewalk into the
flower bed. I was worried as you crashed, but I must
say you made my day by announcing to everyone
around "go ahead and laugh." Way to be positive and
cool about it, hats off to you!

Unusual Commute

I saw you walking around campus in your capris and
a mustache... barefoot. Do you know what's on that
ground?!?! Gross.

Lovely Songs

We heard you.
To whoever decided to belt Scottish tunes outside
our windows around noon on Thursday:
We ran outside, spilling our drinks in our haste to
find you, but alas! That bonny voice had vanished on
the wind.
We're not sure whether it was a Highland troop
passing by or a lone lad singing in the shower, but
whoever you are, you brightened our cloudy day.
Maybe we can arrange a private serenade?
Love, the Ballard Basement
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Scan QR code to submit your own I Saw
You on your mobile device.
Submissions published as received.

Seen someone? Submit your 'I saw you' (limited
to 50 words) to isawyou@whitworthian.com.
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POSSIBLE

SIDE EFFECTS
BY ANDREW G-OEFLE

I'm not feeling funny right now—a problematic
sentiment, seeing as it's my job to write a humor
column this week.
I've tried all my old tricks, from making fun of
people to cramming as many penis jokes as pos
sible in an article about toast to scribbling down
doggerel, and none of it worked. I tried stealing
jokes and they came out bland (though at least
now I know how Dane Cook feels). I tried to look
at the world in a quirky fashion...nothing.

So here and now, right from the get-go, I start
the school year by giving up on being funny. It's
not worth it anymore. Because I am no longer
able to do it, humor has now gone the way of flop
py discs, boom boxes, and Vanilla Ice. It's burnt; I
smell smoke.
If I have to blame one thing, I'd say it's the world
we live in. There's less comedic fodder here than
at a nursing home for diabetic puppies. Crazed
octogenarians wander freely through our neigh
borhoods, darkening everybody's day as they
angrily yell complaints about the prune blight in
Turkey.
Gas now costs more per gallon than caviar. Col
lege students still, despite my repeated and elo
quent petitions, are not paid a consumption com
mission by the major breweries. Glee is still on
television. LIFE IS NOT FAIR.
Then there are the people considered funny
these days. Conan O'Brien, Larry the Cable Guy,
Dane Cook, and Jeff D unham are some of the

most popular comedians out there.
Call me crazy, but giving up funny is a small
price to pay in order not to be thrown in with the
likes of t he ginger spawn of Do n King, my alco
holic step-uncle's model hero, a cuss-spitting pla
giarist, and some dude who talks to puppets that
manage to be creepier than every carnie I've ever
met. Combined.
So now I leave you with this root canal of a hu
mor column. I told you not to expect anything. At
least you're spared the banality of modern humor.
See? I'm doing a service!
Now excuse me while I go back to my basement
and finish my third play-through of Zelda. I'll get
back to you when I find something funny about
Ganon's haircut...which may not actually take
that long.
GJEFLE is a senior majoring in biology and english.
Comments can be sent to andrew.gjefle@whitworthian.
com.

Dining hall should include healthier options
ELIZABETH REEVES
Here at school we as students are being encour
aged to stretch our limits spiritually, academically
and physically, only to be fed food nightly that
does not foster the healthy lifestyle that we are be
ing asked to live. We need to care about what we
are putting in our bodies and the lifestyle we are
leading. If w e are going to keep up with the fast
pace of college life then we need to be equipped
with the right nutrition to stay on top of o ur de
manding schedules. Healthy living is not support
ed by the high-carb and high-fat food choices.
Nightly, I walk through the dinner lines look
ing at the options: hamburger, pizza, French fries,
cookies, apple pie, grilled cheese, and of c ourse
pasta and ice cream. Let's be real: who doesn't
love pizza and French fries? You would be insane
to try and convince anyone these are not delicious
foods! However, eating it nightly is not healthy in
any way, shape or form. This is an age-old issue,
which began for us as children in elementary
school, then middle school, then high school. All
across the country food is being provided that is
not maximizing our ability to nourish our bodies.
Jamie Oliver's Food Revolution, anyone?
Here's the slight difference: gone are the days
of "chef's surprise" and "mystery meat" filling our
cafeteria plates. The food being provided to us is
very appealing and caters to our love of carbohy
drates. However, the options being presented to
us are not highly nutritious. We a re required to
take physical education courses to keep us active.
So why are we contradicting this with carb heavy
food options? Does this make any sense? No.

Look, our school is chock full of d iversity and menu (I also love these foods). I am simply trying
Whitworth University prides itself on embrac to foster conversation and consciousness about
ing this concept, so we should include some of what we are preaching as a university. The body
the healthy international options such as Greek is a temple for God to fill and grow our spirits. In
yogurt or possibly the fresh vegetable and curry taking care of our bodies and actively promoting
dishes from India. Being exposed to other cultures healthy lifestyles through our choices in food, we
are providing a healthier space for our faith to
means being introduced to their foods as well.
So let's talk honesdy about what should really grow.
When walking through the cafeteria line, reach
be offered. More frequendy we need to replace the
bacon and meatloaf with healthier lean protein for a piece of fruit instead of pizza, grab a banana
including chicken and fish. In terms of vegetables, to put on top of your oatmeal instead of cinnamon
there are so many more healthy options than sugar, or possibly walk to the salad, sandwich or
lettuce! Let's bring in some zucchini, tomatoes, breakfast bars. Often when you can craft your own
squash, fresh string beans or steamed carrots. Ber meal, you can control what types of food and how
ries are incredibly high in antioxidants, and come much of it is going onto your plate. There must be
thoughtfulness in what we
in a form other than jam on
as students are putting in
a bagel. Let's take advantage
In taking care of our bod
side of our bodies to nour
of the rich proteins nuts and
ies and actively promoting
beans contain! While apples
ish ourselves, and improve
healthy lifestyles through
the options being present
are a great source of fiber, I
personally would love to see
ed to us.
our choices in food, we are
some pineapple, cantaloupe
If you are unhappy with
providing a healthier space
and fresh peaches being pro
the meal options and wish
or our faith to grow.
vided.
to make an impact on not
You could argue that we
just your own plate but also
do indeed have a salad bar. That is correct. We do the plates of others on campus, consider writing a
have the option to eat a salad, every night, as our letter to campus administration or health services
only healthy option all week long. Salad is great, about what options you would like to see avail
but to eat it every single night is far too redundant. able. We are intelligent students with an active
Truthfully, one the most beneficial ways to main campus voice; exercise it by accepting only the
tain a healthy lifestyle is to have diversity in a diet best options in nutrition. Think about this the next
and change it up a bit. The best way to promote time you walk through the line reaching for pizza
this nutritional diversity is not to eliminate op and french fries, and think about what you as a
tions but rather to expand them. I'm not claiming student can be doing to actively make changes in
that we all need to be practicing yoga and drink the food options on campus.
ing wheatgrass shakes every morning, but our di
ets should include more whole grain, less cheese,
and more high roughage foods.
REEVES is a freshman majoring in communications.
I am not sitting on my high horse trying to elim Comments can be sent to elizabeth.reeves@whitworthian.
inate grilled cheese or pizza permanently from the com.

It's time for Whitworth
toeoeffront hate speech

n

ROSIE BROWN

O

Is Whitworth as wholesome as it
seems?
Two weeks ago, Whitworth claimed
the No. 2 ranking in "Best Values in
the West," according to U.S. News &
World Reports. According to the ar
ticle, this is Whitworth University's
12th consecutive year holding a spot
in the top 10 in this category. Yet, in
light of "the university's commit
ment to excellence," as Executive Vice
President Michael Le Roy said in the
article, I must ask: how great are our
values on the individual level?
Whether it is the small talk heard
in the coffee shop, the conversations
over dinner in Sodexo or the room
mate banter over a game of Call of
Duty in the dorms, the ears of the
average Whitworth student have be
come familiar with the sound of hate
speech. You gasp, but I repeat once
again: hate speech exists on campus.
By definition, hate speech refers
to any speech that belittles and de
means an individual or a group based
worth student body consists of students from
on their race or color, ethnic back
ground, sexual orientation, gender, religion, na extremely diverse backgrounds: students from
tionality and the list goes on. How many of us, farms with little to no contact with their neigh
who are proud to call ourselves Christians, or at bors, to students who were born and raised in the
least "good people," are guilty of uttering racist inner cities and the ghetto projects. There are stu
jokes? Or for using "gay" to describe an action, an dents from sunny, arid climates who have never
object, or even an individual as unpleasant and seen a snowflake in their entire lives, to students
from right here in Spokane.
undesired? I know I am no saint.
This being said, how can we, as a community,
Some of you may think I am arguing that we are
insist that Whitworth
not politically correct
lacks diversity? How can
enough. This couldn't
The ears of the average Whitworth we, as responsible citi
be further from
the
student have become familiar with zens and representatives
truth. I believe that our
the
sound of hate speech. You
of the No. 2 school in the
society has become too
gasp,
but
I
repeat
once
again:
hate
west
for "Best Values,"
obsessed with the idea
speech exists on campus.
stand to hear such un
of being politically cor
educated and demeaning
rect and tolerant. The
slander against our fellow
result of this stagnant
situation is that we as individuals have become peers, classmates, roommates and best friends?
unresponsive to
the cries of the voiceless for equality and compas
sion. While we as a student body joke that this
university is better-named "White-Worth" due to
the majority of a certain racial identity
on campus, it takes only one
pair of eyes to see that this is most definitely not
the case.
Whitworth is privileged to have students from
all over the world, representing about 30 different
countries this year alone; from Bulgaria to Moldo
va, from Ireland to Madagascar and from Canada
to Hong Kong. It is undeniable that the Whitworth
community has an amazing opportunity to learn
from the students who are here, confronting the
unknown obstacles that a foreigner may face in
American society.
Ignoring the international categories, the Whit-
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I propose these solutions.
1) Let's start with me. Mahatma Gandhi once
said, "Be the change you want to see in the world."
In writing this article, let it be known that I am
starting with me.-1 have made a pact with myself
to change how I speak. I encourage you to join
me in this challenge. Humor can be enjoyed and
communicated through other methods than hate
speech. Let us challenge ourselves to become
more witty and clever comedians by not laugh
ing at the expense of those who may already feel
unappreciated because they are also under-represented.
2) Listen. Part of why hate speech is so easy to
partake in is because, generally speaking, Ameri
can college students have a tendency to enjoy
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Cartoonist: Hannah Charlton

talking and sharing more than they do listening.
I have one more challenge that I would love to in
vite you to participate in with me: every time you
are tempted to make a comment that could be
making fun of a certain race (i.e., "That's because
you're Asian, huh?") or religion (i.e., "Wearing a
suit on the fixie [fixed-gear bike] today? You look
like a Mormon"), stop and listen. Speak with love,
not sarcasm. I know it's hard; I am fluent in sar
casm myself. But just because it is cool and funny
to be sarcastic, does not mean that it is right.
3) Take action. I beg and plead - do not be lazy!
My worst fear is that you will read this, recycle the
paper, then remain unchanged. I hope that you
will realize the weight of this topic and its signifi
cance to a surprisingly large amount of students
and faculty on campus, that you will dare to start
courageous and cultivating conversations with
each other," and that you will notice that you can
make a difference. Give the voiceless a chance
to speak; give the oppressed the opportunity to
be free. There are many programs that will hap
pen throughout the school year to encourage the
Whitworth community to be proactive and pur
sue justice and equality. I hope to see you there.
One last thought. Because our mission at Whit
worth University is to "honor God, follow Christ,
and serve humanity," may I leave you with a
thought from one of my favorite books: "Don't let
anyone look down on you because you are young,
but set an example for the believers in speech,
in life, in love, in faith and in purity" (1 Timothy
4:12).
BROWN is a junior majoring in international business.
Comments can be sent to rosie.brown@whitworthian
com.
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one of my friends that I was one of the first
black people that she had ever met in her
life. I was then asked an outrageous number
of questions regarding how black people re
spond in certain situations, questions about
African-American hair, food, etc.
I think it is fine to genuinely want to know,
but don't assume that I know just because of
my skin color. Yes, we are different but aren't
we still all the same? It has been said over and
over that all people are the same. We bleed
the same bright red blood, we feel pain from
within and we have appetites for various
earthly things. Therefore, even though our
skin tones are different shades, we are all still
the same; we are human.
It's almost as if assumptions, based on ra
cial stereotypes, are made about you before
you even formally meet someone. Why can't
people just be more open-minded? Whycan't
you look at me, a young black woman, and
not formulate any opinions about me until
I give you a reason to? People base the way
they think off of wh at they have heard about
a particular race.
Just because I'm black doesn't mean I am
obsessed with chicken, watermelon or grape
Kool- Aid. Being black doesn't make you loud,
stuck up or crazy. I feellike, as a minority, one
has to go above and beyond to disprove ex
pectations.
When I want to chew someone out in selfdefence I think twice, in fear that I will be la
belled "just another typical black girl." People
expect individuals of As ian descent to have
rice with every meal.
It is expected that the black people will
gravitate toward anything fried and that Hawaiians will have a hard time without Spam
in their diet. Why do we have to stick to the
assumptions that have been ingrained in our
heads from parents, media, etc.?
Maybe the vegetarian black person is ac
tually quiet and likes to eat salad. Maybe the
Asian person is looking at the pizza and maybe the Hawaiian never even
liked spam before they came to Whitworth. Just because culture tells us one
thing doesn't give us a right to formulate assumptions about people before
we even have a conversation with them. It is unfair for someone to already
make up their mind about someone else before they even give the person a
chance.
I have been blessed by many
relationships that I have made at
Whitworth. Whether it be with
All people are the same. We
black, brown or white people,
bleed the same bright red
I have been blessed. However,
blood, we feel pain from
sometimes I wonder if the people
within and we have apthat I have not gotten a chance to
petities for various earthly
meet yet have already made up
•things.
their minds about me. Some
times I wonder if they have al
ready made the decision that I
must be another rude, obnoxious black girl, making the chance of any poten
tial friendship disappear.
I wonder if people forgot about all prior assumptions and waited to have a
conversation with someone before they made opinions about them, if there
would be more diverse relationships built. I hope that Whitworth can be
come a place where everyone is accepted and loved despite where they have
come from or what color their skin is.
I want to reach out to more people who are completely unlike me. Whether
that be in regards to the color of their skin, their beliefs about faith or even
their major. I would encourage everyone to reach out to people different
from them because it creates open-mindedness and a sense of togetherness.

...yup, we're both human alright...
Cartoonist: Aileen Benson

Stereotyping
harms community
REMI OMODARA
COLUMNIST

pM

Look around and
there's a sea of faces.
Some of t hem are round,
some are long, some have
big eyes, some have wide
noses, some have small
some frown and some look like they

ri

hps, some are smiley,
could use a few more hours of sleep.
The point is that they are all different. That fact alone is what makes Whitworth University a diverse campus.
However, when you move past the broad spectrum of just diversity, there
are many layers. One of those layers is racial and ethnic diversity. Yes, there
are various races and ethnic groups on campus but Caucasian is predomi
nant. Whitworth definitely does a good job of taking into account that we
are all from different walks of life and we all have different backgrounds but
walking in the shoes of a minority student isn't always easy.
First and foremost, once someone realizes that you are of a race other than
white, they automatically label you as different. For example, I was told by

OMODARA is a sophomore majoring in journalism and mass communication. Com
ments can be sent to remi.omodara@whitwortliian.com.

Drinking age should
stay where it is

PUBLIC

from experience that the cultures of Europe are en
tirely different from the culture here. In America,
people drink to get drunk (not all people obvious
RYAN STEVENS
ly, but from my experience the vast majority do).
COLUMNIST
In Europe, alcohol is not as big adeal asit is here.
This is true for things such as sex, or even nudity
for that matter. In places such as France and Spain,
I have come across many people who have stat it is not uncommon to see someone walking down
ed rather simply that they believe that if the United the street with a complete lack of clothing. Would
States were to adopt a lower drinking age, there that same person last 10 minutes in America with
would be fewer alcohol-related incidents in the out a free ride in the back of a cop car for indecent
country. They also believe that this change would exposure? Not a chance. The same goes for drink
only take about one or two generations to set in. ing. In Europe, alcohol is a pastime, like having a
This is a terrible misconception. It is my strong cup of coffee, n ot a "sport" like in the U.S., where
opinion that such a notion would not have any drinking oneself into a state of unconsciousness is
where close to the desired effect.
a story people tell with pride.
I have not been a part of th e Whitworth com
The difference is the attitude towards things like
munity as long as many students here, but I am no alcohol. We, as Americans, over-indulge in every
stranger to college life. Last year I attended Wash thing, and booze is no exception. Why doyou think
ington State University, witnessed an appalling there are so many commercials with the hidden
amount of drunkenness and was privy to stories of cop who nails the foolish, young and intoxicated
blackouts, MIPs and stomach pumps. While this is teen trying to drive? Because as a society, we have
a theme not limited to WSU, it is a crystal clear ex a problem.
ample of ageneration not prepared to handle alco
So why not lower the drinking age? Minors are
hol. Consequently, lowering the
already in possession of alco
drinking age to say, 18,would be
hol as it is.The problem is that
a disaster.
youngerpeoplewho drink, are
Many people under the
Many people under the age of
age of 21, especially those committing a crime. Themere
21, es pecially those in college,
fact that underage drinking is
in college, are simply too
are simply too young to know
illegal should be enough to
young to know when use
sway some from doing so in
when use becomes abuse. I have
becomes abuse.
the first place. These minors
a friend back home who goes to
who do choose to break the
a university in California, and
when I asked her if she drank, she hesitated. When law are subject to more punishment than someone
I asked why, she responded by saying that she tells who is legally allowed to drink. Many people are of
people she drinks, they interpret that to mean that the opinion that lowering the drinking age would
she gets drunk. In the eyes of yo uthful drinkers, provide early access to alcohol, which would help
teens become more accustomed to drinking at a
there is no distinction between the two.
There are numerous safety concerns involved younger age. They believe that this will desensitize
with being intoxicated, such as blurred vision, im younger generations and make them prepared to
paired motor skills and delayed reaction time, as drink responsibly before they are thrust into the
well as the loss of inhibitions which guide judge world on their own. This is faulty logic.
Access to information early on does not guaran
ment and decision making. Furthermore, the
Bible, while not prohibiting drinking (within the tee responsible actions later in life. When under
limits of the law), does condemn drunkenness. peer pressure, rationales can be made and it be
People who are drunk become not only a danger comes easier and easier to blur the lines of legality
to themselves, but to others as well. Drunk drivers and personal responsibility. This is true even for
are responsible for deaths across the country and those exposed to responsible drinking at an early
belligerent drunkenness can often be unsettling age. If p eople are not able to drink responsibly,
and frightening in public spaces. The consequenc even when they are old enough to do so, there is
es of getting drunk do not only affect the drinker, no reason we should lower the drinking age to ac
but the people around them, too. There are numer commodate those who feelthey should not have to
ous reasons, both physical and spiritual, not to be wait to get drunk.
come drunk.
The obvious contradiction to this idea is Europe.
Advocates of a lower drinking age point to coun
STEVENS is a freshman majoring in English and French
tries such as France or Spajn, where the drinking Comments can be sent to
age is two or three years below 21. Let me tell you
ryan.stevenaw@whltworthian.com.
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Shell station on the corner of Waiii&i £ Whitworth Drire

SERVICE
ANNOUNCEMENT
BY DAVID DENNIS

We all have our embarrassing moments; some
may be worse than others. Some of the most
embarrassing moments involve nudity. Depend
ing on the situation the level of embarrassment
can vary.
The first story that comes to mind occurred
when I was 15 years old, which was delicate time
for my pubescent self-image. As I remember it,
my parents have the nicest shower in the house
and one day while they were at work I decided
that I would indulge myself to their glorious
shower. I began to shower and soap myself as I
realized I forgot my towel.
Assuming that no one is in the house, I be
gin to venture back through my parents' room
covered in soap. As I turn the corner I can see the
bathroom light beaming from my room, which
is a reassurance that my towel is almost in my
possession. However, I would soon realize that
I would never gain possession of this particular
towel.
Closing in on destination towel, I heard a
southern voice from the shadows our house, "Oh
David, you're neked!" (this is how my mother
says naked). As I made the horrific realization
that my mother is seeing me naked for the first
time since I was a toddler, I immediately began to
retreat to my parents' bathroom.
During the panicked and naked search for
refuge, I forgot that my parents' bathroom floor
is made of linoleum. Also, I forget that in terms of
friction, soap and water do not jive well with this
particular flooring.
As I enter the door into my parents' bathroom,
my front right foot lands on the floor, not catch
ing any friction. I am launched through the air as
if both my legs were swiped out from under me
and land with a hard thud on my back. I begin to
scream out in pain as my mother quickly comes
to comfort me. As she approaches, I spin around
on my back like a break-dancer, while screaming
"no, mama, no!" and in my naked glory, kick the
door shut.
More than the physical injuries from this towel
fiasco, I was forever scarred because my mother
had seen me in the nude. At the time I thought
I would never recover but with a little coaxing
this story has become a family favorite. Since the
great towel fiasco I have not forgotten a towel.
DENNIS is a senior majoring in journalism and mass com
munication. Comments can be sent to editor@whitworthian.

This week; Is Christ the only
way to God?
Last week for free IPad raffle.
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Worship
8:15 a.m. - contemporary
9:30 a.m. - contemporary
10:30 a.m. - traditional
11:01 a.m. - contemporary
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DEADHOLE
by Lucas Kok

And that alley right there is where our
town drunk lives. His name is Morris. '
Hmm. Have you a theatre
for the performing
And where might I
find your museums!
Lady, we've got like six buildings in this
town; GUESS how many are museums...

CAREER TRAINING. MONEY FOR C OLLEGE.

AND II HfTKE TEH TO
HELIP TO! SUCCEED.

Then what do youj
Deadholians dof'Jj
in your leisure,
time?
I'm glad you
asked, because
this week we are
celebrating our
town's founding,,'
and the parade is
just about to
start.

r

-—

Serving part-time in t he Air National Guard, you'll have an entire team of like-minded individuals
who want to help you get ahead. You can choose from nearly 200 career specialties, and
develop the high-tech skills you need to compete in t oday's world. You also train close to
home, all while receiving a steady paycheck, benefits and tuition assistance. Talk to a recruiter

Um...was that the parade?

today, and see how the Washington Air National Guard can help you succeed.

AIR®©
WASHINGTON

Shh...wart for the Jgt
GRAND
CT
FINALE.

GoANG.com • 1-8QO-TO-GO-ANG
YeeeeeeeeeaaaaaAAAAAHHH!!!

iwhitworthian
LIKE WHAT YOU READ? D ISL IKE I T ? W RITE A LETTERTO-THE-EDITOR
KEEP
TO:

LETTERS

AND
UNDER

GET
300

YOUR

VOICE

WORDS.

HEARD!

SEND

PLEASE

SUBMISSIONS

EDITOR@WHITWORTHIAN.COM
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DID YOU
SEE IT!?
DID YOU
FREAKING!
SEE IT? IT
JUST GETS
BETTER*
EVERY!*|
FREAKING!
YEAR!!!
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Volleyball sets bar high for the season

n

o

Corina Gebbers
Staff Writer

The volleyball team closed out their pre-season with
a win over LaVeme on Tuesday night. They won in
four games, 25-9,25-11, 21-25,25-22, starting a fire that
would bum all week long.
From the start, the Pirates hit .579 as a team in the
first game. The Bucsled the entire fourth game. La
Veme held on until the end when they came within two
points of the lead on an ace, but hope ended there for
the Leopards. Whitworth took the next three points,
securing a 3-1 win on the night.
Kaimi Rocha, a senior, combined with senior
Amanda Grumbach for 24 kills, and senior Bree Riddle
ended the night with an impressive all-around game of
37 assists, five kills, seven digs and four blocks.
Friday night the Pirates opened conference play with
a bang, defeating George Fox25-21,25-13,19-25, 25-17
in a powerful four-set battle.
During.the second game the Pirate women kicked it
up a notch, executing great timing and communication
to take an 11-2 run. Hard hits, consecutive aces and se
nior leadership earned Whitworth a 25-13victory over
the Bruins and took the Pirates into the locker room
bursting with confidence.
"[GFU] didn't fall apart; we did that on purpose,"
Head Steve Coach Rupe said.
With a .448 attack percentage, 14 kills and only one
error, Whitworth owned the final game. Three kills by
a sophomore, Kristine Kardell, ignited the team, and
the Pirates electrified the gym with an 11-3 run over the
Bruins.
Riddle shared her enthusiasm after the game.
"I feel like we're improving every game," Riddle said.
"It's great to play with people for four years.
We connect
on and off the floor, so we keep the energy up."
/
Rocha added 14 killsand 13 digs to her stat she
et,
while Kardell finished with 11 kill
s, Ka'ipo Rocha and
Jalana White with seven kills.each, Grumbach with four
blocks and Riddle with 38 assists.
To end the week the Pirates swept Pacific Saturday
night 25-17, 24-23,25-19 with relentless attacks and
consistent defense.
The Bucs started set two on fire,holding a comfort
able lead until mid-set. Pacific rallied back, getting as
close as 24-23, but handed the match back to Whit
worth on an error.
Kaimi Rocha had a combined 15 kills, nine digs and
two blocks on the night. Amanda Grumbach pitched
in another five kills and 15 digs. Riddle contributed five
kills, seven digs and 32 assists. Kardelladded five kills
and two digs and Ka'ipo Rocha delivered with eight kills
and seven blocks.
"We figured out how to work as ateam and learned
how to dominate on the court," Kardellsaid.
With two games under their belt, the Pirates are on
their way to another successful season.
"Our No. l.goal is to win conference," Coach Rupe
said.
Rupe said fans can expect an exciting season from
Whitworth volleyball this year.

Photographer: Jordan Beauchamp
Senior Bree Riddle, setter, sets up sophomore Kristine Kardell, middle blocker, for a kill.
Riddle ended the night with 37 assists.

Contact Corina Gebbersat
corina.gebbers@ whitworthian.com.
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20 Cross

country takes off for the season

Sena Hughes
Staff Writer

"Christina was impressive. She ran great for her
first race," Schwarz said.
Anderson was especially impressive considering
The Whitworth cross country team is setting out this was her first collegiate 6k—a distance longer
on another course as the men try to defend their than the typical high school course. Joy Shufeldt,
2010 Northwest Conference title and both teams a returning junior, also ran well, finishing just a few
seek to reach the NCAAs for a second year. Now seconds behind Anderson.
On the men's side of things, junior Trevor Berritwo meets into their season, the team has high
an led the pack. The men as a team ran a solid race,
hopes for what the year will bring.
On top of tr ying to adjust to classes, dorm life but Schwarz would like to see them make their
push for the front earlier.
and just get in the Whitworth
"We raced conserva
groove, these runners had to en
dure long, intense practices in
'At [the start of the race] we tively at the beginning,
sweltering heat.
didn't know much about out [then] started to move up,
team, but now the picture's but it just [was] n ot a long
As fall begins to set in, few peo
a little bit more clear about enough course to get where
ple are more excited for cooler
what we have and what we we needed to be," Schwarz
weather than these runners.
need to do to achieve our said.
"Thank God it's not as hot out,"
goals this year."
Schwarz has no doubt
Head Coach Toby Schwarz said.
- Coach Toby Schwarz that this season will be a
"It's just not an ideal environ
competitive one for the
ment to start in. We're ready to
men. They returnfrom their
get into a rhythm."
On Saturday, the Pirates traveled to the west side 2010 championship season with strong runners
of t he state to run in the Sundodger Invitational such as Berrian and senior teammates Tyler Dud
meet. It was an "educational day" for the team, ley and Aaron Jenkins.
The Whitworth women are a younger, senior-less
Schwarz said.
Freshman standout Christina Anderson ran a squad this year. Shufeldt is the only runner on the
team with significant collegiate experience.
stellar race, finishing 23rd out of 187 runners.

"We hav e a lot of ta lent, very good work ethic,
and good team cohesion, but there are too may
question marks," Schwarz said.
All 13 male runners competed in Saturday's race;
however, not all were healthy. Several team mem
bers ran with illness and injury. Only 10 of the 13
females ran.
"We had to overcome not being 100 percent, but
today was a good learning experience," Schwarz
said.
Five other NWC teams ran in Saturday's race so
Whitworth had the opportunity to measure up to
some of th eir competition. Schwarz plans to use
Saturday's results to motivate the team in practice
this week. He said each runner can grow from his
or her experience last weekend.
"At [the start of the race] we didn't know much
about our team, but now the picture's a little bit
more clear about what we have and what we need
to do to achieve our goals this year," Schwarz said.
The Pirates are off tothe races again this next Sat
urday morning, this time closer to home at Plantes
Ferry Park here in Spokane.
Contact Sena Hughes at
sena.hughes@uihitworthian.com

^.SPORTS RECAP
Men's golf takes on Division I competition
Nathan Webber
Staff Writer

one stroke over par, in his final
round. Sophomore Saul Martinez
also played well, finishing with a
two-day score of 229.
Junior Christian Boudreau led
the entire field in par-3 scoring
(-1) and finished with a total score
of 238. Senior Jeff Aly finished with
a score of234 and sophomore Joey
DeGroff finished with a score of
257.
The tournaipent was won by San
Jose State as they placed four of
the top six finishers. Jarred Bossio of t he University of Idaho won
the tournament individually after
shooting 65-68-72 with a three
round total of 205. Of th e 79 com
petitors in the tournament, only
six finished under par.
Whitworth hosts its next tour
nament on Oct. 2 and 3 at the Spo
kane Country Club.

In the waning days of s ummer
tyhen students are coming back to
school and sweatshirt weather is
right around the corner, the Whit
worth men's golf team is just tee
ing off.
On Sept. 12 and 13 the team
competed in their first tourna
ment of the 2011-2012 season in
the Washington State Palouse Col
legiate at Palouse Ridge Golf Club
in Pullman, Wash.
The two-day tournament con
sisted of 14 schools including
multiple Division I programs such
as Washington State University,
Boise State University and San
Jose State.
Whitworth not only faced stiff
competition but played after only
completing one week of practices.
The Pirates finished in 13th
place but showed improvement
over the three rounds, shoot
ing a combined 300 on day three
compared to the 317 they shot in
round one.
Sophomore Jesse Salzwedel led Contact Nathan Webber at
the Bucs with a three-round total nathan.webber@whitworthian.
of 224 including a score of 72, only com.

Men's soccer runs away with two victories
Andrew Forhan
StaffWriter

4-0 victory.
Junior Kekoa Mountcastle had
two second-half goals to lead the
Pirates. Meyer opened the scoring
for Whitworth, finding the back
of the net off a deep cross from
Bushey in the match's 21st minute.
Sophomore midfielder Andrew
French padded Whitworth's lead
several minutes later with his first
goal of the season.
"I think each time we get the
ball we try to play it first rather
than trying to kick it long," Bushey
said. "We were able to find spaces
in behind their defense by pass
ing a lot and connecting a lot of
passes."
Whitworth returns to action this
coming weekend. The Bucs will
host Puget Sound and Pacific Lu
theran on Saturday and Sunday
respectively. Both matches begin
at 2:30 p.m.

The Whitworth Pirates men's
soccer team opened conference
play with a pair of victories this
past weekend during a two game
road trip to Oregon.
On Saturday the Pirates battled
their way to a 2-0 shutout against
Pacific University. Senior mid
fielder Cameron Bushey scored
on a penalty kick for the Pirates in
the 63rd minute after teammate JT
Meyer, a senior, was fouled on a
tackle in the box to take a 1-0 lead.
Anders Nostdahl, a sophomore,
solidified Whitworth's lead by
scoring a goal in the 89th minute
from four yards out on an assist
from M eyer.
The match was very physical, as
a total of 25 fouls were called and
five yellow cards were given. The
Pirates outshot Pacific 14-10 in
the match, and Whitworth senior
netminder Brian Sherpe had four
saves on his way to recording his
third shutout in the season's first
five games.
The Bucs traveled to Newberg, Contact Andrew Forhan at
Ore., to play George Fox University andrew.forhan@whitworthian.
on Sunday and came away with a com.

SPOTTED FROM THE CROW'S NEST

FOOTBALL
NWC

ALL

LEWIS & CLARK
LINFIELD
PACIFIC LUTHERAN
WHITWORTH
WILLAMETTE
PUGET SOUND
PACIFIC (ORE.)
NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs. Menlo @ Home
Saturday, Sept. 24 @ I p .m.

SOCCER MEN'S
NWC ALL
WHITWORTH
PUGET SOUND
WHITMAN
PACIFIC LUTHERAN
WILLAMETTE
GEORGE FOX
LINFIELD
PACIFIC (ORE.)
NEXT PIRATE MATCH:
Whitworth vs. Puget Sound § Home
Saturday, Sept. 24 @ 2:30p.m.

Photographer:Jeff Ferguson
Senior cross country runner Aaron Jenkins.

Cross country: Aaron Jenkins
been able to thrive from the relationships he's built
with other teammates in that. One of the ways he
StaffWriter
would like to extend his legacy at Whitworth is by
Whitworth Universitysenior Aaron Jenkins is start- furthering other teams' involvement in FCA, t hus
inghis senioryear looking for afourth appearance at broadening that community.
Schwarz, who has high expectations for Whit
NCAAs and to satisfy his career goal as a cross coun
worth cross country this fall, expects Jenkins to
try runner.
For Jenkins, his running craze all started his resume his leadership role as a returning captain.
Jenkins brings experience and strong opinions;
sophomore year of high school.
"I had played other sports, but I started running Schwarz likes his outspokenness.
Jenkins is quick to credit his team for his success.
on a whim," Jenkins said.
"Every
accomplishment that is significant is a
Not a bad call for a guy who is now a decorated
senior captain of the Whitworth cross country team team thing," Jenkins said.
Jenkins speaks enthusiastically about the runners,
and three-time national competitor.
Running opened up a whole new world for Jen their success and their ambitions. When it comes to
kins. While considering colleges, Whitworth wasn't what Jenkins' feels is his biggest accomplishment as
even on his radar until cross country coach Toby a Whitworth University athlete, itisn't any of his own
est accomplishment has
Schwarz approached him about running here. awards. For Jenkins, his bigg
been
being
apart
of
a
team
th
at has raised the bar for
Whitworth quickly became the place Jenkins knew
Whitworth running.
he needed to be at.
Confident that this year will be ano
ther stellar one
"I have loved every minute of it," Jenkins said.
As a freshman at Whitworth, Jenkins was named for the Pirates, Jenkins believes he's part of the best
to the first-team all-Northwest Conference, an hon team Whitworth has seen in his four years here.
"The past three years he's proven to be one of the
or he went on to receive again his junior year, in
best runners Whitworth has ever had,"Schwarz said.
addition to being named to second-team all-NWC
As a senior, an unknown lies at the end of this sea
as a sophomore. He has also run at nationals three
son for Jenkins' running career.
consecutive years.
"Toby always tells us to be content with how
Jenkins excels beyond running as well. A theol
you've done, but [never be] satisfied. This year, I
ogy and Spanish double major, he's been effective at
budgeting his time and energy. Schwarz said is easy want to be satisfied," Jenkins said.
to like.
"He's nutty, quirky [and] fun," Schwarz said, but
he's also very mature and smart."
An active member of the Whitworth chapter for Contact Sena Hughes at
sena.hughes@whitworthian.com.
the Fellowship of Christian Athletes, Jenkins has

Sena Hughes

SOCCER-WOMEN'S
NWC ALL
LINFIELD
WHITMAN

3-3

2-1

PACIFIC (ORE.)

•1 4-2-1

WHITWORTH

•1

1-3-1

PUGETSOUND

1-1

3-2

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

1-1

2-2

WILLAMETTE

1-1

GEORGE FOX

1-2

LEWIS & CLARK

0-2

Hi
1-4-2
1-4-1

NEXT PIRATE MATCH:
Whitworth vs. UPS @ Home
Saturday, Sept. 24 @ noon

VOLLEYBALL
NWC ALL
PUGETSOUND
PACIFIC LUTHERAN

2-0

10-0

2-0

9-1

jm[ 2-0

7-4

1-1

7-4

1-1
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1-1

4-7

LINFIELD

0-2

4-6

LEWIS & CLARK

0-2

4-8

WHITMAN

0-2

1-7

WHITWORTH
PACIFIC (ORE.)
GEORGE FOX
WILLAMETTE
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NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs. Lirifield
Friday, Sept. 23 @7p.m.
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Women's soccer starts conference season on road
Andrew Forhan
Staff Writer
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The Whitworth Pirates women's soccer team
opened conference play on the road this past
week with a record of 1-1-1 in the three games.
On Wednesday, Sept. 13, the Bucs fell 3-2 to th
e
Whitman Missionaries.
Whitworth mounted two different comebacks
in the 3-2 loss, after trailing 1-0 and then 2-1 later
in the game.
"I think it woke us up a little bit," C oach Jael
Hagerott said of having to play from behind for
much of the game.
After a goal in the 36th minute opened up an
early lead for the Missionaries, sophomore Jill
Pecka tied up the contest off an assist from senior
Cory Druffel early in the 38th minute.
Whitman took the lead for a second time ear
ly i n the second half, before senior Allie S mith
scored her first goal of 2011 in the 79th minute off
an assist from fellow senior Sarah Berentson.
"Sarah was dribbling the ball toward the end
line and I got the ball at the top of the box," Smith
said.
The W hitman goalie unsuccessfully came out
to contest the pass crossed in by Berentson. Smith
provided a left-footed finish for the goal.
Coach Hagerott spoke of a shift in play that aid
ed in the team's ability to score two goals.
"Our backs started stepping up to the ball and
the ball was being moved well in the midfield,"
Hagerott said. "Our goals were very nice; they
were great goals."
Whitman's third and final goal came with un
der a minute to play in regulation time. Whitman
sophomore Hallie Swan sent a left-footed kick
from 20 yards out into the back of the net to give
the Missionaries the lead for good.
"You can't really put into words how painful
that is," Hagerott said. "We had been dominating
that last part of the game."
Whitworth outshot Whitman 15-12 and took
seven corner kicks, in comparison to Whitman's
total of three. Bucs goalkeeper Callie Bergstrom,
a senior, had four saves for the Pirates.
Last Saturday Whitworth continued confer
ence play in Forest Grove, Ore., against the Pacific
Boxers, playing to a 1-1 tie.
Like the contest against Whitman, the Pirates
found themselves playing from behind for a large
portion of the match. A goal in the sixth minute
for Pacific put the Pirates in an early hole.
It wasn't until the 85th minute that the Pirates
found the back of the net, when Berentson scored
on a cross from junior Katrin Grant.
Berentson managed to head the ball into the
net just before she collided at full speed with the
Pacific goalie.
Berentson had to be helped off th e pitch and
did not return to the contest.
"The ball came in on a cross from Katrin Grant
and it bounced pretty high," Berentson said. "The
keeper was a little late coming out and I ju mped
up and headed it over her and the ball rolled into
the goal."
Berentson thought she might have fractured
her collarbone on the play. It turned out to be
a contusion, and she was unable to play Sunday
against George Fox.
The Bucs showed strong play in extra time, but

File Photo Chrissy Roach
Senior Sarah Berenston heads the ball in a game last season against George Fox. The wom
en's soccer team is currently ranked fourth in the NWC.
door for a couple of games," Hagerott said of her
were unable to defeat George Fox.
Whitworth had six shots in the two overtime first win. "It provided a sense of relief."
Junior midfielder Mackenzie Grow scored her
periods, while the Boxers didn't attempt a shot.
"We were able to cut out a lot of their passing first goal of t he season in the 51st minute on a
loose ball deflected in from 12 yards out.
options," Hagerott said.
Whitworth outshot the Bruins 15-10 in the
A couple of shot attempts came very close for
match, and held a 9-2 advantage on corner kicks.
the Pirates in the overtime period.
"We controlled the game really, George Fox
Pecka had a strike from 20 yards out in the 95th
didn't have many opportu
minute that was tipped away
nities and overall we were
by the Pacific keeper and four
You can't really put into in control," Hagerott said.
minutes later Druffel charged
words how painful that is.
Bergstrom made four
hard into an opening at the
We had been dominating saves at goalkeeper for
18-yard box and took a shot
that last part of the game." Whitworth on her way to
that was saved by the Boxer
earning the shutout.
goalie.
- Head Coach Jael Hagerott
The Pirates return to ac
Overall, the Pirates outshot
tion next Saturday and Sun
the Boxers 19-9. Hartmann
had four saves for the Pirates, all in the second day at home after playing their first five games on
the road.
half.
Puget Sound will come to Spokane to take on
On Sunday, Whitworth defeated the George
Fox Bruins 1-0, giving the Pirates their first win the Pirates Saturday, and on Sunday the Bucs will
in NWC play this season, and first win overall. It host Pacific Lutheran. Both games begin at noon.
was also Hagerott's first win as head coach of the
Contact Andrew Forhan at
Pirates.
"It was great, we had been knocking on the andrew.forhan@whitworthian.com.
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Photographer: Hope Barnes
Junior-running back Ronnie Thomas sprints down the sideline for a first down at the home game against University of Redlands on Saturday
afternoon.

Football lesis t® NCAA §11 ranked No. 17 Redlands

yards of to tal offense, including a great half from
starting quarterback Bryan Peterson, a true fresh
StaffWriter
man, who completed 12-14 passes for 121 yards
and
two touchdowns.
On Saturday the Whitworth Pirates tried to do
"I think a big positive for us was the fight we
something the team hasn't done since the 2007
season: win back-to-back games at the Pine Bowl showed," Miller said. "Theywanted to come out and
in consecutive weeks. Unfortunately, Redlands had out-physical us, but we held our own."
Junior Jake DeGooyer and freshman Austin Ehlo
other plans.
led
the Bucs on the receiving end, compiling 200 of
The 17th-ranked Bulldogs slipped past the host
Whitworth's 259 p ass
Pirates 30-20 on Whitworth's first tele
yards between the
vised SWX game of the year.
two of them. Junior
"We
played
and
competed
"[The] game was tough, obviously
well; it just came down to running back Ron
because we lost, but also because we
them making more plays nie Thomas added 75
were right there with them except for
yards on the ground
then we did.'
some key plays," s aid freshman Paul
and scored the touch
Miller, a Pirate starting comerback who
- Freshman Paul Miller down that brought
led the team with eight tackles.
Whitworth
within
Whitworth fell to 1-2 for the year and
four points in the
the University of Redlands improved
to 2-0, extending their regular season win streak to third quarter.
The score now 21-7, Peterson connected with
eight games dating back to last season.
Ehlo on a 34-yard reception that kept the chains
"We w ere really excited for the chance to do
moving. The Pirates drove down to the Redlands 9
something special against a ranked opponent, so
where
Peterson again threw the ball up to Ehlo who
it's tough to lose the way we did," Millersaid.
This game was far from a blow-out, however, as made an acrobatic one-handed catch for the touch
a crowd of 1,850 watched Whitworth put up 368 down with 55 seconds left.

Nathan Webber

The touchdown pass was a costly one for Whit
worth, however, as Peterson and senior starting
guard Travis Todd were injured on the play. Neither
returned to the game.
Fifty-five seconds was too much time to keep the
Bulldogs off the board again as they drove the ball
50 yards to kick a 35-yard field goal as the half ex
pired.
Freshman Zac Hill replaced the injured Peterson,
completing 10 of 23 passes for 87 yards in the sec
ond half.
"I think this game shows us as a team what level
we need to play at to reach our goal of winning the
NWC championship," Miller said.
To Miller and his teammates they played a good
game, and at the end of the day it just was not
enough.
"We played and competed well; it just came
down to them making more plays then we did,"
Miller said.
Whitworth will be home again next Saturday
when the team will face Menlo College. Game time
is set for 1 p.m.
Contact Nathan Webber at
nathan.webber@whitworthian.com.
+
+

TOP LEFT: The men of Warren Hall use a yellow
submarine to stand out in their routine at Mock Rock.
TOP RIGHT: The Carlson men enter the Fieldhouse in
preparation for Yell-Off.
MIDDLE RIGHT: The East Beauties beat out the
competition with their routine.

\

BOTTOM RIGHT: T he Ballard Babes and Cornerstone
Cuties choreographed their routine to various songs.
Photographer: Jordan Beauchamp

To view video of Mock Rock,
scan this QR code with your
smart phone.
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The Whitworthian has served as the main source of
news and sports coverage for the Whitworth commu
nity since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely by students which produces The
Whitworthian weekly newspaper and thewhitwortnii

The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting
accurate and relevant information in an innovative
manner. Our goal is tobe accountable while inform
ing, entertaining and providing a forum for express
ing the interests of the Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published
weekly,
ekfy, <except during January and student vacations.
The content is generated entirely by students. The
college administration does not review the newspa
pers content. Opinions and ideas expressed in The
Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writ
ers and student editors, and do not necessarily reflect
the views of the Associated Students of Whitworth
University (ASWU), the university, its administration,
faculty/staff or advertisers. Hie Whitworthian is paid
for through advertising and subscription revenue and
in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the
opinions of their individual creators and not neces
sarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or
its staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in
freedom of speech and expression as guaranteed
in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the
United States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248
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Photographer: Chrissy Roach'
The average amount of federal and private loan debt held by Whitworth graduates who took out one or
more private loans is $45,225.
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Lectures provide more than extra
credit opportunities for students
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Serving the Whitworth community since 1905
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News Editor

Lindsie Wagner
lindsie.wagner@whitworthian.com

As students, we're good at the art of "getting by."
We attend classes, but skip when we get the alltoo-rare sunny day.
We accept that we have to do reading for those
classes, but we skim the chapters, reading the
headlines and pinpointing the bold words.
Admit it: There's a good chance a lot of us don't
even buy the books in the first place when we can
check them out from the library or borrow them
from the guy next to us.
We're here, though, to gain an education.
Students pay upwards of $40,000 to attend Whit
worth. At that price, we should look at class atten
dance as the bare minimum.
Whitworth and the Associated Students of Whit
worth University provide us with the chance to be
actively engaged outside the classroom.
Lecture series such as the Faith, Film and Phi
losophy put on in partnership with Gonzaga Uni
versity and Dean's Dialogue are two regularly oc
curring chances to reach beyond the textbook and
learn from someone other than a Whitworth pro
fessor.
Lectures allow us the chance to learn because
we want to rather than because we are expected to.
Unfortunately, extra credit is often the only mo
tivation for student attendance at these events.
Although a plus, this board asks that students ex
amine the benefits of going to school-sponsored
lectures beyond improving their grades.
We urge you to not settle for simply "getting
through" these four years of your life. Take the op
portunity to embrace every chance to leam.
This board feels that these opportunities are an
integral part of a liberal arts education. They allow
students to broaden their learning experiences to
include subjects not covered by their major pro-

grams of study.
Lectures help students understand the world
around them in a more well-rounded fashion, and
also to speak intelligently on many subjects.
The lectures aren't just here to fill a calendar.
They are relevent to current events.
Sunday's lecturer Juan Melendez, for example,
spoke on the topic of the death penalty only days
after a controversial Georgia execution.
Lectures also foster courageous conversations
within the university community.
For example, last year Andrew Marin spoke on
integrating traditional Christian values and love
the individuals.
After th e lecture, conversations took place be
tween students, faculty and staff that courageous
ly examined our community's ability to seek this
end.
Art lectures, music lectures and poetry and lit
erature readings also serve to stimulate creativity
among the student population. This board exerts
that these lectures are a great way for students to
become motivated to pursue creative endeavors.
Lectures also provide an opportunity to get to
know people in a field in which you are interested.
Never underestimate the power of networking.
Executive Director of Blood Water Mission Jena
Lee Nardella became connected with the band
Jars of Clay through a lecture, and then partnered
with them to execute their vision for an organiza
tion specializing in dealing with the HIV/AIDS
and water crises in Africa.
We urge you to take the opportunities the uni
versity offers through these lectures to broaden
your scope of u nderstanding regarding world is
sues.
Put your tuition to work.

IFTTER TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the Whitworth community. Send
letters to editor@whitworthian.com or submit online. Limit to 200 words.

A keen eye for poverty in the upcoming elections
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Last Tuesday, my GE 125 students and I par
ticipated in our first Community Building year
by helping out at City Gate, an organization that
provides food, meals and clothing to homeless in
Spokane.
I was directly reminded in a way that I am usu
ally am not that the U. S. has the highest rate of
poverty since 1993—15.1 percent are living below
the poverty line, which, in 2010, fora family offour
was set at $22,314. One out offive children is living
in poverty.
I wa s reminded how lucky I am when, in the
middle of w ashing the mostly empty food bank
shelves, I got acall from the contractor working on
my house. Embarrassing and ironic.
In the 2012 presidential election, the economy

will be a central issue.
It seems that Scripture and the social contract
with fellow citizens compel those of u s who call
ourselves followers of Jes us to evaluate the can
didates on how they are addressing the issue of
poverty in the U. S. In their book, Kingdom Eth
ics: Jesus in Contemporary Context, authors David
Gushee and Glen Stassen found in the Bible 1,060
uses of the two Hebrew and two Greek words for
justice Jesus, in their view, both demands and in
vites justice for those in poverty.
Community Building Daywas a timely reminder
about what is important in the upcoming election.
KathyLee
Professor of political science
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How much GO® you ©we?

Photographer: Jeff Ferguson
Sophomores Mailia Yangand Esther Wenzel and junior Kiley Schatz reve
al their student loan debt. As of the 2007-2008 school year, the national aver
age federal student loan debt was $27,803.

Taking a look at the impact of private and federal loan debt on students
Along with student loans, all 243 of those
students
also took out federal loans, with an
StaffWriter
average debt of $21,242.
Alternative student loans are private loans
usually from a bank, whereas federal loans include
As un employment rates have risen, so has the
loans for parents and students, and are granted by
cost of college. The rate of borrowed student loans
the government.
has also followed this pattern, meaning more
students are graduating in debt.
Whitworth default rates are much lower than
the national average.
When choosing acollege, one question a student
may ponder revolves around how much particular
"The federal cohort loan default rate, published
Whitworth loans and defaults
colleges will cost.
this month, is 0.8 percent, and a year ago it was 0.9
According to Department of Education data
percent" for Whitworth, Olson said.
When it comes to financial aspects atWhitworth,
released on Sept. 12, the national rate of fed eral
That means out of a ll the Whitworth students
student loan defaults rose to 8.8 percent over all in Wendy Olson not only works with students, but borrowing federal loans only 0.8 percent of them
the 2009 fiscal year.
also communicates with the Federal Department default.
This means that 8.8 percent of borrowers failed of Education.
"Our drop from 0.9 percent to 0.8 percent
to make regular payments on their loans.
"Out of347 students who graduated in May 2011 speaks well of our students," Olson said. "They are
The rate at public institutions rose from 6 and attended all four years, 243 had loans with responsible and take care of communications for
percent to 7.2 percent, and there was a rise from 4 an average loan debt of $23,983 for all types of loans."
[alternative] student loans," Olson said.
percent to 4.6 percent at private institutions.
Story continued on page 7
Haley Williamson
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For every one person who defaults, two more are
likely tofall behind in their payments, according to
a Sept. 12 New York Times article on the subject.
With tuition rates rising all over the country,
loan borrowers can become the ones struggling
in the economy. Fewer available jobs means it is
becoming harder for students to make a dent in
their debt.

Cadaver lab brings Whitworth up to par
Ira Mcintosh
Staff Writer
The new cadaver lab in Robinson Science Hall is
a huge step forward for Whitworth.
"We are now able to teach Anatomy and
Physiology the way it should be taught," said Matt
Silvers, assistant professor of health science.
The lab, which has been in the works for many
years, allows students to learn in a more hands-on
manner as opposed to through books or, as it was
previously taught, the study of cats.
"It used to be incredibly abstract but now it's
all very real," s aid junior Kendra Greenwood, a
teaching assistant for the lab. "You get to see how
every muscle moves, looks and feels."
That is a common thought, said senior Caitlyn
Davis, a student in this semester's A and P course.
"Now that we have a cadaver, it allows for more
accurate knowledge of how the body works,"
Davis said. "Students will be better equipped for
understanding human anatomy."
Some people may find fault with having this sort
of lab on a Christian campus, Silvers said. But he
went on to say that the biology depa
rtment believes
the university needs this new way of studying
because of Whitworth's Christian viewpoint.
"Studying the human body through the use
of cadavers will help students understand and
better appreciate God's most amazing creation,"
according to a press release prepared by the health
Photographer: Chrissy Roach
sciences department. "Additionally, the study of
anatomy through the use of cadavers will help Students in Mike Sardinia's Anatomy and Physiology class work with pig intestines during their lab.
students understand human form and function, This area is also used for studying human cadavers.
and better prepare students for health professions
and graduate programs."
"You don't need any special certificates or students will be great, Silvers said. Students and
The department is stressing the need for respect licenses," Silvers said. "There are the usual lab professors alike are excited forthe new opportunity.
when handling the cadavers, Greenwood said.
necessities such as ventilation and other basic
"There are some students who should have taken
"One thing that we have to keep in mind' is how requirements, but nothing just for a cadaver lab. Anatomy and Physiology last year but waited until
sacred it is and how respectful we need to be," It's actually incredibly easy to have one."
this year so they could use the cadaver lab," Silvers
Greenwood said. "They make sure to push that
He did say, however, that there are many laws said.
onto us so we understand it. It's a very sacred concerning the handling and disposal of h uman
Davis is one of th ose students. The reason she
learning environment."
remains that the university waited to take the course was because she would
It is incredible that someone
is taking very seriously and be able to learn in a more hands-on environment.
was willing to giveup their body
"We are now able to
following carefully.
"It's awesome when he takes the deltoid
so that she can better study and,
"I studied the laws from the [muscle] and pulls it back so you can see the layers
teach Anatomy and
therefore, help other people,
ground up so I could be pre
pared underneath," Davis said. "It's really helpful."
she said.
Physiology the way it
to work in the lab," Silvers said.
Although the lab will improve the education
"It's hard when you see
One of the biggest pros to given to health science students, it is by no means
should be taugh."
personal things like painted
having the lab at Whitworth is ahead of the times.
nails and makeup," Greenwood
- Matt Silvers, assistant
the fact that it allows for more
"I don't want to make it sound cutting-edge,"
said.
chances of inter-departmental Silvers said. "We're one of the last colleges to get
professor of health science cooperation.
Davis said the teaching
such a lab."
assistants and professors are
"It puts most of the health
The lab brings Whitworth into the league of
doing more each week to get themused to working science faculty under one roof for the first many other colleges and universities that are its
with the cadavers, and she feels blessed to be able time; nursing, athletic training, health science," rivals as far as health science programs, allowing
to work in the lab.
according to the press release. "We have been in students to learn in a hands-on manner and delve
"It's extremely helpful to have," Davis said. three different buildings until now. Our only lab into God's creation as they haven't been able to
"Because when you're trying to apply what you're will be the anatomy and physiology lab (two other before, Silvers said.
learning, it's easier to see things on a cadaver labs in remodeled Eric Johnston). This move gives
"I feel like the world is at my fingertips,"
instead of a book or even a cat."
our department identity, both geographically for Greenwood said.
The cadaver lab is a valuable learning students, and logistically (and relationally) as
environment, and doesn't have as many special faculty."
Contact Ira Mcintosh at
laws and regulations as one might think.
Beyond that, though, the cumulative impact on ira.mcintosh@whitworthian.com.
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Photographer: GregMoser
Erika Borsani, a junior international student from Milan, enjoys drawing and studying in the Loop. When not studying, Borsani enjoys cooking.

Student reflects on the value of language

Haley Williamson

not learn to fluently speak English.
"You don't get to actually speak it, but you learn
the basics like grammar," Borsani said.
After applying to study for a semester in the
It was not until she started attending a univer
United States, Italian international student Erika sity that she began to learn how to properly speak
Borsani waited for a reply. Time passed and she English.
thought she was not accepted.
The language barrier has prov
She finally got a reply,
en to be the biggest culture shock
"[Language] is a big
though. She had been accepted
for Borsani. She knows how to
to to attend Whitworth for a
speak English and understands,
thing. You may take
semester.
but it does not come as easily as
it for granted."
Italian.
Borsani is one of around
30 international students at
"It is a big thing; you may take
- Junior Erika Borsani
Whitworth. Although she is
it for granted," Borsani said. "[It is
considered to be a junior back
hard when] you leave a place and
at her home university, here she said she feels like you can't say a word in your mother language and
a freshman after going through traditiation.
you feel like you can't speak."
Borsani grew up in the small town of Tr adate,
Although the language proves to be difficult, she
which is outside of Milan, Italy.
knows practicing the language in the culture is the
She will be at Whitwoth only for a semester, and best way to learn it.
while here she will study foreign languages for
At Universita Cattolica del Sacro Cuore, the uni
management and marketing.
versity she attends in Milan, Borsani studies Greek
The Italian school system requires students to and Italian literature, but she loves the world of art.
learn English. She said that in high school they did
Borsani wishes she had chosen to study art. In

Staff Writer

Italy she had to choose a high school to study at
based on majors when she was 14. She was not
sure what she should do at that time, so she didnot
choose art.
After that she chose to attend a university, also
based on major, and chose to study foreign lan
guages.
"I love what I chose but I really wish I could do
other things," Borsani said.
Although she may not be studying art, she does
not hide her artistic side.
One way Borsani showed off her talent was by
drawing the tattoo that she has on her back. She
used her drawing skills at the Warren Hall prison
tattoo Prime Time. She spent the night drawing
narwhals, penguins and intricate geometric pat
terns on people's arms and legs.
Borsani said she would not trade this experience
for anything. The only thing she said she wished
she did differently was apply to attend Whitworth
for a whole year.

Contact Haley Williamson at
haley.williamson@whitworthian.com.

f CRUNCHING^

^NUMBERS/
243

Number of May 2011 Whitworth graduates who
took out at least one private loan to pay forschool.

$23,983

Average private loan debt for May 2011Whitworth
graduates who took out at least one private loan.
Photo Illustrator: Chrissy Roach
About 70 percent of May2011 Whitworth graduates finished their degrees with private and federal
student loan debt.

LOANS: Student loans increase
continued, from page 4

Students find ways to save

Debt and loans
Whitworth students face
For many students, debt will always be just
around the corner. Debt is something they knew
they would have coming into school; they have
accepted it and they will work hard to pay it off.
Junior Sergio Jara knew he would ha
ve to borrow
money.
"On average I borrow about $10,000 in loans
each year," Jara said.
Jara also got to have an amazing experience this
past summer working as an intern in Washington,
D.C., but that trip cost him an additional $8,000 in
loans.

There are also ways around loans. There are
plenty of st udents here at Whitworth who aren't
going to have a penny of debt.
One of those students issophomore Mailia Yang.
Yang is a n Act 6 scholar, meaning that in high
school she was noticed for being a young leader
in suburban Spokane. Only 66 students in the
Tacoma, Spokane, Yakima and Portland areas
receive this sort of scholarship.
This scholarship pays for Yang's schooling; she One student's debt
only pays for books for classes.
and a plan to pay it off
Other Whitworth students come into school
with various academic, departmental and other
Junior Kiley Schatz is also taking out about
scholarships also cutting back on the cost of
tuition, which lowers the amount of loans they will $10,000 in loans each year, along with taking on
her parent loans, which add on an additional
need.
$10,000 a year.
At the end of four years, Schatz will be $80,000in
Scholarships reduce need for loans
debt, but she already has a plan to pay it off.
"I am planning on doing Peace Corps for a few
Then there aresome students, such as sophomore years after school, which pays offsome of my loans,
Esther Wenzel, who will work throughout the and then going to grad school which will add on
school year finding new scholarships to add onto more loans, but then working for the state which
will pay for my loans," Schatz said.
others already earned.
Many students are either dealing with paying
More scholarships earned means less debt
off debt or trying to find a way around it. And with
overall.
"I just look online at websites with scholarships, tuition continuing to rise and jobs continuing to
and I do whatever I can to earn the
m," Wenzel said. seize, loans may become an even more frequent
"I usually have to submit essays and applications, role in students' lives.
and if I get the scholarship it saves me about
$1,000."

Wenzel has been able to get a few scholarships
since she started looking for them, and is still
looking for more this year.

Contact Haley Williamson at
haley.williamson@whitworthian.com.

8.8

National percentage of federal loan borrowers who
defaulted in the 2009 fiscal year.

0.8

Percentage of Whitworth federal student loan
borrowers who are currently in default on their
loans.

$27,803

National average federal student loan debt as of
2007-2008 school year,including parent PLUS
loans, according to FinAld.org.

$31,000

Maximum amount that any one dependent student
can take out in federal Staffordloans, a common
source of financial aid.
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New trash bins intended
CHAMBERS to
reduce carbon footprint
by Eric Fullerton

This week, Iwould like to start off by saying thank
you, specifically to those who participated in Com
munity Building Day 2011!
This year, as Steven LaPointe, assistant director
of service learning, said, "As m any as 1,500 Whitworth students, faculty and staff combined to pro
vide up to 4,500 hours of service to more than 45
agencies throughout Spokane County... the eco
nomic impact of this service to the Spokane Com
munity equates as much as $93,825 in one morn
ing.
These are truly staggering statistics and it took all
of you to make it possible; thank you!
Last Wednesday at the ASWU m eeting, several
exciting presentations were brought before ASWU.
The first was our new Director of At hletics Aaron
Leetch. Leetch presented us with a heartfelt and
uplifting message of what it means to be a member
of the Whitworth Pirates.
We also held a discussion on what ASWU's role
on encouraging people to register to vote should
be. If you want to be a part of these, and many oth
er, discussions send me an email.
This upcoming Wednesday (Sept. 28), at 5 p.m. in
the ASWU Chambers, general manager of Sodexo
Jim O'Brien will be speaking to ASWU, addressing
meal plans and any concerns students may have
about the upcoming year(s).
ASWU wants your voice to be heard. In ALL de
bates and discussions you can, and are encouraged
to participate.
Also, if you contact ASWU'sExecutive Vice Presi
dent (Melinda Leavitt) before noon on the Wednes
day you would like to attend, you can receive up to
$6.00 in free food from the Cafe before the ASWU
meeting. The only thing you need to do, to get the
money, is attend an ASWU meeting after emailing
Melinda!
One of ASWU's goals for this academic year is to
increase transparency. To show you who we are,
why we are here and what we can do for you.
One quick, but astonishing, example of what
ASWU has done for the student body was to strong
ly encourage the faculty and staff to give students a
break at the end of October, creating Fall Break. We
have power as long as you tell us what you want.
One of the main reasons I have shifted some of
my office hours to wandering around and meeting
people has been to promote transparency.
We are students just like you, we have concerns
just like you, we want to fight for your co
ncerns and
we have the knowledge and the weight to make sig
nificant changes around campus, but only ifyou al
low us to.
ASWU is not a cloud that students have no part
in; rather we are a tool for the student body to use.
May many a pinecone fall into your life.

Contact Eric Fullerton at
efullertonl2@my.whitworth.edu

THIS WEEK ONLINE
Alcohol awareness event
Students engage alcohol awareness at tail-gate party.

experience more at....

whitworthian.com

Sydney Conner

Staff Writer
In efforts to reduce the carbon footprint of
Whitworth University, facility services has pro
vided faculty and staff with smaller, more sustain
able trash bins.
Hoping the new trash bins will reduce trash
production, Facility Services Director Ed Kelly
came up with the idea, which was put into action
late August.
Standing less than a foot tall, the new trash
cans are less than one-third of the size of the orig
inals and sit on the tops of desks in offices across
campus.
Jake Landsiedel, resource conservation man
ager, supports the new efforts to go green.
"It is a good visualization of how much trash
one person should use," Landsiedel said.
The new change is also an attempt to fill t he
need of a custodian spot lost due to budget cuts.
"We were looking for a way to keep the staffing
we now have, but maintain the same standards,"
Landsiedel said.
But not all faculty and staff members are in fa
vor of the change.
"The size is kind of r idiculous; they definitely
made their point," Student Employment Man
ager Laurie Armstrong Sargent said. "If a student
comes in upset and crying I have no place for
them to throw their tissues away."
Photo Illustrator: Peter Landgren
Kim Connors, career services program assis
The
new
offic
e
trash
cans are designed to
tant, wasn't happy coming back from vacation to
reduce
waste
and
promote
recycling.
find her old trash bin gone. She found a new gar
bage can with a small note proclaiming the uni
"It would be nice to know what exactly we can
versity's desire to go green.
"They gave us no preparation. I just came back recycle," Connors said.
But Landsiedel said the majority of what fac
to that," Connors said, pointing at the new trash
ulty and staff members use while at their desks
bin sitting on her desk.
But the problem goes past just the container can be recycled.
"Most trash is paper, cans, bottles; most can be
change.
"For me it was more of how they did it, not recycled," Landsiedel said.
Another problem Sargent finds with the gar
what they did," Armstrong said; claiming facil
bage cans is the inability to use
ity services swooped in and
a liner, preventing her from us
switched the trash cans.
"Most trash is paper,
ing her garbage to dispose of any
But Landsiedel said that in
cans, bottles; most
food. Instead, after eating any
no way was facility services
thing she said she has to walk
intending for the shock value
can be recycled."
outside her office to find a differ
the switch has caused.
"It just came down to tim - Jake Landsiedel, resource ent trash bin.
ing," Landsiedel said. "School
While faculty and staff must
conservation manager
was coming up so it was a
get up and use out-of-office
good time for it."
trash bins, it doesn't force them
Although he hasn't gotten many complaints to cut out much garbage. Many faculty and staff
personally, Landsiedel said the new garbage bins members, such as Connors, find that the change
may not be permanent.
is simply an inconvenience.
s,
"We are using them on a trial basis," Lansiedel
"I just wonder how the reduction of waste data
said. "We will look for feedback, ask for respons is being tracked," Connors said.
es."
Facility services is not monitoring the number
Although both Connors and Sargent admit the of times faculty and staff members empty their
new garbage bins have raised awareness, they trash bins, Landsiedel said.
haven't necessarily decreased the amount of
Regardless, Landsiedel said he hopes that ef
trash they or fellow colleagues produce.
forts to go above and beyond other universities,
"I feel like I recycled anyways, but this is like sustainability and the university's commitment
forced recycling," Sargent said
to reducing waste is seen by this change.
Connors wants to learn more about the uni
versity's efforts on going green by being taught Contact Sydney Conner at
which items she is able to recycle.
Sydney.conner@whitworthian.com.

Dishing up at Froyo Earth's new location
fit their cravings.
"I like the self-serve," senior Jenna
Hansen said. "You m ake it what you
Froyo Earth is the self-serve frozen want it to be."
Hansen has noticed other Whit
yogurt shop that allows every person
to fill their yogurt cups to their heart's worth students eating there during her
desire. Now Whitworth students do visits and likes the closer location.
Another novelty of this frozen yogurt
not have to travel downtown to dish up
the buffet style of flavors and toppings. eatery is the ever-changing variety of
Since June, Froyo Earth has been serv flavors and the fresh fruit toppings that
ing at a new location at 12519 N. Divi are cut daily. Every few weeks 10 fla
sion St. in the Wandermere shopping vors rotate through the machines with
more than 20 toppings to choose from
center.
Stephen Kraft, the owner of Froyo at each Froyo Earth location. Red vel
Earth, wanted another location in ad vet cake, raspberry, cable car chocolate
dition to the downtown shop in order and one of Froyo Earth's most popu
to be closer to Whitworth and north- lar flavors, cake batter, are just a few
on rotation this week. Customers can
side residents.
Froyo Earth is a family-owned busi top off the flavors with a variety of can
ness that originated in Spokane. Kraft dies, fresh fruit, cookie dough bites and
came up with the name in order to in much more.
If an interest
corporate their en
ing flavor catches
vironmental values
a customer's eye,
through the use
"I wanted a place for
they don't have
of earth-friendly
to put it into their
cooling
systems
people to come and
dish in order to try
and compostable
talk to each other."
it. Being able to
dishes.
grab a sampling
Being able to
- Stephen Kraft
cup to test out a fla
provide a healthy
vor is junior Kaylee
snack was one of
Froyo Earth owner
Beltz's favorite part
Kraft's goals when
about Froyo Earth.
he first opened
Froyo Earth is not just a place to test
Froyo Earth. The health benefits asso
ciated with yogurt were the appealing out different combinations of flavors
and toppings. If yo u are looking for
factor for his business.
Kraft s aid there are three grams of a place to be with friends this may be
protein within every four ounces of the place you want to go. There are no
frozen yogurt and half the calories of clocks on the walls or televisions to be
some ice creams. Yogurt fla vors with found throughout the shop which is a
the highest fat content still have about part of Kraft's design.
"I wanted a place for people to come
one-tenth the amount of some ice
and talk to each other," Kraft said.
creams.
Kraft likes the idea of Froyo Earth
"There is a reason health-conscious
being a place for students to come who
people eat yogurt daily," Kraftsaid.
Froyo Earth sells National Yogurt As not only want to eat frozen yogurt, but
sociation Live & Active Culture sealed want a place to hang out and relax.
Beginning this fall Froyo Earth will
yogurt that certifies the healthy bac
teria cultures that aid in maintaining have "Tuesday Stuesday" where Whit
a healthy digestive system are not re worth students can bring in their ID
moved from the product during pro cards for a discount on frozen yogurt.
duction. The yogurt is also low in so Two new flavors have just been put
into rotation and as fall sneaks around
dium and provides calcium.
Yogurt at Froyo Earth also carries the the corner be ready for seasonal flavors
YoCream brand. YoCream yogurt has a such as peppermint stick and eggnog.
If you are interested in the nutrition
Est of its own benefits atyocream.com,
including Kosher certification and 100- al facts of Froyo Earth's yogurt, check
out the website at Froyoearth.com.
calories-or-less flavors.
Froyo Earth supplies non-dairy sor While you're there, also check out the
Photographer: Rebekah Daniels bet, no-sugar-added, low-fat and non list of flavors and specials to keep up to
fat yogurts to provide customers with date in order to be prepared for any fu
Froyo Earth employee Gabe Marsh prepares the pineapple toppings, one options to fit their lifestyle. Being able ture sweet tooth craving.
to self-serve gives customers the abil
of 32 toppings at Froyo Earth, located in the Wandermere center.
ity to control his or her portion and al Contact Melissa Barringer at
lows multiple flavors and toppings to melissa.barringer@whitworthian.com.
Melissa Barringer
Staff Writer
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Photographer: Jordan Beauchamp
The Porch is a new mus
ic venue in Spokane. This particular show occured on Sept. 2 and included bands Said the Whale and Wonder Wonder.

The Porch church serves as music venue
The original idea behind using the building as a.
music space was to create a comparable venue to
the Service Station here in Spokane. Twenty-yearThe building that is now known as "the Porch" old singer/songwriter Pete Wells, band member
has provided the West Central part of Spokane with of The P erennials, was put in charge of the music
many uses, not only asa church but as aplace where venue development and is now the main contact
musicians are welcomed. The converted space was for booking shows at the Porch. The building has
originally intended for church gatherings. A local been used as a music venue since last spring.
Wells discovered a variety of sound equipment
church, the Porch, purchased the building in 2007
stored in one of t he large unfinished rooms. The
with the purpose of hosting Sunday gatherings.
The sanctuary and main stage area is decorated equipment had been collecting dust and provided
Wells wi th the opportunity to
with various lamps, rugs and
use what was already there to
couches giving the room a
"One way that we are
help his musical ventures.
coffee-house feel. The room
"It was basically already
reaching out to the
displays wide ceiling-toset up; it was a no-brainer,"
floor windows, providing
community is to benefit
Wells s aid. "All we had to do
substantial natural light.
was organize and book the
The garage-like rolling doors
the music industry
venues."
that are set behind the stage
Twenty-four-year-old
here in Spokane."
open up into another gi
Aaron Hamel, considers him
ant room that has skeletal
- Dave Wilkinson
self Wells' "chief-idea-bounc
walls bursting with drywall
er-offer." Hamel helps Wells
and foam padding. A lar ge
Pastor of the Porch
with whatever needs to be
part of the building is still
done; they both run sound and
unfinished. Because of the
various uses of the building, Pastor Dave Wilkinson do everything themselves. Hamel said he hopes to
and the leadership of the Porch were open to look see the Porch becoming a multi-functional build
for multiple ways to open it up to the community ing, accommodating different uses related to mu
during the rest of the week. With a stage an
d sound sic. Wells and Hamel both agree they would like
equipment already set up for Sunday services, they to see INDABA Coffee, West Central's local neigh
decided that the space could be used as a music borhood coffee shop, in the same building as the
Porch. In order for this to happen, the Porch would
venue.
"One way that we are reaching out to the com need to acquire investors to complete the remodel.
"Conceptually part of the draw is getting the
munity is to benefit the music industry here in
Spokane," Wilkinson said. "Wewant to support and Porch to have that intimate feel," Hamel said. "You
don't have to be a big loud band to play here."
bless them."
Brianna Anderson
StaffWriter
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Several bands have played at the Porch, includ
ing Crickets of C ascadia, Cathedral Pearls, Horse
Thieves and Dovekins. Wells explained that be
cause the building is already paid for, they are not
pressured to have shows every night like other mu
sic venues in town that need to book shows to make
money. This gives Hamel and Wells the freedom to
be more selective in booking bands. Hamel prefers
quality over quantity.
"We book consistently quality acts," Wellssaid.
The collection of upholstery and unique light fix
tures play into that desired coffee house ambiance.
The metal doors and slick cement floors can prove
to be a challenge to bands with a full drum set or
heavier metal sounds. The room appeals more to
acoustic indie bands. Shane Collins, band member
of Wonder Wonder, had a good experience playing
at the Porch this past month.
"It's like a big glass box; it's got a live feel to it,"
Collins said. "The sound bounces off the huge win
dows; there's a cool natural reverb."
Wilkinson said members of t he Porch want to
use their building well and open it to performers.
"We care about music and want to build relation
ships with musicians and other artists," Wilkinson
said.
If Whi tworth students are interested in playing
at the Porch, contact Pete Wells at booking@theporchspokane.org. Please include an appropriate
press packet and a link or demo of your music.

Contact Brianna Anderson at
brianna.anderson@whitworthian.com.

Students enjoy
school's first
drive-in movie
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Kelli Raines
Staff Writer
Whitworth University had its first drive-in movie
in MacKay parking lot lastFriday night. At6:45 p.m.
the parking lot was open to students and the first
film began at 7:30 p.m. Even though drive-in mov
ies have been a form of entertainment since 1928,
people still enjoy spending a night with friends,
family or a significant other at a drive-in, as Whit
worth witnessed on Friday.
The evening was perfect for the drive-in as the
early fall night was without wind or rain. A large
screen was set up in the parking lot, stereo spe
akers
were hooked up and there were many parking spots
for cars. For $5, a car could come into the parking
lot and stay for the two films being featured, Find
ing Nemo and The Dark Knight. To round out the
overall drive-in experience, Students for Education
Reform, a new club at Whitworth, sold ocncessions
for the first film and 30 minutes into the second
film.
Sarah Whittemore, a senior and the off-campus
senator, was in charge of putting on the Whitworth
drive-in movie.
"The off-campus representative, Patrick Yoho,
actually came up with it," Whittemore said. "I was
kind of dub ious that it would be a fruitful idea to
pursue, but once I looked into it, it seemed like it
could be a plausible and great idea."
Logistical issues arose before the event. The
owner of the parking lot by the northeast comer of
Flawthorne and Newport, where the drive-in was
originally planned to be shown, was concerned
about liability issues and decided not to provide
the designated parking lot. As a result, the drive-in
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Photographer: Alex Spencer
Toward the end of the night Whitworth students still gathered around to watch the Dark Knight.
movie had to be moved from the northeast comer
of Hawthorne and Newport to the MacKay parking
lot. Many people stepped in to help lend support
and offer their assistance. Emails and changes to
Facebook were made in order to inform students of
the change.
"Everyone at Whitworth is so willing to help,"
Whittemore said in regard to the event location
change. "I am exceedingly grateful for the relation
al aspect of Whitworth."
The last-minute change in location did not hin
der the arrival of students attending the event. By
the time the first movie began at 7:30 p.m., there
were three rows of parking spots lined up with cars
to watch the movies. Students crawled on top of
their cars to get a good seat, others stayed inside
the cozy interior of their cars and still others filled
truck beds with blankets, pillows and even mat
tresses to enjoy the movie.
"Patrick and I took surveys of students on cam
pus before the freshman showed up," Whittemore
said. "We had a list of popular Disney movies and

action movies, and the top picks were Finding
Nemo and The Dark Knight."
Although the two selected films caused the event
to be several hours long, students were pleased
with the selection and the overall experience.
"It was excellent," senior Karen Johnson said.
"The movies were very different but of qu ality. It
was fun to see everyone sitting on the top of their
cars."
Throughout the night, the movies had great vi
sual and sound quality, making it easy to watch
and listen to the film, while enjoying the company
of friends.
"I like watching movies and this is a fun, great
and inexpensive way towatch a movie with friends,"
sophomore Brooke Fowler said. "I think it's a great
idea and should be done more often."

Contact Kelli Raines at
kelli.raines@whitworthian.com.

Customers frustrated by Netflix changes
es went into effect for current Netflix c ustomers
in September, and in July for new customers. The
new brand, Qwikster, will take effect in the coming
In July, Netflix dec ided to split their streaming weeks.
Netflix co-founder and CEO Reed Hastings said
and DVD-by-mail services into two prices for cus
tomers. This month the company has announced the company's sudden division was necessary for
that the two services will now be different compa both services to become successful. The two ser
nies, Netflix and Qwikster. This de cision not only vices have grown much more independent with
affects the entire operation and the convenient very different goals, and for that reason needed to
package deal, but also includes a dramatic increase be marketed separately in order to grow.
Hastings recently sent out an apologetic custom
in price.
"The reason so many people went to Netflix in er-targeted email explaining the changes and as
the beginning was that it was so cheap, and then sured them of the company's confidence.
"Both the Qwikster and Netflix teams will work
they doubled their price," se nior Zack Contreras
hard to regain your trust. We kn ow it will not be
said.
Consequently, because the services are now of overnight," Hastings said.
Hastings also mentioned that one negative as
fered separately, so are the prices and each costs $8
pect of the name change is that Qwikster.com and
per month.
Many customers are simply frustrated, others Netflix.com will be entirely separate websites.
Many frustrated customers are left wondering
have terminated their subscriptions to the services
entirely, but most were simply taken by su rprise what their options are. Those who might have been
when their favorite movie service changed the unhappy enough to leave the service entirely might
choose to seek their favorite films from other popu
rules on them without warning.
According to The Denver Post, the price chang lar and growing options, such as Redbox or Block

Rachel O'Kelley
Staff Writer

buster.
According to Redbox.com, more than 68 percent
of p eople living in the United States live within a
five-minute driving distance of o ne of th e 27,800
Redbox kiosks. Blockbuster is also becoming more
prevalent with the start of an online rental service,
by owner Dish Network Corp., that will allow cus
tomers to stream more than 3,000 movies on their
TV and offers more than 4,000 movies for PCs; ac
cording to NYDailyNews.com.
Though the changes to the Netflix services have
been unexpected, many loyal customers have de
cided to stick with them despite the company split
and price changes. For customers, especially col
lege students, the new system seems more conve
nient and cost-effective because they are now able
to access movies and TV shows from their laptops
for one bill per month.
"I would stick with the Internet service because
it is more convenient to access," Contreras said.
Contact Rachel O'Kelley at
rachel.okelley@whitworthian.com.

H Whitworth men show interest in fashion
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Photographer: Alex Spencer
Sophomore Matthew Comi shows off his fashionable suspenders. Comi gets his vintage classy look at thrift stores and on
line European stores.
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An in terest in men's fashion is increasing and
while a glance around the Whitworth campus
may not be clear evidence of that, men's fashion
icons are emerging in the public eye. Well-known
athletes such as LeBron James, NBA player for the
Miami Heat, and Brad Richards, hockey player for
the Rangers, have recently been attending events
like New York's Fashion Week. There may also be
an interest arising from some Whitworth men as
well.
Whitworth senior Rory Buck is one of these stu
dents who is decidedly in favor of a new move
ment toward men's fashion.
"First impressions are important," Buck said. "If
you're dressed well, your first impression usually
comes out pretty good."
Buck maintains a classy-casual style and views
men's fashion as being composed of three things:
style, grooming and confidence.
"People see you before they hear you talk, and
dressing well improves the image they're going to
have of you," Buck said.
In his freshman year, Buck created a "no-sweats
policy." He noticed the large nuinber of students
who wear sweats and understands why athletes
would, but he doesn't approve of rolling out of
bed and throwing on a pair sweats. Buck sees this
as careless and counter-hygienic.
"Make yourself look presentable. Let's get a
vibe going here," Buck said. "There's a time and a
place for sweats, but there's a specific time and a
place for sweats."
Sophomore Matthew Comi offered a parallel
perspective on this trend.
"An important way society interacts is through

clothing," Comi said. "You shouldn't care about it back and guys are starting to get a sense of fash
ion again."
too much, but there is some value to it."
It's all about creating your own style and being
Comi noted that interest in men's fashion has
been stereotyped into a sub-classification of ho your own person, Hoffman said.
Buck echoes Hoffman's favor of a new mascu
mosexuality.
"Ideas about men's fashion need to change," line movement in the fashion world.
"Women spend so much time making them
Comi said. "Fashion, along with dance and the
ater, is tied to being an inherently feminine thing, selves look presentable, it's only fair that we do
the same thing," Buck said.
which is a huge misconception."
For Comi, dressing well and maintaining a per
sonal style is a reflection of w ho you are. Comi Contact Cherise Marron at
dresses with vintage and traditional-classy tones. cherise.marron@whitworthian.com.
Shopping from online European stores, and a few
thrift stores, his look is that of a gentleman. Comi
compares men's search of style as that of an illus
trator creating a book-cover.
"If you're going to be spending the money or
taking the time to create this illustration, you
might as well make it look really-nice," Comi said.
Fashion and trends have also been presented
as a disturbance or stumbling block within some
Christian circles. Some see it as unnecessary and
a means of following worldly ways.
"It's OK t o enjoy a trend, but there's such a
thing as discernment," Comi said. "To a n extent
it is kind of vain, but as long as you don't put too
much weight into it, it's not inherently damaging."
Plato's Closet, a unique thrift store in Spo
kane, presents a fashionable form of gently used
clothes. The store carries a majority of w omen's
styles, but the men's section provides a variety of
styles as well. One of the clothes buyers, Adam
Hoffman, said plaids, flannels and a vintage oldschool style is coming back in.
"Guy's fashion is on the rise, and people are
starting to realize that now," H offman said. "It's
always been that way for designer stores, but it's
Photographer: Tanner Scholten
hit everywhere now too. Dressing well is coming Senior Rory Buck poses in his plaid shirt.

{I SAW l}
Superman

I saw you flipping hundreds of hamburgers,
Teaching some helpless girl to drive stickshift,
And wrestling with a 20 foot screen ike
l a pro.
Are you, perchance, related to Superman?
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Photographer: Michael Locatell
Whitworth senior KellenPacheco tosses his disc tothe hole atSpokane's Downriverdisc golf course.

Play disc golf at Downriver
Joe Westenberg

StaffWriter

Most Whitworth disc golfers use Frisbees while
playing but an actual disc golf disc will definitely
improve your game. There are different discs for
different situations, much like golf clubs, but most
fall within three different categories: distance driv
er, mid-range and putter. A distance driver is the
best disc to start out with as it can go long distanc
es, and you can still use it for mid-range or putt
situations. Discs are reasonably priced at about
$10 apiece so you can pick one up before heading
to the course without breaking the bank.
' Disc golf is a fun activity to do with friends and
it's even better at Downriver where the scenery is
great, the other players are friendly and you don't
have to worry about hitting somebody in the head.

Frolf, disc golf or Frisbee golf are all the same
game that has become increasingly prevalent and
popular on Whitworth's campus. Even to the ca
sual observer, it is obvious that students are mixed
up in a love affair with flying plastic discs.
Warrenites in particular know full well how
much disc golf is loved by students; the distinct
thud of pla stic discs striking walls or windows is
often heard from the lounge or study rooms. The
reason behind this seemingly odd occurrence is
that Warren is sometimes used as a hole for disc
golfers who have set up many unmarked courses
that weave their way through campus. Unfor Directions to Downriver:
tunately, these courses often include campus
landmarks such as the Big Ugly and the Mac To It is located between Downriver Golf Course
tem Pole, that would be better off without Frisbee and the Spokane River.
dents and dings. In light of th is, here is a better
• Take Wall Street south to the intersec
option for disc golf aficionados to aim for; Down
tion with Country Homes Boulevard
river Disc Golf Course, the closest official disc golf
and take a right on Country Homes.
course to campus.
Disc golf is a game much like regular golf, but
. Continue along Country Homes Boule
uses a disc slightly heavier than a Frisbee. The
vard, which will become Ash Street as
game can be played alone or with others and the
it turns south. Take a right on Garland
object is to get your disc to each hole on the field
Avenue and follow it until Northwest
in the fewest throws possible.
Boulevard where you will take a left.
The Downriver course has 18 holes, all of which
have baskets and designated tee pads, and there is
• Take the next right shortly afterwards
no fee to use the course. The location of the bas
onto Glass Avenue and another right
kets will vary depending on the time of ye ar so
onto Columbia Circle.
be sure to check the sign to find out where they
are. The course layout can be confusing but each
. Follow this until you reach Downriver
hole is well-marked so you will know ifyou are on
Park Drive and take a right. Follow this
the right one. Downriver is in a nice setting right
until you see parking lots for the course
by the river and has plenty of trees and shrubs to
on the right side of the road.
make things interesting. Another benefit of being
by the river is the opportunity to take a dip in the
river if it happens to be a hot day. There are picnic
tables clustered near the first hole as well as many Contact Joe Westenberg at
joe. westenberg@whitworthian.com.
benches throughout the course.

I saw you in the library checking out my Facebook.
Thanks for taking the time to look through all my
pictures. Add me and we can talk!

>

Squirrel

cn

I saw you little squirrel
sitting on our third floor windowsill.
Peering in through our blinds
and basking in the sun.
Did you enjoy the cashew we left out for you?

Falling

I saw you fall out of that tre
e the other day! We all
thought you had to be broken or something, from
the fall. I was just out of reach when you hit; I'm
sorry. It might have gone smoother if you had made
a little more noise on your way down, though.
Stupid pinecone.

Big Ego

I saw you at Hosanna. You messed up on a chord
during a song. By the look on your face I could tell
that you were shocked that YOU made a mistake. But
thats what you get for having the hugest ego I have
ever seen in my 19 years of life.
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Foolish

To the african american cello player wearing my
Sounders Shorts.
Give 'em back you fool.
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Scan QR code to submit your own I Saw
You on your mobile device.
Submissions published as received.

Seen someone? Submit your 'I saw you' (limited
to 50 words) to isawyou@whitworthian.com.
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Government outlook not defined by credit rating
when it is necessary to raise the debt limit in order
to pay our bills...?" Now aside from the fact that
her statement was meant to imply that the 112th
Congress is a bunch of racists, she brings up an
COLUMNIST
important point: What is different this time? As
surprising as it may be, the original debt limit was
not set at anywhere close to $13 trillion; we had
A little over a month ago markets lost $1 trillion to raise it a few dozen times to reach that level. So
in value in one day. This was not, as some might what is different about this time? I think a lot of
say, the result of Wall Street CEOs being greedy, people have figured it out already: not much is dif
or irresponsible borrowing, or Goldman Sachs or ferent, except that at some point, maybe around
the time that the word "trillion" becomes associ
really any of the old favorites.
In fact, it was not the work of our financial sec ated with the word "dollar," you just can't keep ac
tor at all. It was August 6, immediately following cruing more debt. I'm sorry Miss Jackson, it's not
Standard and Poor's downgrading of the United because President Obama is black, it's because he
States' debt from AAA to AA+. T he credit rating is expensive.
Here is where S&P came in. The debt ceiling was
of any financial entity (countries included) is a
measurement of how likely the entity is to default raised and a new deal was struck - not what either
on their credit payments. The primary return for side wanted - but it had to happen. Americans ev
the increased risk of a AA+ rating over a AAA rat erywhere hoped that the agreement would avoid
ing is a higher interest rate on borrowed money, a downgrade, but alas, their hopes were in vain.
which can be a significant amount when you are Now we have to ask ourselves: Why didn't this
deal avoid the downgrade like
borrowing billions of dollars
it was supposed to? Well, how
a year. The downgrade was
about we just look at what took
not the result of s ome kind of
"Nonetheless, the fact
place. First of all, and most im
economic failure, nor did S&P
portantly, we can still finance
suddenly realize that the U.S.
is
that
however
bleak
the
our government. Second,
is broke - $14 trillion in debt
however, is the fact that when
with growing budget deficits
previous scenario may
we were talking about costs
every year - but not broke.
Instead, the reason cited was seem, AA+ is still a pretty in the trillions, we ended up
making less than $100 billion
fear that Washington lacked
good rating."
in cuts, less than 10 percent of
the political capital to pay its
what we are adding to our debt
debt. It was not that Washing
every year! Finally, our ulti
ton lacked the ability, or that a
default was even likely, it was merely a question of mate solution was to create a budget "super com
mittee" in order to find more items to cut. Then
whether we will choose to say yes or no.
The week preceding the downgrade was marked S&P decided that we lacked the political capital to
by a substantial amount of grand-standing on new find any of those cuts. Following that insult, our
budget deals. On one hand there were those, in congress responded by increasing our deficit by
cluding Representative Bachmann (R-Mn), a cur another half trillion dollars! Don't worry, though,
rent Republican presidential candidate, who ab it's OK, our "super committee" will find some
solutely refused to raise the debt ceiling despite thing to cut. In the face of such brilliance I don't
the simple fact that even without taking on any see how anyone would think that we lacked the
more obligations, our current budget would have political capital for anything.
Nonetheless, the fact is that however bleak the
forced the U.S. into default. There were others,
such as Representative Sheila lackson (D-Tex), previous scenario may seem, AA+ is still a pretty
who couldn't see any reason why this debt ceiling good rating. It is not what you would expect from
deal should be any different than the past. Jackson the only nation in the world who can print its own
said, "What is different about this president that money to pay its debt, but AA+ is still not too bad.
should put him in a position that he should not In addition, it wasn't long ago that our nation ran
receive the same kind of respectful treatment of a budget surplus; we were still in debt and our

MARKDAVIS

economy was in far better shape, but it is not im
possible for us to eventually stop accruing debt.
The difference is that this time, if w e ever see a
surplus again, it should not be a sign that govern
ment needs to spend more, it is merely a sign that
we are headed in the right direction.
DAVIS is a senior majoring in accounting. Comments
can be sent to mark.davis@whitworthian.com.

FAQs
«

U.S. economiccredit
rating downgraded from
AAA to AA+ on August 6.
The credit rating of any
financial entity
tcountries included) is
a measurement of how
likely the entityis
to default on their
credit payments.
The U.S. is $14trillion
in debt, with growing
budget deficits.
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HOME OPENER SATURDAY IO/I
Come cheer on the Chiefs as they kick off the 2011-12 season.
vs. TRI-CITY AMERICANS
Sponsored By:

DISCOUNT AVAILABLE WITH STUDENT ID
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Leadership: do you have what it takes?
through whizzing bullets and loud, violent explo moral character, whose actions are shaped by his
sions because he was confident his unit could concern for the well being of those to whom he is
function without him, and knew those Marines entrusted. Without love, a leader will fail to make
ROSIE BROWN
couldn't survive without
the right decisions. Without
his help.
love, those under this leader's
3) Complete Selflessness
authority will not have faith
"A leader who doesn't love in their leader to take care of
Last week at the White Ho
use, President Obama (or Lack of Ulterior Motive).
awarded the first living Marine since the Vietnam It saddens me to think that his or her peers is no leader them, and rightfully so!
So what does this mean for
War with the highest and most prestigious award there are leaders, whether
the
Whitworth community? I
they
be
in
th
e
church,
in
our
at
all.
A
true
leader
is
an
in
acknowledged in the United States: the Congres
sional Medal of Honor. This award is given only to government or elsewhere, dividual of moral character, encourage every one of us to
reconsider our definitions of
those in the armed forces who show "conspicu who are only in those po
leadership. I encourage every
ous gallantry and intrepidity at the risk of hi s or sitions for their own selfwhose
actions
are
shaped
Whitworthian to seek to be
her life above and beyond the call of duty." In gain. Can you imagine what
by his concern for the well a leader of higher standards.
other words, the men decorated with this medal would have happened if a
Can you imagine a world
have all shown amazing courage, leadership and more self-serving man had being of those to whom he is
where everyone's actions
been
in
Meyer's
shoes?
Per
selflessness in the face of certain danger.
showed absolute courage in
haps more men would have
entrusted."
On Sept. 8, 2009, Sergeant Dakota Meyer was
the face of d anger, where ev
died, or those Marines'
with his unit in Afghanistan when he overheard
eryone's motives were filled
bodies would have never
the requests for support by three Marines and a
with love? Can you imagine
been able to come home.
Navy Corpsman nearby who had been separated
a world where everyone de
There is a need for more
from their unit and were surrounded by the en
genuine leaders in our world today, and I can say served a Medal of Honor? The world might seem
emy. Meyer enlisted the help of another Marine,
that a bit of my faith in humanity was restored overwhelming, so let's just start with Whitworth.
ignored the orders of his superior officers, and,
when I heard about what Meyer did.
as President Obama reported during the cere
4) Love. As 1 Corinthians states so correctly,
mony: "They were defying orders, but they were
"Three things will last forever - faith, hope and
doing what they thought was right. So they drove
love. But the greatest of t hese is love" (NLT). A BROWN is a junior majoring in international business.
straight into a killing zone" to recover the Ma
leader who doesn't love his or her peers is no Comments can be sent to rosie.brown@whitworthian.
rines, whom he found to have already been killed.
leader at all. A true leader is an individual of com.
Meyer carried each Marine's body to safety, get
ting wounded in the process, until all bodies were
out of the enemy's reach.
When a man like this is recognized by the world
as a hero, I cannot help but reconsider my own
opinions and beliefs about what it means to be
a leader. At Whitworth and within the Christian
church, we are called to become "servant lead
ers"; however, all that leaves us with is an im
age of k ind-hearted, smiling nuns...Or, perhaps,
there is the image of ASWU and planning campus
We are proud tobe a
events,-Whitworth students making sandwiches
for En Cristo on Saturdays and Young Life lead
neighbor of Whitworthi
ers on weeknights. These are all great examples of
servant leaders, but what makes a leader Medal
Earn $$ for your club or
of H onor-worthy? Following Meyer's example, I
have narrowed this broad question to a few char
community
acteristics:
Pasta,
1) Balls of S teel. Perhaps a more politically
service event
Chicken & More...
correct term would be a word that encompasses
• Buffet Daily 11am to 2pm
both courage and initiative. Meyer directly defied
with our
his own leaders to do what his moral compass
• Dinner Buffet Sun& Mon 5 to
fundraising
was telling him he should do. He not only had to
8pm
find c ourage to put himself in a dangerous situ
nites!
• 8 Flat Screen T.V.s
ation over and over again, but he also found the
courage to defy what his social structure told him
he shouldn't defy; he found the courage to listen
to his heart rather than his head. While intellectu
al competence and ability to work with authority
are both very necessary, it is imperative that both
authority and reason have a moral foundation.
When one's moral compass isn't pointing the
same way as, for instance, what one's boss says,
moral initiative must come into play.
and close at 10 m Sun thru
2) Humility. The most frustrating thing about
leaders is when they believe they are indispens
able. From this vain perspective arises the issue of
power. When Meyer responded to the Marines in
need, he was willing to give his own life to save his
brothers in arms. Meyer summarized my point
well in saying, "I didn't think I was going to die.
I knew I was." He was courageous enough to run

GO!! Whitworth
Pirates!
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U.S. government deserves more gratitude

Ml

RYAN STEVENS
COLUMNIST

Robin Williams once said "the United States is
the one country that labels politics for exacdy what
it is. 'Poll' is from the Latin root meaning 'many'
and tics are blood-sucking parasites."
In our country, especially when times are hard,
we have a tendency to blame the government
for all of our problems. People protest, political
commentary erupts in the news and Congress is
labeled as a body of gr eedy, squabbling fools. It
seems as though passing a bill that benefits ei
ther political party is impossible from the day it is
drafted.
This is a very selfish viewpoint. What many
Americans fail to take into account is that our gov
ernment is not only vital in many ways, but it is the
thing that sets us apart from every other nation on
Earth. It is a government that, for all its faults, is
motivated by the desire to live in a country where
opinionated debate and ideas allow us to grow
and prosper.
It is almost an American trait to take the govern
ment for granted. We live day to day with little ap
preciation for the things our government does to
benefits us, while taking every chance we have
to criticize someone in a public office. What
we do not realize is that even the ability
to etqtress our opinions about who is
running the country is something
our government viciously protects,
In addition to freedom
of
speech, there are many govern
ment programs we are quick to
Cartoonist: Eva Kiviranta
forget when something is not going the
way we want. Health codes, for starters, allow us Brown v. Board of Education, which debunked ra of their practices.
The government defends us, gives us opportu
to work in conditions much better than many cial inequality in schools, or Miranda v. Arizona,
other countries in the world with standards that which established the list of rights given to people nities to go to school, keeps our workplaces safe,
keep employers from abusing workers and creat accused of c ommitting a crime. In Tinker v. Des keeps dangerous chemicals out of our food, pre
Moines the court ruled that vents racism and gives us the freedom to publicly
ing sweatshop environ
students retain their right to criticize it for the way it does so. Consider coun
ments.
free speech even in public tries around the world saying negative things
"We are blessed with a
The government does
schools. The fact that these about the government is a crime. Consider people
construction
projects
ideas can even be presented in China who are taxed when they have more than
government that defends our
on highways and interbefore an impartial govern one child, or people in North Korea who are not
states as well. Although
ing body and they can be even allowed to leave the country. We are blessed
individual rights and
it seems like construc
defended by equal represen with a government that defends our individual
tion work takes forever
and exists simply to bog freedoms with everything it has: tation is because of t he laws rights and freedoms with everything it has. True,
set down and enforced by the system is not perfect, but it is these imperfec
down traffic for no ap
our government.
tions that allow it to grow and change.
parent reason, the roads
People often complain about tax hikes and un
we use every day would not even exist without the
As citizens of a country based upon freedom for
government's ability to construct them. This goes fair payments made to the government for things the common man, we need to take into account
for firefighters and police as well.These are invalu they don't use, but according to a study by Busi everything the government does and has done to
able services for which there is no replacement. ness Pundit, we have lower rates of taxation than give us the life we currently lead. So the next time
When you turn on the news and see a fire raging in countries such as Italy,France and Germany. What you are ready to criticize the government, con
an apartment complex or a bank robber pointing must also be taken into account is that our country sider that it was the government that gave you the
a gun at a teller, imagine what it would be like if is in a financial crisis that was brought about due right to express your opinion in the first place.
to the housing market, something the government
there were no cops or firefighters.
Consider the justice system. The entire U.S. allows citizens to pursue on their own with rela
court system is maintained and kept in check tive freedom. In essence, it is not the government's
STEVENS is a freshman majoring in English and
by C ongress and the president. Landmark cases fault we are in a recession, but when they ask for French. Comments can be sent to
have shaped the way our society lives. Cases like taxes to help us fixit, we become angry and critical ryan.stevensw@whitworthian.com.

Students Fur Education
Reform fights for success
While this may be true, it doesn't excuse me from this
great cause. I was once a child who didn't know much,
but I can proudly say that I am where I am today because
someone took the time to work on me.
Someone spent the time with me that I needed to en
sure my success. During elementary school, my mom
made a commitment to help me with my schoolwork
every day. When I didn't understand, she still believed in
me. However, some people don't have parents like that,
which is where we can help.
Through this club, I feel that people can become more
open-minded and gain awareness for the necessity of
reform. You may already have too many time commit
ments. This may be out of your comfort zone. However,
think back to your story and remember the days of mid
dle school and high school. Remember realizing what
you wanted to do with your life, but not knowing how
you would get there. Then remember that someone also
spent time on you and helped you get to this fine institu
tion.
A lot of the kids with whom this club will be working
don't have the positive reinforcement in their lives, and
they may be counting on our support for success.
It is such a powerful thing to think that we can be
a part of making history and influencing the future of
a young one. Spend your time because someone spent
time on you.

REMIOMODARA

Part of Whitworth's mission statement states we will
"serve humanity." Service can cover a broad range of
actions, but for us as students, it can be vividly seen in
reaching out to our needy community. It is easy to focus
on the fact that we are busy.
Every one of us is busy with assignments, work and
even trying to maintain a social life. We get so wrapped
up in our lives that in a way, it consumes us. We forget
about the reality that exists off of our campus and even
forget just how lucky we are.
Truth be told, we have been blessed. We all come from
different walks of life, we all have different financial situ
ations, and we all have different stories to tell, but we
are all at Whitworth. Therefore, we have been blessed.
Some of us have been rewarded by the love of parents;
others have been blessed by inspirational figures who
reminded them of their capabilities. In one way or an
other, there has been a force in our lives that has driven
us to succeed.
The new club on campus, Students for Education Re
form, strives to be that driving force in the lives of stu
dents beyond our campus.
OMODARA is a sophomore majoring in journalism and
Many people think that the club is solely for educa mass communication. Comments can be sent to remi.omotion majors, but the truth is that there is already a wide dara@whitworthian.com.
range of non-education major students in the club, even
on the executive board. It all began with a dream. Chap
ter leader junior Macy Olivas brought the club to cam
pus and now has around 15 passionate members joining
1 in10 students wholive in
her at the front lines; but it doesn't have to stop there.
nouerty will go on to college.
The club is still looking for members to join in the race
to help kids succeed. The club has already had its first
major event on Community Building Day, assisting
For euery one dollar spent on a high
Catholic Charities.
There are also chapters in various campuses around
poverty school, eight dollars
the country, such as Princeton and Harvard, fighting for
are spent on a low povertyschool.
the same cause. "We might be a small school, but Whit
worth Pirates can move mountains," Olivas said.
To achieve its goal, the club will host on-campus
The government uses test scores to
events, interact with kids in schools to encourage and
determine how many now
help them succeed, and inform the community about
why there needs to be reform in the education system.
Jail cells they willmake.
Reform the chapters all over the country would like
to see includes teachers whose No. 1 goal is to see their
students succeed. They would also like to see there be
African-American and Latino
equal opportunity for every student, whether rich or
kids have statistically
poor. Through this, the school would become a place of
growth and success.
lower test scores than caucasion kids.
When I first heard about the club, I wanted to support
it, but I felt I didn't have the time for it. I told myself that
According to Teach For America and areport by the
the club would do perfectly fine without me.
Achievement Gap Oversight and Accountability Committee.

Statistics
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about gun control.
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A steady hand—that's all the
GUN CONTROL I need...
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News media thrives on sensationalism
ELIZABETH REEVES
COLUMNIST

Here's the issue: The media are thriving on our
fear, and I don't know about you, but I am getting
tired of it. Day in and day out there are columnists
and media producers staring at online articles,
weather reports and papers looking for the latest in
what will spur public fear. Let's be honest: fear is
what keeps us plugged in, hooked on the news and
trusting the broadcasters. It's what causes us to fo
cus on articles about a local preacher's family mas
sacred in their sleep and the West Virginia plane
crash. There is a recently published (as of Sept. 24,
2011) MSNBC article headlined "Doomed Satellite
Crashes Back To Earth." Am I really supposed to
believe that a six-ton satellite is going to fall on my
Portland-based home? Give me a break.
Don't get me wrong: These are very ser
ious news
stories that the public needs to be informed about,
but I've had enough of t he over-dramatization of
these situations. Just as frustrating is the constant
replaying of these horrible events on the television,
which causes them to remain on our minds for
months. When I am watching my local news show,
why would they go all the way to Florida to tell me
about a violent murder in a retirement community?
It's because violence sells. The media seems to be
trying to convince us that the world is unsafe and
we need to rely on the news for updated coverage
on whether or not we are safe to leave our homes.
Here is the low down friends, less is more! The
fewer fear tactics that news throws at us (or rather,
It all begins with this line: "Please be aware that begin to be a free-thinking audience member fo
the less you focus on these fearful stories) the more
time you and I have to focus on what is more rel the images you are about to see may be disturbing cusing on the actual facts rather than the emotion
evant to our lives. Fear-based media keeps us from to some viewers." This is the start of the media pull associated with the information. Remember that it
finding out about the important things like what ing out all of the stops to engage you, the viewer, is a reporter's responsibility to report - that's what
we can actually be doing to contribute to the bet in your absolute favorite, got-to-have-it drug ad they are getting paid for. Therefore sometimes the
diction: fear. Popular media staff a re trained spe reporter creates the news.
terment of the world.
We cannot be at the mercy of the fear that me
The media even stress us with the weather re cifically t o provide us with coverage of not what
we want or even need to see dia creates. We have to be our own news filter. If
port! Please explain to me how
but rather what they know we you've heard a tragic story, choose to hear it only
this innocuous four letter word
"snow" turns three inches of "There is nothing that we cannot turn away from. I do not once and when it presents itself again, move on to
white fluff into a full-blown non- can do to stop the media want or trust anyone in the me a new story. Or possibly when you see a headline
dia sculpting what I think. What that you know is over-dramatized, instead of in 
perishables trip to Safeway and
we think is what we manifest. dulging in fear, here's a new idea: don't read it. A
from attempting to
the expectation of a city-stop
Therefore, if our thoughts are news cycle is spinning 24 hours a day, seven days a
ping blizzard on the front page
of the newspaper? Here's how: traumatize us every time plagued by this constant media week. However national tragedies are not happen
As viewers, our perception of we turn on our television; -induced fear, it may discourage ing as frequently as this news cycle, so media con
us from being proactive citizens. tinue to run and run and run the same story that
our lives becomes inextricably
however, there are
I challenge you to question is shocking or fear-inducing. Instead of being over
connected with these fear-based
each and every story that the whelmed with these unspeakable tragedies, look at
messages, therefore, if t he me
things we can do as
media throws at you because the stories that focus on generosity and community
dia convinces us that we are go
it is up to you to determine fact or national successes. Face the facts: producers run
ing to die in a blizzard, we will
viewers to ignore the
from fiction. Do not let fear horrific stories repeatedly because we are ready
continue to watch coverage of
feelings of fear that
be the determining factor and and willing to watch. The only way media will stop
our spiraling doom while being
your perception. Let what producing these stories is when they stop getting
enticed with the fear of devasta
media wants to evoke." skew
media provides you with to be money to report them (i.e. when we stop welcom
tion.
a starting point and then from ing them into our homes on a brightly lit screen).
It's simple math. Intensely
scared viewers + around-the-clock coverage + their research find the real truths. There is nothing
So here is the difficult-to-do yet easy-to-conthrough the roof ratings = mass quantities of mon that we can do to stop the media from attempting clude solution: stop watching.
ey for the television station (and in case of a bliz to traumatize us every time we turn on our televi
zard, the local grocery store). The point being that sion, however there are things we can do as view
if you watch this news and fully buy into eve
rything ers to ignore the feelings of fear that me
dia wants to
that is being presented to you, it will paralyze you. evoke. It's important to be aware that fear is what's REEVES is a freshman majoring in communications.
Be an informed viewer and do not settle for accept keeping us engrossed in the news. The moment Comments can be sent to elizabeth.reeves@whitworing fearful images as the absolute truth.
that you become aware of this fear is the time you thian.com.

New athletic director has new vision
Sena Hughes
StaffWriter

On July 8, 2011, a n ew era began for Whitworth
University athletics as Aaron Leetch was welcomed
as athletic director. He was hired based on his ex
perience and his enthusiasm for Whitworth.
"Others wanted to be [athletic directors] but Aar
on wanted to be an AD at Whitworth," said Steve
Flegel, ass istant athletic director for sports infor
mation.
Leetch was born and raised outside of Dallas,
Texas. Active in s ports as a young person, Leetch
competed in both football and baseball in high
school. After graduation he attended Tennessee
Temple Univeristy in Chattanooga, Tenn. He grad
uated with a degree in history and political science.
He went on to earn a degree in sports management
from Baylor University. Leetch began volunteer
ing in the athletic department, which opened up a
whole new world for him.
"What really struck me — what I really liked —
was the diversity of college sports," Leetch said.
He ended up with an internship with Baylor
athletic marketing and was offered a full-time po
sition just six months later. Leetch later relocated
to Arkansas to take a position at Arkansas State as
assistant athletic director for fundraising for two
years.
Leetch is thrilled to be at Whitworth.
"The success of this place is just tremendous
[and] the people are phenomenal," Leetch said.
His colleagues are also excited about his addi
tion to this community.
"He's a perfect fit," Flegel said. "He brings the
best of b oth worlds. Division I experience with a
Division III heart."
Leetch invested time during his first two months
here to meet with coaches. He's met with every
head coach personally, trying to get to know his
staff and Whitworth athletics. Helen Higgs, who
was on the athletic director hiring committee, is
the head coach of the Whitworth women's basket
ball team and assistant athletic director for compli
ance. She is excited about Leetch's individual inter
est in programs.
"I'm excited to see where he takes Whitworth,"
Higgs said.
Leetch's vision for the future of Whitworth ath
letics is a vision to produce true "Pirates." His acro
nym for the Pirates, goes as follows:P isfor passion.
"Passion is a choice," Leetch said. "We will be
passionate about everything we do. We will be
passionate about the way we compete, the way
we practice, about how we make ourselves better,
about how we engage our minds in the classroom."
I is for integrity.
"We will never compromise the values of this in
stitution for winning," Leetch said. "Winning is not
everything and it certainly isn't the only thing. I like
to win and I cannot stand to lose. But we will never
compromise the values of this institution to win."
R is for responsibility.
"Be different," Leet ch said. "We will be respon-

Photographer: Ryan Richardson
New Whitworth athletic director Aaron Leetch has a vision to produce true "Pirates."
sible for being different here at Whitworth. When
we go on the road and go to a hotel or a restaurant
the people who work there will say, 'They are dif
ferent."'
A is for accountability.
"I will be accountable first and foremost, but
then each coach and each student athlete will be
accountable for all ofthe things they're responsible
for," Leetch said.
T is for teamwork.
Leetch recounted the story of the 1980 U.S. men's
hockey team that stunned the world with its victory
over the Soviet Union, which blazed a trail even
tually leading to a gold medal. Reminiscing about
the 2004 Disney film, Miracle, a recount of the 1980
miracle on ice, Leetch applies the hockey coach's
core lesson to the Pirates.
"The name on the front of your jersey — Whit
worth — is a whole lot more important than — in
sert your name — the name on the back," Leetch
said. "We are all Whitworth."

E is for excellence.
"Excellence is not defined as perfection," Leetch
said. "Excellence is defined as being better today
than I was yesterday."
And finally, S is for success.
"Success in athletics is defined by winning and
losing. And we embrace that and we will win,"
Leetch said. "But success to me is about helping
young people earn a degree and to go out into
their professional life and into the profession
they choose and be servants in their community.
Success is being able to say at the end of the day, 'I
gave it everything I had."
Now leading 428 Pirates who defend four North
west Conference all-sports trophies, Leetch is en
ergized.
"We are hungry for further success," Leetch said.
"We crave it."

Contact Sena Hughes at
sena.hughes@whitworthian

Men's soccer starts conference season
the second goal," Meyer said. "Getting a third one
was even better."
Bushey also highlighted the collective team ef
fort put forth by the Bucs.
"I think there was a wear factor; we kept plug
ging away and plugging away and finally we were
able to break them," he said.
Senior goalkeeper Brian Sherpe made just one
save thanks to a strong performance from the de
fensive back line in recording his fourth shutout
of the season for the Pirates. The Whitworth de
fense continually cleared out balls sent into the
box by Puget Sound, limiting the Loggers to only
three total shots.
"The back line remained solid, because in the
first half they [Puget Sound] came very strong at
us, but we didn't break," Bushey said.
On Sunday the Bucs fell 1-0 in a close match
against Pacific Lutheran University.
PLU took an early lead in the 12th minute when
a long shot from outside the box by the Lutes'
Spencer Augustin deflected off another player
and found its way into the goal.
Whitworth played with a high level of inten
sity and competitiveness in their comeback ef
fort for the remainder of the match, but couldn't
quite finish off any offensive possessions with an
equalizing goal.
"I thought the energy and efforts that we put
out was excellent so that was good to see," Bushey
said. "It showed that we could reach down and
try to get back in the game."
As the match progressed into the final 10 min
utes, the Bucs pushed more defensive players for
ward into offensive roles, creating several great
goal-scoring opportunities that had the Pacific
Lutheran defense scrambling.
"We start taking players from the back and put
ting them up front and we try to be assertive and
try to get back into it," Bushey said of the shift in
formation as the game progressed. "Everything
worked, except putting it [the ball] in the goal."
Whitworth held an 11-10 advantage in shots
Photographer: Chrissy Roach
during the match, along with a 7-3 advantage in
Sophomore forward Michael VanDenBerg is fouled by a Pacific Lutheran player at Sunday's game
.
corner kicks. Pacific Lutheran goalkeeper Joe
Andrew Forhan
goal-scoring play was to cross the ball to a team Rayburn made six saves, including key saves in
Staff Writer
mate or attempt a shot. He clarified what was go the match's final minutes with the Pirate offense
ing through his mind during the play in a post- threatening to score.
The Whitworth men's soccer team defeated the game interview.
Bucs' senior goalkeeper Brian Sherpe recorded
University of P uget Sound Saturday, before fall
"I was definitely trying to cross it in," Meyer said. five saves in the match, partnering with his defen
ing against Pacific Lutheran University Sunday at "I just miss-hit it and the backspin was pretty sive back line to contain a potent Pacific Lutheran
Whitworth University.
sweet and it just went in," he said.
offensive anchored by last year's Northwest Con
On Saturday the Bucs defeated the Loggers by a
The Pirates played with a o ne-goal advantage ference Offensive MVP Chad Kearns.
final score of 3-0.
for much of the game until a
Whitworth now shifts its attention to next
"Puget Sound is a very dif
pair of goals for the Bucs with weekend's road trip when the Pirates travel to Or
I
think
there
was
a
wear
ficult team to play against and
under 10 minutes to play put egon to take on Willamette and Linfield on Satur
to score three goals against
the game out or reach for the day and Sunday, respectively. The Bucs currently
factor we kept plugging
them doesn't happen," coach
Loggers.
sit in a three-way tie for first place in the NWC
away and plugging
Sean Bushey said.
Senior midfielder Nate with their two opponents from this past weekend,
Senior forward JT M eyer
Spangler made a goal in the Puget Sound and Pacific Lutheran.
away and finally we
broke a scoreless tie in the
83rd minute off an assist
35th minute with his second
were able to break them" from fellow senior midfielder
goal of the season. Meyer
Cameron Bushey to extend
- Head Coach Bushey
out-dribbled a Puget Sound
Whitworth's lead to 2-0.
defender down the left side of
Less than a minute later
the field and his cross into the
sophomore midfielder Sam
box as he neared the end line found its into the Selisch scored his second goal of the season with
goal.
a straight-on shot from just outside the box off an
"The first goal relieved pressure because we assist from Cameron Bushey and freshman for
hadn't played that well, so JT's goal was critical," ward Robby Ubben.
Bushey said.
"I feel like after each goal we were all into it Contact Andrew Forhan at
It was difficult to tell if Meyer's intention on the even more and more confident, especially after andrew.forhan@whitworthian.com.

The Whitworth defensive line sets up for the snap in Saturday's gam
e against Menlo. Whitworth lost to Menl
o 24-17.

Football loses last non-conference game

Nathan Webber
StaffWriter

The visiting Oaks of Menlo College recorded 10
sacks on their way to a 24-17 win vs. Whitworth Uni
versity Saturday at the Pine Bowl.
Whitworth (1-3) and NAIA Menlo (4-0) fought
back and forth for four quarters, but the Oaks finally
came away with the win after freshman Pirate quar
terback Bryan Peterson's pass was intercepted by
Menlo's Anthony Bendana in the end zone with 28
seconds left in regulation.
"My thoughts on today's game keep centering
themselves on one word, and that s disappointed,
said Bucs senior cornerback Cailen Thomason, who
had an interception for a touchdown in the third
quarter. "The defense batded hard and saw a lot of
time on the field, which led to a few errors that hurt
us pretty bad. I don't think anyone on the team is
OK with losing that game."
Despite being thrown to the ground 10 times, the
Bucs' Bryan Peterson completed 14 of 29 passes for
181 yards and a touchdown. Peterson also kept nu
merous drives alive by rushing for the first down, al
though the sacks brought his rushing total to minus
17 yards.
The first half was all about the defenses, as each
team was held to under 52 total offensive yards.
Menlo managed a late drive in the final four minutes
of the half and went into halftime with a 3-0 lead.
After the Pirate defense and offense each had
quick drives to open the third quarter, Menlo quar

terback Matthias Pelasasa gave the Pirates an oppor
tunity to come back.
"My initial feeling was a nervous excitement,"
Thomason said. "I think every defensive back's heart
freezes for a moment when the ball leaves the QB's
hand headed in your direction, but practice pre
pares you for the moment every day so I broke on
the ball and went up to grab it."
Thomason picked off Pelasasa's pass and returned
it 35 yards to put the Pirates up 7-3.
"I was relieved that our team finally caught a break
and got some momentum and points in our favor,"
Thomason said. "To make a play like that at a time
like that felt unbelievable."
Menlo fought right back and took the following
drive 45 yards, finishing with another field goal to
cut Whitworth's lead to 7-6.
The game started to become an offensive shoot
out as Whitworth scored on a third straight posses
sion, highlighted by junior running back Ronnie
Thomas' 65-yard run and Peterson's touchdown
pass to junior Jake DeGooyer, which was a perfectly
placed ball between three Menlo defenders. Thomas
finished with 102 yards on 15 carries.
With the Pirates leading 14-6, Menlo took their
next drive into Bucs territory, seemingly on their way
to score again. On fourth down with 5 yards to go,
Pelasasa threw a pass to a wide-open wide receiver,
who dropped the pass, saving a touchdown for the
Pirates
Whitworth's next drive stalled and they were
forced to punt. On the next play, Pelasasa connect
ed with Robert Aden for a 33-yard touchdown pass.
Menlo went for two and got it, tying the game at 14

at the end of the third quarter. Both teams had more
yards in the third quarter than either did in the first
half of play.
Whitworth's first possession of the fourth quarter
started in good field position as Menlo's punt went
il yards. The Pirates reached Menlo 8, but a penalty
and strong defense held the Bucs to a field goal.
For every punch Whitworth threw, Menlo had an
answer as their next possession went for a field goal
as well, tying the game at 17.
After a stalled drive for Menlo and two for Whit
worth, the Bucs were forced to punt from their own 7
with less than four minutes to play. Starting in good
field position, Pelasasa connected with Aden again
for a 23-yard touchdown, giving Menlo a 24-17 lead
with 1:37 to go.
Whitworth's next drive went 48 yards before Ben
dana intercepted Peterson's pass just before time
expired.
"The upside to [this game], if there is one, is that
all the mistakes that were made were fixable ones,"
Thomason said. "We have two weeks now, as we
have a bye week this week, to fix o ur personal mis
takes, fix our team mistakes and get our season back
on track."
After next week's bye, Whitworth will take on
Pacific Lutheran on Oct. 8 at the Pine Bowl. That is
Whitworth's Northwest Conference opener, home
coming game and hall of fame game. Kickoff is set
for 1p.m.

Contact Nathan Webber at
nathan.webber@whitworthian.com.
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Women's soccer splits
first weekend at home
Nathan Webber
Staff Writer

Photographer: Chrissy Roach
Junior forward Katrin Grant battles for the ball against Puget Sound at
Saturday's game.

The Pirate women's soccer team
came away with a split this past
weekend.
After getting beat by the de
fending Northwest Conference
champions Puget Sound 3-0 on
Saturday, the Bucs rebounded and
showed what they were made of
defeating Pacific Lutheran 2-0 on
Sunday.
"We came out driving," Pirate
head coach Jael Hagerott said.
"We had excellent finishes and
fought to the very end."
Eight minutes and 57 seconds
into Saturday's game, UPS mid
fielder Kylie Beeso n rebounded a
long shot from the left side of the
field that bounced off senior goal
ie Callie Bergstrom for the first
goal of the game.
Twenty minutes later, UPS mid
fielder Mikaela Freeman launched
a perfectly placed ball from 25
yards out that was just out of Bergstrom's reach for her third goal of
the season. Forward Christine Isa

bella added an insurance goal for
UPS in the 83rd minute.
Everything may have gone
wrong on day one, but there were
a lot of t hings that went right on
day two.
Junior midfielder Chloe Cook
scored on a pass from junior
midfielder Mackenzie Grow 10
minutes into the game, and two
minutes later freshman mid
fielder Aaren Sherpe found junior
midfielder Chelsea Schooler who
scored, putting the Bucs up 2-0
early.
The Pirate defense held the
Lutes shot less for the entire game
while the offense put six shots up
on goal.
Whitworth heads to Oregon
next weekend as they take on
Lewis & Clark College and Linfield
College.

Contact Nathan Webber at
nathan. webber@whitworthian.
com.

Women's volleyball leads
Cross country battles a
tough course and illness in conference standings
runner for the women. Junior Joy
Shufeldt had the highest finish for
StaffWriter
the Whitworth women. Shufeldt
The Pirates were off and run finished at 38th place. Freshman
Brooke Grissom also ran well.
ning again on Saturday.
"Today was just about going Grissom finished at 85th place.
The women Pirates as a team
out there and learning some more
things about [us] as a team and finished in 16th place out of 26
for individuals to learn what they teams.
Schwarz said it wasn't an easy
need to work on," head coach Toby
race for anyone by any means.
Schwarz said on Saturday.
"It was hot," Schwarz said. "It
The men's team finished
a
strong 10th out of 25 teams com wasn't a fast course, there was lots
peting. The majority of teams of thick grass, a lot of bodies, a lot
that finished ahead of W hitworth of corners."
Whitworth travels next week to
were representing Division I o r II
the Willamette Invitational which
schools.
Once again, junior Trevor Bar- will be a good mid-season test to
rien and seniors Aaron Jenkins see how they match up within the
and Tyler Dudley lead the way conference.
"We're not going to try to peak
for the Pirates. Barrien finished
23rd overall, while Jenkins finshed by any means," Schwarz said.
43rd, and Dudley 72nd. Schwarz "We're still training for [the] con
also complimented the middle ference and national [meets]."
pack runners who competed hard
and ran good times.
The Whitworth women contin
ued to struggle to stay healthy.
Only racing eight of the 13 runners
on Saturday, they most notably felt
the absence of freshman Christina Contact Sena Hughes at
Anderson, who has been the lead sena.hughes@ whitworthiam.com

Sena Hughes

Corina Gebbers
StaffWriter

Whitworth's volleyball team hit
the road this past weekend and
picked up two more wins, improv
ing their Northwest Conference re
cord to 4-0.
On Friday night the Pirates
swept Linfield 25-20, 25-20, 25-21.
All three sets were close, but Whit
worth out-battled the Wildcats,
gaining the win and grabbing the
No. 1 spot in the conference.
Senior outside hitter Kaimi Rocha had 12 kills for the night, senior
middle blocker Ka'ipo Rocha add
ed eight kills and senior outside
hitter Amanda Grumbach finished
with 13 digs.
The Bucs returned to action at
Willamette Saturday night power
ing past the Bearcats 25-11, 25-19,
25-12 in an outstanding hitting
performance.
Junior libero Whitney Santos
was most proud of t he team's hit
ting percentages this Saturday.
"We hit really well this weekend.
"Santos said. "Our outside hitter
Amanda [Grumbach] hit over .800."
Whitworth hit .392 as a team

while holding Willamette, now
2-2 in NWC play to .000 on the
night. Kaimi Rocha combined with
Grumbach had 23 out of 29 kills
and no errors. Kaimi Rocha and
Grumbach led the team in hit
ting percentages. Rocha ended the
game with a .765 percentage and
Grumbach ended her night with a
.833 percentage.
Sophomore Jalana White, a set
ter and right side hitter, contrib
uted seven kills and Santos led the
team with 11 digs.
Whitworth will return home this
weekend to host Puget Sound and
Pacific Lutheran. Both Puget Sound
and Pacific Lutheran are one game
behind the Pirates in NWC stand
ings. Santos thinks that in order to
keep winning, the team has to keep
doing the same things.
"We need to keep working hard
at practice and applying what we
learn in practice on the court," San
tos said.
The Pirates will play this Friday
at 7 p.m. and this Saturday at 5 p.m.

Contact Corina Gebbers at
corina.gebbers@whitworthian.com

|FOOTBALL
LEWIS & CLARK

NWC

ALL

0-0

3-0
2-0

LINFIELD

0-0

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

0-0

WILLAMETTE

0-0

1-2

WHITWORTH

0-0

1-3

PACIFIC (ORE.)

0-0

PUGET SOUND

0-0

0-3

jH|H

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs. Pacific Lutheran @ Home
Saturday, Oct. 8 @ 1 p.m.

1 SOCCER MEN'S
NWC

ALL

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

3-1

6-2

WHITWORTH

3-1

5-2-1

3-1
2-2

WHITMAN

2-2

2-3-2

PACIFIC (ORE.)

2-2

2-6

GEORGE FOX

•

0-3-1 1-5-1

Photographer: Jeff Ferguson
Senior goal keeper Callie Bergstrom has been playing soccer since she was 7.

Andrew Forhan
StaffWriter

Her well-rounded nature and widespread in
volvement is also evident on the field as a soccer
player.
"She cares about everyone on the team and
shows it by talking to everyone at practice," senior
teammate Cory Druffelsaid.
Druffel said that Bergstrom instills a confidence
in the team.
"We shouldn't always rely on a goalkeeper, but
it's very important to have one that's really good in
the back [at goalkeeper] because we do make mis
takes and we do need the extra cushion just in case,"
Druffel said. "I do feel confident in Callie."
Head Coach Jael Hagerott described Bergstrom
as being confident and resilient, key traits for a
goalie who must persever through adversity. Berg
strom had to fill what Hagerott called "big shoes"
after an injury to the starting keeper her freshman
year. Since that time, she has progressed to become
a leader, serving this year as team co-captain along
with senior forward Sarah Berentson.
"She makes big saves when they count on the
field and it's huge for us,"Hagerott said.
Based on comments from her coach and team
mates, and her impressive statistics and honors,
Bergstrom has done just that.
"Goals get scored, it's always a systemic thing,
it happens, because forwards didn't do their thing
and midfielders didn't track it," Hagerott said. "Then
Callie is the one who has to clean up the mess and
thankfully she is very good at doing th
at"

The Whitworth women's soccer team has the lux
ury of relying on First Team All-Northwest Confer
ence goalkeeper Callie Bergstrom when opposing
teams break through the Whitworth defense this
season.
Bergstrom, a senior, isin her fourth and final year
with the Whitworth soccer program. As the goalie,
she is the last line of defense for the team
.
"I like being the last person the offense has to go
through," Bergstrom said.
She has been playing soccer since the age of 7,
and began playing competitive soccer in the sev
enth grade when she joined a traveling premier
team.
"In junior high, I was the tallest girl on the team
so they put me in there [at goalie] and then I just
kind of stuck with itand ended up likingit," she said.
Bergstrom, from Mt. Spokane High School, was
recruited to Whitworth by current Pirate men's soc
cer coach and the former women's soccer coach
Sean Bushey. Originally, she didn't have plans to
play collegiate soccer, but after considering Bushey's offer she decided she wanted to continue play
ing.
It seems to have turned out to be the right deci
sion, as she started 34 games during her freshman
and sophomore years combined and was named to
the All-NWC First Team as a junior. She is prepar' tag to graduate this spring with a double major in
elementary education and Spanish.
Her elementary education major requires a sig
nificant amount of classroom teaching experience,
which Bergstrom balances with her other school- Contact Andrew Forhan at
andrew.forhan@whitworthian.com.
work, athletics and multiple part-time jobs.
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Ihe Whitworthian has served as the main source of
news and sports coverage for the Whitworth commu
nity since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely by students which produces The
Whitworthian weekly newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting
accurate and relevant information in an innovative
manner. Our goal is to be accountable while inform
ing, entertaining and providing a forum for express
ing the interests of the Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published
weekly, except during January and student vacations.
The content is generated entirely by students. Tire
college administration does not review the newspa
pers content. Opinions and ideas expressed in The
Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writ
ers and student editors, and do not necessarily reflect
the views of theAssociated Students of Whitworth
University (ASWU), the university, its administration,
faculty/staff or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid
for through advertising and subscription revenue and
in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the
opinions of their individual creators and not neces
sarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or
its staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in
freedom of speech and expression as guaranteed
in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the
United States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248
ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com
QUESTIONS?
jvalencial2@my.whitworth.edu
CORRECTIONS
In the Sept. 28 issue the outline on page 2 pertaining
to the "How much do you owe?" article incorrectly
stated the average amount of federal and private loan
debt held by Whitworth graduates as $45,225. The
correct amount of total loan debt is $23,983. This was
also incorrectly stated on page 4.
The Whitworthian is committed to providing the
Whitworth community with the most accurate infor
mation possible. The Whitworthian never knowingly
publisnes inaccuracies. Ifyou have a comment or
question about the fairness or accuracy of a story,
send an e-mail to editor@whitworthian.com.
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EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP
Editorials in the"In the Loop" section reflect the majority opinion of the editorial hoard, which is made up of five editors.

Open conversation between faculty
and students shouldn't be a threat
According to Whitworth's About page, "Since
1890, Whitworth has held fast to its founding mis
sion of providing 'an education of mind and heart'
through rigorous intellectual inquiry guided by
dedicated Christian scholars."
As students at Whitworth, we are encour
aged to challenge our beliefs — a sk questions,
seek answers and test previous assumptions. We
are asked to have an open mind about all issues,
whether political, religious or other. Given the na
ture of Whitworth, this'is a place where students
are safe to do so. It is almost a given that the four
years spent here will be the safest place to probe
some of the toughest questions a 20-something
can come across; after all, this is the age where we
are expected to think independently and form our
own belief system.
We are surrounded by professors, instructors
and adjunct faculty who hold this mission in high
esteem. Given this, we are extremely' blessed.
Most likely these people have taken the time to do
the same thing; question. They h ave questioned
what they believe —challenged themselves — and
finally come to a conclusion, allowing them not
only to have faith in their beliefs, but also argue for
them.
And they should cling tightly to what they be
lieve. Professors and faculty should be proud of
what they hold dear, and be willing to explain and
defend these things when a student comes to them
seeking answers.
But Whitworth, like other campuses, has some
professors or faculty who are less incli
ned to come

alongside students in our exploration. This can be
attributed to misunderstandings, but has the po
tential to ultimately make a student feel frustrated.
We are told Whitworth gives us the space to ex
plore our beliefs, but these instances translate to
say otherwise.
It is safe to say this problem will not go unaddressed. According to President Beck Taylor's
2011-2021 vision and strategic plan, "the univer
sity will cultivate an intellectually vital and inclu
sive campus culture in which faculty and students
engage regularly in rigorous, open and civil di s
course in challenging ideas."
The 2021 plan holds Whitworth accountable,
but we ask that you not wait until it is necessary
to be open. Take the opportunity given to you ev
ery day in the classroom or in passing to engage
students in their intellectual journey. Even if your
own beliefs are contradictory to theirs, understand
that it doesn't necessarily take a shared belief i n
something to form a bond and make a difference,
but rather the ability to examine those contradic
tions. We are coming to you for advice and guid
ance, hoping we can do so without fear of jud ge
ment or bias.
We ask that faculty and staff not be so quick in
closing off o pen conversation when it gets diffi
cult. Understand that a vast majority of students
aren't out to prove a point or follow an agenda. We
ask you because we desire to test our own foun
dations we have begun to build, not to tear down
yours.
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I Saw You submission seen as 'vengeful, divisive'
Dear Editor,
I am concerned by the lack of tact displayed in
the "I Saw You" section this week, particularly in
regards to the entry titled "Big Ego." While such
comments may not have seemed so cringe-wor
thy had they been printed in a larger publication
(such as The Inlander), they appear thoroughly
inappropriate in this context. The difference lies
primarily in the size and characteristics of the
Whitworthian's intended audience.
In a publication with a wider audience, the
harmful effects of anonymous grumbling are of
ten diluted by the chances that the targeted in
dividual will even see the submission. At W hit
worth, there is no such dilution. The campus is
tight-knit and every student receives a paper.
These elements, added to the fact that the target
was painfully well-specified, makes it very clear

that these words were intended to get around and
intended to sting.
To the Hosanna team: I, a long with countless
other students, appreciate what you do. Forgive,
and don't let this comment impede your ability
to worship.
To the individual: Your words have weight.
Please realize that. Also, I will be praying for you
To the Whitworthian: Last I checked, the Whit
worth community was one of strong moral char
acter. If it is this audience to which you intend to
appeal, I recommend you rethink printing sub
missions of such a vengeful, divisive nature.
Sincerely,
Disappointed
Taylor Countryman
Freshman

Adviser

Jim McPherson
jmcpherson@whitworth.edu

Staff Members
Brianna Anderson,, Melissa Barringer, Hope Barnes, Jordan
Beauchamp, Rosie Brown, Siri Carlson, Hannah Charlton,
Sydney Conner, Rebekah Daniels, Mark Davis,
Jeff Ferguson, Andrew Forhan, Corina Gebbers, Megan
Hinzdel, Sena Hughes, Kari Johnson, Kelly Johnson,
Heather Kennison, Jonathan Kim, Lucas Kok, Peter
Landgren, Michael Locatell, Ira Mcintosh, Nick Meisner,
Michaela Michael, Samantha Miyauchi, Natalie Moreno,
Greg Moser, Lauren Nudelman, Rachel O'Kelley, Remi
Omodora, Jasmine Pallwitz, Samantlia Payne, Kelli Raines,
Midera Rasamimanana, Elizabeth Reeves, Ryan
Richardson, Tanner Scholten, Alex Spencer, Ryan Stevens,
Nathan Webber, Joe Westenberg, Haley Williamson, and
Courtney Woodgate.
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Junior Kerra Sivonen, a black belt in karate, and William Sheenan, a third-degree black belt in tae kwon do, demonstrate self defense moves at STAND,
a sexual violence awareness event.
Courtney Woodgate

Staff Writer
The rate of sexual victimization for college-aged
students (16-24) is at least double every other age
group, according to a 2007 report by the Bureau of
Justice Statistics.
At universities across theUnited States, 90percent
of sexual assailants know their victim, either from a
party, dating or from classes, according to a 2008
publication by the National Institute of Justice.
Congress passed the SexualViolence Elimination
Act la st spring in order to help universities deal
with sexual assault.
The SaVE Act has been put into place to
modernize the Jeanne Clery Act, which was named
for 19-year-old Jeanne Clery after she was raped
and murdered while sleeping in her dorm room,
according to Security on Campus, an organization
dedicated to providing information about safety on
college campuses.
SaVE w as set into motion to enhance safety
for college students. The law allows for student
sexual violence victims to change their academic
schedules, alter their living arrangements, have
a no-contact order put into place against their
attackers and have police assistance in dealing
with the crime.
SaVE also encourages victims to report crimes of
sexual violence to police.
Due to the fact that around 90 percent of female

sexual violence victims know their attackers, fewer campus, and by hosting events. Whitworth hosted
than 5 percent of v iolent acts are ever reported to STAND, a campus event organized to bring
the police, according to the National Institute of awareness to sexual violence, on Sept. 29.
Pam Oswalt, counselor at Whitworth University,
Justice.
The SaVE Act provides an improvement in spoke at this event.
accountability. It establishes a consistent system
"Whitworth is prepared to deal with sexual
of procedures to be followed in cases of sexual violence, and it is OK to come forward about it,"
violence. This system includes disciplinary Oswalt said.
proceedings with equal rights for everyone.
If a student is sexually assaulted on campus and
SaVE requires universities to update their it is reported, then Whitworth is required to file a
statistics each fall and the statistics must include report. However, the student does not have to give
date rape and stalking.
his or her name on the report, but only needs to
Talking about acts of sexual violence is a hard describe the incident.
conversation for many to have;
Kathy Storm, vice president
therefore it is often pushed
for Student Life, wants students
under the rug and not dealt
"Sexual assault can
to know there is a resource on
with. SaVE requires colleges and
campus
to help them.
happen everywhere.'
universities to have programs to
"Sexual assault can happen
help students talk about it.
- Kathy Storm,
everywhere; we don't want to be
A woman who has had a
naive,"
Storm said. "We want to
vice president
violent encounter should not
provide education and programs
be scared to talk about it and
of Student Life
that will help people learn more
get help. The goal of SaVE is to
about it, as much as possible to
change the tolerance for sexual violence and the create an environment where it doesn't happen."
surrounding silence that surrounds it.
Storm said she hopes that through programs
According to the US Department of Justice, such as STAND, awareness can be brought to
students will be more likely to report a sexual students and they can get the help they need.
assault or violent encounter if th ey know how to
report it and if they know the school will respond
to the report.
Whitworth
builds
awareness
through Contact Courtney Woodgate at
strategically placing resource posters throughout cwoodgatel 4@my.whitworth.edu.

New coffee shop provides
indoor hang-out for students
Sydney Conner

'

StaffWriter
As school began this fall, Sodexo opened a new
coffee shop in the Robinson Science Hall, offering
different options to students and faculty.
Looking for a "destination venue," a place
students would go for specific items, Jim O'Brien,
general manager for Sodexo, said the key to
success in the new coffee shop was to offer
Starbucks Coffee which is found nowhere else on
campus.
With Coeur d'Alene's Doma coffee used in
the coffee shop in the Hixson Union Building
and Aspretto coffee in the dining hall, Sodexo
collaborated with Whitworth in choosing a new
coffee brand for the new coffee shop.
At the end of last year a discussion was held
between Sodexo and Whitworth during the annual
review to decide what customers would want from
the new coffee shop.
It was decided that in order to increase sales
and not just spread out costs, Whitworth and
Sodexo needed to make it different from the
coffee available in the HUB dining hall and HUB
coffee shop, O'Brien said on the decision to supply
Starbucks coffee.
With three different brands now offered on
campus, junior and self-proclaimed coffee addict
Stephanie Barrong couldn't be happier with the
new option.
"Every morning I go," Barrong said, laughing as
she sipped her Starbucks latte. "My prayers were
definitely answered."
Like any new business brought to campus,
the new coffee shop is another opportunity for
students looking for jobs on campus, offering
positions as baristas.
Photographer: Tanner Scholten
"It doesn't matter if they have work study or
not," O'Brien said. "If they are qualified workers The Hall-Faw coffee shop in the Robinson
Science Hall serves Starbucks coffee.
we will hire anyone."
Janel Starkey manages the new coffee shop,
Currently the top sellers at the coffee shop are
working for her mother, Cheryl Downie, who runs
pumpkin lattes, followed closely by the white
all of the Sodexo retail at Whitworth.
"It's a mini version of the coffee shop in the chocolate mochas. When it comes to the food, the
freshly baked raspberry scones tend to sell out
HUB," Starkey said.
She also said although the coffee shop still is first, S tarkey said.
"Our baker, Marsha, actually comes in at
smaller it offers the wide variety of drinks and
novelty goods offered in the larger coffee shop in midnight and bakes for eight hours so we are
able to provide customers freshly
the HUB.
baked goods everyday," Starkey
Though the first
couple
"I love coffee; I love
said.
days open were slow, the
Other food choices provided
coffee shop has really picked
making it, and I truly
at the coffee shop include salads,
up with the busiest times
enjoy meeting
breads, muffins, brownies and
being between classes and on
vegetable and fruit cups.
Mondays, Wednesdays and
all of the people."
"We sell out daily," Starkey said.
Fridays, Starkey said.
"For students and faculty who
- Janel Starkey,
"We opened thinking the
want to avoid the busyness of the
hours would be 8 to 2,"Starkey
manager
HUB, we are more convenient for
said, "But right now we are
them."
usually open at 7:30 so people
The coffee shop in the Robinson Science Hall is
can get their coffee before their 8 o'clock classes."
Customers express great gratitude to her as she open Monday through Friday, 7:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.,
provides their caffeine fix, an advantage Starkey and is closed on weekends.
said she enjoys while working there.
"I love coffee; I love making it, and I truly
enjoy meeting all the new people," Starkey said. Contact Sydney Conner at
sydneyconner!5@my.whitworth.edu.
"Everyone is so nice."

90

Percent of college-age sexual violence victims who
know their attackers, according to the National
Institute of Justice.

1,700

Number of people fed by Second Harvest in two
hours on Sept. 26.

30

Approximate number of current members of the
Open Conversation: Gay-Straight Association club.

3.5 -

Percentage drop in fall semester enrollment from
fall 2010.

56

Number of assists from senior Bree Riddle during
die Saturday night volleyball game against Pacific
Lutheran University.

10.7

Percentage drop in enrollment in graduate
programs from fall 2010.

360,000

Number of student-athletes, according to a National
Collegiate Athletic Association promotional
commercial.

Photographer: Rebekah Daniels
Senior international student Annick Foyen learned to play the saw, a family tradition, about five years ago. She also enjoys mixed martial arts.

Recalling the 'chaos' of Norway bombing
Foyen said even the way in which people com
municate
with one another is different from what
Staff Writer
she is used to; Norway is extremely intimate.
"Americans are very outgoing and friendly at
Annick Foyen, 22, came to Whitworth in search
of a safe, spiritual environment far from her home first, but it takes longer to really get to know some
of Oslo, Norway . Wanting a challenge, Foyen said one," Foyen said. "In Norwegian culture, people
she visited Eastern Washington University, Pacific are not so outgoing so once you really get to know
Lutheran University and the University of Califor someone, you really know each other well."
Foyen said she enjoys the sim
nia-Los Angeles before deciding
ple things the most in her life,
on Whitworth.
"I had never felt so
such as spending quality time
"The atmosphere I felt while
with her friends and three house
lonely in my whole
being on campus and the help
mates, making dinner and shop
ful professors at Whitworth
life; it was tough."
ping at Forever 21.
made me feel comfortable here,"
When her home country came
- Annick Foyen,
Foyen said.
under attack by one of their own
Culturally, though, Spokane is
international student
last November, Foyen was on a
very different from Oslo. Foyen
bus headed downtown as the first
said she learned a new way of
life by moving to the states. Fast food, the active- bomb went off.
"We heard a huge explosion and we thought it
ness of residents, transportation as well as how to
meet friends all differ from the way she was raised, was an earthquake or thunder," Foyen said. "The
whole ground was shaking; it was complete chaos."
Foyen said.
Having worked during previous summers as an
"It took me a while to figure out who I could tru
st
to be my good friends," Foyen said. I"had never felt intern for the Norwegian government, Foyen said
she was blessed in her decision to work with her
so lonely in my whole life; it was tough."

Sydney Conner

father this last summer, which kept her away from
the bombing that killed at least 87 people.
"The building I use to work in was right there,
right next to where the bomb went off," Foyen said,
thankful she was safe from the bomb scene.
Being a part of an eye-awakening experience
which she relates to 9/11, Foyen said it made her
realize those things can happen anywhere, even
peaceful Norway.
Although still saddened over the attack, Foyen
is determined to move on, pleased in knowing the
Norwegian attacker isn't getting the attention she
said she believes the attacker was after.
"He wanted all the focus to be on him, but Idon't
believe he got that attention," Foyen said. "All the
victims and survivors got that attention; which was
opposite of what he wanted."
After graduation from Whitworth, Foyen wants
to spend a few years gaining experience in social
work before getting her master's degree. Her dream
job is to work with her father, who works for peace
and reconciliation in the Middle East.

Contact Sydney Conner at
sydngycff_nnerl5@my.whitworth.edu.

2011 factbook shows enrollment drop
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For the first time in more than five
years, Whitworth undergraduate
enrollment has dropped.
Enrollment counts are as follows:
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2007
2008
2009
2010
2011

__

2,331
2,394
2,454
2,700
2,628

Whitworth's annual factbook, formerly known
as the 10-day report has been released, showing
enrollment and student body statistics.
The main point covered in the report is the fact
that enrollment is down across the board.
According to the report, issued on Sept. 27,
institutional head count is now down 3.5 percent
at 2,886 students.

The number of full-time matriculated day
enrollment is 2,167 students, down from 2,202,
showing the school's cutback on admission and
the number of acceptances.
Beyond that, though, enrollment in graduate
programs is at 258students, down by 10.7 percent.
In the area of graduation and retention, the sixyear graduation rate (i.e., The rate for the 2005
cohort) is 80.3 percent.
This marks the seventh consecutive year the
six-year graduation rate has exceeded 70 percent,

Sunday sundaes has been a long-standing
tradition at Whitworth University. However,
that changed at the beginning of this year
when Sodexo decided to no longer serve
sundaes on Sunday nights.
Sodexo will serve sundaes on a weekday
night instead of the weekend.
"I'm disappointed that Sodexo no longer
has Sunday sundaes," sophomore Amanda
Perisho said. "Last year, Sunday sundae was a
big tradition for my friends and me."
Jim O'Brien, Sodexo general manager,
said he felt that moving Sunday sundaes to a
different day would be better.
"There are more students to appreciate an
ice cream sundae bar on a weekday," O'Brien
said.
Sodexo is known to get crowded, especially
on weekend nights when there aren't classes
after dinner.
"Sunday, nights are a problem because
students can lounge around longer, then

and it is the highest in Whitworth history.
The retention rate from the first-to-second year
dropped from 85.4 percent to 83.4 percent.
Class sizes have shrunk, allowing professors
more time with each student and allowing more
space in the dorms.
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Contact Ira Mcintosh at
imcintosh!2@my.whitworth.edu.
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people get a sundae and it gets too crowded
because people don't get up and go," O'Brien
said.
He said he hopes that moving the sundaes
to a weekday will allow for more room in the
dining hall on weekends.
"It gets crazyon weekends; there is no place
for people to sit," O'Brien said. "On weekday
nights that isn't the case."
Sodexo will still have a form of dessert on
Sunday nights. The dining hall will feature
fudge bars and ice cream sandwiches.
That allows students to grab their ice cream
and leave with it.
It also will cost Sodexo more money since
the company will have to buy more ice cream,
as more students will be in the dining hall on
the weeknight. The company will also have
to supply all the ice cream sandwiches on
Sunday nights.
Students will now get to have ice cream
treats twice a week instead of just once.
Contact Courtney Woodgate at
cwoodgatel 4@my.whitworth.edu.
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Sodexo to serve Sunday
sundaes on a weeknight
Courtney Woodgate
StaffWriter
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Ira Mcintosh
Staff Writer
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CHAMBERS

by Eric FuUerton

This week in ASWU we addressed several is
sues that people have been asking me about. Jim
O'Brien and Dan King of So dexo came to present
and listen to ASWU.
They wanted to address any questions ASWU
and the student body had about Sodexo.
I was extremely proud, not just of the members
of ASWU, but also of the students who came to the
meeting and asked Jim and Dan questions of their
own. I do feel that the ASWU members asked quite
a few pertinent quesdons that Jim and Dan prom
ised they would get back to us on.
If you have not read the minutes of the ASWU's
last meeting I would encourage you to scan the QR
code below to unleash the powers of ASWU.
The minutes are published online after being
approved at the next meedng, so the they are a bit
delayed. But, in order to keep all of you informed,
there are shortened minutes posted in one of t he
glass display cases on the way into the main caf
eteria.
Now on to the discussion that happened in the
last meedng; there were many questions that were
asked of both Dan and Jim, but I will cover only a
few, due to the limited space.
The first question that was addressed was the
question of what the administrative team of So
dexo was doing to enhance the selection of m eals
for those with food allergies. The response that Jim
and Dan gave back to ASWU shows Sodexo's com
mitment to serving the students in a humble man
ner. Jim stated in an email to ASWU that after the
meeting they sat down and ordered more allergyconscious foods, but Jim stated, "In the meantime,
I will g o shopping locally to upgrade the quality
and quantity of items available."
The second and third items I will address are the
discussion on French Dip Fridays and Sunday sun
daes. The administration of Sodexo will address
these changes to the student body in the upcoming
week.
ASWU suggested that Sodexo place another,
small, sandwich press in the main cafeteria due to
the use that the large panini press receives. Also, in
the Cafe, on Tuesdays and Thursdays, Sodexo will
restart its Mein Street (Asian foods) at the Grill—
running from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Another Item of note is that Sodexo will experi
ment with making fresh crepes for breakfast to see
how students react and whether to continue the
service. There are many other items that Sodexo
addressed with ASWU; again, if you want to hear
more just email me.
Last thing! HOMECOMING is this week! Get
pumped, because it is going toROCK!
Contact Eric Fullerton at
efullerton!2@ my.whitwbrth.edu.
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Scan this QR code with your smart phone
to view the weekly ASWU-approved
minutes.
+ +

Photographer: Tanner Scholten
Robinson Science Hall was primarily funded by individuals, families, alumni and parents of
current students.

Whitworth invites community
to celebrate building opening

He also said that the university could not
continue to serve the students in the sciences with
the former facility. The new hall fulfills a need of
Anyone who has been On the Whitworth the community, and he said he hopes students will
campus over the last year would have noticed the take a moment to look at the plaques naming the
large construction project in progress behind the donors.
More than 50 plaques throughout the building
library.
Now the William P. and Bonnie V. Robinson acknowledge donors who gave at least $25,000.
But the plaques are not as much for the donors
Science Hall is finally ready for its grand opening
and dedication ceremonies. These two events will as they are for the students to see how much
donors contributed for them, Wisenor also said.
occur in the next few weeks.
Most of the donors were individuals, families,
While the building has been hosting classes
since the start of the semester, Oct. 8 will mark the alumni or parents of current students; however,
the building is named after William and Bonnie
official grand opening of the new building.
At 11 a.m. there will be a 20-to-30 minute Robinson.
A wall in the first floor lobby depicts a timeline of
presentation outside the building, and then tours
will be led through the building for those who have Robinson's presidency, as well as a list of all of the
donors beneath it.
not yet had a chance to see the
One classroom in the new
new facility.
building is named for former
During that time, science
students
will
conduct "The Robinson Science Hall biology professor Howard
Stien. During the grand
experiments for the visitors to
is a huge, quantum
opening ceremonies, there will
observe.
leap in facilities..."
be a reunion brunch for the
Speakers at the presentation
will include ASWU President
professor and former students
- Tad Wisenor, director of
Eric Fullerton, a faculty
of h is who raised $150,000 to
campaign planning
member and executive vice
name the room in his honor.
president Michael Le Roy, to
There are many changes to
give a view on theproject from
the new science building from
a student, faculty and administrative perspective.
the original. As a number of students may have
The ceremony will also serve to thank those already noticed, several classes held in the new
members of the Whitworth community who were building are not science classes. Two lecture halls,
part of the project, including the donors, builders each with 51 seats, will always be for stude
nts from
and contractors.
other departments, Wisenor said.
Miller-Hull Architects designed the new
Between those classrooms, a coffee shop and the
building, and Bouten Construction was contracted large first floor lobby, the Robinson Science Hall is
to build the hall. Former Whitworth president Bill designed to be a gathering place for the entirety of
Robinson and his wife, Bonnie, will also be pres
ent the campus, not just science majors.
at the ceremony.
"The Robinson Science Hall is a huge, quantum
leap in facilities from the original building in sheer
space as well as the quality and quantity of space," Contact Kelly Johnson at
said Tad Wisenor, director of campaign planning.
kellyjohnsonl 4@my.whitworth.edu.
Kelly Johnson
StaffWriter

Spoken word poet focuses on feminism

rrmT kllf\r urnmon Ui
sweatshop and a(1 ir/Minrr
young gay
black woman who is
harassed for the way she dresses. "She doesn't fit in
their social box," one line read.
For a long time, Medina didn't want to perform
"Four Women" because it made her feel exposed.
She began to perform it after a friend challenged
her to.
"There's always someone in the room who will be
touched by it," Medina said.
Some of Medina's more humorous pieces also
contained feminist themes, but had students laugh
ing at many of the lines. Her "Self-Empowered Love
Poem" expressed her independence with lines
such as: "Yes you complement me, but you don't
complete me."
"My Intimate Revolution" was a poem about
underwear. She prefaced the poem by telling the
freshmen in the room to cover their ears and began
with the first line: "I have an addiction to the fric
tion of trashy lingerie."
While the poem described many of Medina's
undergarments, she said the poem is really about
being a woman. It's about practicing self-love. She
did a lot of activism work in college and wrote this
poem after a man told her she wasn't a revolution
ist if she dressed sexy.
"It's not an excuse for you to question my femi
nism," one line said. "The revolution has nothing to
do with my underwear or the cut or the fit of the
clothes that I wear."
Medina donned a colorful apron for "At Least I'm
a Good Poet," a poem about her trouble cooking a
vegan Cuban meal for her boyfriend. She described
it "like the apocalypse is coming and all my veggies
are going to hell."
Medina closed her performance with "Exten
sions of My Poetry." Filled with details of p ersonal
insecurities and quirks, the poem contained every
thing she would never write poems about, Medina
said.
She emphasized the need for people to see the
person she is behind the words and repeated the
line: "I amnot an extension of my poetry, my poetry
Ptiotograpner: nacnei nuir
is an extension of me."
Poet Gabriela Garcia Medina performed spoken word for a crowd in the Hix
son Union Building on
Sophomore Andrew Juarez said Medina's perfor
Sept. 19. Medina performed a variety ofher own works, poems with a self-empowered voice.
mance was very fresh and heartfelt.
"She has a lot of unique qualities to her poetry,"
"The poems sounded really real and she opened Juarez said. "It has a great story behind it."
Jo Miller
up about it afterwards," Rasely said.
Medina graduated from UCLA's S chool of T he
Arts & Culture Editor
Medina is originally from Havana, Cuba and also atre, Film and Television and now performs for a
Gabriela Garcia Medina shared her woman- lived in Europe for a time. Her Cuban heritage is living on college campuses. She said it's hard to say
empowered poetry with Whitworth students in the exemplified through the lines of Spanish sprinkled she's a poet for a living because many people don't
Hixson Union Building on Monday, Sept. 26. The throughout her poems. Medina said it's natural believe her.
to mix Spanish in her poetry because it's how she
Medina's mother had wanted her to be a lawyer,
29-year-old spoken word poet has won numerous
engineer or doctor. However, despite struggling for
awards for her poetry and spoken word perfor thinks.
The first poem Medina performed, "World's money in the beginning, Medina is now a success
mances.
Greatest
Magician," was Spanish-filled and spoke a ful poet and her mom is very supportive.
Medina shared six of her poems through a vibrant
Medina said she is living the dream while she
performance that utilized the rhythmic nature of lot about her family and about using magic to turn
Wal-Marts into homeless shelters and other ways to performs her poetry around the country.
spoken word poetry and dynamic body move
Spoken word is important because it has power
ments. Each poem she shared was deeply personal make the world better.
There was a somber tone to Medina's poem "Four to really teach people, Medina said.
and infused with a voice for struggling people and a
Women." Medina said this poem makes her feel the
strong feminist conviction.
"It's part of who I am because I am a woman who most vulnerable because she tells her story of b e
ing in a physically abusive relationship in college.
is trying to empower herself," Medina said.
Contact Jo Miller at
Whitworth junior Danica Rasely said the perfor Her story is told along with three other women's
narratives: one who is raped, one who works in a joannamillerl 4@my. whitworth.edu.
mance was really inspired.
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Photographer: Tanner Scholten
O'Doherty's pub serves a variety of Irish-American food, along with a selection of Irish beers. Customers under 21 can enjoy the food before 10 p.m.
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Irish pub, O'Doherty's, serves up hospitality
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since establishing the pub on the north side.
The pub has a goal of returning the hospitality to
its customers as well. Irish hospitality is a high as
O'Doherty's became Whitworth's newest neigh piration in the eyes of the employees.
"That's what we try to sell," O'Doherty said. "We
bor when they opened a new location at the in
tersection of Hawthorne Road and Division Street try to sell hospitality."
Night manager Jeph Barlow and other employ
in July. Owner of th e north Spokane O'Doherty's,
Shannon O'Doherty, considered the location's ees agree that hospitality isimportant for the estab
lishment.
proximity to Whitworth a desirable characteristic.
"First thing we say is come on ni and make your
The pub hosted a night for Whitworth seniors
Thursday, Sept. 15 and said they hope to continue self at home," Barlow said.
Irish heritage is infused into the pub. There
a similar tradition.
O'Doherty's original location in downtown Spo are three Irish beers on tap: Guinness, Harp and
Smithwick. O'Doherty re
kane got its start in May
ceives comments about the
of 1992 when O'Doherty's
"Inspiration to open
quality of the beer they serve.
brother opened up the Irish
O'Doherty's was our lives.
The popularity contributes to
pub in downtown Spokane.
the fast pace in which they go
Keeping with his Irish iden
We're Irish-Americans."
through their supplies.
tity he dubbed it with his last
The pub also serves tradi
name.
- Shannon O'Doherty,
tional dishes including shep
"Inspiration to open
owner of north Spokane
herd's pie and a pastie recipe
O'Doherty's was our lives,"
from an Irish friend from
O'Doherty said. "We're
O'Doherty's
Butte, Montana. These pas
Irish-Americans."
ties were the food of choice for
With locations already
downtown and in Spokane Valley, the establish Irish miners working at the copper mines of Butte.
A pastie is a pie crust pocket filled with beef, veg
ment felt the need to expand the business.
etables and topped off with a layer of gravy.
"We needed to grow," O'Doherty said.
"It's a real pastie," customer Dave Mischaud said.
Something O'Doherty's has come to find is the
Mischaud has had authentic pasties from M on
warm reception from residents it has received

StaffWriter

tana restaurants and says he is not the only one
who agrees on the quality of O'Doherty's Irish dish.
Along with the authentic Irishdishes, O'Doherty"s
also serves a variety ofother meals, from burgers to
sandwiches and salads.
"We play the Irish music, we serve the Irish beer
and we serve the Irish-American food," O'Doherty
said.
To create the Irish environment, O'Doherty's
downtown is full of artwork. O'Doherty said the
north side pub is a blank slate allowing customers
to add to the character. A Notre Dame flag draped
from the ceiling and a picture of a customer in front
of the Guinness brewery are the first customer
pieces to decorate the pub.
Along with welcoming customer decor,
O'Doherty has more plans for the future. Whit
worth student discounts are in the works along
with plans for St. Patrick's Day. One goal is to make
the north side O'Doherty's as well-known as the
pub downtown for celebrating St. Patrick's Dayand
O'Doherty said he has big plans as he pointed to
the St. Patrick's Day countdown clock.
For a listing of what O'Doherty's serves, visit the
website at odohertyspub.com and keep an eye out
for Whitworth specials.
Contact Melissa Barringer at
mbarringerl 3@my.whitworth.edu.
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New 'Moneybaff movie hits it out of the park
The film is based on the book, "Moneyball: The
Art of Winning an Unfair Game," w ritten in 2003
by Michael Lewis. The film a nd book were based
on the true events of the team's journey under the
guidance of Billy Beane.
The real Billy Beane's new process changed the
game for many teams after he implemented it in
the early 2000s, showing other general managers
that they cannot simply scout players on what they
can see, but on what they have done in the past.
For those hardcore baseball fans and the less
enthusiastic, "Moneyball" takes audiences on an
emotional journey, following the true events of the
Oakland A's. Viewers will laugh and perhaps even
cry as they share in Beane's struggle to make a
downtrodden group of players into a cohesive and
successful baseball club.
Additionally, audiences are invited to share in an
aspect of baseball that few would have considered
to be movie material. Who would have thought the
business side of baseball would have success in the
Courtesy ofmoneyball-movie.com box office?
Sure enough, since the film's release on Sept.
Brad Pitt stars in "Moneyball," a film based on the true events of baseball team the Oakland A's.
23, it has become an instant success with a wide
range of fans. Metacritic.com, a movie review site
Giambi. This is when we meet Billy Beane, the man that is determined by both critic and user opinions,
Rachel O'Kelley
who was responsible for turning them into a suc awards the film with an 87 percent.
Staff Writer
cessful team after such a tremendous loss.
"The movie is an absolute triumph of cultu rally
For many teams this would not be a difficult task, relevant filmmaking - a film that will thrill and fas
"Moneyball" is this year's latest and greatest
sports film and it is sure to win over its audiences, but for the Oakland A's the job was daunting. They cinate sport junkies and non-fans alike," said Rene
lacked the required budget to make a solid baseball Rodriguez of th e Miami Herald. "If you like base
whether they're sports fans or just film fans.
Brad Pitt, a co-producer of this film, played the club that could stand a chance against big-budget ball, you will love this movie. If you hate baseball,
you will still love this movie."
part of Billy Beane, a former baseball player who teams such as the Yankees.
Jonah Hill, known for his role in Superbad, plays
Moneyball will pull at the heartstrings of viewers
never found the athletic success he sought as a
young man. Instead he applied his knowledge and the character of Peter Brand, a bright, young Yale and will re mind audiences everywhere to sit back
love for the game of bas eball as the general man graduate with a love for and immense knowledge and just enjoy the show.
of b aseball analysis. Peter Brand is hired by Billy
ager of the Oakland Athletics.
The film begins just after the Oakland A's lost in Beane to join him in choosing players to create a
the postseason game against the New York Yan dream team based on an unconventional comput
kees in 2001.The game devastated fans and players er-generated analytical process, which disregarded
player stereotypes or reputations, and relied solely Contact Rachel O'Kelley at
alike, resulting in the loss of some of their most in
rokelley!2@my.whitworth.edu.
tegral players, including Johnny Damon and Jason on their ability to get on the bases.
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Wednesday: A disc jockey will be playing music in Lied Square at 11:15 a.m. to get everyone excited for Saturdays dance, lite homecom
ing royalty will also be lip syncing to their favorite KeSha songs.

Thursday: Whitworth talent will perform at the Unplugged competition at 8:00 p.m. in the HLxson Union Building,
Friday: Residence halls will be performing dorm skits at noon in the HUB.
Myq Kaplan, the first comedian of the year, will be performing at 8:00 p.m. in the HUB Multipurpose room.

Saturday Whitworth University Board of Trustees and President Beck Taylor will be hosting the celebration of the grand opening of
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the Robinson Science Building at 11:00 a.m.

Ln

Tire Pirates will be playing the Lutes of Pacific Lutheran University for the homecoming game. Kickoffis at 1:00 p.m. The
homecoming king and queen will be announced, along with a royalty parade during halftinre. HaSime refreshments will
also be served under the alumni tent on the concrete pad in the Pine Bowl.
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Tire homecoming dance is at the Service Station from 8:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m. Tire cost to get in is only $2. There will be a
chance to win an iPad for those in line before 8:30 p.m. After 8:30 p.m. raffle tickets will cost SI. A shuttle will be taking
students who need a ride to the dance. The shuttle is free and leaves from the HUB at 7:45 p.m.
+
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Lecture seroes tackles mystery in film

Photographer: Ryan Richardson
Dr. Daniel Mclnerny spoke on the significance of mystery genre in the Robinson Teaching Theatre.
Heather Kennison
Staff Writer
Paradox is stitched into the very fabric of real
ity, Dr. Daniel Mclnerny said Thursday, Sept. 29
in a lecture at Whitworth's Robinson Teaching
Theater.
Mclnerny, founder and CEO of Trojan Tub En
tertainment, was part of t he fifth annual "Faith,
Film and Philosophy" lecture series. The series is
sponsored by the Weyerhaeuser Center for Chris
tian Faith and Learning, and the Gonzaga Univer
sity Faith and Reason Institute.
The goal of the "Faith, Film and Philosophy" se
ries is to understand the integration of faith and

reason by looking at films, said Margaret Rankin,
program coordinator at the Gonzaga Faith and
Reason Institute.
This year's theme for the conference was "Mys
tery in Film."
"There's something about the mystery element
in film that takes us out of ourselves and gets us
thinking about the mysterious elements of r eal
ity," Rankin said.
Mclnerny's lecture was titled "On Mysteries
and the Higher Mystery." Mclnerny focused on
the fact that mystery is a kind of paradox. The two
approaches to paradox in mysteries and thrillers
are the Conan Doyle Approach and the Chester
ton Approach.

COMING NEXT WEEK IN ARTS&CULTURE:

Mclnerny said the first approach looks to
Doyle's Sherlock Holmes as the original detec
tive/hero model and asks: What does the charac
ter of Sherlock Holmes imply about the world, the
human person and the nature of m ystery? This
approach to film lays great emphasis in linking up
facts and portrays the detective/hero as a think
ing machine.
"Two of t he virtues most important for the he
roes in this approach are courage and cunning,"
Mclnerny said.
Modern-day heirs of Sherlock Holmes in tele
vision and film include "CSI," "The Matrix," "In
ception" and "House." Still, M clnerny said there
are other shows that are turning the character of
Holmes into a freak.
"House is a bad pun on Holmes, all the way
down to the drug addiction," Mclnerny said.
The Chesterton Approach links examples of the
mystery/thriller genre to G.JC. Chesterton's fic-.
tional character, Father Brown. In this approach,
the detective/hero is portrayed as a metaphysical
moralist who plumbs into the moral psychology
of the killer to see how God and the devil are op
erating, Mclnerny said. Chesterton sees mystery
as a paradox that reveals the operations of the hu
man heart.
"This is an exercise of imaginative interpreta
tion, but it's more than that," Mclnerny said.
The lecturer noted that a few modern-day heirs
of F ather Brown are "Harry Potter," "Children of
Men" and "Pulp Fiction."
The Chesterton Approach delves into the deep
er questions such as the paradox of evil and the
paradox of original sin—why God permits evil,
Mclnerny said. The mystery of o riginal sin only
makes sense in light of t he very highest mystery:
The God who died.
"Given the Fall, there is a theological logic to
God dying," Mclnerny said. "When we reflect on
it, we find it makes perfect sense that God gives
humans free will, and that's gonna lead to original
sin."
Both Whitworth and Gonzaga students, as well
as the general public were invited to attend the
lecture. Moriah Hall, third year student at Moody
Bible Institute, said that after viewing this lecture,
she wants to be able to interpret films in view of
underlying values.
Events for the series began Sept. 21with the film
"A History of V iolence" and continued between
the 28-30 with lectures. Topics ranged from mys
tery as an affirmation of justice, Hollywood and
the romance of the living dead and "The Mystery:
Christian Heir or Nemesis?" The event concluded
with a final seminar on Saturday where partici
pants from around the world shared papers writ
ten for the event.
"It's very interesting to see the themes [the
speakers] come up with," Rankin said. "There's a
kind of mystery element in our lives, especially as
Christian philosophers."

Contact Heather Kennison at
hkennisonl2@my.whitworth.edu

Content found in the "I Saw You" section are student
submissions and do not necessarily reflect the
opinion of the Whitworthian.

Irishman

To the Irishman in the Career Center:
Your plan worked. I can't stop smiling. I feel so
disappointed that I didn't get your name, or even
introduce myself. I would love to get to know you
better. "The most beautiful music of all is the music
of what happens."
P.S. #2309

Harry Potter Hater

Photographer: Kari Johnson
Volunteers work on sortingpotatoes forredistribution at theSecond Harvest food bank Thursday.

Second Harvest eases hunger
The Second Harvest volunteer reached down
into the bin filled with hundreds of potatoes. Lift
ing out two, he put them in a cardboard box be
side him. About 15 other volunteers stood filling
boxes in the warehouse. By the end of the night,
225 boxes were filled with potatoes. From these
packed boxes, 1,700 people would be fed.
Forty years ago, Second Harvest began as a
food bank called Spokane Food Bank. Since then,
it has gone through multiple name changes and is
now known as Second Harvest. Second Harvest s
mission is to bring community resources togeth
er to feed people in need through empowerment,
education and partnerships. This includes work
ing with food banks, special programs, food mill
sites and putting on special events and activities
to pack and handout food.
"We are striving to ease hunger," said Maggie
Reinhardt, support specialist at Second Harvest
and senior Gonzaga University student. "We
know we can't solve it all, but we'll do what we
can to help ease the problem. And there is a great
need in Spokane. Ideally, we would want hunger
to end, and we would not be in business.
Second Harvest has been located at 1234 East
Front Ave. in Spokane for the past 20 years. This
year it is receiving a face lift as expansion is need
ed to support its growth.
"We are building a volunteer center dedicated
to pushing products out," said Christine JTabat,
redistribution and warehouse supervisor. "It will
help the process become quicker, more thorough
and cleaner."
Tabat explained there will b e a conveyor belt
that will make it easier for volunteers and em
ployees to check and pack produce. The remodel
should be completed January 2012.
Second Harvest has many volunteer opportu
nities for members of t he Spokane community.
Once a month, Second Harvest takes food to low

income seniors over the age of 60. Also, S econd
Harvest fills backpacks with healthy food for stu
dents from kindergarten to junior high who may
not be receiving adequate meals at home. Visit
ing Second Harvest's website is the best way to
find and sign up for these opportunities.
One such opportunity is called Help the Hun
gry Sort Night, a volunteer event that Second
Harvest hosts multiple times per week. Volun
teers come into the warehouse and help sort and
pack food for two hours. On Sept. 26, volunteers
at Help the Hungry Sort Night sorted and packed
potatoes from 5:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. In that two
hour time frame, volunteers packed food for
1,700 people to have a meal.
"Don't be afraid of work and getting dirty,"
Reinhardt said. "It doesn't matter who you are,
as long as you're willing to get involved in the
night's activity. I highly recommend volunteer
ing. You put in what you want."
Stephanie Riley, a 2011 graduate of Whitworth
University, and her husband Joe Riley, senior
nursing student at WSU Spokane through the
Whitworth and WSU nursing program, helped
sort and box potatoes Monday evening.
"This is our first time volunteering for Second
Harvest," Joe Riley said. "We're planning on com
ing a couple more times this fall.
The newly married couple wanted a meaning
ful way to spend time together.
"We have a lot of free time and ended up
watching TV, so we thought we'd start volunteer
ing instead," said Stephanie Riley.
Joe Riley said volunteering is afun and reward
ing activity to do with friends. And it looks good
on a resume, although this should not be the
main reason for volunteering.
"It's a whole lot better than sitting around," Joe
Riley said.
Contact Kelli Raines at
kraines!2@my. whitworth.edu.

I saw you (kid walking into Arend without your key)
turn and look not once, but twice, as my roommate
and I were loudly discussing the possibility of deluminators outside the JJUB on Thursday night. Next
time, don't be so obvious...or at least laugh.

Woops

I saw you walking down the sidewalk. Texting as
you went. Now I wonder, did you tell the person you
were texting about the stop sign you just ran into
because of them?

Blood Mobile

You with the pretty eyes who sat opposite me in the
blood mobile. We met last year, but never actually
got to know each other. Let's stop wasting time with
random facebook messages and get together or
something. =)

Couch cuddlers

We saw you cuddling on the couch in the HUB.
You whipped your hair into your fiance's eye. Soon
thereafter he massaged your head and said he was
"sucking out your brains." How cute! With love,
Creepers!

Scan QR code to submit your own I Saw You on
your mobile device.
Submissions published as received.

Seen someone? Submit your 'I saw you' (limited to
50 words) to isawyou@whitworthian.com.

Don't put too much faith in questionable science
RYAN STEVENS
The theory of evolution has sparked debate
among scholars, scientists and religious leaders for
years, but it is only through the examination of evi
dence and careful reasoning that we can begin to
decipher the truth about the evolutionary model.
One of th e main problems with the evolution
ary theory is that it is arguably contradicted by the
Bible: "In the beginning God created the heavens
and the Earth" (Genesis 1:1). A popular viewpoint,
known as theistic evolution, has formed that com
bines these two contradictory ideas. In essence,
theistic evolution retains God's position as creator,
but defines evolution as his creation method. This
idea seems, at first glance, highly plausible. How
ever, under further scrutiny it does not hold up.
The first premise that must be true for theistic
evolution to work is that the seven days referred
to in the Bible must be a metaphorical time period
which encompasses several billion years. This is
not the case. The Hebrew words used for "morn
ing" and "evening" (boqer and ereb) in Genesis are
literal measurements of time, not figurative ones,
which places the time line for creation within a
week, rather than a billion years.
The second inconsistency of theistic evolution
has to do with the character of God. After God cre
ated the world he "looked over all he had made,
and he saw that it was very go
od..." (Genesis 1:31).
The word "good" used in the verse in Hebrew is
"towb," meaning "best." If God used natural selec
tion to create the world, it would mean some crea
tures would not be fit for survival, i.e. not "best."
This further suggests the character of God is not
one of love,but rather one that intentionally creates
a system of violence. John D. Morris of the Institute
for Creation Research said, "The righteous God
revealed in Scripture would create just as de
scribed in Genesis One. Creation would be
orderly and wise, with man and his walk
with God the result. It would be death
less and sinless, compatible with the allpowerful, Holy, life-giving Creator's
label as 'very good.

Evolution extends far beyond the theistic realm,
however. Most advocates of evolution deny any
presence of a creator, preferring to cite scientific
research and evidence. This too, upon further ex
amination, becomes surprisingly inconsistent.
Many scientists point to Charles Darwin as
the original founder of t he theory because of h is
book, "The Origin of Species," which postulated
that finches on the Galapagos Islands had geneti
cally evolved by increasing their beak sizes during
a period of prolonged drought. However, this idea
has been put to rest by further research which ex
plained that, after the series of droughts ended, the
average beak size of th e finches returned to nor
mal. In fact, Benjamin Berkompas, author of th e
scientific article, "Darwin's Finches: Reexamining
the Icons of Evolution," wrote, "Darwin's finches,
the 'flagship species' of m odern evolution, argue
against 'molecule-to-man' evolution." There is no
evidence that the finches would ever genetically
mutate into another species.
But modern evolutionists look further than Dar
win's ideas. They instead point to the fossil record.
If i ndeed the earth is billions of y ears old, there
should be an abundance of tra nsitional fossils to
clearly demonstrate the gradual change. The fact is
there are not. Noted creationist speaker and author
Dr. M onty White said, "All th e evolutionists ever
point to is a handful of highly debatable transition
al forms, whereas they should be able to show us
thousands of incontestable examples."
What we do find in the fossil record is an abun
dance of foss ils seemingly formed in a very nar
row window of time. This phenomenon is known
by scientists as the Cambrian explosion. Jonathan
Wells of the Discovery Institute said, "The Cam
brian fossil record doesn't start
with one or afew species that
diverged gradually over *
millions *

of years...instead, most of the major animal phyla...
appear together abruptly, [and] fully formed." Dur
ing this period, fossils exhibit traits of current, fully
functioning organisms that have undergone little
change, almost a direct contradiction of the theory.
As a result, many evolutionary scientists have
postulated that the transitional fossil record had
vanished due to the emergence of soft-shelled or
ganisms which would have been difficult to pre
serve. However, recent discoveries in Chengjiang,
China, have unearthed clear representations of
soft-tissue organisms that contain no transitional
forms. Even Richard Dawkins, a strong advocate
of the evolutionary theory, said fossils in the Cam
brian explosion seem to have been "planted there,
without any evolutionary history."
Darwin hit the nail on the head when he said,
"False facts are highly injurious to the progress of
science, for they often endure long..." In all areas of
science, it is of the utmost importance to examine
all the facts carefully and with a critical mind be
fore we jump to a conclusion. Evolution especially,
is no exception.

STEVENS is a freshman majoring in English and
French. Comments can be sent to
rstevens15 @my.whitworth.edu.
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Whitworth displays laudable community
ELIZABETH REEVES
COLUMNIST

It is a known fact that at times "Opinions"
columns take a turn for the worse and become
"Complaining" columns. I'm sure at any point in
time you could find an Opinions columnist stat
ing: "If you don't have anything nice to say: come
sit by me!" This w eek, however, is a bit different;
I want to point out what's going right. Whitworth
University has an incredible community and
involves students extremely well. In only one
month of b eing a student at Whitworth, the dis
plays of com munity are seen almost everywhere
I turn and encompass Christ's love with a finesse
and warmth that only a Pirate could radiate.
Community at this institution means we are not
numbers, we are not test scores, we aren't even
simplified to a name or a face. We are diverse stu
dents with spirits, talents and personalities who
come together to serve a purpose larger than our
individual selves.
At my public high school we were instilled with
a fear of our future college professors as though
they were an unrelatable species trying to intel
lectually confuse us with some form of academic
trickery. It's every man for himself and if one does
not advocate for oneself, no one will. You ar e a
number, a test score, faceless.
At Whitworth, this is the absolute furthest thing
from the truth. This ideal of love and caring can
be seen in multiple forms: from the communi
cations department professors inviting students
into their home for a pizza party to simply walk going to sit with at lunch. You walk up to a table,
ing into the coffee shop and overhearing a student holding your breath, hoping not to face rejection.
and professor discuss how a new freshman is ad Beginning at a young age, we are taught to fear
justing to college life. During freshman orienta certain social interactions, the lunch room being
tion, professors even participated in the opening one that holds a stressful connotation, but Pirates:
assembly skit, fostering a fun-loving environment fear no more. Because of our school's incredible
showing that academia and enjoyment of each community you can bet your bottom dollar that
other go hand-in-hatid. At Whitworth, the sense you can sit with anyone, at any table, and know
of com munity is emphasized by professors who that you will be engaged in wonderful conver
sation and know that
take an active role in their
the conversation is be
students' lives.
"...with Whitworth's 2,886 students, ing had gladly. Feeling
Take a look at Wash
welcome is yet another
the day one steps on campus
ington- State - University's
one of the perks to be
enrollment of 18,232 stu
one is part of a community —
had simply by being a
dents at the Pullman cam
Whitworthian. Com
so
much
more
inclusive
and
so
pus. At a school so large,
munity for Whitworth
one has to seek out a com
much more personal."
is just as much seen in
munity of one's own, such
the larger aspects of
as a sorority or fraternity
or athletic team, whereas with Whitworth s 2,886 school as it is in the small things, what I like to
students, the day one steps on campus is the day call the Friendliness Factor. This friendliness re
one is a part of a community — so much more veals itself in many ways, such as saying "hello" to
passersby on the paths in the Loop or sitting next
inclusive and so much more personal (numbers
to someone new without hesitation. Even the pre
as of 2011 enrollment according to collegeboard.
viously dreaded "Who will Isit by at lunch?" is not
org).
a worry due to the friendliness of fellow students.
Flash back to the sixth grade. Just you and your
Providing opportunities for community is one
brown sac k lunch (or if yo u were cool enough,
of the large-scale ways Whitworth emphasizes
Lizzie McGuire lunch box), standing in the lunch
room looking about the room for who you were community. This includes hall events such as

Graphic artist: Eva Kiviranta

Prime Times, hall dates, hall dinners, field trips
and small groups. Even Intramurals foster a sense
of community by being inclusive. You don't have
to be a super athlete to have super fun. By creating
an environment where everyone is welcome and
can be involved, a community is developed. Take
chapel for instance. Chapel opportunities are al
ways available but are not forced, leaving the op
tion open and welcoming anyone at any time.
A word of advice: when opportunities arise,
take advantage them! Intramurals, study groups,
activities, concerts and outdoor rec excursions —
if you do things you love, you will find people of
like-mindedness and create a community of your
own to contribute to the larger Pirate community.
These ways of getting connected are some of the
ways that Whitworth fosters community. Whit
worth has exposed me to some of the friendliest
people I have met thus far, making it so easy to re
ciprocate. The community here becomes a chain
reaction of kindness and friendliness and no one
school could do it better.

REEVES is a freshman majoring in communications.
Comments can be sent to
ereevesl5@my.whitworth.edu

Proposed 'Buffet Rule' misunderstood
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Warren Buffet has been making news over the
last few years for allegedly paying less income in
taxes than his secretary and cleaning lady. This is
an injustice that both he and President Obama
have decided must be resolved. Obama's so called
"Buffet Rule" is to be created in order to combat
this error that has been somehow overlooked by
the ever-present taxing authorities. Initially, the
claim that a man who is worth more than $44 bil
lion and is the CEO of leading investment firm
Berkshire-Hathaway pays less income tax than
a simple office worker would seem to be noth
ing short of a lie. There is, however, some truth to
this claim. So how does the second richest man
in America pay less of his income in taxes than
his secretary?
The answer isn't a secret seventh tax bracket
where you stop paying taxes. The United States
has a progressive income tax, so any single per
son earning more than $110,000 pays a marginal
tax rate of 35 percent on his or her income, so the
key to figuring out Mr. Buffet's tax avoidance is
in understanding what actually constitutes his
income. Buffet, as I mentioned above, is CEO
of B erkshire-Hathaway, and he also holds a sig
nificant percentage of the company's stock. As a
result, only a small portion of what qualifies as
Buffet's gross income is actually taxed at the stan
dard income tax rate. To be sure, an amount sev
eral times that of his secretary's salary is in fact
taxed at 35 percent, but Buffet's salary and even
his interest income make up such an insignifi
cant fraction of his gross receipts that the tax rate
on the rest simply makes it insignificant.
As a professional investor, most of Buffet's in
come comes from long-term capital gains. For
various reasons, long-term capital gains are taxed
at an alternative rate. If an earner's marginal tax
rate is less than 15 percent and the gain occurred
after 2008 (and before 2013) the capital gain is
not taxed (it was taxed at 5 percent prior to 2008).

If, however, the investor's marginal rate is beyond
15 percent, as in Buffet's case, then the gains are
taxed at 15 percent regardless of his marginal tax
rate. For readers who have forgotten how averag
es work, this means that even if a taxpayer's sal
ary is $10 million, but his or her long-term capital
gains exceed $1 billion, his or her average tax rate
will be less than 15.2 percent. In Warren Buffet's
case, his net worth fluctuates by billions of dol
lars every year simply because of the volatility of
his investments.
Now the difficulty with the "Buffet Rule" is that it
makes two assumptions that should not be made.
First of all, it assumes that the rich routinely pay
less of their income in taxes than their secretar
ies. Secondly, and more importantly, it assumes
that our country and tax structure would be bet
ter off if lo ng-term capital gains were not subject
to an alternative tax rate. The first assumption is
pretty obviously false, because it requires a rather
unique portfolio of investments to occur. In or
der for the alternative tax rate to significantly af
fect a taxpayer's average rate, he or she must be
making several times their annual salary in longterm capital gains every year, which means they
must have invested their money over a year ago
and be realizing gains in excess of their annual
salary while still maintaining a portfolio that can
achieve the same feat again the next year.
The second assumption is a little more signifi
cant to consider. First of all, one should consider
why capital gains are taxed at a different rate than
regular taxable income in the first place. The rea
son is no different than that of the rest of the tax
"code. Taxation has always been a problem of de
ciding how to effectively harness the productiv
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DAVIS is a senior majoring in accounting. Comments
can be sent to mdavisl2@my.whitworth.edu
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ity of a country without significantly affecting the
incentive to work. In the case of the standard in
come tax, the rate tends to be low. This is because
people should generally be able to keep what
they earn and most people aren't going to want to
work for half pay. It is progressive in order to put
the tax burden on those who can most afford it (it
would be pretty silly if w e had the unemployed
funding their own benefits).
So why are capital gains taxed at a different
rate, even though it most frequently benefits the
rich? The answer is twofold. For starters, the capi
tal gains tax rate has been adjusted a number of
times, starting from the marginal rate eventually
down to its current rate, and each time the rate
has dropped, revenues from the tax have actually
increased. Skeptics would, of course, contend
that this does not prove a higher rate will always
decrease revenues since each cut of the rate was
also followed by a boom in our economy, but it
seems more likely if we look at how capital gains
are earned. In order for an individual to receive
capital gains, he or she must risk his or her al
ready taxed income by investing it in something
other than interest (like a bank account). Typi
cally these are the potentially riskier investments.
Furthermore, the recipients of these investments
are also entities who will use the capital to ex
pand our economy and employ more workers.
Even if Buffet disagrees, ease of capital flow is
more important than his tax rate.
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Stud elite should not fear
discussiig sex ©peroSy
talked about over a dining hall meal. I am simply say
ing we should create an atmosphere where sex can
REMI OMODARA
be openly discussed.
Those who have had sex often feel they will be
judged. Maybe they want to talk about it, maybe they
don't, but revealing that intimate detail about their
life seems daunting in a Christian environment. I
"Go to ward the difficult. That is where you will think that as Christians, we have done a good job of
experience the most growth." This quote, from Stew- labeling those individuals. We point fingers and con
boppage Resident Director Landon Crecelius, can demn those that we feel are morally wrong.
apply to a wide range of topics. One that resonates
Typically, they are labeled as wrong because they
with me is the issue of talking about sex.
have committed one of the "ultimate sins." However,
The Christian belief is that sex before marriage is a those who do the labeling are often struggling with
sin. The Church, parents and even schools stress the sins, too. They've remained virgin, but they have im
idea of waiting for what God planned to be enjoyed pure thoughts. People don't share information about
between two people in a marital relationship.
what they are struggling with because they wonder
Having premarital sex is often viewed as o
ne of the what someone might think of them.
"ultimate sins," or one of the worst things someone
Since sex is not talked about, the people who are
can do, and because of that people refrain from talk feeling shame or finding their disposition difficult to
ing about it.
live with (virgin or not) have lim
Matthew Franck, a FirstThings.
ited
places to turn to. Some carry
"Since sex is not talked
com blogger, said college cam
around the weight because they
puses can better be described as
about, the people who
fear judgment so much. Why does
multi-versities. There are so many
it
have to be like this?
are feeling shame or
different beliefs and opinions and
By staying silent about sex, we
we don't know who is right or finding their disposition fail to support one another. May
wrong for sure.
be the person you are thinking
difficult to live with
We go to a Christian university.
about talking to is struggling with
(virgin or not) have
However, n ot all of us are Chris
the exact same thing you are. We
tians and we do not all share the
shy
from conversations with
limited places to turn to.' evenaway
our closest friends because
same beliefs about sex before
we think talking about certain
marriage. Because the dominant
religion at Whitworth is Christianity, people with things may be awkward and we are afraid we will be
differing opinions may find it hard to engage in con judged.
As we learn from each other, we can become more
versations about sex with others. Even those who be
open-minded.
Just because someone doesn't have
lieve sex is wrong may still behaving it.
Research professor Janet Rosenbaum of the Uni the same views as someone else doesn't mean they
versity of Maryland School of Public Health did a cannot support each other. We tend to think that our
study on religion's effect on abstinence, finding that, vulnerability will cause someone to think badly of us.
on average, those with strong religious backgrounds But this is where a good conversation can occur and
are sexually active by the time they are 21, regardless people can learn to understand each other more and
more.
of whether or not they took a purity pledge.
Just because we can't see eye to eye doesn't mean
Whether you are a virgin or not, the issue of sex
still applies to you because even those who identify we can't be friends. Difficult conversations can help
themselves as pure still battle impure thoughts and us growin ways wethought were impossible. Ifsome
surviving the wait. So why do we pretend? We act like one is Christian and doesn't share the same beliefs as
sex does not exist. People are scared to talk about it you, you can still love them. In doing so, Whitworth
can become a community of c ompassion, support
and when they even hear the word, they cringe.
Imagine if someone sat down to eat with you in the and love.
dining hall and the first thing out of their mouth was,
"I lost my virginity last night." How would that make OMODARA w a sophomore majoring in journalism and
you feel? It may create awkwardness between you mass communication. Comments can be sent to
and that person. I am not saying that sex should be romodaral4@my.whitworth.edu
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So I asked him if we could
start taking breaks during
<our shift, and he said
"Break THIS!" while
showing me his middle
finger. He thought it was
hilarious.

Then the next day I ask (
him for more men and
better digging machinery,
and he gets rid of everyone
but you and me and
sends us out here
H with TWO
SHOVELS,
the man has
to be insane. :

He's running us ragged and his
ft department into the ground. I
>i don't know how to get through to him.;
Well, have you thought about
telling him how all of this makes
- —• *
» y OU FEEL?

What, like some sort of woman-person?
No, SCOTT. I HAVEN'T.

Gay community deserves greater voice
ROSIE BROWN
We have perhaps all heard, "It was 'Adam and
Eve,' not 'Adam and Steve!"'
Now that I have your attention, let's talk. Where
have you heard this? At home? At the newspaper
stand? On a blog? On campus?
Whitworth University is known for being a Pres
byterian college where "an education of mind and
heart" is pursued by its diverse student body. Pro
grams such as chapel, Hosanna and small groups
are easily accessible, prayer is a common sight in
Sodexo and in class, and professors are eager to re
veal how applicable their concentration of studies
is to the Bible and Christian life. So where does the
homosexual community fit into this equation?
Let me tell you — they fit right here, at Whit
worth. Like everyone else at this college, they
are paying the exact same tuition and hoping to
graduate within their first four years of college.
Many may question the logic of gays and lesbians
attending a Christian university, due
to foreseeable conflicts of
opinions on the matter of
homosexuality. However,
Whitworth maintains
a neutral stance
the sub
ject. This
being

hot."
said, where are the proverbial Adam and Steve?
Why am I bringing up such a touchy subject? I
I had the pleasure of speaking with junior Caitwant
to lay this out there: We, as a student body,
lyn Davis, one of the co-presidents of Open Con
versation: Gay-Straight Association, an ASWU- are missing out on a wonderful opportunity "to
recognized club on campus, started by students honor God, follow Christ, and serve humanity," as
for the students. Davis said the most significant the Whitworth mission statement calls us to do. In
issue identified by the gay members of her club light of this, we should respond in two ways as a
(which she can estimate to be about five of the 30 community.
First, we must work to encourage and expand
members; the rest are straight "allies" or support
ers) is that they lack a sense of safety to be able the safe environment that some, such as the copresident of GSA, see at
to share with the public
Whitworth. Second, we
that they are homosexual,
without fear of judgment "...we must seek to benefit from must seek to benefit from
the courageous conversa
or negative reaction. I
tion that will result from in
the courageous conversation
asked her if she, being one
viting
another diverse com
of the few students who is
that will result from inviting
munity to be comfortable to
open about her homosex
proudly have an influential
another diverse community
uality on campus, had ever
voice
on campus.
experienced the judgment
to be comfortable
How do we achieve these
or negative responses that
goals?
to proudly have an
others are worried about.
1) Promote the GayFor the most part, her ex
influential voice on campus." Straight Association. This
perience being "out" at
club is ASWU-recognized
Whitworth has been posi
and is open to anyone —
tive. "A lot of people I've
talked to are really open about it," she said. "They gay, straight, or otherwise. At a bout 30 members
may not agree with it, but they do sup
port me. They now, they hope more students will come to know
love me for me. Not a lot of Christian universities they exist and will feel comfortable coming to their
meetings or talking to anyone in the club, if they
have that neutral stance on [homosexuality]."
are
interested. The club provides a safe and nonHowever, the co-president did mention that the
student body is certainly missing out, due to the judgmental environment, as well as an option to
lack of o pen conversation about the matter. She maintain anonymity if desired. "There's a safe
recounted an instance in a biology class when a place for [gays and lesbians] to come. We can talk
male student claimed that one could identify gays about whatever," Davis said. "We want you to feel
open here — no judgment." Expect to see them
by looking at them.
"He said that [gays] around campus, hosting events and getting their
wear flannel, women name out there. For more information, visit their
don't shave...And then Facebook page: Open Conversation: Gay-Straight
he said
that all lesbi Association.
2) Continue the culture oflove. When Iasked Da
ans are ugly," sh e said,
frowning. "That's the vis what Whitworth is doing right, she answered,
part that really upset "The Whitworth atmosphere is very supportive
me. I asked him, and that's really great for us, because a lot of times
'What if a really in GSA, people ask, 'Who's going to judge us? How
hot girl walks up will people react?"' She added, "Whitworth helped
to you and tells a lot with helping me figure things out, being gay.
you she's gay?' with my faith." By conti nuing to show Christ-like
He just replied love and support to the gay community on cam
that there was pus, we not only allow members of our student
no way she body to feel safe and equal at this school, but per
could be gay, mit ourselves to grow as well.
By no means am I begging you to put down your
because
she'd be opinions about the religious, political or social
t o o propriety of hom osexuality. Rather, I am encour
aging you to promote the Christian message that is
key to Whitworth's mission. We are given this com
mand: to love one another in the same fashion that
we desire to be loved; to love as God loves every
one of us.
BROWN is a junior majoring in international business.
Comments can be sent to
rbrownl3@my.whitworth.edu
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Ihe Whitworth football team storms the field at the start of the game against Menlo College on Sept. 24. the Bucs lost 24-17.

Homecoming weekend ushers in NWC play
by freshman starting quarterback Bryan Peterson's
539
yards of total offense.
StaffWriter
The Bucs are averaging 128.8 yards per game on
Preseason is in the books for the Whitworth the ground, led by junior Ronnie Thomas. He ranks
football team, which has had its share of up s and second in the conference in rushes (69) and yards
(379), while he is fourth in the conference in yards
downs so far.
The Pirates (1-3) have batded with Chapman per game (94.8) and touchdowns (two).
Junior receiver Jake DeGooyer has an average
University, Pomona-Pitzer College", the University
of Redl ands and Menlo College, pulling out their 87.8 receiving yards per game and 351 total receiv
ing yards, good enough for third in each category
only win against the Sagehens of Pomona-Pitzer.
in the conference. Freshman
The fourth quarter has
receiver Austin Ehlo is also
been an Achilles heel for
"There's no better time
third in the conference with
the Pirates. Although the
four touchdowns.
to get back on track
Whitworth football team
On the defensive side of the
has outscored their oppo
than next week's game.'
ball, junior Fernando Noriega
nents in three quarters, they
is seventh in the conference
- Cailen Thomason
have a combined three total
in assisted tackles and tackles,
points in the fourth quarter
and freshman Paul Miller is
senior
while their opponents have
third in the conference with 19
put up 20 points, including
solo tackles. Freshman Grant Livingston is tied for
two game-winning drives.
sixth in the conference with two sacks.
Even though the Bucs are sitting at 1-3, they have "The players continue to improve; their work
also had a lot to celebrate.
ethic has been really, really good," Tullysaid.
"Our rigorous preseason schedule has set us up
While the offense has put up some good num
well for our league games starting next week, said bers, the defense has also had its moments. Norie
Whitworth's head football coach John Tully, who is ga leads the team with 29 total tackles, but Miller
in his 17th year as the Pirates head coach. We are is close behind with 28. Senior Cailen Thomason
very excited about that."
leads the team with two interceptions, one of which
The Pirates are second in the conference in he returned 35 yards for a touchdown. The defen
third-down conversions with a 44 percent success sive unit is young with starting six underclassmen.
rate and have averaged 308.2 yards per game, led

Nathan Webber

The offensive unit has four underclassmen start
ing. Freshman quarterback Peterson is one of these
freshmen. He was splitting time with fellow fresh
man Zac Hill for the starting quarterback spot for
most of the four games.
"As a coaching staff we are pleased with the play
ers' efforts,"Tully said. "We still think we have a tre
mendous upside with this football team and we are
excited to see how this year continues."
The bye week seemed to be a refresher as well as
a chance to give players some well-deserved rest
and preparation.
"The great thing about this week is that we get an
opportunity to heal up a little bit," said Tully.
Of th e next six conference games, half of th em
will be played at home, including the sixth-ranked
Linfield Wildcats on Nov. 5.
"We have a bye this week to fix our pers
onal mis
takes, fix o ur team mistakes and get our season
back on track," Thomason said. "There's no better
time to get back on track them next week's game."
The Pirates will stay at home for their fourth
home game in a row when they take on Pacific Lu
theran University in their Northwest Conference
opener for homecoming weekend. Kickoff is set for
1 p.m.

Contact Nathan Webber at
nwebberl 3@my.whitworth.edu.
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Cross country perseveres through obstacles

File Photo: Jordan Feauchamp
Whitworth cross country runners at the ErikAnderson Invitational at Plantes Ferry Parkin fall of
2010.

this level."
There have been additional challenges for the
women's team. Schwarz said he would like to see
The Whitworth cross country team has a repu the back pack of ru nners stay closer to the front,
tation of success. The men have been crowned and for everyone to continue to run faster and im
Northwest Conference champions two out of the prove their times.
To t op it all off, th e weather has not let these
last three seasons. The women have most recently
runners off the hook.
received that honor in 2009.
"[I was surprised at] how
Both teams have made
hot it would be this fall,"
"We're all physically capable
consistent appearances as
Schwarz said.
national competitors.
but we just need to work on
Although the team has
"We're a great team,"
had
its battles, morale is
head coach Toby Schwarz
getting our minds in a place
still high.
said. "We have a lot of
where we don't impose
"Though they train hard,
promise." .
this is a team that knows
The 2011 season hasn't
limitations on ourselves."
how to have fun, whether
been all smooth sailing for
that be singing during
the Pirate cross country
- Joy Shufeldt
warm-ups or busting a
runners. Health has been
junior
move at a team dance par
a battle, especially on the
ty," said Schwarz
women's side. Addition
The time the team spends hanging out outside
ally, the women have a senior-less squad, running
of practice shows in their work ethic and team
with very little collegiate experience.
"We're an extremely young team," junior front- unity.
"We've bonded well as a team, which helps mo
runner Joy Shufeldt said. "We have lots of fr esh
men and not a whole lot of ex perience racing at tivate us to work hard because we want to do well

Sena Hughes
Staff Writer

for each other," Shufeldt said.
On Saturday the Pirates traveled to Salem, Ore.,
to run in the Willamette Invitational Meet. The
Whitworth women finished 12th out of 16 teams.
It was a good test for the team to match up against
conference opponents.
"Today was a good indication of w here we're
at," Shufeldt said. "I'm really excited to see how
we progress in the next few weeks."
Shufeldt led the team as she has consistently
done. Freshman Christina Anderson also contin
ued to race well. The women finished sixth against
conference teams. Schwarz said Saturday's meet
was disappointing for the women.
"We've got some work to do there," Schwarz
said.
Hard work and determination are key for the
women at this point. Though talented, the team is
young, so confidence is essential.
"They need to believe they can do it," Schwarz
said. "They're young and inexperienced so believ
ing is a big thing."
The meet looked different from the men's side.
Though still improving, the men finished a solid
seventh out of 15 teams on Saturday. Berrian led
the men, followed by senior Aaron Jenkins. Junior
Tim Hill and freshman Eli D eitz also ran strong
races. Finishing second in the. conference, Wil
lamette University was the only NWC tea m that
outran the Pirates.
"It's not bad, but we like to beat Willamette,"
Schwarz said.
With the conference meet and a chance to earn
more NWC titles just around the corner, Schwarz
and the teams know they need to work hard in or
der to achieve their goals. Improvement goes be
yond just the physical part of running.
"All of us need to work on the mental aspect
of training and racing," Shufeldt said. "We're all
physically capable, but we just need to work on
getting our minds in a place where we don't im
pose limitations on ourselves."
It's a tough spot of the season for any team.
With both school and running in full gear, fatigue
can set in.
"[We need to] be able to pick each other up in
these tough times and [stay] positive, "Barrien
said.
Schwarz praised the level of talent on both
squads.
"It's fun working with a talented, hardworking
team," Schwarz noted.
So much of c ompetition now depends on be
lieving in the time put into training, the teams'
unity and the desire to win.
"I think we'll do the unexpected," Shufeldt said.
"If we train hard these next few weeks, trust in
God and trust in each other, then conference will
be amazing."
Schwarz believes with hard work in practice
they will be OK.
"We're progressing," Schwarz said. "Just a little
slower than we wanted."
From here, Whitworth has just one more meet
before heading back to Oregon at the end of th e
month for the conference competition.
"Hopefully we can get better over the next four
weeks," Schwarz said.

Contact Sena Hughes at
shughes!5@my.whitworth.edu.
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The Sues celebrate after winning the second set of last Friday night's game against University of Puget Sound.

Volleyball keeps their No. 1 spot in NWC
The Loggers forced Whitworth to execute in the
third set, taking advantage of every error and incon
StaffWriter
sistency. It was anybody's set until a kill by senior
lordon Hoffnagle put the Pirates up 19-15. Whit
Last weekend was key for Whitworth's volleyball
worth was in control again from there, and ended
team as they hosted Puget Sound and Pacific Luther
the set on a kill by sophomore Jalana White.
an University, two top-ranked teams in the North
"[The Pirates] came out really strong and stayed
west Conference.
that way from the first point to the last point, said
"Puget Sound and PLU have been top of the
Whitworth's assistant coach Darcy McMurray. Jala
conference every year," said senior middle blocker
na and Kristine both had great matches and other
Ka'ipo Rocha. "We really want to beat them because
girls stepped up and played
we want to have a good grasp
really, really well."
on first place."
"We're the kind of team that
Hoffnagle led with 14
On Friday, the Pirates shut
digs, while Kaimi Rocha had
when
we're
down
we
have
a
out Puget Sound 25-19, 25-17,
10 kills. White, Kardell and
25-19.
Ka'ipo Rocha each finished
spirit
and
an
energy
that
"We h ad a good vibe from
with eight kills apiece.
everyone," Rocha said. "We picks us up and we dominate:
On Friday Whitworth beat
didn't feel too nervous."
Pacific Lutheran University
Whitney
Santos
The Pirates took control
23-25,25-21,25-23,25-20 and
from the start, setting each
clinched the first place posi
junior
other up well and playing with
tion i n conference.
confidence. Kills by sopho
"We dominated, basically," Hoffnagle said.
more Kristine Kardell and the Rocha sisters, plus a
But the opening set was a test for the Pirates. After
smart play by senior Bree Riddle boosted Whitworth a slow start, Whitworth struggled to gain momen
through the first set.
tum. Head coach Steve Rupe called a timeout midWhitworth came out of the huddle on fire for set set and the Pirates experienced a surge of energy, ty
two. The Pirates took a quick lead and smoked the ing the score 15-15 and taking the lead at 20-19. But
Loggers with consistent hitting and impenetrable the Lutes fired back and won the set.
defense. Kardell, Kaimi Rocha and senior Amanda
"This was just a huge match for us," ju nior hbero
Grumbach each contributed three kills in the sec Whitney Santos said. Whenever you have a little
ond set to lead the team to an eight-point win.

Corina Gebbers

o

73

tn
nerves you get a little shaky sometimes.'
The Pirates pulled it together in the second set
after two kills by Grumbach. Whitworth found their
confidence, scoring four straight points and forc
ing the Lutes into a timeout. Whitworth set the pace
from there. Kills by White, Grumbach and Kardell
penetrated the tough Lute defense, and the Pirates
won the set after a service error by Pacific Lutheran.
n
"We're the kind of team that when we're down we
i/i
have a spirit and an energy that picks us up and we
dominate," Santos said.
Whitworth came out of the locker room ready to
battle. The Lutes had a four-point lead mid-set, but
the Pirates rallied back on kills by White, Grumbach
and Kaimi Rocha. After a quick PLU timeout, the Pi
rates closed the set on kills by White and Ka'ipo Ro
cha.
O
Whitworth lead most of the fourth, but mid-set
o
the Lutes scored six points to the Pirates' one and
rd
evened out the score. With tough play on both sides,
U1
the set stayed close until the final point, but kills by
NJ
Kaimi Rocha and digs by Grumbach shut down Pa
O
cific Lutheran.
l-1
"I think our defense played really amazing," San
I-*
tos said. "We had four players with double digit digs."
Grumbach finished the night with 17 kills and 20
digs, Kaimi Rocha had 22 killsand 19 digs, Ka'ipo Ro
cha had 11 kills andRiddle dished out 56 assists.
Contact Corina Gebbers at
cgebbersl5@my.whitworth.edu.
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Men's Soccer: Dion Coxe

"Just doing what I can to help the te
am is basically
my personal goal," Coxe said. "We want to win con
ference first, that's most important."
His time with the Pirates began after Whitworth
The trademark phrase of the National Collegiate
Athletic Association promotional commercials says, men's head soccer coach Sean Bushey spotted him
"There are over 360,000 NCAA student-athletes, at a showcase tournament in Portland during Coxe's
and just about all of u s will b e going pro in some high school career.
He noted the significant transition from high
thing other than sports." That may not be the case
school soccer to collegiate soccer.
for Whitworth soccer's senior
"The difference is huge," Coxe
center-back Dion Coxe.
"I hope to keeping playing, at "I love the soccer program said. "Pretty much •everything in
the game changes."
least in the near future, and play
here - everything
Although the players are faster
professionally if I can," Coxe
and stronger at the collegiate
about it -from the
said.
level, statistics prove Coxe hasn't
Last summer, he tried out
coaches to the players."
struggled much in his adaptation.
with the Portland Timbers U-21
He started 40 games combined as
team, and has family in Bel
- Dion Coxe
a freshman and sophomore, and
gium and Holland who could
senior
was named to the All-Northwest
serve as a possible way for him
Conference second team as a juto connect with a professional
team in Europe.
"Dion is one that has made an immediate impact
"I'm open to anything, it's tough to make it in, in
the pro ranks," Coxe said. "So anywhere that I could when he arrived on campus, but has also had great
growth as a player," Bushey s aid. "He has worked
play, I'd be happy to."
But for the time being, he isfocused on his current hard at becoming better."
Part of that player progression has been Coxe's
collegiate soccer season and giving his collegiate ca
willingness to change positions for the better of the
reer at Whitworth a strong finish.

Andrew Forhan
Staff Writer

team.
"He is one that always accepts his role on the
team," Bushey said. "He came in as a center mid
fielder and we made him a right-back. He did that
for two years and last year we made him a centerback and had him play there and he accepted that
and did well."
Coxe, now a senior captain on the squad, has
grown and settled into his important role at the cen
ter-back position. He had not played on the defen
sive side of the ball before arriving at Whitworth.
"I've just come to embrace it, it's fun being back
there, being the lastline before the goalkeeper,"Coxe
said.
Regardless of his post-collegiate career, Coxe said
he is satisfied with his decision to play at Whitworth
and his ability to develop into an all-conference de
fender for a potent Bucs team. He has an important
role as the senior captain this year and desires to
leave a lasting impact on h
t e program.
"I love the soccer program here - everything about
it - from the coach to the players," Coxe said. "My
favorite part of Whitworth is just playing soccer here
and being a part of that team."

Contact Andrew Forhan at
aforhanl 4@my.whitworth.edu.

'Cfe.SPORTS RECAP

Men's
soccer
picks
up
\ Women's soccer plays a pair of wins while away
great defense on road

Andrew Forhan
Staff Writer

Andrew Forhan
StaffWriter

Linfield's defense held Whit
worth to just four total shots, while
offensively the Wildcats were able
to get off 15 shots. But Whit
worth's defense didn't break, and
Bergstrom made five saves to keep
the match scoreless.
"Callie was huge. She was actu
ally not feeling well at all before
the game," Hagerott said. "She
made an excellent save last two
minutes of the game that was oneon-one."
Linfield and Whitworth are tied
for third place in the conference
after this past weekend's match
es. The Pirates play their next two
games at home against the Willa
mette Bearcats next weekend and
the Whitman Missionaries the fol
lowing Wednesday.

The Whitworth women's soccer
team traveled to Oregon this past
weekend for a pair of conference
games against the Lewis & Clark
Pioneers and the Linfield Wild
cats.
The Pirates earned a 3-0 victory
over Lewis & Clark on Saturday.
Junior forward Katrin Grant,
senior forward Sarah Berentson,
and junior midfielder Chelsea
Schooler each scored a goal for
Whitworth according to coach Jael
Hagerott's statistics. Junior de
fender Carly Schilperoort assisted
two of Whitworth's three goals.
"LC played a really high Jine,
and our girls figured out how to
play the ball in behind," Hagerott
said of the effective offensive play.
"We had forwards who got off to it
and they finished."
Senior goalkeeper Callie Bergstrom made five saves in earning
her third shutout of the season.
On Sunday, the Pirates played
to a 0-0 draw against the Linfield Contact Andrew Forhan at
aforhanl 4@my.whitworth.edu.
Wildcats.

The Whitworth men's soccer
team notched a pair of wins this
weekend to keep pace with Pacific
Lutheran and Puget Sound for the
top spot in the Northwest Confer
ence standings.
On Saturday the Bucs defeated
Willamette 4-0.
Senior midfielder Cameron
Bushey opened the scoring in the
seventh minute with a goal on a
free kick. It was Bushey's second
goal of the year.
Senior defender Taylor Willi
pushed the Whitworth lead to 2-0
in the 26th minute off an assist
from fellow senior defender Dion
Coxe.
The Pirates matched their first
half offensive output in the second
half with goals from sophomore
forward Michael VanDenBerg in
the 72nd minute and senior mid
fielder Andrew Glass in the 85th
minute.
Senior defender Nic Shaw com
mented on how the squad was
able to pick up the pair of wins this
weekend.

"...just attacking the width of
the field, really getting it outside
and letting our outside mids and
outside backs get the ball forward
and then cross the ball into the
box," he said.
Senior goalkeeper Brian Sherpe
made three saves en route to post
ing his sixth shutout of the year.
The Bucs defeated the Linfield
Wildcats 1-0 on Sunday.
Bushey had the contest's lone
goal, scoring on a penalty kick in
the 29th minute.
Linfield fouled the Pirates 10
times, while Whitworth committed
18 fouls of their own in the match.
"Off free kicks we were just at
tacking well in the air and getting
everything on goal," Shaw said
Sherpe had two saves for Whit
worth. He now has seven shutouts
on the year. Whitworth has not
allowed a goal in any of their victo
ries thus far in the season.
The Pirates next play against at
Whitman this coming weekend.

Contact Andrew Forhan at
aforhanl 4@my. whitworth.edu.

Women's golf travels to play
in two invitationals in two weeks

FOOTBALL
NWC

ALL

LEWIS & CLARK

1-0

4-0

LINFIELD

1-0

3-0

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

1-0

2-1

WHITWORTH

0-0

1-3

WILLAMETTE

0-1

1-3

PACIFIC (ORE.)

0-1

0-4

PUGETSOUND

0-1

0-4w

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs. Pacific Lutheran § Home
Saturday, Oct. 8 @ I p.m.

SOCCER MEN'S
NWC

ALL
8-2

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

5-1

WHITWORTH

5-1

7-2-1

PUGET SOUND

5-1

6-3

WHITMAN

4-2

4-4-2

WILLAMETTE

2-4

3-5-1

PACIFIC (ORE.)

2-4

2-8

GEORGE FOX

0-5-1

2-7-1

LINFIELD

0-5-1

1-7-1

NEXT PIRATE MATCH:
Whitworth vs. Whitman
Saturday, Oct, 8 @2:30p.m.

Photographer: Midera Rasamimanana
Sophomore Katie O'Neill practicing at the new Back 40 golfing facility.

strong rivalry with George Fox and the competition
is tight this year," Fuqua said.
StaffWriter
After finis hing a strong weekend at the Pacific
The women's golf te am competed In the Pacific Invitational, the Bucs picked up their clubs again to
Invitational in Hillsboro, Ore. Sept. 24 and 25, plac play the next weekend. The Whitman Women's In
ing second out of s even teams. The Pirates also vitational started this past Saturday and continued
competed in the Whitman Women's Invitational through Sunday.
After th e first round, Martin and Guthrie were
Oct. 1 and2.
Ihe Pacific Invitational was something to be tied for second place with scores of79. Senior Darby
proud of, said Whitworth's head coach Katie Fuqua Moberg shot an 84, Lomax shot an 86, Owens shot
a 90 and sophomore Katie O'Neill s hot a 92. As a
said.
"Our opening round went well," Fuqua said. "We team, the Pirates placed second with a total score
of328.
had three girls breaking 80,
"Today we played a new
which is something to be
'I am extremely proud of
course,
one we haven't seen be
proud of."
fore," Guthrie said. "We prefer to
the girls this weekend.
On Saturday, junior Emily
be 10 shots better (318) for that
Guthrie shot a 73, freshman
They worked very
is our team record for the year
Nicole Lomax shot a 79, s e
and would like to break that. We
nior Elizabeth Martin shot a
hard and it paid off."
played well, but know we can do
79, senior Haley Owens shot
even better."
- Katie Fuqua
an 87 and sophomore Ashley
On Sunday Whitworth played
Danforth shot a 91.
head coach
at Wine Valley, finishing with a
The Pirates hauled windy
score of 330 and placing second
weather on Sunday, but were
behind
Whitman.
Guthrie
shot a 77, Martin shot an
able to execute and play well. Guthrie shot an 84,
Lomax shot an 82, Martin shot an 84, Owens shot 84, Lomax shot an 85, Owens shot an 84, Moberg
shot a 90and O'Neill shot an 88.
an 87 and Danforth shot an 89.
"The girls played great for never playing either of
"I am extremely proud of the girls this weekend,
the
courses before," Fuqua said.
Fuqua said. "Theyworked very hard and it paid off.
Whitworth will play in the NIC Invitational at
Guthrie placed second individually inthe tourna
ment, shooting 157 over the weekend. Lomax was Avondale in Coeur d'Alene, I daho, Oct. 9 and 10.
This will be the closest match the Pirates play to
also a strong competitor, shooting 161 and tying
for seventh place. As a team the Pirates shot 655, Spokane all year.
26 point s behind the winner of the tournament,
Contact Corina Gebbers at
George Fox University.
"This season will be exciting because we have a cgebbersl5@my.whitworth.edu.

Corina Gebbers

SOCCER-WOMEN'S
NWC ALL
PUGETSOUND

5-1

5-2

WILLAMETTE

4-1-1

5-1-4
6-2-2

LINFIELD

3-1-2

WHITWORTH

3-2-2

PACIFIC (ORE.)

3-2-'

WHITMAN

3-4

LEWIS & CLARK

1-4-1I

GEORGE FOX

1-4-1I

2-6-2

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

1-5

2-6

HH
3-4-2
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4-6

2-6-2

NEXT PIRATE MATCH:

2
n
i/>

Whitworth vs. Willamette @ Home
Saturday, Oct. 9 @ noon

VOLLEYBALL
NWC

ALL

WHITWORTH

6-0

11-4

PUGETSOUND

4-2

12-2

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

4-2

12-3

PACIFIC (ORE.)

4-2

10-5

WILLAMETTE

3-3

6-9

GEORGE FOX

2-4

7-8

LINFIELD

2-4

7-8

LEWIS & CLARK

2-4

6-10

WHITMAN

0-6

1-11

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs. Whitman @H ome
Wednesday, Oct. 5 @6 p.m.
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TYRONE
WELL?
ABOVE: On his Songs & Stories tour,
Tyrone Wells played in the Multipurpose
room of the Hixson Union Building.

Photographer: GregMoser

FAR LEFT: Wells performed his popular
single, "Sea Breeze," last Wednesday.

Photographer: Alex Spencer
UPPER MIDDLE: Athis concert, Wells
played guitar and even yodeled for Whitworth students during his
performance.

Photographer: Megan Hinzdel
LOWER MIDDLE: Wells filled the room
with his subtle acoustic style.

Photographer: Alex Spencer
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ABOUTUS
VOLUME 102, ISSUE 4

Hie Whitworthian has served as the main source of
news and sports coverage for the Whitworth commu
nity since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely by students which produces The
Whitworthian weekly newspaper
and tliewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting
accurate and relevant information in an innovative
manner. Our goal is to be accountable while inform
ing, entertaining and providing a forum for express
ing the interests of the Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published
weekly, except during January and student vacations.
The content is generated entirely by students. The
college administration does not review die newspa
per's content. Opinions and ideas expressed in The
Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writ
ers and student editors, and do not necessarily reflect
the views of the Associated Students of Whitworth
University (ASWU), the university, its administration,
faculty/staff or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid
for through advertising and subscription revenue and
in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.

Whitworth voReyball wins three sets against Whitman College at last Wednesday's game.

PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in
freedom of speech and expression as guaranteed
in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the
United States.

4 Avista challenges campuses to conserve
energy consumption

14 Pay differences reveal misplaced priorities

5 Affordable Care Act gives coverage to young
adults
Crunching the numbers

16 Human need is source of corporate greed

CONTACT US
Tlie Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248
O
fN
fN
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ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com
QUESTIONS?
jvalencia12@my.whitworth.edu
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CORRECTIONS
In the Oct. 5 issue, the graphic on
page 15 was made by Ashley Antunes.
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ONTHECOVER

OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the
opinions of their individual creators and not neces
sarily the opinion ofUie Whitworthian, its editors or
its staff.

The Whitworthian is committed to providing the
Whitworth community with the most accurate
information possible. The Whitworthian never
knowingly publishes inaccuracies. If you have
a comment or question about the fairness
or accuracy of a story, send an
e-mail to editor@whitworthian.com.

Photographer: Tanner Scholten

NEWS

OPINIONS

15 Technology isn't as bad as you think

6 Faces of Whitworth: Dominic Noble

17 Couple's failed faith healing raises
community
Deadhole comic

7 Banks begin charging debit card fee

18 Time for bicyclists to move off the road

8 In the Chambers
Whitworth prepares students for
post-graduation careers

ARTS & CULTURE

9

Outdoor lifestyle, students' cure-all

10 D.I.Y. Project: Cardboard chair
11 Be inspired to 'Start Something that Mat
ters'
12 Give the performing monkey a quarter and
he plays music
I Saw You
13. 'Hay Fever' to delight many with comedy

SPORTS
19 Pirate's winning streak comes to a h alt
20 Homecoming weekend brings back alumni
Football loses to Pacific Lutheran in last
seconds
21 Pirates defeat Willamette in home victory
22 Men's soccer snatches victory on road
23 Spotted from the crow's nest: Amanda
Grumbach

WHITPICS

24 Homecoming 2011

EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP
Editorials in the"In the Loop" section reflect the majority opinion of the editorial board, wh
ich is made up of five editors.

Sustainability needs a re-evaluation

Whitworth's commitment to sustainability is For instance, Bouma-Prediger stated that 2 mil
both admirable and well-proven. Currently, Whit lion plastic water bottles are used in the U.S. ev
worth is the clear leader in Avista Utilities ' ongo ery five minutes, or 1.86 water bottles per day for
ing Power Down, Add Upcontest. Also, Whitworth every person in the country. This same statistic is
recently hosted Professor Steven Bouma-Prediger featured on napkin dispensers in our dining hall.
for a lecture on earth-keeping. However, these However, research by this board has failed to turn
events bring up issues about Whitworth's sustain up any such statistic.
While it appeared on blogs, no source of the sta
ability drive.
First, the Avista contest is set up as a competi tistic could be found. TheStory of Stuff Project says
tion between schools. Why is it that we are com that Americans use about a half billion bottles of
peting? The answer comes across in the way the water per week, or 0.23 bottles per person per day.
event was advertised: the potential to win an iPad According to the New York D epartment of C on
seems to be the primary emphasis. If participation servation said that Americans purchased 31 bil
by individuals is motivated purely by a desire to lion bottles of water in 2006, or 0.27 water bottles
win iPads then we have no right to claim the man per person per day. Bouma-Prediger's number is
almost seven times the highest statistic we found.
tle of sustainability.
While the number of water bottles used is high
Yet from the standpoint of school leadership,
environmental concerns appear more dominant. in any case, this board believes that accurate infor
This also poses problems. In one dorm, advertis mation is vitally important, especially when ques
ing for the challenge has been particularly exces tionable statistics are used to coerce people into
sive. Signs exhorting residents, including non- altering their behavior.
This brings up the most critical weakness in
participants in the contest, to brush their teeth
without water, turn off lights, un plug laptops and the general approach to sustainability. There is
take shorter^howers paper the walls. Even the wa no clear criteria for balancing human need in a
ter fountains feature face-level signs urging great specific situation against the well-being of the en
vironment. If we truly want to help the environ
er conservation.
One of the more amusing signs reads, "Jesus ment, minimal human activity should be sought
is the light, so you don't need one." While we're and, indeed, coerced. If we want to take human
twisting Scripture, we may as well note Matthew needs into account, however, we must accept that
5:16, which directs us to "let your light shine be the environment is going to suffer some degree of
harm. Where do we draw the line? This often goes
fore men."
Misquoting Scripture and discouraging people

from drinking water from public fountains borders
on absurdity and alludes to propaganda.
Bouma-Prediger's lecture reinforced these con
cerns. While he presented some thoughtful points,
there were telling weaknesses in his presentation.

unaddressed.

If the university is going to continue ramping up
its pursuit of sustainability, it is time for ther
e to be
an honest discussion, based on accurate informa
tion, about what this truly means.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the Whitworth community. Send
letters to editor@whitworthian.com or submit online. Limit to 200 words.

Sept. 28 student loan article seen as misleading
I am writing to state that last week's article on
"The Impact of S tudents' Loan Debt" was mis
leading and included incorrect information. This
was despite the fact that I had sent a response
to the author's fact-checking email for data she
planned to use in the article. To clarify what
should have been reported, the average level of
debt for students who graduated this last spring
after studying here for four years was $23,983, for
those who used a student loan while studying.
This is the number that should have appeared on
the front page of the newspaper. 30% of the class
who graduated did not need to borrow a student
loan. If yo u calculate the average based on all
students who graduated, the average is $16,795.
While the article talked about some students bor
rowing over $20,000 in student loans each year,
this year just 2.5% of st udent borrowers are bor
rowing $20,000 or more. This higher level of lend
ing is usually because the parents are not will
ing to provide the support that the federal needs
analysis (FAFSA) shows should be available.
Most Whitworth students are responsible and

sensible about their borrowing and are borrow
ing less than they would at other schools that are
similar to Whitworth. Whitworth's percentage
of d efaulted student loans is less than 1%. This
speaks well of our students and the management
of their debt levels.
While student loans are not the best resource
for students to use to help pay for college, they
do make it possible for students to finish their
degrees, when other resources (such as schol
arships or grants) are not available at the level
needed. Our students are able to graduate and
enter the work force as highly qualified and
skilled persons. Student loans allow students to
invest in their future and dedicate the time they
need to be successful students.
Thank you for your interest in this topic and
thank you for setting the record straight.
Sincerely,
Wendy Olson
Director of Financial Aid

iwhitworthian
Serving the Whitworth community since 1905
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Avista challenges campuses to
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University of Idaho and North Idaho College.
The main purpose of this competition was to
target on-campus college students and to get
October is energy saving awareness month, them thinking about their energy usage, Avista
and to celebrate, Avista Corp. is having its second Communications Manager Dan Kolbert said.
For many students itis their first time living away
annual Power Down, Add Up energy conservation
from parents or guardians,
challenge.
and by living on campus they
Teaming up with five local
"Students are part of an
don't see a fluctuating energy
colleges in the surrounding
area, Avista is challenging
impressionable generation bill.
Power Down, Add Up seeks
students to monitor and
to prove that every little bit
that cares about
conserve energy use for 31
of energy saved can add up
days. The objective is to show
the environment
to great amounts, but only if
students how simple and easy
it is to reduce the amount of
and cares about the world." everyone does his part.
To get involved, on-campus
energy used on a daily basis.
- DAN KOLBERT
students can go online to
The tradition began last
everylittlebit.com and register
year with a competition held
Avista communications manager
with their Whitworth email to
between Washington State
begin tracking their energy
University and Gonzaga
University to see how many kilowatts the schools usage.
Students can then log their personal
could save in a one-month period.
The second go-around will include WSU achievements of energy saved, and are able to see
and Gonzaga along with Whitworth University, their accumulated kilowatts saved as well as view

Jennifer Ingram
Staff Writer
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how their living groups and universities are doing
overall.
At the end of the month, the university with
the highest amount of energy saved will be
awarded a prize. Then a random drawing, open
to all participants, will be held and the selected
winner will re ceive an iPad. The winners will be
announced Nov. 1.
While the competition ends at the end of
October, Kolbert said he hopes this conservation
challenge will branch new habits that will last a
lifetime.
"Students are part of an impressionable
generation that cares about the environment and
cares about the world," Kolbert said. "Just because
you are a part of a small school, doesn't mean you
cannot win."
He said he hopes students will p ass along the
message to their roommates, RAs, other students
in their living group and around campus.

Contact Jennifer Ingram at
jingram!3@my.whitworth.edu.

Affordable Care Act gives /CRUNCHING^
coverage to young adults ^NUMBERS/
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Percent of 18- to 25-year-olds who reported being
without health insurance in January, according to
an ongoing Gallup survey.
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The number of uninsured 18- to 25-year-olds went down from 28.4 percent to 24 percent between
January 2010 and January 2011.

Ira Mcintosh

with the main push of the Act, scheduled for 2014.
Most of these changes affect the post-graduation
StaffWriter
crowd who are left out by provisions in many
Obama's Affordable Care Act makes health care insurance policies right now.
"[Students] might not feel it now, but they might
more readily available to 18- to 25-year-olds.
The act allows young adults up to age 26 to be when they actually graduate," Holmes said. "We
covered by their parents' health insurance while get calls from students who have graduated and it
becomes a major concern for them."
they transition from college into their careers.
Another pro to the health care law is its role in
"It's potentially a huge benefit," Health Center
preventative
care. This means that young adults
Director Kristiana Holmes said. "Because there
are going to health care providers before there is a
have been significant gaps from the time when a
major issue.
student graduates from college
"For
many
types
of
and when they can enroll in
"Hopefully we can
preventative
care,
they're
insurance through an employer."
looking at no deductibles and
prevent illness instead
New data gathered from an
no co-pays," Holmes said. "This
ongoing Gallup survey shows
of dealing with it when is to reduce costs for care."
that the number of a dults aged
Holmes said she is excited for
it becomes a problem."
18 to 25 without coverage has
this, because it affects everyone
dropped from
28.7 percent
- KRISTIANA HOLMES
by 2014.
last fall to 24.2 percent by this
"Hopefully we can prevent
Health Center director
past summer. This accounts for
illness instead of dealing with
roughly 1 million or more young
it when it becomes a problem,"
adults who now have coverage.
"We think of young adults as being 'healthy' Holmes said.
This proactive stance needs to start with the
but many do need care and many have chronic
problems," Holmes said. "Because of this students, though, Holmes said.
"Either individually or with their parents,
misconception, they may not be as likely to seek
they
need to make sure they're contacting their
care as other people. With this extended coverage
insurance provider to find out how to stay enrolled
it may allow them to close that gap."
Changes in the health care plan include the and make-sure they aren't blindsided by any
allowance for married and/or employed young changes," Holmes said.
An issue with insurance that has previously gone
adults to continue to be covered by their parents'
without notice is that many people are refused
insurance.
However, there is a grandfather clause that coverage due to pre-existing conditions such as
requires young adults to take their employers' diabetes, asthma or cancer.
"If for some reason they've previously been
insurance offerings until the year 2014, at which
point the clause goes away and the young adults declared ineligible for insurance, there will soon
be provisions where insurance providers cannot
may go back to their previous plans if they desire.
"This is big," H olmes said. "Because, even if a deny for pre-existing illness," Holmes said.
For more information about the Affordable Care
graduate is employed out of college, it's usually at
an entry-level position that doesn't offer affordable Act, visit www.healthcare.gov and click on "The
Health Care Law & You."
insurance."
According to an article published in the
Huffington Post on Sept. 21, 20 11, it is estimated Contact Ira Mcintosh at
that more than 30 million people will get coverage imcintoshl2@my. whitworth.edu.

$600,000

lite salary of the WSU head football coach,
according to ESPN.
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Ilie current Northwest Conference record of the
volleyball team.
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Monthly fee that Bank of America will begin issuing
to debit card users in early 2012.

62.6

Percent of bicycle fatalities accounted for by head
injuries in 2009, according to the Children's Safety
Network.
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Number of fans at Whitworth's Homecoming
football game.
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Percent of bicycle-motor vehicle collisions that
occur at intersections.
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Photographer: Rebekah Daniels
Junior Dominic Noble seeks solitude at one of his favorite spots on campus — outside of the Robinson Science Hall. His other favorite spots are
McMillan Hall and the Lied Center for the Visual Arts.

Student pushes authenticity among peers
"It's a pleasure to do that," Noble said. "People being one of t he few African American people on
have
different pains, different emotions; we are dif campus."
StaffWriter
He went on to say that he is comfortable here
ferent. That's why I love talking to people."
Noble is a mathematical economics major, but is even though people aren't the same. In fact, that's
Junior Dominic Noble pushes for authenticity in
why he chose Whitworth — to be a part of a bigger
often asked if he is a sociology major.
everyday life.
picture.
"People
question
me
like,
'you
look
like
a
sociol
"People hide," Noble said. "It's like an unknown
If there is one thing Noble wants to get across to
identity; people, are afraid to express who they re ogy major,"' Noble said. "Why's that? Because I like
to hang out and talk to people."
the Whitworth community, it is that it's important
ally are."
He said he is frustrated with to be real.
Noble was born and raised
People are afraid to
this form of stereotyping.
"Don't feel like you're trapped in a dark room
in Los Angeles, Calif., and lived
"Just because I'm a math-econ trying to find a light," Noble said. "Or, don't feel like
express who they
with, his single mother and
major people expect me to be an you're in quicksand; make that quicksand submit
younger brother.
really are."
ti-social," Noble said. "But that's and come out above it."
"I was surrounded by diver
not the case. Just because you
sity," Noble said. "I grew up
- DOM INIC NOBLE
He is also quick to point out that God said to love
are studying something doesn't everybody and, if you point your finger, you're be
around Hispanics, people from
junior
mean that everyone is like that."
Pakistan — all sorts of people."
ing hypocritical.
Noble was originally interested
He never knew his father,
"Just be who you are; I d on't care," Noble said.
but instead looked up to his grandfather from St. in going to a university on the East Coast, but when "Stop hiding. That's the beauty of it."
he received a packet in the mail from Whitworth,
James, Barbados.
Noble's upbringing led him to be interested in he was curious and decided to check it out. Eventu
people's stories. When he sees someone, he will ally he applied and was accepted.
say "hi" and proceed to ask about him and find out
"God willed for me to be here," Noble said. "If I Contact Ira Mcintosh at
how he is really doing.
hadn't grown up in L.A., I wouldn't be comfortable imcipt(ishl2@my. whitworth.edu..,.

Ira Mcintosh
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Banks begin charging debit card fee
Haley Williamson
StaffWriter
Bank of America will begin charging customers a
monthly fee for debit card use in early 2012.
A charge of $5 per month will occur when a debit
card is used, not including withdrawing cash at
ATM m achines. People who go an entire month
without using their cards will not be charged.
"I can understand that as a bank they need to
make money, and our society is driven by money,"
junior Thomas Okura said. "It just kind of sucks."
Okura joined Bank of America recendy, and said
he is not thrilled with the charges.
Bank of America is not the only bank making
these charges.
Chase and Wells Fargo have already begun
testing similar debit card charges, and some small
chain banks have begun to follow the trend.
A regional bank in Adanta began charging $5 per
month last summer, and a regional Alabama bank
will begin charging a $4 monthly debit card fee next
month.
According to a Sept. 30 article from USA Today,
that concept will become an industry norm.
Some banks, though, are not following this
charging trend.
These banks include U.S. Bank and Spokane
Teachers Credit Union, both ofwhich have Spokane
locations.

Students can avoid paying monthly fees to use
their cards at these local banks, as well as a few
others.
STCU isa non-profit bank which allows members
to skip all the necessary fees that large-profit banks
need, which means it does not need its debit card
users to pay a monthly fee.
Freshman Caleb Drechsel uses Banner, a
northwest branch bank, which has not started to
charge debit card fees.
Drechsel said he does not believe these charges
will bring customers to a bank; in fact he said he is
proud of his bank for not having these charges.
"I would probably stop using [my debit card]
entirely if I were to be charged," Drechsel said.
Switching banks is not the only way to avoid
these fees. Consumers can completely switch from
paying with debit cards to only using cash, which
would eliminate charges entirely.
Many banks are not charging for use of innetwork ATMs. This means students can continue
to use their debit cards at their banks' ATMs to
withdraw cash, and not get charged a fee.
Students may also go into their banks to withdraw
cash from their accounts, which also is not usually
subject to a fee.

Contact Haley Williamson at
hwilliamsonl 5@my.whitworth.edu.
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She aims to
improve quality
of life for cancer
survivors.
How do surgery and chemotherapy
affect the most intimate aspects of
colon cancer patients' lives? Nursing
doctoral student Jeanne Robison

THIS WEEK ONLINE

seeks the answer, striving to help
patients recover after treatment.
At Washington State University,
graduate students are building
a better world.

Homecoming stand-up act offends students

Myq Kaplan angered audience members Friday
by poking fun at Christianity, among other topics.

WASHINGTON STATE

experience more at....

thewhitworthian.com
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i KICHAMiEitS
by Eric Fullerton
1/1

This week held many interesting events for which
ASWU is quite excited.
First, ASWU would like to publicly welcome
our new members: Katie Wright (Baldwin-Jenkins
Senator), Ian Robins (Warren Representative), Da
CO vid Hochstatter (Duvall/East Representative) and
Cherise Hensley (Theme House Representative).
Also, thank you to Sam Bjoraker for serving as the
interim Arend/BJ Representative.
ASWU will be conducting our campus-wide sur
vey this week. We want to know what is important
to you. Therefore we will not be holding our weekly
meeting in the Chambers; rather we will be in the
cm dorms and the HUB a sking for your input about
ZD what is important for ASWU!
After the surveys have been gathered, I will be
!•
ZD sending all of you a combination thank-you and
U summary of general thoughts that the survey
«Jb
found.
</i
The results of the survey will help set the semes
I—
cm ter goals of ASWU; please answer the questions
<
thoughtfully and honestly.
This past week, ASWU also passed a requisition
i/i for a new mascot. If you are not aware, our mascot
z: is out of date and deteriorating.
O
For those brave souls who wear the mascot cos
tume, to put the foam head on is a feat of great
courage, and I applaud you. Jonny Whitmore, one
D_
o of ASWU's sports events coordinators, is in charge
of purchasing the new mascot. Keep an eye out for
its first appearance!
1/1
This past week was also HOMECOMING! Con
I—
cm gratulations to Arend for winning the dorm com
O petitions; well done! Thank you all for your par
Q_ ticipation in the many events that happened this
1/1
week.
The dance took place on Saturday, and I enjoyed
several new dance moves I saw people using.
i/i
You probably also noticed a lot of unfamiliar
u
faces around campus this weekend; this was due to
this weekend being Alumni Weekend! This means
that a ton of grads came back to Whitworth and had
a blast interacting at a school they still call home.
I have heard some excited chatter around cam
pus about one of the fast approaching events...Hu
mans vs Zombies! This event is incredibly fun, and
I would strongly encourage you to register — if you
t—I
already — and participate.
o haven't
There are a ton of interesting events that will
(N
be happening this week, and I would encourage
(N
you
to go to all of them, but do be responsible and
rH
make sure all your homework is done!
I—
"Go confidendy in the direction of your dreams.
u
Live
the life you've imagined." — Henry David Thoo
O
u

May many a pinecone fall into your life-

ZD
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O
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Contact Eric Fullerton at
efullertonl2@my.whitworth.edu.

Whitworth prepares students
for post-graduation careers
has dropped. At the same time, though, many
Whitworth graduates continue to be hired.
One opportunity Career Services provides for
students
is mock interviews.
The Career Services office at Whitworth makes
Alumna
Emily McHenry was successful in
sure to offer resources to help students prepare for
finding a job in her field of study, and Career
the real world.
While in college, job opportunities on campus Services helped prepare her to get the job.
McHenry graduated in 2007 with a degree
are available, although they often fill up very fast.
There are positions to work as a cashier for the in nursing. She is now working at Sacred Heart
gym, food serverfor Sodexo,referee forIntramurals Medical Center in Spokane.
"I am a registered nurse," McHenry said. "I work
and many other options.
Students can also work at various locations like on all the medical and surgical floors, and everyday
I go somewhere different to fill gaps."
the library, bookstore, post office and chapel.
McHenry said her first job was inSeattle, but she
Freshman Matthew Keiper has been working at
the post office for about four weeks, and said he wanted to be closer to friends and family, which
thinks it is great that Whitworth provides so many brought her back to Spokane. She called Sacred
opportunities for students to have jobs on campus. Heart, applied, had a phone interview and got the
"It really helps a lot because you are so busy with job.
She said Whitworth helped prepare her for this
classes that to be able to have something so close,
just in walking distance, is great," Ke iper said. "I process.
"They offered interview practice," McHenry said.
probably wouldn't have a job as a freshman with
"They had a set up where you
limited transportation."
pretended to be interviewed. I
"One-third of the
Another way students get
found
that to be good because
real-world experience while in
Whitworth students who I didn't have very many job
school is through internships.
interview experiences."
did internships were
Career Services stresses the
She said Career Services
importance of internships for
offered jobs."
gave her a lot of feedback
post-graduation job-seeking.
and it was great practice, so
- SANDY NOWACK
"Last year, 2010, one-third
when the time came for her
of the Whitworth students who
assistant director of Career
interview with Sacred Heart,
did internships were offered
she was prepared and ready.
Services
jobs," Sandy Nowack, assistant
Alumna Emily Wold said
director of Career Services
said. "Internships give students confidence in the she knows all about having doors opened for her
work field. It allows themto test drive their job and through Whitworth.
Wold graduated in 2007 with a degree in visual
gives them a feel for what employers ask for."
The Career Services office finds internships to be arts for secondary education, and a minor in
so important that the staff members have included special education.
Four years ago, she went to Asia for a Jan Term
that point in the four pieces of advice they give
to students who are preparing to find a job after trip with Whitworth, and now she is now living in
Thailand with a job as an art teacher.
graduation.
"I currently teach at Prem Tinsulanoda
The second point she said the office gives is to
know yourself and what interests you for a job. International School in Thailand," Wold said. "I
Career Services offers many resources to help have been teaching internationally for the past
four years and love it."
students figure this out.
Wold said it was during her Jan Termtrip that she
This includes a resource called SIGP, which can
be found on the Career Services site. SIGP offers had her first job interview, and then her second job
tools for self-assessment, and up-to-date industry as a teacher came through Search Associates for
international school teachers.
information.
"My Whitworth education helped in the
"Do what you enjoy because if you don't, work
interview process and gave me tools to be a
days will be awfully long," Nowack said.
The third key point is to know what your major successful teacher," Wold said. "I would not be
offers. The fourth to use available resources, like teaching at one of the top IB International Schools
the career center and talking to professors.
in Southeast Asia if it were not for the wonderful
Career Services offers a wide range of resources education I received at Whitworth."
for students and alumni, including sample cover
According to the alumni fact sheet on the
letters and resumes, online job searches, online Whitworth website, many alumni have continued
tools for discovering a fitfor a job, mock interviews their studies, pursuing doctorates or masters'
and general guidance.
degrees at universities like Harvard,, Duke and
But what happens after college?
University of California Los Angeles.
Students leave the safety net of t heir college or
university and look to get jobs in the re
al world that
are not necessarily so readily available.
Contact Haley Williamson at
The rate of recent college graduates being hired hwilliamsonl 5@my.whitworth.edu.
Haley Williamson
Staff Writer

Outdoor lifestyle is students' cure-all

Courtesy ofJejfPodmayer
Students make their way through the wilderness on the most recent backpacking trip to St. Regis Lakes from Sept. 30 to Oct. 2.
Joe Westenberg
Staff Writer
Outdoor Recreation is a student-run program
at Whitworth, created by the school to help more
students discover and experience the best recre
ation activities Spokane has to offer. It has since
expanded its geographic focus to much of the
Western United States.
Head of Outdoor Rec and senior Jeff Podmayer
is solely responsible for locations and activities for
trips, as well as figuring out logistics such as bud
geting, travel and lodging.
"The big trips we do are extremely popular and
there's always demand for more of them," Pod
mayer said. "The problem is that it's a lot of work
to make these trips happen and it's hard to bal
ance that with being a hill-time student."
That's why there are eight new volunteers work
ing with him to make sure there are more oppor
tunities for students to experience the thrill of wild
landscapes. These volunteers are organized into
four different groups: hiking, biking, climbing and
rafting. This system has already begun producing
results in the quantity and frequency of big trips.
Outdoor Rec organizes big trips throughout the
year, which usually happen during Spring and Fall
Break. Two different memorable trips from previ
ous years include zip-lining and mountain biking
in Moab, Utah. A group of students recently took
a backpacking trip to St. Regis Lakes in Montana
from Sept. 30 to Oct. 2. Activities included swim
ming, relaxing and stargazing. The goal of the trip
was to teach them the basics of backpacking, such
as what to bring, how to wear a pack, how to set up
a tent and most importantly how to just have fun.
"It wasn't necessarily an instructional trip, those

are things that you learn by doing," said sophmore
Sara Morrill, one of the leaders of the trip. "We had
a great mix of boys and girls on this trip and they
all had different skill levels as well."
The goal behind the Outdoor Rec program is
to introduce students to something they've never
done before, whether that's Whitewater rafting,
rock climbing or backpacking. The program also
aims to teach students how to make outdoor rec
reation a part of their lifestyle.
"I really enjoy it when we have students on the
trip who have never done it before," Podmayer
said. "The best part for me is the moment when
they begin to realize how much fun they are hav
ing."
This year Outdoor Rec is trying to have an
activity every weekend such as slacklining in
the Loop, held twice already including last Sat
urday. Outdoor Rec brought out the slacklines
and stretched them between trees and students
attempted to walk the length of it while keeping
their balance. Students were invited to try it out
whether they were new or experienced. The event
helped get the word out that these events would
be taking place.
The program also has a large selection of equip
ment available for students to rent, including
climbing gear, packs, tents ranging from two-five
person, and ski or snowboard gear. The program
will be launching a website soon where upcom
ing events and available rental equipment can be
found. The prices for these rentals will be posted
as well.

Contact Joe Westenberg at
jwestenberg!2@my. whitworth.edu.

Courtesy of Jeff Podmayer
Students relax on the rocks during the
backpacking trip in Montana.
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D.I.Y. Project: Cardboard chair

DO IT YOURSELF

CORNER
Constructed by Joe Westenberg
Staff Writer

^

In need of a new addition to your room? Try out your
handyman (or handywoman) skills by making this
simple do-it-yourself lounge chair. The chair can add a
unique element to any dorm room or other living space.
It is very easy to do, though it does require some time
and lots of cardboard to complete. It isincredibly sturdy
as it is made by compressing many layers of cardboard

Gather materials
.

_ _ A can be quite
n,,itp comforable,
rnmfnrahle. especially
esDeciallv if a cu shion
shioi is
and
added. The versatile design allows you to customize the
chair to the size and shape you want.

Contact Joe Westenberg at
jwestenbergl 2@my. whitworth.edu.

„

Lots of cardboard (you will need roughly 8-10 layersper inchteJSg

.

Setivetp^
instead of the rods to hold the cardboard together.
However, it may not be as strong.)
• Sharpie marker
• Razor knife
!
(the rods, nuts and large washers can be found at Ace Hardware.)
• Hacksaw

Make a template
Determine the shape you want for the chair. It can
be any shape you want as long as the base is at least
2 feet long for support. The dimensions of this chair
are 2.5 feet by 2 feet. Afteryou have the shape drawn
on your template, cut it out. This template is made
from plywood, but you can use a cardboard tem
plate if you choose. Poke holes in your template that
are the size of your threaded rods to make sure they
will be in the same place for every piece.

Cut the
carboard pieces
Cut out all of the
cardboard layers using
the box cutter and the
template.

Put the chair together
After you have enough pieces for your desired width, you can begin putting your chair together. Line up
the holes with the threaded rods and push the rods through until the washer stops its movement. Repeat
this process with each layer, making sure they are stacked tightly.

Tighten it up.
To finish off your chair,
tighten up the nuts on
both sides to make sure
the cardboard is well
compressed.

Finished product
The end result is a remark
ably comfortable and sturdy
addition to any living space.
Be careful to not get the chair
wet because it will ruin it.
You can leave your chair with
the simple recycled card
board look, or you can opt to
spruce it up with a paint or
upholstery job. Consider also
sewing a simple cushion or
pick up a cheap pillow at a
thrift store.

Photographer: Tanner Scholten

Design by GOMI Style

www.gomistyle.wordpress.com

Be inspired to 'Start Something That Matters' 11
*

engaging arid easy to understand.
By presenting only six main points,
Mycoskie is able to discuss his topics
"To know even one life has in depth and offer realistic goals and
breathed easier because you have strategies.
He encourages others to keep a
lived - this is to have succeeded,"
writes Blake Mycoskie in his new notebook, electronic or paper, handy
book released last month, "Start at all times.
"Rather than trust that I'll remem
Something that Matters."
Throughout his book, Mycoskie, ber something and add it to the clut
TOMS creator and chief shoe giver, ter of information already floating
keeps this positive tone as he ex through my mind, I w rite down ev
plains TOMS and how the company erything that's important, whether
started from a simple idea in Argen it's the name of someone I want to
tina and progressed to the move meet or a sudden idea for a new de
sign," Mycoskie writes.
ment it is today.
Although sometimes repetitive,
Mycoskie also informs the reader
that TOMS is a hybrid business that the book is easy to set down and pick
incorporates non-profit organiza back up later. This is convenient for
tion values and goals into a for-profit readers who only have a few minutes
business model. However, this book a day to spend reading.
Also, it is easy to pick a single sec
is not simply about the TOMS story.
Mycoskie has a larger goal in mind tion and be encouraged arid remind
than just sharing his success story; ed of the little changes that can be
he encourages others to begin their made to one's life.
The book's design continually cre
own story by starting something that
ates an association with TOMS. The
matters.
Mycoskie summarizes the initial book has light blue, black, and white
creation of TOMS in the first chap lettering, just like the shoe logo col
ter. The subsequent chapters are ors. Also, the TOMS flag, shown on
about specific components of be the front cover of the book, is the
model
for
ing
success
chapter
titles
ful in starting
"You don't have to start
and the sub
something that
headings
in
a business or big initiative
matters.
The
the book.
chapters range
right away - you can begin
The visuals
from
"Find
in
the book in
Your Story" to
by changing your mindset.
clude photos
"Giving Is Good
of Mycoskie
Commit to seeing the world
Business." Each
in Argentina,
chapter .
ex
through the lens of how you e m p l o y e e s
amines an im
at TOMS and
portant aspect
can initiate meaningful
snippets from
of
business
change."
Mycoskie's
that should be
journal
and
learned
and
- BLAKE MYCOSKIE
notes.
embraced in or
" S t a r t
creator of TOMS
der to succeed.
Something
Throughout
chief shoe giver
That Matters"
the
chapters,
leaves
the
Mycoskie
in
terweaves his and other people's ex reader with an all-around good feel
periences in business. A few narra ing and solid aspects to consider. It
tives include the organizations FEED ends with an encouraging call to ac
Projects, charity: water, and method. tion.
"Start now," Mycoskie writes.
These are businesses that evolved
from a simple idea to help others "Start by helping other people - any
and are now successful for-profit and one you can. Do something simple.
You don't have to start a business or
non-profit businesses.
The narratives lend support to My- big initiative right away - you can be
coskie's advice. For example, in the gin by changing your mindset. Com
chapter called "Face Your Fear," My mit to seeing the world through the
coskie quotes Tim Ferriss, author of lens of how you can initiate mean
ingful change."
"The 4-Hour Workweek."
Although much of the book fo
"Conditions are never perfect.
'Someday' is a disease that will take cuses on creating a successful and
your dreams to the grave with you," meaningful business, Mycoskie
Mycoskie writes. "If it's important to writes in such a way that all can ap
you and you want to do it 'eventual- preciate and use his advice even in
ly,' just do it and correct course along areas other than business.
the way."
Contact Kelli Raines at
"Start Something That Matters" is krainesl2@my.whitworth.edu.

Kelli Raines
StaffWriter

START

SOMETHING

••THAT
BATTERS
BLAKE
MYCOSKIE

Photo Courtesy of:
randomhouse.com
TOMS creator Blake My
coskie released his first
book, "Start Something that
Matters," in early Septem
ber. The book was No. 3on
Amazon on its day of realease and it later made No. 1
on The NewYork Times Best
Sellers list. Thebook carries
the same one-for-one prom
ise as TOMS shoes. Each
book purchased provides
a new children's book for a
child in need through the
orginization First Book.
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Be inspired to 'Start Something That Matters' 11
9

n

engaging artd easy to understand.
By presenting only six main points,
Mycoskie is able to discuss his topics
"To know even one life has in depth and offer realistic goals and
breathed easier because you have strategies.
He encourages others to keep a
lived - this is to have succeeded,"
writes Blake Mycoskie in his new notebook, electronic or paper, handy
book released last month, "Start at all times.
"Rather than trust that I'll remem
Something that Matters."
Throughout his book, Mycoskie, ber something and add it to the clut
TOMS creator and chief shoe giver, ter of information already floating
keeps this positive tone as he ex through my mind, I write down ev
plains TOMS and how the company erything that's important, whether
started from a simple idea in Argen it's the name of someone I want to
tina and progressed to the move meet or a sudden idea for a new de
sign," Mycoskie writes.
ment it is today.
Although sometimes repetitive,
Mycoskie also informs the reader
that TOMS is a hybrid business that the book is easy to set down and pick
incorporates non-profit organiza back up later. This is convenient for
tion values and goals into a for-profit readers who only have a few minutes
business model. However, this book a day to spend reading.
Also, it is easy to pick a single sec
is not simply about the TOMS story.
Mycoskie has a larger goal in mind tion and be encouraged and remind
than just sharing his success story; ed of the little changes that can be
he encourages others to begin their made to one's life.
The book's design continually cre
own story by starting something that
ates an association with TOMS. The
matters.
Mycoskie summarizes the initial book has light blue, black, and white
creation of TOMS in the first chap lettering, just like the shoe logo col
ter. The subsequent chapters are ors. Also, the TOMS flag, shown on
about specific components of be the front cover of the book, is the
model
for
ing
success
chapter titles
ful in starting
"You don't have to start
and the sub
something that
headings
in
a business or big initiative
matters.
The
the book.
chapters range
right away - you can begin
The visuals
from
"Find
in the book in
Your Story" to
by changing your mindset.
clude photos
"Giving Is Good
of Mycoskie
Commit to seeing the world
Business." Each
in Argentina,
chapter .
ex
through the lens of how you e m p l o y e e s
amines an im
at TOMS and
portant aspect
can initiate meaningful
snippets from
of
business
change."
Mycoskie's
that should be
journal
and
learned
and
- BLAKE MYCOSKIE
notes.
embraced in or
" S t a r t
creator of TOMS
der to succeed.
Something
Throughout
chief shoe giver
That Matters"
the
chapters,
leaves
the
Mycoskie
in
terweaves his and other people's ex reader with an all-around good feel
periences in business. A few narra ing and solid aspects to consider. It
tives include the organizations FEED ends with an encouraging call to ac
Projects, charity: water, and method. tion.
"Start now," Mycoskie writes.
These are businesses that evolved
from a simple idea to help others "Start by helping other people - any
and are now successful for-profit and one you can. Do something simple.
You don't have to start a business or
non-profit businesses.
The narratives lend support to My- big initiative right away - you can be
coskie's advice. For example, in the gin by changing your mindset. Com
chapter called "Face Your Fear," My mit to seeing the world through the
coskie quotes Tim Ferriss, author of lens of how you can initiate mean
ingful change."
"The 4-Hour Workweek."
Although much of the book fo
"Conditions are never perfect.
'Someday' is a disease that will take cuses on creating a successful and
your dreams to the grave with you," meaningful business, Mycoskie
Mycoskie writes. "If it's important to writes in such a way that all can ap
preciate and use his advice even in
you and you want to do it 'eventual
ly,' just do it and correct course along areas other than business.
the way."
Contact Kelli Raines at
"Start Something That Matters" is krainesl2@my.whitworth.edu.

Kelli Raines
Staff Writer
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TOMS creator Blake My
coskie released his first
book, "Start Something that
Matters," in early Septem
ber. The book was No. 3 on
Amazon on its day of realease and it later made No. 1
on The New York Times Best
Sellers list. The book carries
the same one-for-one prom
ise as TOMS shoes. Each
book purchased provides
a new children's book for a
child in need through the
orginization First Book.
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|S SAW 1}
Content found in the "I Saw You" section are stu
dent submissions and do not necessarily reflect the
opinion of The Whitworthian.

Romantic comedy

I saw you playfully peering at each other behind
those trees by the HUB, and then run laughing
toward eachother and embrace. Thank you for
making me feel like I was in a romantic comedy.

Slumber party?

I saw you in the HUB. You looked just liked Ke$ha.
And I just have one question for you, "Do you
wanna have a slumber party in my basement?"

Nose-picking

Nose-picking and the Vietnam War. What could be
more perfect? Go ahead, dig away and be liberated!
Just remember the first row is not very hidden.

Too much cinnamon

To the girl in the yell "O" shirt inthe coffee shop,
you were busting out a paper or some such non
sense and didn't notice my friend and I awkwardly
staring at you. I stood there so long that I put way
too much cinnamon in my cider. Regardless, I love
my ducks and we're glad you do too!
*Cue Supwitchugirl song*

Get a room

I saw you making out on the Hello Walk. Next time,
get a room...just don't break the Big 3!

Voluptuous beard

I saw you across the ASWU table. Your beard was
looking extra voluptuous. I couldn't help but
stare, sorry if our eyes met. Hope to see you next
Wednesday, same time, same place.

Scan QR code to submit your own I Saw You on
your mobile device.
Submissions published as received.

Seen someone? Submit your 'I saw you' (limited to
50 words) to whitworthianisawyou@gmail.com.

Give the performing monkey
a quarter and he plays music
bringing together four individuals to form one en
tity greater than the parts that make it up, creating
the beginning of an innovative and influential-be
ing," Pfundheller said.
*
Oi J.AR"! I P
MMNL'KV
Pfundheller said the recording process was a
team effort. Thealbum was recorded by Jimmy Hill,
1
owner of Amplified Wax Recording Studio in Spo
J
f
kane. The band helped build the studio in exchange
'
r •
for recording time. Hill's wife, Mandy, designed the
graphics for the album.
I j•
Song inspiration is alsosomething Quarter Mon
key develops together. Each band member brings
something new to the table during jam sessions.
They build the lyrics aroundthe instrumentals.
"We all contribute something," Pfundheller said.
"It's like we have a collective consciousness."
In the song "Lucy," the guitar whammy bar gives
Album Designer: Mandy Hill
"Lucy" is Quarter Monkey's first album, recorded the song avintage sound; the tensions on thestrings
are comparable to Duane Eddy and Jimi Hendrix.
in Spokane atAmplified Wax Recording Studio.
Similarly the song "Steady Livin" incorporates the
electric guitar with a beat that makes listeners want
Brianna Anderson
to clap their hands along with the rhythm.
StaffWriter
The band went on its first tour in 2009, where it
Street theater is one ofthe oldest forms oftheater, had the chance to play in places as far as the Colo
commonly seen in the 19th century. Actors and rado Rockies. The band has its own tour bus with
singers had to be loud in order to gain the attention a customized exterior done themselves, displaying
of the crowd. Sometimes they included animals in the band's logo. There is also an attached trailer to
the acts, such as street performing monkeys, who carry all ofthe equipment; this is most beneficial to
would collect coins dropped into a hat by the au DelForge who has 13 different types of percussion.
dience. Spokane's local band, Quarter Monkey, But he claimed it is wellworth the effort.
"I want to see people get up on the dance floor
was inspired to name their group after this classic
novelty. The progressive rock band is known for its and move a little," DelForge said.
Quarter Monkey has been on a few other region
live performances. Like the street performers of the
past, Quarter Monkey uses vocalsand musical abil al tours and has spent time outside of th e city on
long weekend trips back and forth to Seattie.
ities to amplify the acoustics into a unique sound.
Currently the band is working on new material
All four band members grew up in the local area.
Although none of them have any familial connec and has already begun recording at Hill's recording
studio.
tions to each other, they con
"We all contribute
"Our new album sounds more
sider themselves brothers.
like a live show," Pfundheller
Ty Pfundheller is the lead vo
something. It's like we
said. "It's true to our sound."
calist and guitar player. Tony
have a collective
Live perf ormances are some
Brickner plays the bass and
thing every band member in
sings. Jereme Riccelli plays
consciousness."
Quarter Monkey agrees is one of
the guitar and sings as well.
TY PFUNDHELLER
their favorite things about being
And Shane DelForge, also
known as Sir Janus Vincent, Lead vocalist and guitar player of musicians. Bass player Brickner
looks forward to "being on stage,
plays the drums.
Quarter Monkey
in the moment, letting every
Pfundheller and DelForge
thing go."
met at Washington State
Pfundheller also enjoys live sho ws. He said he
University in Pullman, and started a band in 2002
called Some Day Roskilla. Two years later they enjoys connecting with the audience.
called themselves The Swamp Donkee's, and later,
"Whether they speak the same language or not,
Quarter Monkey. Pfundheller and DelForge re there's this communication that's above and be
cruited the other band members, Brickner and Ric yond all that," Pfundheller said. "And it's a gift be
celli, in 2005 in Seattle at open mics and frequent ing able to share it with other people, being able to
jam sessions. Quarter Monkey performed for the influence someone with what you do, the melody
first time as a fully formed band in Spokane at The and the words you write."
Blue Spark in 2007. The followingyear they released
Quarter Monkey is playing at the A Club Thurs
their first albumcalled "Lucy."
day, Oct. 14. Tickets c an be purchased online at:
Lucy is neither the name of an ex-girlfriend nor a www.aclubspokane.com. This concert is 21 and
current lover; she isin fact the oldest fossil skeleton over, and starts at 8 p.m.
of a human ancestor.
Contact Brianna Anderson at
. "The idea bphind that was Jo s tart up a band
brtannaandersonl2@my.whipppjrth.edu.
iXW'A
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'Hay Fever9 to delight many with comedy fi

Photographer: Hope Barnes
Sophomore Colten Larsen cuts the fabric to
_
make costumes for 'Hay Fever.'

Heather Kennison
Staff Writer
The Whitworth Theatre is wrapping up its final
preparations to present "Hay Fever" Oct. 14-22
which, considering a late start, is coming together.
"I think people will respond well to how clever
and witty and hopefully, how beautiful it is," said
sophomore Rhiannon Batson, one of two assis
tant stage managers on the set.
The British comedy, written by Noel Coward, is

set in the 1920s. It portrays the Bliss family, who, Gonzaga University, Mead High School, the Uni
judging by their domestic disputes, seem any versity of Idaho, Civic Theatre, antique shops and
thing but blissful. Led by Mrs. Judith Bliss, played thrift stores.
As f or the actors, putting in a minimum of 15
by senior Isabel Nelson, the family can only be
described as theatrical. The drama begins when hours of practice a week is a struggle. Nelson said
each of the four family members invites a guest playing the part of Judith Bliss is easily the biggest
over for the weekend. This leads to a series of love part she's ever done.
"It helps other people if you keep your energy
triangles and awkward moments as the guests get
up, even while not talking, but it's exhausting,"
caught up in the drama of the Bliss household.
"The situations the characters are put into are Nelson said. "I sleep really well when I get the
chance."
so humorous, it just makes
Still, the hard work pays off.
the play," said sophomore
"The situations the
"Hay Fever" is also the funnest
and Assistant Stage Man
characters are put
show she's ever done, Nelson
ager Colten Larsen.
Originally, the fall pro
into are so humorous, said. With help from her house
mates in practicing lines, she said
duction was going to be
it just makes the play! it does not feel like it's been too
an adaption of the Wake
much.
field Mystery Plays, but it
- COLTEN LARSEN
With final rehearsals underway
required a huge cast, said
assistant stage manager
and the finishing touches being
Theatre Professor Diana
put on the costumes, the actress
Trotter, who is directing
the play. Combined with the change in the design noted that these final days are the final push.
"It's kinda like the labor process," Nelson said.
team along with a new costume and stage de
signer, new Assistant Professor of Theatre Aaron "And you feel like you're on drugs."
"Hay Fever" will be playing Oct. 14, 15, 21 and
Dyszelski, it would have been a lot to handle. In
mid-July the department chose to do "Hay Fever" 22 at 8 p.m., and Oct. 16 at 2 p.m. in Cowles Me
morial Auditorium. General admission will be $8;
instead.
Trotter said that sometimes with play produc tickets for students and senior citizens (62 and
tion, it comes in handy to research other adapta up) will cost $6.
tions to see how the directors solved certain prob
lems.
Challenges the cast have faced during the pro
duction include the British accent and the acting
style itself.
"This play has a very particular 1920s style in
terms of the way the actors move," Trotter said.
"Because of the kind of clothing people wore in
t&e
o£:
those days, the way they moved was different than
ours."
C ait fin Tuttfe
'Andrew Coapman
Trotter said generally they try to avoid doing
Isafef tdefson
(Preston Loomer
plays with accents because actors sometimes fo
Sean Stoucft
Kristina Tfess
cus on the accent instead of on the acting. How
(Emify Sfiicf
Morgan (jiffert
ever, the department wanted to give students am
ple opportunity to try something new.
The props, from teacups to sofas, also present
ed a unique challenge. Faced with a low budget, Contact Heather Kennison
the team had to purchase and borrow items from at hkennison!2@my. whitworth.edu.

ONLINETHISWEEK IN ARTS & CULTURE:
Students compete musically at Unplugged
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Movie review: Beware 'The Ides of March'
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Photographer:
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Courtesy ofidesofmarch-movie.com
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Freshman Caleb
Drechsel entertains
the Unplugged crowd
on Thursday with his
voice, a toaster and
two forks.

"The Ides of March,"
staring Ryan Gos
ling and George
Clooney, came out
in theaters on Oct. 7.
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Pay differences reveal misplaced priorities
REMI OMODARA
COLUMNIST

A brain surgeon performs surgery on a dying
cancer patient while an NBA star hits a jump shot
at the buzzer to win the game. The NBA star will
make 10 times the amount of money that the doc
tor will make even though the doctor is working to
save a life.
Everyone loves entertainment.
Some people find entertainment
in watching basketball,
football, etc. In fact,
sports are loved
so much that
baseball
w a s

This week: Transforming Love

named America's favorite pastime over a century count of p ills to a patient. A c onstruction worker
ago. I am not saying there isn't value in entertain runs the risk of falling off a roof. Many careers are
ment, but I feel that very influential careers are at risky.
Coaches are also paid a significant sum for what
the bottom of the barrel for no reason.
Doctors save lives and can make several hun they do. Even at the collegiate level, coaches are
dred thousand dollars, depending on their area paid more than many other basic professions. Ac
of expertise. Teachers provide the basis of learn cording to ESPN, the football coach at Washing
ing and allow students to become anything they ton State University, Paul Wulff, makes $600,000.
want to be, yet according to thepayscale.com, the That would be more than the salaries of the aver
average teacher makes around $40,000. According age teacher, doctor, lawyer and chef put together.
While people are starving and standing by free
to overpaidathletes.net, the salary of professional
ways collecting coins to live
athletes, which dwarfs both
doctors and teachers, is a
"While teachers are trying off of, NBA p layers are slamdunking their way to millions.
reflection of how society
to make sure their students While teachers are trying to
places sports over life's other
priorities. In the eyes of soci
are ready to graduate high make sure their students are
ready to graduate high school,
ety, someone who can dunk
school, NBA players are
NBA players are lobbying for
a basketball is more impor
tant and interesting than lobbying for higher salaries" higher salaries. For example,
the most recent NBA lo ckout
someone who teaches our
occurred in early July when
children how to read.
People go into debt buying tickets to profes players and owners could not reach a unanimous
sional sports games and spend loads of money decision about pay.
I am not belittling what professional athletes
on professional sports team apparel to emphasize
how much they love them. In reality, they are do. I simply don't think it's fair that so much mon
ey is allocated to people who provide entertain
just making the athletes that much richer.
Some may argue that athletes are ment. There are so many other influential people
paid so well because they risk their making a huge difference in the world and getting
lives training for the sports they paid next to nothing for it.
Why have we, as a society, said that it is more
play and run the risk of injury.
However, a pharmacist dai important for someone to entertain us than to
ly runs the risk of ac save our life? The saying "the rich keep getting
cidentally giving richer" comes to mind when I think about this
topic. As the money given to professional athletes
increases, regular people struggle to find jobs to
sustain their families.
As professional athletes dwell in their multimillion dollar mansions with their expensive cars
and their "bling bling," regular people struggle to
keep paying the rent on their two-bedroom apart
ments, keep gas in their Fords and work toward
the American Dream.
Everyone loves a good football game and we
all love rocking our favorite jerseys, but just think
about how overpaid athletes are and how unfair it
is. Everyone should be paid what they are worth.
So have we as a society decided that teachers are
Worship
not worth much? It doesn't add up, but athletes
8:15 a.m. - contemporary
are the highest paid professionals. Sport is a big
business in America and if you aren't a profes
9:30 a.m. - contemporary
sional athlete, I guess you are purely out of luck.

10:30 a.m. - traditional
11:01 a.m. - contemporary

^VhitPRIS

OMODARA is a sophomore majoring in journalism and
mass communication. Comments can be sent to
romodaral4@my.whitworth.edu.

Graphic: Eva Kiviranta

tTechriotagy isn't
as bad as yois think

&

General Smartphone Usage
Second, technology provides
better means of communication,
* 81 percent browse the Internet
which leads to closer connections. 1
(including social networking sites), 77
ROSIE BROWN
How many of us have ever texted
COLUMNIST
percent search, 68 percent use an app, and
or Facebook-chatted someone who
48 percent watch videos on their
smartphone
was across the room, coffee shop or
* 93 percent of smartphone owners use
at least within sight? I'm definitely
their smartphones while at home
This past week, The New York Times published guilty. But even these small forms
an article by consumer advocate Martin Lindstrom of interaction help relationships
on a recent study concerning attachment to smart- grow. Knowing that someone is
Action-Oriented Searchers
phones. His team used functional magnetic reso thinking of you by writing on your
* Search engine websites are the most
nance imaging (fMRI) tests to analyze brain activity Facebook wall, for example, estab
visited websites. 77 percent of smartphone
as subjects responded to audio and video of a ring lishes a stronger connection than if
users report visiting search engines,
ing and vibrating iPhone. The results were astound they hadn't. Not to mention, with
followed
by social networking, retail and
ing. The fMRI tests revealed that the feelings of love college students swamped with
video sharing websites
and compassion were associated with the sound schoolwork, deadlines and work
* Ni ne out of 10 smartphone searches
and sight of the iPhone. As Lindstrom wrote, "the shifts, there appears to belittle time
results in an action (purchasing, visiting a
subjects' brains responded to the sound of their to socialize and spend an evening
business, etc.)
phones as they would respond to the presence... of with close friends and acquain
tances outside of class or meals. A
a girlfriend, boyfriend or family member."
Local Information Seekers
Lindstrom argues that humans are at risk of "cut common complaint I have heard
*
95
percent
of smartphone users have
ting [themselves] off from human interaction," but is, "Why is Facebook so addict
looked for local information
I beg to differ. Based on my own experiences of ro ing?" as well as, "How did I end
* 77 percent have contacted a business,
mance with my iPhone, I can say that when I hear up chatting with my boyfriend for
with 61 percent calling and 59 percent
an
hour?"
My
advice:
Don't
worry
the chime of a new text message awaiting me in my
visiting the local business
pocket, I am thinking about the loved one on the about it. A crucial element to time
other end of the line. Improved technology has en management is balance and, as
abled us to keep up with the fast-paced, globalized human beings, we need to nur
society that we have been born into. Let me tell you ture our connections with other
why smartphones (and other pieces of technology) people to stay sane. Procrastina
tion via Facebook isn't procrasti
are so great.
For one, because of technology, we are more nation at all when you consider
able to choose friends of quality over friends of that you are just checking "invest
convenience. College presents an opportunity to in relationships" off your daily
be exposed to myriad people from different back to-do list. So, don't feel guilty the
grounds, beliefs, experiences — you name it! Ask next time you text your friends
any college graduate and they will most likely say during your study session for O-Chem. Feel free to
Graphic: Maria Chumov
they met their best friend (or the love of their life) "like" your RA's status about another all-nighter. It's
Courtesy
of
Google Mobile Ads Blog
while at college. But how many friendships have the little things that count, and I encourage you to
strengthen
the
friendships
you
make
at
college
and
been built just because yousaw someone every day?
hobby, or an invitation to meet an influential pub
What about the friends made at college who, upon elsewhere.
lic
figure in Washington, D.C. Don't feel bad if you
Lasdy, technology gives us
1 graduating, you never spoke to
greater opportunities to net have friends and acquaintances who you don't see
or saw ever again? Technology
"Improved technology
work and greater access to or talk to every day. Because our world is so global
eliminates that problem and
ysi
resources. Technology gives ly interwoven, it is very unlikely to be able to ph
has enabled us to keep up
helps true friends stay con
us the opportunity to meet cally spend time with everyone you know. In light
nected, regardless of distance
with the fast-paced,
someone once and stay in of this, technology such as smartphones and social
or dramatic lifestyle changes.
touch with him or her for life. networking sites are incredible tools in the evolu
globalized society that
For instance, in the past, long
This is how the great tool of tion of community.
distance relationships have
we have been born into."
My advice to you? Build relationships. Meet
networking was born. For in
been frowned upon. Now it is
stance, I have more than 700 new people! Stay in touch with the strangers you
a normal occurrence to date
meet for only a few minutes. Note that I used the
someone who lives between 100 and 1,000 miles Facebook friends. I don't want to brag, but many word "meet," as in, face-to-face. Use technology as
away. Senio r Hollie McCrea has been in a long of t hese friends are people with whom I want to a supplement to the human interactions that oc
stay in touch, even if I ne ver see or speak to them,
distance relationship for four years. They keep the
cur. Don't feel guilty about loving your iPhone. It's
romance alive by talking on the phone every night. because they may someday need something I can a much better predicament than not calling your
"We [also] Skype about once a month or so and text help them with. Furthermore, they might provide friends and family often enough.
me with something in the future that I would not
a little bit if something comes up during the day,'
have been lucky to have access to if we had never
McCrea said. "When I was in Costa Rica, though,
we wrote Facebook messages back and forth every met and stayed in touch. This can be in the form
of a place to stay while traveling out of town, a BROWN is a junior majoring in international business.
night and Skyped a couple times a week. Thanks
knowledge base about a subject you are unfamil Comments can be sent to
to technology, quality relationships are able to be
iar with that just happens to be another person's rbrownl3@my.whitworth.edu.
kept and nurtured regardless of physical location.
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Human need is source of corporate greed
MARKDAVIS
COLUMNIST

Human need not corporate greed! This has
been the banner of choice for hundreds of pro
testers who have lined Wall Street for the last
few weeks. The interesting thing is; however, that
other than a few clever signs and traffic prob
lems, neither the protesters nor anyone else really
seem to know what the objective of the protest is.
Strangely enough, the most referenced document
exemplifying what these protesters are seeking,
"NYC G eneral Assembly: Occupy Wall Street," is

posted on the website occupywallst.org, but is de
clared on the site itself to not be associated with
the movement at all. The list has allegedly gained
popularity only because of "irresponsible" news
agencies like Fox News.
What I found most fascinating was another post
claiming the website had nothing to do with the
protests, which precipitated 250 more comments
talking about what really did represent the Occu
py Wall Street movement. There was no consen
sus, of course, but there were a number of repeat
ed themes including: our system is "criminal," the
two-party system is the source of all our problems,
the "system" is broken, we need a "free election"
system, our system is all about money, and many
more of the sort. Actually, come to think of it, I
suppose there was really only one continuity: the

CAREER TRAINING. M ONEY FOR COLLEGE.

AND AN ENTIRE TEA! T0
HELP YOU SUCCEED.
Serving part-time in t he Air National Guard, you'll have an entire team of like-minded individuals
who want to help you get ahead. You can choose from nearly

200 career specialties, and

develop the high-tech skills you need to compete in t oday's world. You also train close to
home, all while receiving a steady paycheck, benefits and tuition assistance. Talk to a recruiter
today, and see how the Washington Air National Guard can help you succeed.
WASHINGTON

AIRGUAF©
GoANG.com • 1-800-TO-GO-ANG

system — and apparendy it doesn't work.
"What system?" would be a viable question, but
is apparently a non-issue for the participants of
Occupy Wall Street. They all seem to agree that the
"system," whatever it is, is broken. For the rest of
us, however, who are not blessed with such clair
voyance, let us speculate as to what the "system" is
and what about it is broken.
One such example is the need for our society
to -be "free of want," which I am assuming harkens back to the days of P resident Lyndon John
son and the Great Society. I believe LBJ's ob jec
tive was a little more complicated than that of the
Wall Street protesters, but the same problems re
main. First, and perhaps most telling, is that when
it comes right down to it, a nation which sets its
poverty line at 100 times the living wage of 20 per
cent of the world, is about as free of want as any
nation gets. There is something to be said about
the nation which produced all of the top 10 people
on the Forbes 400 still having anyone in poverty.
It misses the point, however, that a system which
produces the plurality of the world's billionaires,
and the most successful ones at that, is almost
certainly not broken.
As far as our political system goes, with its two
parties, lobbyists and, unfortunately, corruption,
it is still not broken. First of all, our two-party con
gressional system is entirely different from Euro
pean multi-party parliamentary systems. In the
United States, our public officials are not chosen
by political party, but are elected directly by the
people. Yes, m ost ballots do say that a candidate
belongs to one party or another, but congress
men are still chosen by name. There is some be
lief that all Republicans and Democrats vote the
party line, but in many years this is much easier
said than done. Take last August, for example,
when neither party could agree on a bill to raise
the debt limit. The Republicans, though they had
the heaviest burden with a majority in the house
(where all bills for raising revenue originate), still
could not get a majority. Even when on the verge
of economic disaster, members of their party
voted against the bill despite its endorsement by
their own party leader. The fact is that the congres
sional system allows for more diversity of opinion
than any parliamentary system ever has.
While the American system is far from perfect,
it has worked better than anything else before. The
U.S. has created more innovation, wealth and se
curity than any other nation on Earth. To believe
the system is broken is to deny your most obvious
gifts. Foremost among them is the fact that our
people have not just the time and money to pro
test, but they have the right to protest. The Occupy
Wall Street protesters have already undermined
their own argument simply by proving their abil
ity to spend days on end picketing without worry
of where their next meal will come from.

DAVIS is a senior majoring in accounting. Comments
can be sent to mdavisl2@my.whitworth.edu.

Couple's failed faith
healing raises controversy
mt-

parents cause the passing of the child or did God?
The answer we'll never know.
Truth is, no one knows if this death is attributed to
ELIZABETH REEVES
lack of care, lack of divine intervention, or whether,
COLUMNIST
regardless of medical attention, this child would not
have survived. Medical professionals can say they
On Thursday Sept. 29, an Oregon jury found Dale could have saved the baby, but they don't know. No
and Shannon Hickman guilty of the death of their one knows. There is not any viable forensic proof.
infant son while performing faith healing practic These medics cannot see the unseen.
According to an article by Steve Mayes in The
es. Faith healing employs the use of spiritual tech
niques, including prayer and anointment, to heal Oregonian, "Medical experts testified, there was
disease, accompanied by the refusal of modern more than a 99 percent change the baby would
medical practices. The mother, Shannon Hickman, have survived" had the parents called 9-1-1. I be
went into labor two months premature and deliv lieve this statement to be false. It can be argued that
ered the child at home. Obviously, there were exten this baby's health was fine until he suddenly died.
sive complications with the premature birth. When The child lived less than nine hours, and Defense
this was discovered, the father, Dale Hickman, be Attorney Mark Cogan argued, "What opportunity
gan to hold the child in his arms, praying over him was there? What benefit would there have been?"
and anointing him. The child, born 3 pounds and 7 No one knows the exact moment when the child's
ounces, died before ever seeing a doctor. Approxi health began to decline; hence no one knows if
mately one year later, the Clackamas County Dis medical attention would have been beneficial.
A ba by born two months premature would have
trict Attorney's Office prosecuted the couple with
manslaughter charges. Under Oregon's mandatory struggled with underdeveloped lungs. This child
sentencing law, Measure 11, the distraught parents would have experienced significant life-long health
were found guilty of second-degree manslaughter concerns that are common in premature children.
and are facing up to six years and three months in When does quality of life come into play? As an
American culture, we try sohard to preserve life and
prison.
Honestly, the motive changes everything. The in keep the ill alive when we should instead at times let
fant's death was not malicious; this was attempted life take its course and stop intervening, especially
care. These parents loved their baby. These par when a good quality of life is absent. That child's life
ents did not want this baby to pass away. This was would have been miserable, according to medical
a highly anticipated child who entered the world officials' comments in The Oregonian. In the first
too early and tragically passed away. These parents months of b irth the child would have been on res
focused on prayer and petition — everything we as pirators and would have experienced many health
Christians preach but rarely utilize. They used their problems later.
We certainly have a responsibility to protect these
freedom of religion and the religious practices as
sociated with it and are now being prosecuted for it. children. However, the way in which the parents'
Oregon has a law that eliminates "spiritual treat beliefs were treated was mishandled and misdirect
ment" as a defense against all homicide charges. ed. Mind you, the district attorney waited a full year
Measure 11 ensures parents undergo mandatory before pressing charges, singling them out for their
sentencing. Thus, according to Oregon law, does personal religious beliefs. Is it a coincidence that
this case fall under manslaughter? Yes. Should it? In their indictment took place after the arrest of mem
bers Timothy and Rebecca Wyland from their Fol
my opinion, absolutely not.
lowers
of C hrist Church? I think not. The Wylands
When asked why he didn't call 9-1-1, Dale Hick
also
failed
to seek medical treatment by not taking
man simply responded, "Because I was praying.
This unspeakable tragedy was not neglect, this was their daughter to a doctor for a growth that nearly
not abuse and this was not murder. This child was destroyed her left eye. These arrests began what I
loved and this family just faced the loss of a precious believe to be a witch hunt by the indictment of not
life. They prayed over this life; they valued this life. only a group of people but an entire belief system. I
This was a family trying to take care of their child in imagine this is a politician attacking a family under
excruciating circumstances and digging for contro
a way that may not have been typical, but it was the
versy and publicity.
best way they knew how.
I urge you to take pity and have compassion for
Were these parents medically ignorant? Of
these parents who lost their child. Their practices
course. It is possible that they waited just that sec
might not have been typical, but they are facing a
ond too long in anticipating God's intervention.
time of grief and should be allowed to grieve with
But here's food for thought: Who's to say that wasn t
out being condemned. These parents lost a child
God's intervention? Maybe the Lord did respond
they loved and cared about, believing their action
and no one wants to acknowledge it. As fellow be
was right and just. Is that not punishment enough?
lievers, we want to believe it was God's plan to pre
serve this infant's life on earth. However, who's to
say what God's will is? It could have been the will REEVES is a freshman majoring in communications.
of God for this child's life to not continue. Hard to Comments can be sent to
think about, isn't it? So I pose this question: Did the ereevesl5@my.whitworth.edu.
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Time for bicyclists to move off the road
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Since I was a kid, I have been taught to ride my
bike on the sidewalk, watch out for cars and wear a
helmet. I assumed these principles were universal
until I began driving. It was only then that I became
aware of th e number of b icyclists who use road
ways rather than trails or sidewalks. The fact is that
roadway cycling is becoming an increasingly com
mon means of bo th transportation and recreation
for numerous reasons.
The first reason is that bikes are much more costeffective than a vehicle and require far less main
tenance. This, coupled with the green benefits of
riding a bike, make them extremely environmen
tally friendly. In fact, cycling not only limits envi
ronmental waste, but according to the League of
American Bicyclists, i t "contributes an estimated
$133 billion a year to the U.S. economy... supports
nearly 1.1 million jobs and generates $17.7 billion
crosswalk must be granted all of the rights and is
in federal, state and local taxes."
There is also an extensive list of health benefits subject to all of th e duties applicable to a pedes
that result from riding a bike, which include, ac trian." This am biguity causes problems. If a biker
cording to ExperiencePlus Bicycle Tours, "lower transitions from the sidewalk to the road, their
blood pressure, stronger bones, stress reduction, duties and responsibilities change drastically. For
increased muscle strength, and improved lung example, pedestrians retain right-of-way at cross
walks or intersections, but vehicles must yield.
function, digestion and joint flexibility."
Despite these positive attributes, roadway bicy However, bikers frequently move from the road to
the sidewalk, something a normal vehicle is pro
cling brings several problems to the table.
Recently, especially while driving in Spokane, I hibited from doing.
The transition, while slightly
have had encounters with bi
annoying to many drivers, is
"The fact is that roadway
cyclists who slow traffic, are
more importantly a safety con
difficult to see, and who tran
cycling is becoming an
cern for the biker. Theability to
sition between the road and
the crosswalk as they see fit. increasingly common means transition from the road to the
sidewalk is unpredictable and
This not only irritates drivers,
of both transportation
reduces the visibility of the cy
but is unsafe for the hikers as
clist. According to the League
and recreation..."
well. It is my opinion that bi
of American Bicyclists Maga
cyclists should be prohibited
from traveling on roads used by motor vehicles and zine, "Accidents at intersections accounted for ...
74 percent of bicycle-motor vehicle collisions."
confined to sidewalks and/or bike lanes.
Another concern is the flow of traffic. The aver
This seems at first to be a rath
er selfish viewpoint
but, after further examination, it is as much for the age biker travels between 15 and 20 miles per hour.
efficiency of traffic a s it is for the safety of the cy The average speed limit on a standard U.S. road
(excluding freeways) is between 25 and 35 miles
clists themselves.
Bicycles are considered vehicles and are allowed per hour, much faster than the normal bicyclist
the same rights and responsibilities as a regular car can travel. This difference means that bikers on the
when on the road. There are several problems with road slow traffic, which not only increases conges
this. First, bicycles are considered cars only when tion but, according to the AAA Foundation, is one
they are on the road. Washington law dictates that of the main reasons cited for road rage incidents.
These challenges would not pose so much of a
"every person riding a bicycle upon a sidewalk or
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problem if bicyclists were regulated appropriately.
Currently, Washington has no state-wide law re
quiring a helmet for bicycle users. This leaves the
decision up to individual cities, which has had
huge consequences. According to the Children's
Safely Network, "Head injuries accounted for 62.6
percent of bi cycle fatalities" in 2009. Instituting a
helmet law would prevent a large number of fatali
ties, and stricter enforcement of laws regarding bi
cycles would not only generate revenue, but help
keep riders safer. I know from personal experience
that enforcement of bicycle laws isseverely lacking
at best, and I have never seen a cyclist b eing tick
eted or reprimanded by a law enforcement officer.
In spite of these problems, there is a solution.
Removing bikers from the roadway and limiting
them to bike lanes and sidewalks would not only
free up the roadways for motor vehicles, but would
provide bikers with a much safer area to ride. This
would also give bikers the right ofway at crosswalks
and intersections, and clear up legal uncertainty
about their role as pedestrians. Consider Whitworth's campus, where bikers and walkers share
sidewalks with little to no altercation. This practice
would prove equally effective in the public sector,
while allowing the benefits of cycling to flourish in
dependently from traffic.
STEVENS is a freshman majoring in English and
French. Comments can be sent to
rstevensl5@my.whitworth.edu.
www SPOKANECHIEF5. corn
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Pirates1 winning streak comes to a halt
Corina Gebbers
StaffWriter

After n ational rankings were posted last week,
the Whitworth volleyball team was No. 21 in Di
vision III p lay. For the third straight week, senior
outside hitter Kaimi Rocha was selected as the
Northwest Conference student-athlete of the week.
Besides th at, she was chosen as the Division III
player of the week as well.
On Wednesday, the Bucs faced Whitman in a
home game, beating them 20-25, 25-14, 25-17 and

PIRATE VOLkfcTOrt*

25-15.

"I think overall we played consistently, but took a
little too long to adjust," Rocha said.
Everything seemed to be going Whitman's way
in the first set. The Pirates took two timeouts, and
despite kills by sophomore Kristine Kardell, Rocha
and senior Amanda Grumbach, Whitworth trailed
the Missionaries all the way to the final points of
the set.
"A lot of it was our communication, and I think
mentally our heads weren't there," Rocha said.
But the Pirates redeemed themselves in set two,
coming out with more energy and taking a quick
5-0 lead. Outside hitter Grumbach had three kills
' and an ace to spark her team. After a Whitman
timeout mid-set, Whitworth extended their lead to
10 and never looked back, making up every point
they lost in the first set.
"We eliminated our errors and tried to play our
game," Rocha said. "We focused on the little things."
Out of the locker room, both teams struggled
to bring stability to their game. It was only after a
kill b y Grumbach, blocks by Rocha and Kardell,
and two great plays by Ka'ipo Rocha that the Bucs
gained control.
The Bucs were determined to finish the night
without having to play another set. More consistent
hitting and defense helped the Pirates win their
third set and Whitworth closed the match with an
easy 10-point lead.
"Tonight's game was a little slow," Kardell said.
"We all knew that we were capable of a higher level
of play."
This is the third time Whitworth has played the
Missionaries this year.
"Whitman plays a very steady game,' Kardell
said. "We've struggled from the start all three times.
But eventually we always figure out how to pull out
a win."
Kaimi Rocha led all players with 15 kills, Grum
bach added 14 kills, s enior Bree Riddle dished 43
-assists and junior Whitney Santos contributed 15
digs. Overall, the Pirates finished with a .211 hitting
percentage and 54 total digs.
On Oct. 7, the Pirates' 10-0 winning streak came
to end in Portland, Ore. Lewis & Clark won three
straight sets, 27-25, 25-23, 26-24.

Photographer: Jeff Ferguson
Sophomore Kristine Kardell and senior Amanda Grumbach block against Whitman on Oct. 5.

"This has already given us motivation for prac
"Tonight was very disappointing for all of us,
tices
this week and our matches for the next week
senior Jordon Hoffnagle said. "Not only because it
was our first conference loss, but because we didn't end," Hoffnagle said.
Whitworth will travel to Oregon on Oct. 14 and
play to the level that we expe
ct ourselves to play at."
Grumbach sat out with an ankle injury, and was 15, facing George Fox University on Friday and Pa
cific University on Saturday.
replaced by sophomore Abi Hedlund.
"We are all looking forward to when they [Lewis
"[Abi] playe d a great game and held her own,"
& Clark] c ome play at the Fieldhouse and we get
Hoffnagle said.
With Grumbach out, Whitworth struggled to be to redeem ourselves in front of ou r home crowd,"
a force on offense. The Pirates hit .154 on the night, Riddle said.
and Kaimi Rocha was the only team member to
reach double digits.
"They came prepared mentally and physically,"
Riddle said.
Contact Corina Gebbers at
The P irates rallied and were in it every set but cgebbersl5@my.whitworth. edu.
were unable to finish.

Homecoming weekend brings back alumni
LO

Sena Hughes

Another significant happening during Homecom on their respective teams. The process isa subjective
ing at Whitworth is the annual induction of former one — there ar e no particular criteria they look for
other than men and women who represented Whit
Bucs into the Heritage Gallery Hall of Fame.
Homecoming weekend was a fulland festive time
"The Hall of F ame induction is one of th e real worth well as an athlete and beyond.
"They try and pick the best ofthe best," Flegel said.
for Whitworth. Beyond just the Saturday afternoon highlights of th e athletic year," Steve Flegel, Whit
Homecoming in general is a time for the Whit
football game and the dance, Whitworth took time worth assistant athletic director for sports informa
worth athletic department to take the time to honor
to pay tribute to alumni, especia
lly
tion said.
This year Whitworth wel all of the atihletes who have brought the program to
in the athletic department.
comed the 22nd class into the where it is today.
Perhaps the most notable
"It's important for us as a department not to for
Hall. The class included Jerry
Homecoming athletic event of
"It's important for
Tighe, a 1970 graduate and a get the folkswho came before," Flegel said. "All of the
2011 was the Whitworth swim
us as a department
track and cross country All- successes we've had are due in large part to those
ming 50th anniversary reunion.
American; Sky Blake a mem who came before."
On Saturday morning, 53 alumni
not to forget the
Whitworth has one of the strongest NCAA Divi
ber of th e class of 2000 and a
got a chance to hop back into the
football All-American; Tiffany sion III athle tic programs in the country, and par
pool and compete among other
folks who came before:
Speer, a 2005 graduate and All- ticularly in the Northwest Conference. Itsstrong ath
Pirates once again.
- STEVE FLEGEL
American basketball player; letic program can be credited to the many athletes
Josh Cleveland, assistant direc
and Warren Friedrichs, a long who have poured in hours of practice, hard workand
tor of alumni and parent relations,
Athletic Director of Sports
time Whitworth football, bas effort.
and also overseer for the swim
"We want Whitworth to be a special place for
ketball, and golf coach; and de
ming reunion said, "It's a chance
Information
those who went to school and competed here," Fle
voted sports administrator.
for former swimmers to stretch
Each spring a committee gel said. "Wewant to help make that happen."
their muscles, get in the pool and
is formed of various current
have fun."
Though Whitworth swimming puts on a Home members of the athletic department, former induct
coming meet every year, this was a special year and ees, members of the alumni organization the Crim
especially well-attended because of the milestone. son Club and a media representative. This commit
Five of the six original members of Whitworth's in tee contemplates dozens of fo rmer Pirates, taking Contact Sena Hughes at
into consideration statistics, honors and the impact shughesl 5@my.whitworth.edu.
augural 1961 team were present.

Staff Writer
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Mt SPORTS RECAP
Football loses to Pacific
Lutheran in last seconds

Nathan Webber

Whitworth fell to 1-4 on the
season and 0-1 in Northwest Con
ference play. Pacific Lutheran
The Whitworth football team lost improved to 3-1 and 2-0 in the
20-17 in Saturday's Homecoming Northwest Conference.
Whitworth was led on the ground
game, against now ranked No. 2 in
the Northwest Conference Pacific by junior running back Ronnie
Thomas who ran for 75 yards and
Lutheran University.
With 55 seconds left in the fourth one touchdown. Peterson led the
quarter, freshman quarterback Pirates in the air, passing for 204
Bryan Peterson found sophomore yards, but was under pressure for
wide receiver Aaron Blaska for a most of the day as the Lutes sacked
19-yard touchdown pass, tying the Peterson six times.
PLU's running game abused
game at 17.
Overtime was imminent, but a Whitworth's run defense as the
long kickoff return and a personal Lutes collected 130 yards on the
foul for unsportsmanlike conduct ground led by B randon James' 85
from the Pirates helped the visiting yards and one touchdown. Quar
Lutes of Pacific Lutheran knock-off terback Zack Halverson passed for
the host Bucs. The Lutes scored on 159 yards and one touchdown. He
a last-second field goal Saturday also threw two interceptions.
Whitworth travels for the first
at tire Whitworth Pine Bowl to win
time in fiveweeks to Oregon to take
the game.
Pacific Lutheran's Nick Kaylor on the 4-0 Lewis & Clark Pioneers.
made the game-winning 36-yard Kickoff is set for 1:30 p.m.
field goal, set up by Tayler Angevine's 39-yard kick-off r eturn in
the final minute of play, ruining
Whitworth's Homecoming game in Contact Nathan Webber at
front of 2,440 fans.
nwebberl3@my.whitworth.edu.

StaffWriter

Photographer: GregMoser
Freshman quarterback Bryan Peterson prepares to handoff the ball at
Saturday's game against Pacific Lutheran.

Pirates defeat 21

Willamette In
home victory

Andrew Forhan

StaffWriter

Photographer: Chrissy Roach
Freshman midfielder Jackie Day dribbling the ball in Sun
day's game against Willamette
University. Ihe Pirates won 3-1.

The Whitworth women's soccer team earned a big
win in conference play against the Willamette Bearcats
on Sunday afternoon at the Whitworth soccer field.
The Bucs scored just before halftime to take a 1-0
lead, and never surrendered that lead en route to a 3-1
victory.
Junior midfielder Chloe Cook was the first to find
the back of the net in the match, heading a cross past
the Willamette keeper in the 45th minute for her first
goal of the year. Cook's goal wasset up nicely by junior
forward Katrin Grant, who made a skilled move on the
outside to free herself the space for a cross.
"Kat, [made an] excellent cross, we'd been working
on that this week," coach Jael Hagerott said of the Pi
rates' first goal. "Chloe cut in, got a header, selling out
in front of the goal."
Cook's goal gave Whitworth the halftime lead as
well as momentum, Hagerott said.
"Getting a goal like that, right before the end of the
half, that gives you a lot of momentum going into the
second half,"Hagerott said. "And then coming out be
cause the other team has sort of be en back on their
heels."
The Pirates used that momentum coming out of the
locker room and picked up right where they left off,
when senior forward Sarah Berentson scored with a
right-footed shot in the 47th minute.
"[Berentson s] shot, you know, I wa s going to tell
her to use her left foot but she scored anyways, so that
completely took away anything I could say to her,"
Hagerott said.
However, the Bearcats quickly responded just over
30 seconds later, as aWillamette player was able to get
a foot to across from the right side and cut Whitworth's
lead in half. In the 63rd minute, freshman midfielder
Jackie Day scored Whitworth's third goal of the match,
capitalizing on a loose ball in the box with a high shot
over the Bearcat net-minder's head.
It was the Bucs who had the majority of the offen
sive opportunities in the contest, getting off19 shots in
comparison to Willamette's five, and holding a seven
to two advantage in corner kicks. Last week's North
west Conference Defensive Student-Athlete of the
Week, Whitworth senior goalkeeper Callie Bergstrom,
made two impressive saves in the game and the Pirate
defense limited the Bearcat's scoring opportunities.
"Willamette was dangerous, so we had to protect
from the back, but at the same time keep pushing for
more goals," Hagerott said.
Willamette's keeper made eight saves in the contest
with Whitworth consistentiy earning shot opportuni
ties.
"We practiced a lot this week with working with for
ward movements and how we can connect with each
other," Berentson said. "I think that helped a lot. We
were winning a lot of balls out of the air defensively
which created a lot more offensive attacks."
Whitworth plays at home on Wednesday, Oct. 9 at
1:30 p.m. against Whitman. Then the Bucswill travel to
Tacoma, Wash., forthe weekend to take on Pacific Lu
theran University and the University ofPuget Sound.
Contact Andrew Forhan at
aforhanl 4@my.whitworth.edu.

SPOTTED FROM THE CROW S NEST
Volleyball: Amanda Grumbach

FOOTBALL

NWC

ALL

LINFIELD

2-0

4-0

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

2-0

3-1

LEWIS & CLARK

1-0

4-0

WILLAMETTE

1-1

2-3

WHITWORTH

0-1

14

PACIFIC (ORE.)

0-2

0-5

PUGET SOUND

0-2

0-5

l/l

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs. Lewis & Clark

l/l

Saturday, Oct. 15 @ I p .m.

SOCCER-MEN'S

NWC

ALL

6-1

9-2

—1
l/l

WHiTWORTH

6-1

8-2-1

Op
n
c:

PUGETSOUND

5-2

64

q

WHITMAN

4-3

4-5-2

WILLAMETTE

34

4-5-1

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

PACIFIC (ORE.)

3-4

3-8

GEORGE FOX

0-6-1

2-8-1

LINFIELD

0-6-1

1-8-1

NEXT PIRATE MATCH:
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Whitworth vs. Pacific Lutheran
Saturday, Oct. 15 @2:30p.m.

Photographer: Megan Hinzdel
Senior outside hitter for the volleyball team Amanda Grumbach. Ihe Pirates are 7-1 in the NWC.
als] tour," Grumbach said. "The reason I came back
here was to get an education because I wasn't going
StaffWriter
to school in California."
So, she called Rupe and asked for a spot on the
Senior outside hitter Amanda Grumbach proves
to be an essential presence on the volleyball court team.
"There was a big difference when she came here
week after week. This season she has contributed
last
year," Rupe said.
more than 100 kills and more than 130 digs.
Grumbach helped her team to an 18-7 overall re
But presence is more than stats. Her coach, Steve
Rupe, said Grumbach brings intangibles to the team cord last season and a first round win in the NCAA
as well. Rupe described her as a winner, with great Division III tournament.
In her second season at Whitworth, Grumbach
work ethic and leadership traits that motivate her
and her team have grabbed the No. 1 spot in the
team.
"Her being on the floor does so much for the rest conference, plus national recognition. Yet, the suc
of the team," Rupe said. "I've had a few goodplayers, cess comes with some pain for Grumbach.
Rupe said Grumbach has
but they don't bring the same
compartment
compression syn
'it' to the floor."
"Her being on the floor
drome in her left shin. Jump
. Last year was Grumbach's
ing makes it sore and throb, so
first as a Pirate. After gradu
does so much
Grumbach hardly practices with
ating from Curlew High
the team. Instead, she makes
for the rest of the team."
School, north of Spokane in
time to go to OZ Fitness to swim
Curlew, Wash., with five All- STEVE RUPE
and work out in ways that won't
Opponent awards and MVP
affect her injury.
head coach
of the League her senior year,
"Everyone knows the pain
she played volleyball at Walla
she's feeling and yet she gets out
Walla Community College,
winning the Two Year College Ail-American award there every weekend and plays hard," Rupe said.
Despite the injury, Grumbach contributes as
and conference MVP.
"I went [to Walla Walla] last minute because of a much as ever before, and although her time at Whit
worth has been short, she said the experience has
scholarship opening there," Grumbach said. I had
made her a more well-rounded player and person.
my down payment here [at Whitworth] until Walla
Whitworth has ignited her love for the game, and if
Walla contacted me."
she could leave anything behind when she gradu
After two years at junior college, Grumbach
ates, it's inspiration for others to love the game as
packed up and headed to California to play beach
volleyball in the Extreme Volleyball Professionals well.
Corina Gebbers

league.
"I had a sponsor for the EVP tour. It's one step be
low the AVP [Assoc iation of Volleyball Profession-

Contact Corina Gebbers at
cgebbersl5@my. whitworth.edu.
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NWC ALL
PUGETSOUND

7-1

9-2

LINFIELD

5-1-2:

8-2-2

WILLAMETTE

5-2-1

6-5-1

WHITWORTH

4-2-2

4-4-2

PACIFIC (ORE.)

3-4-1

6-5-1

WHITMAN

3-5

4-7

GEORGE FOX

2-5-1

2-7-3

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

1-6-1

2-8-2

LEWIS & CLARK

1-6-1

2-6
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NEXT PIRATE MATCH:
Whitworth vs. Whitman § Home

o

Wednesday, Oct. 12 @ 1:30p.m.
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VOLLEYBALL

NWC

ALL

WHITWORTH

7-1

12-5

PUGET SOUND

6-2

14-2

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

6-2

14-3

PACIFIC (ORE.)

5-3

11-6

LEWIS & CLARK

4-4

8-10

LINFIELD

3-5

8-9

WILLAMETTE

3-5

6-11

GEORGE FOX

2-6

7-10

WHITMAN

0-8

1-13

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs. George Fox @ Home
Friday, Oct. 14 @7p.m.
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ABOVE: Whitworth president Beck Taylor leads the football team to start Whitworth's Homecoming game against Pacific Lutheran.
Photographer: GregMoser

ABOVE: Warren Homecoming royalty, sopho
mores Eric Rice and Joy McKibbin, display their
eco-friendly costumes to the crowd at the game
on Saturday.
Photographer: Alex Spencer

ABOVE: East Homecoming royalty, senior Ryan
Sutherland and freshman Katherine Naten per
form their skit for the pep rally on Friday in the
Hixson Union Building.
Photographer: Kari Johnson

ABOVE: Sophomore Raleigh Addington helps
freshman Grant Cole paint up to show some
spirit for the game.
Photographer: Kari Johnson
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The Whitworthian has served as the main source
of news and sports coverage for the Whitworth
community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an
organization composed entirely by students which
produces The Whitworthian weekly newspaper
and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting
accurate and relevant information in an innova
tive manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for
expressing the interests of the Whitworth
community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published
weekly, except during January and student vaca
tions. The content is generated entirely by stu
dents. The college administration does not review
the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the
individual artists, writers and student editors, and
do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associ
ated Students of Whitworth University (ASWU),
the university, its administration, faculty/staff or
advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through
advertising and subscription revenue and in part
by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the
opinions of their individual creators and not
necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its
editors or its staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes
in freedom of speech and expression as guaran
teed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of
the United States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248
. ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com
QUESTIONS?
jvalencial2@my.whitworth.edu

DNTHECOVER
Photo Illustration: Greg Moser
Whitworth's Humans vs. Zombies kicks off last weekend with 447 participants.
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The Whitworthian is committed to providing the
Whitworth community with the most accurate
information possible. The Whitworthian never
knowingly publishes inaccuracies. If you have
a comment or question about the fairness
or accuracy of a story, send an
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EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP
Editorials in the "Inthe Loop" section reflect the majority opinion of the editorial board, which is made up of five editors.

Spokane's Proposition 1 merits scrutiny
As members and residents of the Spokane com
munity, it is important for Whitworth students
to be active in and informed about issues facing
Spokane. Local elections, coming up in Novem
ber, highlight some of these issues. One initiative
on the ballot is generating particular controversy.
Since it has the potential to result in major chang
es, this board would like t o provide some back
ground and information to help interested Whitworthians stay informed.
The initiative, Proposition 1, has been described
as a "community bill of rights" forSpokane. A sim
ilar initiative, Proposition 4, was on the ballot in
2009. In that election, it was rejectedby 75percent
of Spokane voters.
Sponsored by Envision Spokane, a group of selfdescribed "neighborhood advocates, labor union
locals and community activists," Proposition 1 is a
more streamlined version of Proposition 4. It con
sists of four main provisions.
First, Proposition 1 would give rights to neigh
borhoods to determine their own development. If
passed, neighborhood majorities would be able to
reject major zoning changes or significant devel
opment in their communities. This would consti
tute a shift in authority from Spokane's elected city
council to neighborhood groups.
Second, "inalienable rights to exist and flourish"
would be given to the Spokane River,its tributaries
and the Spokane Valley-Rathdrum Prairie Aquifer.
These rights could be enforced by any citizen. This
could entail lawsuits in which a single citizen sues
another citizen or business for conduct that they
deem threatening to the river or aquifer.
Thirdly, the initiative would extend "United
States and Washington Bill of Rights' constitution
al protections in the workplace." While most Con
stitutional rights are not violated in workplace sit
uations, Envision Spokane argues that this would
expand free speech for workers. Also, Envision

Spokane contends that this would help eliminate
certain "mandatory meetings in the workplace."
The Constitutional right violated by such meetings
is not listed.
Lastly, c orporations would be stripped of any
"legal rights, privileges, powers, or protections
which would interfere" with the rest of Pr oposi
tion 1. However, implementation could be difficult
due to conflicting state law. The Revised Code of
Washington 23B.03.020 provides that "Every cor
poration has the same powers as an individual to
do all things necessary or convenient to carry out
its business and affairs." These include, but aren't
limited to, the ability to take legal action, purchase
or sell property, make contracts and loan money.
The text of the proposition does not specify how
the measures would be funded or enforced.
Supporters say that Proposition 1 is needed for
"a sustainable, democratic, and healthy Spokane."
Opponents, including Chris Cargill of t he Wash
ington Policy Center, counter that it will "c urtail
the rights of residents doing businesses in the city
of Spokane, harm the economic climate, encour
age businesses to move out of Spokane and force
taxpayers to pay for a flurry of lawsuits."
Even if Pr oposition 1 passes, however, it may
face legal challenges. Cargill said, "The ballot mea
sure contains more than one subject and may be
struck down as unconstitutional by state courts.
"Washington state's constitution says that "no bill
shall embrace more than one subject, and that
shall be expressed in the title." This provision also
applies to ballot measures, which are treated as
bills under state law." Obviously, with four distinct
provisions, Proposition 1 could be vulnerable to
legal objections.
Regardless, Proposition 1 would involve signifi
cant changes for the community and should re
ceive carefiil consideration from Spokane voters.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
7he Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the Whitworth community. Send
letters to editor@whitworthian.com or submit online. Limit to 200 words.

Opinions column about bicyclists 'misinformed'
This article claims it would be better and safer
for society to limit bicycles to sidewalks and bi
cycle lanes, preventing them from driving on
the road with motorist traffic. As an occasional
bicycle commuter I find this point of view to be
misinformed and dangerous.
Although traffic congestion can be frustrating
to both bicyclists and motorists, restricting bi
cycle use to bike lanes and sidewalks is not the
solution. As of late, there is not a single Spokane
street that runs from the north side all the way to
downtown with a dedicated bicycle lane. I live
on the South Hill and my nine-mile car commute
becomes 12 on a bicycle because I take the saf
est possible route home that maximizes the Use
of bike lanes. Unfortunately only half of my route
is covered by a bike lane, and Spokane's bicycle
infrastructure is only improved as roads are repaved over time. Forcing bicyclists to use bike
lanes only would in essence outlaw bicycle use,

at least in Spokane. Forcing bicyclists to use side
walks would be quite dangerous since most cars
cannot see bicyclists approaching an intersection
until it's too late. Besides, most neighborhood
sidewalks along my route have steep curbs which
also pose a safety risk to bicyclists.
Although I agree with the author that bicyclists
ought to wear a helmet and ride in a predictable
pattern, this line of reasoning is no different than
telling motorists to buckle up and use their turn
signal. With our national health and environ
mental issues continuing to escalate, we should
be seeking new ways to embrace and encourage
bicycling, not criminalize it.
Regards,
Jim Czirr
Director of Development for Major Gifts

iwhitworthian
Serving the Whitworth community since 1905
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Mug-gifting movement promotes love
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Kelly Johnson
StaffWriter
A new movement has started on the Whitworth
University campus over the last two months.
Involving people, mugs, generosity and
community, the idea behind People With Mugs is
giving things away and spreading joy.
Sophomore Matthew Comi started People With
Mugs in August 2011 as a way to pro
mote generosity
and community involvement.
Participating is easy. This program involves mugs
placed in public places with tags attached to them.
The tags read, "This is for you dear, from People
With Mugs. A free gift with two strings attached."
The two strings are that participants must leave
a mug somewhere public, and that they must take
a picture of themselves with it and send it to the
website, www.peoplewithmugs.com, where there
is a gallery for "mug shots." People With Mugs also
has a Facebook page.
The idea behind People With Mugs was born
when Comi, who said he carries a mug everywhere,
lost one last year when he left it in the dining hall.
The next day, he found one.
"It started because I've

always loved mugs and carried one around, Comi
said. "Everything is better out of a mug,"
He also said that mugs have cool, neat designs,
and that every one is unique. He called mugs
signifiers of culture so they are ideal to give away.
Comi said that mugs are relatively cheap, being
available for only $1 at many thrift stores. This
also adds to the generosity factor of the project: by
buying mugs at thrift stores such as Union Gospel
Mission Thrift and Global Neighborhood Thrift,
participants of People With Mugs support charities.
This makes it easy to be generous, which is the
main idea behind People With Mugs.
While the project may have started in Spokane, it
has now spread across state lines. Mugs have been
placed and found in Idaho and Montana, and the
most distant was found in Colorado.
At the end of
August,
Comi
placed 30 mugs
at
various
locations
around

n
1
TT/I H 1111 1 CTC \f
Spokane.
He has Ui^/4
hidden oa total of 40
mugs to date.
The website now has a total of 2 4 mug shots, and
the project has only been around for two months.
"The idea is that it's not mine, but a community
project," Comi said.
Comi said he never had a specific focus or goal
for the project at its conception. The project is not
about having a specific, calculable outcome as
much as it is about bringing people together.
Instead, People With Mugs is a way to spread the
love in a small way, and to bring a little happiness
to strangers. He said he hopes people will give away
more than one mug.
"The project really depends on people's
involvement, so I want to encourage people to buy
and give away mugs," Comi said.

Contact Kelly Johnson at
kellyjohnsonl 4@my.whitworth.edu.

Number of "mug shots" featured on the
People With Mugs website.
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Number of followers People With Mugs
has on facebook.
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Miles between Whitworth University
and Salida, Colo., the longest recorded
distance a mug has traveled.
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Number of mugs Matt Comi,
sophomore and founder of People With
Mugs, has placed in public areas.
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Graphic: Ashley Antunes
Tag design courtesy Matt Comi

"Numbers are as of print date

Sodexo attempts to create
restaurant-like atmosphere

m

Haley Williamson
Staff Writer
Walking into the cafeteria last week, students
may have noticed some changes. New signs are at
each entree station with a description of the meal,
as well as a photograph.
The largest change lies at the center of the
room—a new salad bar.
Instead of two counters full of lettuce and salad
toppings with small glass bowls, only one counter
is devoted to salads with large metal bowls at the
start.
Those bowls are not what the salads are served
in, rather what they are prepared in.
Workers take the large bowls and fill them with a
student's choice of lettuce, toppings and dressing,
and then mix it right there. Once they toss the
salad, it is poured into a large glass bowl.
Not only has the set-up and preparation
changed, but the portions have as well.
Last year the salads could have been viewed as
a larger meal salad, then at the beginning of this
year the salad portions became smaller and could
be viewed as a side salad.
Now some students can make it an entire meal
again.
"Sodexo standards are gearing towards
restaurant-style food," Sodexo General Manager
Jim O'Brien said. He said most restaurants prepare
specialty salads for patrons rather than having
salad bars available. The switch in the salad line
reflects that.
These salads maybe considered entrees, but that
does not mean students cannot ask for a smaller
portion or a side salad.
This salad bar, is not the only new change in the
cafeteria.
New head chef Carl Elliott has been working at
Whitworth for five months and O'Brien said he is
bringing new ideas to the table.
O'Brien said some of the changes have to do with
the taste of food. He said the staff is being trained
to make the food the best it can be consistently.
He said Elliott is gearing toward using fresher
and better ingredients for all entrees.
Junior Jackson Cate works for Sodexo said he
loves his job and the changes that are taking place.
"He [Elliot] is really nice, down to earth, and
keeps the staff and everything organized," Cate
said. "He's changed the vegetarian dishes to make

$50

Amount a Costco membership will cost at the
annual Costco Night on Saturday.

43

Number of orchards and farms that make up the
Green Bluff community, according to the Green
Bluff Growers website.

370,000

Number of low-income students who currently
receive educational aid from Cal-Grants, according
to the LA Times.

them better with fresher ingredients."
Another visible change is the addition of a
vegetable bar, where the second salad bar once
was. It gives students an option of daily servings of
carrots, broccoli and other vegetables with a ranch
dressing side.
That vegetable bar now alsoincludes condiments
for cheeseburgers such as lettuce, tomato, onion,
ketchup and mustard.
Although many changes have already taken
place this year, O'Brien would still like to see more
done in the future.
He said it is all about providing students with a
variety of food options.

CHun
DISCOUNT AVAILABLE WITH STUDENT ID

For Tickets Call 509.S3S PUCK

Number of participants in Humans vs. Zombies, ac
cording to the Whitworth HvZwebsite.

3

Place junior Emily Guthrie took at North Idaho
College Invitational golf tournament on
Oct. 9 and 10.

61

Number of digs the volleyballteam had during the
Oct. 15 game against Pacific University.
Contact Haley Williamson at
hwilliamsonl 5@my.whitworth.edu.

FRIDAY
S P O K A N E

447

Photographer: Tanner Scholten
Sodexo has revamped its salad bar toinclude
mixing bowls.
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vs. SASKATOON BLADES

AVISTA ENERGY
EFFICIENCY NIGHT
& GLOW STICK GIVEAWAY

The first 5,000 fans will receive a
glow stick perfect for trick-or-treating.
Sponsored By:

www.SPOKA NECHIEFS.corn

SATURDAY io/ee
vs. EVERETT SILVERTIPS

Leinenkugel
HOCKtoberfest

7PM

Join us at 2:00 before the Chiefs game
for HOCKtoberfest and enter to win a
weekend trip for two to Leavenworth.
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Costco night to feature $4,000 in prizes
Jennifer Ingram

Staff Writer
With parents' weekend just around the corner,
Costco Wholesale is gearing up for its third annual
Costco Night. It gives students and their families
two hours of freedom to shop at the Costco located
at 7619 N. Division St.
Three years ago, representatives from Costco
proposed a night of fun to connect with college
students and bring their families into the
warehouse. Whitworth chose the date, and Costco
made it possible.
This Saturday during the parents' weekend
session, Costco shuts down its store from the
public at 6 p.m., does a quick clean sweep, and
re-opens for Whitworth, no membership cards or
student ID necessary. Costco remains opens from
6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. exclusively for Whitworth
students, family, faculty and alumni. The entire
warehouse re-opens, excluding the tire center and
the pharmacy.
"It's a great way toengage the students," General
Building Manager Kelly Frisina said. "That's the
reason we do it; we do this mostly for them."
Frisina said the first year Costco hosted this
program, by 6:30 p.m. a line was wrapped around
the building almost back to the front of the

entrance. ASWU Sports Events Coordinator and
previous Costco Marketing Intern Brandon Ellendt
said now that word has spread about the event,
Costco is expecting a high turnout.
"This is like Fred Meyer Night on steroids,"
Ellendt said. He spent his summer interning with

pick up groceries, get their pictures printed from
the one-hour photo center, and browse for other
merchandise at the exclusive discounted price.
This program will run Saturday and has no cost
to get in. For the two hours students are there,
Costco will offer tickets and raffles to recei^^
prizes. Costco also created
Costco and had a helping
a
$4,000 allowance to spend
"[Costco Night] is like Fred
hand in planning the event
on door prizes and giveaways
for Whitworth students.
Meyer Night on steroids"
including MP3S and other
He
explained
that
electronics.
- BRANDON ELLENDT
Costco isn't putting on the
Costco plans to set up a
production specifically to
ASWU sports events coordinator
stage near the check-out lines
make money, but rather to
and hire a disk jockey to play
and previous Costco
establish a relationship with
music under strobe lights all
the student body.
marketing intern
night long. A karaoke contest
For the one night only,
will
also take place with a
Costco will be giving all its
shoppers exclusive membership coupon prices. chance to win more prizes.
Costco will also offer a chance for students
All items that would be on sale for members will
to
sign up for memberships at a discounted cost
be kept available at a discounted price for all who
and instant cash cards back. If you sign up for an
attend.
Frisina said the most popular items Costco executive membership at $100, they will give you
seems to sell that night are "dorm room stock." $50 off plus an instant $20 cash card. If you sign up
That includes a variety of laptops, TVs, furniture, for the regular membership at $50, Costco will give
office supplies, Monster Energy Drinks, clothes, you an instant $10 cash card back.
movie tickets, tickets to Silverwood Theme Park
Contact Jennifer Ingram at
and more.
Not only can students shop, but they can also jingraml3@my.whitworth.edu.

Your Seminary Education Should
Last A Lifetime.
lYour Debt Shouldn't.
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100% of our students receive
tuition scholarships.
•F Dean's Scholars receive
95% of tuition.
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•h John Wesley Beeson
Scholars receive 68% of
tuition.
88 A ll other students receive
41% of full tuition.
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We'll tell you.

Seminary Fair
Hixson Union Building (HUB)
Thurs., Nov. 3,10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Full tuition for the 20112012 academic year was just
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Here's a Hint: twelve degree programs, classes in
seven cities across the U.S., award-winning online courses,
and over $1.6 million a year for financial aid

D I V I N I T Y S C HO O L

SAMFORD UNIVERSITY
TEACH TRUTH. LOVE WELL.

www.dts.edu
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Photographer: Jeff Ferguson
Freshman Bryan Hassell is a membe
r of the Seattle Cascades, a drum corps group. Hassell, a computer science major, hopes to design video games.

Freshman enjoys tempo of Whitworth
rado, Texas, Oklahoma, Georgia, Florida, North
Kelly Johnson
and
South Carolina, Pennsylvania, Vermont and
Staff Writer
New York. Over a month and a half they perform
Freshman Bryan Hassell has spent the last two 25 times.
On a typical day, the band members wake up at
summers away from home due to Drum Corps
International, a nationwide musical unit competi 7 a.m., go for a run, eat breakfast and rehearse un
tion similar to marching band. He said that is why til lunchtime. After lunchtime, they rehearse again
he has not been homesick even though this is his and study their music until dinner time and then
fall asleep at 10 or 11 p.m.
freshman year of college.
Despite the grueling schedule, however, Hassell
Hassell is part of the Seattle Cascades, the only
world-class corps in the Northwest. Each summer, said it is a lot offun, and described his air mattress
the participants take two weeks to learn a show, as "portable heaven."
Hassell's family currently lives in Richland,
and then they begin traveling. Hassell said it is one
of the most physically demanding activities there Wash., but he is not a native of the state. He was
is because it incorporates marching in line, run born on the Hempton Air Force Base in Virginia.
ning, drumming, watching for instructions and His family moved across the country to Washing
ton when he was 7, and he's lived here for 12 years
breathing properly all at the same time.
Hassell plays the mellophone, or the marching now.
Hassell said he chose Whitworth because he
band version of the French horn.
"It's like marching band on steroids, times 10," knows many people who attended the university
and received a lot of pos itive feedback about the
Hassell said.
The teams travel by bus all over the nation. Last school. Members of h is church told him a lot of
summer Hassell visited Montana, Nevada, Colo great stories.

"It's a great community," Hassell said. The fresh
man is a computer science major, as it has been
his dream to make video games since he was in
middle school.
Hassell was brought up in a Christian home. He
has worn a purity ring on his left hand since sixth
grade, and he has attended the same church for al
most his entire life. He said his moral foundation
comes from the people at his church. He also said
that another reason why he chose Whitworth was
for its great Christian community.
Hassell lives in McMillian Hall at Whitworth this
year, where he has been dubbed "Brother Beauti
ful Caboose." He said that he is enjoying the expe
rience. Having two sisters as his only siblings, he
has always wanted a brother, and living in McMil
lian Hall, the only all-male dorm on campus, is like
having many brothers.
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Contact Kelly Johnson at
kellyjohnsonl 4@my.whitworth.edu.
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stories of gang experience
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by Eric FuUerton

As ma ny of you noticed, last week ASWU went
into dorms and common areas to ask you ques
tions that will guide ASWU's co urse through the
semester.
The first question that we were asking was about
the best way for ASWU to communicate with you.
The top five results were email, dorm newsletters,
posters, personal interactions and using Facebook.
Almost every year ASWU is asked to rethink how
it sends out information to students about upcom
ing events and happenings around campus. We
will continue to evaluate the format, quality and
quantity of emails sent out to the student body.
The second question was aimed at issues that
you would like to see addressed throughout the
year. The top five results were: economic issues,
gender equality, food and health, race and sexual
orientation. These results will help shape the types
of programs that ASWU pu ts on throughout the
year.
The third question that the survey asked was
aimed at the type of event you want to see on cam
pus. There was an overwhelming response of music
and concerts, including a variety of genres. Come
dians were next in line of popularity and then came
lectures on global issues, big stories with relevance
to everyday life and dances.
The fintd question asked about what you would
like to see in the future student recreation center.
The top five responses were climbing wall, multi
purpose courts, weight room, indoor track and racquetball court(s).
I feel that question needs a little more clarifi
cation, due to some confusion I have been over
hearing. Some students seemed concerned that
because we were asking for only their top two pref
erences, that might mean the new center would be
limited to two options.
The reason we had you choose your top two pref
erences—the recreation center will, almost guar
anteed, have more than two rooms—is to give the
designers a feel for how to proportion the building.
Thank you to all who participated and voiced
their opinions. To those who did not get the chance
to participate and want to voice your opinion,
please send me an email!
May many a pinecone fall into your life—
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Contact Eric FuUerton at
efullerton!2@my.whitworth.edu.
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Sydney Conner

Staff Writer
When former neo-Nazi TJ Leyden decided to
leave the skinheads, he had the most trouble letting
go of t he power that the gang had given him, he
said to an overflowing audience on Oct. 10.
When his 3-year-old son Tommy said a raciallycharged Word as they tuned into the TV s how,
"Gullah Gullah Island," Leyden said it was that
instant that changed his life.
"Inside, I was so proud thinking what he will
be at 16 or 17, when at 3 he was already doing the
talking," Leyden said. "But I didn't want my boys to
grow up to be like me."
It took Leyden 18 months to leave the skinheads
after his son made the comment.
"It was hardest to leave the power," Leyden said.
"Many people who remain skinheads don't even
believe anymore. They know what they are doing is
a joke, but stay in for thepower."
Leyden said his trouble began when his parents
divorced since that made it easyfor him to lie about
where he was and what he was doing. He said he
spent a lot of time in the Punk Rock movement,
going to shows where violence and gangs lurked.
Leyden was recruited into a skinhead gang at the
age of 14. Theskinheads' goal as a group was simila
r
to the Nazis' in WWII—toeliminate the Jewish race
from the world.
Leyden said skinheads victimized anyone they
could find, but 90 percent were white kids from the
surrounding neighborhoods.
Leyden has no legal accounts of violence on his
criminal record, though he did participate in many
beatings and gang fights.
"Hell, I woulda beaten anyone up; people are
more afraid of gang members today than law
enforcement," Leyden said. "I am living proof that
mommy and daddy can buy a good lawyer to get
their kids out of anything."
Although covered in sleeves of racist body art,
Leyden was allowed to join the military. There he
was taught to kill be tter and hide better and was
taught the resourceful tools he used to recruit
others to join the skinheads. Leyden said that many
skinheads join the military hoping to learn tools to
promote the gang.
Leyden was eventually discharged from the

Photographer: Rebekah Daniels
Former neo-Nazi TJ Leyden spoke on turning
away fromhate in the Hixsori Union Building
Oct. 10.

military, not for racism, but for drinking and
fighting.
After he decided to leave the skinheads, Leyden
turned over his racist propaganda and talked with
federal, state and local law enforcement about his
experience with the skinheads.
In August of 1996, Leyden gave his first speech,
speaking out against the group he used to belong
to. Although he feared for his life, Leyden found it
important to speak out about tolerance, educating
the world on racism and hate.
"In the next few months, become a positive
mentor," Leyden said, encouraging his audience to,
like himself, work to stop racism.
Contact Sydney Conner at
sydneyconnerl 5@my.whitworth.edu.
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France Study Abroad 2013 : Information Meeting
Interested in earning 8-French credits and satisfying your oral communication and fine
arts general education requirements while touring the great monuments of France with
Whitworth professors for a semester? Come hear all about it at an informational meetingl
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Scan this QR code with your smart
phone to see the ASWU weekly
minutes.

Hear about study abroad from those
who have done it and lived to tell

Modem Languages Dept.
Oct. 25 I 4:30-6pm I West 252

Have your questions answered by
Modern Languages faculty

Photographer: Alex Spencer
Allen Stone andhis bandexcite theWhitworth crowd with theirR&B/soul music on Fridaynight inthe Hixson Union Building.

Crowd celebrates night with Allen Stone
490 attending the event posted on his band page, song, he sang: "Whatever keeps you occupied,
Stone
has already reached audiences of mass pro whatever gives you contact high, whatever keeps
Brianna Anderson
portion. He has come a long way from singing in you busy baby, will never make you satisfied... the
StaffWriter
his father's congregation in Chewelah, Wash. The real treasure that we all see is hiding in plain sight
Anyone who has ever been to an Allen Stone small town has a population of 2,000 p eople. Ac of me."
"Celebrate Tonight" is another song that took
concert knows the audience cannot resist the urge cording to The Spokesman Review, Stone's new
audiences back to theroots of why music is enjoy
to get up and dance. Whitworth students piled album was No. 3 on the iTunes R&B/Soul charts.
"Allen has a very unique sound that I think a lot able. It's a form of expression and should be used
into the Hixson Union Building Friday night to
of
people can learn to love no matter what kind of as a way to celebrate life.
hear the R&B/soul singer perform with his band.
"Celebrate tonight, there's reason to feel right,
Senior Jesse MacDonald warmed up the crowd genre you're into," junior Josethe Schatz said.
everyone
unite," Stone sang.
Schatz
and
Stone
both
grew
up
in
Chewelah,
with his harmonica, rhythmic guitar and vocals
Stone's love for music was ap
before introducing the night's main attraction. He Wash., and went to school to
explained that Stone would be disappointed if the gether. She said Stone was always "I thought the concert parent in the way he moved on
stage. Like classic performers of
audience did not dance. And indeed when Stone putting on skits, especially dur
came on the stage to perform, he encouraged stu ing Homecoming. At the time, was incredible; it spoke the early jazz era, Benny Good
man and Glenn Miller, Stone
dents to dance by splitting the crowd in half for a he had his own comedy act. It
into my soul, straight sometimes faced his band, arms
wasn't until after high school
dance-off between the two sides.
from those red pants." raised; his hands strummed the
"It was totally rad," junior Britta Howard said. that she saw him perform mu
air with an imaginary conduc
"This was my first time hearing him; it was groovy, sic live. Schatz appreciates every
- ELI DE ITZ
tor's wand. When the music es
aspect of Stone's music and sup
and we all got our funk on."
calated, he could hardly keep
Stone's music style is a compilation of R&B, gos ported him by attending the con
FRESHMAN
his feet on the ground. His body
pel and soul. Looking at Stone's curly blond hair cert at Whitworth Friday night.
swayed back and forth, and his
"I think his music speaks to
and wide-rimmed "Steve Urkel" glasses, together
with his choice of unique cardigans and red pants, a level that people can relate to no matter where arms flailed about rhythmically in connection to
the music. The music seemed to course through
one would never guess the sound that comes out they're coming from," Schatz said.
Stone's lyricism covers various topics including his body.
of hi s mouth when he sings. Stone's vocal range
"I thought the concert was incredible; it spoke
is comparable to artists such as James Brown and politics, break ups and relationships, love of life
into
my soul, straight from those red pants," fresh
and
social
trends.
For
example,
in
the
song
"Con
Stevie Wonder.
Stone's latest full-length, self-titled album was tact High," he addressed the obsession this gen man Eli Deitz said.
For those who missed Stone's performance,
released Oct. 3. On his Facebook event page, eration has with Facebook and cellphones. Before
Stone wrote, "Here it is. One of the most amazing, playing the song Friday night, he said, "Anything tune in Wednesday, Oct. 26 to see him perform on
Conan at 11/10 p.m. Central.
rewarding, exciting, and invigorating moments of that distracts you from the real stuff, get rid of it."
He said people spend so much time on their
any artists' career, to have an album release to the
phones and other devices that they miss out on Contact Brianna Anderson at
masses."
With more than 2,800 friends on Facebook and the important things right in front of them. In the briannaandersonl 2@my.whitworth.edu.
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Whip up some dorm cookiri:
Cake in a Mug, Apple Goo and other sweet & easy recipes

. S ft.

Melissa Barringer
Staff Writer

It may be early in the year to be tired of cafeteria
food, but easy recipes are a perfect excuse to skip
out on Sodexo and cook in a dorm. Cooking may
be intimidating for some people, but for others it
is a time to socialize.
Sophomore Rosie McFarland was not a big
cook back home but enjoys cooking in her dorm.
People in Ballard know who to come'to when it
comes to food preparation. McFarland enjoys put
ting on some music and having a dance party with
her dormmates while she cooks. McFarland has
cooked a variety of things from dinners to desserts.
"I've made so many cookies," McFarland said. "I
like to bake what I like to eat that moment."
Chocolate chip cookies, butter cookies and nobake cookies are just a few batches McFarland has
whipped up so far this year. She follows a cook
book she put together which combines her moth
er's and grandmother's recipes.
Once a month McFarland cooks a meal for the
dorm, and this month each person is bringing
their own chicken breast for her to cook, along
with her homemade macaroni and cheese.

Macaroni and Cheese
From the cookbook of Rosie and her
mother, Kathaleen McFarland:

Photographer: Tanner Scholten
McFarland cooked this mac and cheesefor Ballard.

Ingredients
Package macaroni noodles
(I prefer large elbow)
1 cube butter
1 to 2 cups milk
4 to 5 cups shredded cheese
1 to 2 tsp. salt
1 tsp. pepper
1 tsp. Worcestershire sauce
Directions
Boil macaroni according to package, drain.
Put noodles back in pot. Add other ingre
dients, mix thoroughly and eat (or put in
baking dish to keep warm).

Here are some other sweet recipes from Whitworth students and their cookbooks. The sweet
and simple recipes below are ideal for dorm cook
ing from chefs to beginners. These students have
cooked a lot in their dorms and have shared some
of their quick fixes. -

Espresso Cake in a Mug
A quick eat courtesy
of sophomore
Amanda Roth and
her many cookbooks.
tt

Ingredients
1 tsp. instant coffee
1 tsp. mini semi-sweet
chocolate chips
3 Tbsp. devil's food cake mix
1 Tbsp. fat-free sour cream
'/4 tsp. vanilla extract
1 no calorie sweetener packet
Directions
Spray a microwave-safe mug with non
stick spray. Place instant coffee granules
& chocolate chips in the mug. Add 2
Tbsp of hot water & stir until ingredients
have dissolved. Add remaining
ingredients & mix well. Microwave for 1
minute 45 seconds.

Apple Goo

Liquid Bliss
(Makes 1 serving)
A gooey treatfrom "A Man, A Can, A
Microwave" by David Joachim and the
editors of Men's Health Magazine.

Ingredients
2 Tbsp. canned chocolate syrup
1 cup whole or 2 percent milk
y4 tsp. vanilla extract
Whipped cream and cinnamon
Directions
Put everything but whipped cream & cin
namon in a microwave-safe. mug. Nuke?
for 1-2 minutes, stirring once, until hot. j
Top with whipped cream and cinnamon.

Cherry Berry Smoothies
(makes 3 servings)

A chilled blend from
'Taste of Home:
5-Ingredient Cook
book" edited by Jean
Steiner.

A recipe just off the top of junior Annie
McNeil's head.

Ingredients
Honey crisp, gala or pink lady apples
Cinnamon
Slivered almonds
Craisins

Ingredients
1 cup cherry juice
1 carton (8-oz) vanilla yogurt
1 cup frozen unsweetened raspber
y> cup seedless red grapes
3 to 4 tsp. sugar

Directions
Mix all ingredients in a large bowl.
Directions
Spread out on a 9"x'T3" pan and pre
In a blender, combine all ingredient:
heat the oven to 350°. Cook for 30-45
Cover & process until well-blended. Po
minutes. Use a fork to check and test the
into glasses; serve immediately.
softness. If the utensil can easily go in
the apple, the Apple Goo is ready.
Have any recipe ideas you would like to share?

FOR MORE SIMPLE RECIPES, GO ONLINE AT THEWHITWORTHIAN.COM
+

These recipes were created for people of any
skill level looking to whip up a quick treat. De
signed for simplicity by only requiring a micro
wave or just five ingredients per recipe, these can
be perfect for a movie night or just a dorm night in.

Email Melissa Barringer at
melissa.barringer13@whitworthian.com
Graphics: Maria Chumov

Photographer: Hope Barnes
Freshman Caleb Drechsel reflects on "SecondAdam," a paintingby BruceHerman inthe Bryan Oliver Gallery. Herman's exhibitionruns until Nov. 5.

Artist connects hospitaSity in portraits
Heather Kennison
Staff Writer

Whitworth University sponsored the current art
exhibition, "Face to Face: Recent Figurative Work of
Bruce Herman," with an opening reception and lec
ture last Thursday.The purpose of the exhibition was
to find a way to respond meaningfully to the human
face, particularly the unguarded one.
"Art is an ongoing conversation," artist Bruce
Herman said. "And like truly good conversations, it
needs to be open-ended — open in terms of subjects
and interpretations, and open to people... What Iam
looking for in art is a kind of intimacy, a letting down
of your guard in order to connect deeply with art of
the past, present and future."
Herman described the conversation as being be
tween all artists ofthe past, present and future.
"The key thing there for me is the continuity with
the past," Herman said. "For all the arts, this is the
heart of conversation — that we re main connected
all the time."
Herman, whose primary medium is painting,
uses other artists' techniques in his own work. That
is because they are also a part of the conversation,
the dialogue, Herman said. His work has been influ
enced by both modem and traditional artists, among
whom are Piero della Francesca, Rembrandt van
Rijn and the contemporary Richard Diebenkorn.
The a rtist said that he does not believe there is

This week: "...see all the people!"

^P

^WhitPRES

such a thing as "originality" in art, despite the fact his parents died within two months of ea ch other,
which inspired him to paint this collection, Herman
that we are all unique.
"The key is, in the words of Pablo Picasso, 'Don't said.
"I really like that the portraits weren't just por
borrow, steal,"' Herman said. "In other words, when
you enter into dialogue with other artists, make it traits," Academic Safety Officer Joy Diaz sai d. "The
your own; don't imitate. Don't superficially borrow geometric shapes in the background give a home to
it. Internalize it, digest it, make it part ofyour being." the portrait."
Diaz said she was impressed that the art did not
The reception took place on Oct. 13 in the Bryan
Oliver Gallery in the Lied Center for the Visual Arts. appear as random splashes of paint, but was art that
she could look at and understand.
Herman's art served as a medium
Following the reception was
of conversation between attend "It's the welcoming face
Herman's
lecture in the Robinson
ees. Students and the general pub
that reveals to us the Teaching Theatre, called "Face to
lic had the opportunity to viewthe
pieces and talk with Herman, who heart of the person. It's Face: Art, Hospitality and Symbol."
Art and hospitality are linked to
came to campus from Gloucester,
in the face that
gether, Herman said. That is par
Mass.
ticularly relevant in portraits.
we
meet
the
person."
Senior art major Cassie Wiuff,
"It's the welcoming face that re
who attended the reception, said
- BRU CE HE RMAN
veals to us the heart of the person,"
she was glad she got to talk with
ARTIST
Herman said. "It's in the face that
Herman.
we meet the person. We seek one
"What the artist has to sayabout
his work helps you understand and appreciate it," another in our faces."
Hospitality, like g ood conversation, requires let
Wiuff said.
Whitworth is purchasing one of the pieces, ting down your guard, Herman said. In order for
"Daughter and Mother," to be part of the permanent there to be meaning, there is a risk. But, fortunately,
we have the ultimate example of hospitality in God.
art collection here, Wiuff said.
"God invites us to ameal in which he gives himself
The exhibition contained portraits of Herman's
own family members, as well as some of Jesus a nd away — totally and completely," Herman said.
Because of that, humans know they can face God,
the Virgin Mary. The centerpiece was a portrait of
Herman's father, who died two years earlier. Both of and therefore, each other.
"The most perfectly welcoming face is the one
that was once completely barred from us; the face
of God," Herman said.
Worship
The "Faceto Face"exhibition opened Sept 13 and
8:15 a.m. - contemporary
will continue to be at Whitworth until Nov. 5 in the
9:30 a.m. - contemporary
Bryan Oliver Gallery. For more information about
10:30 a.m. - traditional
Herman, or to view digital images of his paintings,
11:01 a.m. - contemporary
visit his website atwww.bruceherman.com.
Blog

Contact Heather Kennison
at hkennisonl2@my.whitworth.edu.
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MYSTERIOUS VIRUS STRIKES WIITWORTH

to
tempts to locate the owner proved unsuccessful.
Officials spent the night responding to calls that
Staff Writer
'led them to empty dorm lounges and parking lots.
A deadly virus, initially classified as HlZj^has Initially thought to be a prank, the situation was
broken out on the campus of Whitwor'th Univer deemed much more serious when an actual pa
sity. The first case was reported to authorities at tient was found. The patient, whose name was not
12:01 a.m. on Oct. 15. Centers for Disease Control released, was rushed to the Health Center where
officials responded to the case, but were unab^ she was pronounced DOA. Before an autopsy
to find Patient Zero in the area where the call had could be performed, the body mysteriously disap
been placed. The phone which placed the call was peared. The Whitworth campus and surrounding
found nearby, with 911 dialed into the keypad; at- areas have been put under quarantine until the
situation is resolved.
The inaugural game of H umans Vs. Zom
bies took place last year and turned out to
be a rousing success with more than 400
participants. In light of th at, the game is
being held again this year and is just as
jApular as the last year was. The game
was organized by junior Evan Underbrink,
senior Kasey Culmback and sophomore
Alden Welsch, all ofwhom are members of
leadership.
"The game will be run pretty much like it
was last year, with some minor rule chang
es," Welsch said.
Essentially a game of t ag, the game
starts with all players as humans and
one original zombie. Zombies tag /
*
• ^
humans to turn them into other zombies, and must do so every 48 hours or
they will starve to death and be disqualified.
The humans can use Nerf guns or socks to stun
the zombies in order to get away. In order for the
zombies to win, they must tag all human play
ers, If the humans manage to stay untagged long
enough, then all the zombies starve to death
and the humans win the game.
In this year's game, the alpha zombie is sopho
more Matt Goode.
"I got an email that I was the original zombie
about seven or eight hours before the game ac
tually started," Goode said. "I was allowed to be
dressed like a human for the first couple hours
which let me infiltrate human groups and tag
them when they least expected it."
Senior Phillip Inouye said he hopes to do better
in this year's game compared to the last.
"I played the game last year and didn't do very
well, so I'm hoping to reverse that this year and
hopefully be a part of the missions," Inouye
said.
Missions are another element of t he game
that keep it from stagnating. They are designed
by tire organizers for both the human team
and the zombie team. For example, the zom

Joe Westenberg
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bie team might be given a mission to tag a par
ticular member of the human team within a time
limit. Or the human team might do some recon
naissance in a zombie-infested area m an effort to
gain the upper hand and win the game.
Contact Joe Westenberg at
jwestenbergl2@my.whitworth.edu.
Graphic: Maria Chumov

Farms effffer autumn out ng at Green Bluff p

Kelli Raines
Staff Writer

Away from the hustle and bustle of Spokane city
and suburban life, Green Bluff awaits in its red and
orange fall splendor. Pumpkins, apple cider and sce
nic views make Green Bluff a n attractive weekend
outing.
Green Bluff, located off Newport Highway, is a col
lection of farms and orchards located at the foothills
of Mt. Spokane, about a 20-minute drive from Whitworth University. Green Bluff offers an array of fruit,
berries, gourds and Christmas trees, depending on
the season. However, it has not always been the sce
nic spot it is today.
"Twenty-six years ago the first tree was planted,"
said Derrick Hansen, son of H ansen's Green Bluff
Orchard LLC owner and laborer at the orchard. "Be
fore that, the property was a wheat field."
One of the most appealing factors of Green Bluff
is the "U-Pick" experience. Visitors have the oppor
tunity to go through orchards and pick out their own
fruit It is free to visit and pick; the cost to buythe fruit
depends on the orchard.
"People can pick their own fruit and sample it,"
Hansen said. "Also, this is alocal industry and people
support their farmers. Folks are tired of living in cit
ies and seek out the open spa
ce, sights and sounds of
a working farm."
During the fall season, Green Bluff celebrates its
Apple Festival on the weekends. Apple Festival con
sists of the orchards and farms offeringlarge varieties
of apples, cider and other produce. Also, there is live

music, food, craft booths, vendors, antiques, farm
mazes, hay rides, pumpkin patches and animals. It
is free to visit t he different farms and orchards, and
the price for other activities varies depending on the
farm. Although the city has a lot to offer students
and other Spokane citizens, an afternoon of picking
apples or pumpkins during the fall weather can't be
beat.
"It's a different scene to go to," senior Amy Morris
said. "It's fun to pick your own fruit and see all the
farms and support the local community."
Morris spent an afternoon on Oct. 8 at Harvest
House and Hansen's with her friend and avid GreenBluff goer, senior Kendra Leggett. Harvest House
and Hansen's are two of the 43 orchards and farms
located in the Green Bluff community.
"Usually I'll come out twice or three times during
the fall," Leggett said. "I really like picking apples at
Hansen's and really likepumpkin doughnuts. It'sfun
to see the Spokane community come out and enjoy
the elements of fall."
Vendors and local Spokane businesses are drawn
to Green Bluff, too. On Oct. 8, vendors sold a broad
assortment of merchandise, including purses, soaps,
lotions, oven-baked pizza and hair clips. Tammy
Randall, owner of Bitchin' Bows, se t up her mer
chandise at Harvest House. Bitchin' Bows is a Spo
kane business focused on selling handmade bows
for hair and clothing attire.
"Harvest House is wonderful," Randall said.
"Green Bluff draws lots of different people out here,
especially since the weather is so nice. It's just a nice
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Photographer: Kari Johnson
Pumpkins cost 33 cents per pound at Green Bluff, a
collection of farms about 10 miles from Whitworth.
place for people to come out and enjoy themselves."
In addition to vendors, fruit and pumpkin dough
l/>
nuts, Harvest House offersfamily and friends the op
portunity to get lost in its corn maze. If th at proves
too challenging, there are blow-up toys in an area
called "Family Fun Land." The cost of admission for
the corn maze is $8 per person, admission cost for
Family Fun Land is$5 per person, and admission for
both is $10.
Green Bluff's Apple Festival will continue through 73
Oct. 30 during weekends. However, most farms
open daily when fruit and vegetables are in season.
For more information about Green Bluff visit www.
greenbluffgrowers.com.
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Contact Kelli Raines
at krainesl2@my.whitworth.edu.
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WHITWORTH UN
JAZZ ENSEMBLE

$15; $10 students/seniors (62+), a t w w w .whitworth.edu/musictickets and
A limited number of tickets may be available a the door.
Whitworth student tickets; $5 at the HUB info desk (sponsored by ASWU)
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Breakups don't have to end friendships

Jk

him or her your deepest secrets.
Once a breakup occurs, that person may not be
there
anymore, or it may seem awkward to confide
REMI OMODARA
in them in the same way.
Another reason it seems impossible is that there
are two sides to a breakup.
One person feels bitter about the breakup and
In a perfect world, all breakups would be mu still wants things to work while the other person
tual. People could carry on with their lives and may be talking to someone new without any in
be the best of fr iends. Sadly, most breakups are tention of thinking about the other romantically.
There may be casual "hook ups," which do not
not mutual, involving the heartbreakers and the
heartbroken. The heartbreakers feels like better constitute just friendship or no talking at all.
With all this said, I pose a question: Isit possible
people if they say these five words: We can still be
to be friends with your ex?
friends.
According to CNN Living, itis possible to restart
People find joy in being with a significant other,
but, when a breakup occurs, their world can turn a friendship with the person who once made you
upside down with a snap of a finger. Even friends lovesick. As strange as it may seem to look at that
who dove into a relationship can find themselves person differendy, it can be done.
First, there should be a period of mourning over
in an awkward stage as they wonder what to dp
next.
the death of the relationship. There has to be a dif
Some may say it is impossible to be just friends ference between really wanting a friendship and
with someone whom you have shared so many just not wanting to move on.
People forget that there needs to be time for
experiences with. Whether the relationship had
lasted years or just a few months, it is hard to look both parties to heal and adapt a new mind-set.
There has to be time to process what happened
at that person in a new light.
This i s because certain things the couple was and work toward the future.
Time also gives the heartbroken person a
once accustomed to have been taken away.
That person may have been your rock. You may chance to get over his or her ex and try to meet
have cried on his or her shoulder and confided in new people or just immerse his or herself in life.

Furthermore, there should be a discussion
about boundaries and emotions. Both parties
should be on the same page so they can evaluate
their new relationship with each other.
Finally, it should strictly be a friendship. If both
parties are flirting with each other, continuing to
ponder their old relationship together or doing
relationship-type things, a friendship cannot be
fostered.
Notice that this whole time I h ave focused on
reestablishing a friendship with an ex. If one tries
to move directly from a breakup into a friendship,
there may be some problems, especially if the re
lationship was serious.
That is why the time factor is key. If time is not
allowed, things may turn ugly. So once the crying
and screaming are over, y ou can still enjoy that
person being a part of your life.
Once both parties can find themselves on the
same page and realize that both desire continued
friendship, there is nothing stopping it from hap
pening.

OMODARA is a sophomore majoring in journalism and
mass communication. Comments can be sent to
romodaral4@my.whitworth.edu.

Spanking a vaiii form of child discipline 15
RYAN STEVENS
COLUMNIST

.

When I was a child I often misbehaved. This
seems quite obvious given that I am human, but
unlike many children today, I was spanked.
An increasing amount of claims have surfaced in
the media and other social arenas regarding par
enting tactics. A prominent practice, which is often
looked down upon, is spanking. Whether or not a
parent should spank a child has become somewhat
controversial due to the examination of corporal
punishment laws as well as psychological studies
which have been conducted to determine the long
term effects of spanking.
In Sweden, spanking has been outlawed as a

form of corporal punishment and, though it is still
legal in the United States, there are those who seek
to end it here as well.
I can tell you as someone who was spanked as a
child that, while I did not enjoy it at the time, I am
now grateful for that receiving that specific type of
discipline growing up.
Many opponents of sp anking claim that physi
cal punishment is not as effective as other punish
ments, such as grounding or verbally reprimand
ing a child. Critics, such as Dr.Murray Stratus of the
University of New Hampshire, claim that spanking
has been linked by recent studies with things like
"depression, juvenile delinquency, spousal abuse
and lowered mental ability."
These criticisms are misinterpretations of scien
tific evidence.
Research regarding the long term effects of
spanking children points to various future prob-
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lems, but these consequences are not related di
rectly to responsible, non-abusive spanking. Ac
cording to the Family Research Council, "These
allegations arise from studies that fail todistinguish
appropriate spanking from other forms of punish
ment." Activities such as kicking, punching or beat
ing are often lumped together with minor spank
ing.
These studies are vague, and while they may
show the existence of problems in later stages of
development, they do not clearly illustrate spank
ing as the cause. Marjorie Gunnoe, a professor of
psychology at Calvin College agrees. "The claims
made for not spanking children fail to hold up.
They are not consistent with the data," she said.
What studies are finding, however, is contrary to
what critics are saying.
A recent psychological study conducted by Gun
noe determined that people who had been physi
cally disciplined (not abused), performed better
in areas regarding "school grades, an optimistic
outlook on life, the willingness to perform vol
unteer work, and the ambition to attend college."
Furthermore, the study found that those spanked
had no amount of increased difficulty with "early
sexual activity, getting into fights, and becoming
depressed," according to Newsmax.com.
While several questions can be drawn about
whether these attributes were directly linked to
spanking or not, the point remains that those who
were spanked were not subject to any further future
consequences than those who were not spanked.
We five in a society where it is perfectly accept
able to disrespect one's parents, and this idea is not
put to rest by effective discipline early on. Spanking
is a way to demonstrate the consequences of n ot
respecting authority in the family. I know from per
sonal experience that even the threat of a spanking
was sometimes enough to deter a disrespectful at
titude or action. But spanking, just like other pun
ishments, should not be used excessively, or on its
own.
Discipline must come from a deep rooted de
sire to help the child learn, not simply to punish. A
punishment derived from love, rather than anger,
is one that will truly help the child grow and under
stand, and can foster both respect and trust. In my
family, a spanking came as a result of something I
did, knowing full well it was wrong. It was almost
never a first-time offence. This is crucial. Parentchild communication is the first step, laying down
the ground rules and expectations. Only after this,
is spanking acceptable and, in my opinion, encour
aged. It demonstrates something we learn in the
real world all the time: With intentional wrong
doing, there come consequences which are often
painful.
I am not saying that spanking is the only way to
discipline, and I am certainly not criticizing par
ents who decide not to spank their children. I am,
however, defending the fact that spanking, when
done correctly and out of love, is most definitely a
valid form of discipline.
STEVENS is a freshman majoring in English and French.
Comments can be sent to
rstevensl5@my.whitworth.edu.
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If anyone knows about how important a college
oped and better-off would we be as a culture?
Money is always a factor in any decision. Mon education is, it's we, the students! Additionally,
ey is power, money creates ability; a powerful if an yone knows about the perils of tu ition pay
ELIZABETH REEVES
brain is nothing if o ne cannot advance it with an ments, it's students. I u nderstand that educating
COLUMNIST
education (which of course is expensive). Brown these kids comes at a cost, but it's worth it.
Many Americans will be disgruntled. In fact,
rejected an effort to make it more difficult to es
Republican assemblyman
On Saturday, Oct. 8, 2011, Gov. Jerry Brown tablish charter schools, as
Curt Hagman, a Califorof California signed the Dream Act, a llowing il well as accepted a move to
"By providing these
nian, even went so far as to
improve
campus
environ
legal immigrants access to state financial aid at
students with the ability to
say that the bill "absolutely
public universities and community colleges. Just ment for homosexual and
sends the wrong message.
before signing the act, Brown vetoed a measure transgender students. He
improve themselves, they
It says if you violate the law,
also
approved
a
measure
to
that would have allowed universities to consider
consequently have the ability it's OK." I disagree. This is
applicants' race, income and gender to ensure di restrict the privatization of
bigger than California; this
versity on campuses. According to the Los Angeles libraries, making knowledge
to improve the nation and
is a call to expand education
Times, beginning in 2013, ill egal immigrant stu through the written word
its development"
and determine who can ac
dents accepted by state universities may receive more accessible to all.
cess
it at a national level.
Do
you
see
where
I'm
go
assistance from Cal-Grants, a public program that
We m ust recognize that the challenges associ
provided more than 370,000 low-income students ing here? The Dream Act is making education
more accessible to the masses. By providing these ated with illegal immigration are changing. We
aid to advance their education.
students
with the ability to improve themselves, have people who have been in our neighborhoods
I'm sure that right about now, some of you
have flown into a fiery rage and turned unusually they consequentiy have the ability to improve the since they were of a single-digit age, who have no
red and hot with steam ejecdng from your ears, nation and its development; they can then con other means of advancing themselves. This finan
wondering where in the world the good people of tribute actively to our society. This population cial aid is going to young men and women who
California's tax money has gone. However, think should not be restricted to low-wage jobs their wish to claim America as their own country, al
about this: What would this country look like if entire lives. If this is truly the land of opportunity, lowing them to contribute to its development by
everyone who immigrated had more access to a then these students should not continue to pay for educating themselves. These students should no
safe learning environment? What if even those their parents' actions and should be able to move longer be paying for the decisions of their fathers.
As Americans, we need to completely revamp
lacking wealth had access to books and unlimited forward by developing themselves as citizens and
how we are financing higher education in this
amounts of k nowledge? How much more devel well-educated, contributing members of society.
country, and the Dream Act m ay be the start of
this shift. Why not give it a trial run and see where
it goes? America has been strengthened by provid
ing opportunities to people from other countries
and cultures. This act might open up doors and
change the perspective on how America finances
education for all. This new decision deserves ob
servation and consideration.
The grants are not being handed out to just any
immigrant student; there are reasonable require
ments to receive this aid. Students must graduate
from a California high school, having attended it
for a minimum of three years. Students also must
affirm that they are currently in the process of
applying to legalize their immigration status, as
well as display financial need and meet academic
requirements. This bill will allow high-achieving
students who want to become citizens the oppor
tunity to attend college and contribute to Ameri
ca, regardless of their current immigration status.
The argument could be posed that this bill uses
citizen tax money; however, let's face it: How are
these kids supposed to make enough money to
pay taxes and contribute if th ey can't even get a
job that pays more than $5 an hour for the rest of
their lives? We aren't giving them the opportunity
For Individual & Group Ticket Information
for a better life beyond the counter of a fast food
restaurant. Fact is, if you are going to complain
and haunting times, please visit
about a lack of contribution, you need to foster a
chance for success and development. This bill is
doing just that.
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REEVES is a freshman majoring in communications.
Comments can be sent to
ereevesl5@my.whitworth.edu.

omney tops Republican
residential contenders
running for president who does not promise to be
a complete demagogue. Paul has two problems, in
my opinion, and neither one has to do with busi
MARKDAVIS
ness. Honesdy, Paul would probably be very good
COLUMNIST
for business, but even if his strong following wins
him the nomination, he will be very hard-pressed
to win the general election against Barack Obama.
Election season is one of my favorite times. All The second reason is that America is no longer in
things seem right with the world. Politicians are the 19th century. Isolationism is no longer an op
in full demagogue mode, promising everything tion. The United States is a superpower whether we
to everyone; Saturday Night Live is actually worth choose to admit it or not, and changing the pres
watching; and somebody always says something ence of our military and economic standing in the
stupid that we all know will doom his or her presi world will not help any country, not even our own.
The pizza magnate, Herman Cain, would be an
dential aspirations. The hard part, of course, is
actually picking which of t hese ultimately disap excellent candidate for president if he had more
pointing candidates is worthy of your vote. So al understanding of foreign affairs. The most signifi
low me to outline the criteria I use when picking cant of Cain's business experiences was his tenure
a candidate: What is good for business is good for as CEO of Godfather's Pizza, but such a charac
America. I suppose a strong national defense is im terization hardly does justice to his career. Cain
portant too since, well, nobody else in the Western served as an analyst for Coca-Cola Co., a manager
for Burger King, chairman of the board for both the
world has an army.
First is the most important question: Who is Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas and The National
actually running? Honorable mentions have to Restaurant Association, not to mention his service
go to Governor Chris Christie and Sarah Palin for as an officer in the Navy. Every one of Cain's busi
ness ventures met success,
being the candidates ev
and he displays a notewor
"Any congressman (or
eryone thinks are running
thy understanding of how
but aren't. The real candi
congresswoman, as the
the American people really
dates, however, consist of
make a living (Hint: not be
case may he) who votes
a pizza magnate who has
cause of g overnment hand
never held political office,
based upon a populist
outs). Cain's downfall is in
a governor who has never
his misunderstanding of for
misconception
is
missing
the
worked in business, a busi
eign affairs. When asked at a
nessman who is also a gov
purpose of a representative
presidential debate what he
ernor, a woman who likes to
thought
of the Palestinian
democracy
and
is
not
spew things someone else
right of return, he did not
told her and a libertarian
qualified to be our president.'
know what it was. This is a
with a cult-like following.
worrisome deficiency for a
Yes, there are a few more,
but, let's face it, though they are better candidates man who would lead the most powerful military in
than Michele Bachmann, they aren't going to get the world.
Mitt Romney is my favorite candidate for a num
elected.
I suppose that is a good place to start. Bachmann ber of reasons. Foremost among these is his expe
is not worth vodng for.To put it simply, there is one rience in business as the founder and CEO -of Bain
major reason: the debt deal in August. Bachmann Capital, as well as his position as a corporate level
voted against every bill that would raise the debt officer for Bain & Company. Furthermore, Romney
ceiling, even the very last one when it was too late is the only CEO of a ny Olympics organizing com
to write a new plan. All one needs to do is ask this mittee to have actually turned a profit for the city in
simple question: What would have happened if the which the games were held. Unlike Cain, Romney
rest of Congress voted with her? The answer is that also has served as governor of M assachusetts for
without any further spending, our country would one term. His political experience may not seem
default on its debt payments and it would be up to like much, but it is essential and characteristic of
a man who has other things than politics worth
President Obama to make the necessary cuts. The
doing. Romney's business experience shows that
truth is, Bachmann's vote was largely a symbolic
,~Qiitr m,v0c
one due to a widespread misconception of w hat .he is capable of u nderstanding what really makes
f
.
•
nnlitiral pvnpripnrp PlVPS
the debt ceiling is. Any congressman (or congress- America run, while his political experience gives
him
much-needed
insight
into leading the legisla
woman, as the case may be) who votes based upon
tive
process.
Among
Republican
candidates, Rom
a populist misconception is missing the purpose of
a representative democracy and is not qualified to ney is clearly the most qualified choice.
be our president.
Ron Paul, the object of a n almost cult-like fol
lowing, has one very important thing going for DAVIS is a senior majoring in accounting. Comments
him: consistency. Paul is possibly the only man can be sent to mdavisl2@my.whitworth.edu.
r

' And so Hans Sprungfeld named this town
"Deadhole"; for he found nothing here but
inhospitable land and wildly unfriendly Indians.
___
Those Indians
-Xlwere total tools.
Indeed they^H£HHHAAMM^L«
were, Thomas.
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! Also, we're in history class right now. We'd
LOVE for you to join us. In HISTORY
class. Honestly, BrianBrian's a total tool.
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Consumers responsible
for what they purchase
we're up to bat. With this new portal of informa
tion, shoppers can accurately consider human dig
nity as afactor in our decision-making. AsBatstone
ROSIE BROWN
said so well, "When a million consumers start
COLUMNIST
shopping with their conscience, they shift the eco
nomics of the market." With consumer conscience
As a business major, I have had the term "cor affecting the profitability of a product, corporate
porate social responsibility" drilled into my mind conscience is likewise restructured to include the
mercilessly. For those of you who are not business value of human life when calculating the net profit
majors, corporate social responsibility can be de of their merchandise.
I h ope you are as inspired to change lives as I
fined as the obligations of companies to "monitor
and ensure that their activities are aligned with am. In case you aren't sure where to start, there are
the social, economic, and environmental expecta a few little changes that will make a big difference.
First, get educated. If y ou have an iPhone or
tions," according to Campbell R. Harvey 's Hypertextual Finance Glossary. I am sure that the pri Android, Free2Work is a free app that contains
ority society places on the corporate conscience a plethora of information about a large variety of
is noticeable to you as well. Whenever I read The companies. Otherwise, you can always Google
New York Times, I always notice two or three arti annual reports of businesses, read news articles
cles about a corporation answering the cries of the that highlight what companies are doing right
(and what they are doing wrong) and look into
consumers and exploited laborers.
But lately, something has changed. There is the supply chains of the products that you cannot
something different in the air. What is it, you may live without (the iPhone in your pocket, the coffee
ask? Consumers are now obligated to monitor their you are sipping, the Adidas shoes on your feet and
own shopping tendencies, to ensure that their pur the other 13 pairs of shoes in your closet). Knowl
chasing habits are aligned with the expectations edge of the matters at hand will open your eyes
they once imposed on corporations. Academics to a world you never would have seen unless you
and professionals refer to it as "The Other 'CSR,'" had put in the time and effort to do some research.
or "consumer" social responsibility. I call it irony. How can we blame corporations for injustices, tell
Either way, the tables have now turned. Compa ing them that ignorance is not a valid excuse, yet
nies are approaching their consumers with prod continue to buy products with our eyes closed to
ucts that not only fulfill the expectation of b eing our own hypocrisy?
Second, walk the walk. It is an uncomfortable
socially responsible, but also call consumers to
practice what they have been preaching for years. feeling when you realize the brand you have always
For instance, last week, Dr. David Batstone of the loved and supported does not quite share your
University of San Francisco School of Manage passion for ending inhumane child labor practices.
ment, published an article in A1 Jazeera about a Understanding that our purchases create demand
means that we can no longer
new mobile application called
purchase the product of a so
Free2Work, which allows con
"All deciding power is
cially irresponsible company
sumers to scan product bar
now in the hands of the
without feeling guilty for sup
codes and see the "data and
porting them. I challenge you
transparency of the supply
buyer about whether to
to become an activist. Don't
chains" of the merchandise.
be socially responsible."
just boycott products; com
This app, which was created
municate to the companies
by Not For Sale, Batstone's
non-profit organization that works toward ending how much it breaks your heart that you have to
human trafficking, also allows users to browse the cease supporting them because of a lack of social
database of information by product type or com responsibility on their part.
Lastly, discover companies that are worthy of
pany and review the facts of the supp
ly chains. This
app functions as a form of accountability for com your advocacy. Because of this new trend of ethical
panies to uphold ethical and legal integrity with consideration in the buying process, new compa
their employees and their customers. A latent and nies are starting almost every day with new prod
humbling side effect, however, is the responsibil ucts and ideas that seek to improve the living and
ity now placed in the hands of th e consumer. As working conditions of their laborers. Social entreBatstone said, we shoppers now have "a personal preneurship is not a new field of business, yet it re
link to the demand of modern slavery." All decid mains a subculture in the professional world.
Whitworth graduates have been known for dab
ing power is now in the hands of the buyer about
whether to be socially responsible.
bling (and succeeding) in the waters of social enThat's right. With the wonderful access to infor trepreneurship. Who knows? Maybe you're next.
mation at the swipe of a finger, there is no longer
any valid excuse for the economic demand for
inhumane labor laws and exploitation in less de BROWN is a junior majoring in international business.
veloping countries to continue. The majority of us Comments can be sent to
have advocated justice on the sidelines, but now rbrownl3@my.whitworth.edu.
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SERVICE
ANNOUNCEMENT
By Jessica Valencia

Take a deep breath. THAT m y friends is the
beautiful smell of fall in Spokane. We've hit that
limbo period between getting baked in our nonair conditioned cars and it being so cold it hurts
to breathe. So seriously. Take a deep breath. You
won't be able to do that for another four months
without coughing up a lung. Thechange in weath
er also marks an important time for seniors: fill
ing out the graduation application.
I checked boxes and filled in blanks like aWhit
worth senior concerned about her future and ea
ger to head out into the real world. I typed in the
required fields with a certain amount of pride ap
propriate for such a task and I even filled in a few
optional ones to let the registrar know I was seri
ous about this challenge they set before me. And
then I hit submit and the apathy set in.
It's an apathy that most seniors can relate to at
some point this year: pure, unadulterated senioritis. A feeling that you could stop right here, right
now and be perfectly OK with it.
We can try to deny it's existence by still attend
ing class, but admit it: you draw birds on every
thing because it just seems like a more appropri
ate use of your time.
There are two solutions to this problem: put
your head down and push through it, or drop ev
erything and become a barista.
Who needs a degree when there are so many
coffee stands that need a kind-of-college-educated woman? In places like Portland that's almost
a prerequisite to even get an interview. You have
the opportunity to fulfill all of yo ur wildest hip
ster hopes and dreams. That should count for
something, right?
Instead of sitting in a classroom I'll be standing
on my feet forseveral hours. I'll smile politely and
resist the urge to give you 2-percent milk when
you ask for skim. Go ahead — hand me a sharpie
and spout off your unnecessarily complex drink
order; my time spent as a journalist means my
handwriting has gradually gotten worse, so I can
already write illegibly on your venti cup,ontrain
ing needed.
Unfortunately the magnitude of myfake polite
ness will be matched only by my family's disap
pointment. When my parents said I co uld grow
up to be anything I wanted to be, they lied. In re
ality what they meant to say was I could grow up
to be anything I wanted to be so long as discuss
ing my post-graduate occupation didn't make
them cringe and cross themselves like a Catholic.
Seniors of W hitworth, being a barista, living
in a tree house or spending the next six months
traveling via bike across the U.S. sounds plausible
and would make a great Facebook album, but re
sist the urge, at least for seven more months. Don
that mortarboard and march across that stage
knowing that you at least held out on the mini
mum-wage job until you were an actual college
graduate. You owe yourself that at least.
Contact Jessica Valencia at
jvalencial2@my.whtiworth.edu.

Women's soccer wins two and loses one
Andrew Forhan
StaffWriter

The Whitworth women's soccer team earned two
victories and a draw this past week, extending their
match streak without a loss to seven games.
On Wednesday, Whitworth salvaged a split of
their s eason series against the Whitman College
Missionaries with a 2-1 home victory.
The Bucs were the first to score, with a goal by
junior midfielder Chloe Cook in the 50th minute.
Coach Jael Hagerott spoke of halftime
adjustments that sparked the hot start to the
second half.
"We told our forwards that they needed to start
staying higher up the field," Ha gerott said. "They
were dropping too deep in the first half. We just
asked that the girls stay composed on the ball
and then just work to find each other to create
opportunities."
But for the second straight game, the Bucs
allowed their opponent to quickly respond with a
goal. Whitman evened up the score at one apiece
with a goal.in the 52nd minute.
"It's a problem that we need to address, because
we shouldn't be giving up goals that easy," Hagerott
said.
However, the Pirates responded, as junior
midfielder Mackenzie Growscored what turned out
to be the game-winning goal in the 53rd minute off
an assist from junior midfielder Chelsea Schooler.
Senior goalkeeper Callie Bergstrom had five
saves for the Bucs.
The Pirates continued their winning ways on
Saturday, earning a 2-0 road victory against Pacific
Lutheran, completing a season sweep of the Lutes,
Senior midfielder Cory Druffel had a large impact
in the contest, scoring her first goal of the year and
assisting another.
"Cory played an excellent game today, she was
dynamic in how she moved and it was good for her
to finally get a goal," Hagerott said. "She has sort of
been knocking on the door all season."
The Pirates came out strong in the second half,
as Druffel scored in the 50th minute off an assist
from sophomore defender Jami Hegg to break the
scoreless tie.
"[The players] come out and they're driving
at the other team right away, and we are always
looking for scoring opportunities," Hagerott said
of her squad's hot starts in the second half against
Whitman and PacificLutheran. "Right now, they've
just been getting it done, thankfully, early on in the
second half."
Druffel then assisted Grow, who extended
Whitworth's lead to two. Grow scored for the
second consecutive game.
"I saw Grow on my left, and I had two defenders
in front of me so I just decided to pass to her and
she was wide open," Druffel said. "She got the ball,
and took one dribble and had an amazing shot."
Bergstrom recorded the shutout for the Pirates,
making three saves to anchor the Whitworth
defensive effort.

Photographer: Michael Locateu

Senior midfielder Cory Druffel prepares to kick the ball in th
e game against Whitman on Oct. 12.
"I felt like our defense did a very good job of
winning balls and we won a lot [of balls] in the
middle," Druffel said of the team's shut-out effort.
The Bucs stayed in Tacoma, Wash., on Sunday,
traveling across town to take on the University of
Puget Sound.
Neither team was able to score, resulting in a
0-0 draw. The Pirates held the Loggers in check
defensively through both halves and two overtime
periods.
Bergstrom had eight saves for Whitworth in the
110 minutes of play , working with her defense to
become the team to hold the Loggers scoreless for
an entire game this season.
"We took away their game, what they really like
to do," Hagerott said. "Callie was great, she made
key saves for us."
Whitworth is now 5-0-2 in their last seven
contests. The Bucs were struggling early in the
season, starting 1-4-1 in their first six games.

"We are finally getting to play with each oth
er; we
are doing really good combinations," Druffel said
about the team's recent success. "At the beginning
the season we had to get used to playing with each
other, but we've gotten a lot better at that."
Hagerott echoed Druffel's thoughts on the team's
positive progress this season.
"The players have gotten more comfortable
with the system we are playing; more confident in
their roles in the various positions," she said. "And
we've just been getting big performances out of
individuals on the field."
Whitworth is now in third place in the NWC
standings, with five games remaining. They will
play their next four games at home. Their next
match is at noon on Oct. 22 against the George
Fox Bruins at the Whitworth Soccer Field.
Contact Andrew Forhan at
aforhanl 4@my.whitworth.
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Lewis & Clark roughs
up Pirates on the road
Nathan Webber
StaffWriter
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scored for the rest of the half. Lewis
& Clark took advantage and scored
two more touchdowns and a field
goal to go up 21-10 at half.
Whitworth didn't score again
until 9:34 left in the fourth quar
ter on a 7-yard touchdown run by
freshman quarterback Zac Hill.
Whitworth scored again with 1:45
left to play, making the game in
teresting with the score now 2227. Whitworth's defense couldn't
come up with the stop, however, as
the Pioneers kicked a field goal and
beat the Bucs 22-30.
Whitworth will come back to the
Pine Bowl next week as they take
on win-less Pacific. Kick-off is set
for 1 p.m.

Lewis & Clark collected nine
sacks on its way to a 30-22 win
against the visiting Whitworth Pi
rates on Saturday in Portland, Ore.
Whitworth was led by a pair
of juniors as running back Ron
nie Thomas rushed for 96 yards
and wide receiver Jake DeGooyer
caught 12 passes for 149'yards.
It only took Whitworth three
minutes and 21 seconds to put the
first points on the board as fresh
man quarterback Bryan Peterson
connected with freshman wide-out
Austin Ehlo for a 12-yard touch
down pass. The Pioneers respond
ed on their following drive with a
touchdown of their own.
Whitworth scored on a field goal
by junior Drew Goranson with 5:09 Contact Nathan Webber at
left in the first and that's all they nwebberl3@my.whitworth.edu.

File Photo: Jeff Ferguson

The Pirates football team watches on the sidelines of their first home
game against Pomona-Pitzer on Sept. 10.
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Volleyball gets back in
the game with two wins
Corina Gebbers
StaffWriter
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After last weekend's loss to Lew
is & Clark, the Whitworth volley
ball team kicked off ro und two of
Northwest Conference play with
two wins on Oct. 14 and 15.
"We took last week's loss as a
learning point," senior outside hit
ter Bree Riddle said. "It's still im
portant for our team to act and play
like we are No. 1 win conference
because we are."
On Friday night the Bucs were
hosted by eighth-place George Fox
University. Whitworth battled back
after losing the first two sets to beat
the Bruins 18-25, 21-25, 25-18, 2520,15-13.
Senior outside hitter Kaimi Rocha had 17 kills and 20 digs, senior
outside hitter Amanda Grumbach
had 15 kills and 20 digs, Bree Rid-

die had 40 assists, and senior out
side hitter Ka'ipo Rocha had 13 of
the team's 19 blocks.
On Saturday, the Pirates traveled
to Pacific University's home court
and defeated the Boxers 23-25, 2522, 25-19, 25-15.
Whitworth attacked with a .291
hitting percentage, and defended
with 61 digs on the night.
"Watch this team's fire and love
for the game," Riddle said. "You'll
see that yes, we play for Whitworth
and we wear our uniform proudly,
but we also play for each other,
striving to make everyone around
us better."
Whitworth will host Linfield
College and Willamette University
next weekend, Oct. 21 and 22 at 7
p.m.
Contact Corina Gebbers at
cgebbersl 5@my.whitworth.edu.

Men's soccer wins one,
loses one on roadtrip
Andrew Forhan
StaffWriter
Whitworth's men's soccer team
traveled to Tacoma, Wash., for a
pair of games last weekend, losing
to Pacific Lutheran University be
fore beating the University of Puget
Sound.
On Saturday, Whitworth suf
fered a tough defeat to PLU w ith
a final score of 1- 0. PLU an d the
Bucs were tied atop the Northwest
Conference standings coming into
the contest.
The Lutes scored a first half goal
in the 31st minute. PLU beat Whit
worth at home earlier this season
in a similar fashion, scoring a goal
in the first half and winning the
game.
"We were attacking the net pretty
good, in the second half especial
ly," senior defender Nic Shaw said

of the Whitworth's offensive efforts
against PLU. "We just couldn't put
anything in the net.
The Bucs reversed their fortune
on Sunday, earning a much need
ed, 3-0 victory over UPS.
Senior midfielder Nate. Spangler
had a big game, scoring two goals,
one in each half.
Freshman forward Robby Ubben
also scored for Whitworth in the
71st minute, putting the game out
of reach for UPS.
The Pirates are now in second
place in the NWC st andings, one
game back of PLU. Whitworth has
five regular season games remain
ing, all of which will be played at
home.

Contact Andrew Forhan at
aforhanl 4@my.whitworth.edu.

22 Cross country
prepares for
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Sena Hughes
Staff Writer
The Whitworth cross country team ran its final
pre-conference meet on Friday and with confer
ence competition now breathing down its neck,
these runners continue to train hard, run hard and
compete hard.
At the Inland Northwest Classic Meet at Spokane
Falls Community College Friday night, the women
finished seventh, while the men took eighth place.
Both Pirate squads were shorthanded due to inju
ries and illness.
"We weren't as strong as a team because we were
missing some people," junior runner Trevor Berrian said.
Hassled by sickness himself this week, Berrian
still crossed the finish line first for the Pirates. Eli
Deitz also ran a great race. In addition to health is
sues, the team had a tough week of training. Coach
Toby Schwarz did not see the men's performance
on the course Friday as their best.
"[We didn't have any] real great races. Eli prob
ably ran the best race of th e day for us," Schwarz
said.
The men also ran against some tough competi
tion. The majority of the teams there were NCAA
Division I.
"It's kind of tough running out there against peo
ple who are [Division] I and so many good runners
and you're kind of in the back of the pack,"Schwarz
said.
The Whitworth women, though also shorthand
ed, ran a solid race. Just about every runner set a
personal record or a season record. Freshman
Christina Anderson, even while battling injury, fin
ished first for Whitworth once again, with sopho
more Elisabeth Spencer running a strong race right
behind her, coming in second for the Pirates.
"The gals ran great," Schwarz said. "Elisabeth
had an awesome race which was nice to see."
Schwarz and the runners continue to be encour
aged about the team's ability and potential.
"Everyone on the team is going be prepared. Ev
eryone has raced hard and learned a lot from previ
ous races," Berrian said. "We're ready to get in there
and compete hard."
Adversity is not a new concept for the team this
year and Berrian said the conference meet will be
hard, but the team is motivated and ready to give
full effort in training and in practice over the next
couple of wee ks. They know that preparation in
cludes translating that work ethic from practice
into the race. Berrian said he believes the confer
ence race is about pushing harder than the other
teams, even when it's painful.
"We've definitely been training for that and have
to push through that pain," Berrian said.
The team understands the necessity of focus,

Photographer: Jeff Ferguson
Freshman Matt Ferris runs at the Inland Northwest Classic Friday at Spokane Falls Community
College.
too—both mentally and physically. As it ha s been
all year, Schwarz said he wants to see the women
believe in their own potential.
"That potential doesn't mean something magical
has to happen, [it means] racing instead of just run
ning," Schwarz said.
The men continue to focus on execution and
even more intensely with such a vital competition
on the horizon. With the ultimate goal of defending
their conference title in mind, understanding the
imminence of the situation is key.
"Everything we've been focusing on is at hand,
so I think it's going to be a little easier to focus the
next couple weeks," Schwarz said.
With health already a challenge and the aca
demic stress of midterms just around the comer,

Schwarz said he wants his team to not only work
hard, but also take care of their bodies and minds.
"[They need to do everything] they can do, not
just at the two hours of pra ctice, but in the other
22 hours in a day to set themselves up for success,"
Schwarz said.
In less than two weeks, the teams will travel to
Oregon for the Northwest Conference Champion
ship meet on Oct. 29.
"I'm excited," Schwarz said. "Excited for the next
couple weeks of practice, excited for the part of the
season we've been practicing for to get here."

Contact Sena Hughes at
shughesl 5@my.whitworth.edu.

SPOTTED mm TO CM'S EST
Men's Golf: Christian Boudreau

1 FOOTBALL
NWC

ALL

LINFIELD

3-0

5-0

LEWIS & CLARK

2-0

5-0

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

2-0

4-1

WILLAMETTE

2-1

3-3

WHITWORTH

0-2

1-5

PACIFIC (ORE.)

0-3

0-6

PUGETSOUND

0-3

0-6

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs. Pacific (Ore.) @ Home
Saturday, Oct. 22 i@ 1P-at.

1 SOCCER-MEN'S
PACIFIC LUTHERAN

NWC

ALL

8-1

11-2

WHITWORTH

7-2

9-3-1

PUGET SOUND

5-4

6-6

WHITMAN

5-4

5-7-2

WILLAMETTE

4-4-1

5-5-2

PACIFIC (ORE.)

4-4-1

4-8-1

LINFIELD

1-7-1

2-9-1

GEORGE FOX

0-8-1

2-10-1

NEXT PIRATE MATCH:
Whitworth vs. George Fox § Home
Saturday, Oct. 22 @ 2:30 p.m.

Photographer: GregMoser
Junior Christian Boudreau from the men's golf team. The Pirates will compete again on Oct. 22.

"Christian is a hard worker, a great guy and a solid
student
— a good role model."
StaffWriter
Boudreau, a marketing and history major, has
Playing October golf ha s its challenges in Spo been a major part of the golf team for the past three
kane. The temperature drops 20 degrees, the sun years, finishing in the top 10 in seven tournaments
sets sooner and the rain starts coming down spo and invites while finishing 10 times in the top-15.
radically, usua lly making the golf co urse a miser This year he has already finished in the topfive once
able place to be. But for Whitworth junior Christian in the three invitationals.
Boudreau started playing golf w hen he was 7
Boudreau, October can be one of th e best golfing
years old in Beaverton, Ore. His journey to Whit
months of the year.
Take Oct. 5, 2009, for example. The Whitworth worth came through Beaverton High School where
men's golf team won the Whitworth invitational at he went to the state tournament twice, finishing
the Spokane Country Club. Then-freshman Bou 30th and 13th. Likemany Whitworth students, Bou
dreau shot a 75-76-151, which led the Pirates, plac dreau came to the school because of its atmosphere
and quality education. Ever
ing him in third place indi
since
his decision to come to
vidually.
"Christian is a hard
Whitworth, Boudreau has been
Fast-forward one year to
making memories.
Oct. 17, 2010, as the Whit
worker, a great guy
"[My favorite Whitworth mo
worth Pirates edged out Linfield to win the Whitman In and a solid student - a good ment was] going to Pennsyl
vania to compete in the NCAA
vitational at the Wine Valley
role model."
National Championship," Bou
Country Club. Then-sophodreau said. "The weather was
more Boudreau shot a 69 on
- WARREN FRIEDRICHS
pretty bad and we didn't make
the first day—one of onlytwo
the cut, but we will try again to
MEN'S HEAD GOLF COACH
rounds that reached under 70
go this year."
in the entire tournament
Boudreau has come a long way since then as he
and a 76 on the second to finish with a score of 145
has finished in the top 20 in five of the last seven in
and individual third place honors.
vitationals
Whitworth has participated in.
And two weeks ago on Oct. 3, 2011, th e Whit
Boudreau and his Whitworth teammates will
worth Pirates men's golf team hosted and won the
Whitworth invitational again at the Spokane Coun compete at the Northwest Conference Classic on
try Club. Now junior Christian Boudreau finished Oct. 22 in Portland, Ore. The tournament will count
with a 72-73-145 in the event which placed him in for 25 percent of the final conference standings.
third individually, again leading the Pirates for the
victory.
"He's one of our upperclassman, one of our lead Contact Nathan Webber at
ers," M en's Head Coach Warren Friedrichs said. nwebberl 4@my.whitworth.edu.

Nathan Webber

|SOCCER-WOMEN'S
NWC ALL
8-1-2 11-2-2

LINFIELD
PUGETSOUND

7-1-2 9-2-2

WHITWORTH

6-2-3 6-4-3

WIIAMETTE

6-3-1

PACIFIC (ORE.) JHH

4-4-2 7-5-2

7-6-1

WHITMAN

4-6-1

GEORGE FOX

2-6-2 2-8-4

5-8-1

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

2-8

3-9

LEWIS & CLARK

1-9-1

2-11-2

NEXT PIRATE MATCH:
Whitworth vs. George Fox @ Home
Saturday, Oct. 22 @ noon

VOLLEYBALL
NWC

ALL

WHITWORTH

9-1

PUGET SOUND

7-3

15-3

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

7-3

15-4

14-5

PACIFIC (ORE.)

6-4

12-7

LEWIS & CLARK

6-4

10-10

WILLAMETTE

4-6

7-12

LINFIELD

3-7

8-11

GEORGE FOX

2-8

7-12

WHITMAN

1-9

2-14

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs.Linfield @ Home
Friday, Oct. 21 (c^ 7p.m.

LEFT: Freshman Amanda Smitley chases an unsuspecting human in
zombie form.

mcer
Photographer: Alex Spencer

BOTTOM RIGHT: Still human, junior Andrew Tkach peers out of the
Hixson Union Building doors to see if any zombies are waiting for an
opportunity to strike.

Photographer: Alex Spencer

BOTTOM MIDDLE: Sophomore Matt Goode, the alpha zombie, started
the outbreak.

Photographer: Alex Spencer

BOTTOM LEFT: A group of humans plan their escape from the HUB
after dinner on Saturday. Most humans made it home alive.

Photographer: Peter Landgren

MIDDLE LEFT: Nerf guns and socks are the weapons used in battles
between humans and zombies.

Photographer: Tanner Scholten
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The Whitworthian has served as the main source
of news and sports coverage for the Whitworth
community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an
organization composed entirely by students which
produces The Whitworthian weekly newspaper
and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting
accurate and relevant information in an innova
tive manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for
expressing the interests of the Whitworth
community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published
weekly, except during January and student vaca
tions. The content is generated entirely by stu
dents. The college administration does not review
the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the
individual artists, writers and student editors, and
do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associ
ated Students of Whitworth University (ASWU),
the university, its administration, faculty/staff or
advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through
advertising and subscription revenue and in part
by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the
opinions of their individual creators and not
necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its
editors or its staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes
in freedom of speech and expression as guaran
teed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of
the United States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248
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NEWS
4 | Financial aid at risk due to budget cuts
Students are at high risk of losing their
financial aid unless they speak up about
their need to receive state funding.

6 |Student seeks to create accessibility

The simple task of looking down to take
notes during class can mean missing
a part of the lecture for junior Brian
McPartland.

7 | Lecture targets hate speech
Judy Shepard will speak out on behalf of
her son, Matthew Shepard, and tell his
story as "The Meaning of Matthew."

ARTS & CULTURE

10 I Redefining its predecessor: Geno's

19

OPINIONS

14| Women-focused solution

Looking into the empowerment of
women through the use of education and
accessibility to contraception.

17 I Through the Lens: Photo editor

Our photo editor speaks to the ridiculous
nature of scooters and disproportional
calves.

1 8 1 BegratefultoattendWhitworth
The topic of community is discussed
in relation to Whitworth and other
universities.
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1 9 | Spiking down the competition

Volleyball defeats Lewis Ft Clark in
Imagine a low-lit restaurant and lounge,
three sets, putting them at the top of the
with walls and booths covered in quirky,
Northwest Conference.
colorful decorations, along with the
smell of homemade Italian classics.
22 |Soccer splits NWC championship
In their final game of the season, Pirates
1 1 |This Cityis Home
beat out Whitman College, resulting in a
Brian Oriffing, a Spokane native,
split with Pacific Lutheran for the title.
speaks about his music and love for his
hometown.

The Whitworthian is committed to providing the
Whitworth community with the most accurate
information possible. The Whitworthian never
knowingly publishes inaccuracies. If you have
a comment or question about the fairness
or accuracy of a story, send an
email to jvalencial2@my.whitworth.edu.
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|Feeling at home with Pleasant Blends
Filled with couches and tables, this coffee
shop is set apart from the others due to
its environment.

2 3 | Crow's nest: Ronnie Thomas

Highlighting junior runningback Ronnie
Thomas and his football career at
Whitworth.

Cover photographer: Chrissy Roach
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EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP

Serving the Whitworth community since 1905

Editorials in the"In the Loop" section reflect the majority opinion of the editorial board, which is made up of five editors.
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Pirates are diverse in more ways than one

Editor-in-Chief
Jessica Valencia
jvalencial2@my.whitworth.edu

Diversity is one of those buzzwords that gets
thrown around on a regular basis at Whitworth. In
deed, the University's website notes, "a diverse com
munity is central to our mission as a liberal arts
university committed to educating critical thinkers,
discerning moral agents and responsible democratic
citizens."
Having a variety ofviews and perspectives on cam
pus is important for several reasons. Most important
ly, to paraphrase British philosopher John Stuart Mill,
the truth is. best determined in a free marketplace of
ideas — an environment in which multiple perspec
tives are permitted to interact and engage with each
other.
However, with a population of 81.2 percent white,
non-Hispanic, undergraduate day students, it may be
safe to say Whitworth lacks some color.
Compared to other schools, Whitworth ranks 97
out of 107 western universities on U.S. News and
World Report's Campus Ethnic Diversity Rankings.
It is interesting to note that the population of Spo
kane is86.7 percent white, according to the 2010 Cen
sus. Thus, for all we talk about diversity, Whitworth is
only 5.5percent less white than it would be ifstudents
were pulled off the streets of Spokane at random.
Also, Whitw orth is less representative of t he na
tion as a whole. Non-Hispanic whites make up 63.7
percent of the national population, according to the
2010 Census.
Aside from ethnic diversity, another important fac
tor to consider is economic diversity. Whitworth has
an economic diversity rating of 30 percent, placing it
84 out of 106 w estern universities, according to U.S.
News and World Report's Economic Diversity Rank
ings.
At first glance, none of those statistics reflect very
well on much-tauted efforts to promote diversity on
campus. Yet, with that said, it is not the goal of thi s
board to say Whitworth is not trying hard enough to
bring in a more diverse population. On the contrary,
while Whitworth and the surrounding area are not

statistically diverse, the University does make consid
erable efforts toward cultural awareness. Whitworth
strives to create an open and accepting environment
for diverse students.
While not perfect, there does seem to be a gener
ally positive attitude toward diversity on campus. For
example, according to a survey completed last year
by English professor Doug Sugano, "When Whitworth
students were asked how they feltwhen talking about
issues of ethnic diversity, 61 percent responded posi
tively saying that they either enjoyed these conversa
tions or wished they would happen more often."
Another positive aspect of diversity at Whitworth is
the wide scope of represented ethnicities and nation
alities, even if t he overall numbers are fairly small.
According to the 2011 Fall Fact Book, there are 30
countries currently represented in our student body.
As far as students are concerned, there should
never be a shortage of opportunities to recognize di
versity.
-V
Attending cultural events or taking classes that
broaden your cultural perspective, neither of which
are in short supply, are easy ways to embrace the ide
als of a diverse world.
While the administration attempts to promote di
verse students and perspectives on campus, instead
of complaining, students should take the initiative to
do what they can. They should take advantage of the
opportunities which have been provided for them to
compare their ideas and values with those of a dif
ferent perspective. Doing so allows us to sharpen our
own views, or illuminate error in our assumptions.
Such opportunities are quickly approaching. Next
week ushers in Cultural Awareness Week, put on by
the Associated Students of Whitworth University.
It is the board's opinion that student participation
in this event, as well as cultur
al events put on by clubs
and the greater student body, are imperative and
necessary if we are to live up to our goal of promoting
a diverse campus environment.

iwhitworthian
•
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NEWS

Budget deficit puts financial aid at risk
One proposal has been that only public university
leaving students with littie time to voice concerns
students
will have State Need Grant funds, an idea
and make a difference in the decisions made by the
StaffWriter
Olson doesn't see working successfully.
legislatures.
"If we can't give the needy students of private
With two-thirds of the budget unable to be reduced,
Students throughout Washington and even
universities
the State Need Grant, many of these
nationwide are at high risk for losing their financial higher education and student-aid programs are left in
students will have to go to the public universities,"
the
final
third,
and
remain
at
high
risk.
aid unless they speak up about their need to receive
As 2,725 Whitworth University students received Olson said. "That will just give the state schools
state funding.
some
form of fi nancial aid this year, all should be higher cost than what it would have cost to provide
Since legislators increased the State Need Grant
concerned
about no longer receiving the financial a State Need Grant for a student at a private school in
in 2011, the new revenue forecasts force lawmakers
the state."
to find $2 billion to cut in Washington's state budget, help they have been provided.
Tuition is already a challenge, as many Whitworth
In
August,
the
governor's
idea
of
a
10
percent
cut
according to Savestudentaid.org.
G o v e r n o r equaled a total of $22 million from Washington state students depend on a total of $2,572,570, all state
grants and scholarship programs combined.
Chris Gregoire agencies in the annual State Need Grant reduction.
371 Whitworth students
Wth
the
$22
million
cut,
has called a
received aid through those
special session more than 6,000 s tudents
It's very important that students funds this academic school
of the legislature who would normally
year, meaning they may no
to begin on be granted financial aid
act on this cause. It
longer be able to receive the
Nov. 28, could go unserved. When
same financial
help they
added to the 26,000 whom
really will affect their futures"
receive now.
are already unserved,
- WENDY OLSON
Whitworth
has
355
that's over 32,000 students
students
who
receive
funds
missing out on funds.
director of Financial Aid
through the State Need
Director of Financial
Grant
fund, but are capable
Aid Wendy Olson said
she understands the risk students are at, and the of losing up to $2,396,380 of that this upcoming year.
Freshman Cassaundra Kreider is a student who is
measures that need to be taken to reduce the risk of
concerned
that Whitworth may not be a possibilty
losing financial aid.
With the struggling economy to blame for the great without financial aid.
She said the shortage of funding may not only
imbalance, students could lose their financial aid at a
cause
her to lose money, but also may cause her to
time when many need it most.
"The deficit in the state budget is because people lose the chance to continue her schooling at a private
just aren't earning as much," Olson said. "With university.
"Obviously Whitworth isn't an inexpensive
unemployment and property taxes, the slower
economy isn't able to provide the government with university to attend," Kreider said. "I love the school,
it's absolutely perfect but that doesn't mean I can
the income it needs."
Also at risk of b eing cut are student's work-study necessarily pay thetuition without some help."
While Kreider said she feels blessed to have found
positions funded by the state.
alone, Whitworth received a total Whitworth, she fears that transferring to a public
of $163,765 to fund off-campus university may be her only option in the future if she
employment for students, with doesn't receive as much financial aid next year.
"Although Washington State [University]has never
120 Whitworth students taking
advantage of the work-study been where I wanted to go, I may not have any other
choice," Kreider said. "Trust me, I would much rather
program.
Wth the budget cuts occurring be a Pirate then a Coug, but it's hard financially."
at a federal level, private schools
In order to make an impact and have the voice of
are far more at risk than public the students heard, Olson urges students to write to
state universities, Olson said.
their legislatures telling them personal stories of why
Freshman Ronni Taylor fears they need the financial aid.
the new budget cuts. She said she
An online petition and access to contacting
doesn't know how she would be legislatures themselves can be found online at
able to put herself through school S.aveStudentAid.org.
without the extra funding.
"It's very important that students act on this cause,"
"I work every weekend to pay Olson said. "It really will affect their futures."
for my schooling, but it's hard,"
Graphic: Eva Kiviranta Taylor said. "If I lose out on
The Financial Aid office encourages students to write to legistiators financial aid next semester, I
about the importance of state financial aid.
don't think I would be able to
Contact Sydney Conner at
swing the cost of Whitworth."
sydneyconnerl5@my.whitworth.edu.
Sydney Conner

Students help low-income
teens realize their potential
That was their first foot in the door. That happened
StaffWriter
at the end of their sophomore year, but once their
junior year began they reconnected and decided to
Last year, four sophomores, Sergio Jara Arroyos, make BELIEF happen.
Now, as juniors, three of the four—Jara Arroyos,
Felix Buatsi, Molly Hough and Macy Olivas dreamt up
a college prep program for high school students called Hough and Olivas—have made that program a reality.
"It is incredible how faithful God has been when
BELIEF.
BELIEF stands for "Because Every Life Is it has come to timing, resources and people," Hough
said. "It is all just right."
Empowering the Future."
The launch of th e overnight convention took place
It was in the Principles of Service and Leadership
class where these four individuals came up with the Nov. 3 at Rogers.
The program is geared toward juniors and seniors,
idea of creating a college prep program for high school
students that will empower them to strive for a higher but is accepting applications from students in every
grade.
education.
Hough and junior Jonny Whitmore spent the
It was a program they said they feel Whitworth
morning at Rogers, speaking to the students from
needs.
The main component of this program is a three- the junior class about the BELIEF pro gram and the
day, two night convention hosted at Whitworth that overnight convention.
"We got to Rogers around 8:30 a.m. and talked to
students from Rogers High School can apply to attend.
"There will be speakers, workshops and activities," 300 students from the junior class," Hough said.
They decided to just speak to juniors because they
Jara Arroyos said. "It balances fun interactions and
tackles big issues aimed to break the mentalities of had already spoken to a vast amount of seniors and
parents at Rogers' open house.
students not wanting a higher education."
"We i ntroduced the program, explained what we
More than anything, Jara Arroyos said that Hough,
Olivas and himself want to voice the importance of an stood for and shared personal stories of why we chose
to attend college," Whitmore said. "We want them to
education.
"We had to put together a proposal about what we realize the potential they have for an education and
that we are here to provide tools
saw a need at Whitworth
for achieving that."
"We want them to.realize
was," Hough said.
Hough said she got to share
They found a need
the
potential
they
have
for
her
story as the youngest of h er
that would help not only
siblings, but the only one who has
Whitworth, but the Spokane
an education and that
attended a university. Her story
community, as well.
we are here to provide
allowed her to connect and relate
"Whitworth did not have
to students on a personal level.
any college prep program
tools for achieving that."
The response to BELIEF was
like other Washington
- JONNY WHITMORE
positive and many students
schools," Jara Arroyos said.
seemed to be intrigued and
As sophomores, they
junior
interested in the program, Hough
began to shape what the
program would look like, not knowing how much and Whitmore said.
"There was a line out the door at the Career Services
positive feedback the idea would generate.
"We saw what we wanted, approached people Center of st udents wanting to pick up applications,
hypothetically and we were surprised that a lot of Hough said. "Jonny and I got to talk to students
faculty, administrators and professors were really afterwards, and they had so many good questions."
Hough said she had the opportunity to talk to a
interested," Jara Arroyos said. "It transformed from
student who wanted to go to college, but has all the
hypothesis to reality."
Once the idea started to take off, they decided to try odds against her.
"We wanted to show them that people actually care
to get involved at Rogers. They chose Rogers because
the school has the highest drop out rate in Washington about them and want them to succeed, something
and met the demographic they wanted to reach: low many students don't hear very often," Whitmore said.
Hough said the students were genuinely excited
income students.
Jara Arroyos, Hough and Olivas, along with that someone was paying attention to them.
Jara Arroyos, Hough and Olivas had previously
Whitworth Director of Administrations Marianne
Hansen, who has supported their idea from the start, decided they were going to accept anywhere from 32
worked hard to get a meeting with Lori Wyborney, the to 40 students, depending on the application process.
Next week they plan on returning to Rogers to
principal at Rogers.
Hough said it took a while for people to listen to interact more with the students. It will be a lunch visit
in order to set up a table so they can talk to students
them, but they did get a meeting with the principal.
"We went in and showed the principal our research, more.
why this was needed, and [we] shared our passion,"
Jara Arroyos said. "She saw how we were passionate Contact Haley Williamson at
hwilliamsonl 5@my.whitworth.edu.
for this."
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Haley Williamson

371

Number of Whitworth students who received
financial aid through state grants and
scholarships this year.
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Percentage of the U.S. population that is
foreign-born, according to the U.S. Census
Bureau.
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Number of Ugandan women who crochet hats
with Krochet Kids International.
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Number of books Jennifer Brown, associate pro
fessor of French, reads in one month.

274

Number of passing yards from freshman quarter
back Bryan Peterson in Saturday's game against
Linfield College, a season high.

v
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The world population in billions of people,
according to the U.N. Population Fund.

1

Rank volleyball holds in the Northwest
Conference, giving Whitworth an automatic
bid in the to the NCAA Division III Regional
Tournament.
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Photographer: GregMoser
Junior Brian McPartland is the first deaf student to attend Whitworth in more than 20 years. He has found that Whitworth is an open-minded
community that is interested in learning about his situation.

Student raises awareness of deaf culture
"I've had people come up to me and tell me that
they
want to learn how to communicate with me," he
News Editor
said. "I just say 'Oh, cool,' and they get this shocked
The simple task of looking down to take notes dur look on their face because they didn't expect me to
ing class can mean missing a part of the lecture for ju talk."
Since McPartland can lip read extremely well, he
nior Brian McPartland, who was born deaf and relies
said he has an easier time communicating with his
on an interpreter to understand lectures.
McPartland is the first deaf student to attend Whit hearing peers than other deaf people do.
This ability, as well as his ability to speak and sign,
worth in more than 20 years, he said. He is also one
of very few deaf students who choose to go to a main is because his mother sent him to many sign lan
stream college rather than a college for the deaf, such guage and speech classes as a child.
To help Whitworth students,
as Gallaudet University in
faculty and staff understand
'Tm hoping to make the
Washington, D.C.
what it means to be deaf, and
"I was unsure of com
community more
also to help them learn sign
ing here because it would
language in an out-of-class set
deaf-accessible. I want
be my first time away from
ting, McPartland has decided
family, and that was going
to inform students
to start the Sign Language
to be hard," McPartland
Club.
about the deaf culture."
said.
"I'm hoping to make the
That has made the expe
- BRIAN MCPART LAND
community more deaf-acces
rience of com ing to Whit
junior
sible," McPartland said. "I want
worth difficult at times,
to inform students about the
but McPartland said the
community here is usually eager to learn about his deaf culture. You have to understand the pain. The
things that you enjoy — music, they can't hear; mov
situation and do their best to help him.
McPartland said he has encountered a lot of peo ies, they have to relyon the graphic special effects be
cause they can't hear the cool sounds."
ple who assume he can't communicate in English.

Lindsie Wagner

The one place that McPartland said his deafness
doesn't come into play is in the baseball diamond.
McPartland began playing sports when he was
younger as a way to connect with his father, and he
now plays baseball for Whitworth.
"In the game, it doesn't matter if you can hear or
not," he said. "It matters if you can play. It's a game
where I can step away from life itself and do some
thing I enjoy."
McPartland said his ability to play sport
s isdue to a
series of great coaches from an early age.
"It depends on the coaches," he said. "They have
to be willing to work with [deaf] kids. They have to be
willing to show something to the deaf player that they
just explained to the rest of the team."
McPartland said he hopes to eventually have the
chance to coach children's sports so that he can not
only communicate with both deaf and hearing play
ers, but also encourage more deaf children to get in
volved.
An engineering physics major, McPartland said his
dream job would be to work at Boeing someday be
cause it has a program for deaf employees.

Contact Lindsie Wagner at
lwagner!4@my.whitworth.edu.

Lecture takes on the issue of hate speech
Haley Williamson

n

o

StaffWriter
Judy Shepard will speak out on behalf of he r son,
Matthew Shepard, and tell his story as "The Meaning
of Matthew" in the Cowles Memorial Auditorium Nov.
10 at 7 p.m.
Matthew was 21 years old when he was murdered
in Laramie, Wyo., in October 1998.
He was a gay student who attended University of
Wyoming.
According to an Oct. 13, 1998, New York Tim es
article that was printed after he was pronounced
dead, Matthew Shepard was kidnapped, robbed and
pistol-whipped, then left tied to a fence for 18 hours
on a ranch in Wyomingin near-freezing temperatures.
He was found by apasserby, taken to a hospital, and
five days later was pronounced dead at the Poudre
Valley Hospital.
After Matthew Shepard's death, Judy Shepard and
her husband, Dennis Shepard, started the Matthew
Shepard Foundation. The mission of this organization
is, "To encourage respect for human dignity and
difference by raising awareness, opening dialogues
and promoting positive change."
As part of this foundation, Judy Shepard travels the
country to speak out against anti-LGBT hate crimes,
like the one her son suffered.
According to an Oct. 27, 2008, USA Today art icle
there was a 6 percent increase in hate crimes against
gays in the short span of a year from 2006 to 2007.
Judy Shepard urges anti-LGBT violence to stop.
Along with speaking all over the country, she has
written a New York T imes bestselling book, "The
Meaning of M atthew: My S on's Murder in Laramie,
and a World Transformed."
She challenges her listeners and readers to create
safe schools and communities for everyone, to look

Courtesy of the Matthew Shepard Foundation
Judy Shepard speaks nationwide against
anti-gay hate crimes.
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Photographer: Gina Von Hoof,courtesy of the Matthew Shepard Foundation
Matthew Shepard, a 21-year-old gay student, fell victim to a hate crime in 1998. His mother, Judy
Shepard, now speaks across the nation to tell his story.
culture."
past race, sex, religion or gender identity.
The whole Open Conversations Club is jumping on
"Differences are emphasized and looked down
upon," said junior Nicholas Dennis, co-president of board with the excitement as well.
"The club will have a book discussion that is open
the Open Conversations: Gay-Straight Association
to the whole campus," Blunt said. "We will be passing
club.
That club does exactly what Judy Shepard speaks out around 40 to 50 copies of "Ihe Laramie Project'
after the event."
of. Its main goal is to provide
"The Laramie Project"
a place where everyone can
"Physical
violence
is
not
a
is
a play written by the
feel safe being who they are.
Tectonic
Theatre Company
Both Dennis and senior
primary problem on
from New York, concerning
Amanda Blunt, treasurer of
campus, but creating a
the incident with Matthew
the club, are excited that an
in terms of the people and
event like this is coming to
safe culture is. Saying
community of Laramie,
campus.
hateful things eventually
Blunt said. It is based on
Judy Shepard speaks not
hundreds of interviews of
only against the physical
leads to a violent culture"
residents.
violence people suffer from,
- AMANDA BLUN T
Dennis said he believes
but also the verbal abuse
this will be a great event
geared toward those who are
treasurer of Open
on campus, and that Judy
different.
Conversations: Gay-Straight
Shepard will be able to get
"It will hopefully bring
her point across to everyone.
awareness to the issue that
Association
"Hearing a story from a
hate speech leads to violent
mother of a victim will bring
actions," Dennis said.
Blunt and Dennis said they agree with what Judy it home," Dennis said.
Judy Shepard uses her son's story to try to help
Shepard stands for. They said not only is physical
violence a large problem, but words of hate can also others who may suffer like he did. She speaks for
those who may not be able to speak for themselves.
leave damage.
"Physical violence is not a primary problem on
campus, but creating a safe culture is," B lunt said. Contact Haley Williamson at
"Saying hateful things eventually leads to a violent hwilliamsonl 5@my.whitworth.edu.
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CHAMBERS

by Erie Fullerton

A lot has happened since the last issue of The Whit
worthian, and I apologize for not being able to cover
everything that has happened since then, but I will try
to highlight some of t he most important things that
have happened in ASWU.
The first item of note is that Beck Taylor came to
speak to ASWU on Oct. 26. He spoke on many issues
that the members and students have had on their
minds. Taylor will be coming to ASWU late r in the
year as well to answer any questions on our minds.
Having Taylor come to speak with ASWU was an
amazing opportunity. He spoke on how the 10-year
plan is going and how Whitworth has recently re
ceived approval to move forward with the student
recreation center.
Not only has Whitworth received approval, but the
Office of the President is now forming a programming
committee, comprised of both students and other
representatives, to finalize a vision statement and
then draft the floor plans for the building. The new
recreational center's doors will open, hopefully, by
fall 2013!
After receiving this exciting information, ASWU
chartered a new club called the Sign Language Club.
This club was formed to promote awareness of all
aspects of sign language and the deaf community.
ASWU is fully in support of this club and chartered it
with a unanimous vote.
ASWU will also be publishing the official results of
the Campus Climate Survey. Keep an eye out for this
information. ASWU is also committed to following
what isimportant to you, so we will be iscussing
d
how
best to align the programs, speakers and entertainers
that come to campus with the results.
Keith Kelly came to speak to ASWU the following
week about the Office of Service Learning and Com
munity Engagement. He spoke about what resources
are available to the senators and representatives to
plan their community service projects.
Kelly also spoke on how the service office is willing
to work with all students who are interested in doing
service with anyone. Their offices are located on the
first floor of Weyerhaeuser Hall.
If you want more information on what happens in
the meetings, want to attend a meeting, or have a sug
gestion for a program, speaker or entertainer, please
feel free to email me.
Also check out the official ASWU minutes by scan
ning the QR code below or byvisiting www.whitworth.
edu/Students/ASWU under the General InformationASWU Weekly Meetings section.
May many a pinecone fall into your life —

Contact Eric Fullerton at
efullertonl2@my.whitworth.edu.
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Photographer: Chrissy Roach
Many letters have been stolen from t he signs at the entrances to the Whitworth campus since
November 2010.

Letters g : ne missin
As letters continue to disappear from the entrance
signs, security considers options to curb the crime

acres of campus to cover, security has a hard time
watching out for these "scrabble-players" at all times.
Junior Whitney Santos also shared her frustration
The letter "H," t aken on Oct. 22 around 1 a.m., with the issue at hand.
"It's so disrespectful," Santos said. "Everyone
wasn't the first letter stolen off the west entrance
knows how expensive they are. It gives students a bad
Whitworth University sign.
It's been a year since the first letter was stolen last reputation for stealing our own letters off our own
school's sign."
November.
While the people responsible for the issue have
Last May, the east entrance sign was demolished
by a motorist who took a sharp turn into campus and yet to be discovered, rumors have spread that the
crashed into the wall. Many of th e letters that were suspects are Whitworth students.
"They have no school pride," Santos said. "And
knocked down or knocked loose were stolen from the
what do they even do with the letters?"
scene.
A few letters were returned after an email was
Students who are discovered to have stolen letters
sent out indicating how
from the Whitworth signs will
expensive these brass letters
"[The letters are] not cheap be subject to punishment
are. Meanwhile the motorist's
as decided by the Student
souvenirs. I have spent most Services,
insurance paid for the
which McFall said
rebuilding of the east wall,
of my adult life trying to
will most likely include a
including all the new letters.
with Dick Mandeville,
figure out how crooks think visit
Security has begun to
associate dean of students.
tighten up its tactics to end
the way they do. But I just
Security is looking into
this letter-stealing game.
installing more cameras on
don't know why they would do campus, especially in locations
"They're
not
cheap
souvenirs," said Mark McFall,
this."
where the signs are visible.
supervisor II of Security
McFall said it's disappointing
- MARK MCFALL
Services. "1 ha ve spent most
to drive by the sign and see the
of my adult life trying to figure
supervisor IIfor security services
letters, and then a few minutes
out how crooks think the way
later a few are missing.
they do. But I justdon't know whythey would do this."
"So if installing security cameras is what it takes
Security has yet to find the "crooks, looters, critters to prevent these unpleasant, annoying occurrences,
and thieves," as McFallrefers to those who have taken then that is a possibility being discussed," he said.
the letters. He.said the main reason they can get away
Please call security with any information regarding
is because security cannot be everywhere at once.
the recent or previously stolen letters: 509-777-4444.
"We rely on our partnership with the community
to be our eyes and ears," he said.
He stressed the importance of calling security even Contact Jennifer Ingram at
if something seems just a little bit strange. With 218 jingraml 3@my.whitworth.edu.
Jennifer Ingram

Staff Writer
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Eleazar Garcia to speak

O
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Devastating impacts
to Mexican countryside
.
Increase in migration
to the US

Scan this QR code with your smart
phone to seethe ASWU weekly
minutes.

(in Spanish with English translation)

on:

Abandonment
,, .... .
of traditional, sustainable ways of life,

Hopeful alternatives

Thurs Nov 10, 7pm, Robinson Teaching Theatre, smoo@whitworth.edu

ARTS
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Professors contribute to Blogosphere
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Whitworth professors are among the ranks ofhloggers, sharing views and interests
Heather Kennison

StaffWriter

Nicole Sheets, Assistant professor of English
"ThrippieGalore!"
thrippiegalore.blogspot.com
When she moved to Spokane in August 2010, As
sistant professor of English Nicole Sheets was feel
ing a little homesick. So she decided to start a blog to
keep in touch with her friends and family. The term
"thrippie" in the blog's tide, "ThrippieGalore!" came
from combining the words "thrift store" and "hippie,"
something that she borrowed from a friend.
"What got me going is I was buying
stuff for my apartment," Sheets said. "1
love thrift stores and I think they're full of
treasure."
Sheets began going to thrift stores
around Spokane, and when she bought
something that was interesting to her, she
wrote about it on her blog. Sources of inspi
ration might include a new chair, a pillow or a
knickknack, Sheets said.
"It's sort of like virtual nesting — making my
house feel like my home," Sheets said.
Her blog also helped her connect to the area.
"I was getting to know Spokane through these
thrifting adventures," she said.
In part, Sheets said she wanted to use the blog as
a cultural critique — wha t these objects say about
our society.
"I think it's good to start out with a purpose, but to
have the freedom to veer when you find something
interesting," Sheets said.
Recendy, Sheets became a co-blogger for the
Style blog, "Wanderlust and Lipstick." She will
be contributing two posts a week to the blog,
and she said she hopes to continue blogging from Costa Rica, where she will be
teaching next fall.

Applying a marketing analysis to the current busi
ness world, Sago analyzes commercials, products,
and other marketing efforts. One thing he looks for
is advertisements that portray customers acting in an
unflattering fashion (i.e., silly) or as the butt of a joke,
Sago said.
"Why would prospective customers want to do
business with a firm if t hat's how their current cus
tomers are?" Sago said.
Still, Sago noted that the primary reason for Hog
ging is as apersonal exercise.
"It's a good discipline to do for myself as a profes
sor," Sago said.

"My proposal was to have published answers to
'little Einstein' questions from students," Heller said.
Little Einstein questions are what Heller calls ques
tions that students have asked her over the years
about courses, readings, lectures, or personal and
study-related experiences. Heller will start blogging
for Religion News Spokane in January 2012, and she
plans to answer these questions publicly because they
are questions that anybody could have.
"I think the replies could be helpful for other peo
ple," Heller said.
She plans to post every other week, either in answer
to questions or regarding other topics that interest
her. In particular, she would like to address the reform
movements happening within the Catholic
Church.
"These are things I want to write about
in the blog," Heller said. "I could not speak
" ' ' openly about these things if I was hired by a
Catholic institution." *
The movement aims to bridge a gap be
tween the Church and the world through dia
logue.
Heller said the benefit of blogging through
another organization is that she doesn't have to
manage her own blog.
"I do not want to promote myself," Heller said.
"I want to blog through an organization that has a

Jennifer Brown, Associate professor of
French
"Shelf Love"
shelflove.wordpress.com

••• •

"

— . .

Brad Sago, Professor of marketing
"Consumer Mindset Blog"
consumermindset.blogspot.com

Karin Heller, Professor of theology
"Religion News Spokane"- blog contributor
religionnewsspokane.wordpress.com

Professor of marketing Brad Sago began his "Con
sumer Mindset Blog" in 2007, not as a personal blog,
but as acritique of marketing efforts by companies.
"I use my blog to tie in shorter applications and
real-life scenarios in a relevant, practical way," Sago
said.

When Tracy Simmons asked Dr. Karin Heller, pro
fessor of theology, in September if she would blog for
Religion News Spokane, she jumped at the opportu
nity.
Given the opportunity to write anything about reli
gion, Heller proposed an idea.

Associate Professor of French Jennifer Brown
started her blog "Shelf Love" in April 2008 to have
a place to discuss what she is interested about
in literature.
"Nobody wants to think about books with
me as much as I want to talk about them,"
Brown said.
About a month into blogging, Brown thought she
would invite her best friend from college, Teresa Pres
ton, to co-blog with her. Preston, who currently lives
in Alexandria, Va., quickly accepted the invitation. Be
tween the two oftfrepi, they average about 24 posts a
month, Brown sjtid..
During the school year/Brown $aid she reads about
eight books in kinonth.

Story conttnties, see Professor Blogs, page 10

MEDIA IN EDUCATIONCOMING NEXT WEEK IN ARTS & CULTURE- SOCIAL
TWITTER AND BLOGS USED TO ENHANCE CLASSES
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Genos
Restaurant
redefines its
predecessor
Rachel O'Kelley

Staff Writer
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Imagine a low-lit restaurant and lounge, with walls
and booths covered in quirky, colorful decorations,
and the smell of homemade Italian classics wafting
through the air as a mix of young students and local
families laugh and socialize. Geno's restaurant has
created a hybrid restaurant experience by mashing
up traditional Italian recipes with live music, all re
sulting in a great new place to check out.
The new Geno's held its grand opening on Oct.
14 to introduce the spiced-up decor, new menu and
nightlife scene.
The original Geno's restaurant closed down on
March 26 of this year because the owner, Gina Or
lando, received a real estate deal she could not pass
up, according to The Spokesman Review. Though
she closed the popular Italian place, Orlando said
she hoped there could be a new Geno's restaurant
in the future. It was only a few months and William
Webster, the owner of Zola in downtown Spokane,
opened his take on Geno's.
Lindsay Jones, a Whitworth senior, got a job at Ge
no's as a waitress in a unique way. She met h
t e owner,
William Webster, at O'Doherty's earlier in the year,
and asked him if he was interested in participating in
a group project for her marketing class. After agree
ing, Jones worked with Webster to prepare the res
taurant for its grand opening. Once the project was
completed and Geno's opened, he asked Jones if she
would like to work as a waitress.
Jones said that Webster revamped the entire res
taurant by making drastic changes to most aspects of
Geno's.
Designer Dan Spalding created the interior of the
restaurant, using decorations such as old trailers
and circus tents to give the restaurant a 1950s circus
theme.
Geno's is located near Gonzaga University on 1414

PROFESSOR BL0GS
continued from page 9

Photographer: Kari Johnson
Geno's restaurant opened in a new lo
cation near Gonzaga University shortly after the old Geno's closed.
N. Hamilton St., and consequently has become a ence. It offers old favorites such as lasagnas and piz
popular place for students to hang out. So far the ma zas, and new spins on Italian favorites, such as their
jority has been mainly Gonzaga students, a result of eggplant rollatinis. Also, it imports all their pizza
its convenient location to their campus. Though the dough from New York L amonica's Pizza Dough Co
Whitworth student population has not had the same Inc.
It o ffers fresh ingredients presented in tradition
reaction, Jones said the staff hopes word of m outh
al and innovative Italian styles of cooking. A crowd
will bring other college students to the new venue.
Geno's has a late-night happy hour, which caters favorite is their margherita pizza, while Jones said
toward a lively crowd on weeknights. It takes place her favorite dish on the menu is the wild mushroom
Mondays through Thursdays, from 10 p.m. to closing. pizza.
Unlike many other restaurants and lounges in the
The daily happy hour is from 3:30 to 6:00 p.m. and
area, it is open to all ages until 11 p.m., which allows all day Sunday, during which all pizzas and appetiz
underage locals and students to enjoy the night life ers are buy one, get the second half off. Also, bottled
as well.
beers are only $2 and well drinks are $3.
Seven days per week the lounge and bar is crowd
Jones said Geno's offers the community a friendly
ed with customers who come listen to live bands, in and unique experience.
cluding jazz and acoustic syles, and other local musi
"I love everyone I work with," Jones said. "It's a
cians. Some bands even give customers a chance to cool environment to work in."
request songs, which gives them a more interactive
Though many locals were sad to see the old Geno's
restaurant experience.
leave the restaurant scene, the new Geno's is offering
"The band was really good because they interacted something familiar for locals and something exciting
with the customers well," senior Phillip Inouye said and eclectic for newcomers.
about the music and atmosphere on the opening
night.
The full menu and bar menu at Geno's gives cus Contact Rachel O'Kelley at
tomers an affordable, traditional Italian food experi rokelley!2@my.whitworth.edu.
Senior Benjamin Jones became an avid reader of
"Shelf Love" a couple years ago when he discovered
a blurb about Brown's blog in "Whitworth Today."
Although he had known Brown as his adviser since
his freshman year, Jones discovered that they have a
mutual passion for books.
"One of my biggest passions is reading," Jones
said. "I love talking about literature to anyone who
listens."
Jones has even recommended a couple of boo ks
to Brown, which later appeared in reviews on "Shelf
Love." He said he can agree with most of her literary
tastes and likes that she points out things he had not
noticed.
"You can say anything here on campus but putting
something out there for anyone to see proves your
convictions," Jones said. "I think it's cool when profs
do that."

"In a year,I read certainly over a100 books," Brown
said. "I generally read 50/50 male and female au
thors. I try to make an effort to read more authors of
color. I think the publishing industry tends to market
white people more. I would like to read exceptional
authors no matter what their background is."
Shelf Love contains reviews ofbiographies, novels,
plays, memoirs and poetry. The pair also do "Sunday
Salon" posts and conversation reviews.
"We do conversation reviews fairly regularly
where we read the same book and email back and
forth, and post the review as a kind of conversation,"
Brown said.
The blog also regularly has a read-along section,
where readers can choose to read along with the Contact Heather Kennison at
bloggers. The current book in the read-along section hkennisonl2@my.whitworth.edu.
is "The Dark Tower" byStephen King.
Graphic: Ashley Antunes

ONLINE IN ARTS &
CULTURE THIS WEEK:
DO IT YOURSELF

C O RN ER

MAKE A
SANDWICH
HOLDER OUT
OF A RECYCLED
MILK CARTON
Scan this QR code
. to learn how to
make a sandwich
container or check
out our Youtube
channel: The Whitworthian.

Local musician writes about love of city
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Photographer: Tanner Scholten
Spokane native Brian Griffing plays an opening set at the A Club on Nov. 4. Grifflng will have a new release later this month called "This City is Home EP."
Brianna Anderson
Staff Writer

work. His interest in music was apparent in the way he
"I like writing in themes."
Grifflng said song inspiration mainly comes from his played along with music by drumming on overturned
Brian Griffing is proud to be from Spokane. His mu perspective about life. But sometimes he said he is in buckets in his parents' living room.
"I was always humming random tunes; this used to
sic is mainly autobiographical and describes his love spired after watching a movie. Forinstance, he recently
for family and where he came from. Although he was watched the film "True Grit," and wrote a cowboy song annoy my older sister," Griffing said.
He started playing the drums when he was 6, played
bom in Germany, Grifflng was raised in Spokane since afterwards.
Griffing is currently working on a new EP that is his until he was 18, and then switched to guitar. He played
he was 15 years old, and his parents and family are
from the local area. His newest songs on "This City is way of th anking his friends and family. The new EP in a band in high school called Ethereal for two years.
is also a way to tie into some of the same themes ad After graduating, he started his own solo act and per
Home EP" willbe released later this month.
formed at local venues and book
"The EP talks a lot about Spokane, that I actually like dressed in "This City is Home
stores.
Two years, and eight or nine
EP?
Griffing
pl
ans
to
release
'I
play
the
music
I
like,
write
living here," Griffing said.
shows later, he went on a West
Grifflng's style of writin g is unique in that he has the EPs together as a full al
the stuff I like. I believe
Coast tour for two months with a
released various other EPs in a series of thematic con bum, in hopes that it will work
non-profit
organization called The
well
thematically
and
musi
in
my
music
but
I
also
cepts. Griffingsaid it isa more manageable wayof writ
Extreme Tour, which aims to help
ing and more affordable to record the shorter releases. cally.
realize it isn't for everyone." at-risk youth.
"I play the music I like, write
"I can write the whole thing together," Grifflng said.
"I didn't know much about
- BRIAN GRIFFING
the stuff I like," Griffing said. "I
performing or how to entertain
believe in my music but I also
musician
a crowd before," Griffing said. "I
realize it isn't for everyone."
thought, 'might as well figure out if
"Acoustic indie punk" is the
term Griffing uses to describe his music. The surge of I can do this and see if I like it,' and I love it."
Griffing said he hopes that in the future he can con
marching rhythmic drumbeats and acoustic guitar in
the song "ThisCity is Home" is agreat example of Griff- tinue playing music full-time and have music be his
primary way of making a living. He has done a couple
ing's story-like style ofsinging.
In the song, he sings: "Driving through familiar month-long tours, but said he would like to tour and
lanes, think about the joy, the pain — and oh howl love record more.
this place ... My heart is overseas but this is my home
For more about Grifflng, visit briangriffing.com.
— now."
Griffing began playing music when he was four years
old after his parents put him in a music program. At the Contact Brianna Anderson
time, they were living in Germany doing missionary at briannaanderson!2@my.whitworth.edu.

This week: "Risk"

Photographer: Tanner Scholten
Brian Griffing was born in Germany, but came to
Spokane at age 15. He considers Spokane home.

--WHITPRES

Worship
8:15 a.m. - contemporary
9:30 a.m. - contemporary
10:30 a.m. - traditional
11:01 a.m. - contemporary
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A pleasant blend of coffee, at-home feeling
Melissa Barringer
Staff Writer
"It's like going to your grandma's house," sopho
more Lindsay Culver said about Pleasant Blends.
Pleasant Blends coffee shop is filled with couches
and tables and the room is sprinkled with seasonal
decorations. A va riety of coffee beans used in the
shop decorate the back wall while the food and
drinks are prepared right in front of the customer.
Pleasant Blends has been located at 9417 N. New
port Highway for 20 years. Louise Ramos owns the
coffee shop and, similar to Culver, the right-at-home
atmosphere was one of the reasons Ramos bought it.
"I just felt at home here when I walked in," Ramos
said.
To Culver, the thing that sets Pleasant Blends apart
from chain coffee shops is the environment that
comes with the place. Culver likes the comfortable
and cozy atmosphere that the coffee shop creates,
enough to go there about once every week. Unlike
a chain shop, Pleasant Blends has a more personal
and friendly ambiance.
"When you go to Starbucks, it has a corporate
feel," Culver said.
Junior Abby Pavelko thinks Pleasant Blends has
a better feel than Starbucks because of the slower
pace. Pavelko also appreciates the fact that it is a lo
cal establishment and likes to support Ramos' busi
ness. She said the shop is special because of the
personable customer experience. Once an order
is finished, Ramos brings it to the customer, unlike
Starbucks where the person has to retrieve his drink.
"I like t hat she knows whose coffee it is and she
brings it to you," Pavelko said.
Pavelko said service may not be as fast as at Star
bucks, but it is worth the wait. The slower pace gives
people a chance to socialize unlike a corporate chain
where the idea is getting in and getting out, Pavelko
said. She also said she believes the type of atmo
sphere created by chain coffee shops is not the same
compared to Pleasant Blends.
"Starbucks does not have that homey feeling,"
Photographer: Jeff Ferguson
Pavelko said. "I feel like I don't want to socialize Louise Ramos has owned Pleasant Blends coffee shop on North Newport Highway for six years. Ra
there because it's not as homey."mos is now serving holiday drinks to fit the season such as the Snowflake, with vanilla and mint.
The service Ramos provides for her customers is
also something Culver mentioned in recalling her always consistent clientele. Ramos notices a lot of Vicki's Special. Vicki's Special is named after Ramos'
experience at Pleasant Blends..- Culver said Ramos Whitworth students who frequent her shop and even daughter and is filled with English toffee, mocha and
white coffee.
gets to know her customers on a personal level; when come around a lot in the summer.
For summer and winter,
With all the flavors that cover the menu boards,
she goes in Ramos always asks
Pleasant Blends has a va Ramos is still able to remember which customers
how school is going. Culver re. "Some of them don't
riety of specialty drinks to order what drinks. If a regular customer doesn't re
called how Ramos cares about
•/.•
,
, , ,,
,
her clients.
remember what they order. match the season. A long list member their order, Ramos has no trouble making
of fl avors decorates the front it for them since she knows what they are going to
"She was really genuine in
J know what they're
:. , .
counter and the winter spe order as soon as they walk through the front door.
how she treats her customers,"
. _
, ,
. »
drinking. Just ask Louise.
cials are already out. Drinks
Culver said.
"Some of them don't remember what they order.
such as the Whitewash have I know what they're drinking," Ramos said. "Just ask
Before Ramos bought Pleas
- LOUISE RAMOS
white chocolate, coconut, va Louise."
ant Blends, she ran a daycare
owner of Pleasant Blends
nilla and hazelnut flavors. The
out of her home arid decided
Ramos' favorite part about working at Pleasant
she needed a change of pace
Santa's Little Helper drink is Blends is all of the people who come to her shop. It
once her husband fell ill. Ramos has owned Pleasant a mix of orange and white chocolate, and the Snow- is not uncommon for Pleasant Blends to have many
Blends for the past six years, and said she appreci flake is vanilla and mint.
regular customers, and Ramos enjoys seeing a wide
ates that her shop is not upscale but is a down-toPleasant Blends barista Chris Verwer said one of range of clientele walk through her door.
earth place for people to come.
the most popular fall flavors is the pumpkin pie latte
Ramos said she continues to have a steady flow that has real pumpkin pie filling to flavor the drink. Contact Melissa Barringer
of customers year-round. The Whitworth crowd is Other popular drinks include huckleberry chai and at mbarringerl3@my.whitworth.edu.

{i SAW 1}
Content found in the "I Saw You" section are stu
dent submissions and do not necessarily reflect the
opinion of The Whitworthian.

Mr. P

Courtesy ofVolcom
Krochet Kids International has recently partnered with Volcom as a part of Volcom's Give Back Series. A new
line of crocheted hats handmade in Northern Uganda and a co-branded T-shirt will be available this foil.

Women krocheting dignity
Krochet Kids International helps Ugandan women

Kelli Raines

StaffWriter

for safety, but now could not support themselves.
"We were blown away by the dependency that had
been created," Hartanov said. "We as ked ourselves,
'How can we give people their dignity back and allow
them to provide for their family?'"
The friends thought of their crocheting. The idea of
teaching women in Uganda how to crochet seemed
too simple at first. But the idea stuck and the friends
decided to go for it
"If we committed, we needed to go 100 percent in,"
Hartanov said.
After r aising money from family and friends, the
three could fund the program for a year. Equipped
with yarn and hooks, they took a trip to Uganda in 2007
and accepted 10 women into their program.
"We want them to save up enough money to start a
business, go back toschoofand be self-sufficient," Har
tanov said. "These ladies have opportunity. They have
pride and confidence in their eyes."
Four years later, there are 150 w omen and seven
mentors in Uganda. In addition, Krochet Kids has ex
panded to Peru. There are currently 10 women in Peru
crocheting and the new Peruvian line came out Nov.7.
"Every aspect of their lives have changed," Harta
nov said. "Ourladies don't need handouts anymore for
water, food and education. Thisis putting the ladies in
control of their own lives."
Hartanov said a primary focus of the organization is
on relationships.
"We want these ladies to be known," Hartanov said.
"Every lady hand-signs her hat."
Customers are able to personally thank the women
online and learn more about them at krochetkids.org.
"The biggest way people can support is by buying
the ladies' products and thanking them," Hartanov
said.
Krochet Kids' biggest retailer is now Nordstrom.
Products can also be purchased online and at other
locations, including TheService Station.

The experienced hand works the yarn around the
hook. The Ugandan woman pulls and a stitch is com
pleted — the hat she is creating isalmost finished. But
the stitch is not simply a stitch for a hat. It is a stitch
toward self-sufficiency, independence and dignity.
Krochet Kids International is a non-profit organi
zation that exists to empower people to rise above
poverty. The concept is simple. Women learn how to
crochet, and Krochet Kids sells their crocheted hats in
the United States. The money earned is returned to the
women, and they are able to have a means to support
themselves and their dependents.
Travis Hartanov, 2008 Whitworth University alum
nus, and CFO a nd business operations manager of
Krochet Kids, was invited to speak to Whitworth busi
nesses classes Oct. 7. Senior Kelsie Raunio was in the
Business Law class where Hartanov talked about dif
ferent aspects of the organization and how it began.
"[Hartanov] is a Whitworth grad, so it was great to
see how someone from this school can make a differ
ence," Raunio said. "It makes me see that we can really
accomplish something if we try."
Senior Ashley Moore learned about Krochet Kids
through the Whitworth community. Although she has
not yet purchased a hat, she said its mission is mean
ingful.
"I think Krochet Kids International gives a sense of
independence and a wayfor them to provide for them
selves in a way that is beneficial for all aspects of their
lives," Moore said.
Hartanov, along with Kohl Crecelius and Stewart
Ramsey, created Krochet Kids during their college
years. After lear ning how to crochet from Crecelius'
older brother during high school, the friends made
and sold hats to their classmates. Theyused the money
they made to fund their prom and pay for a hot-air bal
loon ride with their prom dates.
The three friends began traveling after high school.
In 2006, Ram sey went to Uganda and saw how the
20-year civil war had affected the people of Northern Contact Kelli Raines at
Uganda. The people had gone to government camps kraines!2@my.whitworth.edu.

To the most important man on campus. You were
with your suited up professional buddies Thursday
afternoon. I went flyin' by! Lookin good, Mr. P! Next
. time I'll say hi.

Sweater Sweethearts

I saw you holding hands with your boyfriend. You
were both wearing your purple argyle sweaters and
gray converse. That's cute.
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Bonjour

I saw you in the theology department looking
mighty fine. You make French a much more bear
able subject.

Coffee Creeper

I saw you talking to people in the coffee shop. I was
too scared to say "hi," so I creeped with my eyes.

Crazy Biker

I saw you on your bike, riding down Whitworth
Drive. You took your hands off of the handbars and
I drove off. I know I could never do that without
falling. Please be careful!

Lattes?
Gurrl. I love the way you steam my milk. Just the
right amount of bubbles. The perfect temperature.
You never forget the caramel drizzle. Can we go out
for lattes some time?
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Scan QR code to submit your own I Saw You on
your mobile device.
Submissions published as received.

Seen someone? Submit your '/ saw you' (limited to
50 words) to whitworthianisawyou@gmail.com.
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OPINIONS
Graphic: Ashley Antunes

Population needs women-focused solution
ELIZABETH REEVES
COLUMNIST

It is no secret that the world's population is fast
approaching an unprecedented 7 billion, shooting
up a drastic 2.5 billion since 1950, with almost all
the growth expected to happen in the cities of le ss
developed countries. This planet could potentially
face incredible struggle by having to support more
human life than ever before. Think about it: Human
ity will be competing for the same food, water, space
and attention, which will undoubtedly result in huge
strains on the planet. With infant mortality rates
growing smaller, more adults living longer and fe
males lacking access to tools for pregnancy manage
ment, the current population is reaching numbers
that are difficult to sustain.
I believe this over-population is directly related
to the lack of ava ilable contraception and women's
education. Researchers at the Guttmacher Institute
in New York City found there are 215 million women
around the world who want the ability to control the
timing of th eir pregnancies, but do not have access
to effective methods of contraception. In order to
regain control over the overflowing population and
continue sustaining the global environment, women
need to have access to and be educated on effective
methods of birth control.
According to a recent study released by the World
Health Organization, one in 31 women in sub-Saharan Africa will die of a p regnancy related complica
tion. Even more terrifying: One out of eight women
dies giving birth in Afghanistan. The true tragedy
here is the fact that one-third of these deaths could

Providing women with the education and tools
have been prevented if women had access to volun
to prevent unwanted pregnancy would mean fewer
tary family planning resources.
Compare these statistics to developing countries: children to sustain, which would help the global
One in 4,300 women dies of a pregnancy-related economy recover and regain stability. Providing
death. What does this tell you? Global access to fam family planning tools to all countries must be a pri
ily planning is an incredibly important use of funds ority. The sooner we take care of th is issue by em
and a cost-effective solution to sustaining the globe's powering women, the sooner we get the population
ecology and quality of human life. By providing edu under control.
Even with such vital issues on the line, foreign aid
cation and access to needed resources, voluntary
family planning methods enable young women to budget cuts include funding for international family
eliminate early pregnancy and reduce maternal planning in the U.N. Population Fund. The U.N. Pop
ulation Fund focuses on provid
mortality rates.
With the ability to plan preg "By empowing the world's ing quality sexual and reproduc
tive health care, which includes
nancies, young women can at
women
by
giving
them
distribution
of c ontraceptives to
tend school longer, thus making
women
and
education on their
it possible for them to have fewer,
access to contraception
proper use. If the population
healthier children, which helps
that they both want and continues to grow at its current
break the cycle of poverty. Ad
rate, by 2023 the world is expect
ditionally, contraception access
need, we can get the
ed to surpass 8 billion people, yet
and education would reduce the
transmission of HIV and em population under control' we are cutting family planning
aid from the budget. I find this to
power women to focus on occu
pations that generate income in their communities, be such an unfortunate and unnecessary budget cut.
Women across the globe need to be informed
promoting economic sustainability. This proves that
women's education is inextricably connected to the about how to prevent unwanted pregnancies. By em
powering the world's women by giving them the ac
control of population growth.
Extending education and resources about fam cess to contraception that they both want and need,
ily planning and the use of contraceptives can be we can get the population under control. As citizens
done in a cost-effective manner. Research done by of the world, we are facing some significant sustain
the Guttmacher Institute found that extending re ability challenges. The U.N. is at the forefront of ad
productive health care and modern contraceptives dressing these issues on a global scale. Securing the
to all women who desire and need them reduces the future of a healthy and successful world means it is
cost of care for both newborns and mothers. This re critical for world leaders and citizens to support the
sults in an approximated worldwide net savings of U.N. in sustaining work on women's education.
$1.5 billion. With the current global economic crisis,
REEVES is a freshman majoring in communications.
women's and children's needs have often faced be Comments can be sent to
ing put on the back burner.
ereevesl5@my.whitworth.edu.

Symbolis

is strength of Occupy movement

NATHANTE6R0TENHUIS
I am sick and tired of ill-informed objections to the
Occupy movement. It is tempting to pick up and re
peat easy opinions on political issues. To understand
what is happening in this world and country, and not
just ec ho partisan rhetoric, you need to rise above
easy explanations.
The occupiers' dedication shows they have a rea
sonable hope that they will accomplish something.
If your opinion doesn't at least try to explain why the
occupations unfolded as they did and why they are
so popular, then your opinion is insufficient.
If all you know comes from newspapers and TV,
you don't know the whole story of Occupy WallStreet.

When you want to understand a group of people,
your best source of k nowledge is always the words
of th e people themselves. Why should you trust the
news and the small, biased sample of people they
choose to interview when there are thousands of vid
eos and articles created by occupiers online? If you
haven't spent time watching and reading the protest
ers' perspectives, you won't understand who they are
or what they want.
If you watch YouTube videos, you will see that the
protesters are quite diverse, including people of all
ages, genders, skin colors, and incomes. How did the
movement attract such a variety of p eople? Liberals
care about a huge array of issues: global warming, in
come inequality, corruption, education, health care.
And the list goes on and on.
Thus there are two major problems in mobilizing
these people. The first is that each person has one or
two pet issues they think are most important. If you

CAREER TRAINING. MONEY FOR COLLEGE.

AND AN ENTIRE TE&i 10

HELP TOM SUCCEED.
Serving part-time in t he Air National Guard, you'll have an entire team of like-minded individuals
who want to help you get ahead. You can choose from nearly 200 career specialties, and
develop the high-tech skills you need to compete in t oday's world. You also train close to
home, all while receiving a steady paycheck, benefits and tuition assistance. Talk to a recruiter
today, and see how the Washington Air National Guard can help you succeed.
WASHINGTON

-AR guard
GoANG.com • 1-8QO-TO-GO-ANG

make global warming the target issue of th e move
ment, the people who care a little about global warm
ing, but really care about education probably won't
show up. The second problem is that these issues are
not isolated problems. Solving global warming might
require economic changes that can't be achieved
without fighting corruption and inequality. This
makes it easy for an p
oponent to effectively attack the
movement by dismissing it as a lightning-rod issue.
Since lightning-rod issues are ineffective at at
tracting a massive amount of diverse people, the
protesters use symbols to shape the identity of their
movement. Building on the theme of Wall Street ver
sus Main Street, the aggressive act of Occupying Wall
Street proclaims that Main Street is fighting back.
"We are the 99%" is the only established slogan of
Occupy Wall Street. It is more than an incitement of
the richest 1 percent. It is a call for solidarity. It in
cludes issues of in come inequality, corruption, the
2008 bailouts, business ethics, greed, environmentalism and whatever else you want. It is a fully inclusive
slogan for a fully inclusive organization. It does this
at the risk of being ethereal, but it is not meaningless
because the symbolism is clear.
The "human mic" takes inclusiveness to a higher
level. Not only do the protesters welcome anyone
to the occupation, they give everyone the chance
to speak. Instead of leaders, Occupy Wall Street has
a process. Anybody who has an idea, concern, or
wants to give a speech can follow the process to get
a chance to speak. Without a PA system, they use the
human mic to amplify the speaker's voice so every
one can hear. People who may not agree with what
is being said will still participate in the human mic to
allow everyone to have a voice.
The General Assembly is a hyper-democratic
method of organization. This is not the so called "di
rect democracy" you hear about in school. Requiring
consensus for a decision, there is no tyranny of th e
majority. Regardless of whether you think it is a good
model for larger society, you should see that in com
parison, the American system is hardly democratic.
The parties pick two people to run in the general
election and the electorate gets to pick the lesser evil.
If all of the General Assemblies around the country
can achieve consensus, the lasting accomplishment
of Oc cupy Wall Sjreet may be a policy agenda. Even
if this does happen, the most important contribution
of the movement will be as a testbed for means of so
cial organization. The protesters living at the occupa
tions are learning to live in their own micro-society
without formal hierarchy.
When New York Ci ty and Brookfield Properties,
the owner of Zuccoti park, threatened to forcibly
close the park to clean it, the protesters organized
cleaning and sanitation working groups to eliminate
the facade of health concerns as a reason to close the
park. These efforts triumphed, and Brookfield can
celed their plans. This event demonstrates that the
hyper-democratic process can effectively deal with
times of crisis and effectively solve problems.
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TEGROTENHUIS is a senior majoring in computer sci
ence and international studies. Comments can be sent
to ntegrotenhuisl2@my.whitworth.edu.
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Citizenship process needs ©werhaul
ca's forefathers had.
Furthermore, one is automatically a U.S. cit izen
if born within America; yet, for a foreign-born indi
vidual to obtain citizenship, one must not only go
COLUMNIST
through the incredibly complex and slow bureau
cratic system, but also pass a citizenship test that
"If you don't like how we do things here, why don't most of us college students wouldn't be able to pass
ourselves. For example, do you know who is our cur
you go back to where you came from?"
This is a comment I have often heard directed at rent Chief Justice of the Supreme Court/and can you
illegal immigrants. Not adhering to the norms of name the two longest rivers in the U.S.? Not to men
American society, such as speaking "proper" Eng tion the difficulties one faces in affording an appli
lish (what is proper?), eating "American" food (what cation for citizenship. Fun fact: It costs $1,360 just
is American?) or wearing "appropriate" clothing to apply for citizenship, and one must have been a
(what is appropriate?), is considered unacceptable permanent resident in the U.S. for a minimum of five
behavior for minority groups who are generally as years before even being able to apply. Where is the
sumed to be illegal aliens. In my experience, when I justice?
It takes more than just making it easier to become
have asked someone who has made this assumption
how he knew the person in question was illegal, the a citizen. The difficult process brings about a raised
response has been along the lines of, "You can just demand for dangerous and illegal methods of com
ing to the U.S. and being able to gain the permanent
tell."
What one cannot tell, unfortunately, are the more residency and finances that are required to apply
important details. Immigrants who were practicing for citizenship. Immigrants will try to cross borders,
physicians in their native country; immigrants who carry drugs in exchange for a secure voyage, agree to
just spent $40,000 on a risky and illegal method of become forced labor upon arriving in the States, or
be targeted for their desperation
transportation to find a safe,
and disappear into the elusive
place to bring their families,
"History has shown
trafficking networks.
away from persecution; vic
The urgency to become a
that immigrants have
tims of trafficking who are be
naturalized citizen is not com
ing transported here against
generally been stigmatized pletely understood by the ma
their will, under our very noses
jority of the American public,
by our media, politicians
— these are the faces we deem
and it is something that needs
to be up to no good because
and personal opinions."
to be addressed now. We make it
their English is broken.
difficult for outsiders to achieve
Why do we feel threatened
by the presence of minority groups? They are by no equal status within our society, and this pushes
means all illegal, yet we dare to clump all non-Eu outsiders to reach out to desperate means
ropeans into one giant behemoth of a category that to achieve the American Dream. From
strikes fear into the American public. History has these desperate means arise illegal,
shown that immigrants have generally been stigma dangerous and criminal outcomes,
tized by our media, politicians and personal opin both intentional and latent. These
ions. We boast that America is the Land of O ppor results feed a fear and prejudice
tunity and the Melting Pot of th e world. But, when against foreigners. People point
economic hardship arrives, immigrants are sudden and say, "See? I tol d you they
ly viewed as a threat and competition for resources were bad for this country!" In
response, the immigration
to which we, "American citizens," are entitled.
First, I must make the point that there are Ameri laws are further tightened,
cans who belong to minority groups. According to and the vicious cycle
the U.S. Census Bureau, only 13 percent of the Amer continues in a down
ican population are foreign-born, while 35 percent ward slope. Mean
belong to some racial minority group. Can we deny while, those who have
American citizens their rights because we assume successfully achieved
they are "not really citizens" based on how they ap the status of A merican
citizen are still discrimi
pear?
Second, I must argue that the process toward be nated against, because
coming an American citizen is incredibly difficult - a they are associated with the
feat that the majority of ou r ancestors did not have deviant, criminal masses of
to worry about. When America was first a colony, immigrants who are still seek
then later a nation, there were no immigration laws ing that coveted Green Card.
What is the solution? Fix the
in place. In fact, the founding and development of
America was a solution to immigration problems in citizenship process. Make it
Europe. There were the original American natives, a fair, thorough, but reason
who were exploited, fought with, and defamed by able process for immigrants
European colonists in the earlier part of U.S. history. to utilize. Second, be globally
Then, with the incredibly dense population of to conscientious. Many Ameri
day's less developed countries, there is nowhere left cans gripe that what hap
for the surplus of people to emigrate to, like Ameri pens outside of the U.S.

ROSIE BROWN

doesn't concern us, and that we should re-ado.pt a
policy of non-interventionism and stay out of other
countries' businesses. But the ironic thing is that,
whether or not we decide to partake in internation
al affairs, they do affect us. So, work toward social
justice, both abroad and here, at home. There is still
forced labor and human trafficking occurring right
here in our communities. Prejudices linger and seg
regation is a reality. The problem does not lie in the
people who seek the American Dream; the problem
lies in the selfish indifference of c urrent American
citizens to fix an imperfect system.
BROWN is a junior majoring in international business.
Comments can be sent to
rbrownl3@my.whitworth.edu.
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Justice Thomas deserves
recognition for service
because it deviated from the setded approach and
superimposed modern theories upon the consti
tutional text. He noted that the the opinion "sheds
MARKDAVIS
no fight on what the phrases "free speech" or "free
COLUMNIST
press" meant to the people who drafted and rati
fied the First Amendment." All speech, anonymous
At the end of each term, Associate Justice of the or otherwise, valuable or not, should be afforded
Supreme Court Clarence Thomas takes his clerks the protection of a right. "We need not provide this
to Gettysburg in order to give them a perspective analysis, when the original understanding pro
on what this nation has endured, and to illustrate vides the answer," Thomas wrote.
Thomas' concurrence in the 1995 case United
what sacrifices those who came before us have
States
v. L opez has helped provide the ground
made to protect the liberty we enjoy today. In a re
cent speech at Stetson University College of Law, work for the current case against "Obamacare." In
Justice Thomas recalled Abraham Lincoln's fa this case, Thomas observed "that our case law has
mous words when he told the students: "The peo drifted far from the original understanding of the
Commerce Clause. In a fu
ple who sacrifice so that we
ture case, we ought to tem
can be here in peace will be
per our Commerce Clause
long remembered. Our litde "Justice Thomas is perhaps the
jurisprudence in a manner
job, while we're here, is to
Court's foremost defender of
that
both makes sense of our
make their sacrifices worth
the
originalist
perspective
of
more
recent case law and is
while." I believe, as Thomas
more faithful to the origi
enters his third decade as a
constitutional interpretation." nal understanding of that
Supreme Court justice, that
clause."
this is a time to remember
He implied that over-interpretation of the Com
the contributions that Clarence Thomas has made
merce Clause (the portion in Article 1 Section 8 of
to secure those sacrifices.
Justice Thomas is perhaps the Court's foremost the Constitution that declares the power of C on
defender of the originalist perspective of consti gress to regulate commerce among the various
tutional interpretation. Originalism is the belief states) is beginning to undermine the purpose of
that the Constitution is to be interpreted as the the Constitution overall. This is not difficult to see;
founders intended it to be read, and as it was un as the Commerce Clause is used more and more
derstood at the time of its inception and writing. to justify the reach of the federal government, the
Living constitutionalism, by contrast, is an inter limitations afforded by the Constitution cease to
pretation that believes the constitution changes be limitations at all.
For his part, Thomas refuses to "make stuff up,"
as our nation and society do. It is Thomas belief
and keeps his view of what constitutes a right re
in originalism which provides the basis of every
fined yet broad. There are many people to whom
decision he makes. It is this belief that has made
we owe our liberty, Justice Thomas is among them.
Justice Thomas the Court's most outspoken and
We should pray for 20 more years of service.
stalwart defender of adult freedom of s peech. In
Justice Thomas' concurrence to the 1995 deci
sion in Mcintyre v. O hio Elections Commission,
he wrote that, while he agreed with the ruling, he DAVIS is a senior majoring in accounting. Comments
could not join the majority analysis of the decision can be sent to mdavisl2@my.whitworth.edu.

AH I ever wanted for Christmas was my two
front tee...I mean a scooter. But really.
I remember glaring at the neighborhood kids
during the summer because I was envious of
their swift, g lorious movement on those cheap
pieces of metal with wheels attached. I could
have gotten places so much faster than walking and I would look pretty cool doing it.
However, my parents decided that I didn't
need one. It wasn't worth their money at the
time to buy me something that I would outgrow
within a few years.
Boy, they were wrong.
Walking around Whitworth, I can't help but
see scooters all over the place. It's almost like I
am living in my childhood dream of scooterheaven. Except, now at the age of 20,1can't bring
myself to buy one.
Why?
Well, scooters are not that efficient. Is it really
worth $30 to buy cheap scraps of m etal so you
don't have to use your left legto get to your class?
What happens when you're faced with an in
cline of more than 25 degrees? Is it attractive to
have one rippling, vein-y, disgustingly huge calf
muscle because you were too lazy to walk? How
would you even fit that into your pants?
Honestly, what is so wrong with walking? I
get to class faster than most of you on scooters
anyway, because I distribute my energy into two
legs. If you were smart, you would buy wheelies.
Then you won't have to walk into class and find a
place to park your scooter.
What happens when it starts to snow? What
will you do then? Are you going to walk for once
and sport that giant calf muscle? Or are you going
to stick studs on your wheels so you can still ride
in style during the winter and work on that other
calf for beach body season?
Also, do you realize the horrible things scoot
ers are doing to your back? Not only will you be
disproportional in calves, but you will be slouch
ing like no other because these things were made
for five year olds. You have to bend down in order
to hold onto the handles - is that not a hint?
Seriously though, did I miss the memo about
riding scooters as the hip and trendy thing? What
happened to kids walking around in their Toms
shoes, drinking their Starbucks coffee, while lis
tening to their iPods like normal college students.
Whitworth, I love you, but why do you dare to
be different? Scooters were so fifth-grade any
way.
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ROACH is a sophomore majoring in journalism and
mass communication. Comments can be sent to
croachl4@my.whitworth.edu.
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Bumpomg ©it the competition
Pirates earn automatic bid to NCAA tournament by defeating Lewis & Clark
Corina Gebbers

StaffWriter
The Whitworth volleyball team clinched the
Northwest Conference title and earned an automatic
bid to the NCAA Div ision III National Tournament
after beating Whitman University and Lewis & Clark
College on Nov. 2and 4.
On Wednesday, the Bucs battled at Whitman (213), defeating the Missionaries 20-25, 17-25, 25-18,
25-20,15-13 in a lively comeback.
"We started off a little slow and had a hard time
maintaining consistency with our play," senior
outside hitter Kaimi Rocha said.
Senior outside hitter Amanda Grumbach led her
tpam with 15 kills and 19 digs, Rocha contributed 11
kills and 18 digs, senior outside hitter Ka'ipo Rocha
put away 10 kills and senior defensive specialist
lordan Hoffnagle added 18 digs.
After losing the first two sets, the Pirates focused on
teamwork and buckled down to take the next three
sets.
"Nothing was working right," Hoffnagle said. "[But]
after the eight-minute break we came out with fire
and won three straight."
Whitworth continued the action at home on Friday
Photographer: Michael Locatell
night, sweeping Lewis & Clark 25-18, 25-16, 25-14.
The stands were packed with Pirate fans eager to Senior Bree Riddle bumping the ball during Friday's game against Lewis &Clark College. The
support Whitworth's seniors for the last time at the Pirates won three straight sets putting them at the top of the Nor
thwest Conference.
Fieldhouse.
"It's bittersweet," Hoffnagle said. "[But]we knew we
Division III National Tournament.
had a good shot at postseason so it didn't feel like an put the Pirate's up 12-8 with a kill, but Lewis & Clark
"We've been working so hard for 12 really long
battled
back
to
within
two
points
before
Coach
Steve
end."
weeks,"
White said. "And, we don't have to share the
Whitworth started the night on fire with a quick ace Rupe called a timeout.
"He told us that we needed to bring more energy," [NWC] title with anyone else, which feels really good."
by junior libera Whitney Santos and kills bythe Rocha
After w inning the NWC title last year, the Pirates
sisters and sophomore setter Jalana White. Lewis & White said.
The Pirates controlled the set from there, taking the made it to the second round of the NCAA Division in
Clark managed to stay close until the Pirates surged
National Tournament in Minnesota, after sweeping
to a four-point lead midset to force the Missionaries win on a kill by Kardell.
Concordia College of Moorhead, Minnesota.
Whitworth
was
an
offensive
powerhouse
in
the
into a timeout.
Whitworth lost to St. Olaf College, also of Minnesota,
A big block by senior setter Bree Riddle and senior third set, hitting .280 with 14 kills. The Bucs went on
a roll, scoring 12 points to in round two of the tournament. The Bucs are
outside hitter Ka'ipo Rocha
the Missionaries' one and preparing to make it even farther this year.
helped the Pirates pull away.
"We're going to prepare to run a quick offense and
ended the night on another
"Our
goal
[for
tonight]
After several long rallies,
practice blocking a little more," Kaimi Rocha said.
kill by Grumbach.
the Pirates won on a kill by
Besides earning a bid to the NCAA II I National
was to go and
Kaimi and Ka'ipo Rocha
Grumbach.
combined for 25 killsin their Tournament on Friday night the Pirates honored
"Our goal [for tonight]
bring a lot of energy. We
last game at the Fieldhouse, five seniors. Grumbach, Kaimi Rocha, Ka'ipo Rocha,
was to go and bring a lot of
while Grumbach had nine Hoffnagle, and Riddle all played in the championship
accomplished
that
really
well.
energy," White said. "We
kills and 12 digs, Riddle winning game.
accomplished that really
- JALANA WHITE
The Bucs finished their regular season with a
dished 38 assists and
well."
19-6 overall record and 14-2 recorded in the NWC.
Hoffnagle
contributed
six
sophomore setter
Kaimi Rocha sparked the
The Pirates will find out this week when and where
digs.
Pirates with a quick kill
in the
"I think we played with all they will play in the regional round of the NCAA
second set, and Whitworth
tournament.
jumped to a 5-0 lead. The Bucs hit consistently well, the energy as if it was our last game," Hoffnagle said.
"I think we're all just really excited to be champs twice
thumping on the Lewis & Clark defense.
"We always w ant to elevate and terminate, Kaimi in a row."
The win earned Whitworth its fourth NWC title Contact Corina Gebbers at
Rocha said.
under
Rupe and an automatic bid to the NCAA cgebbersl 5@my.A/hitworth.edu
Midset, sophomore outside hitter Kristine Kardell
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Junior Emily Guthrie juggles basketball and golf
has won five tournaments/invitationals.
Guthrie was the Northwest Conference player of
the year in the 2009-2010 season and was named to
Pirate junior Emily Guthrie has been dominant on the National Golf Coaches Association's Division III
the golf co urse this fall season. She has finished in All-Region 5/West team in the 2010-2011 season.
"She has an unwavering determination to win,"
the top 10 in every round she has played in, and had
Fuqua said. "You c an't coach what Emily has, and
three finishes in the top three.
"She brings the team to another level," said Katie you can't explain it either."
During the 2009-2010 season,
Fuqua, women's head golf coach.
Guthrie helped the women's golf
"Emily is an extremely talented
"She has
. tea m reach nationals in Florida af
golfer and she has brought a new
ter winning the Northwest Confer
standard to Whitworth women's
an unwavering
ence golf title individually in both
golf by being on the team."
determination to win." the fall and the spring.
Guthrie, a kinesiology major
"That was my freshman year,
from Snohomish, Wash., started
- KATIE FU QUA
and the last tournament in the
playing golf when she was in
spring," Guthrie said. "It was a
women's golf head coach
middle school.
week of playing golf, swimming
"I started playing golf in the
it
was pretty sweet."
and
free
food
WJGA (Wa shington Junior Golf Association) com
Guthrie finished No. 50, competing against the
petitive tournaments," she said. "That's where
best 105 Division III golfers inthe country. The team
[Men's Golf Head Coach] Warren [Friedrichs] first
finished No. 17.
saw me play."
On top of al l of Guthrie's golf a ccomplishments,
Not only has Guthrie dominated this golf season,
she has been absolutely unstoppable since arriving she is also the starting guard on the women's basket
at Whitworth. Guthrie has played in 19 tournaments ball team. In 2010-2011 season, she led the team in
and invitationals since her freshman year. In those scoring 11.9 points per game and was named to the
tournaments, she has placed 16 times in the top 10, second All-Northwest Conference team. Balancing
14 times in the top five, 13 times in the top three, and these two sports as well as school is something that
Nathan Webber

StaffWriter
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Women's soccer finishes Cross country prepares
for NCAA III r egionals
season in fourth place
Andrew Forhan

StaffWriter
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Contact Nathan Webber at
nwebber!3@my.whitworth.edu.
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takes substantial effort on her part.
"I have to manage my time better which means
saying no to a lot of things, especially on the week
ends," Guthrie said. "It's fun, though, because a lot
of my best friends are on the basketball team so that
makes it better."
"I practice a lot in the summer for fall golf," she
said. "Then I ha ve to basically stop in the winter for
basketball which makes me a little rusty going back
to golf in the spring."
Guthrie said she must have high expectations for
herself because, in the past, she has been anything
but rusty heading into the spring season. Three out
of Guthrie's five wins were claimed in the spring.
"Managing all she has on her plate, she doesn't
get a break from golf to basketball and then back to
golf, and she maintains a respectable GPA, all while
being a top athlete in two different sports," Fuqua
said. "I can't even fathom how she accomplishes
all she does, but she does it and she inspires others
while doing it."
Guthrie and the rest of th e Pirate golf teams are
on until the spring. Whitworth women's basketball
opens against Eastern Oregon University on Nov. 5
in the Fieldhouse.

The Willamette Bearcats shut out
the Whitworth women's soccer team
2-0 last Friday in a season-conclud
ing match for both teams.
The game was scoreless un
til the 63rd minute when a Willa
mette header found the net for a 1-0
Bearcat lead.
Down by one goal for much of the
game, Willamette put the game out
of the Pirates' reach in the 88th min
ute. A Bearcat cross was again head
ed into the goal to give Willamette a
2-0 lead.
"Both of them were top-class goals
for sure," head coach Jael Hagerott
said. "Nothing Callie [Bergstrom]
could do about them."
However, Whitworth did outshoot
the Bearcats 12-10, and held a 7-2
advantage in corner kicks. But the
Bucs were unable to finish any pos
sessions with a goal.

"We had a couple opportunities
in the second half with everyone
scrambling around in front of the
goal," Hagerott said.
With the loss, Whitworth dropped
to fourth place in the Northwest
Conference standings. They finished
the season with an overall record of
8-6-4.
"It's a phenomenal team we've
had this year," Hagerott said. "To
persevere through our injuries that
we've had, our key word has been re
silience and they stuck with it to the
end."
The Bucs are losing five seniors
from this year's team.
"Every senior that we're losing
is key in the system we're playing,"
Hagerott said. "Never trying to re
place them entirely, they're always
unique, but just looking for the next
player to step in and do the job."

Contact Andrew Forhan at
aforhanl 4@my.whitworth.edu.

Sena Hughes

StaffWriter
The Whitworth cross country
teams are off to the races again Satur
day Nov. 12 for their regional meet in
Claremont, Calif.
The men are coming off a strong
conference meet, which they walked
away from with their third Northwest
Conference title in four years.
"The guysgained alot of confidence
[at conference]," Coach Toby Schwarz
said. "Now they know as they go into
regionals, they can win that, too."
Seniors Aaron Jenkins, Mark Davis
and Tyler Dudley, along with junior
Trevor Berrian and freshman Eli Deitz, will lead the Pirates as they have
done all season.
"At this point, there's not really im
provements," Schwarz said. "Really,
all the hard work is in the barn now."
The men say their biggest challenge
will be NWC rival Willamette, whom
they defeated by four points at Oct.

29's conference meet. Still, they re
main confident in how Schwarz has
trained them.
The women go in with a younger,
much less experienced team, but
Schwarz still believes improvement is
a primary goal at regionals.
Junior Joy S hufeldt, who finished
an overall second at the conference
meet, is running to earn an appear
ance at nationals for a third time.
"There's always a little bit of ner
vousness, but I think that's good be
cause it shows me that I c are about
the race," Shufeldt said. "[But] at this
point in the season, it's more about
fun. I want to compete hard."
The runners say they have a posi
tive attitude going into Saturday.
"We've been there enough that we
know what to expect," Berrian said.

Contact Sena Hughes at
senahughesl5@my.whitworth.edu.

Photographer: Chrissy Roach
Freshman quarterback Bryan Peterson commanded the field with five touchdowns in Saturday's game against Linfield. The Pirates lost 42-38.

Bucs run the ball short against Linfield
Nathan Webber
Staff Writer
Four points separated the two teams at the end of
the ball game Saturday in the Pine Bowl. 'Unfortu
nately for the Pirates and their seniors, they were on
the losing end of that effort-us Linfield College held
on to beat the Bucs 42-38 on senior day.
The upset-minded Pirates, however, had numer
ous bright spots on the day as their only downfall
seemed to be four missed extra points.
Offensively, the Pirates dominated a Wildcat de
fense that is among the nation's top 20 at the Divi
sion III level. The Pirate offense put up 38 points on a
team that was only giving up on average 11.4 points
per game. The offense scored six touchdowns against
Linfield, equal to the number of touchdowns the
Wildcats had given up the entire 2011 football sea
son.
The Pirates also put up 422 total offensive yards
and threw for 274 yards, which are both more yards
than the Wildcats have given up this season in their
respective categories.
Leading the charge for the Pirates was freshman
quarterback Bryan Peterson, as he threw a seasonhigh of 27 4 yards and five touchdowns, and junior

running back Ronnie Thomas, who ran for 156 yards
and one touchdown.
Linfield won the opening toss and deferred the
ball until the second half. Whitworth punted on the
ensuing drive, but the Linfield return man fumbled
on a hit from freshman running back Danny Rowton,
iwhich was recovered by the Pirates. Six plays later,
Peterson connected with freshman Austin Ehlo on a
5-yard touchdown pass, the first of three pitch-andcatch touchdowns the two had on the day. The extra
point was blocked.
After back-to-back punts, Linfield's Josh Hill ran
for a 5-yard score to put the Wildcats up 7-6.
Whitworth punted on the next drive, but the de
fense held on the Wildcats' fourth and one play as
the Bucs claimed the ball on downs. Whitworth took
that drive 52 yards for a 6-yard touchdown pass to
senior Kasey Lambert, making the score 12-7.
On Whitworth's next -possession, Peterson and
Ehlo hooked up for their second touchdown on the
day on a 39-yard strike for the first score of th e sec
ond quarter. Whitworth made the extra point, mak
ing the score 19-7. No team had scored more than 14
points against Linfield this season.
Whitworth answered on the next drive as Ehlo
and Peterson completed their hat trick on a 23-yard

touchdown pass right before halftime. The extra
point was blocked as the store going into the half
was 25-14.
The second half did not fare as well as the first for
the Pirates. Linfield scored 28 unanswered points
and the score was 42-25 with less than eight minutes
left in the game.
There was no giving up for the Pirates, however, as
sophomore Kekoa Turbeville caught a touchdown
pass from Peterson that was tipped twice, making the
score 42-32 with less than six minutes left.
On Whitworth's next possession, Peterson hand
ed the ball off to Thomas at their own 22 and ran 78
yards on his way to the end zone. Thomas had 138
yards rushing in the second half and 129 yards in the
fourth quarter. The extra point was blocked again,
making the score 42-38. Linfield was able to run out
the clock to make that the final score.
Whitworth will travel west to take on Puget Sound
for the final game of-the season. Kick-off is set for 1
p.m.

Contact Nathan Webber at
nwebberl 3@my.whitworth.edu.
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Whitworth scores a share in the NWC title
Soccer wins last game to split the NWC championship with Pacific Lutheran
Andrew Forhan
Staff Writer
The Whitworth men's soccer team defeated the
Whitman College Missionaries 3-1 on Saturday at
the Whitworth Soccer Field, clinching a share of the
Northwest Conference title in the process.
Pacific Lutheran'University entered Saturday with
a one-game lead over the Bucs, but due to the Pirate
victory and a 1-0 PLU loss to the University of Puget
Sound, Whitworth moved into a tie with PLUatop the
NWC standings. However, PLUholds a head-to-head
tiebreaker against the Bucs that grants them the bid
to the NCAA Division III National Tournament.
Head Coach Sean Bushey learned of the PLU loss
as his post-game interview was being conducted.
"If that's the word on the street, that's outstanding
because we deserve to be conference champions,"
he said. "It's unfortunate we don't have the tiebreak
er to go to the tournament, but, if that's true, we will
smile a little bit bigger."
As for Saturday's contest itself, all three of Whitworth's goals came in the first half of play against
Whitman. In the 20th minute, senior midfielder
Cameron Bushey scored his team-leading eighth
goal of the season. Off of a Pirate corner kick, Bushey
tapped a short pass to senior forward JT Meyer, who
passed back to Bushey. Bushey was able to take a few
dribbles and create space outside the 18-yard box to
fire a hooking shot into the top right corner of t he
net.
"JT is creative, so we like to get him on the ball
and make a decision," Coach Bushey said of the play.
"Came'ron can strike a good ball, so it gives an op
portunity to do something different and catch them
off guard. It was a great way to start the game."
Just four minutes after Mountcastle's goal, Meyer
streaked through the Whitman defense and scored
his third goal of the season in the match's 40th min
ute.
Meyer ran to the corner of the field nearest the
team bench after his goal, and the entire Whitworth
squad dog piled on top of the senior forward.
"No, it's just the excitement," Meyer said when
asked if a ny goal-scoring celebrations are planned
beforehand. "It's a big rivalry game so whenever we
score, we show the excitement."
In the second half, the Pirates had several oppor
tunities to score, but couldn't find the back of the
net.
Whitman got on the scoreboard with a header off
a corner kick in the 53rd minute, but following that
score, both defenses prevented any more goals from
being scored for the remainder of the contest.
The two teams took 12 shots apiece during the
match, and senior goalkeeper Brian Sherpe made
three saves in his final game as a Pirate.
"Thankfully they get to take in the reward of t he
win, and for all the work this season," Coach Bushey
said of t he final game of t he season for his squad.
"They put in a lot of time and energy and effort, and
it was a great way for them to end."
It was senior day at the Whitworth Soccer Field,

Photographer: Chrissy Roach
Junior forward KekoaMountcastle celebrates with his teammates after scoring a goal in Saturday's
game. The Pirates defeated Whitman College 3-1.
and prior to the game, the nine Whitworth seniors
were honored with a short on-field presentation.
Seniors Cameron Bushey, Meyer, Sherpe, Coxe, for
ward Matt Miller, midfielder Andrew Glass, defender
Nic Shaw, forward Nate Spangler, and defender Tay
lor Willi a ll started and played their final game at
home in front of a large crowd on Saturday.
"They're a great bunch of guys; they have great per
sonalities that go along with their great soccer abili
ties," Coach Bushey said. "They're such good people,
that are such good soccer players; that makes it fun
to be a part of. We are practicing every day, and we're
training every day, but we're enjoying it and those
guys allow everyone else to enjoy playing."
Six of the nine seniors had All-NWC first or second
team honors to their names coming into the season.
"It was very special, these last three years have

been the most fun years of soccer I've played in my
whole life," Meyer said. "To play with the huge senior
class, make a run to the Elite Eight two years ago, —
it's something to remember and it's very special."
Whitworth's team this year finished the season
with a record of 13-3-1 overall, while posting an 11-2
conference record. The only two conference defeats
were close 1-0 losses at the hands of PLU.
Last season was the first time in more than a de
cade that the Bucs finished outside of the top three
spots in the conference.
The Pirates were back on track this season, led by
the strong senior class that improved on last year's
fifth place finish as 2011 co-conference champions.
Contact Andrew Forhan at
aforhanl4@my.whitworth.edu.
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FOOTBALL
NWC

ALL

LINFIELD

5-0

8-0

LEWIS & CLARK

4-1

7-1

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

3-2

5-3

WILLAMETTE

3-2

4-5

WHITW0RTH

2-3

3-6

PACIFIC (ORE.)

1-5

1-8

PUGETSOUND

0-5

0-8
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NEXT PIRATE GAME:

en

Whitworth vs. Puget Sound

Saturday, Nov. 12 @ 1 p.m.
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73
NWC

Photographer: Tanner Scholten
Junior runningback Ronnie Thomas was an honorable mention offensive player of the week in th
e
NVVC on Sept. 13.

SPOTTED FROM THE CROW'S NEST
Football: Ronnie Thomas

ALL

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

12-2

15-3

WHITWORTH

12-2

14-3-1

PUGETSOUND

10-4

11-6

WHITMAN

9-5

9-8-2

WILLAMETTE

5-8-1

6-9-2

PACIFIC (ORE.)

5-8-1

5-12-1

LINFIELD

1-12-1

2-14-1

GEORGE FOX

0-13-1

2-15-1
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SOCCER-WOMEN'S
NWC

ALL

Nathan Webber

PUGET SOUND

12-2-2

14-3-2

StaffWriter

LINFIELD

11-2-3

14-3-3

at American River in Sacramento where we won our di
vision and our bowl game."
His previous success has helped him become the
One word describes Pirate junior runningback Ron featured back for the Pirates' offense and one of th e
top rushers in the Northwest Conference. He leads the
nie Thomas —explosive.
For example, Thomas had four plays of 10 y ards or NWC in r ushing yards (735), rushing yards per game
more in the Pirates 34-7 win vs. the Sagehe
ns of Pomo- (91.6) and is second in rushing touchdowns (7).He also
na-Pitzer on Sept 10. Thomas rushed for 84 yards and is second on the team in total yards per game (91.9),
first in the Northwest Conference in rushes (134) and
one touchdown on the win.
On Oct 22, Thomas had six plays over 10 yards in fourth in the Northwest conference in average yards
the Pirates 48-6 win vs.Pacific University. In that game, per rush (6.0 - minimum of 20 rushing attempts).
Pressure situations are also a forte of Thomas! Inlast
Thomas had 159 rushing yards and three touchdowns.
"Ronnie is an explosive runner," Head Coach John weekend's game against Willamette University, Thom
as touched the ball on five
Tully said. "He sees the field very
of t he seven plays in the first
"Ronnie is a very
well and always gets positive
overtime series, rushing for 16
yards."
passionate player who just yards and a score, helping the
The Pirate offensive linemen
Pirates defeat the Bearcats 25also tend to agree with thei
r coach.
loves the sport of football." 24.
Thomas finished with 77
"He's a very explosive runner
yards rushing, 7yards receiving
- TRAV IS TODD
and he can break off a big play
and one touchdown.
when we need it,"said Travis Todd,
senior offensive lineman
"The adrenaline rush and
senior starting offensive lineman.
the pressure during the game
That explosiveness has shown
on the field as Thomas has 21 plays that have gone for [is my favorite part of football],"Thomas said. "There is
10 or more positive yards and eight plays of 20 yards or so much to gain and so much to lose."
Thomas' passion for football is shown through his
more on the season.
work
ethic on the field, but when Thomas is not play
"He looked very good coming in, a promising run
ner," Tully said. "He continues to improve each week, ing football, he stilllikes to stayactive and work hard by
he works hard in the weight room and does the litde running, lifting weights and working out
"He isa reallylaid-back guy outside of football,a nice
things to make this football teambetter."
Thomas, a business major from Granite Bay, Calif. , guy and a hard worker," Todd said. "Ronnie is a very
started playing football when he was 10 years old. He passionate player who just loves the sport of football."
has been a runningback for h is entire playing career
and has seen a lot of success.
Contact Nathan Webber at
"We won our section championship in high school,
Thomas said. "Then I ended up going to junior college nwebber!3@my.whitworth.edu.
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WILLAMETTE

10-5-1

11-8-1

WHITWORTH

8-4-4

8-6-4

PACIFIC (ORE.)

7-5-4

10-6-4

WHITMAN

6-8-2

8-10-2

GEORGE FOX

2-10-4

2-12-6

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

3-12-1

4-13-1

LEWIS&CLARK

2-13-1

3-15-2
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End of season

VOLLEYBALL
NWC
WHITW0RTH

14-2

ALL
19-6

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

13-3

21-5 '

PUGET SOUND

10-6

18-6

LEWIS & CLARK

9-7

13-13

PACIFIC (ORE.)

7-9

13-12

LINFIELD

6-10

11-14

GEORGE F OX

5-11

10-15

WILLAMETTE

5-11

8-17

WHITMAN

3-13

4-18

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
NCAA III Na tional Tournament

Time and Location TBD
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TOP: Senior Jeff Podmayer reflects over Crooked River.
Whitworth Outdoor Rec took a climbing trip to Smith
Rock, Ore. from Oct. 28 to 31.
MIDDLE LEFT: Celebrating a successful climb, senior
Josh Klute rappels from the top.
MIDDLE: Junior Kendra Greenwood tackles a difficult
route during the trip. The climbing trip offered students
the opportunity to learn the basics of climbing, such as
belaying and rappelling.
ABOVE: Junior Rachel Haas belays a fellow climber.
LEFT: Senior Jeff Podmayer grappled with the crux
of a 5.9 route. Podmayer led both beginning and
intermediate climbers over fall break.
Photographer: Peter Landgren
+
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The Whitworthian has served as the main source
of news and sports coverage for the Whitworth
community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an
organization composed entirely by students which
produces The Whitworthian weekly newspaper
and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting
accurate and relevant information in an innova
tive manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for
expressing the interests of the Whitworth
community.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published
weekly, except during January and student vaca
tions. The content is generated entirely by stu
dents. The college administration does not review
the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the
individual artists, writers and student editors, and
do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associ
ated Students of Whitworth University (ASWU),
the university, its administration, faculty/staff or
advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through
advertising and subscription revenue and in part
by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the
opinions of their individual creators and not
necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its
editors or its staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes
in freedom of speech and expression as guaran
teed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of
the United States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248

O

ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com

vO

QUESTIONS?
jvalencial2@my.whitworth.edu
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NEWS

| France study program restructured
The France Study Abroad Program will
include four professors in order to allow
longer homestays.

6 | ASWU identifies important campus issues

ASWU uses the biannual Campus Climate
Survey to find out what issues are on
students' minds.

ARTS & CULTURE

10 I Spokane's roller derby team

The Lilac City Roller Girls prepare for
their final bout of the season, a benefit
for the YWCA on Thursday.

12 |Project Sixl9 approaches sex education
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The Whitworthian is committed to providing the
Whitworth community with the most accurate
information possible. The Whitworthian never
knowingly publishes inaccuracies. If you have
a comment or question about the fairness
or accuracy of a story, send an
email to jvalencial2@my.whitworth.edu.

The non-profit Christian organization
talks to students and youth groups about
biblical sex and integrity.

m

OPINIONS

| Whitworth celebrates cultural diversity
Cultural Awareness and International
Education Week offers opportunities to
learn about other cultures, both domestic
and worldwide.

Classes use social media to connect
students and add to the learning
experience.
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11 |Professors utilize Twitter, blogs, Wikis
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12 |Standardized tests needed

Physical requirements for men and
women should be equal in the workforce.

12

|Through the Lens: Photo editor
Our photo editor offers commentary on
No-Shave November.

1 3 | Sex education reform ill-advise

Public schools should continue mandatory
sex education.

SPORTS

14 |Splashing into the season

The Whitworth men's and women's swim
teams swept the Pacific University Boxers
and Lewis & Clark College Pioneers this
past weekend in their first home meets of
the season.

15 I Spotted from the crow's nest

Highlighting freshman swimmer Nicole
Lecoq as she looks to carry on her family
legacy at Whitworth.

15 I Heart-wrenching end to the season

The Whitworth volleyball team finished
its season last Friday, Nov. 11 in the
f i r s t r o u n d o f t h e N C A A D i v i s i o n III
Tournament against California Lutheran
University.

Cover photographer: Jo Miller

iwhitworthian

EDITORIAL: IN T H E L O O P

Serving the Whitworth community since 1905

Editorials in the"In the Loop" section reflect the majority opinion of the editorial board
, which is made up offive editors.

Season brings health concerns to light
Generally speaking, college students tend to be a
pretty unhealthy bunch.
Among other things, college can be a stressful en
vironment, with the pressures of academic and social
performance weighing heavily on students' emotion
al and mental well-being.
For instance, a 2008 As sociated Press survey re
vealed that "four in 10 students say they endure stress
often. Nearly one in five say they feel it all or most of
the time."
Also, rese arch done by N orthwestern University's
Feinberg School of Medicine found that "one out
of every four or five studerits who visits a university
health center for a routine cold or sore throat turns
out to be depressed."
Students also face issues relatin
g to physical health.
According to a study conducted by the University
of Mi nnesota Boynton Health Service, "Nearly twofifths or 38.5 percent of all students surveyed fall
within the overweight or obese/extremely obese cat
egories."
The changing season compounds those problems.
The first snow of the year hit Whitworth on Satur
day, effectively marking the beginning of winter. Stu
dents know that with winter comes finals, the cold,
loss of the sun and black ice, which means swerving
on the roads and slipping on the sidewalks.
Many students attempt to avoid the brutality of
stepping outside by cozying up in their beds, under
covers with the heat on, and therefore become less
active during the winter months.
All of th ese factors add up to mean more stress,
common colds, seasonal depression, increased
chance of accidents and less exercise, or in other
words, lower overall health.
One primary health concern for students during
the winter months is Seasonal Affective Disorder,

which "refers to a pattern of depression linked with
seasonal changes (typically beginning in fall or win
ter and ending in spring)," according to the Carleton
College Student Health and Counseling website.
Symptoms include "lethargy, social withdrawal, in
creased need for sleep, carbohydrate craving and
weight gain."
According to the Pennsylvania State Student Life
website, young adults and women are at the highest
risk for SAD.
Fortunately, stress, depression, SAD and physical
health challenges can generally be addressed in simi
lar ways. In regard to SAD, students can combat the
effects of the disorder by making sure they are eating
a balanced diet and getting regular exercise, accord
ing to the Bates College Health Center website. While
the health benefits of both good exercise and eating
well are numerous and well-known, they are of par
ticular benefit to college students.
According to The New York Times, r esearchers at
Saginaw Valley State University found that "On a 4.0
grade scale, students who exercised vigorously seven
days a week had G.P.A.'s th at were, on average, 0.4
points higher than those who didn't exercise."
Whitworth Health Center provides an important
resource for students struggling with any of these
issues. For instance, the Health Center and student
health advocates recently addressed SAD t hrough
"Vampires are SAD," a p rogram aimed at promoting
awareness about the disorder. The Health Center also
provides counseling services and access to a dietitian.
As we move closer to the end of the semester, this
board would like to encourage all students to make
sure they are taking the proper steps to maintain both
their physical and emotional health.

News Editor
Lindsie Wagner
lwagnerl4@my.whitworth.edu
Arts & Culture Editor
Jo Miller
joannamillerl4@my.whitworth.edu
Opinions Editor
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Copy Chief
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dduboisl3@my.whitworth.edu
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Questions? Call Jessica Valencia, editor-in-chief, at (509) 777-3 248.
Please make checks payable to ASWU c /o The Whitworthian.
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aantunesl2@my.whitworth.edu
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Staff Members
Brianna Anderson, Melissa Barringer, Hope Barnes,
Jordan Beauchamp, Rosie Brown, Siri Carlson,
Hannah Charlton, Sydney Conner, Rebekah Daniels,
Mark Davis, Jeff Ferguson, Andrew Forhan,
Corina Gebbers, Megan Hinzdel, Sena Hughes, Kari
Johnson, Kelly Johnson, Heather Kennison, Jonathan
Kim, Lucas Kok, Peter Landgren, Michael Locatell,
Ira Mcintosh, Nick Meisner, Michaela Michael,
Natalie Moreno, Greg Moser, Lauren Nudelman, Ra
chel O'Kelley, Remi Omodora, Jasmine Pallwitz, Samantha Payne, Kelli Raines, Midera Rasamimanana,
Elizabeth Reeves, Emily Roth, Tanner Scholten, Alex
Spencer, Ryan Stevens, Nathan Webber, Joe Westenberg, Haley Williamson, and Courtney Woodgate
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Celebrating the cultures ®ff Whitworth

Cultural Awareness Week aims to foster understanding of world cultures

When students share their personal culture it ex
poses the student population to different perspec
tives, especially for students who may have never
Different cultures represented on campus are able traveled outside the country.
Esther Louie, assistant dean of intercultural affairs,
to share their heritage through music, dance and
food during Cultural Awareness and International works in the Intercultural Student Center, and said
she is excited to support the students and see what
Education Week.
The cultural events coordinator position was cre this year's festivities will bring.
"I support the students because it is a strong stu
ated in 2007 by ASWU in response to student protest.
dent
effort," Louie said. "They are excited [about]
With the new position came the first Cultural Aware
developing programs and we provide resources like
ness Week, which has been a tradition ever since.
The week started with a visit from Invisible Chil funding. It provides exposure, and it is a helpful way
dren and "Ask An Atheist" Prime Time on Monday to learn about cultural celebrations and events in a
night, and continued with "I Have Something to Say" safe environment."
There is a wide range of
on Tuesday night.
ways each culture is being
Cultural
Awareness
recognized. Some students
Week will culminate on Fri "Whitworth has many faces, and
are
putting on dances, oth
day with the International
we should be celebrating cultures ers are
having movie screen
Festival.
every week."
ings, and at the festival, food
There are many students
will represent each culture.
at Whitworth who find
— BRITTA NY ROA CH
Louie said Sodexo has
themselves in the minor
cultural events coordinator
been great about preparing
ity, or even alone when it
a menu for the festival and
comes to their culture. This
incorporating all the differ
is the one week when they
get the chance to show their culture's celebrations ent styles of food for each culture.
George-Terrells said she believes there is a lot for
and significance.
Kavita George-Terrells is the program assistant the students putting on the events to learn about
for the International Education Center. She said she themselves.
"In sharing their culture they bring a little bit of
believes cultural awareness is a foundation of co m
home to Whitworth, learn about other cultures and
munication.
"It involves the ability of standing back from our also find similarities with others they would not nor
selves and becoming aware of our culture values," mally find when staying in their own little bubble,"
George-Terrells said. "Understanding both similari George-Terrells said.
Cultural Events Coordinator Brittany Roach said
ties and differences are important in working with
the festivities always have great performances and
each other."

Haley Williamson
Staff Writer

good food, and she said she believes can get a lot out
of this week.
"Hopefully students will get a deeper understand
ing and appreciation for each other," Roach said.
Whitworth has international students representing
24 different countries, including Kenya, Sri Lanka,
South Korea, Italy, Ghana and Germany.
"Sometimes when you are the only one from your
culture, it is hard to explain the significance of your
celebration," Louie said.
The week will allow not only each culture to be
highlighted, but different topics, as well.
Some of these topics include the human traffick
ing, the military, study-abroad programs and reli
gious diversity.
Although this week is a time of celebration, Roach
said the recognition of cultures should not stop when
the festival ends.
"Whitworth has many faces and we should be cel
ebrating cultures every week," Roach said.
Louie said she believes that sharing a culture, es
pecially your own, is important. Many connections
can be made through cultural exposure.
"The students learn something about themselves
by sharing their culture," Louie said. "And when they
can make this connection with other students, we can
all grow."
George-Terrells said she looks forward to seeing
students relax, wind down and enjoy themselves,
while they get the chance to represent their culture.

Contact Haley Williamson at
hwilliamsonl 5@my.whitworth.edu.

International Festival
4:45 p.m.; performances at 6:30 p.m.
HUB Dining Hall
Event will feature a fashion show, various artisticperformances and a dinner comprised of foods
from different regions of the world. Tickets are $10
and can be purchased at the info desk.

Opening the Curtain
7 p.m.
HUB ABC Conference Room
Students will have the chance to talk with faculty
members about various current events.

France study program grows rCRUNCHINGih
to include longer homestays {NUMBERS)
Kelly Johnson

Staff Writer
The France Study Abroad Program happens only
once every three years during the spring semester. It
was Whitworth University's original study abroad pro
gram.
Famous destinations on the trip include Paris, Tou
louse, Normandy, Alsace, Mont Saint-Michel and the
Riviera. Participants will have the opportunity to see
many other natural and historical sites, as well.
The prerequisites are French 101 and Humanities
302, bo th of which will b e offered fall 2012. Applica
tions are due in the spring of 2012. The semester-long
trip allows students to earn 16 credits, eight of which
are French.
The four professors for the upcoming 2013 trip will
be Mike Ingram from communication studies, Gor
don Wilson from art, Jennifer Brown from modern
languages and Bendi Schrambach from modern lan
guages.
Historically, there have been three parts to the trip:
a homestay that focuses on honing language skills; a
communication segment that focuses on understand
ing how to avoid misunderstandings and how to deal
with them when they occur; and a th
ird piece that con
centrates on art.
The decision to include a fourth professor and a
second French portion of the trip was based on feed

back from past participants. Those individuals said
the homestay was the trip's highlight and wished they
could have immersed in the culture more. The addi
tional professor will allow for a longer homestay.
During homestays, participating students will live
with a French host family. The homestays allow stu
dents to eat authentic French food, view the culture
and country from a native's perspective, develop re
lationships with their hosts, practice speaking French
and learn about the culture in depth.
Participants willcomplete the general education re
quirements for modern languages, oral communica
tion, fine arts and global perspectives.
The study abroad program happens only once ev
ery three years, so 2013 is the only chance current stu
dents will have to participate.
"Whether it is the France Study program or another
experience, I hope that all students will take the op
portunity to study abroad," Schrambach said. "By
doing so, they will learn about another culture, gain
appreciation for their own culture, and, most impor
tantly, better understand themselves."
Students interested in learning more about the up
coming 2013 F rance Study Abroad Program should
contact Charles Tappa in the International Education
Center.

80

Number of dual meets the men's swim team has
gone without losing.

4,500

Number of individuals Project Sixl9 has spoken
to this year in public schools, youth groups and
churches. Project Sixl9 is a non-profit Christian
organization with a focus on biblically-based sex.

Contact Kelly Johnson at
kellyjohnsonl 4@my.whitworth.edu.
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help yourself. 1
help the world. J
M.A. in Social &
Sustainable Management
An innovative 11-month
graduate business degree for the
non-business major.
It's here...an accessible business degree
for non-business majors who want to
diversify their skill sets, increase their
marketability, and bring hope to our
world.
• Explore a Christian understanding of
ethical and sustainable business practices
that respect both people and the planet
• Develop relevant, real-world skills
in accounting, finance, economics,
marketing, and management

Three routes serving the University District.
Learn more at spokanetransit.com.

ly BpohaneTransit

8

Percentage of the 15.5 million students growing
up in poverty-stricken areas who will attend
college.

• Train and work beside a select group
of intelligent, like-minded students in
a hands-on educational model
• Study abroad in some of the world's
fastest growing emerging markets
(e.g. China, India)
• Intern with Seattle's top businesses and
network with key professionals
• Earn a master's degree in just 11 months

Apply today: spu.edu/massm
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CHAMBERS

by Eric FutLerton

ASWU decided to take our normal meeting time to
go around campus and "re-campaign" for our posi
tions this past week. This was a time in which I want
ed all members of ASWU to go out and meet people.
The main purpose behind this was to increase vis
ibility, transparency and knowledge of ASWU. The
more we are known, and the more issues that are ex
pressed to us, the more effective your student body
government can be.
By knowing what people want, we can advocate for
programs and events that are important to the stu
dent body.
Our mission is to "strive for transparent, adaptable,
efficient and student-focused leadership as we foster
community involvement." This means communica
tion with the student body is key. We want to be able
to serve the student body through accurate represen
tation, since we are meant to be a cross-section of stu
dents.
I hope to make this re-campaigning effort a month
ly occurrence. ASWU needs to be transparent and if
we are not known then we cannot represent you as we
have been elected to do.
One example of this type of representation in action
is ASWU's plan to sponsor a week to raise awareness
regarding the issue of mental disorders and illnesses,
due to one concerned voice expressed to McMillan
Hall Senator Evan Underbrink.
If you have any questions or concerns please con
tact either me, or your representative.
My job offers me a unique position to be an advo
cate for you, but I need to know what is on your mind
on an ongoing basis.
Here are some questions that are important to me
to know about you. Please email me with your re
sponse, and I will take the 38th responder out to cof
fee at the Mind & Hearth and give him/her a $10 gift
certificate to a reasonable option of his/her choice.
1. What should be ASWU's role on campus?
2. How visible is ASWU, in your opinion?
3. Do you use Pirate Port? Why or why not?
4. What does Whitworth need?
5. What is one important global and domestic
issue that you would like to see Whitworth have
courageous conversations about?
May a pinecone fall into your life—

Contact Eric Fullerton at
ejullertonl2@my.whitworth.edu.

ASWU uses Climate Surve
as means to transparency
The first question asked students for the best meth
od to communicate events and announcements to
them. The on-campus majority answered that email
is best.
The second and third questions on the survey
asked students what they want to see happ
en on cam
pus and important issues to deal with. The majority
of on-campus students replied that they want to see
more concerts and comedians come to campus, and
they thought the biggest issue was economic status.
"The large concern was economic issues, so I am
trying to plan an event on socioeconomic status,
because that's an area of diversity that's not talked
about too much," said Brittany Roach, special events
coordinator for ASWU.
The last question asked students which facilities
they want to see included in the new recreation cen
ter. Students were most interested in a climbing wall
"Another minor goal is when we have all of this
information we can send it to different offices and
administrations to inform them of what's important
to the student body," Fullerton said. "If we think gen
der issues are the big issue and that's not what the
student body is talking about it makes us an inaccu
rate representation of the student body, which weare
supposed to be."

Kelly Johnson

StaffWriter

Twice a year, ASWU conducts a climate survey to
find out what students think are important issues on
campus.
This semester, students were asked four questions
pertaining to communication methods, on-campus
activities, issues that are important and opinions on
facilities for the new recreation center planned to
open fall 2013.
"There are several goals or reasons that we do
these," ASWU President Eric Fullerton said. "One of
the main reasons is to inform ASWU of what is impor
tant or what the student body is thinking of, so t hat
we know what programs or events should be high
lighted."
In the past, homosexuality was an subject of dis
cussion at Whitworth. In response, ASWU b rought
Andrew Marin, a pastor reaching out to the gay com
munity, to speak at Whitworth.
From the survey, student body leaders learn what
the current students want to talk about, what's im
portant to them, and how to best serve them through
activities and events.
"Another main reason that we do the survey is
to promote transparency and to see ASWU active
around campus," Fullerton said. "They get to meet
people and coordinators, and executives and media Contact Kelly Johnson at
kellyjohnsonl 4@my.whitworth.edu.
heads."

She found a
key to creating
positive social
change.
How important was the Internet
in the Libyan uprising? Critical,
says doctoral student Nadia Nsir.
She hopes to transform education
in her native Libya, teaching
citizens how to share news
across social media.
At Washington State University,
graduate students are building
a better world.

WASHINGTON STATE
^[UNIVERSITY
GRADUATE SCHOOL I

Scan this QR code with your smart
phone to see theASWU weekly
minutes.

gradschool.wsu.e
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Photographer: Peter Landgren
Junior Lauren Picha grew up on a farm and is astarter guard on the women's basketball team. She has been playing basketball since she was 5 years
old.
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Athlete applies farm work ethic to basketball
Jennifer Ingram
Staff Writer

She stressed how important it is to learn from your
hardships.
"You only get stronger," she said. "No regrets."
Junior Lauren Picha considers herself a daddy's
She uses the strength she learned from her family,
girl because of the amazing relationship she has built
with her dad. He is a third-generation farmer on Pi- and channels it into her passion for basketball.
Growing up, her dad was a teacher and the bas
cha's Berry Farm and Pumpkin Patch, which was
started by Picha's great-grandfather in 1904 in Puyal- ketball coach for her local school. She said her dad
was always around when she was a child. He was at
lup, Wash.
"By growing up and living on a farm, my dad in school, at basketball practice, at home and on the
farm with her.
stilled a work ethic in us
"By growing up and living on
"He was every
that we should always be
where,"
Picha said.
productive," Picha said.
a farm, my dad instilled a
"But it was so good
"No, don't waste time,
work ethic in us that we
because he taught me
and don't be lazy."
a
lot."
Picha's grandfather
should always be productive."
Her dad taught her
now has a statue in a
— LAUREN PICHA
to be coach-able, and
Puyallup park of him
by that trait she was
holding a basket of b er
junior
able
to learn some
ries, in memory of all the
hard work he put into his family's farm. He passed great stuff from him, Picha said.
She has been playing basketball since she was 5
away when Picha was in eighth grade.
"His was the only death I've ever been through," years old and plans to continue until the end of he r
Picha said. "I didn't know him that well, but it hurt senior year.
When she chose to come to Whitworth, basket
to see my dad hurt. Seeing how it affected him really
ball was always in the back of h er mind. While she
makes you appreciate everything you still have,"

visited a lot of schools in California, she thought the
Whitworth campus was beautiful and liked the idea
of playing at a Division III school, rather than being
benched at a Division nschool.
"I just wanted to play, and Whitworth was the per
fect balance of school and play," Pidha said.
At first she was going to study nursing when she
came to Whitworth. But because she wanted to stay
at WU for four years to continue playing basketball,
she is now. studying kinesiology and taking nursing
pre-requisites.
After graduation, she plans to go to Pacific Luther
an University to finish her nursing degree, and then
possibly head back to Puyallup, she said.
"Coming here was huge and scary but it all turned
out really well," Picha said. "I wouldn't change any
thing. I've made my choices for a reason and I like
where I am right now."
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Contact Jennifer Ingram at
jingraml 3@my.whitworth.edu.
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Organization speaks biblically about sex
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with the tools to speak honestly about sex and use
these conversations to point individuals towards Jesus
StaffWriter
Christ," Soucinek said.
According to their Facebook page, Project Sixl9 s
Sex education is approached from a biblical angle
by the non-profit Christian organization Project Sixl9. goal is to promote biblical sexuality through culturally
Volunteers go into local churches and schools to speak relevant education and initiatives. The name Proj
about sexual integrity. Project Sixl9's main objective ect Sixl9" comes from Timothy 6:19 when Paul said
is to point students to Jesus Christ by speaking hope to "take hold of t he life t hat is truly life." Accor ding
to Project Sixl9's newsletter, "Many of to day's youth
into their lives.
Project Sixl9's executive director, Jason Soucinek, is and young adults are embracing a life that is not truly
lived, especially when it comes to issues relating to
a Whitworth alumnus who graduated in 2000.
"Our main focus is on the church, using topics to sex, sexuality and relationships."
"We w ant to help people find ways to be talking
deconstruct false ideas about sex, and equip people

Brianna Anderson
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about
way," Sou
cinek said.
Soucinek and volunteers speak in a variety of dif
ferent venues including public schools, youth groups
and churches. In this year alone, they have spoken to
4,500 individuals.
Soucinek has developed a school-based curricu
lum called Life Up Cl ose, designed to equip parents
and church leaders with tools to speak about topics
ranging from sexual activity outside of marriage to
healthy relationships and media awareness.
Volunteer Jacqueline Adams shared her experi
ences working with Project Sixl9 and speaking in the
schools.
"Never at any time do I have a teen approach me
and say that they wish they would have started hav
ing sex earlier," Adams said. "And while some chose to
start having sex, more often than not, many had their
choice stolen from them."
Sexual activity among teenagers in the church is a
rising trend. Soucinek provided some statistics in his
newsletter taken from an article in Relevant Magazine
called "(Almost) Everyone's Doing It."
"Evangelicals are more likely to have sex sooner, get
pregnant earlier and, maybe most startling, 65percent
of the 1 million abortions performed each year are by
those that identify themselves as Catholic or Protes
tant," according to Project Sixl9's newsletter.
Project Sixl9 had a summer retreat this year during
which students were asked to write on pieces of paper
what was holding them back from fully pursuing a re
lationship with Christ. The responses covered a wide
range of topics including stories of sexual abuse such
as rape and molestation. Others wrote down experi
ences they had with their boyfriend or girlfriend, or
random hook-ups, and some even wrote about harm
they had done to themselves such as cutting. Most of
the notes dealt with issues related to sex, but accord
ing to Project Sixl9's newsletter it really wasn't about
that, it was about something much more: a desire to
be found.
"Everyone has a voice and all voices are needed in
this discussion," Adams said. "Whether we are in com
plete agreement or not, what people contribute to that
discussion is valuable."
Junior Corey Zalewski was inspired by Soucinek's
message after hearing him guest speak at Mancation, Whitworth's fall retreat for men. Soucinek asked
the men to write down an area of struggle in each of
their lives on a note card; they were later arranged in a
slideshow for everyone to see.
"As I watched the slideshow, I saw every single note
card reveal some sort of sexual sin that may have nev
er been vocalized prior, but had now seen the light,"
Zalewski said.
Zalewski is now a volunteer for Project Sixl9. He
said Project Sixl9 is not only devoted to vocalizing pu
rity, but also vocalizing the beauty of sexual relation
ships displayed throughout the Bible.
"Purity isgoing to be a lifelong struggle, but through
Christ we have victory," Zale wski said. "And He will
strengthen us as we continue to put our trust in Him."

Contact Brianna Anderson at
briannaandersonl2@my.whitworth.edu.

Twitter, Wikis, blogs used to enhance classes
Heather Kennison
StaffWriter

Not onl y are social media rampant
in the social lives of m ost college stu
dents, but now they are becoming more
common in classrooms as well. AtWhitworth University, several professors
have been using social media as aids to
the learning experience.
Professor of English Doug Sugano
has taught at Whitworth-for 23 years,
but over the past few years has required
students in his literature classes to post
one blog entry per week.
"What happens inside the classroom
should be a small part," Sugano said.
"Blogging is a way that classmates can
communicate outside of class."
Sugano said blogs have three func
tions to enhance learning: connect stu
dents outside of class; connect them
with other media, literature and art;
and to help them do extra credit assign
ments.
"It seems like a more natural thing
for them to do than just turn in a page,"
Sugano said.
Sugano isn't the only professor mak
ing use of this medium. Associate pro
fessor of French Jennifer Brown, who
also maintains her own personal blog,
started incorporating blogging into her
classroom in the 2007-08 school year.
"My thoughts about technology
in the class is that it's only useful if it
makes what you were already doing
better than how you were already doing
it," Brown said.

In her experience, blogging has been
a good way to replace what was already
happening in the classroom.
The March 2010 issue of School Sci
ence and Mathematics featured a study
called "Capitalizing on Emerging Tech
nologies: A Case Study of Classroom
Blogging." Du ring the case study of a
mathematics teacher who used blog
ging in the classroom, findings indi
cated that both students and teachers
perceived the greater investment to be
worthwhile.
The researchers, Robyn MacBride
from Greece Arcadia High School and
April Lynn Luehmann of the University
of Rochester, concluded: "Classroom
blogging afforded Mr. K. and his stu
dents opportunities to bring together
and capitalize on the merging of math
ematical literacies with student's me
dia literacies in a number of p owerful
ways."
Brown said her students have been
able to practice their writing in French
without so much pressure, especially
since Brown does not grade them on
grammar.
Blogging is just one way in which
professors can capitalize on students'
cultural literacy. Professor of market
ing Brad Sago requires students to fol
low his Twitter feed. Sago posts links to
articles relating to real-world scenarios
in marketing.
"It's nothing magical, but using social
media helps students see these things
are actually happening," Sago said.
Every class period, two students pres-

Photo Illustration: GregMoser
Professor of marketing Brad Sago requires his students to follow his
Twitter feed where he posts links to marketing articles. Core 250 students
are also encouraged to follow the @core250 Twitter feed to get class
updates and ask follow-up questions about lectures.
ent articles linked in Sago's Twitter feed
in class and draw the marketing aspects
out of them.
Social media can also be helpful to
students doing group projects.
"There is a lot of encouragement for
students to do group projects," Brown
said. "I think blogging is an immediate,
personal way to do this."
On the other hand, Sugano who said
he is always looking for different ways
to look at material outside of class, will
use Wikis n ext semester. Wikis are in
dexes of information where content can
be communally accessed and added

to. The idea is to give students a project where they can bring anything into
it but make it more structured, Sugano
said.
Whether through group projects,
presentations or individual blog posts,
educators are finding ways in which
they can bridge the gap between social
media and the classroom.
"It's another place for students to
make applications to what's out there,"
Sugano said.
Contact Heather Kennison at
hkennisonl2@my.whitworth.edu.

Midnight lainess gets students
revved up for basketball season
Rachel O'Kelley
StaffWriter
The basketball season is officially
up and running. Midnight Madness
brought in a crowd last Thursday night,
encouraging school spirit and support
for t he men's and women's basketball
teams.
This year, students packed into the
Fieldhouse early for the annual event,
ready to meet this year's teams. The
Whitworth crowd was welcomed by up
beat music and strobe lights.
Junior Jonny Whitmore, sports events
and tournaments coordinator, put to
gether Midnight Madness this year. It
was his first year coordinating the event,
and he said he was happy with how ex
cited both students and faculty were
about it.
Whitmore said the event was a great
way for students to get excited for the
players, get involved and win free stuff.
"Midnight Madness is the kickoff to
the basketball season and it's kind of

like a pep rally," Whitmore said.
Students were encouraged to par
ticipate in games, such as dodge ball,
to win prizes and experience the event
from the court. But students were not
the only ones involved in the competi
tions; President Beck Taylor and pro
fessor of communication studies Alan
Mikkelson competed against each other
in a 15-shot game.
Students were also encouraged to
learn the new interlude dance, which
will be performed during half time
starting this basketball season.
The energy brought fans into the ex
perience, allowing them to get involved
and interact with players, by watching
and participating in similargames.
"It was my first year going and I
thought it was really cool," junior Me
lissa Ross s aid. "I really like the lights
and the fog machine. I also knew some
of the players; I had class with some of
them last year."
Midnight Madness was exciting for
die-hard Whitworth basketball fans,

like Ross who only missed a game or
two last season, and students just look
ing for something fun to attend!
"It was madness, but I had a lot of fun
and the T-shirts were great this year,"se
nior Kelsey Bacon said.
Each student who attended Midnight
Madness were given a free T-shirt, de
signed by senior graphic design major
Camille MacKie.
"I've worked for a T-shirt company in
the past, so I'm in to designing them,"
MacKie said.
There were some new changes this
year, including the dance following the
event. Whitmore said the changes were
a hit with students, but there is always
room for improvement when it comes
to large-scale events such as Midnight
Madness.

Contact Rachel O'Kelley at
rokelleyl2@my.whitworth.edu.

Photographer: Alex Spencer
Freshman Adam Wilks flies in
Midnight Madness' slam dunk
contest. The night's activities also
included dodge ball and a dance.

HaEHfcB
Scan this QR co de to see additional
Midnight Madness photos. Or visit
youtube.com/thewhitworthian.
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Dare to be a Derby Girl

Spokane's own Lilac City Roller Girls get ready to 'bout it out' on the track for charity
Kelli Raines
StaffWriter
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The knee gasket protects her knee as she falls to the
floor. In less than three seconds, she is up aga
in. Flying
down the track, the jammer catches up to the skater in
the pink skirt and white helmet. The jammer passes
her and enters the mass of skaters. Weaving through
the blockers she emerges from the mass, earning four
points for her team.
That is the scene of the Lilac City Roller Girlsscrim
maging at their practice before their upcoming bout
on Thursday, Nov. 17. All profit s from the game will
be donated to benefit the local YWCA, which has the
motto of, "Eliminating Racism, Empowering Women."
The team practiced at Pattison's North skating center
in north Spokane on Nov. 7, the same location where
their Nov. 17 bout will be held.
The Lilac City Roller Girls is a non-profit organiza
tion that began in 2006. The roller derby sport has in
creased in popularity since the film "Whip It" came
out in 2009, along with general interest in staying in
physical shape.
"I was kind of a chicken and didn't know it was
something you just joined," said Marissa "Baby Face
Kill-Her" Flinders, a blocker and jammer on the team.
"Then 'Whip It' came out and I thought I'd try it."
Spokane's Lilac City Roller Girls teach women 18
years of age and older how to play roller derby. They
also provide an opportunity for the women to com
pete on and against other roller derby teams. They
have competed against the Rat City Rollergirls of Se
attle and the Atomic City Rollergirls ofTri-Cities.
In roller derby, each woman has her own skater
nickname, usually a play on words that has an aura of
toughness and is displayed on the player's helmet or
jersey. The sport is continually evolving and becom
ing more competitive.
"It's not about fist fights and fishnets anymore,"
said Tammy "Princess Punish Her" Rose, blocker on

"Princess Punish Her"
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Photographer: Jo Miller

Tammy "Princess Punish Her" Rose (center) skates through a wall set by teammates Jill "Jillted
Lover" Carter (left) and Jodie "Spodie Lyncher"Bloyed (right) during a practice drill.
the team.
Roller derby is a contact sport played by two op
posing teams. Each team has five players on the track
at one time. Of the five players, one is designated the
jammer, the person who scores, and the other four are
the blockers.
"The jammer is most essential," said Elizabeth "EB
Teeze" Oliver, a blocker on the team. "The jammer has
to be good at everything."
The players skate counterclockwise around the

"EB Teeze'

Name: Tammy Rose
Position: Blocker
Employee at Sugar Skulls Beauty Bar

Name: Elizabeth Oliver
Position: Blocker
Employee at American Eagle

As a little girl, Princess Punish Her used to
watch roller derby games. One of her childhood
dreams was to be a derby girl. When the sport
began emerging again, in 2006, Princess Pun
ish Her decided she wanted to skate.
"As an adult I wanted to aspire to some of
those dreams 1 used to have," she said.
Princess Punish Her has nine children, and
scheduling can be difficult for her, but she
works roller derby in.
"If you love what you do, you're going to do
it," she said.

EB Teeze has been a part of the Lilac City
Roller Girls on and off since fall 2009. EB Teeze
not only enjoys the fun group and the exercise,
but also the change in identity that comes with
roller derby.
"You get this whole alter ego," she said. "You
break out of t he social norm."
She explained that the games are all about
multi-tasking. "You're always strategizing and
listening to your coach from the sidelines."

track and the jammer tries to pass opposing players,
while the blockers try to block the other team's jam
mer. The jammer earns points for every opposing
player she passes.
"It is a team sport, so you need others to be success
ful," said Heather "Suppa BaDass" Suppa, a jamther
and blocker on the team. "Practicing together is the
only way tolearn how to work with each toher in order
to be successful in a bout."
The skaters usually have two or three intense

"Baby Face Kill-Her"
Name: Marissa Flinders
Position: Blocker/Jammer
Patient Access Representative at Group
Health
Baby Face Kill-Her is a pre-nursing stu
dent by day, roller derby girl by night. Baby
Face Kill-Her, a junior at Eastern Washington
University, has been a roller derby girl for the
past two years. She decided to finally try it out
after the movie "Whip It" came out. She went
to a Fresh Meat practice and has been a roller
derby girl ever since.
"There is a rush of getting to just cream
someone while there's an audience watch
ing," she said. "You can hit other girls on
skates — what could be more fun?"
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Photographer: Jo Miller

LEFT: Karis "Honey Badger" Darjany laces up her skates before practice. Sixteen-year-old Honey Badger is the daughter of the coach, Matthew "Tank"
Darjany, and gets to practice with the team despit
e her age. RIGHT: Tank leads the team in a butterflystretch before he starts their drills.
practices per week. On Nov. 7, coach Matthew "Tank"
Darjany, who coaches once a week, drilled the skat
ers. They performed conditioning drills and scrim
maged to prepare for the upcoming bout. The season
is almost the entire year and the skaters compete lo
cally once a month, at Pattison's North or Roller Val
ley Skate Center, and away once a month. They have
competed as far away as Canada.
Fresh Meat orientation is the name of a special
practice that happens the third Saturday of every
month, said Lori "Coogrrr Bit'cha" Scouton, a blocker
on the team. Women who are interested in roller der
by can come to this practice, rent skates for $2, borrow
skating pads and join in the practice. The first three
practices are free.
Baby Face Kill-Her encourages girls to come to
practice and try out for the team.
• "Fifty percent of girls don't know how to tie skates
when they first come," Baby Face Kill-Her said. "It's a
sport you can show up to and join when you're 40."
Fifty-year-old grandmother Coogrrr Bit'cha echoed
the encouragement.
"I joined totally on a dare," Coogrrr Bit'cha said.
"Two years later I'm still coming. We are always in
need of more girls."
Although all women are welcome to join, it takes
dedication to become a roller derby girl. Before be
coming part of the team, women must pass both a
written and a skills test. Suppa BaDass said they are
tested on different stops such as T-stops, toe stops and
plow stops. Everyone is taught how to fall correctly to
avoid injuries. There are five different ways to fall and
the players have to be able to get back up in three sec
onds. They are also taught not to use their hands when

"Suppa BaDass"
Name: Heather Suppa
Position: Blocker/Jammer
Dental Hygiene Assistant
Despite working two jobs, Suppa BaDass has
been involved in roller derby for the past two
\ ears. Like Baby Face Kill-Her, she was inspired
to finally try it out after seeing "Whip It."
"I like being competitive," she said. It s
tough to find something competitive as you get
older."
Suppa BaDass said she enjoys the workout
and the release of energy roller derby provides.
Hven after breaking two fingers in the sport,
she's skating strong.

falling so their fingers are not run over. Also, they are
tested on agility, crossovers, and how well they skate
with others.
"Once we pass the basic skills then we are allowed
to scrimmage at practices," Suppa BaDass said.
But passing the tests is only the first step. With
sweat sliding off their faces and coming in short of
breath after racing around the track, the women are
challenged physically.
"It's the best exercise program," said Joy "Joyful
Destroyful" Katterfeld, a jammer and blocker on the
team. "It cleanses your body. You don't come out ex
hausted; you come out invigorated."
Joyful Destroyful runs the sponsorship and PR
committees. She explained that one of the Lilac City
Roller Girls' goals is to own a building where they
could skate.
"A lot of our money goes to renting out rinks, so that
would help if we could have our own place," Joyful De
stroyful said.
The Lilac City Roller Girls are also involved in the
Spokane community.
"Roller derby is a sport and hobby, but we also con
tribute locally and we feel that is important," Joyful
Destroyful said.
Once or twice a year, the team has a bout in which
they donate the money they earn. Joyful Destroyful
said in past years they have raised money for medical
supplies for Rwanda team surgeons and Inland Imag
ing. They also help the homeless and clean up under
freeways.
Volunteering together, practicing together and
competing together allows the women time to get to
know each other.

'Coogrrr Bit'cha"
Name: Lori Scouton
Position: Blocker
Full time elementary school secretary
As a grandmother of six, 50-year-old Coogrrr
Bit'cha is still out in the action. After dressing
up as a roller derby girl for Halloween one year,
she was dared to actually be a roller derby girl.
After the first practice, she was hooked. She's
been a roller derby girl for the past two years.
"It really strengthens yourself as a woman,"
she said. "You just lose all your fears. It's crazy
what it does to you physically and emotionally.
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Photographer: Jo Miller

Jillted Lover (left) removes her mouthpiece after
practice. Amber "Chaos Reains" Williams (rig frt)
was visitingthe team from out oftown.
"You build life-long relationships," Princess Punish
Her said. "You really learn to trust the girls."
Doors open for the Nov. 17 bout at 6:30 p.m. and
starts at 7 p.m at Pattinson's North. Tickets are $10 for
adults and $7 for students and seniors.

Contact Kelli Raines at
krainesl 2@my.whitworth.edu.
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"Joyful Destroyful"
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Name: Joy Katterfeld
Position: Jammer/Blocker
Marketing & Sales Manager at SpeedPro Imag-
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Like Princess Punish Her, Joyful Destroyful,
age 52, remembers watching roller derby as a
young girl. Two and a half years ago, she saw
women promoting roller derby at a motorcycle
show. It was then, as a grandmother, that she
told herself, "I'm doing it."
"It is a big vent release," she said. "You're al
ways able to go there and de-stress. On a stress
ful day you can go there and it turns into the
best day."
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Standardized tests needed
Timeto end separate physical requirements for men
and women in the military, emergency response

BY CHRISSY ROACH
PHOTO EDITOR
Ah yes, it's that time of the year again.
No, I'm not talking about the time when we com
pletely disregard the month of Thanksgiving for
Christmas. It's No-Shave November, which I will
dub "Noshavember" — the time of the year when
guys refuse to shave.
Isn't it just repulsive, ladies? I am tired of walk
ing around and seeing guys with their patchy, thin,
scrawny, almost prepubescent "beards" acting like
they are the real deal.
Boys. C'mon. Do you realize that I can see that
one patch of hair missing from your neard because
you haven't fully matured yet? It really is noticeable.
Don't act like it isn't.
Yes, I know it is some sort of "male-bonding"
thing you got going on, but is it really that difficult to
pick up your razor in the morning and get rid of the
almost-non-existent beard that you are so desper
ately wishing was there?
Admit it. Most of you can't grow full beards.
And for those of you who can — you look disgust
ing. If I wanted a lumberjack-mountain-man type, I
wouldn't be going to Whitworth. I'd be living in the
Back 40 instead. Please, go take your flannel and
suspenders elsewhere.
But really guys, think about it. How would you
like it if girls just decided to not shave for an entire
month? Would you appreciate it if your woman
looked like she just got back from the wilderness, all
hairy and man-like? Wouldn't you be disgusted?
Are you really attracted to the long, prickly,
sharp hairs that poke through a girl's sweatpants?
Wouldn't you feel threatened because most girls
can grow more hair on their legs than you can on
your face?
I mean honestly, that's what we're dealing with
here. When I go to hug you, I don't want your gross
beard catching all the fibers on my shirt and ripping
small holes'into it, just like you don't want my leg
hair stabbing you through my pants. So, gentlemen,
you still want to participate in Noshavember?
Well, I'll let you in on a little secret that will deter
you from women forever.
I Started Noshavember back in June. Let me tell
you, friends, it is not pretty. You can ask people. I
haven't worn shorts in ages.
Now, you may be calling me a hypocrite, but
since I have seen the effects long, untamed hair has
had on people, I have decided to change my ways.
You should, too.
ROACH is a sophomore majoring in journalism and
mass communication. Comments can be sent to
croachl4@my.whitworth.edu.

to be viewed as equal, they must be given the same
rights, but more importantly, the same responsi
bilities. If saved from a burning building by a fire
fighter, I would not care if they were male or female,
COLUMNIST
but if that firefighter was unable to drag me out of
the building because he or she was subject to lower
standards, I would care a great deal.
This principal extends much further than firefight
Gender inequality in the United States has existed
since this country's founding, and although in re ing. Consider women in the military, who are pro
cent decades we have made progress toward a na hibited from serving in combat roles. While there are
tion of equals, problems still exist today. A big part areas, such as submarines, where allowing both gen
of the solution is not only the advocacy of equal op ders to work in the same space can be tricky, combat
portunity, but the advocacy of equal standards. As a situations demonstrate a key field where uniform re
society we are used to the lobbying for equal repre quirements can make a tremendous impact.
If women are not subject to the same scrutiny and
sentation of both women and men, especially in the
physical
training demands as men, there is no pos
workplace. Something we often overlook, however,
is that we expect different results from different gen sibility of ending discrimination on the battlefield.
Requiring men and women to pass the same exams,
ders.
One example of this is firefighting. It is a well- to endure the same physical tests, and to possess
known fact that firefighting has become a vocation the same skill sets would promote a military where
gender does not determine your
open to both men and women,
ability to serve your country. It
but what is unknown is that the
"Requiring men and
dictates that neither is greater
standards for both are being
women
to
pass
the
same
or lesser, but that certain char
challenged even today.
acteristics and abilities are re
Though each state has differ
exams, to endure the,
quired by all.
ent requirements for becoming
same
physical
tests,
and
to
The feminist movement in the
a firefighter, the testing process
U.S. advocates equality among
is often criticized for containing
possess the same skill
genders, and though it must be
elements that are irrelevant to
sets would promote
noted that men and women are
the occupation. Many of these
fundamentally different, we can
irrelevancies often pertain to
a military where
not allow for mixed standards
the physical examinations, and
gender does not determine and expect equality to exist at the
are sometimes even contradic
same time.
tory. For example, according to
your ability to serve
As promoters of equality, we
the International Association of
your country."
institute the same argument
Women in Fire and Emergency
presented against the notion of
Services (IAWFES), "Some tests
separate
but equal, in the case of
reject trainees for slowness in
sprinting when many departments forbid sprinting Plessy v. Ferguson in 1896. We argue that even the
idea of separation implies inequality, and though
as fatiguing and worsening smoke inhalation."
As a result of physical examinations, the enroll civil rights advocates lost the case in a highly con
ment of women firefighters has dropped significant troversial verdict, we now have the opportunity to
ly, and the IAWFES proposed to universally lower demonstrate a society where men and women are
the standards for physical examinations to allow not only provided with the same opportunities, but
for more women to meet the requirements. This is treated with the same standards.
I do not consider myself to be a feminist per se, but
a prime example of the problem our society faces
I do consider myself someone who values equality.
today.
Lowering the standards for female firefighters is As a result, I feel that both men and women, espe
not only dangerous, but it promotes the idea that we cially in America, a country that takes great pride in
should expect different results from a person based its freedoms, should be held to the same standards.
on his or her gender. Requiring the same criterion
for both women and men creates an atmosphere of
STEVENS is a freshman majoring in English and
equality, rather than one that encourages a differ French. Comments can be sent to
ence between the two. If m en and women are truly rstevens15@my.whitworth.edu.

RYAN STEVENS

roposed optional sex
education law ill-advised
the only reliable method to preventing pregnancy and
disease. Abstinence is a welcome method of birth con
trol that can be taught alongside other lessons about
ELIZABETH REEVES
COLUMNIST
contraception methods. Teaching about body function
and maintaining a healthy sex life does not mean a cer
tain lifestyle is encouraged or that one method of con
Currently, Wisconsin requires public schools to pro traception is supported over another. Present the facts
vide sex education, including lessons on effective forms and leave the decision up to the individual. The last thing the education system needs is interof contraception. However, it is quickly facing change
with the arrival of a new bill that challenges the neces district turmoil and debate over whether sex education
sity of th ose teachings. The proposed bill would allow is necessary. The school board should see an oppor
local school districts to make sex education and teach tunity to be a positive influence on the views of s ex in
ing contraception optional. As with most bills placed on young adults' lives, possibly the only positive influence
state ballots, the bill is bigger than Wisconsin; it is an that students may encounter before making such an
issue that affects the education and growth of American important life decision. Healthy relationships need to
be taught by first building a positive relationship before
citizens.
News8000, a Wisconsin-based news company, re engaging in a sexual relationship.
There is innocence and then there is ignorance, and
leased a statement by Senator Mary Lazich of Wiscon
sin's Senate District 28: "It isnot a mandate that human teachers are not stripping students of the ir innocence
growth and development must be taught or not taught." by educating them about sex. Presented information
That mentality is taking a step back instead of looking is part of a c omprehensive education and needs to be
forward and addressing the true needs of ad olescents known in order to function as human beings. Therefore,
in America. Furthermore, in the wake of g lobal over by eliminating sex education, students are subjected to
a state of ignorance that is danger
population, why would sex edu
ous for their health.
"Sex
education
in
a
cation be optional? That makes
Students' opinions of sex are
zero sense.
classroom setting is essential changing with the media's opinion
Sex education in a classroom
to the healthy development of sex; therefore, the school system
setting is essential to the healthy
must also change in order to stay
development of our nation's
of our nation's youth."
current and provide necessary in
youth. Understanding how the
body functions is information that cannot be ignored, formation, as well as maintaining a positive influence.
By ignoring sex education the wrong message is sent
and if students aren't receiving it at home, then it needs
to
students. It sends the message that they should be
to come in an educational setting. Would you rather
have students get their information from overheard embarrassed and ashamed of the subject, or worse, that
conversations in the bathroom, or from a teacher in a the subject should be ignored and not discussed. I be
lieve public schools have the right — and more impor
classroom environment? I, for one, choose the latter.
Lazich authored the bill, including commentary that tantly — the need to teach everything about topics that
sex education needs to involve community input. "It could involve health-related issues for students and for
leaves it in the hands of t he school districts to decide other youth. While we may not want to face the reality
whether to have a curriculum and if th ey do want to about sexual relationships among students, we can ig
have a curriculum it gives the school districts the power nore the problem or we can face it directly in a manner
to design that curriculum," she wrote. What America that will benefit students.
You can call it "sensitive," or whatever else you want,
needs are well-rounded and well-educated students
but
the reality is that sex edu
cation should not be taught
and citizens, regardless of the district the students grad
uate from. All students should receive equal and uni based on whether the district feels like it. It is a health
issue that directly affects students. They should be in
versal education.
formed.
The n ew bill wouldn't require schools to teach sex
education and contraceptive methods, but if school dis
tricts were to decide to offer sex education in their cur
riculum, they would be required to teach abstinence as

REEVES is a freshman majoring in communications.
Comments can be sent toereevesl5@my.whitworth.edu.

This week: "Jesus Gets Your Goat"
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Worship
8:15 a.m. - contemporary
9:30 a.m. - contemporary
10:30 a.m. - traditional
11:01 a.m. - contemporary
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Bucs plunge past aquatic competition
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Men's and women's swimming race to kick off the NWC dual meet season
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StaffWriter

The W hitworth men's and women's swim teams
swept the Pacific University Boxers and Lewis &
Clark
College Pioneers this past weekend in the Bucs' first
home meets of the season at the Whitworth Aquatic
Center.
"Everybody loves home meets," head coach Steve
Schadt said. "You get the energy of th e crowd, and
it gets behind your swimmers and helps them per
form."
The Pirate men used that energy to claim a 150-53
victory over the visiting Boxers, winning nine of the 11
events. Senior Rory Buck, last year's NCAA Division
III Swimmer of th e Year, led the Pirates by winning
the 200-yard breaststroke and 100-yard freestyle.
Buck's time of 2:02.14 in the 200-yard breaststroke
broke his own pool record, and qualified the senior
for the 2012 NCAADivision III Championships in the
event.
"I was pretty happy with how that race went Fri
day night," Buck said. "The pool record was kind of a
cherry on top, that definitely wasn't the goal. The goal
was to try to swim an NCAA qualifying time."
Sophomore Luke Welle won the 1000-yard free
style by more than 25 seconds (10:23.58) while senior
Austin Vierra finished first in the 200-yard freestyle in
Photographer: Tanner Scholten
1:45.93.
Freshman Wes Tatum swimming the 200 butterfly against Pacific University during Fridays meet.
The Whitworth women were victorious with a score
Benson handled the competition in her sprint
of 113-92, led by freshman Sam Smith who placed freestyle and 4:49.24 in the 500-yard freestyle.
Buck continued his winning ways, swimming the events, with wins in the 50-yard freestyle (24.97) and
first in the 200-yard individual medley (2:14.19), be
fore returning to the pool just a few minutes later to 100-yard breaststroke with a time of 56.91. Buck is the 100-yard backstroke (1:02.74).
Smith won the 100-yard butterfly in 59.52 while
win the 200-yard butterfly 2:16.11. Sm ith was also defending national champion in the event, and his
Barringer
claimed a victory in the closest race of the
time
this
past
weekend
qualified
him
for
a
return
to
part of the women's first-place 400-yard medley team
that won with a time of 4:04.32 along with sen
ior Jen the 2012 NCAA Division III Championships to com day. Barringer won the 100-yard breaststroke, edging
out the second place Lewis & Clark fini sher by less
pete in the event.
nifer Benson, junior Melissa Barringer and freshman
Welle won his second consecutive distance race in than a second with a winning time of 1:11.43.
Nicole Lecoq.
"Through the first six or seven weeks of the season
as many days in the 1650-yard
"I felt better during the
freestyle, finishing the race in I t hink Melissa Barringer has been really strong for
200 I.M. b ecause there was
'I just take one race at a time 17:15.93.
us," Schadt said. "She is way ahead of where she was
only one event in between
Sophomore Matt Brody won a year ago."
and focus on the
and then I had to swim the
With the victories this past weekend, the men's
the 100-yard freestyle
with
200 fly," Smith said. "But I
next race coming up."
a time of 49.97, edging out team has now won 80 consecutive Northwest Confer
was happy with the meet. I
Whitworth sophomore Mitch ence dual meets, and the women's streak of unbeaten
just take one race at a time
— Sam Smith
ell Beck (50.33) and Pirate NWC dual meets was extended to 37.
and focus on the next race
freshman swimmer
"I think aerobically we're getting much more fit,"
freshman Callum MacKintosh
coming up."
Schadt said. "I think in the next few weeks we are go
(50.75).
Lecoq also placed first in
The Pirate women were ing to want to add a little bit more speed to that and
the 200-yard freestyle with a
time of 1:58.88. Sophomore Kate Duvall took the top dominant in their 146-56 victory over the Pioneers, help people finish races a little better, but for where
spot in the 200-yard backstroke, with a winning time led by Lecoq, Duvall and Benson who each had mul we're at, I'm pretty happy."
Both teams will t ravel to McMinnville, Ore., this
tiple wins for Whitworth.
of 2:11.66.
Lecoq won both the 100-yard and 200-yard free weekend to compete in the Northwest Invitational at
The Whitworth dominance continued for both
teams on Saturday as the Pirates won every race in style events. She posted a 55.12 time in the 100-yard Linfield College.
freestyle and had a 1:57.40 finish in the 200-yard free
the 22-event meet.
The men's team beat the Pioneers 176-22, getting style.
Duvall had a winning time of 4:54.36 i n the 400two individual victories from sophomore Oliver Durand in the 200-yard freestyle and 500-yard freestyle. yard individual medley before winning the 500-yard Contact Andrew Forhan at
Durand had a winning time of 1:47.03 in the 200-yard freestyle in 5:25.88.
aforhanl 4@my.whitworth.edu.

SPOTTED FROM THE CROW'S NEST
Nathan Webber

Splashing into the Lecoq legacy at Whitworth

Staff Writer

Friday night at the Whitworth Aquatic Center,
freshman swimmer Nicole Lecoq finished in the top
two in all her events. Her 400-yard medley relay team
finished first, 14 seconds ahead of the runners-up.
She finished second in the 500-yard freestyle and won
the women's 200-yard freestyle by four seconds.
This was Lecoq's first dual meet and only her fifth
competition as a Pirate, but she is already making a
name for herself in the pool.
"She loves to compete, loves to race," head swim
ming coach Steve Schadt said. "As a coach, I love tha
t.
She is a warm, friendly, supportive person who lifts
up her teammates. We knew she was a good fit to our
program from day one."
Lecoq has been swimming since she was 4 years
old, influenced by a couple of close family members.
"I have two older sisters that started swimming,
and I am just naturally competitive and wanted to do
what they do," Lecoq said. "But I stuck with it because
it's something I am passionate about."
Lecoq's swimming career led her to Whitworth
where she is swimming the 100-yard freestyle, the
200-yard freestyle and the 100-yard backstroke as well
as swimming on multiple relay teams.
"Well my sister graduated from [Whitworth], so
that's how I first h eard about it, but I came to Whit
worth for the academics and because of swimming,"
Lecoq said.
One of her older sisters, Ashley Lecoq, was a Pirate
Ail-American swimmer from 2007 to 2011.She gradu-
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Photographer: Jeff Ferguson
Freshman Nicole Lecoq looks to carry on her family lega
cy for Whitworth swimming.
ated last year, leaving behind three relay records in
the 400-yard medley relay, the 200-yard free relay and
the 800-yard free relay.
"I look up to her in so many ways," Nicole Lecoq
said. "She is an amazing swimmer and a person I look
up to and sharing a sport just makes it that much bet
ter."
For Nicole Lecoq, growing up competing with her
sister may have given her an advantage in clutch situ
ations.
"Her biggest strength is when you're in the third
quarter of a race — gut-check time — she has that ex
tra gear, that will to win," Schadt said. "Her talent and

feel for the water is one of her biggest assets."
It is also one of her favorite parts of swimming.
"The competitiveness and the people [is what I like
most about swimming]," Nicole Lecoq said. "I prob
ably wouldn't do it unless I had friends in it with me.
I also like how there is an individual and team aspect
to it."
Lecoq will compete with the Whitworth swim
teams as they travel to McMinnville, Ore., to swim in
the Northwest Invitational next Friday and Saturday.
Contact Nathan Webber at
nathanwebberl3@my.whitworth.edu.

Final point: Pirates leave without regrets
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Volleyball season ends in tough match against California Lutheran University
Corina Gebbers
StaffWriter

The Whitworth volleyball team finished its season
last Friday, Nov. 11 in the first round of t he NCAA
Division III Tournament against California Luther
an University. The Pirates were hosted by the 17thranked Regals in Thousand Oaks, Calif.
CLU defeated Whitworth in five sets, 18-25, 25-22,
16-25, 25-17,15-8.
"They husded after everything and had a few big
hitters that challenged us," sophomore outside hitter
Kristine Kardell said.
The Pirates out-hit their opponents in set one, with
kills by five of Whitworth's players. CLU led the set
until senior outside hitter Amanda Grumbach boost
ed her team with three consecutive points, including
two aces. The Pirates took their first lead of the night
after senior outside hitter Kaimi Rocha scored three
points midset. With effort, teamwork, and patience,
the Bucs were able to defend CLU's threatening hit
ters and took the set on a kill by senior outside hitter
Ka'ipo Rocha.
"We played very well and played some of th e best
volleyball of the season," senior setter Bree Riddle
said.
Ka'ipo Rocha led her team to a great start in the
second set, contributing four of th e Pirates first five

points. Senior defensive specialist Jordon Hoffnagle After two errors by CLUand kills by Ka'ipo Rocha and
served two consecutive aces to put the Pirates up by Grumbach, the Pirates came within three points of
two, but CLU co nsistently answered with hard hits the Regals, but CLU upheld its momentum and won
the set by eight.
and great defense.
"We played our guts out and there really isn't much
"The game was a lot of momentum back and forth,"
Riddle said. "One point we were unstoppable and the more the girls could have given," assistant coach Darcy McMurray said.
next we couldn't stop them."
The teams went into a decisive
Whitworth held its ground,
but the Regals scored two con "Everyone played so well fifth set, and the Pirates fought to the
last point. CLU won the set to move
secutive points to take the sec
and put their whole
on to the next round of th e tourna
ond set.
hearts into the match." ment.
Both teams continued to rally
"Our number one goal was to
in the third set, constantly had
— Kristine Kardell
leave the match with no regrets,"
ing the lead. CLU took a 6-3 lead
to start the set, but committed
sophomore outside hitter McMurray said. "And we honestly
can say that is true."
errors which allowed the Pirates
Grumbach led her team with 17
to stay within two. It wasn't un
til two kills by Kardell later in the set that the Pirates kills and both teams with 21 digs. Kaimi Rocha fin
took the lead. A kill by Kai'po Rocha helped Whit ished with 16 kills and 19 digs, Ka'ipo Rocha had 11
worth maintain momentum, and the Regals opted kills, Hoffnagle contributed 10 digs and Riddle dished
for a timeout. The Pirates came out firing, scoring five 48 assists. Overall the Pirates had 59 kills and 78 digs.
Whitworth finished the season 19-7, with a North
straight points. A kill by Riddle ended the set 25-16.
"Everyone played so well and put their whole heart west Conference title and its fifth appearance in the
NCAA Division III Tournament. Kaimi Rocha and
into the match," Kardell said.
CLU con trolled the fourth set, taking a 9-3 lead, Riddle were both named first team all-region players.
hitting .206 and disrupting Whitworth's rhythm. De
spite several solid attempts by the Pirates, Whitworth Contact Corina Gebbers at
couldn't manage to score against the Regal defense. cgebbersl 5@my.whitworth.edu.
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The Whitworthian has served as the main source
of news and sports coverage for the Whitworth
community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an
organization composed entirely by students which
produces The Whitworthian weekly newspaper
and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting
accurate and relevant information in an innova
tive manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for
expressing the interests of the Whitworth
community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published
weekly, except during January and student vaca
tions. The content is generated entirely by stu
dents. The college administration does not review
the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the
individual artists, writers and student editors, and
do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associ
ated Students of Whitworth University (ASWU),
the university, its administration, faculty/staff or
advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through
advertising and subscription revenue and in part
by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the
opinions of their individual creators and not
necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its
editors or its staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes
in freedom of speech and expression as guaran
teed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of
the United States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248
ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com
QUESTIONS?
jvalencial2@my.whitworth.edu
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The Whitworthian is committed to providing the
Whitworth community with the most accurate
information possible. The Whitworthian never
knowingly publishes inaccuracies. If you have
a comment or question about the fairness
or accuracy of a story, send an
email to jvalencial2@my.whitworth.edu.

IJM CLUB PRESIDENTHALEY ATKINSON:
Approaching injustice issues as a campus
Whitworth is a step toward change."
Faranda is working with the other students from
campus filled with
individuals grappling CASP "to raise funds for a cause that will make a dif
with issues of injus ference."
Referring to her time in the community they are
tice. The intent of this
issue is to create a working to support, she said, "As we sat with them un
space to highlight the der a corrugated metal roof, the Monsignor Romero
work these individu community in El Salvador explained their six-year
als are doing now, struggle for land rights. Despite extreme poverty and
as well as what they government discrimination, the community was able
hope to do as they to secure the land rights. Now they need money to
leave our campus. purchase it." Fara nda said, "If you are interested in
We also hope to bring supporting their efforts please join us Friday, Nov. 18
light to some of the at 7 p.m. in Graves Gym fora Dance Aerobics Extrava
issues that have im ganza (donations suggested) and Wednesday, Dec. 7
at Branches for a community dinner fundraiser. Join us
pacted our peers.
This semester I have been working with the other as we turn awareness into action."
members of the International Justice Mission Club to
International Club
raise awareness on our campus, to stimulate neces
"We, as International Club, are working together to
sary conversations and to encourage others to wresde
through some of these issues with us. With this intent integrate a diverse student body while maintaining
the members' ethnic, national
we have primarily focused our
and religious identities, and
efforts on raising awareness
around the refugee popula "... we want to encourage you to to create cultural awareness,"
said Tina Kamkosi, president
tions in our world and in Spo
consider the realities of the
of the International Club.
kane. In order to do this we
One event held by Interna
have a series of on-campus
world around us, while
tional Club has been Cooking
events scheduled Nov. 28 Around the World. During
asking yourself how you are
Dec. 3. Our club would like to
this event, international stu
invite you to attend as many
of these events as you can, but going to address these realities." dents are given the chance
to showcase food from their
more importantly we want to
— HALEY ATK INSON
home country and share vari
encourage you to consider the
ous recipes, Kamkosi said.
realities of t he world around
IJM club president
"Our biggest event is the
us, while asking yourself how
International Festival (previ
you are going to address these
realities. Our hope is to prevent the choice of igno  ously known as International Banquet), which serves a
purpose of allowing Whitworth students and Spokane
rance.
The following is a collection of voices of other indi community to get a taste of different cultural perspec
viduals on campus who share our hope for the Whit tives, through traditional attires, dances, music and
food," Kamkosi said. "Together,we commit to building
worth community.
a safe environment where students can come together
and to be accepted for who they are and not where
Cultural Events Coordinator
For senior Brittany Roach, cultural events coordi they come from."
nator, the drive lies somewhere in midst of the Emily
Kisima
Dickinson quote, "If I can stop one heart from break
"In July 2010, the U.N.General Assembly recognized
ing, I shall not live in vain."
"Being the cultural events coord
inator isaboutmore the human right to clean water and stated that clean
than planning events, it is about being a thermometer drinking water is fundamental to the realization of all
for campus culture," R oach said. "Social justice has human rights," Ryan Knight, the president of the Ki
been a deep passion of mi ne since coming to Whit sima Club, said. "Yet still, one in six people on earth
worth and witnessing the prevalence of bigoted com lack access to safe drinking water, 1.8 million children
ments. These comments and jokes come out with little die each year as a result of diarrhea (caused by a lack
warning or thought, and they hurt those around them. of clean water), children loose 443 million school days
That is why I do what I do. If I can, I help to facilitate each year from water-related illness and close to halfof
conversation on what is considered offensive. Then I all people in developing countries are suffering at any
"can stop one heart from breaking." Being in college is given time from a health problem caused by water and
about finding yourself, but I think it is also about find sanitation deficits."
ing others through understanding, love and compas
Going off of the idea that drinking water is one ofthe
sion. I fight everyday so that I can build a bridge to an most basic needs for all people, the club fundraises for
appreciation for differences."
various community-based health and water projects
in East Africa, Knight said.
CASP
"Join us in making clean water available for every
Taylor Faranda is a senior who studied on the Cen one! We meet at 9:32 p.m., Monday nights in George's
tral America Studies Program last semester. When Place upstairs in (he HUB."
asked what Whitworth students can do about issues of
injustice she said, "It is more than a desire to make a
difference. Fighting social injustices means confront Contact Haley Atkinson at
ing countless barriers and awareness is a crucial first hatkinsonl 3@my.whitworth.edu.
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EDITOR S NOTE:

Serving the Whitworth community since 1905

Using collaboration to facilitate change
While
putting
together this is
sue I f ound myself
thinking about how
much Whitworth
University empha
sizes the impor
tance of service
and outreach.
In all honesty, a
Whitworth educa
tion employs us
with many things,
but one thing in
particular seems
to stand out more
than others: the
drive to serve.
This university gives us countless opportunities
to step out into the community and make a dif
ference, be it through service learning projects or
events such as Community Building Day. At t he
same time, service at Whitworth doesn't even have
to be this formal. There's a good chance that at some
point we've all helped a friend out with an event or
gone the extra mile for someone.
In the simplest of ter ms, we are called to serve,
and generally we step up to the plate with the intent
of doing just that.
Yet, the thing about being a college student is we
tend to be eager to make a difference, but don't nec

essarily know how to go about acting on our desires.
So, faced with that challenge, we take a back
seat. We settle for apathy. We settle for mediocrity.
We drop our change in a plate at church and call it
good. Before we know it, our strong desire to fix the
world is consumed by other wants and needs. In
stead of actively attempting to right the wrongs we
come across, we turn away and pretend it is some
one else's problem. We are called to serve, but we
don't necessarily listen.
It is the purpose of this issue to highlight justice
problems around the world. The content that fol
lows was made possible with the help of members
of the International Justice Mission Club.
It would be unrealistic of me to assume an issue
of The Whitworthian would be enough to make this
community drop everything and serve. Understand
this is not our aim. Instead, we would like our au
dience to consider this as a gateway to action. As
explained in an article in this issue, it isn't enough
to raise awareness; action needs to follow. Consider
this your opportunity to act.
It is my privilege to collaborate with the IJM Club
on this issue. And it is my hope that you take what is
written in the following pages to heart. Understand
that although we are college students with limited
resources, we have the power to create change.
Hold on tight to this sentiment and run with it.
Contact Jessica Valencia at
jvalencial2@my.whitworth.edu.
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IJM: stories

of trafficking
state-side
Rachel Hair
Guest Writer

Human trafficking is not just an intern
ational problem.
It happens right here in the United States.
According to the U.S. Depa rtment of State, it is esti
mated that there are between 14,500 to 17,500 human
beings trafficked into the U.S. annually. Human traffick
ing is a complex systemof abuse that exploits human be
ings for revenue through sex, forced labor and harvesting
Photo courtesy of Mary Viducich
of hu man organs, according to the 2004 United Nations
e of soccer in Kolkata, India.
Department of Peacekeeping Report. Hiis is one 14-year- Two boys play a pick-up gam
old's story.
In David B.astone's book, "Not For Sale," h e tells the
story of a 14-year-old girl from Cameroon, a country lo
cated on the West coast of Africa, bordering Nigeria and
never worked.
the Central African Republic. Misled by a wealthy Ameri Sergio Jara Arroyos
Honestly, I never likedthose trees. During mysum
Guest
Writer
can couple, the girl found herself enslaved in their home.
mers all I ever wanted was to go to summer school,
Yet, circumstances led her story to inspire a man to seek
In the United States alone there are about 400,000 but they took that away. Those trees became to me
justice for her and other victims of this crime.
much more than what meets the eye. In them I could
children leaving their home every year to work in
A couple living near Richmond, Va. promised the par
see my childhood slipping away and my parents suf
fields
across
America.
The
effect
of
a
migrant
lifestyle
ents of a girl from C ameroon that she would receive an
sets up two out of three migrant children to drop out fering. I saw pain and I saw my realityportrayed.
education in exchange for work in their home. Further,
Later in the day you would hear ruckus from the
the couple offered to send the girl's wages back to her par of school. Migrant children encompass the paradox children. The orchards would get animated and the
of the American Dream — the want of a better life ents on a regular basis. TheAmerican couple even altered
but at what cost? Here is my personal story as a for bickering among siblings was normal. The running
their own daughter's passport with a photo of the girl to
through the many aisles of cherry trees allowing the
mer
migrant child:
illegally bring her to the United States.
little imagination that was still left as a child to flow
Queriamos
Norte
—
"We
wante
d
the
North,"
is
a
Once the girl arrived in the U.S., the Virginian couple
common phrase encompassing a long journey some free. Picking the cherries became a new adventure
forced her to work domestic labor tasks in their home
took to make it to the U.S. The phrase accompanied where the fruit would become the enemy and the
from sunup to sundown. The couple assured the girl they
itself with an attribute of failure to properly provide only way to defeat it was by picking more until they
were sending her wages back to her pare
nts in Cameroon,
were all gone. Competitions of who could fill more
for
their children.
but they did not allow her to communicate with them.
boxes of cherries and the occasional cherry fight.
For
migrant
families,
work
revolves
around
con
Even worse, the husband often sexually violated her.
stant migration. From field to field, orchard to or Children had to be children one way or the other; it
The girl ran away and took refuge in the home of Louis
chard. A path to nowhere in particular. For all of us, was a matter of adapting to the environment. Mypar
Etongwe's cousin. Etongwe, a 52-year-old Cameroonian,
miles of stagnation. Leaving an orchard is part of the ents would tell me, "You need to start working at the
was shocked by the girl's story, but he was dumbfounded
routine. Some go because the life is too tough. Oth same rate you keep talking" I argued, joked around
when the girl told him she was not the only one.
ers head out simply in search of bette
r pay. While the and chatted about any given topic I saw on TV the
He set out on a cam
paign to help rescue girlslike her in
panorama changed, the one thing we never left be day before; I was told that I would either become a
New Jersey, Maryland and Virginia. By 2006, he rescued
"locutor" or "abogado" -a radio announcer or a law
hind was our family.
seven girls from domestic slave labor situations.
yer.
My
mother
told
me,
when
I
began
working
at
the
Batstone quotes Etongwe who said, "I realized that if I
I knew more was out there in the world and that is
age of 10, the following phrase, "You will see how we
didn't take action, no one else would."
work and how we are treated. This is not a future I why Ifelt cheated of a childhood. I,too, wanted those
However, rescuing and rehabilitating persons in bond
taunting long summer days the general media would
want for mychildren."
age is a highly complex issue. International Justice Mis
When I stepped into the orchards for the first time portray, days in which I would be playing around,
sion is an organization of in vestigators, social workers
I had no idea that soon enough I would leave an over laughing and hanging out with friends drinking
and lawyers that works with localstate and governmental
fantasized view of life to enter a harsh driven reality. lemonade by trees that would give off shad e. How
authorities to address the needs of victim s of injustice.
IJM follows a four-fold strategy in allits case work to bring During those long summer days workers would al ever, when I saw those individuals in the media they
ways find a way to entertain themselves in order to were mostly white; there were not many children that
justice to victims. That includes relieving victims of their
make reality bearable. The orchards came alive with looked like me enjoying such a luxurious life.
abusive situations, holding perpetrators accountable in
I have been able to accept my different, but normal
an atmosphere full of hope that one day things would
their local justice systems, caring for victims physically
childhood. Ilook back to when I was10 and Iremem
change.
and emotionally after theyleave an abusive situation, and
I remember one time when I could not stop cough
 ber of a promise I made myself to get an education.
strengthening community and judicial factors to prevent
ing, it went to the point of a lmost vomiting. Aside Those who do not understand this lifestyle a thought
additional abusive situations. Batstone noted the agency
from the awful pain I felt in my stomach, there was that may come across is improper parenting, but for
helps 1,600 former slaves and their families through a va
also this burning sensation in my throat. Itseemed as me it was normal to see other children around my
riety of pr ograms like providing shelter, food, emotional
if the fields had been sprayed with pesticides hours age working alongside their parents. Being a migrant
counseling and protection from vindictive former own
ers. Hesaid IJM also helps ex-slavesobtain grants or loans before the workers arrived, something like this had child did not only mean helping out the family in a
never happened to me before. It was frustrating to financial m anner, it also came with a lesson we were
from local authorities and available government land for
think that the owner had "forgotten" that there would expected to learn. The lesson would allow us to see
houses. Further, the organization helps former slaves en
how an education was vital so our future would be
be workers that morning.
roll their children in public school. Through its own stud
The combination of constant repetitive motions a better one where hopefully we would finally have
ies, IJM found 93 percent of the ex-slavesthey help do not
and the long hours is what caused the physical pain representation, so those who saw us as less would
return to bondage, demonstrating the importance of vic
to wear me down. The harness would cause pain on understand that we, too, have an important voice
tim aftercare.
my back, and the weight of the fruit would make bo
th even if at one point it came from the fields.
my shoulders and legs hurt. I tried alleviating the
pain during the day by not thinking about it, but that Contact Sergio Jara Arroyos at
Contact Rachel Bairat rbairl 3@my.whitworth.edu.
sjaraarroyosl3@my.whitworth.edu.

Experience of a migrant child
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Awareness aflone does not bring change
Examining the student body's tendency to quickly return to its comfort zone

James McCord
Guest Writer

Awareness becomes the end goal: We talk about the
issues, we sympathize, we go home. Or perhaps we
wear a T-shirt to promote further awareness. But be
There's no shortage of a wareness events at Whit- sides being more educated, and thus more respon
worth. We have plenty of o pportunities to see docu sible, we are not changed.
mentaries about humanitarian crises, and clubs and
Few Whitworthians would be without an opinion
speakers diligently draw students' attention to global in a coffee-table discussion of human rights or trade
needs and activist causes. The upcoming Justice Week ethics. We talk alot, travel a lot, and we hear endlessly
will offer a range of s uch informational events that about serving humanity, but do we emerge funda
will present some deeply unjust situations. It is an ex mentally altered in our priorities and actions? We are
citing opportunity to become more globally aware — a quite skilled in absorption; we know how to receive,
trendy idea at our school — and bring into the light but do we follow through, acting decisively as indi
some uncomfortable issues of conscience that are viduals to do justice?
rarely discussed among privileged people.
The next question is obvious. What can really be
The theory behind these informational events is done? The dilemmas are staggering. You've prob
that awareness of an issue is
ably had the experience of at
central to its solution: that once
tending an event, hearing about
informed of the stark realities, "An ethical change does not
the plight of s ome huge group
compassionate people can need to be earth-shattering." of oppressed, starving, or ex
ploited people, and feeling both
not fail to act. But, needless to
moved and powerless as an in
say, awareness is pointless if
it doesn't result in significant, pattern-altering deci dividual. You m ay question, as I sometimes do, the
sions. Simply knowing and appreciating that awful value of knowing about injustice when there is little
things happen, and experiencing the instinctive emo noticeable effect to be had on it, however heart bro
tional flutter, does little and means little. Yet that is ken we may feel. But perhaps awareness can have a
often as far as the effort goes. After all, hearing about different effect. Instead of pro viding a terrifying and
bad things that happen to other people has a certain demoralizing set ofstatistics which will be used for litbasic appeal, and the sensation of our own compas de more than disgrunded conversation, what if these
sion and revulsion is stimulating in its own right. presentations created a new orientation toward jus

tice in our own lives?
An ethical change does not need to be earth-shat
tering. You cannot solve world hunger, but know
ing its extent, what hunger can you alleviate around
en
you, now? Human trafficking is giant and ingrained,
but who is in servitude, chained; who lives right next
to you? Where do you see oppression and loss, need
and darkness? They are present everywhere. The total
magnitude of the brokenness is no excuse to ignore it
in our own neighborhood. While the solution to sys
temic injustice may not be in your hands, it is in our LO
hands. Yes,we must effectlarge-scale change through
collective resolve, not as individuals — only a genera O
tion of just individuals can be a just generation.
Justice week is coming up. If you choose, you can
hear all about the tragedy of t he world outside this
campus. There is more than enough to shockyou, and
make you temporarily uncomfortable with your privi
leges, but it will be of little use to you if it is simply in
triguing information to be filed away for conversation.
The call of i njustice is that we become just people. I
hope this fire will be passed to you. Then awareness
will have led to another lit torch, resisting the dark,
and there will be one more small circle of justice, to
join the many which burn together.
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Contact James McCord at
pmccordl3@my.whitworth.edu.

A new generation of impatient optimists
Macy Olivas
Guest Writer
In 1954, under the leadership of Chief Justice Earl
Warren, the U.S. Supreme Court unanimously voted
against segregation in schools through the Brown
v. Board of E ducation ruling. Stating that "separate
but equal" is inherently unequal, the U.S. Supreme
Court overruled Plessy v. Ferguson under the notion
that it violated the Equal Protection Clause of the
14th Amendment. Although this ruling to end ineq
uity in education occurred 57 years ago, the fight to
end educational inequality persists. With increasing
dropout rates and a growing national achievement
gap, the U.S. is faced with the reality that true equal
ity i n our public school system has still not been
reached. The issue of underperforming schools com
bined with school zoning has limited the quality of
education that millions of students receive because
they are educationally bound to the zip code in
which they live. Brown v. Board of Education ended
legal segregation, but school districts today continue
to segregate students based on their race and socio
economic status.
The statement above is a bold one, and may ap
pear extreme, but it resonates with the greater real
ity. Many may argue that because schools are legally
obligated to integrate students from all backgrounds,
there is no way school segregation still exists in our
country. While schools today do not have signs sec
tioning off school territory for different racial groups,
every school has an invisible sign segregating stu
dents that reads, "You live here, you go here.' Today
more than 15.5 million students are growing up in
poverty-stricken areas and only 8 percent will go on
to a ttend college. The five numbers that formulate
our zip codes not only state where a person s house
can be found, but also have the power to change the
whole trajectory of a student's life — an unjust soci
etal truth that limits students to the circumstances
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It would be naive for us to think that the issues
they are born into.
Students who live in low-income areas are dealing circulating K-12 education in no way impact us. The
with more than just classroom issues. Single-parent futures of these students influence who will be shap
homes, language barriers, economic disadvantages, ing the world after us and who will go on to eventu
drug abuse, inadequate nutrition, gang violence: ally become the leaders of our children's generation.
These are all issues that students in our country Above all else, these students deserve the stability
carry with them into their classrooms every day. Al of knowing that there are not only people who want
though we would like to think that students attend to see their dreams come true, but who also want
ing schools in low-income areas receive additional • to work alongside them to ensure that their dreams
resources and support, our school system instead happen. Before us we have a campus full of profes
sors hungry to see us use what
marginalizes these students.
we are learning in class to end
"I am a young, impatient
Students are forced to attend
the pains of our generation.
schools that are typically un
der-funded and lack school optimist eager to ensure that We are surrounded by talented
peers who can use their gifts to
leadership. A g reat education,
every child has access
serve as bridge-builders, and
instead of a being a guaranteed
we have resources at our fin
right, has continued on to be
to a great education.
gertips that can better equip us
come the civil rights movement
to end injustices in our coun
Care to join me?"
of our generation.
try. When it comes down to it,
I write this article to not only
bring light to inequities happening in education , Whitworth University, we cannot just be recipients
but also as a wake-up call to our generation. As we in programs and conversations; we have to be the
sit on our college campuses, thousands of students ones generating them. True change begins with rec
are giving up on their educational dreams because ognizing that it can not be waited on; it has to be
our country's education system is essentially telling actively pursued.
As an undergraduate student, I h ave invested in
them they are not worthy of a great education. What
better voice than ours - the ones who push daily the education reform movement and dedicated my
for our own educational advancement - to let them self to ending educational inequality because of m y
know that college is possible. We know firsthand the own educational obstacles. I have grown tired of just
frustrations that come along with academia, have reading about educational issues, and I want to do
just completed the K-12 system ourselves, and, let's something to help change them. Although I cannot
face it, can grab the attention of younger audiences be alongside Arne Duncan on Capitol Hill recon
better than most adults can. Our age allows us to bet structing educational policy, my journey to end edu
ter connect with younger students and gives us the cational inequality starts here at Whitworth Univer
power to generate college-focused futures. A co m sity. I am a young, impatient optimist eager to ensure
mon misconception among students our age is that that every child has access to a great education. Care
we have to wait for a diploma before we can start to join me?
making real change happen. What is stopping us
from eliminating the disparities that fill our college Contact Macy Olivas at
molivasl3@my. whitworth.edu.
textbooks today?
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Confront ng poverty prompts stuiemQ action
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Central America Study Program partners with El Salvadorian community

to meet. The Monsenor Community
is fighting for legal rights of the land
they have been occupying, or squat
Students have varying ideas about ting on, since 2005. The y were left
what makes a valuable study abroad landless and homeless after the civil
experience. Some may view it as a war ended in 1992, and now they
way to travel as a glorified tourist in fight for the right to maintain and
a different country, while others may bring their community together. That
see it as an opportunity to learn from has made it possible for 75 families
another culture and grow from the living in the community to move for
experiences and lives of those living ward with a portable water project
in a different region. The latter was and gain the title of t he land. After
the approach taken by the Central a six-year struggle they have finally
America Study Program students of been granted the right with one stip
2011 w hen presented with the op ulation: To receive the land, pending
portunity to travel this past Jan Term other possible complications, they
and spring semester to five Central must raise the money needed for
American countries: Guatemala, the transferring of the title, which is
Honduras, Costa Rica, Nicaragua about $5,000.
The Monsenor Community made
and El Salvador.
The Central America Study Pro a huge impact on the lives of the
gram, more commonly know as CASP stu dents, who received their
CASP, offers students an opportunity hospitality and the offerings of what
to explore their interests in Spanish, little they had to share with them.
politics, theology, economics and For example, huge bundles of rad
sociology. It is more than academic ishes were given to the students from
the gardens of t he
learning. If offers
the students many "[CASP] is more than community upon
their
departure.
opportunities for
experiential learn just academic learning. The impact was so
grand that upon
ing. Through this
It offers the students hearing the news
method, students
have their eyes many opportunities for of the granting of
land rights the stu
opened to horrible
social
injustices experiential learning." dents knew they
needed to do what
being carried out
they could to help
against the people
of C entral America. Some are from the process come to a close. They
Photo courtesy of Breanna Feddes
internal sources like governmental preceeded to plan a fundraiser aim
ing to raise what they could towards Students on a walking tour of the co
and cultural norms, but also from
mmunity were invited into homes where
foreign influences such as United the $5,000. They want to open the
States foreign policies and large cor- • eyes of their fellow students and the they met community members.
faculty to the social injustices these
porations.
There are too many examples of people have experienced, and give
people who have experienced hu them the option to help the com
man rights violations or social injus munity win the battle against social
tices along the way to include in an injustice.
The CASP students have planned
article of 800 words or less. However,
I hope this article will s erve as an three events that are going to take
introduction to the telling of many place in the next month to offer the
stories that deserve to be heard by a students an opportunity to donate
population of young individuals who to the cause and become more fa
do have the means and the power to miliar with the community's story.
From Nov. 15-17 there will be an in
create change and awareness.
The first and foremost task all formational booth set up in the Hixreaders of this article should do is son Union Building where students
give themselves a crash course on can ask questions and learn more
the history of U.S. foreign policy in about the community's struggle. On
relation to Central America. What Nov. 18 there will be a Dance Aero
they will find are serious inconsis bics Extravaganza held in Graves
tencies in current personal interests gym. There, the students can come to
and the gains of the U.S. at the time. show their support as well as donate
Those foreign policies can be blamed to the cause. Thelast activity planned
for many civil w ars and disputes in is a Community Dinner on Dec. 7 at
the region that pinned elite govern Branches where students are offered
mental and religious leaders against an opportunity to help the Monse
an impoverished population fighting nor Romero Community triumph
for the right to be treated as equals over the struggles they have endured
and the right for a better standard of and the social injustices that have
living. That created social, economic plagued their lives.
Please do what you canto support
and political systems that are inher
ently unjust and oppressive to those the cause and bring social justice to
a world that so desperately needs it.
left to pick up the pieces.
One group of people currently
fighting and winning a battle for so
cial justice is the Monsenor Romero
Community of El Salvador, whom Contact Breanna Feddes at
the CASP students were fortunate bfeddesl 3@my. whitworth.edu.

Breanna Feddes
Guest Writer
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Myanmar
(Burma)
Benin
Colombia

Venezuela

Togo

Laos

Ethiopia

Ntjerte

Smjb

Kenya
Tanzania

The epicenters of injustice
A closer look at three instances of oppression
Ryan Knight
Guest Writer

Rachel Bair
Guest Writer

Forced to Flee
In Myanmar, also known as
Burma, a military junta has sup
pressed all dissent and wielded
brutal power for nearly 50 years.
Despite progress being made
with the release of p ro-democ
racy activist Aung San Suu Kyi,
the military junta retains pow
er. For ethnic minorities in the
country's border regions, any
political change cannot come
soon enough.
Sustained abuse of human
rights has taken place in the pe
ripheries of the country against
ethnic minorities for more than
50 years. In the jungles along its
borders, "the [Burmese] military
kills, beats, rapes and arbitrarily
detains civilians," according
to the watchdog organization,
Freedom House. Perhaps most
affected are the Chin and Karen
minorities, who have been at
odds with the government be
cause of their rapid conversion
to Christianity, calls for inde
pendence and violent anti-gov
ernment insurgencies.
Because of these factors, 3.5
million people have been forced
to flee Burma over the last1 50
years, according to Refugee In
ternational. These refugees flee
to Thailand, Malaysia, India
or Bangladesh where they at
tempt to integrate into their new
host country (often illegally) or
wait (often for years) in refugee
camps to be placed in a third
country. This has brought some
as far as Spokane, Wash.

Famine inEast Africa
"God makes droughts, Men
make famines," Kenyan anticorruption campaigner John
Githongo said. The Horn of
Africa, from Southern Kenya
to Northern Ethiopia, currendy
faces a food and water crises
that the U.N. Office for the Co
ordination of Humanitarian Af
fairs believes places 12 million
people in need of humanitar
ian assistance. As the result of
years of corruption, conflict
and climate change, the famine
has led to the displacement of
thousands.
As the saying goes, "water is
life," b ut forced to rely on dis
tant and dirty water sources
that often only compound
health issues, people struggle
to improve their living condi
tions while even their most
basic needs — food and clean
water — remain unmet. No
where is the drought more dire
than in Somalia, which United
Refugees Fligh Commissioner
for Refugees (UNHCR) id enti
fies as being at the "heart of
one of the worst humanitar
ian crises in the world today."
Years of an archy, civil war and
waves of drought have severely
affected Somalia and shaped a
crisis that has forced more than
137,000 Somalis to leave ances
tral homes to trek through the
desert to already burdened Ke
nya and Ethiopia. They are of
ten forced to leave children and
elderly behind.

Contact Ryan Knight at rknightl3@my.whitworth.edu.
Contact Rachel Bair at rbairl3@my.whitworth.edu.

Sanctioned Racism
The stateless Roma have
been oppressed, enslaved
and discriminated against for
centuries. Included in Hit
ler's "Final Solution" in which
19,000 were murdered at
Auschwitz, it was only in late
1979 that the West German
Government identified their
persecution by the Nazis was
racially motivated. For Roma,
who suffered under the Nazis,
this recognition came too late
to apply for the compensation
they deserved. Anti-Roma
prejudice has today become
systemic in many parts of Eu
rope.
A 2008 article from The
Guardian recalls that in Italy
rumors of the kidnap of a
baby by a Roma in Naples
initiated "an orgy of racist
violence against Roma camps
by thugs wielding iron bars,
who torched caravans and
drove Gypsies from their slum
homes in dozens of assaults."
What was the Italian govern
ment's response to this ethnic
cleansing? "That is what hap
pens when Gypsies steal ba
bies,' shrugged Interior Min
ister Roberto Maroni." A U.N.
Development Programme re
port notes that this systemic
discrimination and exclusion
of the Roma has contributed
to Roma child mortality rates
in five EU countries that are
two to six times higher than
those of the general popula
tion.

Graphic: Maria Chumov

Considering
the negatives
OBI Title X
Melissa Johnson
Guest Writer

Women - 51 percent of America's population,
but still facing discrimination and oppression.
And how are women discriminated against or
oppressed, you ask? My answer: Through funding
cuts and opposition to Title X. For those unfamiliar,
Title X is a component of the Public Health Service
Act that acts as a federal grant program to provide
individuals with comprehensive family planning and
preventive health services. But recently, the House of
Representatives passed a resolution to cut all federal
funding to Planned Parenthood.
Pressure from the GOP resulted in a decision by
the House to bar $317 million in funding to Title X
programs. This resolution was, thankfully, vetoed by
the Senate hours later. Among the programs receiving
grant money from Title X is P lanned Parenthood —
and in this the debate begins. Many GOP members
and pro-lifers believe that, through government
funding of Planned Parenthood, taxpayer dollars
are supporting abortions. But that is not true. Title X
grant money is prohibited, by law, from being used to
fund abortion as a method of family planning.
The Office of Population Affairs states Title X
funds, in addition to providing contraceptive services
and related counseling, allow for sponsored clinics
to "provide a number of related preventive health
services such as: patient education and counseling;
breast and pelvic examinations; breast and cervical
cancer screenings; sexually transmitted disease and
HIV prevention education, counseling, testing and
referral; and pregnancy diagnosis and counseling."
Even with the specific case of Planned Parenthood,
97 percent of the organization's funding is used for
contraceptive, sexually transmitted infection, cancer
related and pregnancy services — only 3 percent of
their funding is used for abortions, and that money is
procured from private donors alone.
In the end, Congress came to a final decision about
the budget: $17 million was cut from Title X. There
are, however, greater implications to GOP opposition
to Title X than a deficit of $17 million in funding for
family planning and women's health programs here in
the U.S. Opposition has reached beyond our borders
and now affects women on an international scale.
Budget cuts of $15 million — and the House's
initial desire to bar funding altogether — to th e U.N.
Population Fund shows a lag in American support for
family planning services and women's rights issues
abroad. The UNFPA supports programs in more than
150 countries and focuses on providing universal
reproductive health services, universal primary
education for children, reduction of maternal and
infant mortality and an increase in life expectancy for
all.
Furthermore, the UNFPA not only provides
contraception to women in developing countries who
are at risk for unwanted pregnancies and sexually
transmitted infections, but also supports programs
that combat gender-based violence, female genital
mutilation/female circumcision and other practices
that threaten the lives of women and children
throughout the world.
If w e as a nation desire to validate our stance on
human rights and women's rights in the international
community, then it is high time for us to begin to
re-evaluate what we hold as important in regards to
women's health programs in our own country, and
across the globe.

Contact Melissa Johnson at
mjohnsonl 2@my.whitworth.edu.
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ABOVE: A woman from Kolkata, India gathers food to prepare a meal.
Photo courtesy of Mary Viducich
TOP RIGHT: The Mae La Refugee camp in Thailand on the Thai-Burma
border, where over 50,000 people live.
Photo courtesy of Mary Viducich
MIDDLE RIGHT: A community in La Churcca, Nicaragua in the midst of a
dump.
Photo courtesy ofBreanna Feddes
BOTTOM RIGHT: Children outside a homestay gather for a photo.
Photo courtesy ofBreanna Feddes
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The Whitworthiari has served as the main source
of news and sports coverage for the Whitworth
community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an
organization composed entirely by students which
produces The Whitworthian weekly newspaper
and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting
accurate and relevant information in an innova
tive manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for
expressing the interests of the Whitworth
community.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published
weekly, except during January and student vaca
tions. The content is generated entirely by stu
dents. The college administration does not review
the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the
individual artists, writers and student editors, and
do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associ
ated Students of Whitworth University (ASWU),
the university, its administration, faculty/staff or
advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through
advertising and subscription revenue and in part
by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the
opinions of their individual creators and not
necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its
editors or its staff.

|Community responds to Didier's closure
A drunk driving incident at Didier's
Yogurt & More caused the popular
business to temporarily close.

PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes
in freedom of speech and expression as guaran
teed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of
the United States.

| Student plays role in recent film
Freshman Quincy Cooper took part in
"Mattie," a recent Christian-based film.

CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248
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NEWS

ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com
QUESTIONS?
jvalencial2@my.whitworth.edu
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8 | Forensics team back in action

Forensics coach Mike Ingram and photo
editor Chrissy Roach discuss Whitworth's
revived forensics team.

ARTS & CULTURE

9 | How students can get much-needed

energy
Energy drinks and coffee give a
temporary boost in alertness, but sleep
and exercise may help more in the long
run.

11 |She & Him releases Christmas album

71 Very She & Him Christmas' carries the
vintage sounds of Zooey Deschanel and
Matt Ward in classic holiday songs.
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12 |Spokane area offers winter activities
The Whitworthian is committed to providing the
Whitworth community with the most accurate
information possible. The Whitworthian never
knowingly publishes inaccuracies. If you have
a comment or question about the fairness
or accuracy of a story, send an
email to jvalencial2@my.whitworth.edu.

There is no lack of areas to ski and
snowboard in the surrounding
mountains. Once snowfalls in the city,
there will be sledding nearby.

OPINIONS

1 4 | Presidential candidates evaluated

In prep aration for upcoming primaries,
opinions writers sound off on current
Republican presidential candidates,
including Rick Perry, Herman Cain,
Ron Paul, Jon Hunstman and Mitt
Romney.

1 7 | Deadhole Comic

SPORTS
1 9 | Blocking out the competition

The Whitworth men's basketball team
finishes the weekend with two wins
against Lewis ft Clark and George Fox,
placing them second in the Northwest
Conference.

22 | Diving into the competition

Men's and women's swim teams
participated in the Husky Invitational this
weekend. Overall, the Pirates placed ninth
in the competition.

2 3 | Spotted from the crow's nest

Highlighting senior Felix Friedt and his
accomplishments throughout the years
on the men's basketball team.

Cover photographer: Chrissy Roach

EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP

iwhitworthian
Serving the Whitworth community since 1905

Editorials in the "In the Loop"section reflect the majority opinion of the editorial board, which is made up of five editors.

'Occupy' with a defined goal in mind
There is an arguably iconic image floating around
the Internet of a University of California-Davis police
officer pepper spraying a group of student protesters
who refused to move.
One doesn't have to go far to find this photo —
look on any news site. This, along with other pictures
snapped by bystanders and circulated by news orga
nizations, further draws attention to the Occupy Wall
Street movement.
Throw away all the hype and the question we wish
to address boils down to this: How, if at all, are col
lege students affected by the very motivation behind
the Occupy Wall Street movement? How much does
a protest that started in Zuccotti Park in New York,
spurred by a group of Canadian activists, really affect
students and why should we care?
Understand it is not the goal of this board to call
for or against support of the Occupy movement. In
stead, it is our aim to examine the reasoning behind
the protests and how it may pertain to students.
According to adbusters.org, backers of the protest
"vow to end the monied corruption of o ur democ
racy." The basic idea behind the movement is to seek
out bank reform, more jobs and equal distribution of
wealth.
According to CNN.com, the Occupy movement is
seen "more as a way of lifethat spreads through con
tagion, creates as many questions as it answers, aims
to force a reconsideration of the way the nation does
business and offers hope to those of us who previous
ly felt alone in our belief that the current economic
system is broken."
It seems the Occupy movement does not aim to
have a clear focus. It is a movement basically object
ing to what the protesters think is a broken system.
They have left the' movement open, allowing indi
vidual protesters to speak out against the part of the

system they think is problematic.
But is there a place for college students in the
movement? If so, what is it?
One group of students has found its place in the
movement through an offshoot called Occupy Col
leges. The group's main message is: "Students will no
longer stand for the increasing level of debt they are
accruing from college loans and poor job prospects,"
according to a Nov. 28 post on the Occupy Colleges
blog.
However a college student may feel about the Oc
cupy movement, the issue of college debt will be ap
plicable. At Whitworth, 70 percent of May 2011 grad
uates left the University with college loan debt.
As students leave school and venture to find jobs,
they face the reality of that debt. Students need an in
come, not only to pay off the debt they may have, but
also to sustain living costs. College students are about
to start looking for jobs in an increasingly unstable
market. The Occupy movement takes issue with the
fact the job market is unstable, and students may
have a place in joining that part of the protest.
The board would encourage students who may
choose to join the movement to consider a identify
ing a specific objective. We feel the Occupy move
ment, while passionate, may lack both a target audi
ence and a proposed solution for the problems they
identify. That could be due to the enormity of the
movement.
The college movement, having a narrower focus,
has the privilege of b eing able to identify a specific
audience other than the general public. We urge col
lege students who choose to join the movement to
take advantage of that privilege and actively present
solutions to their institutions.
They will benefit from moving beyond awareness
to viable solutions.

jwhitworthian
•
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Enclosed is a check for $30.

City:
Zip:
Phone:

State:

Questions? Call Jessica Valencia, editor-in-chief, at (509) 777-3248.
Please make checks payable to ASWU c/o The Whitworthian.

Editor-in-Chief
Jessica Valencia
jvalencial2@my.whitworth.edu
News Editor
Lindsie Wagner
lwagnerl4@my.whltworth.edu
Arts & Culture Editor
Jo Miller
joannamillerl4@my.whitworth.edu
Opinions Editor
Max Nelsen
mnelsenl3@my.whitworth.edu
Sports Editor
Kara Fisher
karafisherl2@my.whitworth.edu
Photo Editor
Chrissy Roach
croachl4@my.whitworth.edu
Online Editor
Deidre Low
dlowl4@my.whitworth.edu
Copy Chief
Dani Dubois
dduboisl3@my.whitworth.edu
Radio Liaison
Lauren Denslow
ldenslowl2@my.whitworth.edu
Circulation Manager
Crystal Nelson
cnelsonl2@my.whitworth.edu
Graphic Designer
Maria Chumov
mchumovl4@my.whitworth.edu
Assistant Graphic Designer
Ashley Antunes
aantunesl2@my.whitworth.edu
Advertising Managers
Molly Ferree
mferreel2@my.whitworth.edu
Emily Scott
escottl5@my.whitworth.edu
Adviser
Jim McPherson
jmcpherson@whitworth.edu

Please send me a one-semester Please send to:
(1/2 a year) subscription.
Name:
Enclosed is a check for $16.
AddressPlease send me a one-year
subscription.

STAFF FALL 2011

Staff Members
Brianna Anderson, Melissa Barringer, Hope Barnes,
Jordan Beauchamp, Rosie Brown, Siri Carlson,
Hannah Charlton, Sydney Conner, Rebekah Daniels,
Mark Davis, Jeff Ferguson, Andrew Forhan,
Corina Gebbers, Megan Hinzdel, Sena Hughes, Kari
Johnson, Kelly Johnson, Heather Kennison, Jonathan
Kim, Lucas Kok, Peter Landgren, Michael Locatell,
ha Mcintosh, Nick Meisner, Michaela Michael,
Natalie Moreno, Greg Moser, Lauren Nudelman, Ra
chel O'Kelley, Remi Omodora, Jasmine Pallwitz, Samantha Payne, Kelli Raines, Midera Rasamimanana,
Elizabeth Reeves, Emily Roth, Tanner Scholten, Alex
Spencer, Ryan Stevens, Nathan Webber, Joe Westenberg, Haley Williamson and Courtney Woodgate
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Community reacts to local shop's closure]
Sydney Conner
StaffWriter
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Two teenage girls drove their vehicle into Didier's
Yogurt & More early T hanksgiving morning during a
high-speed drunk driving accident.
Although the teens were unharmed, the crash has
left the building of Didier's a probable total loss.
After the van was driven 20 feet into the restaurant,
the girls fled the scene. They were later brought back
to meet with authorities by one girl's father around 4
a.m.
But owner Fred Etten said he is just thankful the
girls hit his restaurant instead of the pole nearby.
Etten was informed of t he crash by a phone call
from Didier's security system at 3:55 a.m. on Nov. 24,
after it reported motion in the restaurant after hours.
"We had thought itwas just a fallen Christmas ball,"
Etten said. "We had been putting up decorations the
previous day so thought maybe a fallen ornament was
what had set off the alarm."
Upon pulling up security camera footage, Etten
said he was shocked to find the restaurant ceiling
sunken in and a vehicle in inside the building.
"I was kind of just in shock," Etten said. "We have
been in business for 25 years, and never have we had
a problem like this before."
Although the loss of income from Didier's tempo
rary closure for the next few months is disappointing,
Etten remains optimistic of the future of Didier's.
"We h ave insurance to cover all of the damage,"
Etten said. "Now it is just a matter of pu
tting it all back
together."
Don't expect the exact same Didier's upon its re
opening, though, as Etten said a few things will be al
tered in the rebuilding of the restaurant.
"We ar e going to change a few minor things, but
not too much," Etten said. "We will change the colorscheme of the place and hopefully warm it up a bit."
Etten said he expects Didier's to be back up and
running within the next couple of months.
"The cleanup process has already begun and then
they will start the necessary construction," Etten said.
"We should be open in the next three to four months,
somewhere along those lines."
As Di dier's is a frequent stop for North Spokane
residents, the response to the temporary closure has
been nothing but support for the owners.
"We have had tons of calls and the Facebook page
has just been flooded with support," Etten said. "Ev
erybody from families and news reporters have sent
their condolences. We were pretty shocked at the
concern and thoughtfulness people showed about
the whole thing."
Not only did the accident leave Etten without a
business, but 10 employees without jobs. Three of
those are Whitworth students.

Photographer: Jennifer Ingram \
Didier's Yogurt and More closed after a car accident that left the building a total loss. Theyogurt
shop plans to re-open in three to four months after necessary construction.
Freshman Selene Meyers began working at the yo Meyers said she felt anger towards the girls, and sym
gurt shop after being a frequent customer and resi pathy for the owners who she said have dedicated
their lives to Didier's.
dent of the area.
"I personally would have been really upset at 1
Although Meyers has another job that will support
her while Didier's is closed, she said she will miss girls," M eyers said. "They could have killed them
seeing the people of Didier's most, including the cus selves or others."
Freshman Kendra Stubbs
tomers.
"There are 10 of us girls
said she became an instant
"I was kind of just in shock. We fan of the yogurt within the
that work together, and
each and every one of u s
first week of att ending Whit
have been in business for 25
is friends," Meyers said.
worth, and is left in disbelief
years, and never have we
"And the customers you
about the accident.
grow to be friends with.
"It's just so scary to think
had a problem like this before"
Some of the older couples
about," Stubbs said. "The
— FRED ETT EN
who come in regularly,
same place you would eat so
we know their daughters'
often was the scene of some
Didier's Yogurt and More owner
names, their pets' names
thing so terrible."
— I'll miss that."
While Stubbs said she will
Although Meyers plans to return to Didier's, she miss her "fro-yo fix,"she will anticipate the reopening
said most of her fellow employees must find jobs ur and said she will be one of the first in line.
gently, and won't be able to return to the restaurant in
"My roommate and I would go on Tuesdays with
the following months.
different girls from our hall each week," Stubbs said.
"I'm one of the few that won't have to go and get a "It was a fun thing to go off campus and do together."
new job because we are unable to get the compensa
tion we thought we would at first," Meyers said. "The
owners are going to have to practically hire a brand
new staff, which is sad cause it takes a lot of time to
thoroughly train new employees."
Contact Sydney Conner at
Upon hearing of the destruction of the restaurant,
sydneyconnerl 5@my.whitworth.edu.
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begins Christmas tour
Haley Williamson
Staff Writer

"It is a lot easier in the Fox; the acoustics are differ
ent than the church, making the sound much better,"
sophomore singer Graeme Lauer said.
Corwin had the chance to perform at the Fox last
December is shaping up to be a busy month for the spring and said performing there is a lot of fun.
Whitworth choirs, with several Christmas festival con
The choirs have a large selection of songs they have
certs on the agenda.
been preparing since the beginning of the school year.
There are multiple choirs at Whitworth including the
"A lot of our choral selections are ones that the audi
Whitworth Choir, Women's Choir, Men's Choir, Cham ence won't really know," Corwin said. "Our big piece is
ber Singers and student instrumentals.
in Latin and one of the Chamber Singers songs is half
This past weekend the choirs had the opportunity to English and half Latin."
travel to Seattle to perform two concerts.
Along with the traditional Christmas songs and the
Junior choir singer Kristen Corwin said they left Fri Latin ones, there is an original song thrown into the
day morning and rehearsed all afternoon and night. mix.
Saturday they rehearsed in the
Hafso's father, Marc Hafso,
afternoon and had a concert
is
the choir director and wrote
"[Singing for a concert] is
that night at First Presbyterian
one of the songs that will be per
a lot easier in the Fox; the
Church of Bellevue.
formed.
"Marc Hafso wrote an awe
Sunday was more relaxed
acoustics are different
some piece called 'Sanctus' that
with a free morning, then a
than the church, making
is gorgeous," Lauer said.
concert in the afternoon at
There are many traditions that
First Presbyterian Church of
the sound much better."
come with these annual Christ
Seattle. They came back to
— GRAEME LAUER
mas concerts. Corwin said one of
campus on Sunday evening.
the traditions is when the choirs
Freshman singer Lise Hafsosophomore choir member
hold candles during the last song.
said she was very excited for
"Singing 'O Come All Ye Faith
the trip to Seattle and looked
ful'
is
a
tra
dition
for
the
choirs," Lauer said.
forward to the bonding time with all the choirs.
The congregation usually joins in and sings this song
Corwin said she bonded with everyone and made
amazing friendships on the trip during her freshman with the choirs, Lise Hafso said.
"Christmas does not start for me until these con
year. She said she was looking forward to her third time
certs," she said.
traveling to Seattle with the choirs.
Those concerts are truly what the choirs spend their
The choirs have another full weekend with Christ
time
preparing and yearning for.
mas concerts this weekend in Spokane.
"Christmas concerts are what I look forward to all se
This Saturday and Sunday, they will be featured in
the annual Christmas Festival Concert. Both showings mester," Corwin said.
As this semester is coming to its end, the choirs
will be performed at The Fox Martin Woldson Theatre
downtown. Tickets are $18 and can be purchased at have already begun to prepare for their concerts in the
online or at the Information Desk in the Hixson Union spring. Corwin said this semester was great, but next
semester will be even better.
Building.
"It is the first time the choir Christmas concerts are at
the Fox," Hafso said.
The choirs usually sing at a church, but they had
their first experience in that theatre last year during the Contact Haley Williamson at
hwilliamsonl 5@my.whitworth.edu.
spring show.

This week: "Get Excited!"
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Worship
8:15 a.m. - contemporary
9:30 a.m. - contemporary
10:30 a.m. - traditional
11:01 a.m. - contemporary
Blog
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$18

Amount each student will be
charged for a yearbook fee if approved.
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17

Number of miles of groomed trails
for cross-country skiing and
snowboarding at Mount Spokane.

60

Percentage of U.S. oil that
comes from foreign sources.
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75

Number of points scored by the men's
basketball team during Saturday's
game against George Fox University.

$7.6

Amount of revenue, in billions, the U.S.
contributed to the energy drink industry
in 2008, according to a 2010 article
from the Institute of Food Technologists.
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U.S. unemployment rate
as of November, 2011.

23

Number of points scored by basketball
player Felix Friedt during Friday's
game against Lewis & Clark College.
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Stage II Shertss An experiment on Directing
l/l
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Festival of Short Plays gives theatre students opportunities to explore careefm
possibilities and to strengthen their professional skills beyond the classroom 9
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Haley Williamson
Staff Writer
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and see how much work goes into every play. This se
mester there are 10 students in the class.
"Each of us had to find a script, cast people for the
Advanced theatre students are required to take shows, design our sets, find our costumes and in the
end each of us will have staged a show,"junior theatre
Fundamentals of Directing in the fall semester.
Theatre students are encouraged to take the class major Preston Loomer said.
Loomer said there are a variety of p lays that will
during their junior year.
"The first half of the semester is learning about di take place each night, ranging from comedies to trag
edies. Loomer's play is an up
recting and how to interact
beat comedy.
with designers and actors,"
"Each of us had to find a
Kiener said there is a com
theatre professor Brooke Kiescript, cast people for the
mon theme among some of
ner said. "Then the second
half is putting on a 10-minute shows, design our sets, find our the plays about relationships
and how badly people want to
play."
costumes
and,
in
the
end,
each
connect.
Directing the plays is the fi
will be a good mix
nal for this class. Each student
of us will have staged a show." of "There
contemporary comedy and
becomes a director for Stage
— PRES TON LOO MER
dramatic pieces but they are
II Shorts: A Festival of Short
all contemporary and mostly
Plays.
junior theatre major
in the style of realism," Kiener
The first part of t he festival
said.
"The plays are as diverse
took place Dec. 6, andthe sec
ond part takes place Dec. 8 at 7 p.m., is free and is in as the group of students in the class."
The project gives students an opportunity to ex
Stage II in Cowles Memorial Auditorium. Five plays
plore a possible job interest that they may have never
are performed each night.
Each student gets to enter the world of d irecting discovered without the class. —
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Three routes serving the University District.
Learn mor e at spokanetransit.com.
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An innovative 11-month
graduate business degree for the
non-business major.

• Explore a Christian understanding of
ethical and sustainable business practices
that respect both people and the planet

Q
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M.A. in Social &
Sustainable Management

It's here...an accessible business degree
for non-business majors who want to
diversify their skill sets, increase their
marketability, and bring hope to our
world.
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Contact Haley Williamson at
hwilliamsonl5@my.whitworth.edu.

help yourself. 1
help the world. J
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Loomer said some people finish the project and
realize they want to go into directing, while others en
joyed the class but would rather stick to acting.
While not every student who takes the class ends
up wanting a career in theatre, they gain experience
and skills for any future job.
"They can take these management skills and apply
it other places," Kiener said.
Kiener said the project gives the students not only
an insight to the world of directing, but a new appre
ciation for what goes into putting on a play and the
work directors have.
The directing project is riot new to Whitworth;
in fact it has been around for decades. It used to be
called The Festival of One Acts, bu t Kiener said that
was misleading because the 10-minute plays are not
considered one-act plays:
Just last year the name of the festival was changed
to Stage II Shorts: A Festival ofShort Plays.

iNSpokflnelransif

• Develop relevant, real-world skills
in accounting, finance, economics,
marketing, and management
• Train and work beside a select group
of intelligent, like-minded students in
a hands-on educational model
• Study abroad in some of the world's
fastest growing emerging markets
(e.g. China, India)
• Intern with Seattle's top businesses and
network with key professionals
• Earn a master's degree in just 11 months

Apply today: spu.edu/masstn

jfnotograpner: meoeican uanieis
Freshman Quincy Cooper expresses her love for music by playing the guitar. She isfrom Tucson, Ariz. , and was recently in a western film.

Student pursues acting dream in recent film

The cast and crew reunited after a time to watch the
the role of Ellen.
"The character of Ellen was kind of the opposite of premier of "Mattie" outdoors while eating barbecue.
"It was so weird seeing myself on the big screen,"
Mattie," Cooper said. "The two are cousins but Mattie
Cooper
said. "I was very proud of the director for put
Freshman Quincy Star Cooper grew up with the was poor while Ellen was more of th e cookie cutter,
ting
together
such a good-quality first movie. He was
dream of bei ng on Broadway. With a love of theatre wealthy girl."
"Mattie" is a Christian-based film that Cooper said very pleased with how it turned out, and he did a great
and music, she found success through choir and act
deals with the question of why bad things happen to job."
ing both on and off the screen.
Although "Mattie" is still looking for a break
good
people.
Cooper found her first role as an actress in the char
Cooper was on set for two weeks, away from family through on the Hallmark channel, Cooper said it has
acter Sandy in the production of "Grease" at a Chris
played at music festivals in Eu
and friends except for a short
tian Youth Theater summer camp.
rope.
visit
from
her
youngest
sister
"It
was
so
weird
seeing
"When I landed Sandy, it really inspired me to con
While Cooper still had alove
tinue acting," Cooper said. "It definitely sparked my who came to be an extra for a
myself
on
the
big
screen.
of
theater as they wrapped up
confidence in auditioning and got me more interested day.
"Mattie," her focus switched to
"It
w
as
my
first
time
really
I
was
proud
of
the
director
in theater."
high school, academics and
Cooper continued auditioning for local produc going off to do something on
for putting together such
living the typical teenage life.
my
own,"
Cooper
said.
"But
tions and landed roles in both "Annie" and the mu
"People who focus solely on
a good quality first movie."
sical, "Narnia" before being cast as the lead in "The it was really comfortable. The
acting
and agents lose a part of
people I was with left me feel
Music Man."
— QUINCY COOP ER
their
childhood
I didn't want
ing
very
well
taken
care
of."
"In "Ihe Music Man' I was the lead female, Marian
to give up," Cooper said. "I
Although the role of Ellen
freshman
the librarian," Cooper said. "It was one of th e great
didn't want to be traveling all
est experiences I have ever had. I loved being on stage wasn't the lead, Cooper said
with the lights in myface, singing a beautiful song —it she was happy to have a speaking role and the oppor the time and losing that time with my friends; I want
ed a high school life."
tunity to work on set with up-and-coming actors.
was just such a great feeling."
Cooper came to Whitworth with the intention of
By
sometimes
working
as
a
personal
assistant
for
While at an audition for "TheWizard of Oz," Cooper
was approached by director Michael Dohrmann, who some of the actors, Cooper became familiar with their double majoring in communications and psychol
ogy, and said she still dreams to one day perform on
asked her to audition for the lead role of Mattie in his different personalities.
"The male lead was just a total diva," Cooper said. Broadway.
western film production, "Mattie."
Three weeks after her audition, Cooper was in "It was crazy. He needed a certain type of m ilk and
formed that instead of landing the role of Mattie, certain types of cigar s. But we would switch who we Contact Sydney Conner at
sydneyconnerl 5@my.whitworth.edu.
which she initially tried out for, she was asked to play would work with everyday so it wasn't bad."

Sydney Conner
StaffWriter .

IN

THE

CHAMBERS

by Eric Fuiierton

These past few weeks in ASWU have been quite ex
citing. One of the largest items of note is the proposal
from the yearbook.
If you have not had the chance to inform your repre
sentative on how you feel on this issue, please take the
time to read the following and send me an email with
your vote.
In recent years, Natsihi sales have declined, follow
ing a trend seen in other universities. Many of t hese
universities have had to cut their yearbook programs
or turn to alternative methods of funding.
The Natsihi has sold fewer copies of the 2012 year
book than expected. If t his trend continues, it is pre
dicted the yearbook program will not be able to sup
port the publishing of the book.
An option for funding the yearbook program that
has been adopted by other universities isto include the
purchase of a yearbook as a part of standard student
fees.
Currently the yearbook is available for purchase at
$55. But, if ASWU stu dent fees were to be increased
by $18 per year, the long-term existence of the Natsihi
program would be preserved AND a yearbook would
be made available to students at no extra cost.
These books would be of the same quality, but the
cost per yearbook would decrease because larger
quantities would be ordered.
However, this would be a mandatory fee that stu
dents must pay regardless of their desire to purchase a
yearbook. There is also no gu
arantee that every student
will be present in the book.
Here is a review of the pro
s and cons associated with
this proposal:
Pros:
Price per yearbook per student decreases from
$55 to $18.
The long-term future of the yearbook program
would be preserved.
Cons:
• Every student would be required to pay the $18
yearbook fee.
• All students are not guaranteed to be in the
yearbook.
Would you support an $18 per year increase in ASWU
student fees that would make a yearbook available to
students at no additional charge?
May a pinecone fall into your life —

Contact Eric Fuiierton at
efullertonl2@my.whitworth.edu.

Scan this QR code with your smart
phone to seethe ASWU weekly
minutes.

Photo courtesy of Mike Ingram
The 2011 forensics team at the College of Idaho Forensics Tournament on Oct. 22. In 1995, the fo_ . .
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rensics team was .10th
in the nation
at
the National1 Tlnxllnmnntotnr
Parliamentary Debate Association.

Q&A: Whitworth forensics

Whitworth revives historically successful program
Chrissy Roach

Photo Editor
Photo editor Chrissy Roach sat down with foren
sics team coach Mike Ingram to discuss the reappear
ance of the forensics team after a 14-year hiatus.

and everybody. In 1995, we were 10th in th
e nation in :
the National Parliamentary Debate Association.
CR: Why is it important tohave aforensics tea

MI: Because it's about recruiting and rewarding
high academic achievers. If you look at forensics pro
grams across the country, they tend to involve people
Chrissy Roach: What is forensics?
who are bright, people who want more academic
Mike Ingram: Forensics refers to the search for .challenge, people who want to measure against the
truth. So on TV; you see all these forensic shows best of the best, so you tend to have people who are
where people are digging up dead bodies looking for leaders and who have high GPAs and who are well
scientific evidence that points to truth. Somebody spoken.
They are the kind of students that institutions like
killed somebody.
Rhetoric is the search for the best argument; it's to have. And we have a number of those on campus
the search for truth. So on the forensics team, we already, and so it gives them a platform to compete
compete in both debate and in individual speaking academically.
With forensics, it's a way to saywe compete region
events (referred to as IE).
Probably the best parallel is to think about track ally and nationally, and our brain power is nationally
and field — you may have people on the track team competitive.
who just nm the 100-meter, you might have people
I talk about competitive a lot, but it's not all about
who run the 100, the 400 and throw the javelin. So, trophies. In terms of a measurement standard, I think
on the forensics team, you have people doing two or a trophy and awards help demonstrate that not only
three or four different speeches, and most, but not all is it worth having, but we've done that well.
of them, engaged in debate.
The model of competition helps people improve.
Our debaters become sharper thinkers and speak
CR: When was the last forensics team?
ers than simply having the same discussion in public
speaking every day.
MI: We've had a checkered history. There was a
It's about developing the whole student. We had
team in the '60s and then it died sometime in the a team then, we have a team now that is full of sup
early '70s. Then, in 1988, I was hired to launch the portive people who care about each other as human
program.
beings, as teammates, as friends and that is really
And so, we competed from '88 to '97 in the North valuable to me.
west Forensics Conference (a group of about 30
schools across five states).
Read the full interview online atthewhitworthian.com.
We were consistently one of th e top five schools,
and that's not segregated byschool size. That'sagainst
Contact Chrissy Roach at
schools like Oregon State, University of Washington, croachl 4@my.whitworth.edu.
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How to be energized for final exams
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Sleep and exercise may help students with mental alertness more than caffeine
Heather Kennison
StaffWriter
When it comes to finding the energy
to go to classes and take exams, winter
can be one of the hardest times for col
lege students. That is partly due to the
fact that the days are growing darker.
So h ow can one prevent daytime doz
ing, especially during finals week? Here
are a few waysmany students choose to
increase mental awareness — but some
come with a few warnings.

ally contains a little less than 100 mg of
caffeine.
"Most energy drinks when you buy
them are at least twice that amount or
more," Abbey said. "You have to look at
the serving size."
In 2010, th e Institute of Fo od Tech
nologists published an article that
stated the U.S. contributed $7.6 billion
in revenue to the industry in 2008. It is
expected to more than double by 2013.
The bottom line: Energy drinks are
proven to be effective —in moderation.

Energy drinks

Coffee

Caffeine is naturally found in coffee
Energy drinks have only been around
in the U.S. si nce 1997, w hen Red Bull beans, tea leaves, cocoa beans, cola
was first introduced into the market. nuts and other plants. In the study "Ef
They generally contain caffeine, herbal fects of caffeine on human health" from
a 2003issue of Food Additives and Con
ingredients and vitamins.
"Be aw are about what other things taminants, researchers estimated that
are in them," said Elizabeth Abbey, coffee and tea are the primary sources
registered dietitian and Whitworth lec of caffeine for adults in North America,
turer of he alth science. "Some [energy whereas children consume most of it in
drinks] have other added substances soda pop and chocolate.
With two coffee shops on campus
that are not tightly regulated."
For that reason, Abbey said the purity and several nearby, it's clear that coffee
and quality of e nergy drinks is some drinking has become socially accept
able among the college population —
times questionable.
According to a study done by the but that is not so for everyone. Sopho
Sleep Research Centre at Loughbor more Brodrick Hirai said he personally
ough University, "functional energy chooses not to consume coffee or en
drinks" (FEDs) containing sucrose, ergy drinks because of the caffeine.
"I don't think they're healthy foryou,"
glucose, 80-mg caffeine, taurine, glucuronolactone and vitamins were ben Hirai said. "It's not natural because your
eficial in reducing sleepiness and sleep- body doesn't make it naturally."
When it comes
related
driving
incidents. Energy
"If you're trying to get that to that caffeine
craving,
how
drinks were used
mental edge, before finals ever, Abbey said,
for the study be
"Probably your
cause caffeine lev
is not the time to start
best bet is just
els vary in coffee.
[drinking coffee]."
regular, black cof
Still,
another
fee."
study done by the
— ELIZABETH ABBEY
Black
coffee
Department
of
Psychological Sci registered dietitian and Whitworth does not contain
empty calories
ence at Northern
lecturer of health science
that one finds in
Kentucky Univer
sity showed that the effectiveness of lattes, nor added substances like those
FEDs on college students decreased as found in energy drinks.
"If you're getting mochas and lattes,
dosage increased. The optimal amount
of Red Bull for someone who has not that's more than just a caffeine issue,"
eaten recently was half a can, whereas said Melinda Larson, associate profes
on a full stomach it may be up to an en sor of health science and head athletic
trainer.
tire can.
Users of caffeine may experience
Abbey said students should be aware
that eight ounces of energ y drink usu some side effects. Those include in
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Amidst the mire of final exams and papers, students may reach for their
favorite energy drink to help h
t em stay alert. Elizabeth Abbey, Whitworth
lecturer of health science, advises being aware of drinks' ingredients;
some energy drinks have added substances that aren't tightly regulated.
creased heart rate and blood pressure,
jitteriness and addiction. As a stimu
lant, it can also interact with medica
tions.
"It has a chemical effect on your
brain like cocaine does," Larson said.
"Your brain says you need that."
Cravings may indicate a deficiency
or dependency on a food or substance,
Larson said.
"If you're trying to get that mental
edge, before finals is not the time to
start [drinking coffee]," Abbey said.
The bottom line: Coffee is effective,
but again, practice moderation.

Physical Exercise
Exercise helps your brain function
best, Larson said. That does not neces
sarily mean it has to be a 30-minute in
tense cardiovascular workout or even a
trip to Graves Gym.
"Whatever works for you is best, he-

cause if you're not going to likeit, you're
not going to do it," Larson said. "Walk
the dog, play ping pong, do yoga or
dancing; if that's what you like to do, do
it with other people. Whatever it takes
to make you move."
Hirai said that as a football player,
he works out on average of four days a
week.
"It's hard to get started in the morn
ing, but you work out and five to 10
minutes later you're energized," Hirai
said.
Just a quick simple carbohydrate
such as a banana is good to eat before a
workout, Abbey said.
"You're not going to go ona road trip
without any gas in your tank, so don't
work out without any fuel," Abbey said.
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Story continues,
See Energy for finals, page 10
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Theatre major starts Whitworth Film Club
Rachel O'Kelley
Staff Writer
Sophomore Brendan Nyhan, a theatre major, is
pursuing a career in film and acting.
He has big plans for his future career after gradu
ation, involving his dream to be a professional actor.
Originally from San Diego, he said he hopes to
move to Burbank, Calif., n ear Hollywood to find an
agent and pursue acting in the film industry capital
of America. He said he hopes to break into the drama
film genre, but sees comedy as his fallback plan.
"My passion is for drama, but comedy is really
what I'm good at," Nyhan said.
He is also considering a move to New York City to
work toward joining a comedy production such as

Graphic: Eva Kiviranta

ENERGY FOR FINALS

Oakland, Nyhan was able to cregte his own oppor
Saturday Night Live as a full-time actor.
tunities to learn more about film at Whitworth and
Prior to this year, Nyhan had planned to transfer
to give other students with similar interests a chance
from Whitworth to another school because Whit
worth has not created a film major or minor pro to join in.
He created the new Film Club this year at Whit
gram for students interested in acting on-screen as
worth. He said he hopes to give other students in
opposed to on-stage.
terested in acting a place to exercise their passions
Though Whitworth does not currently have a de
and develop their skills in film production before
gree program in film production and acting, several
graduation.
professors and departments offer courses to make
Nyhan's film club has inspired others to join in,'
up for the lack.
including
senior David Dennis who is the treasurer
Theatre department instructor Brooke Kiener rec
of
the
film
club this year.
ommends the Acting for the Camera course for stu
Dennis is a journalism and mass communication
dents with interests similar to Nyhan's.
"It's a one-credit class that's open to anyone on major who has a passion for film production. He said
he hopes to work in that in
the campus," Kiener said.
dustry after graduation.
Kiener said experience
"I've loved movies my
in film and acting is not
We
don't
have
any
plans
to
offer
whole life and my intention
necessary, but it does
is to work in film after gradu
help to have a background
any coursework for people who
ation," Dennis said. "I would
in that area.
probably go into the produc
want
to
go
into
television.
But
"We are mostly inves
ing side of it."
tigating audition tech
many of our students
Dennis said many stu
niques," Kiener said. "We
dents wanted to become
use some television and
do go on to do TV work."
active members of the Film
movie [techniques], all of
Club once it started, which
—
BROOKE
KIENER
which I have used in my
shows that there was a defi
experience."
theatre department instructor
nite interest among Whit
Kiener said the depart
worth students.
ment isn't lacking in its
"The Film Club is a good way for students to start
focus on camera-acting work; some classes they of
fer encompass the skills and techniques necessary doing that [learning about film production]," Dennis
for students who want to go on to work in movies or said.
Since the club has been such a success with stu
television after graduation.
"We don't have any plans to offer any coursework dents already, the group has many different skill sets
for people who want to go into television," Kiener to bring to the table including equipment, writing,
said. "But many of o ur students do go on to do TV acting and producing skills. The club will soon be
gin to create and produce a short film, featuring the
work."
She mentioned that everything taught in those unique abilities of the students involved.
programs gives students the basic skills they need to
work in TV or other acting facets.
The theatre department is not the only one in For those interested in learning more about the
corporating film-related classes for students; the film club, contact Brendan Nyhan at bnyhanl4@
English department also offers courses such as In my.whitworth.edu or David Dennis at ddennis09@
tro to Film Studies and World Cinema, which both my.whitworth.edu.
give students insight into the literary aspects of film
careers. Though those courses do offer the in-depth
study of films, they are not focused on the acting and
production elements of film-making.
Nyhan said he hopes to expand on those course
options to give students a chance to understand
film-making from a production standpoint. With Contact Rachel O'Kelley at
the help of professor and film enthusiast Leonard rokelleyl2@my.whitworth.edu.

thing to do is to eat regularly and have
breakfast," Abbey said.
A good breakfast should contain car
Eating within a half hour after a work bohydrates, protein and fat. That does
out — just enough time to take a shower not have to be complicated, Abbey said.
— is when your body isgoing to be most A bowl of cereal, toast with peanut but
efficient at replacing energy and have a ter or even a granola bar would be per
higher metabolism, Abbey said.
fectly acceptable, she said.
The bottom line: Exercise may be one
"If it' s not real heavy on the greasy
of the best ways to get energ
ized, but do meats, pizza isn't that bad for you," Ab
bey said. "Cold pizza is definitely better
what works for you.
than nothing."
Something to keep in mind is that
Sleep and Diet
more complex and fiber-rich foods will
"For energy, the most important keep you full for longer, Abbey said.
continued from page 9

It is most important to have strong,
consistent habits in both diet and
sleeping, Larson said.
"Part of the function of s leep is for
learning as well," Abbey said. "Parts of
your brain will function during sleep to
build memory."
While most college students need
between seven and nine hours of sleep
per night, it will vary among individu
als. What is important is to be consis
tent with your sleeping habits, Larson
said.
The bottom line: Stay consistent in
your sleeping and eating habits, and eat

regularly.
Those are just a few ways to increase
mental awareness during the long win
ter. Other areas of research indicate that
a "power nap," a cold shower, exposure
to the outdoors, music and preventing
dehydration will also increase energy.

Contact Heather Kennison at
hkennison!2@my. whitworth.edu.

SHE &?HIM
CHRISTMAS

Photo courtesy ofsheandhim.com
Matt Ward and Zooey Deschanel released their
first album together as She &Him in 2008. They
began their musical partnership after meeting
on the set of the 2006 film "The Go Getter." "A
Very She & Him Christmas"was released Oct. 24
on CD and vinyl record. It is She &Him's third
album and their first Christmas release.

New album reintroduces Christmas
classics with soothing, vintage feel

Brianna Anderson
StaffWriter

"AVery She & Him Christmas" on Oct. 24.
Deschanel and Ward first met when they recorded
Audiences welcome back Zooey Deschanel with a version of Richard and Linda Thompson's "When I
"Baby, It's Cold Outside" once again on the new She & Get To The Border" for the 2006 film "The Go-Getter."
Him Christmas album. This time, instead ofperforming According to Rolling Stone, it was there that "the two
the song in the Gimbel's locker room with Will Ferrell discovered they were musical soul mates." She &Him's
in "Elf," Deschanel sings with her musical partner Matt first album "Volume One" was released later in 2008.
"A Very She & Him Christmas" istheir first holiday al
Ward in their signature oldies style. Deschanel and
Ward together front the band She & Him, and released bum. The collection of Christmas recordings takes the

listener back to classic eras of music when artists such
as The Beach Boys, Elvis Presley an d The Carpenters
dominated the musical charts. She& Him's rendition of
these well-known songs are given a new touch of emo
tion while not straying too far from the original vintage
sound.

Contact Brianna Anderson at
briannaanderson!2@my.whitworth.edu.

"A Very She & Him Christmas'
01 "The C'rrtstmas Waltz
This song is my personal favorite. It's an intimate
holiday tune that you would listen to curled up by
the fire watching the snow fall on Christmas Eve. The
quarter time soft guitar strumming might encourage
you to slow dance with your significant other.

05 Chris tmas Wish

OS .Baby, It's CaM Outside

Ward's smooth voice is displayed beautifully in this
song and will make audiences "wish" to hear more
of him on the album. Unfortunately, this is the only
song where his voice can be heard over Deschanel's.
"Christmas Wish" takes you back to the 1970s.

This song is actually not sung in its original style.
Deschanel sings the man's part and Ward sings the
woman's part. It is not as good as the version in "Elf."
The singers' voices do not blend well together and are
very off-beat with each other, it sounds as if they are
rushing through the song.

02 Christmas Day

06 Sleigh Hide

The lyrics and melody do not really go anywhere; it
sounds like the entire song is sung on one note. How
ever, Deschanel's voice is beautiful and clear, similar
to a soprano version of Karen Carpenter's voice.

The tempo for this song is a little more mellow than
expected, but is a great combination of both Descha
nel's and Ward's vocals. The guitar is also very merry.

03 Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas

07 RocMn7 Around the Christmas Tree

This classic Christmas song's tempo is slowed
down to create a romantic mixture of melody and
emotion. Fun guitar solos and the quiet patter of uku
lele strums make you think of the beaches in Hawaii.

A classic that everyone will love. The guitar has
classic muffled sounds similar to the Brenda Lee ver
sion heard in the movie "Home Alone."

1D Bills] Christmas
Elvis would be proud. This is not just a cover but
also its own rendition without forgetting its classic
origins.

11 Little Saint Sick
This is a very fun song. Deschanel adds her own
feminine version to this Beach Boys classic.

04 I'll Be Horns for Christmas

08 Silver Bells

12 The Christmas Song

The vintage guitar style played in this song is the
only interesting part of the track; Deschanel's voice is
easy to tune out in this adagietto (slow tempo) piece.

The entire song is played on a ukulele. The song is
a little boring and has a surprisingly slow tempo com
pared to the original version.

The guitar gives the song a warm feeling like it is
played softly in the night at the beach.

12 Sled, ski, snowshoe the winter
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Spokane and surrounding area have great spots to enjoy the winter snowfalll
Joe Westenberg
Staff Writer
Once school finally gets out — an d Spokane fi
nally gets some substantial snowfall — get r eady to
enjoy some classic winter activities in and around
Spokane.

Sledding
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To hit the slopes in your favorite sled or trash can
lid, head over to Spokane's Manito Park or Holmberg
Park for some popular sled runs.
Manito is the most well-known and easily ac
cessed sledding spot in Spokane.
There is one very large hill that is the main attrac
tion for sledders in the front of the park along South
Grand Boulevard. Because it is used so often, the
surface is often icy, which makes the ride faster, but
the crash more painful. Expect some minor bruising
to occur as many icy jumps have been constructed
on this run. There are many other hills in the area to
choose from if you find yourself bored with the main
one. Or you can always take a break to build a snow
man in one of the many sections of the park.
Holmberg is closer to Whitworth, but lacks the va
riety of M anito. There are two hills to choose from
and both stretch the length of the park.
The first one ends in the park. The second hill is
further into the wooded area west of the park and
is much steeper and longer. Because these hills are
throughout the park, there are many different sec
tions you can choose to sled on. That also makes the
park less crowded and there is less danger of r un
ning into someone.

Cross-country skiing and snowshoeing
If you prefer the slower pace of cross-country ski
ing or snowshoeing, Mount Spokane and Idaho's
Fourth of July Pass have many trails for that purpose.
Mount Spokane has over 17 miles of groomed
trails for cross-country skiing and snowshoeing. It
is the best-organized and most expansive Sno-Park
facility in the state, with plenty of beautiful win
ter scenery and strategically placed warming huts
throughout its trail system.
Trails are categorized as easy, moderate and ex
pert depending on the length and skill required to
navigate them.
Cross-country skis can be rented from Army Sur
plus or REI, w hile snowshoes can be rented from
Whitworth's Outdoor Rec program.
A Sno-Park permit and a groomed trail permit are
required to parkin the designated lots. Spokanenordic.org has more information.
Fourth of July Pass is located in Idaho, about 20
miles west of the state line on Interstate 90. The trail
system there is groomed and maintained by the Pan
handle Nordic Club.
The trail system on the pass offers the same winter
scenery of Mount Spokane but with fewer amenities.
It is also a longer drive, but does not require any per
mits to park and use the area.

The trails are rated using the same system Mount
Spokane uses. Because it is in lower elevation, it
does not get snow as early as Mount Spokane and is
more enjoyable later in the winter.

Snowboarding and skiing
Mount Spokane and Schweitzer Mountain are
both open for the season for skiers and snowboards
to enjoy the slopes.
Mount Spokane is the closest downhill ski and
snowboard area to Spokane. It has a large variety of
runs for beginners all the way to experts.
The lodge offers food and refreshments to hungry
patrons during all hours of operation. There are'also
rentals as well as lessons for those who are new to
the activity.
Mount Spokane offers night skiing at favorable
rates, but only certain parts of the mountain are
open to night skiers.
The mountain gets heavy usage, which can be very
detrimental to the quality of the snow, so it is best to
go after a fresh snowfall and enjoy the powder.
Schweitzer Mountain is located north of Sandpoint, Idaho, and is the largest downhill ski and
snowboard area in the immediate vicinity. The runs

are well-maintained and get substantial snowfall
during winter.
Whitworth's Outdoor Rec program offers van
rides to Schweitzer for Whitworth students who lack
transportation.
Although the prices are higher than other ar
eas, the skiing and snowboarding are definitely
some of the best in the Inland Northwest.
Contact Joe Westenberg at
jwestenbergl 2@my. whitworth.edu.

Enroll in our acclaimed
Master in Teaching
Program -- or interview
against someone who did.

*78% job placement
Whitworth's Master in Teaching (MIT) P rogram lets you earn both your
master's degree and teaching certification in just 13 months in a cohort
model that provides support and encouragement along the way.

To lea rn more:
Stop by and visit with Brian, Dixon Hall, Room 309
Contact mit@whitworth.edu
www.whitworth.edu/nrtit
509.777.3222
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Reviews Thinking, Fast
and Slow9 author explores
psychology of decisions
Kelli Raines

{iSAWl}
Content found in the "ISaw You" section are stu
dent submissions and do. not necessarily reflect the
opinion of The Whitworthian.

StaffWriter
The student's heart rate increases slightly as he ex
amines the complex math problem. Looking closely,
an observer would see that his pupils have dilated as
his face is screwed up in concentration. The student,
without even knowing it, has changed the way his
brain is thinking. He is using more than just his auto
matic intuitive thinking — he has tapped into the part
of his bra in that solves problems and makes rational
decisions.
Daniel Kahneman explores the brain, how choices
are made and how people can make rational choices
in his new book, "Thinking, Fast and Slow," released
October 2011.
Kahneman's main point is that prejudices, biases
and poor decision-making are results of hu mankind
relying on the automatic and intuitive part of the brain
instead of the more slow and attention-oriented part.
Because of humankind's reluctance to think slowly
and actively, we continually make irrational decisions.
W I N N E R O F T HE N O B E L P R I Z E I N E C O N O M I C S
In the first chapter, Kahneman introduces two parts
of the brain: System1 and System 2. Both are prevalen
t
in experiencing the world and making decisions.
The two systems have their own characteristics and
ways of working. System1 is the fast, intuitive and au
Photo courtesy ofbarnesandnoble.com
tomatic part of the brain, while System'2 is the slow, Author Daniel Kahneman discusses two parts
attention-oriented part of t he brain. Kahneman uses of the brain in his new book released in Oct.
the two systems throughout the book and explains System 1 is fast and intuitive, while System 2 is
how they affect everyday life.
slow and attention-oriented.
Broken down into five parts and 38 chapters, the
book explains different aspects of decision-making
that both systems partake in. That includes heuristics and extensive detail of cognitive systems and psy
chology make it a book not for the average reader. It
and biases, overconfidence, choices and two selves.
is
not a book to pick up for light reading on a Sunday
In the part about overconfidence, Kahneman writes
that most humans are overconfident despite statistical afternoon. Akeen desire to read about psychology, the
brain, social sciences and choices
evidence. That overconfidence
are required to make the book one
is a result ofSystem 1.
"A keen desire to read
of interest.
There are multiple experi
Overall, "Thinking, Fast and
about psychology, the
ments formatted in the book
Slow" requires an active and atten
that allow the reader to try out
brain, social sciences and tive reader who desires to under
the techniques that Kahneman
stand the cognitive functions of the
choices are required
uses.
brain. The book presents a discus
For example, the book be
to make the
sion about many different subjects
gins by p resenting a picture of
and ties it back into System 1 and
book one of interest."
a woman who is angry. The au
System 2 of the brain.
thor asks the reader to look at it.
Readers who wish to think slower, use System 2 and
Then Kahneman analyzes the experience the reader
really grasp the concept in the book should take the
had while looking at the picture of the woman. He ex
time to read it; readers who are more prone to follow
plains that all of the intuitive emotions and judgments
ing their System 1 probab
ly should look elsewhere.
toward the woman the reader had while glancing at
the picture are from System 1. That helps the reader
understand how System1 affects him or her.
The experiments not only provide additional sup
port to the author's discussion, but they also engage
the |-|p|Although the author offers insight into how deci- Contact Kelh Raines at
sions are made in everyday life, the book's jargon krainesl2@my.whitworth.ed .
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Chatting at the Book Fair

You asked me what I liked to read, and I said
everything. You said you liked nonfiction and I told
you to read "Alive" You were cute and nice and we
should talk books more often.

For the Chief
I saw you dancing in the media office through the
window. Nice moves Editor in Chief. Nice moves.

Mustache Man

I sawyou in the Admissions office. You were
painting up a storm. I just wanted to say that I like
your mustache. I hope we meet again.

Gabby Girls
To the gabby girls inmyjournalism class, could
you whisper a litde softer or better yet not talk at
all. Some of us actually want to hear what the
professor has to say.
Sincerely, a very annoyed classmate.

Football Fumble
I sawyou try to catch a football on the Hello Walk
but you tripped on it instead and then ran off with
that guy's football. Ouch!

Swim
I sawyou running at lightning speed because you
missed the team bus.

Scan QR code to submit your own I Saw You on
your mobile device.
Submissions published as received.

Seen someone? Submit your 'I sawyou' (limited to
50 words) online at thewhitworthian.com.
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OPINIONS
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In light of the upcoming primary elections to determine the Republican Party's nominee for president, the
opinions section for this issue is dedicated entirely to evaluating the current candidates.
Go to thewhitworthian.com for an article on current fruntrunner Newt Gingrich.

Don't put all of your faith in Rick Perry
also called for increased state government powers
by eliminating the Departments of Education, of En
COLUMNIST
ergy and of Commerce.
In his interview, Gov. Perry stated that the labor
laws being left to the state governments is an innocu
Dressed in a tan Carhartt jacket and a casually ous and rather beneficial change to how government
worn blue dress shirt, Texas Governor Rick Perry is is run. When asked which move would be better —
featured in his latest campaign ad as a rugged but eliminating Roe vs. Wade or passing the Human Life
handsome man with honest eyes and a trustworthy Amendment — Gov. Perry replied, "Both," further
smile. He proceeds to tell the American public in his confusing whether he supported a strict or flexible
Texan drawl that, unlike some "liberals [who] say interpretation of the Constitution and therefore fed
that faith is a sign of weakness," his faith in God gives eral versus state powers.
While I personally see holes in his platform, not
him strong values and is important to running the
just in contradiction but
American government.
also in logic, the real flaw
But honestly, I don't have
"...the real flaw of the Perry
of the Perry campaign is his
faith in Rick Perry.
campaign is his extreme
extreme conservatism. A
On Dec. 3, Governor Per
leader of the nation is meant
ry was able to speak more
conservatism. A leader of
to bring solidarity to the
about his platform on Fox
the nation is meant to bring
American public through
News during the Republican
the grand ability to see both
Presidential Forum. In this
solidarity to the American
sides of the spectrum and
15-minute segment, which is
public through the grand ability provide a happy medium to
available both on YouTube as
well as on Governor Perry's to see both sides of the spectrum both ends. Of course, I am
an idealist when it comes to
own campaign website, he
and provide a happy medium..." politics (which is perhaps
contradicted himself over
why I am not a political sci
and over again. For a man
who claims that Federalist Papers contributor James ence major), but at the same time I don't see Gov.
Madison, a proponent of a strong national govern Perry's campaign as a realistic possibility for our
ment, was his favorite Founding Father, it is interest country's future president. Anyone who has been
ing that one of Perry's main campaign goals is to set following the news over the past several months can
a term limit on Supreme Court justices to prevent see that partisanship, not only being at an all-time
"rogues" (as he calls four of our current justices who high but also actively paralysing the effectiveness of
are strict constructionists) from setting a limit on our government, makes having such an extreme and
the federal government's powers. Yet in the same uncompromising candidate the last thing our coun
interview, this Republican presidential candidate try needs.

ROSIE BROWN

+

M.

Graphic: Ashley Antunes
If anything, Gov. Perry provides a candidate for
the far right-wing demographic in our nation who
would rather not vote than vote for a Republican
whom they would deem to be "too liberal." Whether
he is meant to curb the amount of voters who "set
tle" for a sub-par presidential candidate, I believe
the Republican party is only hurting itself by stealing
funding and support from other Republican candi
dates who would perhaps provide a better platform
to bring both the Republican and Democratic parties
together under the single roof of the White House.
BROWN is a junior majoring in international business.
Comments can be sent to
rbrownl3@my.whitworth.edu.
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Herman Cain cfeserweci a second chance
accuse Cain of sexually harassing them in the work
place during his time as the CEO for Godfather's
RYAN STEVENS
Pizza and, later, for the National Restaurant Asso
ciation. Despite what many of the news media have
put forth, that issue has existed for at least 15 years.
In the 1990s, some of the same women brought
Until recently, the Herman "Cain Train" seemed forth the same accusations, which were eventually
to be picking up speed in the race for the Republi found to be without basis. Cain's position then, as it
can nomination, but as of a few days ago, came to remains today, is that the allegations are false. What
a screeching halt. While his campaign is effectively is even more suspect is that not only does the pri
over, a closer examination of his candidacy puts mary accuser possess a history of similar behavior
him in a more positive light.
with motive for financial gain, but private investi
The most common publicity associated with gations by CBS News debunked the claims using
Cain is in regard to the several sexual allegations expensive lie-detecting equipment that backed up
against him. Initially, those accusations were met Cain's statements.
with expected amounts of shock and anger, but the
Similarly, a woman named Ginger White recently
facts that deal with the reliability of the claims are brought forth further accusations (which Cain de
Graphic: Ashley Antunes
nied), claiming that he was involved in a 13-year
surprisingly scarce.
Initially, several women came forth to publicly affair with her, and produced cell phone records to prove her point. Those records, however, are not
hard evidence. They demonstrate merely that Cain
communicated with White via text message. There
is no evidence that depicts conversations or actions
taken by either party. While a further investigation
is necessary, I prefer to give Cain the benefit of the
doubt before jumping to conclusions based on
questionable evidence.
One of Cain's defining characteristics was his
lack of political experience, which meant that his
stances on political issues varied in alignment, to
the concern of party partisans. Although many
critics pointed to this as a flaw, it could ha
ve proved
to be a very beneficial strength. Two of Cain's main
selling points were simplicity and transparency,
which reflected the interests of the common Ameri
can. Also, his lack of experience in the political sec
tor gave him a different perspective than most poli
ticians. His ideas, such as the 9-9-9 plan, were bold,
yet simplistic in nature. Though details needed to
be tweaked if this specific plan was to take effect,
the concept emphasized a return to the basic eco
nomic principals of, acc ording to Cain, [making]
sure revenues equal spending."
Cain's financial prowess came from vast experi
CAREER TRAINING. M ONEY FOR COLLEGE.
ence in the private sector. As CEO of Godfather's
Pizza from 1986 to 1996, Cain's leadership and fis
cal practices rescued the dying company from the
grave and turned it into a booming business. Cain,
according to Deroy Murdock ofthe National Review
Online, produced similar results with Burger King,
having "revitalized [their] 450-store Philadelphia
region."
Overall, Cain had flaws that needed to be dealt
with
if h e were to have been considered a viable
Serving part-time in the Air N ational Guard, you'll have an entire team of like-minded individuals
candidate. Because of the media and the inconve
who want to help you get ahead. You can choose from nearly 200 career specialt.es, and
nient timing of the unproven allegations however,
Cain was faced with a choice between his presiden
develop the high-tech skills you need to compete in today's world. You also train close to
tial race and the emotional well-being of his family.
home, all while receiving a steady paycheck, benefits and tuition assistance. Talk to a recruiter
In a move that perhaps reflects his character, Cain
chose to end his campaign in favor of his wife and
today, and see how the Washington Air N ational Guard can help you succeed.
children. I, for one, would have preferred to give
WASHINGTON
him a chance to show what he had to offer before
attacking him, which is something the media never
even considered.

AND II ENTIRE TEIi TO

HUP YOU SUCCEED.
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STEVENS is a freshman majoring in English and French.
Comments can be sent to
rstevensl5@my.whitworth.edu.
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Paul's plan to cut government agencies threatens education and economy
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NEWS EDITOR
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Or one could argue that those departments are
doing their duties in financially irresponsible ways
— that the Department of Education, for example,
shouldn't be giving out loans because, to put it in
Paul's language, "education isn't a right."
But the piece of Paul's "Plan to Restore America'
that doesn't need simplification is the number of
people who would be left unemployed by Paul's

Just over 70 percent of May 2011 Whitworth grad
uates relied on federal loans to pay for at least part of
their education, according to a September article in clean sweep.
The Department of Education employs roughly
The Whitworthian.
Many current students also rely on loans for a 5,000 people. The Department of Commerce em
Whitworth education. I am one of them. I graduated ploys nearly 44,000. The Department of the Inte
high school with a 3.97 GPA and high SAT scores, rior employs just over 71,000. The Department of
and still couldn't find enough finances to cover my Housing and Urban Development employs just over
educational expenses. Like many other students, 10,000. The Department of Energy employs roughly
I had to turn to the government for support in the 16,000 — n ot to mention the nearly 100,000 people
they contract.
form of loans.
That's a lot of numbers, but doing the math tells
The election of Ron Paul in 2012 would put that
entire system at risk. He would have it that I — a nd us that Paul hopes to fire around 146,000 employees
the many other Whitworth students who cannot af from federal departments, plus roughly 100,000 con
ford to foot their educational bills — not go to school. tractors.
Paul has also proposed eliminating the Transpor
Graphic: Ashley Antunes
Paul wants to work to make sure that federal fi
tation
Security Administration, which would leave
nancial aid — especially loans — i s no longer avail
than it was when the Constitution became effective,
an additional 58,000 people unemployed.
able for college students.
for
what institution has ever been its most complete
Not
only
is
Paul's
plan
dangerous
in
its
potential
His "Plan to Restore America" includes the elimi
nation of the federal Department of Education, the for service and employment elimination, it is also at its birth?
That is not to say that changes should not continue
dangerous in its historical
very institution that granted
to be made. They must. But Paul's fantasy of build
and political implications.
the financial aid that made
"Paul wants to work to make
Paul hopes to restore the ing a legal time machine and sticking all 312 million
it possible for 70 percent of
United States to its consti American citizens in it is not viable.
last year's graduating class
sure that federal financial
In 2011, we need institutions like the Department
tutional roots. This plan:
to finish their degrees.
aid — especially loans —
small government with of Education because we live in a society in which
And the Department of
out concern for the conse education is the key to economic stability.
Education isn't the only fed
is no longer available for
In 2011, we need the Department of Housing and
quences.
eral department that Paul
college students. His "Plan
But what Paul seems to Urban Development because it is no longer accept
seeks to destroy. He also
fail to realize is that soci able to allow our nation's citizens to live in sub-stan
includes in his restoration
to Restore America" includes
ety and this country have dard housing or on the streets.
plan intent to eliminate the
the elimination of the federal
evolved. One cannot sim • In 2011, we need the TSA because we know that
Department of Housing and
ply apply 1789 simplicity attacks on our country like 9/11 are possible, and we
Urban Development, the
Department of Education..."
to 2013 complexity. To at need a way to prevent them.
Department of Energy, the
We also need the three other departments that
tempt this is to ignore hisr
Department of Commerce
Paul plans to eliminate, the federal jobs that Paul
tory.
and the Department of the
Amendments have passed. Movements have plans to crush, and — most of all — a president who
Interior.
As one can imagine, each of these departments changed our ethics. The value of the dollar has been is capable of taking on the realities of 2013.
provides important services for the American peo altered. Wars have been waged and lessons learned.
This country has encountered problems, come
ple.
The HUJ), for example, provides the necessary upon solutions, and sometimes it has been wrong.
WAGNER is a sophomore majoring in English, writing
services to ensure that low-income families have
Regardless, I would venture to say that the United and journalism. Comments can be sent to
a place to call home through the development of States is a more intelligent and whole nation now lwagnerl4@my.whitworth.edu.
multi-family homes and rental subsidies.
Another department on Paul's chopping block
is the Department of Commerce, which focuses on
job creation, and economic sustenance and growth.
With the national unemployment rate at 8.6 percent,
would it really be a smart move to elect a president
who intends to cut job creation services?
This is all a very simplified analysis of the issues
in Paul's plan. One could perhaps argue that the de
partments of education, housing, energy, commerce
Clean, well-maintained units that are close to
and interior aren't really doing their duties — that
campus are being shown now for 2012-13.
the Department of Commerce, for example, hasn't
Call Ladonna @ 509-590-9084
done much to create jobs.
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Jon Huntsman offers
practical solutions

DEflDHOLE
by Lucas Kok

(I Hey. Found something crazy on the internet.
I You co me now.

REMIOMODARA
|
Just a sec; 11
have to finish 1
the sole of this
•one. I : |

Be a part of the solution! This is the call to action by
the modern-day Ronald Reagan, Jon Huntsman. He
has a multifaceted plan to revive the economy for a

11 SAID YOU COME NOW!!!
lIT****! ifffl Whaaaaat in the— 1

better tomorrow.
The 51-year-old, motorcycle-riding, savvy busi
nessman is the former governor of Utah. He dropped
out of high school and later obtained his GED. Years
later, he found himself as an ambassador to China
and now is described as a breath of fresh air for the
Republican nomination process.
The Wall Street Journal has labeled his economic
plan the most "pro-growth proposal ever offered by
a U.S. presidential candidate." His plan for economic
restoration is comprised mainly of tax reform and en
ergy independence.
According to whiteoutpress.com, Huntsman be
lieves in a simplified version of the tax system. Tax
rates would be broken into 8 percent, 14 percent and
23 percent and loopholes would be eliminated.
Those numbers are significantly lower than they
have been in the past, which would lift a burden from
some taxpayers' backs.
Some may argue that lower taxes means the gov
ernment will obtain lower revenue. It is true that the
government will not collect as much in taxes under
Huntsman's plan.
However, lower taxes produce an incentive to
spend and risk. That means there would possibly be
businesses created, which in turn would create more
jobs. If you look at the big picture, that could enrich
citizens in the long run.
That aspect of Huntsman's plan has the average Joe
in mind, and concentrates on helping the people.
Huntsman also stresses the idea of energy inde
pendence. He reminds America that years ago, Eisen
hower warned against importation of more than 20
percent of oil. According to jon2012.com, today,
America is importing around 60 percent of the oil that
is used here at a cost of $300 billion.
The former Chinese ambassador would say that
threatens our economic security. A majority of past
recessions were preceded by sharp spikes in the price

of oil.
cn .
"To free ourselves from [the Organization ot Petro
leum Exporting Country's] grasp, we must end our
heroin-like addiction to oil," the candidate said.
His idea is to develop oil and gas reserves in Nort
America. He said he believes drilling can be safely
carried out domestically in places like the Gulf and m
Alaska. We must also find a way to establish efficient,
environmentally-sound energy projects.
Huntsman said he believes America is lagging
when it comes to energy competition and if we don t
do something about it, we will allow other countries
to dictate our energy future. America will be at the

Graphic: Ashley Antunes
mercy of other countries and lose its upper hand in
certain affairs.
That is all part of Huntsman's plan for economic
restoration. He said he believes the different facets in
the plan put together can bring about the change that
America needs.
Huntsman also has positions on gun control, abor
tion and the legalization of marijuana. However, most
would argue that the economy is the largest issue at
hand.
"With a last name like Huntsman, do I have a
choice?" Huntsman asked, when confronted with the
question of gun control. He said he believes citizens
should have the right to transport and store firearms
regardless of whether they have a concealed carry
permit.
That aspect of his beliefs is bound to raise con
troversy among those who worry about safety when
people can have a gun with limited restrictions. How
ever, gun possession is also a form of safety if used
properly.
The former Utah governor is also pro-life. He said
he believes life begins at conception and advocates
carrying out each pregnancy that is started.
Some may think that is hard to say because there
are instances of rape, etc., that can drastically change
someone's life, and abortion may be the way out.
However, putting everything into perspective and
realizing that there is a "life" at hand can make one
see his point of view more clearly.
Finally, Huntsman said he believes the issue of
marijuana legalization should be up to the states.
That would make it a lot more simple and let's face it,
America has bigger fish to fry.
With Huntsman nowhere near the top of the polls,
some say there is not a prayer that could make him
the nominee. However, Huntsman has faith. "It's still
preseason," he said.
OMODARA is a sophomore majoring in journalism and

mass communication. Comments can be sent to
romodaral4@my.whitworth.edu.
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Mitt Romney would be a step backwards
He flip-flops on important issues and his overly conservative positions merit criticism
before on government stimulus programs and bank
bailouts. According to statements released by the
Associated Press, Romney's health care initiative in
Massachusetts required residents to obtain medi
COLUMNIST
cal insurance, but he rejects the notion that it was a
model for Obama's national plan enacted last year.
Mitt Romney, the charismatic former governor of If you ask trie, Romney is a politician in conflict with
Massachusetts, is running for Republican Presiden himself, and that is not an appropriate state to be in
tial candidate yet again in the 2012 elections. With to effectively advise a country. It's the responsibility
a squeaky-clean image, charismatic speaking skills, of in dependent voters to ensure this man does not
business and entrepreneurial success as CEO ofBain get into office.
Romney generally answers accusations of flipCapitol, why wouldn't conservative voters be attract
ed to his obvious intellect and charm? Well, voters, flopping by diminishing his shifts or calling them
don't let his Wikipedia-worthy biography fool you. "old news." The new Democratic National Commit
Take a look at his flip-flop voting records and pre tee ad shows an undated video clip of him discuss
pare yourself for why Mitt Romney should never be ing abortion and saying, "I will preserve and protect
a woman's right to choose." In early 2007, Romney
elected president.
Romney's shifts on key issues are not new. Yet they said he changed his view on abortion yet again, flip
have played only an insignificant role in the eight- ping from pro-choice to pro-life. While I don't hold
person GOP nominating contest thus far, to the it against him if he modified his views, I question
dismay of m any Democrats. Shifting political posi whether it was in regard to being enlightened or
tions to climb to the top of the Republican primary whether it was simply a political move, therefore, I
candidacy race is both untruthful and unethical. will hold his ulterior motives against him.
Does that sound fishy to you? Regardless of where
What does that say about his reliability should he
you stand, if h e is flip-flop
succeed into the presidential
ping his views now, who's
seat? I don't trust anyone
"What should be a great
to say he won't be changing
who changes his core beliefs
strength, the ability to build
when in office? Romney is
based on the demographic of
worth a quarter of a billion
an audience.
a consensus front diverging
dollars. What does a man
Romney's eagerness to
factions, has proven to be his who has millions of dollars
win the GOP election is con
tributing to his lack of hon biggest weakness as he modifies know about struggling in
this economy? Relate-ability
esty. What should be a great
his opinion based on his
factor: zero. Does he have
strength, the ability to build
a sharp political mind? I'm
a consensus from diverging
audience. He appears to be a
sure you don't get this far in
factions, has proven to be
professional people-pleaser..
an election without being
his biggest weakness as he
politically intelligent. But a
modifies his opinion based
on his audience. He appears to be a professional man of the people, he is not.
It's no secret Romney is a practicing Mormon.
people-pleaser, which has caused him to flip-flop on
What this means for the American people is that he
his stances.
Romney devised a TV campaign ad that quoted has very conservative opinions on most issues and
President Barack Obama out of c ontext, which fur extreme religious influences on his decisions con
ther shows his inability to direct and guide the suc cerning how the nation should be managed. Rom
cess of our country. Romney's first ad of the cam ney's difference in religion means that he does not
paign quotes President Obama out of context in share a common creed and his decisions will be in
what the Romney campaign called a deliberate at fluenced by his Mormon ideals, specifically, matters
tempt to show that President Obama "doesn't want of social equality.
to talk about the economy."
Ladies, Romney's motives are relevant to you. His
In the ad, President Obama is quoted stating, "If right-wing conservatism in addition to his conserva
we keep talking about the economy, we're going to tive Mormon values makes for a possible regression
lose." What Romney's ad didn't show is that when in social division where women would be subordi
President Obama made that statement, he was actu nate. In order for our society to function correctly,
ally quoting an aide to John McCain. Romney is will women need their voice to be heard and need the
ing to manipulate any piece of given information in right to make decisions on their own accord with
order to get what he wants, even when the informa out having conservative laws imposed upon them,
tion is coming directly from the president himself. in my opinion this includes Romney's extreme proNow that's a man I don't trust.
life stance. Conservative family roles of Mormonism
Romney at times has favored legalized abortion, encourage women to stay within the home, and that
a ban on assault weapons and e» pathway to legal value on top of his opposition to abortion limits the
status for some illegal immigrants. He has since re role that women would have outside of the home.
jected those views. He also takes a harder line than Romney even went as far as calling the American

ELIZABETH REEVES
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Graphic: Ashley Antunes
government "a liberal lion" that he is determined to
fight.
On the hot-button issues, Romney currently is
endorsing pro-life, strong family values and the
death penalty, while opposing same-sex marriage
benefits. Romney, as of June 2011, be lieved that we
should stay active in the war in Afghanistan and op
poses access to in-state tuition for illegal immigrants
while endorsing stricter immigration policies and
an extension of the Mexico-America border fence.
Romney supports Second Amendment rights which
allows American citizens the right to bear arms, but
also desires bans on assault weapons. Contradic
tory? I think yes. Please Romney, pick a side. Also,
in regard to environmental issues, he believes that
individual states should designate individual emis
sions standards rather than setting national stan
dards that all states must comply with. On educa
tion, Romney encourages the No Child Left Behind
act and supports abolishing the federal Department
of Education. As of 2011, according to an Associated
Press press release, Romney claimed that America
needed a conservative businessman to produce eco
nomic recovery, emphasizing that corporations are
people. What does this tell us as voters? Romney is
in support of Corporate America — I'm just going to
let you take it from there.
In a nutshell, today Romney is anti-gay, pro-gun
and pro-social structure like it's 1950 (not sure what
his opinions will be tomorrow). In a world that is
consistently moving forward and developing, why
would we ever elect someone wbo is trying to take
us so far back?
REEVES is a freshman majoring in communications.
Comments can be sent to
ereevesl5@my.whitworth.edu.
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New coach, new season, new opportunity
Pair of wins pushes Pirates into second in Northwest Conference standings
Corina Gebbers
StaffWriter
Back in the Fieldhouse after two games on the rpad,
the Whitworth men's basketball team started confer
ence play with two wins last weekend, hosting Lewis
& Clark College and George Fox University in back-toback games on Dec. 2 and 3.
"It was good for us to get on the road and travel and
have to play in a new environment away from home,"
head coach Matt Logie said. "It was a good trial run for
conference play [since] we had to play back-to-back
games."
Senior post Felix Friedt led the Pirates to a 77-69 vic
tory over the Lewis & Cla rk Pioneers on Friday night
with 23 points and 10 rebounds to help Whitworth earn
a hard-fought conference opener.
"I think anytime you play conference games, the in
tensity levels pick up," Logie said.
Whitworth found its rhythm early in the first half
when junior guard Wade Gebbers pulled up for two
treys and senior forward Jack Loofburrow hit a long twopoint jumper. The Pirates pushed the ball offensively to
grab an early 11-2 lead and extended that lead to 12 on
a fast break lay-in by senior guard Idris Lasisi and threepoint basket by sophomore guard Colton McCargar.
But the Pioneers weren't easily defeated. Marcus
Wells generated a comeback for Lewis & Clark, scoring
11 points off the bench and closing the gap within the
final few minutes of the first half. Whitworth struggled
to find momentum and Lewis & Clark took a one-point
lead into halfdme.
"I thought we came out with good intensity and ex
ecuted our game plan the first eight minutes, Gebbers
said. "[But]we didn't end the half as strongly as we start

Junior Mack Larkin penetrates the George Fox defense in Saturday's game. The Pirates won 75 to
48. Pirates play at the Fieldhouse on Dec. 10 at 7 p.m. against Montana Tech.

when it counted," Gebbers said.
ed the game."
Overall the Pirates shot 45 percent from the field and
Friedt made a presence in the paint to start the second
83.3 percent from the free throw line, while also out-re
half, sparking the Bucs with a power lay-in and threebounding their opponents and committing fewer turn
point play. A steal, drive and basket by Gebbers helped
overs. Gebbers finished with 17 points and seven assists,
raise Whitworth's energy, and a jumper by junior wing
Lasisi contributed nine points and Larkin, Loofburrow
Mack Larkin boosted the Pirates to a double-digit lead.
and McConnell had seven points
"Felix came out and set the
each.
We
executed
what
our
pace on offense and defense,'
Whitworth continued action
Gebbers said. "We fed off of th at
coaching staff set up for us on Saturday night against visiting
and got some quick baskets."
and basically didn't let them George Fox University, beating
Despite their run, the Pirates
the Bruins 75-48.
struggled to put away Lewis &
get any shots."
The Pirates grabbed a lead to
Clark. The Pioneers fought back
start the game off with a long
—
MACK
LARKIN
to within three points of Whit
two-point basket by Lasisi and
worth's lead, but the Pirate's
junior wing
trey by Gebbers. Whitworth
controlled the remainder of the
looked inside to Friedt as well, who scored nine points
game after another steal by Gebbers and a fast break
for the Pirates in the first half.
lay-in by sophomore guard Dustin McConnell. As time
"I thought we did a good job looking inside and estab
ticked down, Lewis & Clark desperately sent the Bucs to
lishing post presence early," Larkin said.
the foul line, but Whitworth finished strong and gained
But
the Bruins didn't allow Whitworth to pull -away
as
•
uuttneuruinsuiuiiio^,..
,
i l l
_ lil
1
Crtvm o n
the win.
'Down the stretch we made free throws and (got stops

aged to stay within five points of the Bucs for16 minutes
of play, but McConnell hit a three to rally his team just
before half.
Coming off a nine-point lead into halfdme, Whit
worth out-played the Bruins in the second half.
"I think it started on the defensive end," Larkin said.
"We executed what our coaching staff set up for us and
basically didn't let them get any shots."
At the same time, the Pirates stepped up their offen
sive game. Loofburrow scored all 12 of his points in the
second half and Lasisi contributed 12 of his 23 points to
help the Bucs extend their lead to 30 with 12 minutes re
maining. Whitworth. outscored the Bruins by 18 points
in the second half, with 15 poin
ts coming from inside the
paint and six from the bench.
"This game we were able to get in transition and be
effective in a faster-paced game," Larkin said. "It shows
that we can dictate how the game goes, and other teams
have to play our style of baske
tball rather us playing their
style."

Contact Corina Gebbers at

Mationally-ranked teams shy! down EBucs
Sena Hughes
Staff Writer
A sign ificant size deficit played a key factor last
weekend in the Whitworth women's basketball team's
pair of home losses to the nationally ranked teams of
Lewis & Clark College and George Fox University.
"Their si ze and rebounding was the biggest chal
lenge," head coach Helen Higgs said Friday after the
Pirate's 69-56 loss to the Pioneers of Lewis & Clark,
who are currently ranked 18th in the nation. "Itwas the
No. 1 key to the game."
Whitworth started sluggishly and quickly found it
self down by seven, but found its stride in a couple of
key outside shots, making for a competitive contest.
Whitworth's bench played well, earning 10 of the 15
points in the first half. The Pirates went to the locker
room at halftime only down by two, but the Pioneers
controlled the second half and Whitworth would not
lead again for the remainder of the night.
Junior guards Emily Guthrie and Lauren Picha both
associated the Pirates' second-half play with a mental
lapse.
"[We need to] be strong in the last fiveto 10 minutes
and not let the game get to our heads," Guthrie said.
' Guthrie led the team in scoring with 15 points and
added four assists. Senior Lexi Belcher contributed
nine points and six rebounds. Despite the loss, Higgs
was complimentary of her team.
"Our bench played very well," Higgs said. "[They]
came in and took care of the ball. Emily Guthrie also
played well. The thing that killed us was defensive re
bounding."
Whitworth grabbed only 11 rebounds in the second
half, versus Lewis& Clark's 29.
Guthrie again pulled things back to being confident
mentally and remaining confident as a team.
"It's only us that beats ourselves, no matter how
strong they are or how goo
d they look,"Guthrie said.
Even with the loss, Whitworth is anxious to get its
second shot at Lewis &Clark in January.
"They're a good team, but they're still beatable and
we need to get them on their home court next time,"
Picha said.
Saturday night's story wasn't drastically different in
the Pirates' 81-69 loss to the third-ranked George Fox
Bruins. Despite being down by as much as 23, Whit
worth refused to give up.
"They worked really hard — they kept fighting back,"

Fnotograpner: miaera nasamimununu
Sophomore Kendra Lahue taking it to the basket against Lewis & Clark. The Pirates' lost 69-56 in
the Northwest Conference season opener.
Higgs said. "It w ould have been really easy to have percent from behind the arc.
Trailing by no fewer than 12 the entire second half,
been down 15 and folded."
Belcher, at5-foot-10, led the team with 17 points and Whitworth did find a spark late in thefinal 10 minutes
spent most of the night guarding George Fox's 6-foot-5 of the game when Higgs briefly went with a younger
center, Hannah Munger. To top it off, she was playing lineup, including freshmen Kendra Knutsen, Katara
Belton-Sharp, and Lexie Za ppone. Higgs specifically
with the severe ache of a tooth infection.
"I think we came out with a clean slate from last noted Zappone.
"Lexie Zappone didn't play a lot but did some good
night," Belcher said Saturday night. "We got down
quickly and needed to stay positive. We didn't give up. things when she went in," Higgs said.
The Pirates' intensity picked up from there and thei
r
It shows we have a lot of heart."
Guthrie added 10 points and grabbed six rebounds full co urt pressure, hard traps and attack-the-basket
outscored
for the Pirates and sophomore Kayla Johnson dished mentality lifted them to a strong finish. They
the Bruins 44-41 in the second half.
out six assists.
"The last five minutes we played well," Belcher said.
Due to the size difference, Whitworth relied on its
outside shooting for most of t he game, shooting 50 "If we could do that the whole game we could win."
Their 2-6 record doesn't necessarily reflect the
team's competitive spirit.
"I don't like tolose," Belcher said. "I hate the feeling
of losing. [But] like always, we need to take our losses
and learn from them."
Higgs said she remains confident the team will find
success within the conference. In their first weekend
of conference play, the Pirates have faced the two topranked teams in the Northwest Conference and two
of the top-ranked teams in the country, which Higgs
acknowledged.
"We're going to trulytry to build offpositives," Higgs
said of practice this week. "[We're] focusing on getting
back to fundamentals, our identity."
Next w eekend the Pirates play back-to-back Fri
day and Saturday games at the Kim Evanger Classic at
Whitman College.
"I'm proud of our team even though we lost," Guth
rie said. "We all want it really bad, we just [have to] go
out stronger. I know we can win ifwe do that."

Photographer: Chrissy Roach
Freshman Lexie Zappone driving in against Lewis & Clark at Friday's game. The Pirates' next home
game is Dec. 17 at 1 p.m.

Contact Sena Hughes at
shughesl 5@my. whitworth.edu.

Invite provides season preparation for team
Nathan Webber

University finished high at the NCAA Champi petition with 2,546.5 points, followed by Grand Can
onships last year and British Columbia had sev yon University, who is currently ranked No. 5 in the
Staff Writer
eral swimmers on the Canadian National team." NCAA swimming polls for Division II, with 2,521.5
The Whitworth swim teams finished
in
Senior Jennifer Benson stepped-up on the points and the Davis Aquadarts with 1,045 points.
ninth place over the weekend at the Husky In first day of competition as she was the only fe
The Husky Invitational was held at the same pool
vitational at the Weyerhauser King Coun male Pirate to place in any event. Benson where the Northwest Conference Championships
ty Aquatic Center in Federal Way, Wash. placed 23rd in the 50-yard freestyle with a are going to be held, giving the Pirates an advan
The invitational consisted of 45 schools, including time of 24.39, which was also a personal best. tage as they head into those meets in February.
Division I talent such as Santa Clara University, Seat
"It was a much faster meet," junior captain
"The blocks at this pool are a Utile different," Case
tle University and the club team at Stanford Universi Anna Case said. "This is one of the only chances said. "It's really important to get the starts out of the
ty, as well as multiple top swim programs in the West. that gets us closer to speed before conference. blocks, and having experience with those blocks is
"It's really good for the team," freshman Sam It's almost like a practice run for conference." just one less variable that we have to overcome."
Smith said about the com
Four other NWC teams competed in the invitation
Benson had another strong
a
It Was a much faster meet. day on Saturday as she finished al, but the closest team to the Pirates was 1lth-place
petition level. "It's a chal
Puget Sound University as they put up 474 points.
lenge that sets us up for
once again had the Pirate wom"
This
is one
one of
onlv
mis is
uj the
me omy
en,s hjghest joshed, Benson
Whitman College placed 18th with 178 points, Pacif
conference and nationals."
The women's relay teams chances that gets US closer to placed 21st in the 100-yard back- ic Lutheran University finished in 29th with 74 points
stroke with a time of 1:00.24. and Lewis &Clark CoUege finished lastwith one point.
excelled on all three days
"We swam really well, we were really impressed
Two other women swimmers
of the competition. On Fri speed before conference. It s
placed on Saturday as junior Me with how the team did," Kessie said. "We on ly had
day, Whitworth finished in
almost like a practice run for lissa Barringer finished in 22nd a weeks worth of rest and the team set numerous
llth-place in the 200-yard
in the 100-yard breaststroke and season bests. We are looking reaUy good at this point
free relay. Saturday, the
conference."
Smith placed 25th in the 100- in the season and I'm looking forward to February
women's 800-yard freestyle
— ANNA CASE
yard butterfly. Whitworth moved for the [Northwest] Conference Championships."
team took charge and fin
The swim teams will get a weU-deserved break
into 10th place overall after
ished in 10th and the 200junior swim team captain
the second day of competition. from competition as the next conference meet
yard free team placed in
The third day of com is on Jan. 13 against Willamette in Salem, Ore.
18th. The 400-yard freestyle
team placed in 11th on the third day of competition. petition saw sophomore Kate Duvall and ju
"The swimmers did quite well [competing nior Abby Pavelko finish highly in their events,
against a higher level of competition]," assistant helping improve Whitworth's standing to
with 566 points. Contact Nathan Webber at
swim coach Gary Kessie said. "We were facing the ninth as the team finished
The University of British Columbia won the com nathanwebberl 3@my.whitworth.edu.
top club swimmers in the West. Grand Canyon

Enroll in our acclaimed
Master in Teaching
Program -- or interview #
against someone who did.

*78% job placement
Whitworth's Master in Teaching (MIT) Program lets you earn both your
master's degree and teaching certification in just 13 months in a cohort

His discove
could transform
the world of
electronics. ^

Contact mit@whitworth.edu
www.whitworth.edu/mit
509.777.3222
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Photographer: Michael Locatell

Sophomore Oliver Durand swims the 200-yard breaststroke at the Husky Invitational in Fed
eral Way, Wash., last weekend. The Pirates had the
highest finish of the five Northwest Conference teams at the invitational.

Diving head first into competitive play
Men's swim team finishes in ninth at the Husky Invitational over the weekend
Andrew Forhan
Staff Writer

placed ninth with atime of 1:37.66.
"All our relaysswim reallygood," Durand said. "Even
though we weren't gettingfirst, the timeswe are putting
together now on relays really show us what we're going
to be capable ofdoing at the end ofthe season."
On Sunday the Pirate 400-yardfreestyle relay team of
Vierra, Ranno, Brody, and Vaccaro finished in seventh
place with atime of 3:13.36.
Vierra also had a ninth-place finish in the 1,650-yard
freestyle with a time of 16:34.07. Welle (16:56.90) and
Durand (17:02.24) finished 16th and 18th respectively,
to alsoscore points for the Pirates.
Walton had a ninth place finish in the 200-yard
back
stroke (1:54.38) and an 11th place finish in the 200-yard
butterfly (1:58.19) on Sunday.
"I'm very pleased with how the team performed,"
Schadt said. "At thispoint we are tryingto push for win
ning conference championships and sending people to
NCAAs. Getting some of our bigger goalsseems a little
more realisticafter going through a competition likethis
and seeing the team do well."
The Bucs finished with a total of 566 points and had
the highest finish of the five Northwest Conference
teams at the meet. The Pirate men achieved that finish
despite the absence of sen ior Rory Buck, the reigning
NCAA Division HI Swimmer of the Year.
Whitworth will now have more than a month away
from competition after swimming against possibly the
toughest competition they will see this season.
"I think the break comes at a good time,"Schadt said.
"We need to put in a little bit of work and in the next
three or fourweeks we're able todo that."
Whitworth's next meet is Jan. 13 in Salem, Ore.,
against Willamette.

The Whitworth men's swim team finished ninth at
the Husky Invitational in Federal Way, Wash., this past
weekend. The 23-team meet gave the Bucsan opportu
nity to race against some ofthe fastest competition they
will see this season.
"It was a great meet, much bigger than a year ago,"
head coach Steve Schadt said. "It drew in a lot of club
teams from across the West Coast and collegiate teams
in the Westas well. A lot of fast swimming that forced us
to have to step up quite a bit."
On the first day of competition, Whitworth sopho
more Oliver Durand led the Bucs with a sixth-place fin
ish in the 500-yard freestyle (4.40.98).
"I dropped three seconds from my previous lifetime
best," Durand said. "I put together a really good race
and felt reallyconfident in myperformance."
Sophomore Aaron Vaccaro also earned points for
Whitworth with a 16th-place finish in the 50-yard free
style (21.57).
Whitworth's 200-yard freestyle relay team, comprised
of sophomore AndrewSumnicht, junior Nathan Ranno,
sophomore Matt Brody and Vaccaro finished 10th in
1.27.43.
Through two days of comp etition, the Pirate men
were in 10thplace, led byVaccaro's lOth-place finish in
the 100-yardbutterfly on Saturday.Vaccaro finished the
race in50.68, while freshman WesTatum's time of51.52
placed him 19th and alsoscored points for the Pirates.
Durand (1:43.55) an d Vierra (1:43.69) placed 12th
and 14th respectivelyin the 200-yard freestyle.
The Whitworth relay teams also swam well on Sat
urday, as the 800-yard freestyle team of Vierra, Ranno,
sophomore MitchellBeck and Durand placed sixthwith
a time of 7:01.94. The 200-yard medley relay squad of Contact Andrew Forhan at
freshman Wes Walton, Durand, Vaccaro and Ranno aforhanl 4@my. whitworth.edu.

Photographer: Michael Locatell

Sophomore Korey Kinney dives in at the Husky
Invitational. The Pirates' next home meet is Jan.
20 against Puget Sound.
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ABOUTUS
VOLUME 102, ISSUE 9

The Whitworthian has served as the main source
of news and sports coverage for the Whitworth
community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an
organization composed entirely by students which
produces The Whitworthian weekly newspaper
and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting
accurate and relevant information in an innova
tive manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for
expressing the interests of the Whitworth
community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published
weekly, except during January and student vaca
tions. The content is generated entirely by stu
dents. The college administration does not review
the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the
individual artists, writers and student editors, and
do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associ
ated Students of Whitworth University (ASWU),
the university, its administration, faculty/staff or
advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through
advertising and subscription revenue and in part,
by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the
opinions of their individual creators and not
necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its
editors or its staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes
in freedom of speech and expression as guaran
teed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of
the United States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248
ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com
QUESTIONS?
jvalencial2@my.whitworth.edu
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The Whitworthian is committed to providing the
Whitworth community with the most accurate
information possible. The Whitworthian never
knowingly publishes inaccuracies. If you have
a comment or question about the fairness
or accuracy of a story, send an
email to jvalencial2@my.whitworth.edu.

OPINIONS

on human trafficking
5 |Michael Le Roy accepts presidency at Calvin 15|Focus
Human trafficking is a constant issue in our
College
Executive Vice President and Provost Michael
Le Roy is leaving Whitworth to pursue an
opportunity as president at Calvin College.

6|Forensics team continues winning streak

Securing a title of second overall in the
Northwest Forensics Conference, the forensics
team makes a strong showing their first year
back.

world; help end it by being informed.

17 I Reexamining fundamental rights

Exploring both aspects, positive and negative,
of American rights and what we're entitled to.

18|Single this season?

Check out the top ways to pick up a spring
fling with advice on how to interpret the
opposite sex.

7|Whitworth alumnus and staff member creates
Associate registrar Mark Baker invents 5 to
Close, a card/word game played in teams.

ARTS&CULTURE
9 |Leonard Oakland Film Festival
The fourth annual LAO Film Festival will
start Thursday, Feb. 16 and run through the
weekend showing films with a 70s theme.

Take a look back in the Whitworthian
archives at a story from 1973 when pets were
permitted to live in the dorms.
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SPORTS

19 I Swimming to win

Pirate men win their 10th Northwest
Conference title in the last decade, and
prepare for the NCAA Championships.

2© 1 Shooting for the title
Men's basketball wins the Northwest
Conference title with victories over Linfield
College and Pacific University.
Crow's nest: Austin Vierra
Highlighting senior Austin Vierra and his
swimming career at Whitworth.

12 |lan Term Travels

Students tell stories from their travel abroad
trips in South Africa, Tanzania, Costa Rica,
England and San Francisco.

Cover photographer: Greg Moser

EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP

STAFFFALL2011

Editorials in the "In the Loop" sectionreflect the majority opinion of the editorial board, which is mad
e up of fiveeditors.

Ten states exempt from No Child Left
Behind now trying new approaches
A week ago, 10states found themselves In an interesting situation: exempt from No Child Left Behind.
Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Indiana, Kentucky,
Massachusetts, Minnesota, New Jersey, Oklahoma
and Tennessee are the first states to no longer be
bound by the No Ch ild Left Be hind restraints, and
could soon be joined by many other states.
The main goal of NCLB is for allchildren to be proflcient in math and science by 2014, b ut the United
States is far from reaching its goal. In a White House
address, President Obama said in exchange for educational flexibility, t hose 10 states have promised to
raise standards and work to close the achievement
gap using different approaches.
"No Child Left Behind forces teachers to teach for a
test," said junior Macy Olivas,Students For Education
Reform Whitworth president. "It does not leave room
to accommodate for students with disabilities and
those that come from disadvantaged backgrounds."
If ha ndled correcdy, those states have the potential to benefit the U.S. education system beyond what
NCLB co uld allow. Instead of sta ndardized testing,
those states have gained the ability to reform their
state education.
As part of a college community, this board would
like to reiterate the importance of paying attention to
what plays out in the coming months, or even years,
with those states that were granted an exemption.
The performance of students coming out of t hese
states could have an interesting effect on places like
Whitworth. If th e goal of a n NCLB exemption is to .
create higher standards than those already in place,
then in theory the caliber of stu dents coming from
said states should be higher than those states follow-

News Editor
Lindsie Wagner
lwagnerl4@my.whitworth.edu

ing NCLB guidelines. That is, of course, if the goals of
those states are actually implemented effectively.
"We want to set high standards for students, but
also have to think critically of ways that we effectively
help them reach those learning goals," Olivas said,
"Teaching is a profession that is more than just about
lesson planning and tests. Teachers are responsible
for helping mold our future leaders. Data is important, butwehaveto construct policy that best support
teachers so that they can best support students from
all backgrounds."
Supporting students from all backgrounds is,a major concern, but changing the program will only work
if it will be replaced with more successful programs.
"No Child Left B ehind was better than nothing,"
said Marissa Ranno, junior education major and
SFER com munications director. "I'm curious to see
what the new programs will be, but I'll be critical of
them. Reorganizing and changing the way things
are will hurt the system before it helps it. I hope that
whatever the states implement in its place will be
worth it — let's not throw it outjust to throw it out."
The important thing for those states to figure out is
how to support children from every angle. Children
learn at different paces with different instruments,
According to the Huffington Post, while some legislators are celebrating Obama's decision, others are
wondering if it will be harder to ensure that states are
helping minority and disadvantaged students,
Without teachers being forced to "teach for a test,"
there may be no incentive for them to teach effectively and to make sure all students understand material,
regardless of their circumstances,

Please send to:.
Name:
Address:
City:
Zip:
Phone:

Arts & Culture Editor
Jo Miller
joannamillerl4@my.whitworth.edu

State:

Questions? Call Jessica Valencia, editor-in-chief, at (509) 777-3248.
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Meghan Dellinger, Corina Gebbers, Linnea Goold,
Bethany Heim, Megan Hinzdel, Lindsey Hubbart,
Sena Hughes, Kari Johnson, Heather Kennison,
Jonathan Kim, Eva Kiviranta, Lucas Kok, Nerissa
Kresge, Michael Locatell, Nick Meisner, Ashley
Minster, Natalie Moreno, Katie Harriman, Maxford
Nelsen, Lauren Nudelman, Rachel O'Kelley,
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The bill that allows legal same-sex marriage in Washington will go int
o effect in June 2012. Washington is the seventh state to pass a bill legalizing it.

Washington passes same-sex marriage
Supporters of the bill like Carol Ehrhart, president
of the The Inland Northwest LGBT Center in Spokane,
Staff Writer
are not surprised by the outcome.
"The climate, politically, is correct to be moving
With a vote of 55-43, Washington State House
of Representatives approved a bill on Wednesday forward on this issue," Ehrhart said.
Ehrhart said she knows many couples in the city
Feb. 8 that will legalize gay marriage in the state of
Washington. The state Senate passed the measure of Spokane who have been waiting to have the right
to get married, and she said she look forward to
earlier with a vote of 28-21.
Washington is the seventh state to recognize attending some of their weddings this year.
It is a positive impact any time couples can be
marriages between same-sex couples, joining
Connecticut, Iowa, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, recognized for their commitment to each other,
Ehrhart said. The passing of
New York and Vermont. At
"The climate, politically,
the bill is good for everyone
the time of print, Governor
in
the community of Spokane
Christine
Gregoire
had
is correct to be moving
regardless of sexual preference.
announced that she planned to
sign the bill into law on Feb. 14, forward on [the issue of gay She said she trusts the bill
will ensure all individuals are
Valentine's Day.
marriage.]"
seen as being in a committed
In doing so, "We tell every
— CAROL EHRHART
relationship.
child of s ame-sex couples that
Many were surprised by how
their family is every bit as equal
president, Inland
quickly the bill was passed. All
and important as all other
Northwest LGBT Center
amendments to the bill that
families in our state," Gregoire
may have slowed it down were
said in a press release. "We take
a major step toward completing a long and important rejected and it passed Wednesday night in the same
journey to end discrimination based on sexual form as it had in the Senate.
One measure that was not altered was a condition
orientation."
The measure will not be effective until fune of this that allows religious groups the right to deny service
or rental of churches, chapels and other resources.
year.

Sandra Tully

The bill also grants permission for out-of-state
couples to come to Washington to be legally wed.
Opponents of the bill have already promised to
propose an initiative and a referendum that could
threaten the new bill. Apetition to include an initiative
to define marriage as between a man and a woman
is already in the works. Additionally, a referendum to
reverse the bill is being planned, though the petition
cannot be started until after the bill is signed into law
on Feb. 14.
The initiative tactic was used in California with
Proposition 8 after a ruling in favor of same-sex
marriage was passed in 2008.
Proposition 8 passed in November 2008, but it
was recently reversed by the U.S. Court of Appeals
The court said it ruled that the proposition was
unconstitutional because, "Proposition 8's only effect
was to take away that important and legally significant
designation."
It is likely that the initiative and referendum in
Washington will be on the ballot in November,
but Ehrhart and members of the LGBT Ce nter are
optimistic for a vote in favor of gay marriage.
"I think people are beginning to understand the
significance of this bill passing," Ehrhart said.
Contact Sandra Tully at
stullyl 5@my. whitworth.edu.

Le Roy's departure to spawn
many changes at Whitworth

/CRUNCHING^

{NUMBERS/

Caitlyn Starkey

Beneath Sanders are two associate provosts,
Randell Michaelis and newly appointed Kathy Storm.
Storm, former vice president of Student Life,
Executive Vice Pre sident and Provost Michael Le applied for the position over a year ago.
"Mine has been in the works for a while; my
Roy has accepted the presidency at Calvin College.
Le Roy will be leaving Whitworth shortly after daughter said its was like Oprah's two year farewell
graduation and heading to Calvin College in Grand tour," Storm said about her application and hiring.
Associate Dean of Students Richard Mandeville
Rapids, Mich.
"I am honored and humbled to be selected by the will replace Storm.
"It has been my honor and joy to work with Dick
Board of Tr ustees for this opportunity to serve the
Calvin College community," Le Roy s aid in a press during my years in student life," Storm said in a
release. "Ihave long admired and appreciated Calvin's press release. "He is a wise, gracious and thoughtful
Reformed Christian mission, its distinguished colleague, a person of deep faith and steady
conviction, and a professional
faculty, its engagement with
who is wholeheartedly devoted
the culture through the lens
"It's kind of just a change in to the growth and well-being
of faith, and its particular
titles for the students, but I of students. His skill and
blend of intellectual curiosity
compassion, his winsome
and Christian conviction that
hope it is a positive one."
sense of humor and most of
prepares students to transform
— BARBARA SANDERS
all his deep commitment to
the world."
Whitworth's mission make him
Barbara Sanders has stepped
education professor
a wonderful person to lead the
into the position of senior
student life program."
associate provost until May
"It's kind of jus t a change in titles for the students,
27 when Le Roy departs. During this time she is
professionally shadowing and "cross training with Dr. but I hope it is a positive one," Sanders said.
Many individuals within the administration have
Le Roy," Sanders said.
On May 27, s he will b ecome the interim provost said that they expect the transition to be a smooth
until the search is complete. To fill Le Roy's position one.
"Michael's outstanding service as Whitworth's
the university will go through a thorough national
chief academic officer has contributed significantly
search, Sanders said.
"I think it willbe a verysmooth transition," Sanders to the university's rising academic quality and
reputation," Taylor said in a press release.
said.
"The board of trustees is both blessed and honored
Sanders, the associate dean of instruction and
School of Education professor, was on sabbatical but to appoint Dr. Michael Le Roy to the position
of President at Calvin," Scott Spoelhof, chair of
was brought back to fill part of LeRoy's position.
"[Le Roy] is th e executive vice president, I would Calvin's board of trustees, said in a press release.
"He is a collaborative, visionary leader with proven
not be," Sanders said.
"Barb is known across campus as a skilled academic, administrative, and scholarship skills who
academician, a wise and thoughtful administrator, is committed to furthering the mission of Calvin.
and a strong advocate for students' academic success," His commitment to reformed theology will serve
President Beck Taylor said in a press release. "She is our institution well as we not only interact with our
also a tireless champion of W hitworth's distinctive existing constituencies, but also seek to engage the
mind-and-heart mission. I feel very confident about broader evangelical community."
the leadership Barb will provide as the university
searches for its next chief academic officer and
continues to make significant progress toward its
Whitworth 2021 strategic-plan goals."
Le Roy's dep arture will also affect other positions Contact Caitlyn Starkey at
and people within Whitworth's administration.
cstarkey!4@my. whitworth.edu.

StaffWriter

GOTHOUSING?
Clean, well-maintained units that are close to
campus are being shown now for 2012-13.
Call Ladonna @ 509-590-9084
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Points scored by senior forward Lexi Belcher,
a career high, en route to 93-73 victory over
LinfieldFeb. 10.
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Number of vendors at the 2012 Health and
Wellness Fair.
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$18,000

The amount Warren Hall's annual Bachelor
and Bachelorette Auction raised for national
multiple sclerosis research last year.

55-43

The vote in the Washington state House of Rep
resentatives that made Washington the seventh
state to legalize same-sex marriage.

$1.5

Billion spent by the National
Telecommunications and Information
Administration on providing free coupons for
analog to digital TV converter boxes.

$338

Billion expected to be spent by Americans this
year in dealing with the tax code, according to
a 2010 study by the tax foundation.

3

Straight regular season Northwest Conference
championships for the Whitworth men's
basketball team.
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6, Forensics team continues winning streak
at Pacific University IPDA tournament
"Debate isn't only for public speaking," junior
Krister Johnson said. "Communications is relevant to
StaffWriter
every one of the majors that Whitworth has.
With a variety of events, students can practice
thinking
on the spot with impromptu speeches,
Whitworth's forensic team brought home multiple
honors in the Pacific University tournament the forming arguments and being persuasive with
weekend of Feb. 4. Those honors included both debates and speeches, or exercise a more artistic side
individual awards won by team members in speech of themselves with interpretive pieces.
Preparing for competitions
and debate events and three
of
that kind allows students
"[Forensics
is]
another
Division II sweepstakes awards
to go past learning the theory
won by the team as a whole.
area of liberal arts, just as of communication skills into
applying them.
necessary as athletics,
"I think it epitomizes a
and a little more
liberal arts education," Busick
The team, which is the first at
said.
Whitworth since the program applicable to future careers.
Ingram describes debate as
was disbanded in 1997, has
— SAM DIREC TOR
an avenue for students to work
performed beyond coach and
with ideas they are learning
freshman
Director of Forensics Mike
in classes and connect them
Ingram's expectations. He said
his goal for the first year was to have students at a through speeches.
"It's a way to provide students with an academic
competitive level.
"We've really been more than competitive," Ingram co-curricular activity," he said.
While Whitworth has a number of activities
said.
available
for students, Director found that debate has
Students won numerous individual awards as
well as team sweepstakes awards in three of the four its own sphere to fill.
"It's another area of liberal arts, just as necessary
tournaments they have attended so far this year.
"I'm really proud of t he team's accomplishments; as athletics, and a little more applicable to future
their success is something that Ihope all ofWhitworth careers," he said.
can be proud of," Ingram said.
Freshman Sam Director, who was the first over
all speaker in the Junior category of International
Programs such as the forensics team can help to
Public Debate Association debate at the Pacific
University tournament and named a finalist for the attract talented students to Whitworth.
"Debate draws intellectual people," Busick
Junior/Novice speaker of the year award, said he was
said. "It's another way to go out and compete, and
impressed by the team's showing.
"The fact that we were second in our division in participate in something a little more intellectual."
Director received a scholarship to participate on
our first year back was huge," he said, referring to the
team's Northwest Forensics Conference sweepstakes the forensics team.
"I wouldn't say it was a deciding factor but it
title of second overall in Division II. They also tied for
definitely influenced my choice," Director said. "It
first in the debate category.
The tournaments that Whitworth attends are not sweetened the deal."
separated by school size but rather by number of
tournaments attended. Division II is made up of
schools that attend fewer than eight tournaments
For the students who do become involved in the
a year. That means Whitworth students compete
program, being on the team can be influential.
direcdy against students from larger schools.
"I hope it gives them a sense of co mmunity, just
"In the past, the debate team has won national
recognition,". Ingram said, adding that doing well in like they have on the basketball team or in the choir,"
Ingram said.
the competitions can reflect well on Whitworth.
For Busick, even the van rides are an important
Although as a senior she will not be a part of the
team next year, math and speech communication part of the experience.
"I get a lot out of the dialogues we have in the
double major Rachel Busick said she enjoyed helping
set the precedent of high achievement for future van rides," s he said. She described her teammates'
different areas of expertise as a factor leading to a rich
years of the debate team.
"It's been a really great opportunity to build the and broad conversation.
"I wouldn't necessarily get that outside of this
foundation of the team," she said.
experience," she said.
Developing relationships with teammates was just
one of the effects of joining the team for Director.
"I just reaped a lot of personal confidence and just
Team members said forensics is a broader
general enjoyment," he said.
competition than some may think.

Evanne Montoya

A strong start

Attracting talented students

Effect o n studen ts

"Epitomizing" liberal education

Johnson said the confidence it takes to perform
multiple speeches in front of strangers can be applied
in other situations as well, including those that are
likely to come up in jobs as well as inpersonal life.
"It teaches you to be more confident and assertive
in all kinds of interactions," he said.
Those benefits are not free; the students and their
coach practice during their three hours of class
every week along with one-on-one sessions for each
student. But for Johnson, it is worth the effort.
"It takes a lot of time, but looking back at my
experience here at Whitworth, it's one of t he most
essential pieces of my education," he said.

Contact Evanne Montoya at
emontoya!3@my.whitworth.edu.
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Photographer: Tanner Scholten
Whitworth alumnus and staff member, Mark Baker, designed a card game called "5 to Close," and is in the process of procuring funding to mass
produce and market his creation.

Q&A: Associate registrar invents card game

Sandra Tully

ST: What inspired you to create this?

StaffWriter
Associate registrar Mark Baker describes himself
as a "serial entrepreneur." After competing in the
Business Plan Competition as a student and receiv
ing a $2500 prize, Baker said he realized he loves entrepreneurship. His latest business venture is a new
card game called "5 to Close."

Sandra Tully: Explain a little about 5 to Close.
Mark Baker: 5 to Close is a word game that is played
in teams. It is played with a deck of 180 cards that in
clude letters of the alphabet as well as a number of
special cards (double, triple, wild, freeze, unfreeze).
The game consists of four rounds. Each round is
played until one team creates and locks five words.
A word c an be locked anytime it makes a complete
word, so the challenge is determining if it is better to
lock a shorter word (less points) or hold out and go for
a longer word (higher points). Also, each round the
minimum length of cards needed to complete a word
increases. By the last round, only words of six letters
or more can be used which becomes quite challeng
ing ... imagine playing Scrabble but only being able
to play words that are sixor more letters. Anyone who
enjoys word games will love this game. Plus, it adds
a new dimension to the typical word game because
you play with a partner.

MB: I've a lways loved word games. I grew up play
ing Scrabble and Boggle with my mom and grandpa.
I also love entrepreneurship. So, putting the two to
gether was natural for me. It actually didn't take long
to come up with the basic idea for the game, but that
was just the beginning. It look many hours of com
puter work to design the cards, the game box and
the rules. After I had some prototype versions made,
I then had to play the game with different groups of
people to test how it worked
. That led to lots to tweak
ing of t he rules and game play. I also developed a
website for the game which took another long stretch
• of tim e. All in all, I probably spent the good part of
a year working on the project to get things to where
they are now.

ST: Do you have other games you are work
ing on?

ing two weeks to make the 5 to Close Kicksta
rter proj
ect a success, but hey, you never know what might
happen.
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ST: What do friends and family think of the
game?
MB: Ev eryone I have played the game with really
enjoys it. I also had a game reviewer do a review of
game a while back. She really enjoyed 5 to Close as
well. The game is fairly simple to learn, but is one of
those games that has a lot of strategy within it. Once
you play it a few times, you start thinking about how
your strategy might be a little better or different the
next time.
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ST: Do you have a prototype of the game?

bJ
O

MB: Yes, I actually had 20 prototypes made originally,
but either sold or gave away 17.1 found a printer in
New York tha t specialized in short run printing of
card games. Havingdecks of cards printed is normally
quite cheap, but only when you order in mass quanti
ties. Most places I looked were wanting to charge at
least $50 per deck to make prototypes. This company
was much more reasonable, roughly $15 a deck. The
reason I ran the Kickstarter campaign was to get the
funding to do a large-scale printing of the game.

bJ

MB: No oth er games, but lots of o ther projects. I've
started several online businesses in the past few
years (www.asimplerweddingregistry.com and www.
thevacationbrain.com). I also have some other Kickstarter project ideas that I'm currently working on
and hope to launch in the weeks following the finish
of the 5 to Close Kickstarter project. Sorry, these are
top secret right now though. I have learned a lot from
the Kickstarter campaign I ran from 5 to Close. At this Contact Sandra Tully at
point I would need a big boost in support in the com stullyl 5@my.whitworth.edu.
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THE

CHUMS

by Melinda Leavitt

Hello fellow Whitworthians! (Cliche enough for
ya?) As you can see, there has been a bit of a curve ball
thrown to ASWU, but we've been able to hit a homerun by adapting to the change and to keep serving you
with to the best of our abilities.
As you may know, I am now to be serving the re
mainder of the year as President.
We also recently installed Christine Whiteaker,
Senator of Ballard and Cornerstone halls, as the EVP
for the remainder of the year. In all reality, this won't
change the day-to-day operations of ASWU an d it
won't affect your lives too dramatically.
A bit about me: I'm a senior accounting major with
a Spanish minor. I've worked in Game Management,
at the Boys & Girls Cl ub and previously in ASWU as
Secretary, EVP, and now, obviously, President.
I have cheered for football and basketball for the
last four years in a uniform, and all of the other sports
out of u niform. I a lso lived in Ballard Hall for three
years.
I love to eat, drink coffee, and waste my time on
Pinterest and Words With Friends, and watch the
latest Bachelor or Bachelorette season. Let's be real
here: You also havefallen prey to those distractions.
Alright, enough about me. What I really want to do
with this column is to assure you that ASWU is work
ing hard to serve the student body with effective and
efficient leadership.
A lo t goes on behind the scenes that aren't vis
ible to the greater population and your peers really
work hard on top of school and other commitments.
I c ouldn't be more proud of th em. They really pour
their lives and passions into being the best they can
be.
We a re also open to feedback, of any kind, and I
want to extend the offer to feel free to offer us feed
back on how we have done and what you'd like us
to do for the remainder of the year. My office door is
almost always open up here in the Chambers and I
would love to hear what you have to say about any
thing on campus!
And while we're at it, consider running or applying
for an ASWU position for next year. We have positions
for every type of person under the sun. Go online and
check out all of the jobs!
Until next time, adios amigos!

Contact Melinda Leavitt at
mleavittl 2@my.whitworth.edu.

Wellness fair fosters good health
Jennifer Ingram

Staff Writer
Whitworth brings in many different health service
groups every year from on campus and within the
community for the annual Health and Wellness Fair,
which took place this year on Feb. 9.
Kristiana Holmes, director of health services,
said she was very excited to see the production take
off. Wh itworth hosted 13 vendors, which is almost
double what they had last year.
"They are there to inform, educate and connect
with students so that they have a better idea of th e
resources available to them," Holmes said.
Some of the groups who were invited included
Glanville Chiropractors, Whitworth's Health and
Counseling Center, Todd Sanders from the Scotford
Fitness Center, a massage therapist, Pilates Life,
SCOPE north police and members of the YMCA.
Debbie Stapleton from Holy Family Hospital was
a new face seen at the annual fair. This was the first
year she came to talk to students about New Vision,
a medical stabilization service provided for those
18 and up. She was there to speak to students about
maintaining healthy lifestyles that are drug and
alcohol free.
''We just want to be a resource," Staple
ton said. "For
those who might not know where to turn to, we just
want to help them be aware of the things available for
them."
The point of th e fair, Holmes said, is to show the
students what the campus and community have to

offer them. Shesaid her hope was that students would
have made connections with areas of health and
wellness that maybe they hadn't thought of before.
Sophomore Rachel McKay also spent her
afternoon trying to inform her fellow students about
the opportunities available to them at the Scotford
Fitness Center.
While McKay is studying psychology at Whitworth,
she also works part-time as a front desk attendant at
the Fitness Center. She said she sees how important
being healthy and staying in shape is,-and how it can
really impact the lives of those around her.
"I just like to support students being healthy," she
said.
Along with Sanders, McKay helped get other
students involved by timing how many push-ups and
sit-ups they could do in under a minute at the fair.
They also offered a free body fat analysis for those
who wanted to learn their index.
McKay also strongly promoted spring term fitness
classes taught by senior Erica Yoder,Scotford's fitness
center manager.
. "It's a good time of t he year to warm people up
with a little wellness," Holmes said.
Holmes said she hopes students walked away from
the fair with some new and useful information. She
said she would love to hear from students if th ere
were things or groups they would like to see at the fair
in 2013.

Contact Jennifer Ingram at
jingram!3@my.whitworth.edu.

help yourself. I
help the world. J
M.A. in Social &
Sustainable Management
An innovative 11-month
graduate business degree for the
non-business major.
It's here...an accessible business degree
for non-business majors who want to
diversify their skill sets, increase their
marketability, and bring hope to our
world.
• Explore a Christian understanding of
ethical and sustainable business practices
that respect both people and the planet
• Develop relevant, real-world skills
in accounting, finance, economics,
marketing, and management
• Train and work beside a select group
of intelligent, like-minded students in
a hands-on educational model
• Study abroad in some of the world's
fastest growing emerging markets
(e.g. China, India)
• Intern with Seattle's top businesses and
network with key professionals

Scan this QR code with your smart
phone to see the ASWU weekly
minutes.

• Earn a.master's degree in just 11 months

Apply today: spu.edu/massm

Engaging tha culture, changing tha world*

Seattle Pacific
U N I V E R S I T Y

ARTS&CULTURE

LAO F ilm Festival to follow 70s theme
director T.N. Mohan and two specialists
from Seattle who work on the issue of
poverty in America.
While the films at the festival are not
The fourth annual Leonard Oakland
Film Festival will flash back to the 1970s well known to the general population,
with films that were either shot or set the hope is that the audience will be ex
in the decade. The festival will b e in the cited to see a "small" or a not well known
movie, and that the audience will come
Robinson Teaching Theatre Feb. 16-18.
In pastyears the festivalwas structured into the screenings with open minds and
around three films: one documentary, will leave their Hollywood expectations
one international film and one American behind, Oakland said.
Along with the six motion pictures,
independent film. Thisyear the structure
will be different. Each night will have a 7 the festival will also showcase a studentp.m. showing and a late-night showing, made film contest.
While the festival has only been ac
giving the festival a total of six films rath
tive for four years, the expectation is that
er than three.
"We wanted late-night films to. be through the student-made film contest
crowd-pleasing," said Oakland, English the festival will become better known
professor and festival committee mem and will lay afoundation for future Whit
ber, in regard to the addition of the late- worth students to submit films, said Fred
Johnson, assistant profes
night movies.
An eight-person com "I li ke the idea that sor of English and festival
committee member.
mittee decides what
students of this
Oakland said every
films will be shown at
year
he is always interest
the festival. They make
generation
ed in seeing the different
their decision through
a series of discussions are creating films." films the students submit.
"I like the idea that stu
that look at how un
- LEON ARD OAKLAND
dents of this generation
known the films are, if
professor of English
are creating films," Oak
they will be enjoyed by
land said.
the Whitworth commu
Although the six fea
nity, and if th ey fit the
tured films will follow the theme of
mission statement of Whitworth.
This year the festival will open with Whitworth Heritage Month, the student"What Poor Child Is This," a documen made movies will follow their own set of
tary produced by Whitworth President guidelines. Each movie can be from the
Beck Taylor. It will serve as the film in the following categories: narrative, alterna
tive or experimental, documentary or
documentary category for the festival.
The film will be introduced by Taylor news, animation, or photo essay. Fur
and he will lead a panel discussion fol thermore, all of the submissions must be
lowing the film. The panel will in clude eight minutes or less in length.
Elise Van Dam

Staff Writer

Photographer: David Rurik
Whitworth started the Leonard Oakland Film Festival to honor Oakland
and his dedication to film studies. This year is the fo
urth annual festival.
A film produced by President Beck Taylor will be shown the first night.

Movie Showings:
Thursday:

Saturday:

Friday:

7 p.m. — "W hat Poor Child is this" directed
by T.N. Mohan and produced by Whitworth Presi
dent Beck Taylor. T he documentary sheds light
on how poverty in America affects children, and
ideas of how to improve the future of those in pov
erty.

7 p.m. — "Breaking Away" di rected by Peter
Yates, 197 9. Starring Dennis Quaid. The sports
film focuses on four Mid-Western high school
graduates who try to figure out what they want to
do with the rest of their lives through competitive
bike racing.

11 p.m. — "Y oung Frankenstein" di rected by
Mel Brooks. S tarring Gene Wilder. The 1974 film
shot in black and white puts a comedic twist on
the classic story of Frankenstein.

11 p.m. — "Bad News Bears" directed by Mi
chael Ritchie, 1976. Starring Walter Matthau and
Tatum O'Neal. The comedic film tells the story of
an ex-minor league coach and the rise of a n un
derdog baseball team in a competitive Southern
.California baseball league.

7 p.m. — Screenings of the winners of the
student-made short film contest. Following the
student contest winners will be an internadonal
film.
11 p.m. — "Harold & Maude" directed by Hal
Ashby, 1971. The comedic film features the inter
actions between Harold, a young and rich man
who is obsessed with death, and Maude, a lively
79-year-old woman.

ContactElise Van Dam at evandaml3@my.whitworth.edu.
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Recent events:

THE REVIEW
Written by
Samantha Payne, staff writer
Jo Miller, Arts & Culture editor

Also on this day, students will be
given the chance to bid for dates with
fellow students in order to help raise
funds for national multiple sclerosis
Wednesday, Feb. 15
Peter Rollins, a writer and public research at Warren's annual Bachelor
speaker, will be giving a lecture called & Bachelorette Auction. Last year the
"Christianity and the Death of the auction raised more than $1,800.
The auction starts at 8 p.m. in the
Idol" for the Whitworth community.
Rollins is the founder of Ikon, a faith Hixson Union Building Multi-Purgroup that creates "transformance pose Room.
art" with live music, imagery, theater,
ritual and reflection. For a lecture that Tuesday, Feb. 21
Artist Gerri Sayler will bring her art
is bound to make you think, go to the
installation show, "Infinitesimal," to
Robinson Teaching Theatre at 7 p.m.
Whitworth's Lied Center for the Vi
sual Arts.
Thursday, Feb. 16
Sayler uses fibers as media to ex
Did homework stop you from cel
ebrating Valentine's Day? Here are plore cycles of nature and the nature
more chances for you to get together of time.
Art gallery director Stephen Rue
with friends to celebrate the day of
likened the art installation show to
love.
Westminster Round is hosting a "being amidst icicles and tentacles
"bad love poetry" event in the Mind & hanging from the ceiling."
"It's a very immersive experience,"
Hearth Coffee Shop. Readers, includ
ing staff and students, are invited to Rue said.
The artist's reception will be held
share their bad love poetry, original
at the Lied Art Center at 5 p.m. Sayler
or not.
The open mic event, starting at 6:30 will then give a lecture at 6 p.m. at the
p.m., will also have free Valentine's Bryan Oliver Gallery. The exhibit will
be on display until April 5.
cookies.

Coming up:

Thursday, Feb. 9

Art faculty and stu
dents gathered in the
Bryan Oliver Art Gal
lery for a final panel
discussion about the
Whitworth faculty art exhibit,
called Smoke and Mirrors. The exhibit
opened Nov. 15,2011 and had its final
day on Saturday, Feb. 11.
The art faculty that spoke about
their pieces, including Gordon Wil
son, Stephen Rue, Brytton Bjorngaard
and Melissa Lang, described their art
making process.
"It becomes like you're bringing
something to life," Lang said.
Rue said his paintings in Smoke
and Mirrors had started out very col
orful, but during the process he had
a change of attitude and decided to
• cover them entirely in grey paint.
"I like to go into it without much
fear," Rue said. "I want to have the
freedom to do something terrible."

Thursday, Feb. 9

Professor of English Leonard Oak
land and Whitworth alumni Rev. Dave
Brown, '76, and Glen Hiemstra, '71,
discussed "the Lindaman Era" in the
Robinson Teaching Theatre as part of
Heritage Month 2012 and its theme,
"Whitworth in the 70s."
Oakland, who came to Whitworth
in 1966, said former president Edward
Lindaman brought a whole new spirit

to Whitworth when he was inaugurat
ed in February of 1970.
"The 70 s were a time of op enness
and opportunity in many ways," Oak
land said.
It was the time when chapel be
came voluntary and students were
finally allowed to dance.
"Ed Lindaman worked in changing
times and Ed Lindaman embraced
those changing times," Brown said.

Friday, Feb. 10

I

Whitworth students teamed up
with a number of Spokane-area
choirs fpr the annual celebration of
Black History Month.
It was a night of high energy prasie
music at the Seeley Mudd Chapel,
where the Gospel Explosion event
was held for the 14th year. The
Whitworth choir Exceptional Praise
joined a host of o ther choirs, includ
ing the Spokane Community Gospel
Choir and the Voices of Calvary.
It was organized by the Black Stu
dent Union with the help of Stephy
Nobles-Beans, coordinator for min
istry and multicultural affairs.
"This is celebrating our culture."
Nobles-Beans said. "We always look
forward to it; it's a success every
year."
Nobles-Beans also said she is grate
ful for the community, who the eve
ning couldn't be done without.

Book review:

'How to Be Black': more
than just a guidebook

Nerissa Kresge
Staff Writer
Baratunde Thurston wears many
hats. He is astand-up comedian, digi
tal director of The Onion, co-founder
of Jack & Jill Politic s: A Black Bour
geoisie Perspective on U.S. Po litics,
and an author. In the introduction of
his recently released book, "Howtobe
Black," Thurston freely acknowledges
why many will be purchasing his new "guide."
"The odds are high that you acquired this book dur
ing the nationally sanctioned season for purchasing
black cultural objects, also known as Black History
Month," Thurston writes.
While Thurston's book is filed away under the hu
mor section, what follows is a blunt, intr
ospective and
insightful look at what it means to be black in Ameri
ca, as well as what it means to simply be yourself.
Thurston's writing is a constant balance between
humorous jabs and poignant stories. In the introduc

*

tion he supplies 10 activities one can do to celebrate
the month and provides a ranking system based on
the number of activities one takes part in. Participate
in 0-1 activities and earn a ranking of "Honorary KKK
Member," do all 10 and become an "Official Friend of
Black America."
His chapters are humorously titled, attacking many
misconceptions and racial stereotypes such as "Can
You Swim?" "How to be the Black Friend," "But I
Don't Want to Kill People," and "How to be the (Next)
Black President."
Partially autobiographical, Thurston discusses the
various aspects of h is life that shaped him into the
black man he is today, including growing up in drugridden Washington D.C., and being raised by a single
woman who "was a pro-black, Pan African, tofu-eating hippie."
While there is a definite humorous undertone run
ning throughout the book, most of Thurston's discus
sions are rich with thought and issues of race.
In order to better develop the concept of "black
ness" in America, Thurston created "The Black Panel."

Photo courtesy of: www.baratunde.com
Baratunde Thurston, digital director of The Onion,
released his newbook Jan. 31.
The book's panel consists of sixblack men and women
(three from each gender) and one white male (Chris
tian Lander, author of "Stuff White People Like")
whom Thurston believes "do blackness well."
Thurston turns to his panel to give a different in
sight into "blackness" as he believes he is incapable of
speaking for millions of people and asks them ques
tions like "when was the first time you realized you
were black?" Their answers, like Thurston, are equally
smart, humorous and at times, heartbreaking keep
ing the book consistent and thought-provoking.
Contact Nerissa Kresge at
nkresgel2@my.whitworth.edu.

Tea room proviies ministry

11
n

Chrissy Roach

one-on-one training with Ziegler on business etiquette
Photo Editor
— conflict res olution, building up self-esteem, taking
Taste and See Tea is a home-away-from-home get direction and working as a team.
"It's an honor and a privilege to work with these
away. The tea room, located at 521 E. Holland, greets
guests with its warm, contemporary-yet-vintage feel. women. This is an amazingly fulfilling job," employee
Soft, classical music plays in the background as you Barb Cressey said. "They expose us to many ofthe trials
choose your own china ware to drink your hot tea from. and hardships they have experienced in their lives and
Sheer linens on the enormous windows separate you as we train them, we often times are the ones receiving
from the hustle-and-bustle of the busy street outside, the blessings."
Interns start out washing dishes, then start serving
providing a relaxing shelter from everyday life.
Not only does Taste and See Tea provide an escape, food and waiting on tables, but continue at their own
but it also provides aministry to homeless women who comfort level.
"They need to branch out because being in the real
currently live i n transition centers. Specifically work
ing with Anna Ogden Hall, which isassociated with the world is different," Ziegler said. "We're helping them
Union Gospel Mission, the tea room helps these wom ease in for what lies ahead. They have lots of hurts and
a past they have to work through."
en transition into a working environment.
Overall, Taste and See Tea has had six interns, who
"I volunteered down at the [Union Gospel] Mission
and saw a need to give th ese ladies a chance," owner are paid by tips and gratuities.
"We have the most gracious and lovely customers,"
Thada Ziegler said.
Ziegler started Taste and See Tea in 2006 by invit Cressey said. "They're here to support the ministry.
ing friends into her home to have tea, anddonated the We know they're here for a reason, not just to be selfmoney she raised to Anna Ogden Hall. In 2008, Ziegler indulgent."
When Ziegler was deciding what kind of business to
opened a facility on the South Hill after sh e received
non-profit status for Taste and See Tea. However, be open, she wanted to create a relaxing environment.
"I don't have Wi-Fiin here,"Ziegler said. "I want peo
cause of t he small facility and Ziegler's desire to ex
pand, Taste and See Tea recently moved to the north ple to come in and have a place to talk to each other."
Ziegler also saw an opportunity to bring something
side of Spokane.
Taste and See Tea offersa business practicum to the new to the Spokane area.
"Over the years I collected a bunch of tea things —
women they work with, providing these women with
internships. The internships consist of 240 h ours of linens, cups," Ziegler said. "I gotreally interested in tea,
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Photographer: Hope Barnes
Taste and See Teaserves 27 different kinds of tea.
and since there isn't much around here for tea, I want
ed to bring a new market."
Sophomore Rebecca Southwick's first experience at
Taste and See Tea was a birthday party
.
"There were five of us total and we ordered more
than 17 pots of tea," Southwick said. "Each kind of tea
is unique, but delicious, which made us want to keep
ordering more. I think we tried more than half the teas
on the menu."
Taste and See Tea serves 27 different kinds of tea,
ranging from black tea to fruit blends. It also provides
fresh goods made in-house, such as scones, cookies
and sandwiches.
Not only serving delicious treats, Taste and See Tea
helps homeless women overcome their hardships in
order to prepare for a work environment.
"We want our customers to know they're partnering
with us to keep us open," Ziegler said.

Contact Chrissy Roach at
croachl 4@my.whitworth.edu.
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Here is a look into the Whitworthian archives to
see what Whitworth was like back in the day.

Our acclaimed Master
in Teaching Program has a
78% job placement rate.*
Now with a part-time option.
Now you have a choice: enroll in our Master in Teaching (MIT)
program to earn your master's degree and teaching certification
in just 13 months. Or, for added flexibility, explore our new
part-time option. Our unique cohort model provides support
and encouragement along the way.
*Most recent data

www.whitworth.edu/mit

509.777.3222
Contact mit@whitworth.edu

Whttwokth
AN EDU CATION OF MIND AND HEART

Cats and dogs reign
February 23,1973

Man's best friend is no longer an outlaw on the ]
Whitworth campus. Animals have been living on
campus for years, but this is the first term they can
officially be on campus, and live in college housing.
Smell, sanitation and noise are the main concerns
expressed against having animals in the dorm. "This
is a college, not a zoo," said one on campus student.
As of Tue sday, only Alder, Traditional II and the
Co-operative allow dogs and cats in the dorm. Be
yond restricted its pet population to one, "Ari" a little
mixed breed dog who lived In the dorm even before
the new ruling.
A dog-catcher hired under a work-study program
will be on duty 8 hours a day.
Before an animal can live in a residence hall, its
owner must sign a written contract drawn up by the
Pet Control Board, stating their animal is not poison
ous; unnaturally vicious; or trained to attack;... will
not enter a college building except dormitories or
faculty offices, and will b e under the owner's, con
trol at all times.
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A life abroad
STUDENTS TELL THEIR JAN TERM TALES
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Culture and
Technology through
Britain and Ireland
- Kelli Raines

Traveling is a great way to expand the
mind and see life through another culture's
eyes. This past Jan Term I had the opportu
nity to travel to London, Wales and Ireland. I
was totally stunned by the beauty of Wales: The
lush green hills dotted with sheep, the extensive
history exemplified by thousand year old Celtic
crosses and castles, and the hospitable and warm
Welsh people. While visiting the St. Fagans National
History Museum in Wales, I really began to feel the
pulse of the country as I and a fellow student had
a conversation with a Welsh man. Thus man,
Geraint, was so eager to share his life, so pas
sionate about his country and so adamant about
the importance of the Welsh identity. Growing up in a time when the
Tanzania
Welsh language was looked down upon and considered "weird,"
- Jacqueline Goldman
Geraint, who spoke only Welsh in the first years of his life, ex
plained that the youth and younger generation of Wales
When I think about our trip to Tanzania, so
are changing the perception ofthe Welsh language,
many things come to mind: amazing food, wonderful people and new opThe language is now celebrated. Geraint empha• po rtunities But one specific incident comes to mind that really had an imsized how important it is for a person to have
the right to speak in their language; lan
pact on us all.
We were staying in town at a local place called Mary's Nice Place, or our
guage is great part of their identity.
Marynice Place, andwe had made plans that evening to attend a local club to dance
the night away (by dance the night away I mean dance until 11 p.m.). Anticipating
the attendance of many "mambas" (Swahili for "crocodile" or "men who seek wom
en"), some ofthe veteran club goers gave some advice to protect yourself. "Never go
South Africa
to the bathroom alone," "Cover your drink at all times," "Don't set your drink down,"
- Pam Bauthues
and, of course, "Don't ever use the sprinkler as a legitimate dance move."
All very sound advice, we left our Marynice place and arrived at the hip-happen
Of all the places to travel for Jan Term, I think
ing Millennium club. We waited in ilne outside to pay our cover and were allowed
South Africa was literally as far as w
e could get from
in by a bouncer, but by bouncer I mean a Tanzanian soldier. We could hear the
Spokane. While some ofthe trip embodied that other-worldly
music and see the lights as we all anti
cipated a crazy night similar to Footloose
feeling, at other times it didn't feel so distant from home. I'm
or Grease, and then we opened the doors.
grateful that we had the opportunity to stay with a diverse range of
We were the only ones there. Shoot. Thirteen American girls come to
host families and experience slices of life that opened our eyes and
dance their hearts out only to find the light up floor empty and crappy
challenged
our perceptions. Their sheer hospitality and willingness to
music playing. But, like the Honey Badger, we did not care. We
open up was incredible. In Durban, we had the privilege of spending a
^ danced like no one was watching, because in all reality, no
night with Muslim host families. The opportunity to share stories, opinions
one was.
and engage in so much worthwhile dialogue was a refreshing highlight.
I especially enjoyed speaking with the two teenage sisters in our
family who are growing up in entirely different circum
stances than myself, but were still able to find so
many cross-cultural connections. Learning from
individuals who have lived through what we
can learn about in the classroom makes the
devastation of apartheid and injustice a
reality that isn't so far in the past. This
program was the trip of a lifetime.
I feel so blessed to have been
this enriched in such a short
amount of time.

San Francisco
- David Perrier
- In order to practice teaching diverse groups of stu
dents, I spent the month of January teaching children in
San Francisco — the home of the 49ers, Alcatraz, and hipsters.
As I stood in the front of my classroom preparing for a strenu
ous interrogation, I found myself wondering whether I could order
a last meal from Alcatraz Prison. Allowing students to ask their visiting
teachers questions on the first day might seem innocent enough, but
students have a knack at asking some of the most unexpected and poten
tially awkward questions. Sure enough, my avid class did not disappoint.
After a few standard questions (like "How old are you?" and "Do you have a
girlfriend?"), one of the girls in my class initiated a barrage of questions that
left my head spinning. "Have you done any shopping in San Francisco?"
"Can I take you shopping?" "Do you always dress like that?" "Have you
ever considered dressing like a hipster?" My students subsequently
spent the remainder of the class attempting to persuade me to unleash
my inner hipster. My mentor teacher jokingly assigned her stu
dents an unusual homework assignment at the end of class — to
design a new hipster wardrobe for me. While their hipster
plans never truly materialized, they never stopped trying.
The card they gave me at the end of the trip included
one short command — "better go shopping!"
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Content found in the "I Saw You" section are
student submissions and do not necessarily reflect
the opinion of The Whitworthian.

Awkward Bonding Time?
I've seen you and I have far too much in common.
From our mutual love of Firefly and video games,
we should be friends. Facebook me!
sPa

sDnishi»
*Pain

Stay Safe
Yes, I saw the fistful of condoms as you left the
health center. Next time, you could hide them in a
grin that big.

Political Fail
I saw you getting your political information on
facebook and proudly displaying your so called
beliefs all over the internet. I encourage you to look
beyond the funny little pictures that your friends
post and seriously take a look at what you feel is
important to fight for, your impact could help
lead others in a very dangerous direction. We are
the future of America, please don't mess it up for
all of us.

Costa
Rica Center
- Elisha Deitz

Whistling Wizard

I was a part of this
year's freshman trip to the
Costa Rica Center where we
combined classroom learning
in Dr. Terry McGonigal's Biblical
Theme of Shalom class with learn
ing that came from our excellent
interactions and experiences with the
Costa Rican community around us.
One of my favorite aspects of this trip
was the fact that good stewardship of the
earth was a recurrent theme. The foundation for
learning about this was in our reflection of the story
of Genesis 1, which outlines an ideal world that
God intended in which we as humans care for and work the earth, and it in turn cares
for and provides for us. Our broad range of experiences about this subject included
our hikes in the cloud forest, the excellent projects with the greenhouse and
composting that are happening at the CRC, experiencing a artisanal fishing
village, a presentation about permaculture from a local expert, and our
experience at the YWAM base where being "green" is the focus. Es
sentially, we took full advantage of the fact that many in Costa
Rica are trying to live in a way that reflects a return to
God's original plan, or as it is said in His native
tongue, "El plan original de Dios"

1*°
Co*c o*»e
\*

I heard you before I saw you. You were whistling
the Harry Potter theme while walking into the
HUB. So I turned around to see who you were. Just
thought I'd let you know you're my hero now.:)

Scan QR code to submit your own I Saw You on
your mobile device.
Submissions published as received.

Seen someone? Submit your 'I saw you' (limited to
50 words) online at thewhitworthian.com.

ONLINE THIS WEEK IN ARTS & CULTURE:
Read more Jan Term stories from students
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OPINIONS

Acceptance of same-sex marriage is crucial
SARAH BERENTSON
As I hope you have heard, Washington state will
soon be the seventh state to legalize same-sex mar
riage. As contentious as this issue is, it is a step in
the right direction and a victory for humanity. This
argument is key in the presidential campaigns, and
generally the stance on this one particular issue can
make or break a candidate's chance at election. Op
ponents have aggressively vowed to gather signa
tures in order to overturn the new law.
However, it is strange that this issue is such a con
troversial argument when the government should
be seemingly unbiased, and respect separation
of church and state, among other things. And yet,
same-sex marriage continues to be at the forefront of
political strife, backed by arguments that don't hold
up against the Constitution.
Despite the separation of church and state, re
ligious groups seem to be spearheading the fight
against same-sex marriage in order to protect tra
ditional marriage and uphold the values taught in
the Bible. Leaving Old Testament ideas of marriage
aside, the New Testament doesn't provide the most
moral implications regarding marriage either.
For example, the apostle Paul regarded marriage
to be only for those who could not contain their
lustful desires. Today's concept of marriage is by no
means scripted from the Bible. Polygamy, no longer
sanctioned today, was a valid manifestation of mar
riage in the Bible. What would Jacob, or Abraham say
now, if he had to choose only one wife? A book that
does blatantly condemn homosexuality is Leviticus,
a book that hardly contains modern universal truths.
Leviticus also condemns eating shellfish, pro
vides punishments for adultery that range from be
ing burnt to death to being condemned to isolation,
and women must be isolated during menstruation. It
even provides us with a cure for leprosy consisting of
two dead birds and cedar.
Though someone can certainly disapprove of
something he or she feels goes against their belief,
it is unjust and unconstitutional to enforce those be
liefs on an entire country.
If the Bible doesn't provide the idea of traditional
marriage and a legitimate abomination of homo
sexuality, this argument does not lie in the teachings
of th e Bible, but in the tradition of m arriage. Many
argue that we should not change the definition of
marriage. Well, in the world of linguistics, that is all
but wishful thinking. Anyone who has studied the
English language understands its fluid and everchanging nature. Definitions change all of the time.
Bill Bryson, an award-winning author, writes about
and studies the English language. In "The Mother

Graphic Artist: Hannah Charlton
Tongue" he notes, "more than half of all words ad
opted into English from Latin now have a meaning
quite different from the original ones'! For example,
the word "nice" originally meant stupid or foolish.
Its meaning has changed from elegant, to slothful, to
luxurious, to modest, and by 1769, it meant pleasant
and agreeable. If changing the definition of this par
ticular word is such a contentious issue, than there
should be outraged uprising regarding the progres
sion of the entire English language.
Aside from religious groups, many people against
same-sex marriage are simply uncomfortable with
the idea. That attitude reflects fear of what is differ
ent from us, and what we don't understand. It seems
much worse to oppose same-sex marriage because
it is something foreign to you. At least religious ar
guments provide something considerably more sub
stantial than their comfort level. I wonder if people
who hold this opinion have any friends who are gay.
Just because something is foreign to you does not
make it wrong.
Though it really shouldn't matter one way or an
other, America is preoccupied with the question "is
homosexuality a choice?" I will just say this: Though
I have no biological proof to validate my opinion, it
is absolutely not a choice. When homosexuality is
such a controversial issue, and we live in a society
that has only just started recognizing homosexuals
as equals, and further, often condemns them to hell,
would anyone choose to be gay? People that are ho
mosexual can't hand you biological proof that shows
why they are gay, but they will certainly tell you that
it is what feels right. You'll notice the same argument
goes for religion; you cannot produce physical proof
that your religion is truth, but it feels right to you,
and that is faith.
If it were up to me, I would try to find a way to

eliminate the government from playing any role in
marriage; but as it goes, eliminating the govern
ment's role in marriage would only cause more
problems regarding divorce, child custody, property
rights and more.
The fact is the government does play a role in mar
riage, but it is unconstitutional for the government
to discriminate based on religion or tradition of a
particular community. Two adults should be able to
marry whomever they choose. Same-sex marriage
will not threaten the tradition of heterosexual mar
riage, just as my neighbor's marriage would not af
fect my own. Everyone is entitled to his or her own
opinion, and the legalization of same-sex marriage
does not enforce the acceptance of ho mosexuality,
though I hope it will encourage it.
I am proud of Washington, and excited for those
who are now able to equally and justly declare their
love for their significant other. This will not only pro
mote a society of acceptance, but also hopefully will
put an end to hate-crimes, an end to bullying, and
will create more awareness about these issues. It will
finally encourage, if not demand, humanity to accept
what they don't understand.
I hope this is a step toward living in a society that
revolves around love in all facets of life. An equal
opportunity to marry, and to receive equal marital
rights, but more importantly, a society that can love
and accept one another despite our differences. In
the words of Mother Teresa, "if you love until it hurts,
there can no more hurt, and only more love." And
there can never be enough love.

BERENTSON is a senior majoring in Englishand Span
ish. Comments can be sent to
sberentsonl2@my.whitworth.edu.

Graphic Artist: Eli Smith

Human trafficking deserves more attention
3
A
HALEY WILLIAMSON
COLUMNIST

The movie "Taken" was released in theatres in
2008 and depicted the world of human trafficking
through the kidnapping and selling of two American
teenage girls in Europe.
However, human trafficking does not start and
end in Europe. It also takes place here in the United
States, and is just as real as it is overseas.
According to notforsalecampaign.org, people are
trafficked in and out of large cities like Chicago. They
are kidnapped and either sold and abused within the
states, or sent overseas. Women make up a majority
of the 30 million people enslaved; men and children
also fall victim to the sex trade.
Human trafficking is a result of men and women
being brought into the business by pimps (those who
run the business) who say they can provide a better
life for them, they love them and will protect them.
Then once the victims are drawn in, the pimps
take them and sell them.
They are abuged not only physically, but mentally
as well.
In the case of women being trafficked, pimps
make their profit by letting other men sexually abuse

and inform people of this form of slavery.
and take advantage of the young women.
Being informed is one of the first steps people
Then there are places like Haiti where the men
need
to take in order to fight this social injustice. If
start brothels (a branch of human trafficking that
you
do
not know what you are talking about or know
involves sexual abuse but does not sell and kidnap
any details of the severity of the
the women) knowing women
situation, how can you spread
need to make money somehow
the word and take action?
and providing a way for them
"No matter what country
Those organizations also
to make it.
find
fun ways to raise money
human
trafficking
and
They start a business where
and more awareness of the
women can come and have a
sex slavery is taking place
cause.
room and get a share of what
Each organization see their
in,
one
thing
remains
the
the men pay to have their way
logo on t-shirts, bracelets and
with them.
same: It is a disgusting
bags, and the profit goes to
For those women in Haiti,
help end human trafficking.
form
of
business
and
needs
as well as other countries, this
Most of them also put on spe
form of work is the only way
to be put to an end."
cial events.
they can provide for their fam
A21, for example, holds an
ily. It is sick that men who run
nual Key To Freedom cam
brothels take advantage of that
paigns where they ask their followers to wear a key
fact in order to make profit themselves.
No matter what country human trafficking and around their neck. If anyone approaches them and
sex slavery is taking place in, one thing remains the asks about the key their response is simple: Tell them
same: It is adisgusting form of business and needs to about the reality of human trafficking.
Not For Sale's campaign slogan is "re-abolish slav
be put to an end.
ery,"
and that is exactly what we must do.
Luckily there are people in the world who are not
Speak out for those who cannot.
only passionate about seeing sex slavery come to an
end, but they start companies to do exactly that.
Companies like A21, Not For Sale and Love 146 are
all organizations that want to end human trafficking

WILLIAMSON is a freshman majoring in journalism

and mass communication. Comments can be sent to
hwilliamsonl5@my.whitworth.edu.
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crease the number of tax credits that further com
plicate our system. As college students at a private
university, we know all too well about the rising
tuition rates. The flat tax plan put forth by The
Heritage Foundation would provide a deduction
to help with the cost of college.
The deduction for charitable giving would be
maintained under this plan. Additionally, home
owners can choose to deduct their mortgage in
terest. To help the lower class, there would be a
$3,500 cut for families and $2,000 cut for individu
als to take the burden off of pay ing for health in
surance.
One important reason we need to implement
the fair tax is so we can regain our competitive,
edge in the global business environment. Histori
cally, we have had a favorable tax code that en
courages businesses to come to America. Howev
er, we are losing companies to foreign countries
because we currently have the highest corporate
tax rate among all industrialized nations. The loss
of business is slowing down our economic growth
and contributing to the high unemployment rate.
There are currendy 23 foreign countries that
have a flat tax. Eight of those are members of the
former Soviet Union. The economies in those
countries are growing much faster than the econ
Graphic Artist: Eva Kiviranta
omies of Western Europe, which has the highest
tax rates in the world.
In 2004, Slovakia chose to implement a flat tax
and experienced tremendous growth. The gov
ernment "swept away 21 categories of personal
income taxes, five tax brackets, and scores of ex
emptions and deductions, replacing them with a
individuals and businesses to get out of paying flat 19 percent rate."
Foreign investments increased by 600 percent
their fair share.
The Heritage Foundation has laid out a specific and the country's friendly business environment
plan for a flat tax as part of "The Heritage Plan to attracted many employers. If the US. implement
Fix the Debt, Cut Spending, and Restore Prosper ed this system, it would encourage businesses to
ity." They hav e suggested a tax rate that falls be come and invest here, therefore increasing rev
enues and providing thousands of jobs.
tween 25 percent and 28 percent.
Many people believe that we must raise the tax
Under that proposal, working class families
would end up paying either the same or signifi rate on the wealthiest Americans because it is
cantly less than they currently pay to the federal "only fair," but what could be more fair than ask
government. Even though families making be ing every American to pay an equal percentage?
tween $12,401 and $47,350 currently pay a payroll Clearly, we value the idea of "equal justice un
tax of 15 percent, they must pay an additional tax der the law," because it is a central theme of our
that ranges from 10 percent to 28 percent for the Constitution. It is definitely not equal justice if a
individual income tax rate. That means they pay small number of Americans must pay a large per
centage of their wealth, while a majority don't pay
between 25.3 percent and 43.3 percent annually.
Families earning more than $388,351 would anything or pay very little.
One common misconception about the flat tax
have their rates reduced from 35 percent, which
would encourage them to create jobs and re-in is that everyone is paying the same amount, when
vest in the economy. The lower rate would also in fact they are just paying the same percentage. A
encourage them to actually pay the amount due, flat tax system would still have the wealthy paying
rather than find any possible way to avoid the ex a much higher amount of money than the poor. If
cessive taxes.
someone makes 100 times more money than his
One extremely appealing aspect of the flat tax is or her neighbor, that person will pay 100 times
its simplicity. With a fair tax system in place, there more in taxes.
would be only two post-card sized forms; one
Our current tax code is clearly failing us and is
would be used by individuals and families, and contributing to our economic difficulties. If we
the other by businesses. That would make drastic want a true reform that will simplify our taxes and
cuts to the amount of paperwork, which would be help restore the economy, we must seriously con
a major cost- and time-saving factor. Addition sider implementing a flat tax rate.
ally, Americans wouldn't need to pay as much to
get the help they need to navigate the complex tax
code.
In .addition to cutting out the massive amount HUBBART is a sophomore majoring in business
management. Comments can be sent to
of paperwork, a flat tax would drastically de lhubbartl5@my.whitworth.edu.

fy@w flat tax rate will
promote strong esinomy
LINDSEYHUBBART
As election season rolls around, one controver
sial topic will be forefront on the minds of mil
lions of Americans: taxes. Surely, taxes will be a
key element that all presidential candidates must
address if they want to help bring prosperity back
to the United States. With a struggling economy
and high unemployment, we are in desperate
need of tax reform.
No one can deny the incredible complexity and
inefficiency of our current tax system. According
to a study in 2010 by the Tax Foundation, "dealing
with the tax code — mea sured by the time, en
ergy, money and other resources that we devote
to simply trying to figure out the right number to
put on our tax returns — will cost us $338 billion
next year."
That is an enormous waste of our precious time
and money, and it doesn't even account for what
we actually pay in taxes. Amongst all of the tax
reform plans circulating the political arena, one
stands out for its simplicity, efficiency, ability to
promote global competitiveness and fairness.
What is that plan? The flat tax.
Simply put, a flat tax would eliminate our cur
rent tax system and require everyone to pay the
same rate. It would replace the current progres
sive income tax, and would completely eliminate
the payroll tax, death tax and excise taxes. Also, it
would remove a number of loopholes that allow

Time to reexamine rights
if we say a modern level of education is a human
right, then where does that leave children being edu
cated 50 or-100 or 200 years ago? They could not have
COLUMNIST
had a right to the same kind of education we demand
today, since the technology and resources simply did
not exist yet. Thus, a modern education is not a hu
Quality education is a human right. Everyone also man birthright, but dependent upon circumstances.
Another way to tell if something is truly a right is
has a right to Social Security and health care.
Sound familiar? Those are just a few examples of to examine the practicality of providing it. If it is not
things commonly assumed to be fundamental rights. always possible for a right to exist, then it is not fun
However, while I agree that things like quality educa damental. For instance, take the supposed right to
tion, secure retirement and adequate health care are "protection against unemployment." Obviously, it
certainly good and worth pursuing, I do not believe is simply impossible for the government to provide
jobs for everyone; it has a hard enough time afford
they should be classified as human rights.
For practical purposes, it is impossible to separate ing to pay unemployment benefits. The government
rights from government. However, there are two ways of Greece is drastically cutting its generous social ser
to think about rights. First, there are negative rights. vices because trying to provide for so many supposed
In essence, negative rights are protections against rights has bankrupted the country.
However, there are no circumstances under which
government interference. They include things like
freedoms of speech, religion and the press. They also the government would be incapable of recognizing
include being free from other types of government in the right to free speech, religion or similar negative
terference, like being searched or detained arbitrari rights, because those rights only require government
ly. Those were the types of rights the Constitution was inaction; it does not cost the government anything to
not censure political speech, for instance.
initially created to protect.
That is not to say education or unemployment
But after a time, happy, prosperous America grew
protection and the like are not
tired of having only those
good and desirable; they are
rights. We wanted more.
just not fundamental human
"...while I agree that things
Americans now believe they
rights.
have a God-given right to any
like quality education,
So why does any of that mat
thing they want badly enough,
ter? Simply put, it distorts our
secure retirement and
including government pro
priorities. We have become
grams or services.
adequate health care are
so fixated on demanding the
For instance, Glenn Derene
certainly good and worth
government do things for us
of Popular Mechanics explains
that we have forgotten the im
pursuing, I d o not believe
how all U.S. TV broadcasts
portance of the government
went digital in 2009. People
they should be classified
leaving
us alone. As Barry
getting their TV from analog
Goldwater aptly observed, "a
as human rights."
broadcasts would lose their
government that is big enough
service without a converter
to
give you all you want is big
box. According to Derene, the
National Telecommunications and Information Ad enough to take it all away."
Where was the outcry when the Syrian government
ministration provided free coupons for the boxes, at
a cost to taxpayers of around $1.5 billion. Apparently, began shelling civilians in Homs, or when Obama
signed the 2012 Defense Authorization Act into law,
Americans have a right to watch TV.
While that example is on a different level than allowing for the indefinite detention of American
education, it illustrates what are referred to as posi citizens without warrant? But on any given day, Whittive rights: guarantees of government services, as op worth students can be found advocating equal edu
posed to protections from government interference. cation or health care.
Instead of crusading for those causes as basic
Those include government-provided services like
education and now health care. The U.N. Declaration rights, we should work towards providing them in a
of H uman Rights states that everyone has a human sound and efficient manner. Instead of striving for
right to "periodic holidays with pay" and "protection government-enforced equality, we should work to
ward providing the best services possible for the
against unemployment." But are those really rights?
most
people, recognizing that a free market, though
First, it must be established that universal human
rights must be grounded in a conception of God. The not perfectly equal, often provides services better
Founding Fathers appealed to God as the authority than the government. In this way, we can keep our
which stood above government as the source of h u real rights in perspective and get down to the practi
man rights. Without an external standard to govern cal business of improving people's quality of life.

MAXFORDNELSEN

human behavior, we each become our own law. A relativistic system simply cannot provide a moral basis
for even the most basic human rights.
Second, if God is the source of human rights, then
those rights must be fundamental to all humans, at
all times and in all places. However, positive rights to
government services fail that standard. For instance,

NELSEN is a senior majoring in political science.
Comments can be sent to
mnelsenl3@my.whitworth.edu.
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Behold! The BabyBundler Mark V!

t dresses your baby! No more fighting
quirming sacks of flesh!

IWhat happened!
P with the fiistf^
[four attempts?!
[ Please do not ask about Marks I through IV.|

I don't even '
know what to1
say. I guess IHl
start with the?
name. It sounds'
like you're !
ckaging babies
in bulk; lSte JT
you're gonna sell
them at Costco or j
something.' '

"if

1

Well, I suppose you know a

75 thing or two about bad JH
names, Leslie. P7

YOU HAVE A GIRL'S NAME!
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yourself-a date m the season ®f love

JASMINEBARNES
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So it's that time of year again: Valentine's day. A
day full of red, sappy love letters and bitter singles.
All around campus singles have been saying "I hate
Valentine's day!" or "It's just a holiday invented by
card companies to make money." Singles, do not
be bitter! There is hope. Ladies and gentlemen,
prepare yourself for everything you need to know
about attracting someone of the opposite sex.
Let's start off with advice for the guys. To begin
with: thefirst date. The first date is incredibly im
portant since first impressions stick in a girl's mind.
The way you stand counts for 80 percent of a wom
an's first impression, so stand up straight. It shows
that you are more confident, and confidence, not
to be confused with cockiness, is attractive. Also,
based on a Chicago University study, wearing blue
on a first date can attract women.
Here are the top five turnoffs for women, accord
ing to an online eHarmony survey.
1. Raggedy nails: Be a man and get a manicure.
2. Farting and burping: For the sake of the first
few dates, hold it back.
3. Body odor: Take a shower, wear deodorant,
and spray on some cologne.
4. Bad breath: Bad breath does not only make the
girl want you to stop breathing, it also destroys any

hope of getting a kiss. Brush your teeth.
5. Hairy nostrils: If you have a massive amount of
hair, try investing in a man-scaping kit.
Now that I have made you self-conscious, here
are some tips about deciphering whether a girl is
into you. Here are the top fivesigns that a girl might
be into you based on what women said on eHar
mony:
1. She will smile at your jokes: Even if you aren't
funny, a girl with smile at your jokes just because
she likes your smile.
2. She will play with her hair: If you see her play
ing with her hair, comment on how nice it looks.
3. She will fidget with something: This is a good,
thing. If sh e's nervous then she is worried about
whether or not you'll like her.
4. She will blush when you compliment her:
If yo u see her blush, congratulations! She thinks
you're genuine.
5. She will lean toward you: Whatever you do, do
not lean away from her. If you do, it will seem like
you don't like her.
Lastly, be confident. Don't be scared to make the
first move. A lot of girls like a man who isn't scared
to ask her out.
Alright, on to the ladies. Initially getting a guy's
attention can be tough. It is even tougher to get him
to somehow approach you. Know that being in a
loud group of girls can get the guy to look your way,
but the guy will not come up to the group to talk
to you. Guys are put off by lou d groups of girls. If
you are looking for a man, make yourself available
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to him. Break away from your group to give him the
opportunity to introduce himself to you.
Also, don't overdo it with the clothes and make
up. Guys tend to prefer girls who look presentable
rather than ones who look "sexy." Average looking
girls are actually more likely to be asked out be
cause they don't seem out of the guy's league. Have
the appearance of the type of girl that a guy would
want to introduce to his parents.
Don't be a desperate dater. That means give your
man some space. Guys don't like a clingy girl. Let
him hang out with his friends without making him
feel guilty. Besides, you need some time to hang
out with your friends, too. Also, avoid fishing for
compliments. If youfish for them, they7 re not going
to seem as sincere, which will only lower your self
esteem.
Most importantly, do not settle for someone who
isn't what you're looking for or who does not treat
you right. Respecting yourself is more important
than having a boyfriend. Do not be with someone
you don't really have feelings for and definitely
don't be in a relationship with verbal or physical
abuse. One more thing, never talk about an exboyfriend.
So don't be bitter around this time of the year if
you're single. According to a census report, 70 per
cent of Washington is, so there are plenty of people
to choose from.
BARNES is a freshman majoring in English and
French. Comments can be sent to
jbamesl5@my.whitworth.edu.
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EVERY FRIDAY ONLY AT SILVER.

You're already familiar

with one of t he texts.
Master of Arts in Theology

*$10 food and beverage voucher.
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You're about to graduate. But maybe you've felt the call to do something

n

Theology can help prepare for seminary or service while you stay in t he familiar

more - something that eguips you to serve through ministry. Whitworth's M.A. in
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Whitworth environment. So if y ou've felt that call, it's time to make a call.
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Jerry Sitter's waiting
for your call - 777.4318.
He might even buy you coffee:

Osilvermt.com 0 866.344.2675
0 55 minutes east of downtown Spokane on I-90
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Pirate swimming: a decade of dominance

CO

Men claim their 1 Oth straight title at Northwest Conference Championships

Sena Hughes
StaffWriter

From 1947 until 1962, the New York Yankees took
home 10 World Series Rings in 15 years. The Mon
treal
Canadians won five consecutive National Hockey
League Stan ley Cups from 1956 to 1960. The UCLA
Bruins won 10 NCAA mere's basketball National
Championships in 12 years between 1964 and 1975.
And now, there is the Whitworth swim team.
On Sunday in Federal Way, Wash., the Whitworth
Pirates men's swim team became the first Whitworth
team to ever take home 10 consecutive Northwest
Conference Championships. Furthermore, the men
capped 10 perfect seasons in NWC dual meets.
"I'm very proud of the guys [and] very proud of the
team," senior Rory Buck said. "It's great to honor the
last 10 years of alumni. It's a relief and it's an ecstatic
feeling."
The Whitworth women's swim team placed second
behind the University of Puget Sound Loggers in a
tight competition. That is their fifth consecutive top
two finish. The women also finished the season with a
perfect dual-meet record.
"This meet this weekend went better than we could
have ever anticipated," junior captain Anna Case said.
"We had a rough year with injuries and sickness, so
numbers-wise we were the underdogs. The girlsswam
their hearts out and swam amazingly. To finish in the
top two is awesome."
The weekend started off with asplash for the Pirates.
On Friday,. freshman Wes Walton took home his
first-ever collegiate conference title in the 200-yard
individual medley.
"After I raced it Ifelt really, really good," Walton said.
"During finals I didn't focus on the race at all and just
swam my best and ended up on top."
Walton swam later in the day with teammates Buck,
junior Nathan Ranno and sophomore Aaron Vaccaro
as they set a meet-record in the 400-yard medley relay.
"I think we just have a solid group of guys," Buck
said. "We've got the depth, we've got the challenge. Ifs
just a great group of guys right now."
On the women's side, senior Jennifer Benson, junior
Melissa Barringer, and freshmen Marit Borth and Alisa
Stang combined to take first in the 200-yard freestyle
relay. Barringer and Stang competed with sophomore
Kate Duvall and freshman Samantha Smith to take
second in the 400-yard medley relay, but still broke a
Whitworth school record.
"Those girls swam terrifically," head coach Steve
Schadt said Saturday. "Each one of them did about as
well as they could have."
Saturday, the Whitworth men maintained a
commanding lead. Buck, Walton and Vaccaro were
joined by freshman Wes Tatum to take home gold in
the 200-yard medley relay. Vaccaro also pulled out an
excruciatingly close third-place finish in the 100-yard
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Photographer: Michael Locatell
Freshman WesleyTatum took fourthoverall inthe 100 flyat the Northwest Conference championships.

O
u
butterfly. The 200-yard freestyle was all Whitworth. competing in western Washington this weekend, who
stopped
in
to
watch
part
of
Saturday"s
meet.
Senior Austin Vierra took first with teammates Oliver
"It's just fun to have this much support," Barringer
O
Durand, Mitchell Beck,Ranno and Callum MacKintosh
z
said Saturday.
following in second through fifth places, respectively.
CO
The
men
soa
red
to
their
title
Sunday,
finishing
with
a
"As a team, you knowit's alwaysgreat to seeeveryone
do well," Durand said. "We kind of have a saying, 'As final score of796 —a 224 point gap abovesecond place
champions we expect ourselves to succeed.' We expect finisher, Whitman. Walton took home another gold in
ourselves to swim fast. And when you watch others the 200-yard backstroke.
"I've just swam to swim and just tried to have fun,"
swim fast it really jazzesyou."
"O
Walton
said. "For me, at the heart of it, all it really is is
Buck topped nothing but his own NWC
Championship meet time while defending his title having fun."
Buck defended his title as 200-yard breaststroke
in the 100-yard breaststroke and posting a nationalg
champion.
Vaccaro took second in the 100-yard
qualifying time. Still, he said his best performance is
freestyle. Durand placed second in the 1,650-yard
yet to come.
"I have goals for myself in 100 and 200 breast- freestyle.
"For me individually, it was really great to see the
stroke," Buck said. "I would like to go out with a bang
work I've put in the last two years really pay off in my
[at nationals]. I stillhave unfinished business."
The Loggers began to creep up on the Whitworth events," Durand said.
The women didn't
women on Saturday,
quite
have
enough
but the Bucs were
'It's great to honor the last 10 years
to overcome UPS on
r\
temporarily able to
of alumni. It's a relief
cn
Sunday. Duvall defended
maintain control of first
her
tide
in
the
200-yard
place. Barringer broke a
and it's an ecstatic feeling"
backstroke, also setting
16-year standing school
— SEN IOR ROR Y BUCK
a NWC record. Pavelko
record in the 100-yard
po
and Benson both earned
breaststroke preliminary
second
place
finishes
in
the
1,650-yard
and
100-yard
h-1
rounds to start the day.
Ul
freestyle
races,
respectively.
Benson,
Duvall,
Lecoq
"I'm happy with my swim after working for six
to
months and finally getting to taper down and getting a and Case finished the meet strong for the women,
O
\S
chance to show what I wasworking for," Barringer said. winning the 400-yard freestyle relay.
Team members anxiously anticipate the postings
to
"It's really rewarding and u
f n to be able to do that.
The women's 200-yard medley relay team consi
sting regarding NCAA qualifying times, but for now the Bucs
bf Barringer, Benson, Smith and Stang also earned have much to be proud of.
"I'm incredibly proud to be part of Whitworth
first for a Whitworth sweep of the event. Junior Abby
rPavelko defended her NWC title in the 400-yard swimming," Buck said. "It's been a huge influence in
t-1
my
life.
It's
a
great
bunch
of
people,
it's
a
great
family
individual medley. Duvall posted an upset win in the
O
to
100-yard backstroke, then was joined by Benson, Stang that stands for great goals and great aspiration, and
and freshman Nicole Lecoq in the 800-yard freestyle you know when you swim for something greater than
i/i
relay and collected another first place finish for the yourself amazing things can happen."
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Pirates.
Barringer mentioned getting some extra support
from the Whitworth track & field team, also

c:

Contact Sena Hughes at
shughesl 5@my.whitworth.edu.
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20 Whitworth shoots Ots way to NWC title
Corina Gebbers
Staff Writer
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The Whitworth men's basketball team clinched
the Northwest Conference title after wins on the
road against Linfleld College and Pacific University
on Feb. 10 and 11.
"I think that everything we've been working
for is much closer and much more tangible," said
head coach Matt Logie. "[Motivating the players] is
easier in this point in time with the opportunity to
accomplish the goals we set at the beginning of the
year."
The Pirates kicked off the weekend with a 9567 win against Linfleld. The Wildcats nearly upset
Whitworth on Jan. 14, but Whitworth learned from
their mistakes and overcame the Wildcats the second
time around.
"The first time we didn't execute defensively the
way we would have like to," Logie said.
Senior guard Wade Gebbers sparked the Bucs'
offense with two treys, and a bucket by junior forward
Mack Larkin boosted Whitworth to an early lead.
Senior forward Jack Loofburrow rallied the Pirates
with five consecutive points, but Linfleld managed
to answer with a 7-0 run.
Contributions from the bench supplied another
flare for the Pirate offense. Junior guard Colton
McCargar went four for four from three-point
range in the first half, while Loofburrow generated
offensive momentum for Whitworth, scoring 10 of
his 13 points during the first half.
"Everyone's contributing," said redshirt freshman
File Photo: Chrissy Roach
guard Austin Ehlo. "And if someone gets tired there's
Senior Felix Friedt was na
med 2nd Team All-NWClast year. The Pirates play their last con
ference game
someone to step up."
on
Feb.
18.
Whitworth powered over the Wildcats in the
e Pirates month's importance to his team.
second half despite foul trouble for senior post a three-point basket tospark an 8-2 run for th
"Every weekend we had important games on our
Felix Freidt and senior post Michael Taylor. Linfleld and Gebbers hit his 71st trey of the season to put
schedule,"
Logie said. "We were really able to have a
Whitworth
up
20-13.
But
Pacific
played
relentlessly
struggled to defend the Pirate offense, and Whitworth
and stayed within 10 points until just eight minutes lot of success during that time and put ourselves in
went on to shoot 61.35 percent in the second half.
the lead in the conference."
^
remained in the first half.
"We were really ready to go
The Pirates took a hit losing Loofburrow, Larkin
"We
lost
our
energy
for
a
few
and pumped to come out this
"I think we've really kind
possessions," Gebbers said. and junior forward Zach Payne to injuries, but found
weekend," McCargar said. "We
"[But] we came right back at strength off t he bench, and formed an identity of
really executed well."
of figured out who we are
them
with a run of our own hard work and confidence in each other.Whitworth pulled ahead 72Everybody knows their role every time they started to get
"I think we've really kind of figured out who we
55 on a Gebbers' trey. Linfleld
are,"
Logie said. "Everybody knows their role and
their
confidence
up."
couldn't endure Whitworth's and we're playing really well
The
Pirates
combined we're playing really well together because everyone
fast-paced offense and solid
together because everyone aggressive offense with tough has had to step up."
defense, and the Pirates
The Pirates battled close games both at home
defense to gradually extend
sustained their significant
has had to step up."
their lead to 48-25 going into and on the road, including a double overtime win
lead.
— MATT LOGIE
over Pacific Lutheran University and a victory at the
halftime.
"Toward the end of the
University
of Puget Sound.
"We
did
a
good
j
o
b
of
locating
game we really pushed the
head coach
"Our trip to Tacoma in early January was a critical
shooters and playing good
ball and played faster and
defense in the post," Gebbers moment for us," Logie said. "We had a lot of different
were able to score points in
said.
"We
w
ere
able
to string some stops together guys step up and help us to those victories, [and] I
bunches," Logie said.
think that gave us a lot of confidence through the rest
Senior forward Idris Lasisi and McCargar led the and that fueled our offense."
Pacific scored the first points of t he second half, of the month."
Bucs with 15 points apiece. Larkin finished with 13
Whitworth, ranked ninth in the nation as of la st
points and junior guard Dustin McConnell, Ehlo and but Friedt answered with a bucket for Whitworth,
and the Pirates extended their lead to as many as 30 Sunday, hosts its final conference game on Feb. 18
Friedt each contributed 10 points.
against Willamette.
On Saturday night the Pirates beat Pacific points by game's end.
Lasisi led all players with 24 points, Loofburrow
University 76-54 to secure the NWC title.
"Tonight we came in with a plan and from the start contributed 14 points, and Gebbers added 10 points
and five assists for the Pirates.
we played with a lot of energy," Gebbers said.
Contact Corina Gebbers at
Before the games Logie reflected on the past cgebbersl 5@my.whitworth.edu.
After four lead changes to start the game, Lasisi hit
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Men's tennis earns first
win over College of Idaho
Idaho later that day.
Redfern had the only individual win
for the Pirates against Lewis-Clark
State, defeating Cesar Uauy 6-1, 6-4.
But it was a different story against
the College of Idaho, as the Pirates
swept the Yotes 9-0.
Redfern's 6-1, 6-4 victory at No. 1
singles was his second of the young
season, and junior Micah Spaun
stepped in at No. 2 singles to claim a
dominant 6-2, 6-1 victory.
The closest match-up was at No. 6
singles, where freshman Matt Goebel
defeated Taylor Gordon 7-5, 6-1 for his
first collegiate victory.
The Pirates open up conference play
against Puget Sound on Feb. 24.

Andrew Forhan

Assistant Sports Editor
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The Whitworth men's tennis team
opened the 2012 season with three
non-conference matches, earning its
first season win against the College
of I daho after dropping two matches
against Eastern Washington Univer
sity and Lewis-Clark State College.
On Jan. 29, the Bucs were swept 9-0
by the NCAA Division I Eastern Wash
ington Eagles. Senior Daniel Redfern
performed well for the Pirates, play
ing a close match at No. 1 singles be
fore eventually falling 6-2, 6-4. He also
teamed up with junior Cameron Wil
liams at No. 1 doubles in an 8-4 loss to
. James Russell and Chris Eriksson.
Lewis-Clark State defeated Whit
worth 8-1 on Feb. 4, before bouncing
back with a victory over the College of

Contact Andrew Forhan at
aforhanl 4@my.whitworth.edu.
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Whitworth offense swings
the bats well in Pasco
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Staff Writer
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and 10 walks inthe winning effort.
The game against Corban College
started in similar fashion as the Bucs
The 2012 Whitworth baseball season scored three runs in the first inning but
is underway. The Pirates have posted a then surrendered the lead in a 4-3 loss.
The Bucs ended Saturday the way
4-3 record while exploding for 54 runs in
they ended Friday, though, as they
their first seven games.
Over the weekend, the Bucs were in roughed up Lewis & Clark 15-1. The
the Swing into Spring Baseball Classic Bucs had a solid outing from senior
in Pasco, Wash. Whitworth had a strong pitcher CJ Perry as he gave up only one
first two days of th e tournament as the run in seven strong innings. An eightteam beat Lewis & Clark College twice run seventh inning for the Bucs finished
(14-5, 15-1), but lost 4-3 in a close off the Pioneers.
contest with Corban College.Hie Pirates
In Sunday's game, the Pirates scored
also beat the University of Puget Sound early and often again with four runs in
7-3 on Sunday.
thg first two innings. Senior Landon
"We went into the weekend with the Scott drove in one run and had two hits,
expectation of coming away 4-0," h ead and Muelheims had an RBI do uble in
coach Dan Ramsay said. "We ended the 7-3 win over Puget Sound.
up going 3-1, which is not a bad way to
Whitworth will play again on Feb. 18
finish. I'm pretty happy with the way we as it takes on Concordia University at 11
performed and hope to continue with a.m. and University of Puget Sound at 1
the momentum we gained from this p.m.
tournament next weekend."
In Whitworth's Friday game against
e
Nathan Webber
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File Photo: Chrissy Roach
Senior Daniel Redfern leads the team with two individual victories. The
Pirates will begin conference play Feb. 24.
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File Photo: Chrissy Roach

Sophomore Gerhard Muelheims had an RBI double against the
University of Puget Sound. Currently, the Pirates' record is 4-3.

Lewis & clark

the pirates starte d off

strong, collecting 11 hits in the game

Contact Nathan Webber at
nwebber!3@my. whitworth.edu.

SPOTTED FROM IE CROW'S WEST
Men's Swimming: Austin Vierra

MEN'S BASKETBALL
NWC

ALL

WHITWORTH

13-1

20-3

PUGETSOUND

10-4

18-5

WHITMAN

10-4

17-6

GEORGE FOX

8-6

11-12

LEWIS & CLARK

7-7

12-11

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

7-7

10-13

PACIFIC (ORE.)

3-11

9-14

WILLAMETTE

3-11

5-18

LINFIELD

2-12

4-19

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs. Willamette @ Home
Saturday, Feb. 18 @8 p. m.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
NWC

ALL

GEORGE F OX

14-0

23-0

LEWIS & CLARK

12-2

21-2

WHITMAN

10-4

14-9

PUGETSOUND

8-6

12-11

WHITWORTH

6-8

10-13

PACIFIC (ORE.)

5-9

12-10

LINFIELD

4-10

10-13

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

4-10

7-16

WILLAMETTE

0-14

1-22

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs. Whitman @ Whitman

Photographer: GregMoser
Before coming toWhitworth, senior AustinVierra was alreadya two-time All-Americanswimmer.
But for Vierra, b eing at Whitworth has been about
Sena Hughes
more than just swimming.
StaffWriter
"He's a very good student," Ranno said. "He's really
Whitworth senior swimmer Austin Vierra has a involved in academics. He's [a student athlete who]
background unparalleled by any of his swimming takes both the student and the athlete part seriously."
Vierra, an international business and economics
teammates.
"Part of what makes Austin unique and exceptional double-major, has a passion for making a global differ
is his life experience," swimming head coach Steve ence.
"For me, the best part of being here at Whitworth has
Schadt said. "He's seen more and done more than your
been this transformation about what I care about," Vi
typical college student."
erra said.
Vierra learned to swim young.
Willing to set swimming aside for awhile, he traveled
"My mom was a bigwater skier so she said she idn't
d
last
summer to study in Hong Kongfor sixweeks before
want me to drown if I ever fell o ut of the boat," Vierra
teaching English to students in the Fujian province for
said.
By the time he was 6,Vierra was swimming competi another six weeks.
"They changed me more than I changed them," Vi
tively and has done so year-round since he was 10.
erra said. "They have so little and I have so much. They
"It's been more than part of my life," Vierra said. "It s
changed my outlook on how I can have
an impact in the
been a lot ofwhat's defined my existence."
After two years at Denison University in Ohio, a world by doing such small things."
Consequently, Vierra said he desires to pursue a ca
NCAA Division HI swimming powerhouse, Vierra said
reer in political risk in the developing world following
he needed a change. He admits Whitworth was not on
his ra dar, but he praised Schadt and the Whitworth college.
More imminently, Vierra wants to finish his swim
administration for accommodating him and making it
ming career strong. Following nationals this spring, Vi
possible for Vierra to join the Whitworth squad.
erra plans to represent Whitworth in a U.S. swimming
"Once I got here, the people at this school literally
grand prix, in which his ultimate goal is making Olym
transformed my life," Vierra said.
pic trials in the 400-meter freestyle.
Already a two-time All-American, Vierra was a wel
Schadt isexcited to see where the future takes Vierra.
come addition to the Whitworth team not only in the
"I'm really proud of him,' Schadt said. He s been
pool, but also as a leader.
a wonderful addition to our team. I've loved working
"I really like his charisma," teammate Nathan Ranno
with him. I'm excited to see what he does when he
said. "He's just able to be a leader an
d [an] influence on
graduates."
the team. It'sreally easy to be his friend."
Vierra was crowned Northwest Conference Cham
pion last season in both the 500-yard freestyle and the
mile freestyle races, earning his third trip to the NCAA Contact Sena Huges at
shughesl 5@my.whitworth.edu.
national meet.

Tuesday, Feb. 22 @6p.m.

P BASEBALL
NWC ALL
PUGET SOUND

0-0

2-1

WHITWORTH

0-0

4-3

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

0-0

1-1

WILLAMETTE

0-0

1-3

LINFIELD

0-0

0-0

PACIFIC (ORE.)

0-0

0-0

WHITMAN

0-0

0-4

GEORGE FOX

0-0

0-4

LEWIS & CLARK

0-0

0-4

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs. Concordia (Ore.) and Puget Sound § Home
Saturday, Feb. 18@ 11 a.m. and 1 p.m .

MEN'S TENNIS
NWC

ALL

WHITWORTH

0-0

1-2

WHITMAN

0-0

1-3

GEORGE FOX

0-0

0-0

LEWIS & CLARK

0-0

0-0

LINFIELD

0-0

0-0

PACIFIC (ORE)

0-0

0-0

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

0-0

0-0

PUGET SOUND

0-0

0-0

WILLAMETTE

0-0

0-0

NEXT PIRATE MATCH:
Whitworth vs. Puget Sound § Home
Friday, Feb. 24 @5p.m.

WHITPCS

Costa Rica
JAN TERM 2012

Kt:

^tQf

ABOVE: Ihe Costa Rica Center dorms overlook the building on the
left, where classes are held and meals are eaten.
TOP: Las Tres Marias (The Three Marys) are three mountain peaks
visible from the Costa Rica Center.

1

TOP RIGHT: Innumerable streams, rivers and waterfalls can be
found on a short hike from t he Costa Rica Center.

' B O T T O MR IGH T:F r e s h m e nJaco bHunter,K i a n aYoung,M e g a n
Montzingo and Ali Ulstad work together with a Costa Rican student
named Monica to pick up trash from in and around a river during a
service project.
RIGHT: Freshmen Ali Ulstad, Kiana Young and Megan Montzingo
enjoy a walk around the Costa Rica campus during Jan Term.
4-

Photographer: Tanner Scholten
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| HUB expansion renderings revealed
Renderings of the HUB expansion show new
features such as outdoor seating and new

Christians judging falsely
Exploring the impact of hypocritical Christians
in our communities, and why change should
ensue.

food stations.

6 | Didier's grand reopening scheduled

16 |Contraception bill hurting First Amendment

Discussing why the contraception compromise
does not benefit either side — Obama's

Didier's will reopen later this month with a

new look and new equipment.

administration or the Catholic church.

8 |What exactly does the faculty do on faculty 18 |SOPA infringes on freedom of speech
development day?

Why the SOPA act is not necessary, and
government control of the web is far from

Jackye Peacock and Mike Ingram weigh in on
why students get this day off.

ARTS & CULTURE
9 | Artist Franck de Las Mercedes mails art
De Las M ercedes continues an art project he
started in 2006 where he mails empty boxes
that say "Fragile Contains: Peace" to people

over.

SPORTS
19

| Heading to conference: Men's basketball
Pirate men head to the Northwest Conference
Tournament as the No. 1 seed after wins
against Whitman and Willamette.

around the world.

10 I Mt. Spokane Ski Patrol Volunteer

The ski patrollers on Mt. Spokane are always
ready to help someone who has tumbled or
just give someone a ride down the hill. They
will be accepting new volunteers March 11.

11 | Zee Avi releases EP
The Whitworthian is committed to providing the
Whitworth community with the most accurate
information possible. The Whitworthian never
knowingly publishes inaccuracies. If you have
a comment or question about the fairness
or accuracy of a story, send an
email to jvalencial2@my.whitworth.edu.

OPINIONS
141

Singer/songwriter Zee Avi released a new
EP that features four remixes of her popular
song "Concrete Wall" on iTunes.

211 Baseball starting off strong
Baseball begins their season 6-3-1, looking
to compete against Central Washington

23|

University on March 3.
Crow's nest: Lexi Belcher
Highlighting senior Lexi Belc her and her
basketball career at Whitworth.
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EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP
Editorials in the "In the Loop" sectionreflect the majority opinion of the editorial board, which is made up of five editors.

Security fails to inform Whitworth
students about triple-homicide suspect
Friday, Feb. 10, three bodies were found on the
4000 block of north Whitehouse St., which is located
near the vicinity of Northtown Mall. Police believed
it to be a homicide and searched the north Spokane
area that night for the suspect, Dustin Gilman.
Meanwhile, Whitworth students started their
weekend as usual. Unknown to them, there was a
man-hunt being conducted in the area surrounding
campus.
Many students noticed helicopters searching
around North Spokane, but had to seek out informa
tion on their own. Campus security did not inform
students of the potential danger.
This board thinks security should have communi
cated the circumstances to the student body, either
through an email or through the emergency response
system already in place.
With that in mind, this board also recognizes the
importance of wanting to keep the campus calm,
but we also would like to reiterate the severity of the
crime within the proximity of the school.
It waslater discovered that the man being searched
for was a three-time convicted felon. However, se
curity did not deem it necessary to warn students
against potential danger.
Some students milled around outside, which could
have potentially been harmful, due to a lack of any
communication from campus security.
According to a police response to the murders, Gilman posed a "grave risk to the public and any officer
who encountered him."
Although that was unknown at the time of the
search, Whitworth security deemed any campuswide notification to be unmerited.
"Police notified us of the incident and the suspect

vehicle information, but again had no information
to indicate that he was headed towards Whitworth,"
Security Supervisor Mark McFall said. "Our officers
patrolled the campus thoroughly in search of the sus
pect vehicle, but with negative results."
Again, this board would like to assert that, regard
less, knowing the area around campus was being
searched for a triple-homicide suspect, the Whit
worth student body should have been warned.
The Spokane police notified Whitworth security
of the incident, and although no threat was believed
to be posed to students, why wouldn't security at
least send a message ensuring that campus was safe
despite the helicopter and police cars surrounding
Whitworth?
Many students, some members of t his board in
cluded, said they felt uneasy and unsafe because of
the lack of co mmunication from security. Their un
settled feeling could have easily been avoided had
security sent the student body a quick message.
In our opinion, the incident should have been
evaluated more effectively since there could have
been potential danger if t he gunman had been on
Whitworth's campus. Although security thoroughly
searched campus, students should have been warned
to be cautious.
The Wednesday following the incident, Whitworth
students were notified of an emergency notification
test via e mail. We hope this means security will be
prepared to better inform students, with the tools in
place, if this type of incident should occur again.
This board urges Whitworth University to take cau
tious measures against potentially dangerous situa
tions, as we would rather err on the side of caution.
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Courtesy of whitworth.edu \
The HUB expansion will include a plaza area for outdoor eating. New food stations are expected to increase the variety of options offered by Sodexo.

HUB expansion to offer more food options
Caitlyn Starkey
Staff Writer

wich option with toasted sandwiches and the Friday
french dip sandwiches, O'Brien said.
The expansion will also incorporate an outside eat
The Hixson Union Building main dining hall is get ing area in a new plaza-like outdoor space.
ting a face lift this summer.
Additionally, students can expect new easy-to-read
As m any students on campus know, the current digital readout boards displaying the menu choices.
dining hall is being expanded
There will also be a screen
toward Arend Hall. The ex
in the hallway before en
pansion will cost $6.5 million
tering the main dining hall
"It's set up for more
dollars and will add smother
so students can see the
international [style of food].
220 seats and two new menu
day's dining option.
options to the space.
"Really the student
— JIM O'BRIEN
The addition will ha ve two
has much more variety,"
Sodexo general manager
new eating formats as well as
O'Brien said.
ground and mezzanine level
The dining hall expan
seating.
sion is expected to finish
There will be a new Italian option with brick oven the second week of May.
pizza and pasta and an Asian flavored option called
"[The construction company] will go into the food
Global Connections.
court area and the main dining hall and remodel,"
"It's set up for more international [style of food]," O'Brien said.
Sodexo<}eneral Manager Jim O'Brien said.
The remodel of the dining hall and connection of
The shift in placement of pizza and Asian-inspired the two sections is expected to be finished by July 30.
dishes frees up space in the original dining hall. The The updated dining hall, complete with new carpet,
current international format will change to Mexican dishes, chairs and tables will be open to students fall
food. Students can also look forward to a hot sand 2012.

Summer conference and events will have to change
their original dining location because it will be under
construction.
"During the summer we will serve most of our
meals in the Multipurpose Room," O'Brien said.
Yet as campus waits for the new expansion to be
unveiled, construction continues. Students who fre
quent the main dining hall have noticed.
"It's annoying, and a bit of an inconvenience, but
it s not that bad," junior David Farrar said.
Some students have simply gotten used to the hum
of construction on the opposite side of the wall.
I find the vibrations during construction quite
soothing while eating," sophomore Katie Gary said.
Yet Gary agrees with Farrar — sh e said the con
struction can be bothersome and in the way.
It s slightly obnoxious during the school year, but I
totally understand," she said.
Junior Jordan McCandless chooses to focus on the
positive, namely the new food.
I m excited," he said. "I'm particularly excited
about the Italian section. I am a fan of Italian."

Contact Caitlyn Starkey at
cstarkeyl 4@my.whitworth.edu.

Examining campus security
As crime rates rise in surrounding areas, security
strives to keep campus safe through communication
Evanne Montoya

and adjacent public property were-27 counts of b ur
glary and three of motor vehicle theft. According to this
report, since 2008, aside from burglary, the only crimi
nal offenses in those same categories were one count
of arson in 2008 andone forcible sex offense in 2009.

Staff Writer

Hie Spokane Sheriff's Department, drove through
the Back 40 while assisting the Spokane Police Depart
ment in the search for triple-murder suspect Dustin
William Gilman the night of Friday Feb. 10, Whitworth's security services supervisor said.
Whitworth security has the option of sending emer
Supervisor Mark McFall said the police called Whit
worth security to notify them of the search Friday gency notification via text message through the RAVE
around 9:30 p.m., giving them the suspect and vehicle emergency notification system, according to the An
nual Security report available on Whitworth's web
descriptions.
"The on-duty security officers searched the campus, site. They also are able to send out mass notification
through a pop-up message on faculty, staff and student
but did not find the vehicle," McFall said.
computers, according to the
McFall chose not to notify
report.
Whitworth students, as he
McFall chose not to use
did not want to raise an un
"While the crime rate on
those
measures in this situa
necessary alarm.
tion for a number of reasons.
Whitworth campus remains
"It was not an imminent
"The Campus-wide secu
threat to campus,-and there
relatively low, there are things
rity
alert system is for serious
was no indication that the
matters, imminent threats,"
that happen around us, as
suspect was headed here,
McFall said. "It's not to be
so we properly responded
evidenced by recent events."
overused."
by thoroughly searching our
McFall uses the system
— MARK MCFAL L
area," he said.
sparingly as overuse of the
Police found Gilman's
security services supervisor
system could result in desen
body in a wooded area Mon
sitizing students and staff to
day; he had died from a selfthe messages, he said.
inflicted gunshot wound to
While McFall is careful in how he uses the system,
the head according to an article in the SpokesmanReview. the body was found about three miles from he said if he thinks something of a security nature is
important for the campus to know, he will send it out. .
Whitworth, near the Wandermere Bridge.
"I am the one who made this judgment call," he said.
"When in doubt I am going to err on the side of Safety."
Students, faculty and staff can sign up to be notified
McFall said when Whitworth moved to Spokane, it by the RAVE text message system, which underwent a
test Wednesday, Feb. 15, To do this they need to log in
was isolated from the city.
"Whitworth was considered a quiet, peaceful, crime- to Pirate Port, and fill out the emergency contact infor
mation in the User Account section.
free enclave behind the 'pinecone curtain,"' he said.
McFall has requested additions to Whitworth's
As the city has expanded toward Whitworth, McFall
said, the city environment, including the crime that methods of communicating to the campus in an emer
gency, he said.
goes with it, has approached the campus as well.
"We a re exploring moving towards levels of mass
"While the crime rate on Whit
worth campus remains
relatively low, there are things that happen around us, communication," McFall said. Those additions would
as evidenced by recent events," he said. Those events include a loudspeaker system and visual text displays
include a robbery at Jack in the Box, the SWAT opera in the buildings, he said.
tion on Highway 2 a few months ago, and the lesser
neighborhood thefts and vandalism, he said.
In the 2010 Main Campus Crime Statistics, the crim Contact Evanne Montoya at
inal offenses reported for the campus, non-campus, emontoya!3@my. whitworth.edu.

Security at Whitworth

A changing environment

This week: "Jesus Stories"

^WhitPRES

Worship
8:15 a.m. - contemporary
9:30 a.m. - contemporary
10:30 a.m. - traditional
11:01 a.m. - contemporary
Blog
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Approximate amount raised for Multiple
Sclerosis research by the Bachelor/
Bachelorette Auction this year.
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Number of new food stations that will be
. available when the Hixson-Union Building
expansion opens in the fall.

29

A career-high scored by Whitworth senior bas
ketball player Felix Friedt against Willamette
University on senior night.

10,600

Number of boxes New Jersey artist Franck
de Las Mercedes has sent, reaching every
continent in the world.
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After an accident in November, Didier's Yogurt & More was forced to close and remodel its building. Didier's grand reopening will occur Feb. 27.

Renovated Didier's scheduled to open
She said she hopes the returning customers willlike
the changes.
"It's so hard to go from cool blue, white-greys to a
warmer palette. I hope it's pulling together good," she
After months of remodeling and repair, the local said. "I hope that's what people say when they come
restaurant Didier's, famous for their frozen yogurt, is in is 'oh I like it.'"
Etten said she felt like with everything new, the res
finally ready to reopen its doors on Feb. 27. Hie store
was under construction since November of last year taurant got a second chance. For Etten it was impor
tant to bring back Didier's because she explained that
after a car accident nearly demolished the building.
"I can really relate to people who have had their after working in a place for over 15 years it feels like
home.
houses burn down and just
Didier's is raising the bar
lost everything, it's such a
"I got to go in about three days
with its new frozen yogurt
mind boggling thing," owner
Karen Etten said remember
after [the accident] happened. machines.
"Each of these machines
ing the incident.
The only thing that was
is a $25,000 machine and
Employee and Whitworth
there's four of them," Etten
sophomore Selene Meyers
still intact was the hot
said. "These produce the best
recalls the aftermath of the
fudge machine. Basically
quality of yogurt that you
crash.
"I got to go in about three
every machine and everything can compared to the other
days after it happened," she
ones with the pour overs
we used was ruined."
said. "The only thing that was
with gravity fed. When you
still intact was the hot fudge
go to these other places their
— SELENE MEYERS
machine. Basically every
machines are, I d on't know,
sophomore Didier's employee
machine and everything we
$10,000? These produce the
used was ruined."
best."
Etten said there will be a few changes to the eatery,
Etten said Didier's also tries to offer more when it
but the place overall is very much the same.
comes to service.
"We had to make some changes to code updates,"
"We're more into the service aspect of it where we
she said. "We changed the color scheme, that's about serve itto you,"she said. "We have more invested in it."
it."
Etten said she believes that because of the high

Sandra Tully
Staff Writer
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quality machines and the fact that Didier's blends
their own flavors themselves, customers will be more
than happy with the product.
People in the community are already excited abc
Didier's opening again.
"We have tons of people come by every day," Etten
said.
' ', f
Etten said she is still worried about her regular cus
tomers returning.
as
"In this day and age when you're closed, when
you're out of the loop for long, will you get back your
regular customers?" she said. "It's a scary question for
us, will our customers come back."
Meyers said she is excited to get back to work atDi
dier's.
"I recognize a lot of people from the college, espe
cially on Tuesdays," Meyers said about working there.
Meyers will resume her job when Didier's opens
again.
"I keep thinking about it every time I pass," she said.
"I probably will work there through the rest of my col
lege years."
Etten said the restaurant may have a soft open
sooner if Didier's is restored in time. The popular eat
ery is anticipated to be full of customers on opening
day.
Etten said customers are already knocking on the
doors and peeking in the windows in anticipation.
Contact Sandra Tully at
stully15@my. whitworth.edu.

Bonner leader
fills schedule
with service
opportunities
Caitlyn Starkey
Staff Writer
Sophomore Hannah Crawford is a spunky blond,
filled with a passion for service and a full schedule to
prove it.
Crawford grew up hearing about Whitworth from
her dad and family friend Whitworth Trustee Clark
Donald.
"They were always like 'Hey, Whitworth is great,'"
Crawford said.
She then had the opportunity to see the Whitworth
choir on its Christmas tour. She said she loved the
music and knew that Whitworth had a strong English
program, her major area of interest.
"At that point I was a choir nerd," she said.
She applied to Whitworth and was accepted. She"
said she received the best financial aid, making her
decision clear. However, she never visited campus be
fore attending.
"My first day on campus was the first day of Traditiation," Crawford said.
But the gamble paid off, and Crawford has come to
love the campus and the community, she said.
Crawford is an English major and a communica
tions minor, but said she is currendy debating be
tween the writing and literature tracks.
"I have always beenkind of a bookworm but wasn't
interested in the classics until later," she said.
However, she is currently looking at a career in
publishing or freelance writing, making the decision
between literature or writing undecided.
"I acknowledge that having an English degree will
make me a poor woman," Crawford said.
Though Whitworth campus may be her current
home, Crawford said her family is slightly nontraditional. Until her junior year of high school, she only
had two siblings.
"I grew up with just two—my older brother [who is
21] and younger brother who is 15," Crawford said.
But in 2008, he r family adopted Annamarie, now
13, Naomi, now 6, and David, now 3, from Ghana.
. "It's hard to picture my family before them," Craw
ford said. "I love them."
With a loving family at home, Crawford has adopt
ed another family on campus. She isemployed as one
of the Taylor's nannies.
"It's great," she said. "At points I feellike they are my
family away from home."
The Taylor's youngest daughter Chloe is one year
younger than Crawford's youngest sister. She likes
having that sisterly connection, she said.
Crawford has a passion and drive to serve others
and her involvement with a chapel worship team, En
Christo and Bonner Leaders shows it.

Photographer: Rebekah Daniel
Graphic artist: Eli Smith
Sophomore Hannah Crawford, an English major, loves rea
ding. She also enjoys playing the guitar.
She started at En Christo last December when a or Americorps members. Together, the Bonner lead
friend, junior Michelle Slate, invited her. Slate was ers have provided 45,730 hours of service to Spokane
leaving for a JanTerm trip and asked Crawford to tem County since the inception of the program," according
porarily replace her as lunch making assistant. Now to Whitworth's Service-Learning website.
"Currently my main locations are En Christo and
Crawford has moved up and is the lunch making co
Rockwood Retirement," Crawford said. "It's like hav
ordinator.
"En Christo is a great way to get off ca mpus and ing 100 grandparents."
serve," she said.
Crawford has a full schedule of English classes and
En Christo helped Crawford get connected with service with En Christo and Bonner Leaders. How
Bonner Leaders. Junior Katie Apland was involved does she do it all?
with En Christo and encouraged Crawford to look
"I'm a secret ninja but don't tell anyone," Crawford
said with a laugh.
into it.
"Bonner leaders make a two-year commitment to
a community-service and leadership-development
program, during which they complete a minimum Contact Caitlyn Starkey at
of 300 h ours of service as work-study, students and/ cstarkeyl 4@my.whitworth.edu.
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SCHAiBOiS
by Melinda Leavitt
This last week in the Chambers was busy!
First of all, we were all stunned by a wonderful
presentation from the builders of the HUB expansion.
Pictures and boards are going to be put up around
the HUB so that you can see what the new part of the
building will look like.
Your jaws may hit the floor and everyone
graduating will vow to make Mecca-esque journeys
back to campus in order to see it.
Parts of the dining will be moved around, a brickoven pizza place will be in the new addition, and two
levels of seating possibilities will make the dining
hall even more spacious. Even the current dining hall
and serving area will be given a tasteful face-lift (as
opposed to a disasttous Botox job).
We also were presented with a requisition to
help fund students traveling over to the west side of
Washington for a leadership breakfast and weekend.
Supporting and opposing arguments were heard and
ultimately the measure settled for partial funding.
We want to spend your money wisely, so if you're
a club or group that would like to requisition for
funding for awesome programs or events, please talk
with Laura Cardie (lcardlel2). She can give you the
low down on how that process works.
I a lso would like to thank our guests who come
to the meetings. We appreciate you coming and
being interested. If anyone would like to come to our
meeting, get fiee dinner, and see what we do, email
Christine Whiteaker to get on the list. Just make sure
you email her by noon on Wednesdays.
Also apply for an ASWU position for next year!
Come color ASWU.
We have hired and elected positions in every
area, so there is probably something that would be a
perfect fit for who you are. Come check us out.

Faculty to sharpen skill sets

i • i include
• l.. different
4Jffnront pArnrorcatin
nc all
all olmr
of which
conversations
aimed
around areas of scholarship.
Some of the topics from the previous years include:
"learning in the 21st century," "teaching ethics
whether you like it or not" and "understanding our
faith and mission."
Mike Ingram, associate provost of faculty
development and scholarship, used the example of a
lumberjack when asked to describe FDD.
"A lumberjack sharpens their tools to chop wood
more efficiently," he said. "[FDD] allows faculty
to have intellectual conversations about teaching
pedagogies that will then help students to learn
better."
Ingram, who has spoken at many FDDs in the
past, said the time will be used to inform faculty
how to engage students in scholarships; refresh
their memory on technology, and learn any new
information. For new faculty who ha
ve just joined the
university, this is a chance to learn new helpful tips
that can help sharpen their teaching.
"This is an investment by the university to help
faculty become even stronger teachers and advisers,"
Ingram said.
He said he hopes that this time spent together,
which is difficult to achieve during the semester, will
promote more student-faculty collaboration.

Jennifer Ingram
Staff Writer

There seems to be a lack of clarity about what
exactly faculty development day consists of on
Whitworth's campus. Some students acknowledge
that FDD is a chance for faculty to re-vamp their
teaching techniques, and others are just thrilled to
have a three day weekend.
"Faculty development day is a day to develop the
faculty," senior Samantha Trestik said.
"It's a chance for full-time professors to invest
in new perspectives and educate them in ways to
better improve their teaching," said Jackye Peacock,
program coordinator of academic affairs and
sponsored programs.
Peacock is in charge of the logistics of the
mandatory day.
Archives show FDD extending back to October
1994, and have since occurred twice every year.
Whitworth incorporates FDD into the last Friday
of each October and February as a way to break up
the year and allow full-time faculty a chance to renew
their teaching styles.
"We have received great feedback on how
beneficial [FDD] is," Peacock said.
This year's development day has been titled
"scholarship how-to" day, where members will
talk about how to get a book contract, publishing
Contact Jennifer Ingram at
information, and reviewing book work.
Faculty are asked to attend three of 15 classes, jingraml 3@my.whitworth.edu.

Until next week,
Melinda

Contact Melinda Leavitt at
mleavittl2@my.whitworth.edu.
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ARTS&CULTURE
Artist sends peace, hope, love via mail
Jacqueline Goldman
Staff Writer
Total world peace may seem like a far-off goal, but
one artist is making steps in the right direction by tak
ing peace and sending it throughout the world. Artist
Franck de Las Mercedes has been sending abstracdy
painted boxes labeled "Fragile: Contains Peace" to ev
ery corner of the globe since May 2006.
The aim of de Las Mercedes' project is to make
people reconsider, their ability to influence change,
communicate to one another through art and make
art accessible to people from all walks of life, de Las
Mercedes said on his website.
De Las M ercedes hand paints each box and pro
vides it with a label that reads "Fragile: Contains
Peace," "Hope" or "Love" in the recipient's native lan
guage. The visual artist said he hopes to inspire more
than just the excitement of receiving a colorful pack
age in the mail; de Las Mercede
s said he hopes the box
elicits conversation about what it contains.
"[The goal is to have] people interact with a work of
art, from the person requesting one, to the very first
change of hands at the post office, all the way to its re
Photo courtesy ofwww.fdlmstudio.com
ceiver," de Las Mercedes said.
Artist Franck de Las Mercedes started his PriorityBoxes art project in 2006 and has mailed more than
The boxes carry messages of hope, peace and love 10,600 boxes tolocations inevery continent. Hesaid he hopes the project
makes artaccessible to people.
to every continent, yet the boxes don't actually have
de Las Mercedes said he thinks that is theright choice. and supporters. Through his Twitter and Facebook
anything inside of them.
"I think it makes the message more poignant," de that he updates regularly, de Las Mercedes personally
"As an artist, I have seen the importance of art and
how it is able to bridge people together and find com Las Mercedes said. "How do you give a value to ideas thanks those who request boxes and post pictures on
like 'Peace' 'Hope' and 'Free his page. How busy is he during the day? Just take a
mon ground," de LasMercedes
said. "Art has the power to "[The goal is to have] people dom?' It wouldn't have the same look at one of his Twitter posts from Feb. 13.
"Shipped over 100 boxes today to #New Zealand,
message if you could buy a box of
communicate and to change
interact with a work of art, 'Hope.'"
#Australia, #Belgium, #Spain, #Finland, #Brazil, #Switlives. This project is very imDe Las Mercedes requests that zerland, #Italy, #Ethiopia and #Taiwan!"
.portant because it helps find
from the person requesting
people who receive his boxes post
common ground."
one, to the very first change pictures of themselves with the
Since 2006, th e project has
grown substantially. It origi of hands at the post office, all box on his Facebook page. Take
one look at his page, and it's obvi
nally began as an experiment
the way to its receiver."
ous that his message of lo ve and
inspired by a run-in with a
peace
is trulybeing received glob
Post Office worker who noted
— FRANCK DE LAS MERCEDES
ally.
that the boxes of paints he
artist
One box recipient, Shannon
would mail resembled art
Lubben, shared the box with her
work, de Las Mercedes said.
Now he has sent out more than 10,600 boxes that have daughter and said she was thankful for a beautiful mo
ment to talk about something like love with her family.
gone to every continent in the world.
"When my daughter first saw the box, she d
idn't un
"It's rewarding when I hear from people how [the
boxes] have affected them in their lives, not my work, derstand that it doesn't need to be opened up, that it
but how art has impacted their lives," de LasMercedes contains love, and love is not tangible," Lubben said
said. "People find a sense of hope within this project." on de Las Mercedes' Facebook page.
Whitworth senior graphic design major Pamela
Anyone can request a box. The boxes are free of
Photo courtesy ofwww.fdlmstudio.com
charge and have always been that way, even when it Murphy, upon learning about the project, said she ap Each box mailed "contains"peace, love or hope.
required de Las Mercedes to pay for shipping out of preciates de Las Mercedes' project.
"I think that it is a cool project because hope is
his own pocket. His only reward is to spread those
Want to request a Priority Box?
messages throughout the globe from his studio apart something America lacks, even amongst our rich so
Visit Franck de Las Mercedes website:
ment in New Jersey,and since starting he has received ciety," Murphy said. "It's very encouraging for society
www.fdlmstudio.com/PriorityBoxes
V
J
financial assistance from donations by supporters of in general."
the project.
Although de Las Mercedes keeps busy painting Contact Jacqueline Goldman at
After sixyears the boxes are stillsent out for freeand boxes, he puts aside time to keep in contact with fans jgoldmanl3@my.whitworth.edu.
++
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just red coats on the mountain

p Mt. Spokane volunteer ski patrollers form strong bonds within the community

-Z.
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Q

Nerissa Kresge
StaffWriter

U
Mountain mamas, twin sisters, ski brats, adopted
aunts and uncles, ski-sters, and mountain families,
all nicknames for ski patrollers, gather under the roof
of the Mt.Spokane Ski Patrol lodge. Many new pa
trol
lers are unaware at the beginning of their career as a
volunteer patroller that when they put on the ski pa
trol red coat, they pick up a family — th at becomes
obvious very quickly.
The National Ski Patrol began in 1938 after a physi
cian named "Minnie" Dole broke his leg and spent
hours waiting in excruciating pain for help to return
and assist him off the mountain. That same year Mt.
Spokane Ski Patrol (MSSP) became the fourth patrol
to register nationally and begin serving the public,
according to MSSP's website, www.mssp.org.
MSSP ha s been running for more than 70 years
and is unlike many other ski patrols in the nation. The
majority of mountains in the nation do not have a ski
lodge for patrollers to spend time with each other, get
ready for their shifts, and have their family with them.
Mt. Spokane does.
According to George White, third-year patrol
ler and Outdoor Emergency Care Instructor, the ski
lodge was built in the early 90s. Like the ski patrol it
self, which is 100 percent volunteer-run, the ski lodge
was built by the community with funding from ski
swaps, donations from local businesses and other
fund-raising activities.
"The ski lodge is a piece of infrastructure that
builds a place where people can be together," White
said.
On any given day, patrol family members any
where from 2 months old into their 70s can be found
within the lodge. It creates a unique sense of commu
nity among the patrollers and their families, as well
as exposing patrollers' children to new responsibili
ties and experiences.
"All the kids who come up, help out," said Megan
Highberg, wife of a fifth-year patroller. "They, help
clean. They look after the other kids. They become
part of the family."
Many of th e children who grow up within the ski
patrol family, including Highberg's daughter, eagerly
count down the days until they turn 15 and become

Photographer: Nerissa Kresge
Mt. Spokane ski patrollersgo through training before they become a volunteer and are certified
to be
Outdoor Emergency Care Technicians. Patrollers come to work on the mountain formany reasons
including improving theirskiing and snowboardingskills andgiving back to the community.
part of the Ski Patrol Youth program, a program de
signed to expose teenagers to the demands of patrol.
Once in the SPY pr ogram, 15-year-olds are ex
pected to act like mature adults. Jacqueline Essig, a
12-year veteran and OEC instructor, joined the patrol
at 14 years old (age req
uirements have changed since
then).
"I had to act like an adult, to learn how to act
quickly in high stress situations," Essig said. "I had to
learn how to be professional and not act like some
one my own age."
If the "SPY kids" can meet the challenge, they are
seen as just another red coat.

Think you might want to sport a red coat and be a volunteer on the mountain?
Opportunities to work as a volunteer ski patroller are available to everyone. Those interested in
joining the Mt. Spokane Ski Patrol can sign up on March 11 at 8 a.m. at Mt. Spok
ane Ski and Snow
Park They will have an interview and ski (or snowboarding) test that day. Once candidates, they
will take a 110-hour Outdoor Emergency Care (OEC) class beginning in April, as well as on-the-hill
training in December, and several other requirements during the fall.
Graduates of the OEC class are certified to be Outdoor Emergency Care Technicians and patrol
lers can advance their knowledge by taking other classes such as "avalanche safety' and mountain
travel rescue."
And just because it is called the "sld" patrol, does not mean snowboarders are not
equally welcome.

A p atroller's job can be anything from giving a
guest a complementary ride down the hill to help
ing people with broken bones, concussions, heart
attacks or simply putting a 6-year-old's ski back on.
No matter the challenge, patrollers know they have a
strong team behind them.
"Patrol is the great equalizer," White said. "Wehave
doctors, lawyers, nurses, single moms with four chil
dren, teachers, builders. On the hill everyone is a pa
troller. Everyone is trained in the same material."
Most choose to patrol at Mt. Spokane because it
is the mountain they grew up on. They come to ski
patrol for many reasons: life changing circumstanc
es, looking to meet like-minded people, wanting to
spend more time on the mountain as well as give
back to the community, and hoping to develop ad
vanced first aid skills as well as impro
ving their skiing
or snowboarding abilities.
This year, those interested in joining the MSSP can
sign up on March 11 at 8 a.m. They will go through
an interview as well as a ski (or snowboarding) test.
If their abilities are determined to be inadequate for
toboggan training, they will b e offered a "toboggan
free" position.
Beginning in April, new candidates are required
to go through a 110-hour OEC (Outdoor Emergency
Care) class, then spend five weekends in "on the hill"

story continues, See Mt. Spokane, page 13
+
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THE REVIEW
Samantha Payne
StaffWriter

Recent events:

Tuesday, Feb. 21 - Feb. 23

Every year more than 1 million
people are taken against their will and
Thursday, Feb. 16
trafficked across international bor
ders. Sex Trafficking Awareness Week
This year's Bachelor/Bachelorette highlights that issue.
Auction raised approximately $1,200for
Junior Flaley Atkinson, president of
Multiple Sclerosis research.
the International Justice Mission club,
The auction on Thursday was an who helped organize the events, said
evening of gene rous giving and hearty the week will be used to give students
laughter.
a fuller understanding of the issue. It
Students took to the stage to reveal will also inform the students ofways to
their most embarrassing moments, their make a change.
best dance moves and their best pick-up
"I think it's something that we're
lines in hope ofincreasing bids amongst woefully unaware of — how prevalent
the audience.
it is in the world and in our city," At
One of the bidders of the evening kinson said.
was senior Daniel Gubitz, who won ack
J
If you are interested in learning
Dunbar of the group Bad Assets, an d about the sex trafficking industry,
won the Nerf Nerds: Julia Feeser, Court there are a number of events happen
ney Edwards, J.illie Berry and Courtney ing oh campus this week.
Fairhart.
The movie "Trade" was shown on
"They're my friends and I love them," Tuesday, Feb. 21, in the Robinson
Gubitz said. "It's a great cause; if you Teaching Theatre. It told the story of a
have anything to spend your money on, young girl who became a victim of sex
why not this?"
trafficking and of the hardships her
brother endured to find her.
Members of t he Tiny Hands Inter

Upcoming:

yard.
"One of the primary reasons was
to transform the city," Wiseno r said,
"It was to change the region's and na
tion's view of the city."
Whitworth and the World's Fair
have a meaningful relationship.
"Whitworth students were involved
in the fair," Wi senor said. "The stu
dents wrote their own scripts and put
on plays several times each day, en
tertaining children from all over t he
U.S., from all over the world." Youngs
is a professor at Eastern Washington
University and will come to Whitworth
Wednesday at 7 p.m. in the Weyer
haeuser Hall, Robinson Teaching The
atre.

Wednesday, Feb. 22

Saturday, Feb. 25

Did you know Spokane is, and was,
the smallest city to host the World's
Fair, and that Whitworth students
were involved?
J. William T. Youngs' lecture "Expo
'74 and the Transformation of Spo
kane" will help celebrate Whitworth
Heritage Month.
"I think that any student that has
been downtown, been to the IMAX
theatre or walked around Riverfront
Park would be interested to know that
the park wouldn't exist without the
World's Fair," said Tad Wisenor, direc
tor of campaign planning, who helped
organize the event.
Wisenor said that before the World's
Fair, Spokane looked like an industrial

This year's Dodgeball Tournament's
first place prize is a$20 gift card for each
member of the winning team.
"It's an opportunity for people to get
involved and have fun — you can dress
up, too," said senior Brandon Ellendt,
the sports events and tournaments co
ordinator. The tournament, put on by
ASWU, s tarts at noon on Saturday in
Graves Gym.
Students can join the tournament
with a team of up to seven players for a
fee of $5. Ellendt also,said he hopes that
girls will join the event.
"It is a co-ed tournament withat least
one girl on every team,"Ellendt said.

national staff will give a talk
about their work and is
sues of sex trafficking in
Nepal in the Music
Building, 101 Recital
Hall, Thursday, Feb.
23, at 7 p.m. Tiny
Hands International is anon-profit organization which
seeks to help victims of injustice
through Christianity.
McMillan Hall will host a garage
sale Saturday, Feb. 25, where proceeds
will go to an organization which helps
free sex-slaves from trafficking. The
sale starts at 10 a.m.

Book Review: La Ruina's 'The Natural*

How to be the world's greatest seducer and write a book bragging about it
Nerissa Kresge
StaffWriter
Single Awareness Day has come and
gone, leaving many of us wondering
why we are single. What should I be
doing differently? Is it my hair? Atti
tude? Lifestyle?Why them and not me?
Gentlemen, you are in luck. According
to author Richard La Ruina, he has the
answer to all of tho se questions in his
recently released book, "The Natural:
How to Effortlessly Attract the Women
You Want."
La Ruina is so confident in his abili
ties to turn neglected and ignored men
into the next "Rico Suaves," that he has
deemed himself, "master lotharios"
(which by the way, th e dictionary de
fines as a man who obsessively seduces
and deceives women). He includes a
warning at the beginning of the book.
"When you have completed this
book, you will possess a kind of raw
power that at first can be intoxicating,"
La Ruina writes. "With great power
comes great responsibility."
The warning continues. La Ruina
tells the male reader that he willneed to

use his "moral compass" and use these
skills only for good, especially when
"you find that special someone, offer
her the love and respect she deserves."
That is slightly ironic since throughout
the book La Ruina continually refer
ences his "amazing" conquests, tak
ing home a different magazine-worthy
woman every night of the week.
La Ruina's book seems to be an hom
age to himself. He begins "The Natural"
by explaining his background growing
up in London. He continues by de
scribing how he had never had a girl
friend, dropped out of college and lived
at home with his mother until the age
of 25. Then, one magical day, things
changed and he began to study the art
of "the game."
The game is the pickup artist's exper
tise. To become a master at the game a
male is able to pick up any wo
man he is
interested in. There is a whole science
behind it, and supposedly La Ruina has
mastered these "skills."
Out of the goodness of his heart, La
Ruina has offered to teach others these
skills through his book, website and
videos.

What is discussed in La Ruina's first
chapter "The Attraction," seems like
nothing more than basic social science
theories. Men are attracted to healthy
women who seem able to have chil
dren. Women are attracted to strong
men who seem like they will b e able
to provide. In order for a weak man to
seem strong, the weak man needs to
build up his image with positive selftalk. Self-talk needs to be spoken in
the positive, not the negative. Oh, did I
mention, La Ruina said he took home a
tall, Estonian model?
According to Amazon.com, custom
ers either love the man and his ideas or
go to the other extreme, citing him as
egotistical, describing fake conquests
and teaching "creepy" strategies that
would never actually work.
I for one know that if I were ap
proached by a man embodying La
Ruina's essence, I would keep running
in the opposite direction for as long
and as far as possible.

Contact Nerissa Kresge at
nkresgel2@my.whitworth.edu.

Photo courtesy of
pickuppodcast.com
Richard La Ruina gives men advice
on picking up women in his new
book released Feb. 7. LaRuina said
he didn't have a girlfriend until age
25 and he figured out "the game."

MT. SPOKANE VOLUNTEER SKI PATROLLERS
continued from page '10
training, as well as several other volunteer require
ments.
The ben efits of t he OEC class go beyond learn
ing advanced first response medical training; it be
comes a bonding experience.
After OEC, bonds only strengthen. Essig said-that
on the mountain patrollers become more than col
leagues, they are family.
"They almost know you better than your own fam
ily," Essig said. "They see you at your best and your
worst. They're there to back you up and tell you 'You
can do this. We're not going to let you fail.'"
Chris Bernardi, MSSP's only full-time snowboarder went into OEC nervous about his lack of medical
knowledge. But one study session on the circulatory
system led to a lifelong friendship with a fellow can
didate.
"My ignorance medically led to a bond that will
last a lif etime and that's with my best friend," Ber
nardi said.
That bond is further strengthened through the
teamwork of patrolling.
"We have a job to do and our job is very serious,"
Photographer: Nerissa Kresge
Bernardi said. "You can't do it alone. You need the
right people so we tend to surround ourselves with Ski patrollers gather in Mt.Spokane's ski
lodge. The lodge was built in the early 90s with
people we trust."
For t he newly qualified MSSP patroller putting funding from ski swaps and donations.
the red coat on for the first time is just the beginning
Contact Nerissa Kresge at
of the journey.

nkresge!2@my.whitworth.edu.
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Content found in the "I Saw You" section are
student submissions and do not necessarily reflect
the opinion of The Whitworthian.
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Senior Night B-Ball Game

I saw you at the basketball game looking around
wondering why you were the only ones in beach
attire. I guess you missed the three e-mails, but
you made my evening. Signed, Everyone dressed
in black
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Nerd Alert

I sawyou studying in the science building Saturday
night. That is true dedication. Nerds unite!
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See You Next Fall
I held the door open for you, tripped, then contin
ued to run into the next door after that. I know you
tried to not laugh. Thanks.

Seat Stealer
I sawyou complaining to the professor about how
I stole your spot in class, even though we are not in
assigned seating. Are we ingrade school?

Education
I sawyou filling out your student teaching certifica
tion form and pause at the felony section.

Back 40 Lovers
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I saw you two coming out of the Back 40 late at
night, blanket in hand. Do you think that counts as
off-campus?
2
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Our acclaimed Master
in Teaching Program has a
78% job placement rate.*
Now with a part-time option.
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Now you have a choice: enroll in our Master in Teaching (MIT)
program to earn your master's degree and teaching certification
in just 13 months. Or, for added flexibility, explore our new
part-time option. Our unique cohort model provides support
and encouragement along the way.
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Scan QR code to submit your own I Saw You on
your mobile device.
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*Most recent data
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A N E D U C A T I O N O F M I N D A N D H E A RT

Submissions published as received.

Seen someone? Submit your 'I sawyou' (limited to
50 words) online at thewhitworthian.com.
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Contact mit@whitworth.edu
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OPINIONS

CASTINO THE FIRST PINECONE fat
Graphic Artist: Hannah Charlton

Hypocritical Christians fail to accept others
JASMINEBARNES

"Why do you look at the speck of sawdust in your
brother's eye and pay no attention to the plank in
your own eye," -Matthew 7:3 (ESV).
I know no one is perfect. Not every Christian is
guilty of what I'm about to say. This focuses on a ma
jority of Christians, not the entire community.
Hypochristians: a term my dad came up with
when describing people in the church. A hypochristian is a hypocrite much like the pharisees. They
knew the Word well, they quoted it constantly, and
they believed they're better than the people around
them. Unfortunately, Whitworth, like the rest of
America, is full of such people.
Matthew 7:3 is a verse that is important, but often
overlooked. As Christians, people are quick to point
out other people's sins and ignore their own. They
have this mentality that they're perfect. The only
person who was ever perfect was Jesus Christ, our
Lord and Savior.
The reason that I am talking about this is because
of the recently-passed bill in Washington legalizing
gay marriage. I have seen people post on Facebook

about how people who are gay are horrible sinners
and how all gays .are going to hell. Some even said
they hate people who are gay. I had even seen an
image of a woman holding a sign saying "God hates
gays."
First of all, since when does God hate? I have read
the New Testament and some of the Old Testament
and I have never once seen the words "God hates." If
it does say that somewhere, call me out on it; I don't
mind. I just know Jesus comes with two command
ments: Love the Father in heaven and love others.
The Bible doesn't say to love other Christians; it
says to love others. That includes people who are
gay, adulterers, prostitutes and any other person
Christians group into the "sinner" category. Instead
Christians alienate those people and cause them to
have a negative outlook on the religion.
Second, Christians have decided that some sins
are worse than others. Homosexuality, pre-marital
sex and abortion are the three worst sins of this de
cade. Some churches won't allow these so-called
"sinners" to join; however, they allow people who
have married numerous times, others who got di
vorced and people who constantly eat large meals
at fast food restaurants. Did the church forget that
gluttony is one of the seven deadly sins? In 2010, ac
cording to an article on NBC, a young girl was de
nied entrance into an Episcopal school because she
was being raised by two lesbians. Instead of doing

what Jesus asked Christians to do, which is spread
the word of salvation, they cut this little girl off from
information that could save her life. They did more
than deny her a spot in the school; they denied her
the chance to hear the Word of God.
Jesus didn't ask us to judge people for him. That's
what God is there for. He is the one and only judge of
mankind. Jesus wants Christians to tell people about
him so they can be saved. Christians aren't here to
convict, condemn or criticize but are here to spread
the word of God. Christians aren't here to tell some
one that they are a sinner. Christians are not here to
tell someone they are going to hell. Christians are
definitely not here to tell someone their lifestyle is
horrible. No one is perfect. A gay person can be fol
lowing every other law except that one. In theory,
that person can be a better Christian than those who
judge him or her.
Go back to the quote at the beginning. Examine
yourself before you judge others. Are you completely
without sin? Are you living your faith to the best of
your ability? Figure out what kind of Christian you
are before you decide that someone else is doing it
wrong.

BARNES is a freshman majoring in English and
secondary education. Comments can be sent to
jbamesl5@my.whitworth.edu.

Americans should continue to help Haiti
HALEY WILLIAMSON
COLUMNIST

An earthquake with a 7.0 magnitude hit Port Au
Prince, the capitol of Haiti, on Jan. 12, 2008. The
United States immediately responded with efforts to
help provide food, shelter and clean water to those
who were lucky enough to survive the deadly event
that left 3 million people in need of emergency aid.
Celebrities and musicians alike united to record
songs to sell and raise money for Haiti's relief. Red
Cross set up a text messaging system so anyone
could text HAITI to 90999 to automatically donate
$10 to relief programs.
According to Foxnews.com, the Inter-Ameri
can Development Bank immediately approved a
$200,000 grant for emergency aid.
Six m onths after the disaster, approximately $2
billion was raised to help with construction. People
were able to donate through the Clinton Bush Haiti
Fund, the Clinton Foundation, Yele Haiti, Operation
USA, International Medical Corps or through count
less other organizations whose primary focus at the
time was Haiti.
That all took place two years ago, and as time has
progressed our efforts to help have decreased.
The o rganizations have moved onto the next re
lief project, and we have left Haiti to recover on their
own with little help.
Now, if y ou drove through the streets of Port Au
Prince, you would expect to see new buildings and
signs of recovery, but you don't.
Fly to the capitol and drive for two minutes outside
the chain link gates surrounding the airport parking
area and all you will see is a vast sea of b lue tents.
There still remains no standing structure resembling
a home..
All the rubble has been removed, but nothing has
changed.
Children are wandering the streets barefoot, hold
ing plastic tubs full of dirty water. Women stand in
doorways of what could be considered homes made
of b lue tarp roofs, plywood walls and a sheet for a
door.
Haiti needs our help now more than ever in order
to have any sort of further recovery.
Yes, a tsunami hit Japan, yes, the U.S. and its citi
zens should help Japan like they helped Haiti and
yes, they were knee-deep in destruction and needed
relief just like Haiti.
However, that does not mean Haiti gets put on the
back burner.
Haiti cannot be forgotten just because another
disaster comes along. They cannot recover on their
own right now. They are left to fend for themselves
and to rebuild their capitol which is nothing but
cleaned-up rubble.
Not only does Port Au Prince need help, but so do
the rest of the surrounding cities in the country.
Saint Louis Du Nord is located 60 miles, just a
short and bumpy six-hour bus ride north of Port
Au Prince on the northern shore of Haiti. When the

Graphic Artist: Eva Kiviranta
earthquake hit, the city did not have any structural
damage but felt the aftershocks that shortly followed
the immediate hit.
The aftershocks sent the city into a massive, con
fused panic as people tried to decipher what was
happening. As the days passed, communication
from the capitol to surrounding cities increased and
word of mouth spread the news as Haitians flooded
to the northern cities.
This hurt the city of Saint Louis Du Nord, consid
ering they are already the an underprivileged city.
The flood of people caused the Haitians lifestyles
and ways of providing for their families to dramati
cally change.
Haiti is an absolutely beautiful country, and even
in the midst of d estruction they celebrate each day
as God's gift. Haitians do not deserve to live in such

poor conditions.
Two years ago, Jamie Foxx released the music vid
eo "We Are The World," and said that he along with
the other artists in the video "share the same com
mitment to take action to help Haiti rise from the
rubble and rebuild."
What happened to that commitment? What will it
take for people to realize that six months of d ona
tions was not enough and that we need to continue
to pour what we can into Haiti until they can actually
start to rebuild?

WILLIAMSON is a freshman majoring in journalism
and mass communication. Comments can be sent to
hwilliamsonl5@my.whitworth.edu.

36 SOPA should be censored, not the Internet
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Many Internet users saw the recent change to
Google's homepage: a large black bar stretching
across the logo. What some users don't know, how
ever, is that Google, along with thousands of other In
ternet sites, is putting forth similar statements against
the proposed bill in Congress known as the Stop On
line Piracy Act (SOPA).
SOPA was proposed by U.S. Representative Lamar
S. Smith, who sought to crack down on various Inter
net sites that post video and audio files in violation of
copyright infringement laws. According to the Col
bert Report, Smith's bill was strongly supported
by many of the large-scale media companies,
including Time Warner, Comcast, CBS, Viacom,
and Sony Pictures, and according to Cnet news,
has even gained approval from the U.S. Cham
ber of Commerce.
Understandably, this support came with
good reasoning. The U.S. Chamber of Com
merce wrote in a letter to the editor of The
New York Times that "Rogue websites that
steal America's innovative and creative prod
ucts attract more than 53 billion visits a year
and threaten more than 19 million American
jobs." SOPA would increase the ability of the
courts and law enforcement to combat that
copyright infringement on the web, mainly by
shutting down or denying access to websites
that, as the bill states, "offer services in a man
ner that enables or facilitates [the violation of]
... any of the exclusive rights of the copyright
owner..."
Despite its good intentions, SOPA's tech
nicalities have invoked a massive resistance
to the bill by companies such as AOL, eBay,
Google, Facebook, Twitter, Firefox, Linkedln
and Zynga, all of whom have expressed
their opposi

tion to the bill's unprecedented power delegation.
Some organizations, such as the American Civil Lib
erties Union, have voiced their opposition, while hu
man organizations like the Center for Media lustice
have publicized their concerns about the bill's viola
tion of civil rights.
The main problem that most Internet companies
have with the bill is that its minor technicalities pro
vide it with the power to destroy websites that are not
dedicated to Internet piracy. For instance, if a user of
Facebook, YouTube or Twitter were to post material
that had not been licensed to them under copyright
law (let's say a video of a popular song for example),
not only the user, but the entire website would be in
jeopardy. In fact, if the website did not remove the
material within five days, it could be shut down com
pletely. Furthermore, the user who downloaded the
material could face up to five years in jail.
There are also shady areas of the bill that deal with
foreign websites. SOPA would essentially grant the
U.S. government the power to block access to foreign
websites that meet any of the broad criteria of copy
right infringement. This is where many of the civil
rights groups draw the line.
What is essentially the uncontested censoring of
outside material is borderline propaganda by omis
sion, meaning that SOPA infringes on the freedom of
speech by means of the Internet. The idea that the gov
ernment could use the pretense of copyright infringe
ment as a means of censoring thousands of websites
is a massive concern to many civil rights advocates,
and the bill would provide the means to do just that.
Recent efforts to counter the enactment of the bill
even have some politicians second-guessing them
selves. Marco Rubio, a co-founder of SOPA's partner
bill, the PROTECT IP Act (PIPA), recently dropped
his support of the act with a fittingly ironic Facebook
post, which said, "We've heard legitimate concerns
about the impact the bill could have on access to the
Internet and about a potentially unreasonable expan
sion of the federal government's power to impact the
Internet," and that "Congress should listen and avoid
rushing through a bill that could have many unin
tended consequences."
As of right now the bill is currently being post
poned, in an effort to undoubtedly wait out the nega
tive publicity surrounding it. As far as the average In
ternet user is concerned, however, the war against
government control of the web is far from over,
as millions have begun signing petitions to
thwart SOPA's passage, an action most of
us should seriously consider.
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STEVENS is a senior majoring in English and
French. Comments can be sent to
rstevensl5@my.whitworth.edu.

Graphic Artist: Samantha Smith

Military i®s@rw@s More
funding from U.S. toiidget
increase the U.S. military's cutting-edge capabilities."
Now, with the conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan
winding down, Obama is seeking to again sacrifice
our military readiness. First of all, the military needs
COLUMNIST
to recoup from nearly a decade of conflict in the Mid
dle East. Equipment must be repaired, replaced and
Last month, the Obama administration proposed improved. Secondly, we need to think seriously about
the 2013 defense budget, calling for nearly a half tril upgrading our aging conventional forces.
Despite the widespread assumption that the mili
lion dollars in cuts over the next 10 years. However,
those cuts are unnecessary, ill-conceived and should tary is on the cutting edge, a work group hosted by
the Brookings Institute concluded that "Reagan-era
cause serious alarm.
Especially in a sour economic climate, the issue of weaponry is wearing out, and the recent increase in
the defense budget is nearly always contentious. In procurement spending has not lasted long enough to
deed, it is a complex issue with many facets. However, replenish the nation's key weapons arsenals with new
there are misconceived assumptions and oversimpli weaponry ... the main elements of D oD's weapons
fications that must be addressed before evaluating the inventories — fighter jets, a rmored vehicles, surface
vessels and submarines — co ntinue to age." So me
specifics of the proposed cuts.
Since the end of WWII, th e U.S. military has been core weapons systems are more than 40 years old.
Beyond diminishing the military's superiority, that
perceived as the finest on the globe, especially after
the fall of the Soviet Union. A look at global defense aging puts our soldiers at risk due to equipment fail
expenditures shows that the U.S. s pends far more ures. For instance, "an Air Force F-15C literally broke
money on defense than any other nation. Further in half during flight some years ago. Today, every sin
more, the defense budget has increased dramatically gle Navy cruiser hull has cracks; A-10C Warthogs have
in recent years as a result of the War on Terror. Conse fuselage fractures, and the UH-1NTwin Huey helicop
quently, many people assume we must have plenty of ter fleet is regularly grounded," Eaglen said. Further
more, old equipment increases maintenance costs.
room for cuts.
Yet critical programs continue to be cut. The F-22
However, it is patently unwise to assume the auto
Raptor,
a state-of-the-art fighter, was supposed to re
matic supremacy of o ur military. Ours would not be
the first seemingly invincible military to suffer defeat. place the Air Fo rce's aging F-15 Eagle. According to
Indeed, there are two factors in particular that need to Eaglen, "the Air Force first wanted 750 F-22s. But over
be taken into consideration. First,like it or not, the U.S. the course of the F-22 program, successive adminis
operates as a global stabilizer. For instance, though it trations cut the buy from 750 to 648, t hen 438, 339,
often goes unnoticed, the worldwide presence of the 270, and finally, 187 before President Obama termi
U.S. Navy ensu res the secure shipping and free seas nated production."
That only increases the strain on our armed forces,
necessary for global commerce. No other nation has
which
are increasingly expected to do more with less
the capability to operate in this capacity.
for
longer.
Secondly, we also face the most threats. Rick Maze,
However, there are alternatives. Instead of gut ting
writing in the Army Times, quotes James Clapper,
the
budget, we should be reforming the procure
director of national intelligence, and Army Lt. G en.
Ronald Burgess, director of the Defense Intelligence ment process through which the military obtains new
Agency, as they note that "stability in Afghanistan equipment. Arthur Herman of the Wall Street Journal
and Iraq is not assured, Iran poses a threat as it gains writes that "the system has become a bureaucratic
nuclear weapons and broadens its ties to insurgent nightmare," which increases the costs of each weapon
forces in Iraq and Afghanistan, and other global risks system procured by about 25 to 50 percent. Herman
continue to present threats to U.S. security and inter contends that "changes in military acquisition could
ests ... cyber attacks, global organized crime organiza not only save hundreds of billions of dollars but could
tions, and regional violence and social upheaval also also allow our defense industry to relearn how to build
are threats." Meanwhile, the Chinese are feverishly ex- the best possible weapons at the lowest possible cost."
A b ipartisan congressional panel concluded that
~ panding their technological capabilities and a bellig
"the
aging of the inventories and equipment used by
erent and nuclear-armed North Korea is undergoing a
the services, the decline in the size of the Navy, esca
change in leadership.
So while it may be true that we spend the most on lating personnel emblements, overhead and procure
defense, it is also true that we have the greatest neces ment costs, and the growing stress on the force means
that a train wreck is coming in the areas of personnel,
sity for a dominant military. Unfortunately, the high
acquisition, and force structure," according to Eaglan.
defense budgets of recent years have, in large part, not
Instead of sc oring political points at the expense
developed our military capabilities. After the end of
of our military superiority, the administration should
the Cold War, the Clinton administration gutted mili
seek to avoid this train wreck by revitalizing the mili
tary spending. When global conflict escalated in the
tary into a force that no nation would want to tangle
wake of th e 9/11 attacks, we found ourselves having
to pour billions of dollars into rebuilding a hollowed with.
force. Then there were the wars, costing hundreds of
billions of dollars. However, according to Mackenzie NELSEN is a senior majoring in political science.
Eaglen of the American Enterprise Institute, "little of Comments can be sent to
the money needed to fight the wars did anything to mnelsenl3@my.whitworth.edu.

MAXFORD NELSEN

Mr. Mayor, it's time for bed. You have to give I—
your President's Day speech in the morning J
BOO. What has thepresident everS
done for Deadhole? What the people
really want is a MAYOR'S Day!"

[Don't make me drag youl
[to bed again, Mr. MayorJ
Hey, Marcus! I have your hatl
Marcus! What are you gonna do )
i now , No-hat?

I Goodnight, I
lMr. Mayor. I

(Goodnight,
Mr. Mayor's]
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Contraception bill hurts religious freedom

ik

As a result of complaints from the Catholic church most deeply held convictions."
Furthermore, John Garvey, president of Catholic
and other religious institutions, the Obama adminis
University
of America, teamed up with three profes
tration came out with a compromise this week. Under
the compromise, any religious institutions, such as sors from Harvard, Princeton and Notre Dame and
churches, charities or universities, can choose to opt issued a statement that the compromise "changes
As Americans, we deeply cherish religious freedom. out of providing birth control. However, the insurance nothing of moral substance and fails to remove the as
It is so important that it appears in the First Amend companies that provide health care for those institu sault on religious liberty and the rights of conscience."
ment of the United States Constitution, which states, tions must offer, for free, contraception to any woman So far, more than 160 law professors, program direc
tors ancl deans of Catholic
"Congress shall make no law respecting an estab whose employer chooses to
universities have signed
lishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise be exempt from the require
the
statement. Clearly,
"The timing of this
thereof." Even though, based on this amendment, our ment.
many of those in the
The timing of this compro
federal government is clearly not supposed to dictate
compromise, which was
Catholic church, includ
how a religious group chooses to practice its religion, mise, which was presented
ing
those who Obama
presented while the
that is exactly what one provision of the health care while the campaign for the
wanted- to appease, are
2012 election was beginning
bill has done.
campaign for the 2012
not happy with the com
Now, how does religious freedom
relate to the to pick up, definitely seems
promise.
like
a
political
strategy
for
election was beginning to
health care bill? Under previous regulations by the
So, exactly how does
Department of Health and Human Services, "till reli Obama. It is expected to be
pick
up,
definitely
seems
the
compromise violate
gious institutions except for houses of worship would a tough election, and since
our
country's cherished
there
are
approximately
70
like
a
political
be required to cover birth control [in their employees'
religious freedom?
On
health plans], including hospitals, schools and chari million Catholic voters in the
strategy
for
Obama."
the
surface,
it
appears
to
U.S., he must avoid alienat
ties."
solve the problem. How
* While it makes sense that houses of worship should ing a significant number of
ever, if one examines the
be exempt from paying for birth control if they choose, voters.
impact
that
the
compromise
will have in the future, it
Unfortunately
for
Obama,
it
appears
the
strategy
other types of religious institutions are forced to act
against their values. Some groups, particularly Catho may not work. The U.S. Conference of Catholic Bish will become clear that it solves nothing.
If, for example, a religious institution decides not
lics, firmly oppose the use of contraception because ops, the most powerful group Of Ca tholic leaders in
to
pay for a female employee's birth control, she will
the
country,
issued
a
statement
saying
that
this
"pro
they believe all birth control should be completely
natural — a nything else violates the sanctity of mar posal continues to involve needless government co get it for free from the health insurance offered by that
ercion of religious people and groups to violate their institution. But where does that money come from?
riage.
Obviously, the health insurance companiesdo not get
contraceptives for free; they must find a way to pay for
them.
Even though the effect may not be immediate, the
f f»»
requirement of the health insurance companies to
provide free birth control will result in higher premi
ums for everyone, including the religious institutions
who had purposely tried to avoid paying the extra
money. As a result, those institutions will end up pay
ing for contraception, which is a direct violation of
their religious doctrine.
As a non-Catholic Christian student who attends a
Christian university, I take great issue with the notion
that the federal government can begin mandating
anything that deals with the core values of a religious
institution. Our freedom is what makes this country
so great; we can choose to practice the religion of our
liking, and we can practice it how we see fit.
It frightens me that the federal government can
read the Constitution and still feel it has a right to tell a
religious institution what it must financially support.
Osilvermf.com 0 866.344.2675
I firmly believe that if any company wants to provide
contraception for its employees as part of its health
0 55 minutes east of downto wn Spokane on 1-90
care coverage then it absolutely has the right to do
*$10 food arid beverage voucher.
that. However, they must actually want to. It becomes
an issue of fundamental, constitutional rights when a
A
private company is forced into paying for something
it morally opposes.
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HUBBART is a sophomore majoring in business
management. Comments can be sent to
lhubbartl5@my.whitworth.edu.
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Men's basketball extends winning streak
Pirates enter NWC Tournament as No. 1 seed for the third straight season
Corina Gebbers
StaffWriter
For the third year in a row, the Whitw
orth men's bas
ketball team is headed into the Northwest Conference
Tournament as the No. 1 seed. The Bucs finished 15-1
in conference action after wins against Whitman Col
lege and Willamette University last week.
"A lot of the credit goes to our key returning play
ers and the leadership from the guys who have expe
rienced a lot of success," h ead coach Matt Logie said.
"[They] have kept our identity and our expectation lev
els high."
On Tuesday night senior forward Idris Lasisi scored
a career-high 27 points, leading the Pirates to an 81-74
victory over the host Whitman Missionaries.
"They were the only team that beat us in the confer
ence so far," Lasisi said. "I feltlike we had something to
settle, [so] I tried to be more aggressive and happened
to have a good night."
Three quick Whitworth treys gave the Pirates an
early lead, bu t Whitman rallied and went on an 11-0
run. With just under six minutes to play in the first half,
Whitworth regained momentum and took a 38-36 lead
into the locker room.
"We started off a little bit hesitant," Lasisi said. "But
after we settled down we had poise, while being aggres
sive."
A trey by sophomore guard Dustin McConnell
sparked a run for the Bucs to start the second half and
Whitworth held the lead the rest of the game. The Mis
sionaries stayed close and rallied with just over a min
ute to play, bu t Lasisi answered for the Pirates with a
3-point basket that shut down the Missionaries' hope
for victory.
Lasisi led all scorers with 27 points, while tacking on
five assists and pulling down six rebounds.
McConnell finished with 14 points and junior guard
Wade Gebbers contributed 11 points. Senior forward
Jack Loofburrow and junior forward Mack Larkin add
ed 10 points apiece.
"We've peaked at the right time," Lasisi said. "We've
been playing our best basketball and this keeps adding
to our confidence."
Whitworth wrapped up regular season action at
home on Saturday night against Willamette. Before the
game, seniors Felix Friedt, Michael Taylor, Lasisi a nd
Loofburrow were honored for Senior Night
"It's been a privilege playing here for four years,'
Friedt said. "It went by too fast,"
Friedt scored the first points of the game off a threepoint play designed for him and went on to score a ca
reer-high 29 points to lead his team to a 93-65 win over
the Bearcats.
It wasn't until just seven minutes remained in the
first half when Whitworth really found a rhythm. A
Friedt lay-in began an 8-0 run for the Pirates, who went

Photographer: Chrissy Roach
Senior lack Loofburrowloqks for a teammate on Saturday Feb. 18 during Senior Night against Willamette.
up 31-23 off a fast break bucket by Larkin. Willamette
answered with a 5-0 run of its own, but a 3-point play
for Friedt and bucket by McConnell put the Pirates up
40-32 at half.
"There was a time when we weren't taking pride in
getting stops,"Taylor said. "We knew if we got defensive
stops then offense would take care of itself."
Friedt scored six consecutive points, and Loofbur
row hit a trey to rally the Bucs early in the second half.
Willamette fought for another 5-0 run with 12 minutes
remaining, but a 3-point basket by Lasisishut down the
Bearcats' momentum. It was all Whitworth from there,
and the Pirates steadily ran away with the win.
"In the second half we definitely picked it up," Friedt
said. "We had good inside-outside attacks."
Friedt led all players with 29 points while pulling

down 13 rebounds; Loofburrow added 18 points, Lasisi
and McConnell finished with 12 points apiece and Lar
kin contributed 10 points. Overall the Pirates shot 52.9
percent from the field and out-rebounded their oppo
nents 45-29.
"When we set out at the beginning of the season we
knew we wanted to win the conference," Taylor said.
"We're taking our goals one at a time and this isthe first
one."
The Pirates will host the first round of the NWC
Championships against Lewis & Clark College on Feb.
23 at 7 p.m.

Contact Corina Gebbers at
cgebbersl 5@my.whitworth.edu.
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20 Women's basketball wins in final game
Pirate offense explodes for 90 points on Senior Night at the Fieldhouse
Meghan Dellinger
StaffWriter

Bearcats, who made 37 percent of their shots. Whit the refs."
"I t hink [the team] was very effective offensively
worth increased its shooting percentage in the sec
ond half to 60 percent, a big improvement from the [this year]," Higgs said. "If we can up our defense we
will be tough to beat."
After losing to Whitman College earlier in the first.
Belcher said although she wishes the team could
Picha led the team in scoring, with 16 points
week, Whitworth won against the Willamette Uni
versity Bearcats on Senior Night, putting up 58 points as well as two rebounds and two assists. Johnson have made the playoffs, the team overall had a good
added 15 points, two assists and six rebounds, and year.
in the second half alone.
"The fact that we had such balanced scoring, it just
On Tuesday night, Whitman beat the Pirates 71- Guthrie had 14 points, two assists and two rebounds.
showed
that we're a [team unit where] everyone can
Taylor
had
the
most
rebounds
(eight),
assists
(four)
52, dashing their hopes of making the Northwest
score and do awesome," Belcher said.
Conference Tournament. Sophomore guard Kayla and steals (four).
The women's team finished the season 11-14
"We came and did our job," freshman forward
Johnson started the Pirates off with a basket, giving
overall
and 7-9 in the NWC, putting the team in fifth
Katara
Belton-Sharp
said.
"[We]
made
the
seniors
them the lead. That would be the only lead of the
place in the NWC standings.
proud."
game for the Pirates.
She said the number of fouls called on both sides
Junior guard Lauren Picha ended the first half with
a three-pointer, sending the Pirates into halftime was what stuck out to her about the game. However, Contact Meghan Dellinger at
down by 16. Early in the second half, senior forward she said, "[The calls] weren't a factor. We p layed to mdellingerl 5@my.whitworth.edu.
Lexi Belcher sunk two free throws and pulled .the Pi
rates to 40-29, but then Whitman went on a scoring
streak and the Pirates could not catch up.
The Pirates then played their final game of the sea
son against Willamette, who was last in the confer
ence standings.
"We didn't play to our best in the first half," head
coach Helen Higgs said after the game. "[We] played
really, really well in the second. By the second min
ute of the second half, I knew we had it."
Before the game, the team honored its two se
niors, Taylor Taylor and Lexi Belcher.
"Senior nights are hard," Higgs said. "You're close
to the team, [and] the emotions of Senior Night are
hard. I'm glad we finished with a win."
The first half of the game was close, with many lead
changes between the two teams. The Bearcats shot
59 percent from the field and looked like they might
get their first conference win this season, while the
Pirates only made 30 percent of their shots. Just 10
minutes into the game, Willamette was leading.
However, both teams found themselves at the free
throw line early and often in the close first half. Af
ter sophomore guard Jenna Cacchillo sunk back-toback free throws, the teams were tied 21-21.
Although Whitworth gained the lead for a while,
Willamette caught up once more and took a 33-32
lead into the locker room at halftime.
Taylor had seven rebounds and scored six points
to help the team in the first half, and Picha had sev
en points, as well as two steals, in her 15 minutes of
playing time during the first half.
"In the first half, we were not as focused as we
needed to be," Belcher said. "[We were] more intense
in the second half."
Whitworth came out in the second half deter
mined to win. After trailing for a few minutes, the
Pirates started a scoring streak, eventually building
a 53-40 lead. Junior guard Emily Guthrie began the
comeback with back-to-back three pointers, and
Whitworth continued to extend its lead as the game
went-on.
With just six minutes left in the game, Johnson
sunk a three-pointer, extending the lead 79-52.
The Pirates held on to the lead the rest of the game,
Photographer: Chrissy Roach
finishing 90-67.
Senior forwardTaylor Taylor searches fora teammate in herlast game asa Pirateon Saturday.
The second half saw different results for the

Photographer: GregMoser
Senior outfielder Ryan Beecroft practices hisbunting atpractice last week. ThePirates are 6-3-1 thisseason so far. Their next game isMarch 3.

Baseball taffies UPS in doubleheader
Pirates have outscored Loggers 28-12 in three non-conference matchups
conditions. Whitworth's game against Concordia on beatable," Pfeffer said. "Our pitchers go out and batde
Saturday was cancelled while the Puget Sound contest for every inning and our position players grind all day,
StaffWriter
every day at practice. Ilook forward to seeing what the
was made up on Sunday.
The morning game was a close contest until the Pi rest of the season has to offer."
The Whitworth Pirates baseball team came away
In the second game, the Pirates scored early and
with a win and a tie over the weekend against the Uni rates broke it open in the eighth inning. With the score
then
rallied in the ninth to tie the game. Pfeffer dou
tied
2-2
in
the
top
of
th
e
eighth,
the
Bucs
scored
six
versity of Puget Sound at Logger Diamond in Tacoma,
runs to pull ahead and added sixmore in the top of the bled home the first run of the game and freshman
Wash.
designated hitter Paul Miller
Whitworth poured on the runs in the first game as it ninth to close out the game.
singled
in the second as the Pi
Freshman
Spencer
Ansett
hammered Puget Sound 14-2. The Pirates might have
"Our guys are not only
rates took a 2-0 lead out of th e
come away with a sweep of the Loggers, but the sec picked up the win after pitching
first inning.
talented but they have a
ond game ended in a tie after 10 innings due to dark eight strong innings, allowing four
The Loggers took the lead in
hits
and
one
earned
run
while
ness.
knack for pushing runs
the third scoring three runs on
The Bucs, who have won five of their last seven and striking out four. Ansett is 3-0 on
an RBI single and a two-run
across the plate in a
are 6-3-1 overall, were ledby sophomore Tyler Pfeffer the year and is leading the team
home run by third baseman Will
in
strikeouts
(17),
innings
pitched
who had four doubles and five of Whitworth's 30 hits
number of different ways. Mentor. Puget Sound added
in Sunday's two games. Pfeffer also drove in four runs (23.1) and is second in ERA (2.31).
four more runs in the fifth and
— DAN RAMSAY
In the top of the third, senior
while senior JR Jarrell and sophomore Gerhard Muelsixth to make the score 7-2.
third
baseman
Landon
Scott
heims each had three RBIs.
head coach
In the seventh, Scott singled
"Beating two Northwest Conference teams in non- scored on a balk by pitcher Matt
and Pfeffer doubled to put run
Robinson
after
a
leadoff
walk.
conference games is a confidence builder," head
After the Loggers scored two runs the Pirates added ners in scoring position. Back-to-back groundouts by
coach Dan Ramsay said. "But regardless of who we're
another
run in the sixth inning as senior catcher Mi Jarrell and Miller scored Scott and Pfeffer, bringing the
beating winning feels good and can be contagious."
chael
Takemura
bunted sophomore designated hitter Pirates within three runs.
The Pirates have had hot bats this season as they
After failing to get a hit in the eighth, the Pirates
have scored 10 or more runs in four of their last seven Justin Liu home to tie the game up at two.
staged a comeback in the ninth. Liu hit into a fielder's
The
next
three
innings
were
do
minated
by
Ansett
as
games. Whitworth, who played Puget Sound at the
choice, scoring Pfeffer who had walked to lead off the
Swing into Spring Baseball Classic last weekend, has he didn't give up any runs or hits, giving the Pirate of
inning.
Three batters later Muelheims doubled down
fense enough time to light up the scoreboard.
outscored the Loggers 28-12 this season.
the left field line, scoring two and tying the game at
In
the
eighth
inning
Whitworth
put
six
runs
on
the
"Our production of runs thus far can be attributed
seven. The game was called two innings later due to
to our hitter's ability to execute in run-scoring situa scoreboard. The team had five hits in the inning in
darkness.
cluding
a
three
RBI
double
by
Pfeffer.
tions," Ramsay said. "Our guys are not only talented
The Bucs travel to Central Washington University
The
top
of
th
e
ninth
was
a
lot
like
the
eighth
as
a
but they have a knack for pushing runs across the
couple of singles and two doubles drove in six more on March 3 for a doubleheader against the Wildcats.
plate in a number of different ways."
The Pi rates played a doubleheader on Sunday as runs, making the final score 14-2..
"When we have the fight and energy we had today Contact Nathan Webber at
Saturday's contests against Puget Sound and Concor
during
the games then we are going to be virtually un nathanwebberl 4@my.whitworth.edu.
dia University were rained out because of wet playing

Nathan Webber
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Softball opens season on road

Sena Hughes
StaffWriter
Hie Whitworth Softball team kicked off its sea
son last weekend, going 2-4 in the Northwest Cup in
Clackamas, Ore. The Pirates dealt with constant rain
all weekend, making for wet fields and cold condi
tions.
"It was really good for us to get out on the dirt and
work as a team," freshman pitcher Riley Fritz said.
The Bucs went 1-1 Friday, losing their season
opener to the College of Idaho and beating Concor
dia University (Ore.) later in the day. Whitworth hung
with C of I for most of th e first game, but fell to the
Coyotes 2-1. Senior Sami Parr had the lone rim in the
top of the first inning when junior Jamie Brunner was
walked. After its initial run in the fourth, the Cof I hit a
home run in the bottom of the seventh to seal the win.
Fritz pitched in her first career start for the Pirates.
Concordia and Whitworth duked out a hard-fought
battle in the second day of co mpetition. The Pirates*
started strong with nine runs coming in the first t wo
innings. Concordia cut the lead to 9-5 in the fifth in
ning, but Parr clubbed her first homer of the season
to keep Whitworth in control of th e game. Redshirt
freshman Taylor Gilbert pitched the first 2.1 innings
and was relieved by Fritz, who secured the victory for
the Bucs.
Whitworth split again on Saturday beating North
west Christian University 6-5 and losing to Corban
University 12-4. In the NCU game, Whitworth got off
to a quick start and led most of the game. NCU made
a run, but the Bucs pulled out a close win thanks to
three runs in the final inning.
"1 think the biggest highlight [of the weekend] was
our comeback win against Northwest Christian," Pansaid. "Everyone showed a lot of character and didn't
give up going into last inning."
Freshman Megan Fisher pitched 4.2 innings in her
first career start. Junior Heather Hesselgesser had a
team-high two hits.
In Saturday's second game, Whitworth could not
match the late momentum of Corban University who
scored eight of its 12 runs in the final few innings.
Fritz started the game again, pitching for the first
5.1 innings, but Gilbert came in to close. Parr led the
team with three runs and three hits.
"As a team the biggest area of improvement would
be consistency," Parr said. "We need to string some
stuff together and perform [our best] each inning both
offensively and defensively."
After beating Concordia Friday, the Pirates fell 8-0
in the rematch on Sunday. Whitworth struggled at the
plate; they were held hitless and were on base just
twice due to walks.
"As a team, we need to improve on some things, but
nothing that a fewpractices can't work out," Fritz said.
Sunday afternoon the Bucs lost 7-3 to the defend-

File Photo: Chrissy Roach
Junior Heather Hesselgesser throwsthe ball in duringa game lastspring. The Bucs are 2-4this season.
ing NAIA Natio nal Champion Oregon Tech Owls in
their final game of t he weekend. In the third inning,
the Owls exploded offensively scoring alleight of their
runs and leaving Whitworth in the dust. Fritz pitched
6.1 innings. Freshman Ashlyn Mundo led the team
with three hits.
"I think it was even if we didn't play to our full po
tential it was good to get out and play this weekend
and travel with the girls," Fritz said. "I think we'll be
ready when league starts."

Whitworth plays its first Northwest Conference se
ries against Linfield on Saturday and Sunday at home,
"It's just really good to see the character of the
team," Parr said. "We had a couple [of] big losses but
it's really good to see people bounce back from that.
I'm really looking forward to seeing how the season
goes."
Contact Sena Hughes at
shughesl 5@my. whitworth.edu.

SPORTS RECAPS FEB. 13-19
' ONLINE RECAPS FOR WOMEN'S TENNIS. MEN'S AND WOMEN'S TRACK & FIELD

SPOTTED Fiffli THE CROW'S NEST

Women's Basketball: Lexi Belcher

MEN'S BASKETBALL

NWC

ALL

WHITWORTH

15-1

22-3

PUGETSOUND

11-5

19-6

WHITMAN

11-5

18-7

LEWIS & CLARK

9-7

14-11

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

9-7

12-13

GEORGE FOX

8-8

11-14

PACIFIC (ORE.)

3-13

9-16

LINFIELD

3-13

5-20

WILLAMETTE

3-13

5-20

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
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Whitworth vs. Lewis & Clark College @ Home
Thursday, Feb. 23 @7p.m.
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WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

NWC ALL
GEORGE F OX

16-0

25-0

LEWIS & CLARK

14-2

23-2

12-4

16-9

9-7

13-12

WHITWORTH

7-9

11-14

PACIFIC (ORE.)

6-10

13-11

LINFIELD

4-12

10-15

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

4-12

7-18

WILLAMETTE

0-16

1-24

WHITMAN
PUGET SOUND
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End of Season

Photographer: Tanner Sckolten
Senior Lexi Belcher finishes her last season as one of the two seniors on the women's basketball team.
of her sisters lived in Spokane, and sh
e heard Whitworth
was a good school with a good basketball program.
StaffWriter
"I love my professors and the fact that they all know
my
first name, and when I skip class," Belcher sa id. "I
Whitworth senior Lexi Belcher is one of the top scor
love the city, [and] the climate with all of its different
ers on the women's basketball team this season.
She grew up playing basketball, starting when she seasons."
Belcher is graduating with a degree in business man
was in first grade playing off to the side while her dad
coached her older sister's team. Belcher said it was a agement, and she said she hopes to stay in Spokane,
family activity at first, and later turned it into alife-long perhaps getting a job in human resources.
Belcher suffered from knee injuries off an d on last
passion.
Head coach Helen Higgs said Belcher has improved year, which did not allow her much playing time.
"[Dealing with the injury] taught me to be mentally
all around this year.
tough,"
Belcher said. "To go ou t there and put it in the
"She's really teachable, [with] a reallystrong worketh
y.
ic," Higgs said. "She had a knee injury, [and] we never back of my head and know that it is only temporar
Belcher
is
one
of
two
seniors
on
the
team,
and
her
had her at 100 percent last year. So my hope was for he
r
hard
work
in
practices
and
games
inspires
her
team
to have a year likethis one."
Belcher scored a career-high 33 points Feb. 10against mates.
"She's made me want to play my best each game," Pi
Linfield College, ma king 55 percent of he r shots from
the floor and 67 percent of her three-point attempts. She cha said.
Belcher said college basketball is more of a full-time
was also named Northwest Conference women's bas
commitment
compared to playing in high school.
ketball Student-Athlete of the Week on Feb. 14.
"High school is a lot less intense," Belcher said. "[Col
Junior point guard Lauren Picha said Belcher is a
lege basketball] is a job, but it is a fun job.
good leader on the team.
Asked what she will miss most about playing basket
"She leads by example," Picha said. "[She] works hard
ball, Belcher said, "Definitely my teammates. They're
in practice, and does what she can do."
"The team calls her 'Mema'; she's kind oflike a grand like myfamily, and it's goingto be hard not being around
ma figure," Higgs said. "She goes hard, and [her team them every day."
HTer advice for her teammates: "Work hard every day.
mates] respect her work ethic."
Don't take ft for granted, it goes by so fast. Enjoy every
Belcher said her parents inspire Her the most.
"They work hard at everything, which makes me want good and bad moment."
to work hard," Belcher said.
Belcher went to Central Washington University, Yaki
Contact Meghan Dellinger at
ma Valley Community College and Centraiha Commu
mdellingerl 5@my.whitworth.edu.
nity College before coming to Whitworth. She said both
Meghan Dellinger

BASEBALL

NWC ALL

to

LINFIELD

0-0

3-1

"D

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

0-0

4-2

WHITWORTH

0-0

6-3-1

PUGET SOUND

0-0

2-3-1

GEORGE FOX
PACIFIC (ORE.)

fflHBBI

WBSBKk,

WILLAMETTE
LEWIS & CLARK
WHITMAN

0-0

2-7

0-0

1-5

0-0

1-5

0-0

0-8

0-0

0-8
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NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs. (DH) Central Washington University @
Central Washington University
Saturday, March 3 @12 p.m. and 2:30p.m.

P

SOFTBALL

to

NWC ALL

NJ

GEORGE FOX

0-0

5-5

WHITWORTH

0-0

2-4

o

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

0-0

2-4

WILLAMETTE

0-0

1-3

PACIFIC (ORE.) -

0-0

2-6

LINFIELD

0-0

0-0

PUGET SOUND

0-0

0-0

LEWIS & CLARK

0-0

0-2

NEXT PIRATE MATCH:
Whitworth vs. Puget Sound @ Home
Friday, Feb. 24 @ 5 p.m.

Team records as of Feb. 19, 2012
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TOP LEFT: Junior Asia Stephens-Argraves offers herself as a date at the Bachelor/
Bachelorette Auction, where proceeds go toward MS research.
Photographer: Gabrielle Perez
ABOVE: Junior Jack Dunbar, a member of "The Bad Assets," does his favorite dance
move as he attempts to receive bids.
Photographer: Megan Hinzdel
BELOW: Sophomore Austin Walker is offering himself as a Pokemaster.
Photographer: Gabrielle Perez
BOTTOM LEFT: Freshman Jacob Dansereau attempts to get a high bidder.
Photographer: Gabrielle Perez
MIDDLE LEFT: Junior Sarah Cameron bids for her date at the Bachelor/Bachelorette
Auction.
Photographer: Gabrielle Perez
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ABOUTUS
VOLUME 102, ISSUE 11

The Whitworthian has served as the main source
of news and sports coverage for the Whitworth
community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an
organization composed entirely by students which
produces The Whitworthian weekly newspaper
and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting
accurate and relevant information in an innova
tive manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for
expressing the interests of the Whitworth
community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published
weekly, except during January and student vaca
tions. The content is generated entirely by stu
dents. The college administration does not review
the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the
individual artists, writers and student editors, and
do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associ
ated Students of Whitworth University (ASWU),
the university, its administration, faculty/staff or
advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through
advertising and subscription revenue and in part
by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the
opinions of their individual creators and not
necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its
editors or its staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes
in freedom of speech and expression as guaran
teed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of
the United States.
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CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248
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ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com
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With a Mind conies back with new funds 1 4 | Fox News proves to be unreliable
41 DineAfter
Exploring how Fox Ne ws is biased and should
running out of funds in early February,
Dine With a Mind has received more funding
in order to run through the year.

51 Near-assualt on Whitworth campus

A student escaped a near-assault/abduction
on Feb. 21 by using experience in self-defense

61

to fend off her attacker.

not be trusted.

16 | Harry Potter leaves oscars empty handed

Discussing how the Harry Potter series should

have won at least one oscar in ten years.

18 |Premarital cohabitation has pros and cons
Exploring the significance of living with a
partner before marriage.

Student sets mind on Whitworth at early age
Sophomore Lauren Frey knew she wanted
to attend Whitworth to become a teacher
after attending the Writing Rally while in
kindergarten.

ARTS & CULTURE

10 |Spokane physician does ultramarathon
Dr. Lisa Bliss c ompleted the 135-mile
Badwater Ultramarathon course self-

contained and unaided.

Kris D innison juggles three careers: adjunct
in Whitworth's English department, co-owner
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12 |Adjunct faculty member owns two shops

ofAtticus Coffee and Boo Radley's and writer.
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SPORTS

1 9 |Driving to the top: men's basketball
Pirates to play in the Sweet 16 NCAA Division
III tou rnament on March 9 against Virginia

21

Wesleyan College in Whitewater, Wisconsin.

1 Track competes around Inland Northwest
Bucs compete at the Willamette opener and
at the University of Washington Last Chance
Qualifier.

2 3 |Spotted from the crow's nest: Landon Scott
Highlighting senior Landon Scott and his
baseball career at Whitworth.

1 3 i Book released by professor of history
The Whitworthian is committed to providing the
Whitworth community with the most accurate
information possible. The Whitworthian never
knowingly publishes inaccuracies. If you have
a comment or question about the fairness
or accuracy of a story, send an
email to jvalencial2@my.whitworth.edu.

"China's Saints: Catholic Martyrdom during
the Qing (1644-1911)" is the name of
Anthony E. Clark's n ew book.

Cover photographer: Tanner Scholten

EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP
Editorials in the"In the Loop" section reflect the majority opinion of the editorial board, whic
h is made up of five editors.

Whitworth needs to take clear stance
on homosexuality regarding campus rule
Whitworth University prides itself on the fact that it
is a liberal arts institution that allows students to have
leeway in their actions, while still standing on Chris
tian morals and beliefs.
However, W hitworth's leaders have failed to take
a stance on an important, controversial issue that is
applicable to campus: the debate on homosexuality.
With the passing of the same-sex marriage bill in
Washington, and Whitworth's mission to love every
one, you would think Whitworth's leaders would have
taken a clear supportive or unsupportive stance on
homosexuality.
In an email from Rhosetta Rhodes on behalf of
Beck Taylor, she states: "Whitworth does not take an
institutional position on this issue in light of the fact
that thoughtful Christians hold differing opinions,
and that diversity of opinion extends to members of
the Whitworth community, including students, staff,
faculty, and trustees."
.
Important issues are always controversial and

there are always differences of opinion. The claim
that there is a diversity of opinion is an invalid reason
for Whitworth's neutrality.
We are specifically concerned with how their views
would relate to the 'Big 3' rule concerning cohabi
tation. Whitworth's student handbook states that it
believes that "the genital sexual relationship is to
be understood and experienced within the context
of...a lifelong commitment known as marriage. ...this
union is to be understood as a committed relation
ship between one man and one woman (heterosex
ual monogamy)."
This editorial board wants to challenge the ad
ministration to take a clear stance on homosexuality,
as there are blurred lines between what is and isn't
acceptable regarding rules such as cohabitation. Al
though Whitworth accepts everyone, regardless of
their sexual orientation, this board feels that it would
be beneficial for the university to state its stance in
order to facilitate conversation about this debate.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR:
Every February, the first signs of spring can be seen
beginning to emerge on campus. The stubborn rem
nants of January's storms melt, and sit strewn about
like icebergs in a sea of brown. The fir
st birds to return
can be heard in the pines, the grass (now visible) in
the loop begins to adopt the most faint of green tints.
And from the HUB a scream can be heard followed
by a storm of curses, ah, it seems though another stu
dent has found next years predicted tuition rates. Ev
ery year, a letter in a university envelope finds its way
into the mind, heart, and mailbox of the students who
attend this university, and every year the same events
play out. Common symptoms show an initial wave of
disbelief characterized by a slack jaw, slowly t rans
forming into a face of disg ust immediately followed
by the extreme urge to either find the nearest person
to begin cursing with or vomit. The joy of Whitworth
in the spring.
I, a s both a student, and an employee, can say I
love this university. I love the professors, I love the
dormitories, I love Judy, heck, I even loveSodexo's oft
injured fro-yo machine. My point isthis, love this uni
versity as I may, I cannot begin to understand why it
is necessary each year to hold the students who have
fallen in love with this university hostage by demand
ing more money from them the following year. I can
appreciate the appreciation of expenses, I can ap
preciate the needs of a growing student body, I can
appreciate the wisdom, thought, and time that went
into the creation of this latest budget. But despite all
of th is appreciation, I cannot help but be left w ith
some unsettling questions.
What I c annot begin to understand, is why such
thoughtful, intelligent people, have put us on a fi
nancial track that is so unsustainable that they must
ask an additional 6% from the students who support
the university by their attendance while continuing
to pack more freshmen onto campus? In what realm
of the private sector, aside from higher education,
would this an acceptable business model? Whit

worth's annual excuse that this increase is ethical in
part because it has kept pace with the growing ex
penses of ot her universities cannot, and should not
be accepted as either ethical, or valid. Since when ha
s
this university prided itself on its maintenance and
adherence to the status quo or used the moral gauge
of others as our own compass and guide?
Perhaps this would be more palatable if st udent
scholarships were increased proportionally, but coincidentally, while it has been dictated that expenses
increase the financial aid given to current students
does not.
I am frustrated and disappointed that this universi
ty's leadership could not identify solutions that make
more economic sense not only for the university, but
for the families and students that loyally support it.
We as students have tolerated tuition increasing over
$5,000 from the '08-'09 school year, and frankly, we
cannot tolerate much more. I hope to voice the opin
ions of those frustrated individuals who must now
make the decision of choosing between taking out
more loans to make ends meet, and cutting their time
at Whitworth short.
I am desperate to defend this institution, because
in so many cases, things are done exceptionally well
here, and to contemplate ending my time here be
cause of such an issue disgusts me. But the fiscal
track of this university must be re-examined. This
letter does not offer counter proposals, but begs for
those with both the experience, and the intelligence
to re-examine their facts and figures and search for
other alternatives. At least let us as the partakers and
consumers of this product, our education, know what
those alternatives might be. We need more than a
shrug and a promise for more aid for incoming fresh-

Sincerely,
Daniel Hogan Thomas ('14)
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Dine With a Mind returns after short hiatus
Brianna Wheeler

Staff Writer
This year, Dine With a Mind ran out of money much
earlier than usual, but the university was able to add
funding to bring it back.
Dine With a Mind is an advising program in which
the school gives students a pair of $3.50 vouchers to
"initiate invitations to professors for coffee and con
versation in the Mind & Hearth coffee shop," accord
ing to the Whitworth website academic affairs page.
Upon first hearing of the program, assistant profes
sor of English Casey Andrews found the name rather
entertaining.
"Minds don't need food," Andrews said. "We exist
solely on caffeine and liquid."
Andrews said he hopes the program will continue
to exist in future years.
"It is a great opportunity to interact with people
who are concerned with the things they are experi
encing and learning," Andrews said.
He described Dine With a Mind as a more robust
form of advising and a way to continue conversation
about thought-provoking topics that are raised in
classes or lectures and can take a variety of forms.
"My first Dine With a Mind was a student who was
in the process of converting to an English major," An
Photographer: GregMoser
drews said.
The Dine With a Mind program ran out of funding in early February. On Feb. 29, the university gave
Students also schedule Dine With a Mind to disc
uss $500 to the program to allow it to continue through the end of the year.
political or religious issues that come up in class. They
hear what their professors think, discuss shared inter
"When it first started, not very many students knew
ests or learn about professors' research that doesn't pened," Cardie said.
However, Yochum looked into that possibility. She about it, but as more freshmen learn about it, I think it
otherwise come up until upper level seminars.
In early February, Dine With a Mind ran out of the went through all the books and checked the numbers will continue to increase," Yochum said.
Since the program used all of the allotted fund
allotted and requisitioned funding for the year, but Sodexo turned in for the program.
"I've gone through [the files] and I've talked to So ing so early this year, Andrews and Yochum said they
academic affairs added $500 to reopen the program
dexo," Yochum said. "It's just a lot of students."
hope it willbe expanded in the future. The university's
for the year.
It is tricky to pin down how response of adding more funds appears to justifytheir
"Usually the university
many people will b e able to hope.
puts in $750 and ASWU
Cardie said the budgeting is something that any
matches that," administrative
"[Dine With a Mind is] a great use Dine WTth a Mind, Yo
chum said. This year, at least student can have a voice in. The budgeting committee
secretary Linda Yochum said.
opportunity to interact with
250 students with a full-price contains both representatives from ASWU a nd stu
Laura Cardie, senior ac
counting major and ASWU
people who are concerned with drink for themselves and a dents at-large.
faculty member used the al
"It just depends on how the students feel about it
financial vice president, said
and ASWU will probably do whatever they want," Yo
the funding runs out around the things they are experiencing lotted $1,750.
"Since some won't use the chum said.
April most years, so the
and learning."
full amount, we never know
ASWU requisition was pre
When there isn't enough budgeted to meet the de
— CASEY ANDREWS
the number of people we'll mands for Dine With a Mind, Yochum said there are.
sented and passed at $1,000
be able to serve," Yochum two things to do: ask the university to put in more
for the 2011/2012 academic
assistant professor of English
said.
year.
money, such as what happened last week, or put in a
Both Yochum and Cardie requisition proposal during the year to request more
"We thought since it usual
ly runs out early, let's see if we canput in a little more said they were surprised by the program's increased funding from ASWU; Si nce any student can propose a
popularity, but Andrews suggested a possible expla requisition, everyone can have a voice, Yochum said.
and last until'the end of the year,"Cardie said.
Given that more was requisitioned than usual, it nation.
"GE 125 classes required students to meet with a
surprised Cardie when funding ran out in the first
week of February. Initially, Cardie thought there professor," Andrews said.
The exposure of freshmen to Dine With a Mind may
might have been an accounting problem.
Contact Brianna Wheeler at
"We're working with Sodexo to figure out what hap- well have been a contributor to its sudden rise in use. briannawheelerl3@my.whitworth.edu.

Student ©scapes assailant
Previous self-defense training gives student an edge
on attacker in attempted abduction at Whitworth
Sandra Tully

There has been no word from Spokane police on
whether
any suspects have been found in connection
Staff Writer
with the incident. Supervisor of security services Mark
A female student was assaulted on the Whitworth McFall sa id he does not believe the police have' de
campus near Hawthorne Hall on Tuesday, Feb. 21. She tained anyone concerning the matter.
"If t he sheriff's department had located or devel
was attacked while walking to a morning class along
the east side of the building between Hawthorne Road oped a suspect that they believed was the assailant,
and the fence along Division Street. A lone white male we'd probably have heard about that by now," he said.
There have not been any
wearing disheveled clothing
other reports of the attacker
grabbed the student from be
on the Whitworth campus
hind and tried to abduct her. "If the sheriff's department had
grounds.
The student did not see him
located or developed a suspect
The suspect is described
coming but reacted quickly.
as
an older white male with
In close contact with her at
that they believed was the
a medium build about 5'10"
tacker, the student fought back
assailant, we'd probably have
He was wearing torn, ragged
with a knee to the groin. She
clothing with a green knit
continued to defend herself
heard about that by now."
cap. The man had grey facial
until the man ran away in the
— MARK MCFA LL
hair and was believed to be
opposite direction of c ampus.
approximately 60 years old.
She then entered Hawrthorne
supervisor of security services
Students are advised to be
Hall where s'ecurity and the
aware
of their surroundings
Spokane police were notified.
The student had received previous self-defense at all times, and to report any suspicious activity or
training that enabled her to defend herself instinctively sightings of the suspect to campus security or 911 in
and effectively. She did not hesitate to fight b ack and case of an emergency.
escaped unharmed with only a few minor scrapes.
Both Spokane police and campus security searched
for the perpetrator but did not find him on the day the
Contact Sandra Tully at
stullyl 5@my.whitworth.edu.
incident occurred.

(-CRUNCHING^
i numbers;
$500

Amount added by the university to the Dine
With a Mind fund on Feb. 29 to reopen the
program for the year.

$7
Amount in billions that the Harry Potter movie
series has brought in over the past 10 years,
making it the highest grossing series.

135

Miles in the Badwater Ultramarathon from
Death Valley to the top of Mt. Whitney, com
pleted unaided and self-contained by Spokane
local Dr. Lisa Bliss.

.427

Career batting average of Whitworth senior
third baseman Landon Scott entering this past
weekend.

WHITWORTH STUDENTS
ski* surf# luke & eol*

all for just $39.
EVERY FRIDAY ONLY AT SILVER.
nsilvermf.com H 866.344.2675
O 55 minutes east of d owntown Spokane on 1-90
^

^

Mountain Resort

$10

Amount in billions that the worldwide revenue
of the music industry fell between
1999 and 2008.

*$10 food and beverage voucher.

SILVER

7

Number of wins in both singles and doubles
play for Pirate senior tennis player Claire
Hemming so far this season.

>
Consecutive trips to the Sweet 16 of the NCAA
Division III men's basketball tournament for
the Whitworth men's basketball team.

Student pocks
WhotwffirtDn On
kindergarten
Whitworth inspires
Lauren Prey's talents
and educational dreams
Caitlyn Starkey
Staff Writer
From a young age, Lauren Frey has challenged her
self, preparing her to be where she is now.
In fifth grade, Lauren Frey and her best friend audi
tioned for a dance company and got in.
"I am sure I barely made it in, but I got in,"Frey said.
"At first it was hard, and I used to cry all the time, but
then it started to become something I was passionate
about. Everything started to get better and started to
feel more natural. My kicks got higher."
In addition to dance and drill, Frey was involved in
choir.
That is when Frey started learning to cope with a
busy schedule.
"I had these two loves that would conflict. I always
had to balance my schedule," Frey said. "I was trying
to be Superwoman."
Frey is a master of juggling schedules. Between
school, dance, choir and drill, Frey was busy in high
school.
Now, Frey juggles being an RAin East Hall and par
ticipating in the Whitworth Choir and academics.
Frey is the RAof second west in East Hall. She cre
d
its her RA last year with her inspiration to apply for
the position.
"My RA was amazing," Frey said. "She, Kristen Tenhaken, was the most happy person I have ever met.
She made the hall such a great place to live."
Frey admits that the position of RA is an emotional
roller coaster.
"RA-ing has been the best, hardest thing I have ever
done," she said. "Whitworth pushes us to grow in our
weaknesses and be real with each other."
Sometimes it's hard and she wants to cry from the
stress and hurt she sees, but in other moments she
feels incredibly blessed by her hall, Frey said.
"But then, there are the times when we are dancing
to Beyonce in the hall or making cookies having hon
est conversations with depth that make it all worth
while," she said.
Being a Whitworthian has been a long-term goal of
Fray's. From kindergarten to second grade, her family
lived in Spokane but she attended school in Oakesdale where her mother worked. Each morning, they
made the hour-long commute to school.
During that time, Fray's godmother was attend
ing Whitworth and Frey attended the Writing Rally,
an event put on by the education department for el
ementary school students to learn different styles of
writing. Whitworth has been her dream school since a

FACES OF WHITWORTH

Graphic Artist: Eli Smith
Sophomore Lauren Freykeeps her schedule busy by serving as an RA
in East, studying
elementary education and singing for the Whitworth choir.

young age.
"In kindergarten I decided I was going to go to
Whitworth and be a teacher," Frey said.
In third grade, Frey and her family moved west to
Moses Lake where they stayed through her gradua
tion.
When college applications rolled around, it was
hard to consider other schools when she knew she
would end up at Whitworth, she said.
"My mom was like, 'You can't just look there. Can't

put all you eggs in one basket,"' Frey said.
Majoring in elementary education, Frey said she
wishes to teach younger students, specifically kinder
garten through third grade students.
I love children so much," Frey said. "They are so
honest. They say things as they are; it's really refresh
ing."
- :
Contact Caitlyn Starkey at
cstarkeyl 4@my.whitworth.edu.

'Mr. T graffiti prompts
sandblasting of buildings
history of this issue being a large concern.
Bynagle said while he believes graffiti can be a cre
ative form of expression, it needs to be done off-campus. He said the prospective students who visit Whit
Laurence Tureaud, also known as Mr. T, is known worth might see the graffiti and won't understand the
for h is part in Rocky 3 and his TV show "I Pity the significance of the signage.
"Maybe we need a graffiti wall, a designated place
Fool." On the TV show, Mr. T's character was por
trayed as a motivational counselor who advocated for this art," Bynagle said. "But it so quickly gets out
of hand."
change and team spirit.
He said one of the reasons Whitworth is strict
His slogan "I pity the fool" was his way of
saying he
about where and how posters can be hung is because
feels sorry for someone.
Mr. t's face has been seen in multiple places across in the past some of t he glue used on the brick walls
campus this month. A graffiti s tamp of Mr. T's face has been damaging.
He said they also create a cluster of images that can
with his tag- line "PITY" has been located in numer
get lost within each other and become counterpro
ous places and various signs around Whitworth.
ductive.
According to a written
Senior Andrea Idso said
report by the Whitworth se
"The message isn't harmful,
that type ofart can be expres
curity department, the inci
sive if it isdone as a mural or
dents happened sometime
but the fact that they had to
in a place where artists have
during the night of Friday,
sandblast the graffiti off the
permission from the build
Feb. 17. A Whitworth staff
ing owner. However, in this
member emailed secu
buildings is very disrespectful.'
case, Idso considers Mr. T to
rity to report vandalism of
— ANDRE A IDSO
be a defacement of property.
McEachran, Seely G. Mu dd
"The message isn't harm
Chapel, Harriet Cheney
senior
ful, but the fact that they had
Cowles Memorial Library,
to sandblast the graffiti off
Weyerhaeuser Hall, the Hixson Union Building, the campanile and DixOn Hall by the buildings is very disrespectful," Idso said. "If it
takes a significant amount of resources to remove the
an unknown suspect or suspects.
According to the report, the tagging was done with graffiti then I'd say it's just disrespectful."
While Idso thought that type of destruction of
black and green paint with a stencil of Mr. T and
property was definitely vandalism, she also said she
"pity"
Mark McFall, sup ervisor of security services, said thought it was a little funny. She said she has never
that method of graffiti is quick and easy for perpe heard of gangs forming in the Whitworth community,
trators to promptly vandalize late at night when wit but she said if there are gangs, then they need a better
gang symbol than Mr. T's face.
nesses are scarce.
McFall sa id that as always, s tudents are encour
McFall said the Mr. T tag is a signature of an indi
aged to immediately report any suspicious activity so
vidual graffiti "artist," as opposed to a gang marking.
Hans Bynagle, director of Har riet Cheney Cowles it can be investigated promptly.
Library, said the graffiti around campus was definite
ly a "creative form of vandalism."
He said he didn't notice the Mr. T stamp on the
face of the library until it was being sandblasted off.
Bynagle said graffiti only comes onto campus every Contact Jennifer Ingram at
once in a long while and Whitworth doesn't have a jingraml 3@my.whitworth.edu.

Jennifer Ingram
StaffWriter
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CHAMBERS 1
by Melinda Leavitt

Hello all! ASWU h as been busy in the last two
weeks. We have mainly been tackling the issue of the
Honors Program that will b e starting up with next
year's freshman class. President Beck A. Taylor came
and spoke to us this week on the subject. Out of that
conversation, good discussion regarding students'
questions on the subject was worked through. The
Honors Program will affect every student on this
campus in one way or another and we realize that
everyone has their own idea of what an Honors
Program ought to look like.Although ASWU strives to
be representative of the larger student body, we can't
ask the questions that you personally have. So, we
invite you to come to a forum on the Honors Program
Thursday, March 8 at 5 p.m. in the Catering Rooms
next to the Sodexo entrance. Seriously, stop in and
ask your questions to the people who know what
they're talking about. Michael Le Roy will be taking
any and all questions, opinions, and comments
because he wants to make a document of frequently
asked questions by students so everyone can have
access to information. Take an extra 10-20 minutes,
skip the mad rush for dinner at 5, and come be a part
of this event, then go get dinner.
Secondly, from two weeks ago, we chartered the
KISIMA club. This club is all about gardening. How
rad, right?! Go check out their club meetings and get
involved.
Last but not least, that glorious event of the
Spring is coming ... Is it a bird? Is it a plane? Nope,
its Superhero Springfest! That's right, the time when
the students of Whitworth.get together and celebrate
the sun, the end of school, and get really awesome
t-shirts while being entertained by the Mr.Whitworth
competition and really great bands and magicians.
Tickets will be sold for activities at booths and all of
the money raised will be given to the BELIE
F group to
keep that awesome program going for years to come.
Our theme is superheroes, so start planning your
spaindex and cape costumes now! Look out for more
announcements and information to come.
As always, contact me or your local Senator/Rep/
ASWU friend with your thoughts and opinions on
anything and everything. We'd love to hear from you!
Keep working hard in class and in life. My f avorite
quote right now isthis from Jim Elliot: "Wherever you
are, be all there." Be engaged, get involved and catch
thatpinecone.
Melinda

This week: "Professor Don Liebert
Preaching"

J^VVHITPRES

Worship
8:15 a.m. - contemporary
9:30 a.m. - contemporary
10:30 a.m. - traditional
11:01 a.m. - contemporary

Contact Melinda Leavitt at
mleavitt!2@my.whitworth.edu.

Blog

Scan this QR code with your smart
phone to see the ASWU weekly minutes.

GRAND OPENING

thursday, march 8th, 8am • northtown mall, 4750 n. division st, spokane

ladies • men • juniors • kids • shoes • home • accessories

Join us for opening day excitement - gift card prizes, fun giveaways & more!
And of course, the newest spring trends for up to 60% off dept. store prices.

take an additional 10% off
your entire first in-store purchase upon
approval for the TJX Rewards* Credit Card*

/Marshalls.
Styles will vary by store-we promise. ©2012 Marshalls. 'Subject to credit approval and purchase with your TJX Rewards Credit Card. Visit www I
tjxrewards.com for details.
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Students share their Lent commitments

Many Christian traditions observe the 40-day Lenten fast to reflect Jesus' temptation in
the desert. Some Whitworth students and faculty are participating in different ways.
Samantha Payne
Staff Writer

LAURA VENEMON. SOPHOMORE
Sophomore Laura Venemon was
born a Methodist, baptized Presby
terian, now attends a Pentecostal
church and labels herself a nondenominational Christian
Venemon attempts to practice
Lent every year and is giving up
dessert for the second time.
"I really try to, but most of the time it doesn't work
out," Venemon said. "I just really needed a cupcake!'-'
Venemon said trying to cut out cakes drives her to
drink more coffee and eat more fruit.
"Hie reason I d o it is to remember God gave up
something huge for us and so I'm going to give up
something like desserts, and I'm obsessed with sugar
so it's hard for me," Venemon said. "Every time I think
'Oh, I really want a cookie!' Ijust try to refocus on that
sacrifice he made for us. That's why I do it."

CASEY ANDREWS. ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
Casey Andrews, assistant professor of Englis h Lit
erature, was raised Evangelical, baptized a Mennonite and now considers himself a nondenominational
Christian.
In the past Andrews has had successful Lenten
practices which he adapted to his everyday life, such
as only eating meat on a Sunday; which he has kept to
for around six years.
This year Andrews is finding it difficult to commit to
his plan of exercis ing more, focusing on Yoga in par
ticular.
"I've not had a very good Lenten discipline this
year," Andrews said.
Andrews said Lent is a commonly misunderstood
practice often associated with feeling sorrowful and
dejected.
"This is not about beating yourself up," An drews
said. "It's inviting you into a season of reflection."

RYAN SUTHERLAND, SENIOR
Senior Ryan Sutherland is a nondenominational
Christian who is giving up Facebook.
"I think it's about giving up something to replace
that time with bettering your relationship with God,
to step back from the routine you usually do and shake
it up a little bit," Sutherland said.
Sutherland uses Facebook as his main mode of
communication and is finding the loss difficult.
"The first couple of days were hard," Sutherland
said. "It pops up and it's a thing I'm used to clicking on
but I'm getting used to it."
For Sutherland, using Lent just as a practice to bet
ter yourself without focusing on God is a good pur
pose but takes away the main point.
"It's a good discipline no matter what, to not in
dulge yourself all the time," Sutherland said.

KYLE LANTZ, RESIDENT DIRECTOR
This is Kyle L antz's first year as
East's resident director, and it's his
first year practicing Lent.
"I like the idea of the old church
calendar, and being a part of what
a lot of people across the world are
doing in relation to Easter, so that's
why I'm actually trying to be disciplined for 40 straight
days," Lantz said.
Lantz is a nondenominational Christian who looks
forward to the challenge of giving up reading sports
articles online.
"When I'm bored the first thing that comes into my
mind is togo look at espn.com, or Notre Dame football
or something like that," Lantz said. "I end up reading
a lot of articles that I don't really need to read, that are
kind of pointless."
Lantz said he is using the time he would usually
spend scouring sports pages on something more
meaningful.
"It's not just about giving up something but doing
something meaningful with that time," Lantz said. "I
am trying to read through the gospels in 40 days of St.
Matthew, Mark, Luke and John."

LAUREN NELSON, FRESHMAN
Freshman Lauren Nelson, who
has been a Roman Catholic since
birth, practices Lent every year.
In past years Nelson has given
up Facebook, sweets and TV. She
has successfully sacrificed something for 40 days ev
ery year and said she enjoys the challenge.
"It was kind of h ard at the beginning but by the
end of Lent I was like 'I don't need Facebook" Nelson
said. "I could go 40days without Facebook and I got a
lot more done and it was actually more of a life thing,
because I realized I didn't have to have Facebook."
Nelson has given up Facebook again this year after
realizing she spent around three hours a day on it.
"I think people should do it just daily, not nec
essarily for the 40 days, but if you realize you're on
Facebook too much go and try 10 days without it, or
10 days without checking your phone every 10 sec
onds," Nelson said. "Just give something up; it makes
you appreciate it more."

LAUREN FREY, SOPHOMORE
Sophomore Lauren Frey is Presbyterian and de
voted herself to God when she was 8 years old.
"For me, I don't believe that you have to give
something up to prove that you're devoted to God,"
Frey said. "I think you can show it in other ways, just
understanding what God did in those 40 days in the
desert. If you understand that and you're taking steps
to live like that, I think that's what it's more about."
Frey said the purpose of Lent is to refocus on God.
"I think it's important if you're doing it the right
way, if you're actually taking it to heart," Frey said. "If
you're not just doing it for health reasons or just to
say that you did it, like; 'Oh, I gaveup Facebook for 40
days, go me!' No, that's not really the right intention."

Contact Samantha Payne at
spaynel 5@my.whitworth.edu.
Graphic Artist: Maria Chumov

10 Road to success starts in Death Valley
l/l

First woman to finish ultramarathon self-contained to share story at REI Spokane
Nerissa Kresge
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he used, he brought with him in a cart
that he either pulled or pushed the
whole way. Any sort of aid would have
Want to make sure local Spokane Dr. immediately disqualified him. Even the
Lisa Bliss does something? Tell her she use of a rock to open a can would have
will not be able to succeed. That's what brought an end to his attempt,- Bliss
Jeff Sauter found out when he emailed said.
Bliss said that prior to her attempt,
Bliss, telling her that no woman would
be able to complete the Badwater Ultra- one other person had attempted to
marathon unaided and self-contained. follow Ulrich's footsteps, and that was
"Jeff was th e one who originally put Sauter. Upon his ascent to the summit
me to the challenge, or at least sparked he developed hypothermia and was
the idea in me to attempt to be the first disqualified for accepting a sleeping
woman to make the crossing," Bliss bag.
Sauter's contention, in his email to
said.
According to the Badwater website Bliss, was that no woman would be able
(www.badwater.com), the race is 135 to push a cart up the first mountain
miles, starting at Badwater, Death Val summit; it was simply too steep. Just
ley in California, the lowest elevation in like that, Bliss accepted the challenge.
One of the first people she turned
the United States. It ends at Mt. Whit
Photo courtesy of: Tim Englund
ney, "the highest point in the contigu to was Glen Copus, owner of E lephant
Bikes,
to
help
design
and
build
the
Dr.
Lisa
Bliss
had
to
carry
everything
she
needed
in her cart to complete the
ous United States." During the trip, run
ners take on three mountain ranges, cart that would contain everything she Badwater Ultramarathon self-contained. It took her 89 hours and 38 minutes
gaining a total of 13 ,000 feet in ascent would possibly need (including gallons and using anything outside of what she carried would have disqualified her.
of water) to make her trip.
and dropping 4,700 feet in descent.
"I never wanted to give up," Bliss
What made him agree to such a ven days, alerting traffic ahead that I w as
To complete the Badwater Ultrama
said.
"It never crossed my mind. There
on
the
road,
especially
on
the
winding
rathon is a feat, and Bliss has done so ture? "Foolish pride," Copus said.
were times, however, when I ques
curves
up
and
down
the
passes,"
Bliss
And
so
began
Bliss's
intense
training
several times (with many other ultrationed whether I could physically do it
marathon finishes and first-place fin regime. She spent hours in the sauna, said.
— steep 18 mile climb, high head winds
Bliss's
s
upport
was
limited
in
what
ishes on her list), but a self-contained, running in the heat, running while pull
pushing me backward."
they
could
do
for
her
and
Bliss
said
she
ing
a
gigantic
tir
e
behind
her,
and
push
unaided march to the summit of Mt.
That is when the people who sup
believes they may have had a harder
ing the cart all around North Spokane.
Whitney is an entirely different story.
ported her along the way, the teens at
time
than
she
did.
The
aluminum-frame
cart,
covered
The only other person to have done
"They had to watch me strugg
le when Crosswalk tracking her via the GPS she
so was Marshall Ulrich in 1999. The of in insulated panels, brought Bliss a
the
cart
would was carrying with her and all of the
ficial race ends at the trailhead leading great deal of at
fall
over
and
they training she did to prepare pushed her
"I
never
wanted
to
give
up.
up to Mt. Whitney. Ulrich took on the tention while she
through, making her the first female
couldn't
help
was
out
training.
extra 11 miles up to the summit for a
It never crossed my mind. me," Bliss said.
and
second person ever to successfully
"I
enjoyed
total of 146 miles. Additionally, he did
complete
the Badwater Crossing selfWhen
they
There
were
times,
however,
so without any outside help. Everything meeting people
reached the trail- contained!
on the street
when I questioned whether head up to the
"I a m so very fortunate to have be
when I was train
summit of Mt. lievers in my life," Bliss said. "Their sup
I could physically do it
ing with the cart
Whitney,
they port was the ultimate gift of my cross
in Spokane for
— steep 18-mile climb,
were joined by ing."
the run," Bliss
Bliss will be doing a free presentation
friend
Danny
high head winds
said. "Many peo
Westergaard, who of her journey at REI Spokane March 8
ple stopped and
pushing me backward."
cut his trip to Ha at 7 p.m. To secure a spot at the presen
asked what the
— DR. LISA BLISS
waii short to join tation one must register online, store
heck I was push
them on the as manager Sally Lotado said.
ing what was in
Spokane physician
cent.
Matt Cantrell, a member of Tri-Futhe cart, was I
, "Danny is a sion, a local Triathlon club, recently
selling hot dogs?"
During her training, Bliss decided to very kind and inspirational person and saw Bliss speak.
use the undertaking to raise $10,000 for he, himself has run the Badwater race
"I was blown away with her story,"
Crosswalk, a local school drop-out pre many times and has made the crossing Cantrell said. "Ultramarathons are
vention program and shelter for Spo six consecutive times supported," Bliss tough enough, but the fact that the cart
said. "So, I knew I was in good karma weighed more than she did, she had to
kane teens.
On July 25, 2011, Bliss began her company when he joined Tim, Willy pull said cart up multiple climbs with a
journey of 89 hours and 38 minutes. and I to make the last part of the jour 10 percent grade, and she was in mo
With her at the starting line was her ney to the summit of the mountain."
tion for 70 hours plus just blows my
boyfriend Tim Englund, friend Willy
Step by step, they made it up to the mind."
Photo courtesy of: Tim Englund Holms, and Jeff Sauter, the man who top. Once hitting the summit and her
Dr. Lisa Bliss completed the 135- started it all. Sauter stayed with them goal, Bliss was able to accept any and
mile ultramarathon from Badwater, for the first 48 hours.
all support to make her way back down
Contact Nerissa Kresge at
"They did 'traffic control' for three the 11 miles to the trailhead.
Death Valley,Calif., to Mt.Whitney.
nkresgel 2@my.whitworth.edu.

StaffWriter

Here is a look into the Whitworthian archives to
see what Whitw'orth was like back in the day.

Jennifer Ingram
StaffWriter

Photo Courtesy of:Spokane Civic Theatre
Spokane Civic Theatre brings the adventure story ofvengeance, the Count of Monte Cristo, to the stage.

Theatre review:

Civic Theatre's Monte
Cristo tells tale of revenge
Jacqueline Goldman

punch Dantes' friends in the face, but you know via
that smirk that Dantes has a far greater plan to ruin
them.
In fact, by the end of the play I found myself feel
Lights up, a man is center stage dressed in prison
garb, collapsed on the floor of w hat appears to be a ing rather disgusted with realizing in my own life how
prison cell. Thewarden storms in and taunts the pris I had dropped any moral compass. I had decided
oner, as if he weren't already mentally and physically that revenge was completely justifiable instead of the
damaged beyond repair. What seems to be a hop
eless "turn the other cheek" attitude I should be carrying.
The play is also great if you wish to get out any in
and dying prisoner later becomes the rich and allner rage and live vicariously through Dantes.
powerful Count of Monte Cristo.
Although revenge and justification through ven
How do the circumstances change so drastically?
Well if I told you there would be no reason for you to geance seem like the main theme, the deeper more
thought-provoking theme of for
go see the play for yourself.
giveness
presents itself toward the
If you are anything like me, you
The actor Paul
end when Dantes finally confronts
will have seen the movie (the new
Villabrille, who plays
his fiancee from before his impris
er American version or the French
version) and have high expecta
Edmond Dantes, does a onment. By t he way, his fiancee
has now moved on to someone
tions of adventure, wealth and
fantastic job portraying else, Monsieur Crappy Friend
revenge. The show will provide
(or Fernand Mondego, played by
exactly what you seek, only better.
the revenge-seeking
Dalin Tipton), who was primarily
As one audience member com
heartbroken, injured and responsible for Dantes' wrongful
mented during intermission,
imprisonment. Feel that anger ris
"Wow, the plot is so good I ca n't
betrayed protagonist.
ing i
imagine why I fell asleep when I
So, all in all the play is complex, but not in the way
watched the movie!" Yes, the show is that good.
The actors are not getting paid, they are doing this you expect. Also, d o not presume to already know
voluntarily. That means they are acting in the prod
uc what is going to happen just because you have seen
tion on top of other life commitments. It is not their the movie, because you'll be caught off guard. Trust
major, it is not their occupation; it is a passion they me. I left feeling surprised and confused. Once again
are pursuing although they are already busy. Some of Hollywood has lied to me.
There are student prices for all shows ($18), so do
the cast may not be very strong, but there are a few
not let the fear of an expensive ticket stop you. Plus,
gems to be found.
The actor Paul Villabrille, who plays Edmond after you see the show you can pretend to be all "cul
Dantes, does a fantastic job portraying the revenge- tured" and such.
The Count of Monte Cristois playingat Spokane Civic
seeking, heartbroken, injured and betrayed protago
nist. The smirk he carries while talking to his un Theatre until March 18.
faithful, greedy friends in his persona of th e Count
of Monte Cristo is priceless. You can almost feel the
anticipation of reveng e building up inside him. Nu Contact Jacqueline Goldman at
merous times you want to jump on stage yourself and jgoldmanl 3@my.whitworth.edu.

Staff Writer

Last month Whitworth University commemo
rated its establishment more than 122 years ago.
Whitworth has certainly changed since the 1890s,
but even within the last couple of decades, the per
sonality of the university is quite different. Let's take
a lookback.
Whitworth College was still traditiating back in
October of 1936, ye t planned activities were some
what different than what Whitworth does today. A
piece of writing was published about the "W" club
paddles. These paddles were used as weapons which
the article said needed to be "nicely balanced, thin
but strong, producing a th-wack sting without bruis
es."
The freshmen and sophomores battled in five
different events during the first couple of week s of
school. The article says this year, the freshmen only
won one event, and then the boys were dragged
through the cold waters of Dead-Man Creek.
In an article published in March of 1942, Cedar
Post wrote a piece about dining hall etiquette. He
wrote, "If the soup is too hot... gargle it in the back
of your throat. Fingers were made before forks, use
them. Elbows are to lean on. It is better to burp and
bear the shame than spare the burp and bear the
pain." And finally, "Never say 'excuse me,' merely
hold up the right index finger; others will follow suit."
An article from May 1956 talked about the strug
gles professors faced with the coming ofwarm spring
weather:
"The current practice of teachers holding their
class sessions in the open air has its unforeseen dis
advantages. Professors face a difficult decision in
trying to find an unoccupied space to meet... as they
attempt to dodge tire spraying of sprinklers."
How hard life was back then...
On Feb. 4 of 1955, a n editorial piece was written
in the Whitworthian by a 14-year-old, encouraging
students for all years to come to remember how un
doubtedly important your time here at Whitworth is.
"Greatness requires two things: a goal in life, and
lots of hard work," Bob by Duvall wrote. "Our goal
should be to get the best education we can to pre
pare ourselves for the day when we find that thing
which we wish to make our life's work. Now is a good
time to put this idea into practice. A new semester
has begun. The slate is wiped clean and we have a
fresh chance to make good."
"Even if we all never become famous, our lives will
have been enriched by following the idea that any
thing worthwhile in life is worth working for," Duvall
wrote. "And surely receiving a good education is one
of the most worthwhile opportunities in life:"
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Contact Jennifer Ingram at
jingraml3@my.whitworth.edu.
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Mustache Bash - Thursday, March 1

The junior class sported mustaches
and came together to listen to Big Folk
perform in the HUB MPR on Thursday
Relay for
evening,
It was a time for the juniors
Life Kickoff
to hang out as a community, take
- Tuesday, Feb. 28
photos with their mustaches in the
photo booth and eat pizza.
Students
gathered
for
a
spa
Jo Miller
Playing the Mustache Bash was
ghetti feed on Tuesday for the Relay for
Arts & Culture Editor
very different for Whitworth band Big
"A LifeTime Experience Worship Life Kickoff.
Concert" - Saturday, March 10
A movie from the American Cancer Folk because playing in a concert set
Society was shown and students learned ting isn't their normal gig, said band
member and junior Corey Zalewski.
Independent record label Trilog3 about the history of Relayfor Life.
Eisley - Thursday, March 8
Big Folk has eight members who
Productions will host "ALifeTime Expe
The kickoff encouraged students to
rience Worship Concert" at 7p.m. in the sign up forteams forRelay for Life which play downtown regularly on the street
Indie band Eisley will be making its HUBMPR.
will happen on April 20 at 6 p.m. in the corners to make money. Zalewshi said
first s top on its "Deep Space" tour at
he wasn't sure how the band would
The event will feature contemporary Fieldhouse.
Whitworth on Thursday.
Christian and gospel music from ]L3 &
During Relay for Life stu dents will sound all mic'd up, but the audience
Eisley, who just released their new EP NewSound Ministries, Whitworth alum enjoy live entertainment, free food and seemed to like them.
in February, is a female-fronted band na Yolande Johnson, Whitworth sopho activities such as root beer pong. Asstu
"Our goal is to transfer our excite
from Tyler, Texas, consisting of four sib more Jessica Ziemann, Whitworth's dents relay around the track they will ment and positive energy to everyone
lings and their cousin.
Exceptional Praise Choir, and special raise money for local cancer research in else," Zalewski said.
ASWU activities coordinator and guests Soldiers forChrist.
When they're downtown the band
the Spokane area through pledges and
senior Jesse Aldulaimi said he hopes
brings extra instruments for people to
Founder and owner of Trilog3 and other fundraising strategies.
people get excitedabout the concert and Whitworth junior Joe Lawyer sai d his
Treasurer of Colleges Against Cancer join in if they want to.
pack the place.
Big Folk plays a mixture of covers
group JL3 & Newsound has had the op and senior Rachel Yaun sa id everyone
"We haven't had a lot of female- portunity to perform on the west side of hates cancer, but some people don't get and original songs, and performed
driven artists and I appreciate that a lot Washington, Idaho and Las Vegas, Nev.
involved in fundraising because they covers including "Wake Up" by Ar
about them," Aldulaimi said.
"God has blessed us to reach across think there isalready enough support.
cade Fire and "Empire State of Mind"
The concert is free for Whitworth stu age and racial barriers in our ministry,"
"Because cancer is so publicized, a by Jay-Z at the Mustache Bash.
dents and starts at 8 p.m. in the Hixson Lawyer said.
lot of people don't getinvolved in events
Union Building Multipurpose Room.
He said the purpose of the wor- like this," Yaun said.
Marksmen and Christie Dupree willalso sfiip night is to spread the gospel and
Students can still sign u p a team for
be performing.
strengthen relationships with God.
Relay for Life a t www.relayforIife.org/ Contact Jo Miller at
joannamillerl 4@my.whitworth.edu.
whitworth.

Upcoming:

Adjunct faculty member als© shop owner
Elise Van Dam
Staff Writer
It all started with one couple who wanted a new
challenge in life and then that challenge turned into
two successful stores. In 1993, Whitworth University
alumna Kris Dinnison and her husband opened Boo
Radley's, a gift and toy shop. The Dinnisons then took
on a new task by purchasing a coffee shop from Four
Seasons Coffee, one of the original Spokane roasters,
and turning it into their own shop called Atticus Cof
fee and Gifts.
Dinnison has been a part of the Whitworth adjunct
faculty on and off for more than 20 years. During that
time, she has taught a children's literature course
and worked with the Gifted and Talented Program
through the education department.
Dinnison also worked in the Mead School District
for 17 years. In 2008, she decided to take a semester
leave from teaching.
"I thought I would go back, but I never did," Din
nison said.
Now Dinnison has three careers. She is a writer
working on a young adult realistic contemporary
novel and co-owns and manages both Boo Radley's
and Atticus with her husband. She also currently
teaches an adolescent literature class for the English
department at Whitworth.
"I don't really have much contact with the other
faculty since I am at Whitworth only one night a week,
but I have felt very supported by the English depart
ment," Dinnison said

Not only does she feel support from the English de
partment, but her students also feel supported by her.
Rachel Yaun, senior and English major at Whitworth,
is a student in Dinnison's class.
"She encourages us to think about education in a
different way by using brain-compatible strategies
that keep us engaged," Yaun said. "I know that every
week she's helping me to become a better teacher."
Dinnison said that life gets busy and difficult with
three different careers, but she keeps a positive out
look on it all.
"I feel lucky that I have the kind of life where there
is more stuff I want to do and learn than I have time
for," Dinnison said.

Even though her life is busy, Dinnison said that she
would never to go back to teaching full-time again.
"I c hose to leave K-12 teachin g,"Dinnison said. "I
resigned after two years of leave away from the class
room, so I h ad time to really consider my decision.
There are other things I want to do and learn and ex
perience in my life."
She said some things she would like to experience
are to travel, visit friends and family, go back to school
to get another degree and write more young adult
novels.
Dinnison said she enjoys being a co-owner of two
stores, and her favorite aspects of the job are the
strong base of regu lar customers that visit the stores
and the employees she works with.
"I feel so lucky to work with the people I do," Din
nison said.

Atticus Coffee and Gifts

Photographer: Michael Locatell
Kris Din nison co-owns Atticus Coffee with her
husband. She also works in Whitworth's English
department and iswriting a youngadult novel.

Along with the customers and employees at her
shops, Dinnison also said she enjoys using products
from local companies. Atticus uses
local roasters such as Doma, Roast House, Anvil and
Four Seasons for its coffee.
"When you have that many good roasters in town,
why go elsewhere?" Dinnison said.
Not only does Atticus use coffee beans from local
roasters to make its drinks, it also sells baked goods
from a local bakery called Cake.

Story continues, see Atticus Owner, p age 13

Professor introduces book
on Chinese Catholic martyrs
Natalie Moreno
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StaffWriter
Not many speakers would be willing to admit that
much of their audience is comprised of students who
have been promised extra credit for attending.
But that is exacdy what associate professor of his 
tory Anthony E. Clark did within the first five minutes
of introducing his new book "China's Saints: Catholic
Martyrdom during the Qing (1644-1911)," at Auntie's
Bookstore Friday, Feb. 24.
Clark, as sociate professor of Chinese history and
director of th e Asian studies program at Whitworth,
has previously written two other scholarly books and
numerous articles. He most recently wrote a television
series, "The Saints of China: Martyrs of the Middle
Kingdom" which was produced and aired on EWTN.
Clark switched frequently between English and
Chinese as he greeted the audience at Auntie's on Fri
day. He apologized in advance as he expressed his ag
ony at trying to fit16 pages of prepared notes, of which
he only got through two, to the 30-minute time span.
Clark said his book "China's Saints" stems from his
hope that more Catholic martyrs from China will b e
better recognized.
"[I] hope to help martyrs be martyrs by acknowl
edging their martyrdom [in this book]," Clark said.
"The word martyr means witness; how can these mar
tyrs be witnesses of their faith if no one acknowledges
them?"
Sophomore David Rhyoo agreed with Clark.
"[Coming to this event] gave me another perspec
tive on the historic significance of China," Rhyoo said.
"Christian martyrs in China should be better recog
nized."
Much of the background that Clark covers in his
book includes the violence of the Opium Wars and the
Boxer Uprising. He said the intent of hi s book is not
to criticize China or the Chinese but to acknowledge
the martyrs.
"It's not OK when anyone is martyred for their be
liefs," Clark said.
Clark said he hopes his book will appeal to people
of all beliefs by focusing on the similarities, rather
than the differences, between all people.
During the presentation, Clark passed around sev
eral rare photographs that were featured in his book.

Content found in the "I Saw You" section are
student submissions and do not necessarily
reflect the opinion of The Whitworthian.
l/i

Late to Class
I observed you sprinting from the library to Dixon
at 9:04 on a Monday morning, paper in hand.
Nice form.

Laughter Walk
I saw you collapse on the Hello Walk in a fit of
laughter. You made me smile, you made me
laugh. Thanks for making my day.

Photographer: Rachel Bair
Anthony E. Clark talked about his new book "Chi
na's Saints" at Auntie's Boo
kstore on Feb. 24.
"I enjoyed seeing the photos that Dr. Clark present
ed," junior Emily Hanson said. "I wouldn't normally
have gotten the chance to see them."
The photographs, gathered from across China, dis
played a rare glimpse into China's past.
One audience member asked if th e motivation of
Clark's book had stemmed from his Catholic faith or
his historical perspective.
"My s piritual life and my historical life [are] the
same," Clark said. "One cannot completely be di
vorced from one's heart."
Clark also briefly mentioned the upcoming release
of h is next book, currently titled Imagine Spirituali
ties, which will center on the quote by Sun Tzu, an in
fluential Chinese philosopher, which says, "Supreme
excellence consists in breaking the enemy's resistance
without fighting."
Clark said he hopes "Imagine Spiritualities" will
help people realize that differences between people
are, in fact, created by people and can therefore be
bridged by people.
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Kiss & Tell
I was sitting in my car in the parking lot behind
East, and saw you two start kissing. I decided to
make it super awkward and flashed my lights at
you lovebirds. Hope I didn't ruin the moment.

Saga Guy
I see your curly blond hair during basketball
games (you're really good!) and almost every
day in Saga, which has earned you the nickname
"Saga Guy" amongst my friends. I want to intro
duce myself, but I am being abnormally shy.

Ice Cream Thief
I saw you steal the entire tub of mint chocolate
chip ice cream in saga on Sundae Sunday. I
thought it was a joke, but no, you kept it, and my
soul was crushed because I was really looking
forward to having some, thanks a lot. I hope you
enjoyed it.
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Contact Natalie Moreno at
nmorenol 4@my.whitworth.edu.
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ATTICUS OWNER

"The first thing I saw was the [book] pages on the
wall," said customer Sarah Kenney, a junior at Whit
continued from page 12
worth. "I liked that it was part store and part coffee
shop."
Dinnison recommends a pairing of an 8-ounce
Along with the distinct gift section, the atmosphere
cappuccino and a croissant called a "buttercup" to her
of the coffee shop with its different-size tables and va
customers.
Because it islocated in downtown near to the mall, riety of drinks and pastries gives Atticus its own per
Riverfront Park a nd Lewis and Clark High School, a sonality.
"Atticus' personality is the best part about it, Stillar
wide range of customers come in several times a week
said.
"And it' s tempting to think they try too hard to
for a coffee or pastry.
"It tends to attract a friendly crowd," said Annie Stil- be the 'it' place, but it lives up to the title just by be
lar, cust omer and program assistant for the English ing itself: good coffee, good atmosphere and fun stuff
everywhere."
department at Whitworth.
The distinct pictures on the walls and the wide va
riety of gifts such as dishware, books, wine and coffee Contact Elise Van Dam at
beans attract customers to the store section of Atticus. evandaml3@my.whitworth.edu.
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Seen someone? Submit your 7 saw you' (limited
to 50 words) online at thewhitworthian.com.
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Fox News proves implausible beyond bias
RYAN STEVENS

Two of the most
common slogans for
Fox News' 24-hour
in cable network are "Fair
h~
and Balanced" and "We
ac. Report,
You Decide," but just
<
how fair and balanced is the no
toriously conservative news station?
According to polls and statistics, Fox News'
1/1 impartiality leaves much to be desired.
Fox News' bias began with the station's creation,
which was advertised as an alternative to the other
wise extensively liberal media, therefore intending
are
well-known,
to offset the opposing bias. This inherently set the
such as Sean Hannity,
organization
on
a
path
that
led
to
what
is
com
Q.
Bill O'Re illy and the notori
monly criticized as a full-time conservative pro
ously abrasive Glenn Beck. In
paganda machine. Though it is often claimed
fact, according to an investiga
that a truly unbiased news station cannot
tion funded by Columbia University
and does not exist, Fox News' partisan
School of Journalism, "Fox News uses
to
alignment, both blatant and veiled,
I—
the 'talking head' format for percent of
has
progressed
to
create
a
station
cc.
its evening broadcasts."
that is no longer reliable.
o
Q_
The problem with this approach
From
its
creation,
Fox
News
has
l/l
is that often the characters of th e
been based on a broadcasting style
organization are overlapped
commonly referred to as the Fox News Fear Factory.
in news and opinion sections.
in This paranoia manufacturer is designed to operate
u
Large portions of the network are
24 hours a day, pumping out stories that play on the
Q.
fears of the public, and often disguise opinions and devoted to the opinions and personalized subjective
political commentary as factual news. Stories are views of their talk hosts, (such as the O'Reilly Fac
frequently covered that deal with cases against polit tor) but are not clearly labeled and are formatted in
ical correctness, President Obama and even secular the same way as their regular news reporting. Often
the distinction between the
viewpoints,
which are often
~7T|
two types of programs is dif
rH
demonized. Bill O'Reilly once
But
Fox
News'
overt
O
ficult to make without prior
introduced a story as "another
(N
knowledge of the station. Sean
victory for the ACLUin its war
bias is not only
Wilentz, a Princeton historian
on Christianity" and went on
x to say that the American Civil
displayed in its news
has said that Roger Ailes, one
u
ai Liberties Union is "part of the coverage, but also in its of the founding members of
< anti-Christian cabal in Ameri
Fox News has "combined opin
subtle overlap of
ion and journalism in a wholly
ca that sees the Christian ma
new way — one that blurs the
jority as oppressors." While
news and opinion.
distinction between the two."
his
statements
may
contain
rH
But where is the line be
partial truth that relates to a
rH
tween bias and unreliability
LU
trend
in
cases,
there
was
not
=3
drawn? Fox News' pervasive prejudice has created
even a small attempt to hide the blatant bias.
in
But Fox News' overt bias is not onl
y displayed in its misconceptions about the world that have even been
t/i
news coverage, but also in its subtle overlap of news recorded in political surveys. In 2003, the University
rs
and opinion. One of the network's main tactics is the of Maryland Program on International Policy Atti
o
use of ta lking heads, individuals on the show who tudes Research Center (PIPA) released the results of a
become popular and recognizable because of th eir study conducted on perceptions of U.S. involvement
frequency on the show. Many of these characters in Iraq. The study explored misconceptions about
13
U
Jb

z

o

o
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links be
tween Iraq and
A1 Qae da, Weapons of
Mass Destruction in Iraq,
and World Public opinion
about the U.S.'s involvement in
the Middle East. The study found
Fox News viewers had the highest
frequency of misperceptions about the conflict in
all three categories, leading by around 10 percent in
each. In fact, viewers of Comedy Central's "The Daily
Show" an admittedly partial comedy program were
more informed about similar issues than Fox News,
according to the Los Angeles Times.
Fox News has gone beyond bias and moved to
present misleading and falsified facts. Despite the
rampant claims of the network that its news is im
partial, News Corp., an affiliate of Fox News, has
donated $1.26 million to the Republican Governors
Association, a move that clearly reveals even further
partiality.
Jon Stewart, host of "The Daily Show," after being
verbally attacked by Bill O'Reilly on one of Fox News'
opinion programs said that "Fox has taken reason
able concerns about this economy and [Obama],
and turned them into a full-fledged panic attack
about the next coming of Chairman Mao."
Personally, I don't hate biased television, as long
as they don't call it "news."

STEVENS is a sophomore majoring in Englishand
French. Comments can be sent to
rstevensl5@my.whitworth.edu.

Graphic Artist: Maria Chumov

Music industry ought to embrace change P
n

SARAH BERENTSON
COLUMNIST

Just like any other industry, the music industry is
weary of ch ange. Unfortunately for them, change is
all the rage due to the surge in information and ac
cess m ade available through the Internet. The fear
is that the music industry is losing money because
of th e easy accessibility of music via the Internet.
And the truth is, the music industry has lost money.
In fact, from 1999 to 2008 the worldwide revenue of
the music industry fell from $24 billion to $14 billion.
Though the labels might see a hit, the musicians don't
have to. Musicians, especially those who are not in the
ultra-famous realm, are met with a new age of music
that actually promotes entertaining, high quality live
shows. This encourages communities of music listen
ers to support their favorite bands, and gives a chance
for bands to stay true to their own sound.
All music is available at the click of a button. While
this availability has helped small names spread their
music and enabled many artists such as Death Cab for

Cutie to blow up due to viral fame, it has also taken bands have to work harder at their live shows. Though
away the close relationship that people used to have I don't know the ins and outs of every label deal, I do
with the music that they listened to. More sharing know that for independent artists, the pathway to suc
cess is putting on a good show. Musicians are in an
doesn't necessarily mean more engagement.
Growing up, my mother had a pile of vinyl records era in which being a live performer can be everything.
and we would listen to an album in its entirety. With Bands can live off their music now if they can put on a
show, and they don't have to
the rise of i Tunes and online
fake it.
music engines such as Spotify,
Larry and His Flask, a band
we have been given the luxury
Though
sharing
music
you
may not be familiar with,
of creating personal playlhas
been
together for almost
ists. Though sharing music
becomes simple and
eight years. Over t hose eight
becomes simple and easy, it
easy, it takes away a
years, they have only put out
takes away a veryimportant el
two records, but in the last
ement of an album. An album
very important element
year they played 300 s hows.
is a piece of art work, and the
of an album.
This is a group of men who
tracks on a well-made album
are very talented musicians
are crafted specifically to be on
that know how to have a
that album, in that order, for a
good time and engage the
reason.
When you sit down and listen to an album in its audience. Their lives center around music, and they
entirety, you foster a relationship with the album, are sure to make you dance. They are where music is
and your connection to the music becomes stronger. heading.
When an audience engages with a live show, it's
You have this experience at shows as well. Now t hat
there is much less money to be found in online sales, comparable to engaging with an entire album. A good
show leads to album sales, even if you can pirate the
music for free. When you are in awe at a live show, you
immediately want tosupport the music being created.
This change demands that audiences pay atten
tion to what is being said by musicians. I have several
qualms with many pop artists today. There is a point
when music can just be fun. It doesn't always have to
have the most meaningful and profound lyrics. Some
times it can just make you dance. However, there
seems to be, especially in the pop industry, times
when the music is just killing brain cells.
As live shows for bands grow in popularity, so does
the opportunity for musicians to stay true to their
sound- an important and controversial issue in the
music industry. Yet, art is art, and it shouldn't be com
promised at the hands of t he mainstream industry.
With a new surge in live shows, bands have the op
portunity to share their music as they intended. This
is when the Internet helps. With the availability of
music, one band leads to another and a community of
listeners begins to form.
Though the music industry is facing great changes
and new hurdles, I believe it is changing for the bet
ter. Though this change might not be noticed in the
top 20, the musicians flying under your radar will cer
tainly notice it. It comes down to this: If more people
are listening to music, and more people are then go
ing to shows, more bands can be successful without
having to compromise their sound to meet a label's
mainstream needs. Musicians can create habitats for
their music and create communities catered to their
specific style. Somehow, the Internet has indirectly
eliminated the need for conformity. Musicians have
an opportunity to once again be free to purely create
their art.
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BERENTSON is a senior majoring in English and
Spanish. Comments can be sent to
sberentsonl2@my.whitworth.edu.
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In the past 10 years, the Harry Potter movies have
become the highest grossing series, bringing in over
$7 billion. The first Harry. Potter movie was released
in 2001. Then, ten years later, fans watched the last
Harry Potter battle, "Harry Potter and the Deathly
Hallows: Part Two" in 2011.
Fans laughed, cried and rejoiced with the charac
ters as Harry, Ron and Hermione grew up before their
eyes.
Yet, in the midst of those 10 years, Harry Potter has
not won a single Oscar. Now, d on't get me wrong, I
am not a die-hard Harry Potter fan and don't believe
they should win an Oscar for Best Picture, or even get
nominated for that category, but they did deserve an
Oscar.
They have been nominated for many Oscars, in
cluding Best Art Direction (2002,2006 and 2012), Best
Costume Design (2002), Best Original Score (2002
and 2005), Best Visual Effects (2005, 2011 and 2012),
Best Cinematography (2010) and Best Makeup (2012).
Yet, with those various nominations, none of t he
Harry Potter movies were able to walk away with an
Oscar.
With the final movie having been nominated for
an Oscar, 2012 was the last chance for Harry Potter to
snag a little gold man.
However, each year that the movies were nomi
nated for a category, they were up against some tough
competition. For visual effects alone they competed
with "Inception'; "Spider-Man Two" and "Hugo."
Even without an Oscar, the Harry Potter series has
had many accomplishments to be proud of.
It is the highest grossing movie series, with the sec
ond highest being the James Bond series, which made
triple the amount of mov ies Harry Potter made. Be
hind 007 are the Star Wars movies.
The Harry Potter movies have had actors and ac of all time, for opening weekend and opening day.
"Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone" ranked as
tresses who have won or been nominated for Oscars
and play key roles such as Helena Bonham Carter No. 11 worldwide, "Harry Potter and the Deathly Hal
as Bellatrix Lestrange, Kenneth Branagh as Gilderoy lows Part One" is No.14 and "Harry Potter and the Or
der of the Phoenix" came in at No. 16.
Lockhart and Julie Christie as Madam Rosmerta.
It is not just the movies that have been successful;
Many more actors, who have won or been nomi
nated for more than one Oscar, have also guest starred the books have made their mark in history as well. Ac
in Harry Potter films. The Harry Potter cast was truly cording to Forbes.com Rowling has earned billions
of dollars with the sale of her books. The books have
the best of the best.
The British Academy Film Awardsand the National also made best books lists in The New York Times and
Movie Awards recognized the movie series with vari Publishers Weekly.
There is a lot of hype leadin
g up to the Oscars about
ous nominations and wins including the Outstanding
which films are nominated and which ones should
British Contribution to Cinema.
In the box office, "Harry Potter and the Deathly win, and afterward photos flood the Internet and
Hallows: Part Two" ranked as the No. 1 grossing movie newspapers with who won what. Although I think

Graphic Artist: Hannah Charlton
that with their success Harry Potter deserved an Os
car, they have made their mark in history.
They have accomplished more than most movies
could dream of, and they did it without ever receiving
an Oscar. An Oscar would have been another achieve
ment, and definitely well-deserved, but by no means
would winning an Oscar be a firm representation of
the brilliant work of the movies.
Even t hough there will b e no Oscar in the future,
fans can look forward to countless nights reading the
books, watching the movies and planning trips to the
Harry Potter theme park.
WILLIAMSON is a freshman majoring in journalism
and mass communication. Comments can be sent to
hwilliamsonl5@my.whitworth.edu.

LOOK OUTFOR MORE OPIIIIONSONLINE:
• SEPARATION OFCHURCH AND STATE HAS GONE TOO FAR
• DIVERSITY FAILS TO DELIVER
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Premarital move-in should be up to couples
the man can't take it or that the man snores so loudly
that the woman can't sleep. Living together before
marriage is likea test run to prepare for the real thing.
COLUMNIST
The couple can figure out whether or not it is going
to work before they seal the deal by getting married.
On the other hand, moving in together can ruin
Like w ith all things, living with someone before things. Couples can move in together too soon and
marriage has its pros and cons. For me, I want to live things won't work out. If they would have waited
with my future boyfriend or fiance before we get until marriage or until they had grown more in love,
married; however, I respect that there are plenty of the living arrangement could have ended up work
other people out there who do not believe the same ing. Instead, a good relationship ends due to lack of
patience. Sometimes the things
as I do. Moving in with someone
I mentioned before could be
is one of t he hardest decisions
Some people are able
overcome if t he couple is in love
to make but it is also one that
enough, but if the couple moves in
nearly everyone has to face at
to fight the temptation
before their love has blossomed,
some point in life. To help those
and still wait until
the litde things could destroy ev
that are considering moving in
erything.
with a significant other, here are
marriage, which is the
Sex is also a big part of movi ng
some pros and cons.
Christian way.
in together. If you are a Whitworth
First, living together before
student who wants to have sex
marriage can help one figure
with your significant other, mov
out whether he or she can ac
tually live with that other person. This is crucial be ing off cam pus is a way not to break one of th e Big
cause some people have gotten married and divorced Three. According to a study conducted at the Univer
quickly due to the fact that they ca
n't stand living with sity of Denve r, 70 percent of couples are having sex
the other person. It could be that the woman in the before marriage. It shouldn't be a shock to know that
relationship is incredibly messy to the point where there are Whitworth students that fall under that per
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centage of people. An easy way to respect the univer
sity and still have sex is to move off campus.
I'm not saying that everyone who moves in to
gether is having sex. Some people are able to fight the
temptation and still wait until marriage, which is-the
Christian way. Temptation is hard to resist though.
If you are the type of person who couldn't resist the
temptation of hav ing sex with your significant other
but you want to save your virginity for marriage, then
moving in together wouldn't be a good idea. Stick
ing to your morals is far more important than doing
a live-in test run.
The most important thing is to be open with your
significant other before moving in together. Make
sure you know what the sexual relationship will be.
If it turns out that one person can't resist temptation
and one can, then moving in wouldn't be wise. If one
person is unsure about the longevity of the relation
ship then moving in could result in one person not
having a place to five if the relationship ends. This de
cision is a tough one that should take a lot of careful
thought. My advice is: don't rush this process. Think
it through and don't hold back.
BARNES is a freshman majoring in English and
secondary education. Comments can be sent to
jbamesl5@my.whitworth.edu.
www.SPOKANECHIEFS. com
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DISCOUNT AVAILABLE WITH STUDENT ID

vs. TRI-CITYAMERICANS

MIU.GR BREWING COMPANY
ROAD TRIP GIVEAWAY

$1 hotdogs, Coca-Cola, and popcorn
plus the first 5,000 fans
receive a set of CheerStix.

Two lucky fans will win party bus trips
for 10 to see the Chiefs play at Tri-City!

Sponsored By:

For Tickets Call 509.53S.PUCK

vs. KOOTENAY/CE

BUCK NIGHT &
CHGCRSTtX G/VGAWAY

RED LION RIVER INN

7 PM
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File Photos Chrissy Roach
(L to R): Seniors Wade Gebbers, Idris Lasisi and Jack Loofburrow play against University of Puget Sou
nd in the NWCChampionship game on Feb. 25.

A taste of sweetness for men's basketball

Pirates into the NCAA Division III Sweet 16 for the third consecutive season
on a 10-4 run against the Bucs. It
was senior forward Id
ris Lasisi who broke the McMurry momentum when he
StaffWriter
threw down a message-sending dunk off an assist from
Hie Whitworth men's basketball team found some McConnell. Then with just sixseconds remaining in the
thing sweet in Belton, Texas, on March 2 and 3 when half, Lasisi hit a baseline jumper to givethe Pirates a 41it knocked McMurry University and Trinity University 37 advantage.
"In the first half we got rushed," Friedt said. "But[we]
out of the NCAA Division in Tournament. The Pirates
improved their record to 26-3 overall and for the third played more controlled in the second half."
Whitworth scored in bunches to stretch its lead to as
consecutive year are headed to the Sweet 16.
The Bucs found an advantage in the paint against a many as 11 points after halftime. Friedt had five con
quick and scrappy McMurry defense Friday night as se secutive points, Gebbers drove the lane and scored,
nior post Felix Friedt scored a career-high 35 points to and sophomore guard Colton McCargar came off the
lead the Pirates to a 90-79 victory over the War Hawks. bench contributing five points to open up the second
Friedt went 16 for17 from the line and 9 for 16 from the half for the Bucs. McMurry would answer with its own
flurry of baskets, but Whitworth
field.
held its own and sustained the
"Felix was tremendous through "We are very accustomed
lead
the entire half.
out the night," head coach Matt
to the quick turnarounds
"We were able to maintain our
Logie said. "With the amount of
lead throughout the second half
pressure that McMurry puts on the
and how to go about
and withstand a few runs from
basketball, it was very important
preparing ourselves
McMurry despite making some
that we had an outlet inside to re
uncharacteristic turnovers," Logie
lieve that pressure."
for those situations."
said.
Senior forward Jack Loofburrow
- MATT LOGIE
With just six minutes remain
hit a 3-pointer to regain the lead af
ing,
the War Hawksbounced back
ter McMurry tied the game at nine
Head Men's Basketball Coach
to
within
sixpoints and by the 2:30
five minutes into the first ha lf. The
War Hawks were quick to answer, scoring six points to markwere within four points ofWhitworth's lead. Lasisi
Whitworth's two. As the top rebounding team in the na scored four consecutive points to fuelWhitworth late in
the game, and Friedt put away the game for good with
tion, McMurry challenged Whitworth on the boards.
"The plan was to crash the glass with ail fiveplayers," four points from the foulline in the final minute of play.
Whitworth outrebounded McMurry 41-38 and shot
Friedt said. "It was a rough battle, but we had everyone
82 percent from the stripe to earn a spot in Saturday
fight together."
Friedt scored his 10th point of the half with 10 min night's game. Lasisi scored 15 points for the Bucs,while
utes to go off a three-point play. Sophomore guard Gebbers added 11 and McConnell dished three assists.
In Saturday night's matchup against Trinity, Whit
Dustin McConnell scored a bucket for the Pirates to
worth's
strong defense carried them 64-53 over the
help energ ize a run, and Whitworth went up 29-22
Tigers.
Trini
ty came in confident after upsetting the
when junior guard Wade Gebbers earned his first
No. 10-ranked host school University of Mary Hardinpoints of the game on a drive to the basket.
The War Hawks weren't easily shut down and went Baylor the night before.

Corina Gebbers

"We executed really well defensively anddidn't give
them many easy looks," Lasisi said.
Whitworth came out energized, finding an 8-3 lead
off a F riedt bucket and treys by Lasisi and junior for
ward Mack Larkin. The Bucs were sparked by 17 of
Lasisi's game-high 22 points to maintain a steady lead
throughout the first half.
"We are fortunate that the NWC play s its league
games on Friday and Saturdays," Logie sa id. "We are
very accustomed to the quick turnarounds and how to
go about preparing ourselves for those situations."
Lasisi opened the second half with two 3-pointers,
but the Bucs' offensive momentum decelerated and
Trinity made a huge comeback, closing the 20-point
gap to just three with under seven minutes remaining.
"We rushed things on offense and had some turn
overs," Lasisi said. "Because of our bad offense we
weren't as focused as we should be on defense."
Whitworth called a timeout in an attempt to freeze
the Tigers' offensive streak. Loofburrow responded by
netting eight points.
"Our players really responded on the defensive end
following that break and put some stops together which
got us going offensively," Logie said.
Loofburrow's surge for the Bucs was enough to help
Whitworth regain a 13-point lead, and execution on the
defensive end denied Trinity any comeback opportu
nity.
Whitworth kept the Tigers off the free throw line for
the entire first half, while also forcing its opponent to
shoot 38 percent from the field. Loofburrow contrib
uted 13 points for the Bucs on the offensive end, while
Friedt added 12 and Gebbers dished seven assists.
Whitworth will fa ce Virginia Wesleyan College in
the Sweet 16 on March 9 in the Sectional Semifinals at
Wisconsin-Whitewater in Wisconsin.
Contact Corina Gebbers at
cgebbersl 5@my.whitworth.edu.
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Men's gulf swi ngs int©

spring play

Pirates travel to Tacoma and Dupont, Wash., to battle with conference foes
Sena Hughes
Staff Writer
The Whitworth men's golf team began spring com
petition last weekend on the west side of t he state.
The men finished fourth of four Thursday and Friday
at the Puget Sound Logger Invitational in Tacoma.
Saturday and Sunday the Pirates competed in Du
pont, at the Pacific Lutheran University Invitational,
in which they finished fourth of eight.
"I think that for not being able to play through
out the winter because of weather conditions, we
did acceptable," sophomore Jesse Salzwedel said.
"It wasn't really what we wanted, but we don't have
[many] means to practice our short game."
The team's main competition right now is the
weather. Head coach Warren Friedrichs emphasized
the frustration of not being able to play outside in
Spokane, which was reflected in last weekend's per
formance.
"It was good to get out of Spokane and get in some
competition," Friedrichs said. "If you don't get out of
town and play then you don't get to play."
The Bucs struggled at the beginning of the week
end. After Thursday's competition, they were in third
place behind UPS and PLU, b ut a weaker perfor
mance on Friday by Whitworth allowed North Idaho
College to claim the third place prize, leaving the
Bucs in the fourth and final place. Whitworth fin
ished with a final score of 643. H ost team UPS won
the tournament with a score of 613.
"It was just our first time outside playing in a tour
nament," Friedrichs said. "The first day was OK, the
second day was not as good."
Salzwedel went as far as to say that Whitworth's
performance on Friday was "embarrassing."
"You shouldn't expect to win a tournament when
you finish like that," Salzwedel said.
Salzwedel led the Pirates both Thursday and Fri
day, finishing in ninth place overall with a final score
of 156. Sophomores Saul Martinez and Stephen
Plopper finished in 12th and 15th, respectively.
Part of the problem with Whitworth's lack of prac
tice out on the course is the deficit it creates in the
short game, namely putting.
"It just takes practice and that's how you score,"
Friedrichs said.
It was a quick turnaround into Saturday as Whit
worth headed just a few miles up the road for an
other 36 holes of competition. The Bucs were among
seven Northwest Conference teams competing in
the tournament. The only non-NWC team was North
Idaho.
"There's not much time to adjust to two differ
ent courses," Friedrichs said. "We didn't have much
practice time at either one."
Whitworth came out in good shape Saturday, fin
ishing 16 over par and just four strokes behind tour
nament leader Linfield College. Plopper and Salz
wedel were both one stroke behind the tournament
leader at the end of Saturday.
"We played really well the first day," Salzwedel
said. "Our team hit the ball probably the best out of

File Photo: Jordan Beauchamp
Senior Christian Boudreau watches his drive in a golf tourn
ament last fall
anybody, but once again we struggled greatly with
putting."
High winds picked up quite a bit on Sunday, caus
ing more challenges for the Bucs. Again, the lack of
practice the team has had outside of the Whitworth
Fieldhouse this spring showed.
Whitworth finished fourth with a final score of
625, falling behind tournament-winner Linfield, as
well as PLU and North Idaho. Salzwedel once again
led the Pirates, tying for second with an opportunity
to win the tournament on hole 18.
"Individually my goal for the spring is to win a
tournament and I had that chance," Salzwedel said.
"With two holes left to play I was tied for the lead. I
think second place is definitely bittersweet but defi
nitely gives me [incentive] to work harder and win
one or two meets this spring."
Friedrichs commended Salzwedel on his solid
play for the Bucs this weekend.
With a full several weeks sneaking up on them,
Friedrichs does not deny the need to get out and play

on a course. The team will travel to Tucson, Arizover Spring Break for a couple tournaments and out
door practice would be ideal before then.
"Hopefully we'll get courses opening in a week,
but we'll take what we can get," Friedrichs said.
After Spring Break, the Pirates get a few rounds of
NWC play before the NWC championships April 21
and 22.
"We're anxious for the next month," Friedrichs
said. "As soon as we can get on the course, every
thing happens quickly."
Friedrichs wasn't the only one excited to see the
spring season underway. Though this weekend
didn't go as well as expected for Whitworth, Salzwe
del has firm confidence in his team.
"I think Whitworth has a great chance of upsetting
the field if we play to our full potential," Salzwedel
said. "We're a very talented team and can beat any
one in the conference."
Contact Sena Hughes at
shughesl 5@my. whitworth.edu.
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Sophomore hurdler Jon Huffcompetes for the Black team in the Crimson vs. Black meet at Whitworth on Feb. 24.Track competes March 9and 10.

Pirates compete well around Northwest
Meghan Dellinger
Staff Writer
To start off the 2012 outdoor season, the Whitworth
track and field team dominated in the majority of its
events at the Willamette Opener on March 3. At the
same time, three other athletes from the team traveled
to the University of Washington Last Chance meet to
try to improve their NCAA qualifying marks for indoor
competition.
In addition to the Pirates, Willamette University and
. Western Oregon University competed in the event, as
well an Oregon community college and a local Oregon
club.
"The men's [team] dominated. The women's [team]
also co mpeted strongly," head coach Toby Schwarz
said looking back on the meet.
The men dominated in almost all of t heir events.
Junior Carter Comito and sophomore Sam Wright fin
ished in first and second for both the shot put and the
discus respectively. Comito won the shot put with a
53-81/2 toss, and the discus with an NCAA automatic
qualifying distance of 187' 3" Wright finished second
with a shot put toss of 51-2 3/4 and a discus throw of
160-10.

Sophomore Keegan Shea and senior Jake Pierce
continued the Pirates' winning streak, finishing first
and second in the hammer throw. Shea reached a life
time best of 177-5 and Pierce threw 172-3.
In the javelin, Whitworth placed first, second and
third with junior Joseph Ingram, senior John McCormack and freshman Chase Wright claiming the
top three spots. Ingram threw 197-8 and McCormack

threw just behind him at 197-7, qualifying them pro with 19 of them new this year.
"Over half the team is young but [they] have a lot of
visionally for the NCAA Outdoor Championships.
talent," Schwarz said.
Wright threw 185-4, placing third.
Polley said the Willamette meet was only thebegin
The Pirate men also finished in the top four places
ning
for the team.
in the long jump, with sophomore Jonathan Hoffman
"It's the beginning of the [outdoor] season [and] our
jumping 21-8 to place first.
In the 100-meter dash, sophomore Trent Alsin first meet," Polley said. "We have more to work off of
ran 11.15 to win the event, then placed second in the but it's a good start."
As 57 of th e Whitworth athletes went to the meet
200-meter dash with a time of 22.91 seconds.
in Willamette, three others traveled
In the steeplechase event, senior
to the University of Washington
Trent Dudley ran a winning time of
"The men's [te am]
for the UW Last Chance meet. The
9:38.20, adding to the Pirates' grow
dominated. The
meet was organized for athletes to
ing list of achievements at the meet.
improve
their chances to compete
The 10K run was also won by Whit
women's [team] also
in the 2012 NCAA Divis ion III In
worth, as senior Aaron Jenkins ran
competed strongly."
door Track and Field Champion
the event in 33:16.53.
ships next week.
Senior Shane Polley, who is also
- TOBY SCHWARZ
Sophomore Jheri Gates improved
a distance runner, said the meet
Head
Track
and
Field
Coach
her previous best in the high jump
went well overall.
by more than 3 inches. She finished
"[The team's goals were] to do
third
in
the
event,
clearing 5-6.5, and moved up into
the best we can, to the best of our abilities, and to glo
rify God," Polley said. "These are our goals for every the top 10 in conference standings. Junior Frank Lima
also competed in high jump at the UW meet, im
[meet]."
The Whitworth men continued to do well in the proving his season's best from last year and finishing
relay event, taking first in both the 4x100 and the fourth in the event at 6- 9.
The official field for the Championships will be an
4x400.
The women also did well, as freshman Christina nounced on Monday, March 5.
The Pirates' next meet will be the NCAADivision III
Anderson won the 10K ra ce in 40:16.35, a nd fresh
nell
man Christina Dobbins finished well in her events. Indoor Championships on March 9 and 10 at Grin
Dobbins placed second in high jump (5-1)7 second College in Iowa.
in 100-meter hurdles(15.63) and third in 400-meter
Contact Meghan Dellinger at
hurdles (1:09.06).
mdellingerl 5@my, whitworth.edu.
Schwarz said the women's team has 34 members,
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Women's tennis claims pair
of conference victories
Nathan Webber
Staff Writer
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Strong singles play for the Whitworth women's tennis team on Satur
day helped the Bucs to notch another
Northwest Conference win, as they
defeated Pacific University in the Scotford Tennis Center.
Trailing 3-1 after the first four
matches, the Pirates won five s traight
singles matches for the victory. Whitworth improves to 3-0 in the NWC and
4-1 overall.
"I'm really happy with the way we
played singles," head coach Jo Ann
Wagstaff said. "Losing in doubles re
ally fired the team up for singles. We
played our best singles all year."
Freshman Saryn Mooney was a part
of two wins for the Pirates. Mooney
and senior Claire Hemming earned
the first point for Whitworth as the
two beat Pacific's No. 3 doubles team
8-0. Mooney also defeated the Boxers
Rachel Mizuno in No. 3 singles later in

the match.
Pirate senior Erica Bosman started
the comeback in singles play as she
defeated Pacific's Megan Yoshimoto
6-1, 6-1 in No. 2 singles after Boxer Cat
Goya defeated Whitworth senior Alii
Marshall in No. 1 singles.
After being beaten in doubles by
Pacific's Lillian Do and Kelsey Trujillo,
Whitworth juniors Megan Wingfield
and Jessi Steele got .their revenge in
singles play as Wingfield beat Trujillo
6-2, 6-4 in No. 4 singles and Steele de
feated Do 6-0, 6-0 in the No. 5 singles
spot.
Senior Siri Carlson finished off th e
Boxers by defeating Pacific's Kelsey
Lack 6-2, 6-1 in No. 6 singles.
Whitworth will stay home next
weekend as it takes on George Fox
University and Lewis & Clark College
March 9 and 10.

Contact Nathan Webber at
nathanwebberl3@my. whitworth.
edu.

Photographer: Chrissy Roach
Senior Alii Marshallcompetes against Pacific University on March 3.
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o Baseball drops twin bill in Men's tennis suffers defeat
against Pacific University
to non-conference action
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dore threw 1.2 innings without allow
ing a run.
Whitworth overcame a 6-1 deficit
The Whitworth baseball team fell in the second game, scoring five runs
short 10-7 and 9-7 in a doubleheader off three hits in the fifth inning to tie
against Central Washington Univer the game at six. Central scored again
in the sixth and seventh innings and
sity on Sunday, March 4.
Whitworth scored three runs in the held on to the lead despite a ninthsecond inning, but didn't score again inning comeback attempt by Whit
until the seventh when sophomore worth.
"They are a Division II school
left fielder Gerhard Muelheims hit a
home run, bringing in two runners, but we played with them the whole
and senior third baseman Landon game," Jarrell said. "Our team is dis
Scott scored off a n RBI from senior appointed we didn't come out with
first baseman JR Jarrell. Meanwhile, any wins."
Freshman Dan Sheibe started the
the Wildcats had back-to-back big in
nings in the fourth and fifth, scoring second game for the Bucs on the hill,
allowing six earned runs. Nick Mottseight runs on the Pirates.
"It wasn't a very goodperformance inger led Whitworth offensively go
for us," Jarrell said. "I'm not sure what ing 4-5 at the plate with four RBIs.
The Pirates are now 6-5-1 overall
exactly went wrong, but we didn't
and begin conference play March
play how we are capable of playing."
Muelheims led the way with four 10 and 11 at the University of Puget
RBIs in the first game. Freshman Sound.
Spencer Ansett pitched four innings,
giving up eight runs, while senior CJ
Perry pitched 2.1 innings and gave Contact Corina Gebbers at
up two runs. Sophomore Taylor Isa- cgebbersl 5@my.whitworth.edu.

Corina Gebbers
StaffWriter

Nathan Webber
StaffWriter

The Whitworth men's tennis team
suffered a setback on Saturday losing
to conference foe Pacific University
at the Hulce Tennis Courts in Forest
Grove, Ore.
The Boxers won all six singles
matches and two of the three doubles
matches. Only the No. 3 doubles
team of s ophomore John Talbot and
freshman Matt Goebel were able to
beat the Boxers, winning 8-5. The
doubles team of Talbot and Goebel
remain undefeated this season,
improving to 2-0 together.
The Pirates, now 2-1 in the
conference, fell to fifth place in the
league. TheBucs are 3-3overall. Pacific
improved to 4-0 in the conference and
4-1 overall as it maintains its lead in
the NWC.
The Pirates kept most of the matches
close, especially the No. 5 and No.
6 singles. Senior Ben Hamming lost
to Pacific's Eric Furuya 7-6 (8-6), 6-3
in No. 5 singles, and freshman Chris

ONLINE RECAP FOR SOFTBALL MARCH3 AND4

Engleman was defeated by Boxer
Scott Kawamura 7-6 (7-1), 7-5 in the
No. 6 singles spot.
"I was really happy to see how
the bottom half of our lineup did;
they showed real potential," junior
Cameron Williams said. "We were in
the matches even though the score
didn't show it."
Pacific's No. 1 doubles team
defeated Whitworth's senior Daniel
Redfern and Williams 8-4. Redfern
was later defeated by the Boxers' Troy
Zuroske 6-3, 6-3 in the No. 1 singles
match and Williams lost to Pacific's
Spencer Hing 6-2, 6-2 in the No. 2
singles match.
The men's tennis team will
stay home and play against the
Community Colleges of Spokane on
Monday, March 5. *

Contact Nathan Webber at
nathanwebberl3@my.whitworth.
edu.

SPOTTED FROM THE CROW'S NEST

Men's Baseball: Landon Scott

1 MEN'S BASKETBALL
NWC
WHITWORTH

15-1

ALL
26-3

PUGETSOUND

11-5

20-7

WHITMAN

11-5

18-8

LEWIS & CLARK

9-7

14-12

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

9-7

12-13

GEORGE FOX

8-8

11-14

PACIFIC (ORE.)

3-13

9-16

LINFIELD

3-13

5-20

WILLAMETTE

3-13

5-20

NEXT PIRATE GAME;
Whitworth vs. Virginia Wesleyan @ Whitewater, Wis.
Friday, March 9 @ TBA

1 BASEBALL
NWC

Photographer: GregMoser
Whitworth baseball's senior Landon Scott is both a two-time All-NWC and All-Region honoree.
also been the intramural coordinator for Whitworth this
year. He does a great job representing the baseball team
as a whole."
Scott's four years playing baseball for the Bucs have
Landon Scott, Whitworth baseball's senior third
baseman, is already having an All-Northwest Confer beena roller coaster ride, from a team his freshman year
ence type of a season. Through 10 games, Scott is lead that went 10-26 to a team that finished fifth in the NWC
ing the team in batting average, on-base percentage, with a 20-20 record last season, to this year with a team
runs scored and hits, and he is leading Whitworth in that is currently third in the NWC.
"Starting off my freshman year the program was kind
several other categories as well. Scott is also in the top
five in the Northwest Conference in batting average and of down," Scott said. "We had a good recruiting class the
last couple ofyears and last year we gotto .500. This year
RBIs.
"His numbers speak for themselves," head coach we have senior leadership with freshmen and sopho
Dan Ramsay said. "His career batting average is over more talent. We're 6-3-1 so far,should be 7-3, but overall
.420 and you don't see that number of batting average in it's going to be a good season."
Scott knows a thing or two about good seasons. He
baseball in a season, let alone a career."
In fact, entering this past weekend, Scott's career bat earned first team All-Northwest Conference his sopho
ting average sits at .427. He also has 188 hits, 31 doubles, more and junior seasons, and was named first team
four triples, 14 HRs, 97 RBIs, 118 runs scored and has 58 NCAA All-Region as a sophomore and second team AllRegion his junior year.
walks in his Pirate career.
"It's been nice having his bat in the middle of the line
Scott, an economics major from Kennewick, Wash.,
up," Ramsay said.
has played the game of baseball since the age of 4.
Even more impressive than the numbers he puts up
"I started playing tee ball when I was 4," Scott said.
"Since then it's been every year, every summer that I on the field is his leadership.
"He is a great teammate; he is there for everybody,"
have been playing."
senior
pitcher Nick Combo said. "The leadership he
After Scott helped Kennewick High School win a state
championship his senior season, he had a lot of options brings to the field, especially for the young guys, is great
to continue his baseball career, ultimately choosing for our team."
Coach Ramsay also said he thinks Scott's leadership
Whitworth for playing time among other reasons.
"I could have gone to WSU t.obe a preferred walk-on, is having an impact on the team.
"He has become a team-first guy and buying into the
but I wanted to go somewhere that was better academi
team
approach," Ramsay said. "He will sacrifice an atcally," Scott said. "1 got financial aid from Whitworth
and it was somewhere where I could start for four years." bat to move up the runners if he has to. He wants to win
While at Whitworth, Scott has excelled not only on a championship, that's what it all comes back to."
the field but has achieved success through his schoolwork and through student government,
"He's one of t hose guys that has done a ton on the
field and also in the classroom," Ramsay said. "He was Contact Nathan Webber at
an-All-District selection last year for his GPA. H e has nathanwebberl3@my.whitworth.edu.

Nathan Webber
Staff Writer

ALL

0-0

LINFIELD

3-1

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

0-0

4-2

WHITWORTH

0-0

6-3-1
2-3-1

PUGETSOUND

0-0

GEORGE FOX

0-0

PACIFIC (ORE.)

0-0

WILLAMETTE

0-0

LEWIS & CLARK

0-0

WHITMAN

0-0

2-7

HHI'
1-5

0-8
0-8

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs.University of Puget Sound @ Puget Sound
Saturday, March 10 @ 11 a.m.

1 MEN'S TENNIS
NWC ALL
PACIFIC (ORE.)

4-0

4-1

WHITMAN

3-0

7-3

GEORGE FOX

3-1

4-4

WILLAMETTE

2-1

2-1

WHITWORTH

2-1

3-3

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

1-3

2-3

LEWIS &CLARK

1-3

1-3

LINFIELD

1-3

1-4

PUGETSOUND

0-5

0-6

NEXT PIRATE MATCH:
Whitworth vs. George Fox Univesity @ George Fox
Friday, March 9@2p.m.

1 WOMEN'STENNIS
NWC
6-0

LINFIELD

ALL
6-0

WHITWORTH

3-0

4-1

WHITMAN

4-1

5-2

PACIFIC (ORE.)

3-3

4-3

PUGET SOUND

3-3

3-4

GEORGE FOX

1-2

2-3

WILLAMETTE

1-3,

3-3

LEWIS & CLARK

0-4

0-5

PACIFIC LUTHERAN
0-5
0-6
NEXT PIRATE MATCH:
Whitworth vs.George Fox University @ Home
Saturday, March 9 @ 4p.m.

Team records as of March 4, 2012

ALL MY SONS
4"

ABOVE: Junior Kristina Hess plays Kate, a mother dealing with the loss of her son, in "AD
My Sons," which runs March 9 and 10 at 8 p
.m. in Cowies Auditorium.
TOP RIGHT: Sophomore Emily Shick plays Lydia, Kate's and Joe's neighbor.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Sophomores Rhiannon Batson and Ramsey Troxel play a young, post
war couple.
BELOW: S ophomore Ramsey Troxel and senior Andrew Coopman, who play Chris and
Joe, have a heated debate about the past.
Photographer: Tanner Scholten
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ABOUTUS
VOLUME 102, ISSUE 12

The Whitworthian has served as the main source
of news and sports coverage for the Whitworth
community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an
organization composed entirely by students which
produces The Whitworthian weekly newspaper
and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting
accurate and relevant information in an innova
tive manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for
expressing the interests of-the Whitworth
community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published
weekly, except during January and student vaca
tions. The content is generated entirely by stu
dents. The college administration does not review
the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the
individual artists, writers and student editors, and
do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associ
ated Students of Whitworth University (ASWU),
the university, its administration, faculty/staff or
advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through
advertising and subscription revenue and in part
by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the
opinions of their individual creators and not
necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its
editors or its staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes
in freedom of speech and expression as guaran
teed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of
the United States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248
ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com
QUESTIONS?
jvalencial2@my.whitworth.edu
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Whitworth introduces honors program

The George Whitworth Honors Program will be
introduced in the fall with hopes of attracting
more high-achieving students.

5 |Forensics heads to national competition
The Whitworth forensics team will travel to
Missouri to compete in the National Christian
College Forensics Tournament.

6 | Ethics team takes national prize
Whitworth ethics took first place at the
National Intercollegiate Ethics Bowl March 1.

ARTS&CULTURE
9 | Cancer survivor presents documentary

Pulitzer Prize winner John Kaplan will
present his documentary, a self-portrait of
his struggle with cancer, at Whitworth on
Thursday.

10 | Art exhibit makes words into weapons

"Escalation," a new art exhibit by professor
of art Scott Kolbo and alumnus Lance
Sinnema, was inspired by political debates
that forsook reason for personal attacks.
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NEWS
4|

OPINIONS
141

Diversity doesn't do anyone justice

Exploring how diversity does the opposite of
what it is in place to do.

1 6 ! Kony campaign is a good cause

Discussing how the Kony 2012 campaign
deserves appreciation rather than hate.

18 | Tolerance should be redefined
Exploring how tolerance doesn't allow room
for healthy disagreement.

SPORTS

19 |Track competes at NCAA Division III meet
Three pirates represent Whitworth at the
NCAA Division III Indoor Track a nd Field
Championships in Grinn.ell, Iowa.

21 | Women's tennis undefeated in NWC
Bucs win two conference matches, and
improve to 5-0 in the Northwest Conference
play.

2 3 | Spotted from the crow's nest: Sami Parr

Highlighting senior Sami Parr in her Softball
career at Whitworth.

12 I Grilled cheese food trailer serves gourmet
The Whitworthian is committed to providing the
Whitworth community with the most accurate
information possible. The Whitworthian never
knowingly publishes inaccuracies. If you have
a comment or question about the fairness
or accuracy of a story, send an
email to jvalencial2@my.whitworth.edu.

Mommy G's Grilled Cheese, a food trailer on
North Division Street, serves sandwiches to
lunch-breakers and grilled-cheese lovers.

Cover artist: Jessica Valencia

EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP
Editorials in the "In the Loop" section erflect the majority opinion of the editorial board, which is made up of five editors.

Ineffective top-down communication the
most evident issue with honors program
The goal of this board and editorial isn't to criticize
the honors program — we want that to be clear to
our readers. Instead, what we would like to bring to
the attention of tho se involved in the planning and
implementation of this program is the frustration felt
by the student body relating to a general lack of com
munication.
We applaud faculty and staff in charge of the hon
ors program for working with ASWU to put together
a forum Thursday night to answer questions raised
by students. Yet this board feels that could have been
executed more effectively. Emails informing the stu
dent body about the forum were not sent out to stu
dents until Tuesday, only two days before the forum
took place. Upper administration was made aware
of student concerns about the program Wednesday,
Feb. 29 during an ASWU meeting and the forum was
tentatively planned by Thursday, March 1. This board
is concerned about why information was not dissem
inated sooner.
Students tend to be apathetic; this board recog
nizes that, but that should not be an excuse for a
lack of effort t o communicate. Given the impact this
program has not only on academic life, but also on
residence life, m easures should have been taken to
ensure students were informed. Although ASWU is
in place to act as a pathway of communication be
tween upper administration and the student body
and vice versa, this lack of co mmunication does not
solely fall on the shoulders of ASWU. It is the opinion
of this board that information was not properly given
to the ASWU assembly pertaining to details related to
the honors program. ASWU me eting minutes show
the honors program was discussed in little detail Oct.
26, by President Beck Taylor in response to a ques
tion posed by an assembly member. According to
the minutes, the first detailed discussion did not take
place until Feb. 29, when Taylor returned per the re
quest of student body president Melinda Leavitt.
We recognize it is a nicety and not necessarily a re

quirement to discuss topics that affect students such
as this with student leaders, but when the mode of
communication lies heavily with ASWU th en it be
comes imperative that the assembly know almost as
much as faculty and staff if the y are to disseminate
accurate information. This board believes this meth
od of communicating with students could have been
executed more effectively and ways to ensure better
communication between ASWU and upper adminis
tration should be examined by faculty and staff. The
ASWU executive team should also do what it can to
remain proactive in the future on issues that affect
students.
With all of this said, the honors forum held Thurs
day was a step in the right direction, but should in
no way be looked at as the final step. Conversation
held at the forum should be looked at as the tip of the
iceberg, so to speak, and this kind of dialogue should
continue even into next year. If th e goal of this pro
gram is to shape and mold it as time progresses, fac' ulty and staff in ch
arge of the program need to recog
nize students will want to continue the discussion as
these changes are implemented.
If faculty and staff recognized a need for a program
such as this, then we applaud them for acting in a
way that filled that need. With that said, Whitworth
has been a place that has prided itself on community
and unfortunately not including students in the dis
cussion of the honors program creates a stark dichot
omy between administration and students. This gap
should lessen, not grow, and efforts by faculty and
staff involved not only in the honors program, but
also other areas of academia and student life should
continue in urging student involvement and partici
pation. It is in the university's best interest if ASWU,
administration and other leadership take time to rec
ognize this breakdown in communication and con
centrate their efforts on making sure a situation like
this does not happen again.

The
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New program expected to stort this fall
both faculty and staff.
Doug Sugano is the director of the proposed
Staff Writer
George Whitworth Honors program. He said he has
been studying how to piece the program together for
Michael Le Roy, provo st and executive vice presi the past 15 years, and he said he is extremely excited
dent, said the idea of adding an honors program to the to see it launch for the first time next fall.
"Whitworth University isproud that all our students
Whitworth class catalog has been floating around the
campus since the 1960s. For years, the administration are good and our professors teach well," Sugano said.
He said all the program intends to do is add to the
has been collaborating with staff members and brain
storming with students to find a way to make Whit greatness Whitworth already holds. He said he be
lieves'those courses will truly reshape the entire uni
worth a better and more appealing institution.
He said Whitworth has been a successful university versity by calling for active, reflective and technologi
for a long time despite not offering honors courses cal teaching styles that will engage students across the
for its students. However, at the town hall meeting campus.
"We just want rich, interdisciplinary classes," Su
held March 8, Michael Le Roy said it's time to make
gano said. "That's what we're looking to provide."
a change.
There are many factors that play into the program.
"We h ave seen many students apply and get ac
Eligibility for enrollment in
cepted to Whitworth only to
these honors courses will b e
decline the offer due to the
"Whitworth students can
dependent on a 3.8 GPA and
lack of an honors program,"
Le Roy said.
compete. We want our students 1870 SAT score. Accepted
students will be given priority
Whitworth's surrounding
to be involved because that's
for the honors courses pre
competitors such as Gonzaga
sented, and any open seats
University, Linfield College,
employable and distinguishes
will be available for general
Pacific Lutheran University
you from the rest."
undergraduates.
and Seatde Pacific University
While the program will
are just a few cross-applica
— MICHAEL LE ROY
only be offered for freshmen
tion schools that have honors
provost and executive vice president
this fall, theoretically the uni
programs available to their
versity plans to add classes to
students. That, therefore,
makes them more marketable to higher achieving the catalog that will be available to sophomores, ju
niors and seniors as the program progresses.
scholars.
To gr aduate with George Whitworth Honors, stu
Le Roy said Whitworth is trying to be responsive to
what prospective students are interested in; however, dents will need to have a 3.75 GPA and be in the top 20
there is a concern about the implementation of t he percent of their departments.
new program.
In addition, they will have had to complete four
Le Roy said it's the "Whitworth way" forthe campus honors experiences, earning equivalent of three cred
to have a sense of co mmunity where everyone feels its in each. That is broken up into two parts.
included. He said the honors program is not intended
First, those scholars will need to complete two
to be an exclusive, elitist program, but rather a series upper- or lower-division honors courses. Second,
of courses that will improve the overall work ethic of students will choose two of the following: honors re

Jennifer Ingram

search, honors internship, honors study abroad, hon
ors creative projects or an upper division seminar. At
least two of the four experiences must be outside the
student's major.
Those who do not meet the criterion may still enroll
In the honors courses for enrichment purposes but
will not graduate with honors.
Sugano said the difference between a standard in
ternship and an honors internship is the higher level
of academic preparation and post-internship work.
"The honors internships will call for more work on
the front end, like a research paper before the intern
ship starts," Sugano said. "Most will be off-campus in
the community. Students will then turn something
like a multi-media presentation after it's completed."
At the town hall meeting, Le Roy said the benefits
of th e program are initially to gain higher achieving
students to Whitworth's community. Yet also, the en
tire university will benefit as professors grow in their
teaching styles and more classes are offered, not just
for honors students.
"'Honors means only having more credits' is not the
model we want," Le Roy said. "It means having deeper
and more vigorous work."
An argument was made at the meeting that perhaps
the program should be cancelled, and all those new
teaching styles and dense courses should just be im
plemented into everyday classes at Whitworth.
Le Roy said the expectation and hope of the hon
ors program is to raise the bar for all students at the
university. Whitworth is trying to attract and retain
high-achieving students who are looking for a set of
rich, educational experiences that promote in-depth
research and collaborative learning.
"Whitworth students can compete," Le Roy said.
We want our students to be involved because that's
employable and distinguishes you from the rest."
Junior Katie Olleman said she believes the program
will be a good opportunity for Whitworth to grow.

See HONORS PROGRAM, p age 6

Supreme Court to examine
affirmative action policies
Caitlyn Starkey

institutions, particularly of higher education stretch
Staff Writer
that decision and went beyond the intended limits of
how race can be used."
Greg Orwig, acting vice president of admissions
The Supreme Court is reexamining the constitu and financial aid, explained that the University of Tex
tionality of affirm ative action in college admissions. as'admits student through the top 10 percent rule as
Affirmative action allows higher education institu well as a holistic review. The state of Texas guarantees
tions to consider racial and ethnic backgrounds as a any student in Texas who graduates in the top 10 per
cent of their class admission into at least one state uni
part of their application.
The issue came into the news recendy when the Su versity. That practice is known as the top 10 percent
preme Court announced on Feb. 21 that it would hear rule and is considered race neutral, for the student's
Fisher v. University of Texas. Two white female stu demographic information is not considered. Howev
dents, Abigail Fisher and Rachel Michalewicz, claim er, those who do not graduate in the top 10 percent of
they were not admitted into the University of Texas in their class are still considered on a more holistic scale,
2008 because they are not from a racial minority. Es looking at GPA, SAT score and other factors including
sentially the students claim that the University of Tex demographic information.
"The State of Texas' top
as discriminated against
10 percent rule drives most
them.
of the university's admis
The issue of af firmative
'We believe that serving students
sions,"
according to a press
action debates whether a
release by the University
from diverse backgrounds and
particular race or ethnic
of Texas. "However, it is
background should have
equipping all students to be
vital for the university to
additional opportunities
weigh a multitude of fac
multicultural and global
during the college admis
tors when making admis
sions process. Yet because
leaders promotes our mission."
sions decisions about the
the case involves race, the
balance of students who
— GREG ORWIG
evidence will have to be
will make up each entering
clear and compelling.
acting vice president of admissions
class. We must have the
According to the Pacific
flexibility to consider each
and financial aid
Legal Foundation, "This
applicant's unique experi
case asks whether the
ences and background so
admissions policies and
procedures at the University of Texas at Austin which we can provide the best environment in which to edu
grant preferences to students of certain races and eth cate and train the students who will b e our nation's
nic backgrounds violate the Equal Protection Clause future leaders."
Whitworth admissions acknowledges that it does
of t he Fourteenth Amendment to the United States
look at race and demographic information when re
Constitution."
The issue of affirmative action is not new to the Su viewing an applicant's file.
"We believe that serving students from diverse
preme Court or the University of Texas. In 2003, Grutter v. Bollin ger allowed college admissions depart backgrounds, and equipping all students to be mul
ments to consider race or ethnic background as part ticultural and global leaders promotes our mission,"
of a holistic review ofapplicants. However, admissions Orwig said.
With a smaller pool of applicants and a smaller uni
offices are to keep their criteria of rac e as neutral as
versity,it can be easier to look at each prospective stu
possible.
"The precedent has to be holistic evaluation," said dent on a holistic level, Orwig said. That isa luxury the
Kathy Lee, Whitworth professor of po litical science. University of Texas may not have.
"Personally, I feel that's really problematic because
"Sandra Day O'Connor used it in a case eight years
ago with the University of Michigan law school. That I d on't think we have evened the playing field after
was a 5-4 decision. The court upheld the University of years, decades, centuries of what I c ould call affirma
Michigan law school's consideration of race as one of tive action for majority population, for whites in this
many factors in admissions. Stressing again, having a country," said Burnley, who is a proponent of affirma
tive action. "The privilege is in terms of access. Poli
critical mass of minority students."
After the 2003decision, the University of Texas add cies and practices that have benefited whites in this
ed race as a factor to its holistic review as a means to countries. Males, women have also been dispropor
tionately disadvantaged in this country up to a cer
create a diverse student body.
"University of Michigan undergraduate admissions tain point in time. Has resulted in the kind of gaps of
policy allows for race to be one of several consider achievement that we see and other disparities that we
ations in admissions," said Larry Burnley, professor
of history and assistant vice president of diversity/intercultural relations at Whitworth, speaking from an Contact Caitlyn Starkey at
academic standpoint. "The argument has been that cstarkeyl 4@my.whitworth.edu.
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Approximate hours of preparation volunteers
put in for each improv show at Blue Door
Theatre.
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Number of grilled cheese sandwiches on the
menu at Mommy G's Grilled Cheese.
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Minimum GPA to graduate with George Whit
worth Honors under the new honors program.
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Views in millions of the KONY 2012 video
within three days of posting.

23

Consecutive conference tennis matches won
by the Whitworth women's tennis team.

1

Place taken by Whitworth ethics bowl team at
the national bowl on March 1.
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Whitworth track and field athletes that
competed at the NCAA Division III Indoor
Track and Field Championships
in Grinnell, Iowa.
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CHAMBERS Forensics team to compete
by Melinda Leavitt
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Uiis week in our meeting we heard from Alan Jacob
about the housing situation for next year. Looks like
the housing lottery will be awesome and maybe not
as stressful as last year's... just maybe. Look for more
information to be coming to you about the lottery in
April!
We also heard an update on the Rec Center and
some of the things they have changed since we made
suggestions afew weeks agoabout little modifications
like mirrors along an end wall for potential Zumba
classes. The building is going to beawesome!
We also heard from KISIMA club, formerly
BloodWater Mission and Hope for Kenya, ASL club,
Association for Computer Machinery club and we
chartered a new club!
The Women in Engineering Physics and Computer
Science club will be providing the women in those
majors a chance to connect and find support in
pretty male-dominated fields. If you're thinking
about those majors or in them, get involved!
Lastly, I would like to personally thank everyone
who came to the Honors Program Forum held this
last Thursday.
I think the students showed the administration
that they care about the program and the future of
Whitworth. My hope is that we as students continue
to show our concern over the affairs at Whitworth
and become even more proactive on addressing
issues.
We in ASWU have been committed and continue
to be committed to being that bridge between the
administration and the student body. Let your
Senator or anyone else in ASWU know what you're
thinking on any topic at Whitworth and we will do
our best to pursue the issue.
Have a great week and enjoy Spring Break. We're
almost done!
-Melinda
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Contact Melinda Leavitt at
mleavittl2@my.whitworth.edu.
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in national tournament

pride in the team's identity is contagious.
The most prominent subject of discussion among
Wilson and his teammates is on the upcoming na
With its victory at the Oregon State University Fo tional tournament at Carson-Newman College in Jef
rensics Tournament on Feb. 27 and yet another suc ferson City, Mo., coach Mike Ingram's alma mater.
The debate style at the tournament will be much
cessful tournament at Spokane Falls Community
College this past weekend, Whitworth University's different than the style used by the Whitworth team
debate team is on its way to Tennessee. This week the at Northwest conferences.
"They intentionally talk fast, around 300 words
team will participate in the National Christian Col
a minute, use dirty tactics and de-emphasize good
lege Forensics Association's tournament.
Despite its continued success, the motivation of communication to win," Wilson said.
Because of this , the Whitworth team will only be
the debate team is not exactly victory.
participating in the tourna
Freshman Jacob Wilson,
ment's speech events and
who placed first in the ex
"They intentionally talk fast,
avoiding the debate events.
temporaneous division at
"Our coach always chal
OSU, s aid the team is more around 300 words a minute, use
lenges us, 'If the president of
like a family, and said he en
dirty tactics and de-emphasize the university came to watch
joys competing on the team
us, would he be proud?"'
and spending time with his
good communication to win"
Wilson
said. "And that's
teammates who feel closer
— JACOB WILSON
why we're avoiding playing
than friends.
games with the debate teams
"You sit in a van with
freshman team member
at the tournament."
them for eight hours," Wil
The team, however, re
son said. "You're destined
mains excited for the National Christian College tour
to get to know each other very well."
Of the many things learned while being a part of nament. As it is a Christian school association event,
the team, Wilson said the majority of the team con the topics will be mostly faith-based, which Wilson
sists of freshmen who have competed on a debate said he enjoys hearing other opinions on.
The debate team allows him to learrimore on vari
team since middle school years.
"But the debate style is different from high school," ous subjects, which makes the upcoming tournament
Wilson said, adding that collegiate debates allow 15 exciting, Wilson said.
minutes to prepare a debate on a given subject at the
tournament.
"In high school, we were given two months," he
Contact Rosie Brown at
said.
But Wilson said the challenge is embraced, and the rbrown!3@my. whitworth.edu.

Rosie Brown
Staff Writer

HONORS PROGRAM

continued from page 4

Her concern, however, is that adding more courses
to already understaffed departments might limit a
professor's availability and draw focus away from
traditional courses.
"I worry this will be one more time-consuming
thing on their plates," she said. "And the ir ability to
get done what's on their to-do list will be delayed."
Olleman is double majoring in mathematics and
physics. She said the physics department is currently
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levying to hire more staff because the department
really suffers when professors go on sabbatical. She
said she worries that will only cause a greater pull on
the staff at hand.
According to the program proposal, the univer
sity is offering 10 $l,000-planning grants to faculty
interested in offering honors courses for the 20122013 academic year. The 2021 strategic plan expects
to increase staff to further reduce the student-faculty
ratios to accommodate the addition of the program.

Contact Jennifer Ingram at
jingraml3@my.whitworth.edu.

Worship
8:15 a.m. - contemporary
9:30 a.m. - contemporary
10:30 a.m. - traditional
11:01 a.m. - contemporary
Blog

Photographer: Linnea Goold

Associate director of housing Alan Jacobrides his bicycle to and from Whitworth every day. Jacob was previou
sly a resident director at Geneva College.

Housing director also avid bicyclist
Chess pieces are students and boards are dorms.
five years. The building was similar to McMillan Hall,
When a piece is placed or moved it affects the rest of
but
larger
by
abo
ut
40
students.
Staff Writer
Jacob found out about Whitworth through some of the board.
Additionally if a piece is moved from one board to
his Geneva co-workers, who were Whitworth alumni.
Alan Jacob, associate director of h ousing, juggles They spoke highly of Whitworth and Spokane, Jacob another, it affects both games. Each dorm has its own
personality and restrictions.
on-campus housing and still finds time to bike to said.
Jacob said he hopes to be
Now
Jacob
is
the
associ"
work.
a resource for students, con
Jacob commutes to work via bike nearly every day ate director of housing and
"Ifeel like a cheater when
necting them to various de
of the year. He said there are on average less than 10 equates his job to a circus
I
get
in
a
car
for
anything
partments and sections of
act,
body
surfing
and
the
days a year he does not bike to work.
campus.
"I love biking, riding in every form: racing, com game of chess.
less than 50 miles."
"In the best sense of the
First, Jacob said the puzzle
muting," Jacob said.
— ALAN JAC OB
word, I am a middleman," Ja
The habit started at a young age, Jacob said, be of finding housing for stu
cob said. "I have to take parts
cause biking was a good alternative to waiting for a dents is like a plate-spinning
associate director of housing
of campus and translate it
act
in
a
circus.
Each
plate
re
car ride from mom. •
into their language. My goal
"In middle school all my friends were far away" Ja quires individual attention,
is to be their one stop shop."
but the performer must also
cob said.
Though his job may be administratively challeng
Now th e idea of ri ding to work feels normal. He pay attention to the other spinning plates and keep
ing, Jacob said he finds joy in helping students, he
said it feels good to get to work and have already got them going as well.
Second, the housing office is like body surfing, said.
ten a mini-workout.
"It's really a crazy business," he said. "I get pai d for
"I feel like a cheater when I get in a car for anythi
ng Jacob said. The rider sees the wave coming and he
jumps into the waves, riding the momentum. Yet he a privilege."
less than 50 miles," Jacob said.
Jacob graduated from Messiah College with abach cannot crash into the reef; it's a balancing act be
elors degree in psychology. He said it ishis "BA in BS." tween chaos and control.
Third, Jacob said placing a student in on-campus
But he did not want to head into the field of psy
housing is like playing multiple games of chess simul Contact Caitlyn Starkey at
chology. Jacob said he had a love forstudent life.
cstarkeyl 4@my.whitworth.edu.
He was a resident director at Geneva College for taneously.

Caitlyn Starkey

8 Ethics team takes first place at national bowl
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Lauren NuDelman
Staff Writer

The Whltworth University. Ethics
team took first place at the National
Intercollegiate Ethics Bowl held in Cin
cinnati, Ohio, on March 1.
The Ethics Bowl is a form of "gentle
man's debate" between two teams,
where the first team is asked a question
relating to an ethical dilemma and then
has to present on it. The other team
then agrees or argues with aspects of
the first team's presentation, with the
goal of ad ding new and important in
formation to the topic. That is all with
the intention of bettering the case to
lead to higher truths and ethics.
"Both teams attempt to pursue the
truth of th e matter, rather than merely
proving the opponent wrong," team
member junior Krister Johnson said.
"The whole process leaves everyone
aware of the subtleties involved in ethi
cal dilemmas."
To pr epare for the competition, the
students were given cases six weeks be
fore the actual competition. They prac
ticed on average five to six hours per
week for about a month. The week be
fore the Ethics Bowl, they doubled their
practice time, meeting with each other
for about eight hours in preparation. A
wide range of s ubjects were available
for discussion, including diverse topics
like personal ethics, public policy ques
tions, medical and technological con
cerns and business and media ethics.
"The competition is strong, as these
are bright minds and well-educated
students engaging in quality discus
sions on complex topics," said co-coach
Mike Ingram, professor of communica
tion studies and the associate provost
for faculty development and scholar
ship.
Preparing for the cases could only
take the team so far.
"There is the element of preparation,
but there is also an element of ex tem
poraneous improvisation," said cocoach Keith Wyma, associate profes
sor of phi losophy. The team had to be
able to process information and think
quickly in order to advance throughout
the competition.
In the fall, 126 nationwide schools
competed in the regional competition,
with 32 top teams going on to compete
in the National Intercollegiate Ethics
Bowl. Of those 32 schools, only eight
— inclu ding Whitworth — went on to
make it to the quarterfinals. Of t hose
eight schools, only two went on to the fi
nals, in which Clemson and Whitworth

Photo courtesy of: Mike Ingram
The Whitworth Ethics team took first place at the National Intercollegiate Ethics Bowl on March 1, where they
competed against Division I schools and Ivy-League universities.
competed. In years past, Whitworth of the quality of students here and the
had made it to the quarter finals (2009) quality of the education students get
and the semifinals (2011). This year, once they come here."
Whitworth directly competed against
For freshman team member Sarah
six colleges in six different rounds: Sauter, winning the national competi
Loyola University Chicago, Eckerd Col tion was a big achievement.
"It took a while to kickin, but once we
lege, Wake Forest University, Weber
State University,
had the trophy in
Clemson, and the
our hands, we felt
'The competition is strong, thoroughly trium
University of Cali
fornia Santa Cruz.
phant," she said.
as these are bright minds
The
Whitworth
"All those early
and well-educated
University Ethics
morning practices
team triumphed
paid
off."
students engaging in
over all of the
It helped, too,
quality discussions
other schools and
that
professors
took home the
made
sure
to rally
on complex topics."
championship.
up a crowd to wel
— MIKE INGR AM
"I think that
come back the
part of what's
victorious
team.
ethics team co-coach
important about
"Forrest Baird
us winning the
greeted our team
championship is that we were compet at the airport with balloons and a deco
ing against schools not of our size, and rated van," Sauter said. "When we drove
not competing simply against other back to Whitworth, we were greeted
Christian schools," Wyma said. "We by a tunnel of adoring fans. Random
competed against Division I schools, people were hugging and congratulat
national prestigious research institu ing us."
tions and Ivy-League universities. For
Johnson said the experience was ful
our team to have won is a testament filling, helping to teach him important

skills such as concise communication,
persuasion, and critical thinking.
"My future jobs, speeches and inter
personal communication will benefit,"
he said.
Before the year is over, th e students
on the Ethics Bowl te am will face one
more daunting task — determining
the tattoo that Wyma will get to com
memorate the team's win. During last
year's Ethics Bowl, Wyma promised liis
students that he would dye his hair if
the team reached semifinals; he sub
sequently walked around campus with
blue hair for weeks. This year, he gave
them another exciting incentive: win
nationals, and he would get a tattoo.
After Whitworth's victory, Wyma is still
adamant about keeping his promise his only stipulation, he said, is that he
gets to determine the location of said
tattoo.

Contact Lauren NuDelman at
Inudelmanl 4@my.whitworth.edu.

ARTS&CULTURE

Photographer documents cancer survival
Samantha Payne
Staff Writer

An award-winning photographer and cancer survi
vor returns to Spokane after about 28 years to present
his documentary, "Not as I Pictured."
The documentary is a self-portrait of a struggle
against cancer and will be presented at Whitworth on
Thursday, March 15 at 7 p.m. in the Robinson Teach
ing Theatre.
John Kaplan is a professor of journalism at the Uni
versity of Florida and has won many awards for his
photography, including the Pulitzer Prize and Na
tional Press Photographer of the Year.
Kaplan's career has had many highs, including
shooting the lead singer of Pantera, Phil Anselmo, for
part of h is Pulitzer Prize-winning feature, "21," and
having his own photo taken by Mother Teresa.
"I was kind of ru nning on adrenaline at the time,"
Kaplan said. "I mean, who wouldn't be in awe of
Photo courtesy of: John Kaplan
meeting a future saint?"
At the age of 48, Kaplan, who is a husband and fa Using a camera remote hidden in his hand, Kaplan photographs what he calls the worst pain he
ther of two, wa s diagnosed with Lymphoma. He de has ever endured, a bone marrow biopsy. He endured two separate, simultaneous Non-Hodgkin's
cided to turn the camera on himself, and he is now cancer diagnoses, one type found in his bone marrow and a second in his lower abdomen.
sharing his fight against cancer with the world in the
il/s experience is also helping others to cope and get think it was a very, very brave thing to do."
hope of helping others.
To fa ns of Kaplan's work and amateur photogra
"I felt that by sharing my family7s experience, in a new courage."
Major recording artists such as Michael Stipe of phers, Kaplan gave some advice.
small way we could help others, too," Kaplan said. "I
"Have a heart, be passionate, really believe in tell
hope the viewers will realize that so many cancers to R.E.M., Chris Martin of Coldplay and David Bowie do
nated their music to the documentary after learning ing stories of truth and empathy, and also just try not
day are not only treatable but beatable."
The documentary shows some of Kaplan's most what it was about. The soundtrack has gone on to win to fall into the trap of do ing what everybody else is
painful and personal moments, which he said he Best Soundtrack at the 2010 Maverick Movie Awards, doing," Kaplan said. "There are many under-report
and the ADDY Best of Show ed stories for both reporters and photographers and
doesn't find too hard to look
they're just crying to be done."
for Public Service.
back over.
"I hope the viewers will
Kaplan said he tells his students to do work that
Kaplan's first job out ofcol
"You know what? I'm sort of a
realize that so many cancers lege was at The Spokesman- matters.
'forge the path' kind of guy, an d
"You know , there's so much more out there than
Review, where his protege
I don't look back in life with re
today are not only
Brian Plonka, who is a fellow gossip and celebrity titillation," Kaplan said.
grets," K aplan said. "Even with
treatable but beatable"
Plonka mirrored Kaplan's advice.
National Press Photographer
something as scary as a life"'Have a lot ofheart, have a lot of patience and show
of the Year, later worked.
threatening illness, I would nev
— JOHN KA PLAN
Plonka was mentored by Ka your work to as many people as you possibly can for
er look back with regret."
award-winning photographer and
plan when he worked at the feedback and criticism," Plonka said. "It's kind of hard
Kaplan plans to help as many
people as he- can through his professor at the University of Florida Pittsburgh Press in the 1980s. to take criticism, but you have to seek out the people
"Right away he just took that are better than you and get their advice."
documentary and hopes his
"Not as I Pictured" shows a diverse range of emo
work will help health care professionals be more em- me under his wing," Plonka said. "He's one of the most
sincere, giving people in the profession. You know, tions as cancer takes its toll on Kaplan's life. However,
pathetic, he said.
"This project is really just the very beginning," Ka here's a young kid, that really didn't know too much, perhaps the most affirming part of K aplan's story is
plan said. "It's on many levels: level one is to get it and he just worked with me. He's one of th e people his family's strength and positivity.
Throughout the documentary Kaplan displays a
in the hands of as many families touched by cancer that's really guided me through my career and helped
as possible, and we are now beginning a new phase me be as successful as I was in the newspaper indus strong positive attitude and a sense of humor in the
face of hi s life-threatening illness. He said he hopes
which is to have this film used in medical education." try."
Plonka said he admired Kaplan's courage in docu his presentation at Whitworth will share the same at
Kaplan is givingaway 10,000 copies of "Not as I Pic
mosphere.
tured" to people affected by cancer because he said menting his illness.
"He really put himself out there because, as a pho
"It's going to be an evening of a lot of help, positivity
he wants to givesomething back to all the people who
tographer and photojournalist, you're always look and hopefully lending just a little bit of courage when
helped him.
"My fam ily and I received so much unexpected ing to be in someone else's life and show some of the people need it most," Kaplan said.
help along the way and we want to do what we can to most painful aspects of what they're going through,"
help others," Kaplan said. "It's a continuing part of my Plonka said. "He laid it all on the table; he photo Contact Samantha Payne at
healing and it's a great feeling to know that my fam- graphed himself in the most hurtful moments and I spaynel 5@my.whitworth.edu.
++

Political arguments inspire performance art
Art professor and alumnus collaborate on "Escalationan exhibit of drawings and
performance-based video pieces inspired by contemporary political discourse.
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Jacqueline Goldman
Staff Writer
Tired of political campaigns turning into volatile
battlegrounds? Feel like the issues are lost in personal
attacks? Whitworth art professor Scott Kolbo and
Whitworth alumnus Lance Sinnema said they feel
that way, and are making a statement about it.
Kolbo and Sinnema put up a display of artwork
turned into medieval weaponry at the Saranac Art
Projects Gallery on Friday, March 2. The basis behind
their project was to take the content that surrounds
political debates, newscasts and advertisements and
to make the words into tangible weapons that they
could literally beat an opponent with.
Sound ridiculous? That's the point. According to
the Saranac's description of the pieces, it seemed ri
diculous to have political debates that are charged
with personal attacks instead of educated debates on
the topics that matter. The whole display of Kolbo's
and Sinnema's work is supposed to be a slapstick por
trayal of how society is no longer able to debate each
other rationally.
"Scott and I had discussions pretty frequently about
politics and things we had read and seen," Sinnema
Photographer: Michael Locatell
said. "And then it led to this idea of esc alation, how Professor of art Scott Kolbo and alumnus Lance Sinnema's exhibit "Escalation" represents the constant
debate often escalated quickly into name calling and verbal beatings that get thrown between political candidates. The exhibit is in the Saranac ArtProjects
pointing and things like that. So we just took that idea Gallery and includes video footage ofthe artistsbattling with weapons they created.
and ran with it."
double major, said she thought the display was a lot
The artists also used a different medium to pres and putting them on display, the artists decked them
ent their work. According to the Saranac Art Projects' selves out in white jumpsuits that were splatter-paint of fun.
"It was done in a play
website, instead of simply creating these weapons la ed either blue or red and
ful way that made fun of all
beled with words such as "Right wing!" or "Hipster" used the weapons to beat
"We want the audience to
the abuse that gets tossed
each other, and then filmed
the epic battle that ensued.
around in politics," Selby
have a lot of thought about
Those videos are projected
said. "It presented a deep
how we choose to discourse
at the Saranac, along with
message in a lighthearted
VOTE FOR THE COLOR
drawings
displaying
victims
way."
THAT BEST
about
politics,
and
REPRESENTS YOUR
of verbal political abuse.
The exhibit also encour
. VALUES...
ideological differences in our
"We wanted to focus on
ages audience participation.
having fun," Sinnema said.
While at the display, audi
current culture, to think
"Because politics isn't fun,
ence members are encour
harder about these things..."
so if you're going to make art
aged to vote on which side
about it it should be fun."
they want to win, which one
— SCOT T KOLBO
Although the display
TEAR OFF YOUR VOTE
reflects them more. The re
AND KEEP THE OTHER
professor of art
might be amusing and
sults will influence the end
HALF TO REMIND YOU
seemingly lightheaded, the
result of th e epic final battle
WHO YOUR OPPONENTS
message is serious.
to be performed live during
ARE.... AND TO COME
BACK AND WATCH
"We w ant the audience to have a lot of thought the free closing performance on March 31 at 5:30 p.m.
THE FINAL BATTLE
about how we choose to discourse about politics, and
"Don't support people who just yell loudly about
ideological differences in our current culture, to think awful things," Sinnema said. "Think for yourself, and
harder about these things and pay attention to what it be a little more conscious about what's going on."
really looks like and sounds like," Kolbo said.
Inspiration for the project came from the frustra
tions that Kolbo and Sinnema encountered while
The exhibit "Escalation" by Sinnema and Kol
reading forums about the current political arguments.
bo is on display at the Saranac Art Projects Gallery
They were taken aback by the capricious language
from March 2 until March 31. There will also be a
that surrounded the political issues.
free closing performance on Saturday, March 31at
"There will be an article about Obama and people
5:30 p.m.
Photographer: Michael Locatell will write a whole bunch of nasty stuff back and forth
The "Escalation" exhibit encourages participation to each other, and that has always driven me crazy
with a ballotbox forviewers tovote and influence a and made me a little depressed," Kolbo said.
Contact Jacqueline Goldman at
final battle to beperformed liveon March31.
Lesly Selby, a Whitworth junior art and journalism
jgoldmanl3@my.whitworth.edu.
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Momentous Discovery Proves Fake
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Photographer: Rebekah Daniels
Guest poet Zan Agzigian performs at the Blue Door Theatre during "Poets Up!" an event happening
every Friday night in March.Poets are inspired bythe performers as they act out their sket
ches on stage.

Blue Door Theatre mixes
improv sketches with poetry
Katie Harriman
StaffWriter
Improv comedy shows and po
etry readings generally don't go
together. However, at the Blue
Door Theatre, the two combine to
form "Poets Up!" an event that oc
curs every Friday night during the
month of March at 8 p.m.
The Bl ue Door Theatre, located
at 815 W.GarlandAve. in the heart
of th e Garland district, is a small,
intimate theater where improv lov
ers and small-theater goers alike
can enjoy a hilarious night of com
edy sketches — all made up on the
spot.
During "Poets Up!" poets sit to:
ward the corner of the stage while
the players perform and com
pose short poems based on the
sketches. Once a poet has finished
a poem, he or she rings a bell, the
lights dim and a spotlight shines
down as the poet reads.
In between poems, the play
ers perform improv sketches us
ing minimal props (black boxes
and pool noodles). The skits on
Friday, March 9, c ontained a vari
ety- of topics from t alking moles to
lost kitty flags and Irish imagina
tions, the science of the Prius and
a poem that performer Frank Tano
wrote with his eyes closed.
Whitworth freshman Nick An
derson, when asked about the per
formance of "Poets Up!) said it was
really interesting and sporadic. As

for his impression of the Blue Door,
he said, "It's a cool place. I would
go back."
The Blue Door Theatre is a non
profit organization and completely
volunteer-based. All of the shows
put on by volunteers take approxi
mately 39 hours to complete.
Erin O'Halloran Foerg, the the
ater's box-office manager, vol
unteer coordinator, member of
the marketing team and self-pro
claimed "Improv Mom," said since
the theater is completely run by
volunteers, everyone has a differ-
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Photographer: Rebekah Daniels
Guest poet John Browning reads
one of his poems inspired by a
sketch on March 9. Some skits
that night featured talking moles
and.an Irishman teaching people
how to use their imagination.

entjob.
"We all take several hats here,"
O'Halloran Foerg said. "Everyone
really works together, and we use
the strengths of our volunteers."
The theater offers improv class
es for youth and teens, and also
does workshops with the local
high schools.
Tano, one of t he Blue Theatre
performers, joined the theater
impulsively. He had been trained
in short-form improv and wanted
to learn long-form. Tano found
the Blue Door and began taking
classes.
"They took me in as an ap
prentice, and then I was on stage,"
Tano said.
The theatre seats approximate
ly 66, with room for additional
bodies if necessary. Reservations
for the theater are recommended,
and can be made simply by call
ing the theater. Tickets cost $7 for
students.
Next m onth, the theater plans
to have a night of i mprov based
on the "I Saw You" section in the
Inlander and Craigslist.
Ifyou have ample time, are over
18 and interested in volunteering
at the Blue Door Theatre, you can
call or visit the Facebookpage.

Contact Katie Harriman at
kharrimanl4@my.whitworth.
edu.

While he was working on the gymnasium, Mr.
Chapman, contractor, found a rock buried in the
sand and containing these words, "10 day sence Vige
John has feaver 1703." He brought it over to the of
fice, where Professor Culverwell immediately seized
it as anopportunity to get some publicity for the col
lege. He contacted the daily papers and a photogra
pher was sent out to get a story. The campus was a
scene of buzzing activity with everyone giving his ex
planation of what it was all about. Numerous men in
Spokane were interested, and some professors from
the Eastern Washington College of Education made
inquiries about it.
It finally came out, though, as to what had actu
ally taken place. It seems that some of the students
on the campus had gone to the trouble of chiseling
out the letters and placed the rock where it could be
found.
However, before confession was made, the East
ern Washington State Historical society investigated
the rock, and offered different solutions as to its
origin. One explanation was that an Indian from the
East had carried it out West as a memento. He had
become attached to the stone and it was placed on
his grave when he died.
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Wednesday, March 7
& Thursday, March 8
Missions Fair

Thursday, March 8
Challenges and Change in Africa

Megan Hershey, Ph.D., has won sev
This year, the missions fair's theme eral awards for her work addressing
was "Beautiful Feet," bas ed off of Ro HIV/AIDS in Kenya. She has had a lot
mans 10:13-15 tha t says, "How beauti of experience working in and research
ful are the feet of tho se who bring the ing Africa. Hershey came to share her
good news!" There were representatives lecture "Democratic Challenges and
from many kinds of missions organiza Change in Contemporary Africa" w ith
tions, including WorldRelief and Central Whitworth as part of the GreatDecisions
America Mission International.
Lectures.
"She seemed conscientious in her de
One student who visited the missions
fair, freshman Katherine Smith, is serv tail, well-informed, but approached with
ing in missions herselfin Nicaragua with a casual tone," sophomore Emily Brown
said. "She related her information to her
Adventures in Missions.
"It was cool to see all of the organiza audience well."
The information Hershey shared was
tions come here,"Smith said. "Itwas very
informative, listening to what everyone specifically about Sub-Saharan Africa,
and the HIV/AIDS crisis, religious vio
had to say."
lence in Nigeriaand the upcoming trials
of prominent Kenyans at the Interna
tional Crime Court.

Thursday, March 15
Last Comic Standing
"Last Comic Standing" is a new
event coming to Whitworth. Senior
Jesse Aldulaimi came up with the idea,
and will also be the emcee. The com
ics will be Whitworth students who
sign up to compete against each other
to see who has the best routine.
"I hope the event will be a fun way to
showcase student talent," said senior
Brittany Roach, special and cultural
events coordinator.
Roach also said she hopes th event
will become a tradition. If you're
not competing, come cheer on your
friends at 8 p.m. in the Hixson Union
Building Multipurpose Room.

Monday, March 26
Invisible Children
movie showing
Did you know that Whitworth has an
Invisible Children Club? Do you know
what Invisible Children does? If you
did not go to the informational club
meeting and still want to know about
Invisible Children, the club is host
ing a movie showing on March 26 at 7
p.m. intheHUBMPR.
At the event, there will be roadies
from Invisible Children and a woman
from Uganda who has firsthand
knowledge of what is going on in her
country. The movie that will be shown
is about what the organization is do
ing to stop Joseph Kony. There will
also be information on how you can
help, said senior Kasey Culinback, the
student in charge of the event.

Contact Jasmine Pallwitz atjpallwitzl 5@my.whitworth.edu.

Food review:

Food trailer serves gourmet grilled cheese
Elise Van Dam

Spokane. After five months at that loca
tion they decided it was time to move a
little farther north and ended up in the
I grew up eating a variation of grilled Staplesparking lot at the corner of East
cheese sandwiches and soups. Still to North Foothills Drive and North Divi
this day I have a reminiscent craving sion Street. Now Mommy G's is open
of tha t meal on chilly winter days. Af Tuesday through Saturday from 11 a.m.
ter searching places like college din to 3 p.m.
Throughout the lunchtime rush
ning halls and various restaurants I
finally found-the place that serves a Rapp serves both regular and new cus
home-style meal of gril led cheese and tomers, but her primary customers are
people on their lunch
tomato basil soup
breaks. She feels that
with a gourmet twist:
"I love being able
could be because of
Mommy G's Gourmet
to make food
the stamp cards that .
Grilled Cheese.
gives customers a free
In June 2011 Jes
people really like."
sandwich on the 10th
sica Rapp and her
—-JESSICA RAPP
visit or because her
mother had an idea
customers just love
of opening up a small
owner of Mommy G's
the sandwiches, Rapp
business as a fam
Gourmet Grilled Cheese said.
ily investment. After
Presently Rapp is
looking at various
options, Rapp saw a food trailer for the sole owner of the business and said
sale, bought it and transformed it into she hopes to one day open another
Mommy G's food trailer.
Mommy G's Gourmet Grilled Cheese.
"I think what is cool about this food
"I love being able to make food peo
ple really like," Rapp said regarding her trailer is it has taken some fear out of
food trucks for people," Rapp said.
passion for starting a food cart.
The menu consists of 10 sandwiches
Mother and daughter started sell
ing their sandwiches in a parking lot at that cost around $7. The Turkey Bacon
the corner of East Sprague Avenue and Melt consists of smoked turkey, bacon
North Washington Street in downtown crumbles, havarti cheese and ranch

Staff Writer

dressing.
Mommy G's also serves three veg
etarian options such as the French On
ion Melt that includes gruyere cheese,
caramelized onion and sauteed mush
rooms on white bread. While there are
not many vegetarian options, Rapp
said she hopes to add more vegetarian
sandwiches to the menu in the future.
Along with the sandwiches, custom
ers can also purchase sides such as
chips, drinks and tomato basil soup..
The soup is sold in two different sizes:
an 8-ounce cup for $3 and a 2-ounce
"dunk" cup for $1.
"It tasted like being home with your
mom," customer and Whitworth junior
Jourdyn McClain said about her expe
rience of eating a classic grilled cheese
and tomato basil soup.
Conrad's Favorite is the sandwich I
ate on my visit t o Mommy G's. It was
filled with turkey, havarti cheese, roast
ed red pepper aioli and spinach on
wheat bread. It was a wonderful com
bination of crunchy, cheesy and savory
all at the same time. The bread was not
too grilled or greasy; it had the right
amount of butter. The arrangement of
turkey, cheese, spinach and aioli was
just right; nothing was overpowering.
Not only are the sandwiches good

Photographer: David Rurik
Mommy G's serves up various

grilled cheese sandwiches such as
the Turkey Bacon Melt.
but the customer service is also great.
Rapp took my order with a smile and
seemed genuinely excited that it was
my first time trying one of her sand
wiches. She also was quick to deliver
the sandwich to my car. I would recom
mend this to anyone who wants a meal
that is fast, convenient, less than $10,
but also has a classic home-style feel.

Contact Elise Van Dam at
evandaml3@my.whitworth.edu.

Spokane area offers many
races for restless runners
Nerissa Kresge

{I SAW!}

StaffWriter
For skiers and snowboarders, winter's end is a sad
time of year. The snow begins to melt and the weather
forecast predicts sunny and clear skies for days, if not
weeks. Those sunny sides bring with them the perfect
temperatures to head outside and run.
Exercise is one of the best things anyone, especial
ly college students who need their brains, can do to
keep their brain active and focused. John Medina, in
his book "Brain Rules," writes an extensive chapter on
all of the benefits of staying active.
If you find yourself slipping into a boredom coma
while reading a dense text on philosophy, stop read
ing, put your running shoes on and go for a run.
If tha t is not enough of a motivating factor, you
might want to consider signing up for a race or two.
Master of business student Matt Didsbury has
been running for more than 20 years. He has found
that one of the best motivators for running on a con
sistent basis is running in races.
"[Races are] motivation for training — to set a goal
and have to prepare for it," Didsbury said.
Spokane has plenty of races to choose from.
One of the best resources in Spokane to find infor
mation about upcoming races is the Bloomsday Road
Runners Club (brrc.net). There are also several web
sites that keep track of races, some of the best are active.comandrunningintheusa.com.
Below is a list of some of the more interesting races
to choose from in the next couple of months:

Rapid Rabbit Run — March 24
Runners of the Rapid Rabbit Run have the op
tion of running a three mile run that is not timed, or
a five mile run that is a second seed qualifying race
for Bloomsday. Bloomsday has several different start
times and earning a spot in the second seed places
runners right behind the elite group.
The race starts at East ValleyHigh School at 10 a.m.
and costs $15. Money raised by the race benefits the
EVHS class of 2012's "Senior All-Knighter," wh ich is
the after graduation party for the graduates.
"The Senior-All-Knighter is a safe place for us to go
after graduation," said Cody Griffith, EVHS ASB presi
dent. "All the seniors who want to go to Hugos and
hang out all night, for fun and games, bowling, food,
and to win prizes for life after high school."
Register online at evsd.org.

Bloomsday — May 6
Spend a little time in Spokane and it is almost guar
anteed someone will ask you if you have participated
in Bloomsday.
Bloomsday stops activity in downtown Spokane
for hours until the 12k (7.46 miles) is completed.
Thousands of people (last year there was more than
56,000 people) put on their shoes and run in this race,
competing with some of the top athletes in the world.
Registration for the race includes a finisher's Tshirt and as many samples as you can possibly stick
into your bag during the expo.
Online registration is quick and easy, and prior to
April 22, it costs $17 (plus a transaction fee). Register
at bloomsdayrun.com.

Content found in the "I Saw You" section are
student submissions and do not necessarily
reflect the opinion of The Whitworthian.

Pink North Face
I saw you in your bright pink North Face walk
ing into the HUB. You kindly smiled at me as you
headed into the coffeeshop to warm up. You then
took a second to turn back and give me one last
smile to remember you by. I will always remem
ber that beautiful smile.

Saga Sandwich Girl

Graphic Artist: Eva Kiviranta

Over the Dam Run — May 12
Take a mini road trip and head to the Grand Coulee
Dam to run either a 5k, 10k or half marathon. Cool
est feature of t he run? Participants get to run across
the dam, which according to the Over the Dam Run s
website is the largest concrete structure in North
America. The rest of the run follows the beautiful Co
lumbia River and finishes in the middle of the Colorama Festival. Stick around and watch the rodeo or
hang out in the carnival.
Registration can be done online at trifreaks.com
and costs vary depending on the race.

Dirty Dash — June 16
The latest trend in running is racing through ob
stacle courses. These courses guarantee every par
ticipant leaves needing to change out of their mud
dy outfits. If you run this race, make sure there is a
change of clothes in the car.
The Dirty Dash, Spokane edition, takes place in
Riverside State Park Equestrian area and is about a
4.5-mile run taking you over walls, crawling through
pipes, climbing on nets and slipping and sliding. The
race benefits local charities, comes with a T-shirt and
costs $45 if yo u register online at thedirtydash.com
before June 12.

You made my sandwich Monday night in the saga
sandwich line, you were really nice and made
my sandwich with care, you were very pretty too.
I'd like to get to know you. I hope you make my
sandwich again sometime soon

Notebook Advertising
I saw you sketching the logo for the North Face in
your notebook. I'm sure they appreciate the free
advertising!

Gentleman at the Door
Thank you for holding the door to Weyerhaueser
open for my friend and me while we were still
talking. I'm sorry we kept you standing there for
so long!

Swordsmen
I saw both of you dramatically sword fighting with
what looked like wooden sticks behind McMillan
Hall. Unusual, but fun!

Let's Climb a Mountain — July 7
Running does not have to be a solo venture. Let's
Climb a Mountain is a 34 mile race that gives you the
opportunity to create a team and run a relay (you can
also run the race solo). The race starts at the clock
tower in Riverfront Park and winds all the way up to
the peak of Mt. Spokane. .
Registration for the race can be done at
letsclimbamountain.com. The cost for solo is $50 and
the cost for a team is $20 per member.

Contact Nerissa Kresge at
nkresgel2@my.whitworth.edu.

Scan QR code to submit your own I Saw You
on your mobile device.

Submissions published as received.

Seen someone? Submit your 'I saw you' (limited
to 50 words) online at thewhitworthian.com.
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Diversity fails to deliver value in education
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MAXFORD NELSEN

ETHNIC DIVERSITY IS G00D....RIGHT?

Whitworth's conception of diversity has troubled
me for some time. Although its value, is so generally
accepted it appears self-evident, I have had a persis
tent sense there is something wrong with it. I now
believe I have found it: Diversity, as often under
stood, is racist.
First, as a general point, diversity in itself is not
valuable. Just as having gasoline for your car is valu
able only because it gets you from place to place, di
versity is only valuable to the extent that it promotes
more understanding and better educated people.
Unfortunately, it fails to do both.
Diversity dictates that many races and ethnici
ties be represented in order to provide a learning
environment that includes different perspectives.
In practice, however,-"the overriding message of 'di
versity,' transmitted by the policies of a school's ad
ministration and by the teachings of a school's pro
fessors, is that the individual is defined by his race," turally racist, it does not necessarily follow that it
writes Peter Schwartz of t he Ayn Ran d Institute. In results in interracial conflict. However, given that di
other words, it is assumed that there is a "black ex versity divides people by race, the only way to avoid
perience," a "white experience," a "Hispanic experi causing such conflict is by convincing everyone that
every race's experience and culture is equally true,
ence" and so forth.
Diversity goes hand in hapd with multicultural- valid and moral.
But where is the academic value in this? Most rea
ism, or the belief that truth is determined on a perculture basis. The opposite of ethnocentrism, multi- sonable people, if pressed, will agree that there is
culturalism states that it is wrong for one culture to absolute Truth. Given that there is, it is entirely un
reasonable to compartmentalize truth by race and
judge another.
Thus, each race has its own characteristics, expe culture, pretending as though multiple, contradic
riences and manner of t hinking. By b eing exposed tory truths can all exist at once. Thus, diversity di
vides people by race, and multo the "experiences" of all races
ticulturalism
prevents the races
and ethnicities and treating
from interacting critically with
If real racism is ever
them all as equally true and
each other. That is of no aca
valid, it is thought that racism
to
disappear,
people
demic value.
will disappear.
Ideas about racial identity
need to cease being
But instead of te aring down
have real-world implications.
racial boundaries, this under
defined by race.
For instance, in the area of in 
standing of diversity reinforces
ternational adoptions, "the
them by defining people by
United Nations and UNICEF,
their race. Michael S. Berliner,
Ph.D., and Gary Hull, Ph.D., define racism funda the U.N.'s prog ram to help children, tend to be bi
mentally as "the notion that one's race determines ased toward placing race and ethnicity at a higher
one's identity." By c ategorizing individuals by race, priority than a family," according to Jedd Medefind,
president of Christian Alliance for Orphans. In other
that is precisely what diversity does at its core.
Berliner and Hull write that "one cannot teach words, it's better for a child to remain an orphan in
students that their identity is determined by skin their original culture than it is for them be adopted
color and expect them to become colorblind," while by a family from another culture.
As that view has been adopted by our own State
Schwartz points out that "there is no way to bring
about racial integration except by completely dis Department, the number of international orphans
regarding color." If real racism is ever to disappear, adopted by Americans has plummeted from 22,991
in 2004 to 9,319 in 2011, according to Napp Nazpeople need to cease being defined by race.
I acknowledge that, although diversity is struc- worth of the Christian Post.

Graphic Artist: Maria Chumov
If that is not proof enough, look to Europe where
multiculturalism is played out in the form of street
riots and protests. In the last two years, government
leaders of the U.K., France, Germany and Spain
have all publicly decried multiculturalism. Europe's
experience with immigration proves that multiple,
conflicting cultures simply cannot function in the
same space without critical engagement and a com
mon pursuit of truth.
Given that '"ethnic diversity' is merely racism in
a politically correct disguise," according to Berliner
and Hull, we need to realize that people are people.
There is no universal experience for all members of a
given race. There are only individuals and individual
experiences. I'm not saying race cannot play any
role in a person's life experience, simply that it does
not define them.
We must also abandon multiculturalism, but not
for individual subjectivism. Just as individual cul
tures can be wrong, individual people can also be
wrong. Instead, we must seek truth through rational
discussion among individuals, regardless of ra ce. If
we desire a truly challenging and productive aca
demic environment, we cannot simply learn about
and appreciate other races, cultures and perspec
tives, but we must be able to criticize them and at the
same time deal with criticism of our own. Anything
less is either racist or irrational.

NELSEN is a senior majoring in politicalscience.
Comments can be sent to
mnelsenl3@my.whitworth.edu.
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It's appropriate to vote away from your pew
SARAH BERENTSON
COLUMNIST

I was reading the "Life Without God" issue of the
"Ihe Pacific Northwest Inlander" the other day, and
was struck by the section asking Spokanites if they
would vote for an atheist president. Only one person
said that they would have no problem voting for an
atheist, while the other four said they had a problem
with it. I started thinking about our country, and its
constant struggle with religion, freedom of religion,
and separation of church and state. In a country that
was founded by people who sought to escape reli
gious oppression, we are still predominately rooted
in Christianity.
On all of our currency it clearly states, "In God
We Trust." Our Pledge of Allegiance states, "One na
tion under God." It is very clear that our nation was
founded under some strand of Christian principle.
However, because of the religious oppression that
created instability for some time in England, our
founding fathers also understood the importance of
freedom of religion and the separation of church and
state.
This has been a debate for a long time in our coun
try. In 1960, JFK was running as the Democratic can
didate and many people were concerned with his
Catholic faith, unsure if he would be able to make
decisions independent from his own religious affili
ation. Ironically, the main group concerned was the
Protestant population. I find this ironic because had
he been affiliated with the Protestant religion, they
most certainly would not have wanted the separa

tion of his religion and presidential decisions, which
spawns a serious hypocrisy we see in voters.
JFK r esponded to the masses essentially saying
there shouldn't be a Catholic vote, a Mormon vote,
a Protestant vote, etc. According to his 1960 speech
on religion, he hoped for a society that religious
tolerance would breed a more cohesive America,
"where religious liberty is so indivisible that an act
against one church is treated as an act against ail,
and I agree. If I were asked if I would vote for an
atheist president, I would say
of course, if he or she were the
best candidate for a variety of

boro Baptist Church. It consistently misrepresents
Christian ideals, spreading hatred instead of love. So
though ethics can be correlated to religion, they are
clearly not interdependent.
If we are still choosing candidates based on their
religious beliefs, then we as a nation have not pro
gressed to a place that truly accepts all religious, cul
tural and societal differences. This refusal only cre
ates a country, and a w orld, where we will never be
able to get along.
Further, if people re
ally do make their choices
based on one aspect, it tru
ly speaks to the surplus of
ill-informed voters, which
is a problem in this coun
try. Though I can't possi
bly touch on all aspects of
ignorant voters, I can say
that if people begin to look
past their religion, but not
completely forget it, then
we can five in a country
that consists of intelligent, well-rounded voters.
Many people base their lives around their religion,
and this is not an argument against that lifestyle.
However, I do believe that if we cannot vote for an
atheist, or anyone else who is not a member of our
church, then we as a nation do not truly believe in
religious freedom. In this day and age, a vote should
not be contingent upon religion.

If it is accepted that ethics
are not dependent on
religion, then the
president can easily
maintain separation of
church and state.

other reasons.
Once this cohesive prec
edent is set, then we can con
tinue to grow philosophically.
As it is right now, many people
link morality and ethics direct
ly to religion, and not to the
inherent nature of humanity.
I am not instigating a philo
sophical debate about the in
herent nature of humankind, but I do want to assert
that people can be considered moral and ethical by

religious standards without religion.
If it is accepted that ethics are not dependent on
religion, then the president can easily maintain a
separation of church and state. He or she can make
decisions regarding the betterment of American so
ciety that are not rooted in religious beliefs.
In the same way that ethics are not dependent on
religion, religion and morality are also independent
of each other. There are countless examples of this,
in a variety of religions. A fine example is the West-

BERENTSON is a senior majoring in English and
Spanish. Comments can be sent to
sberentsonl2@my.whitworth.edu.

Kony campaign takes unnecessary backlash
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According to the Invisible Children organization,
"Where you live shouldn't determine whether you
live."
• Last week, if you went on Facebook, your newsfeed
would have been filled with posts about the Kony
2012 campaign sparked by Invisible Children.
For more than 10 years, Invisible Children has been
fighting the Lord's Resistance Army led by Joseph
Kony in Uganda, Africa, and have freed many of th e
child soldiers he has abducted and forced to fight in
his army.
But freeing the children and going after the army
can only last for so long; now it is time to capture and
stop Kony once and for all.
That is where the Kony 2012 video came into play.
In order to help the Ugandan army hunt down Kony,
they need the help and technological force the United
States has through military advisers.
However, in order for the advisers to help the Ugan
dan army, the U.S. government needs to know that the
people of the U.S. care about this cause.
That is the goal of th e video: to spread the word,
inform people about the goal of I nvisible Children,
make Kony's name and face known by all and show
the government we care.
It is hard to care for a cause that you do not know
about, and that is why Invisible Children wants to
make Kony famous. They want everyone to know who their disgust?
If you went on Facebook two days after the video
he is and what he is doing so that when the video and
flooded
newsfeeds, you would have seen status up
campaign end on Dec. 31, 2012, the government will
dates that seemed out of place.
see how many people truly care about finding Kony.
Comments were made that the campaign is just a
Making him famous comes through several phas
fashion
trend, that this video and people changing
es. First through the video that people are streaming
all over Youtube and Facebook. Then by drawing at their profile picture won't solve anything and that we
tention through 20 pe ople connected to our culture are focusing on the wrong problems.
How do you know? How
(Taylor Swift, Angelina Jolie, Ryan
do you know that this one
Seacrest, Tim Tebow, etc.) and 12
video, or someone changing
people associated with our poli
Instead of critiquing their
their profile picture, did not
tics. Then, prompted through the
strategies, you should be
spark interest in someone
video, people can purchase the
else to dig deeper into the
action kit that includes a shirt, a
thanking them for the
subject,
find out what Invis
bracelet, the video and many post
work they are doing.
ible Children is all about and
ers to use on April 20.
decide they want to take a
On April 20starting at sundown,
stand against Kony?
people all across the world will
Invisible Children is popular, and quite frankly,
cover their towns with posters of Kony's fac e so that
when people wake up the next morning, that is all props to them for becoming so popular in the past 10
years. If they weren't popular, you and I may not have
they see. These are all good things, right?
People are being moved to spread the word by any idea who Kony is.
Instead of critiquing their strategies, you should be
posting the video on Facebook to reach more people.
Within the first two days of th e video being on You thanking them for the work they are doing. People on
tube, 2 million people viewed it. It reached 34 million the Invisible Children team have dedicated countless
views after that night. People who viewed the video numbers of hours and days working on stopping the
could be more inclined to buy the action kit to use on LRA, and some have even lost their lives during their
April 20 and, in the long run, help Invisible Children stand against Kony.
If you think this video is just a fashion trend, and
persuade the U.S. military advisers to take action.
If this video is being used to spark a good cause, to think people are posting it and watching it just to look
help change the world, to make it a better place, then cool, then you have a majority of people's motives
why do people have the nerve to look down on this wrong. It can't be so hard to believe there are people
campaign and use Facebook as an outlet to display in the U.S. who wholeheartedly support the cause of

Graphic Artist: Maria Chumov
Invisible Children and want to back them up as they
fight for Africa.
People who jepost the video are people involved
in Invisible Children clubs, have gone to screenings,
have heard about the cause or simply watched the
video and felt inclined to spread it as Invisible Chil
dren asked.
If you don't support Invisible Children, fine. If you
don't think their strategy of targeting the most-viewed
search engines on the Internet to spread the wor(j is
effective, fine. If you don't want to spread the word
and join in the campaign, fine; don't.
But by no means does anybody's negative feelings
toward this video and campaign give them any right
to publicly judge those who support the campaign
and judge their intentions for supporting Kony 2012.
If you don't want to join this movement, then don't,
but just know why you don't and don't judge others
who are passionate about this.
If you think that we should be focusing our atten
tion on other problems, that's great. Join a movement
for that problem and then look to Invisible Children
as an example and spread the word so people will rec
ognize the problem you are fighting for and join the
fight.

WILLIAMSON is a freshman majoring in journalism
and mass communication. Comments can be sent to
hwilliamsonl5@my.whitworth.edu.

Prostituti©n legalization

wouli eiistare prelection
JASMINEBARNES

Prostitution is a thing that a majority of Americans
agree should be kept illegal; however, most people
have never looked at the positive aspects of it. I know
being a prostitute is seen as a sin by Christians, lower
class in oth er countries and disgusting right here in
America. In o ther words, it is seen as wrong all over
the w orld. But what would
it be like if prostitution were
legal?
In the United States, ac
cording to procon.org, 1
percent of w omen are pros
titutes or have been pros
titutes before. One percent
doesn't seem like much un
til on e discovers that there
are 150 million women in
the U.S. That means the one
percent equals 1.5 million
women. That is 30,000 wom
en per state. A portion of that
1 percent needed this job to
take care of th emselves and
their family. They depended
on that form of income to
buy food and pay for a place
to live. We as Americans
usually think that till prost i
tutes are women who love to
have sex and are addicted to
drugs. Keep in mind that there are some good women
out there in prostitution just trying to survive.
One positive of the potential legalization of p rosti
tution is that the women would be better protected.
Brothels would be opened for the women to work in
which would take them off of th e streets. This would
protect women from being attacked in alleyways or
from being kidnapped by a potential client. Also, the
brothels would help eliminate pimps. Without the
pimp, women would receive more money since all
their income would come to them. On top of that, they
wouldn't be beaten every day by their pimp for no rea
son except for him wanting to show his strength. Ac

cording to an article from the Washington Post, "De
criminalization would better protect people in the sex
industry from violence and abuse." I fully agree with
this statement for reasons stated above.
Another pro for legalization is that it would better
protect women from contracting sexually transmitted
diseases and stop women who have these diseases
from spreading them to other people. According to
Priscilla Alexander, a woman who helped found the
National Task F orce on Prostitution, making prosti
tution legal would provide women with means nec
essary to protect themselves. This would potentially
involve monthly checks for diseases as well as access
to contraception. All of t hese
would be provided to women
working within the safety of
the brothel.
The thing .that caught my
eye most during my research
was said by a professor from
Northeastern State Univer
sity. He stated, "It is estimated
that if prostitution were made
legal, the rape rate would de
crease by 25 percent." After
some thought I made an as
sumption as to whythis would
be true. If m en were able to
go get safe sex from women
whenever they wanted and
were willing to pay for it, they
wouldn't feel the urge to force
it out of someone who didn't
want to give it to them. I know
rape would still occur due to
the fact that there are people
out there who have problems,
but the number potentially going down would be a big
deal.
As I said at the beginning, this is a different perspec
tive to look at prostitution from. Just pay attention to
the important facts that I stated: violence would de
crease, the spread of sexually transmitted diseases
would decrease and the number of ra pes would de
crease. So I finish this with a question. Would it be so
terrible if prostitution were legal?

1 PERCENT OF WOMEN
IN THE U.S. ARE
OR HAVE BEEN
PROSTITUTES
IF PROSTITUTION
WERE MADE LEGAL,
THE RATE OF RAPE
WOULD DROP
25 PERCENT

BARNES is a freshman majoring in English and
secondary education. Comments can be sent to
jbarnesl5@my.whitworth.edu.
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MORE OPINIONSONLINE:
ROMNEY NOMINATION WOULD SPELL GOP DEFEAT

by Lucas

Kok

I have a question:
where does someone
like you even sleep?
I volunteer in the: !
kitchen at this motel
in town; they let me
I stay in exchange. It's
)a pretty sweet setup.j

Daddy I wanna live in a
hotel! That sounds fun!

9

I don't think
that's such a good te
I D Ol! It would be a
like a slumber
• NON-STO

We can eat
candy every
meal and 1;.
have pajamafi
aarties and I
ride unicorns]
into the wee
hours of the
morn! There!
wouldn't be |
anything I
weird, just
majjic and

W

Tolerance leaves no leeway for disagreement
morality or lifestyle, I should respect them enough which claim to hold an exclusive path toward moral
to disagree with them in a manner that is respectful. truth. The problem vvith r elativism is that there is
Tolerance calls for respect, but not for unconditional such a thing as absolute truth. A writer for a Catholic
RYANSTEVENS
website puts forth a scenario: "I have a blind friend.
acceptance.
But modern tolerance has gone even further He didn't believe there was a car coming down the
than blind acceptance. As society progresses, we street. That was his truth and he believed it. He was
are taught to accept all truths as equally valid, and wrong. The car hit him and broke his leg."
While simplistic in nature, the idea is very appli
G.K. Ch esterton said "Tolerance Is the virtue of that to criticize other ideas of morality is intolerant.
This is a corrupt strand of logic. To hold the idea that cable to tolerance. We co uld see a blind person in
the man without convictions."
We are often told in our modern day society to be one's own personal moral identity is truth, and to as that situation and let them go on believing their own
tolerant of other cultures, religions, sexual orienta sert that belief publicly is intolerant. But at the same truth, or we could try to engage them in conversa
tions and even moral outlooks on life. In fact, tol time, to reject such an assertion is equally intoler tion with the intent of bettering their circumstances.
This motivation is exactly that of the Christian
erance is becoming so pervasive in our American ant. By saying that no one can hold absolute truth,
faith,
a religion notoriously labeled as intolerant.
we
are
intolerant
of
those
who
believe
they
do.
culture that it breeds a notion of extremity, one that
Even further, this argument for tolerance defies While admittedly the methods used by many Chris
inherently separates personal lives and public lives.
It is highly discouraged to impress one's reli the assertions of m any of t he major belief systems tians become tainted with personal biases and deci
gious beliefs on anyone else, be it even in the form of the world today, markedly Christianity. If, for ex sions, the heart of Christ's message is to spread the
of disagreement. I would be ridiculed as intolerant ample, I say that I believe that Christ is the only path gospel to the ends of th e earth, and action that re
if I were to publicize an opposition to homosexual of sa lvation I am, by definition, intolerant, of every quires "a severe violation of m odern, relativistic tol
other religious belief on the erance.
ity, a belief that my specific reli
I am not saying that tolerance in today's society is
planet. It is then dictated
gion is the only truth, or perhaps
never
a good thing, nor that we should become in
that
I
should
not
express
Today's tolerance says
the assertion that I disagree with
this morally exclusive idea sensitive to the beliefs of others. What I am saying is
someone else's lifestyle. When,
that I shouldn't discuss
to others who disagree, be that we should redefine tolerance to include active
in fact, the very discouragement
cause to do so would be engagement with others, and allow for discussion
my
beliefs
with
others,
of my individualism, expressed
intolerant of their own ex and even occasionally argument. It is OK that I be
through these ideas, is the very
merely that I should
clusive beliefs. Today's tol lieve someone else's lifestyle is wrong, and it is even
heart of intolerance.
erance
says that I shouldn't encouraged that I discuss it with them, out of love
put
up
with
them.
Today's version of tolerance
discuss my beliefs with oth and respect, and with due sensitivity. That is the true
has gone much further than the
ers, merely that I should put meaning of tolerance.
actual definition. The word tol
erance implies acceptance of other ideas, and re up with them.
In fact, modern tolerance has merged into what is
spect toward others who hold them. What it does
not suggest is that we privatize our beliefs to avoid commonly known as relativism — the idea that all
argument or in some cases even discussion. In fact, truths and notions of morality are equally valid and STEVENS is a sophomore majoring in Englishand
tolerance implies just the opposite. If I a ccept that should be accepted. This, too, is directly contradic French. Comments can be sent to
another human being differs from me in matters of tory to most of t he world's major religious beliefs, rstevensl5@my.whitworth.edu

Whitworth Speaks Out
What are your thoughts regarding the HUB expansion project?

dt

"I wish it was done
two years ago so I
could've enjoyed it
because I'm moving
off campus."

git
MACY OLIVAS

VICTORIA REARDON
"I'm concerned that
Sodexo won't have
enough workers to
staff the food lines.
I hope they'll hire
adequate staff."

ROSE PRINCE

EUGENE LAZARENCO

-Freshman

2
MATT BRAY

"I'm excited to have
more space and more
options. Hopefully
it'll be less crowded
at meal times."

-Freshman

-Junior

-Sophomore

-Senior

"I think it's great
for the incoming
students. I wonder
if it will create more
student jobs or
if meal plan
prices will go up."

"I'm glad I'm a
freshman because I
will get to experience
itfot three years. It'll
be great to have more
space since there will
be more students."

"I'm excited for
all the extra space.
I'm stoked."

ERICRICE

-Sophomore

SPORTS

Track and field performs at NCAA meet

Three Pirates compete at NCAA Division III Championships in Grinnell, Iowa
Meghan Dellinger
StaffWriter
Three m embers of the Whitworth track and field
team traveled to Grinnell, Iowa, to compete in the
NCAA Division III Indoor Championships on March
9 and 10.
Junior Carter Comito competed in the shot put at
the championship meet. He was seeded sixth going
into the event and finished in seventh, earning an AilAmerican title with a throw of 54-4 3/4.
"It was p retty good," Comito said.,"I'm happy be
cause I took All-American, but I wish I could have
done better."
Sophomore Jheri Gates competed in high jump for
the championships, and was seeded 10th going into
the event. She finished in 11th place, clearing 5-3.
"I did not do as well as I had hoped," Gates said. "It
was really tough for me because I was off for JanTerm,
and came back four weeks behind."
Junior Frank Lima also competed in high jump, go
ing into the event seeded 13th and placing 10th. He
cleared 6-8 3/4. The athletes "in fifth through 10th
place all cleared the same height, and final placing
had to be decided by the number of misses per round.
Lima said he thought the event went fairly well.
"It was n ot as good as I would have liked to have
done," Lima said. "I was able to tie my PR which was
nice. All th e contestants were really nice and really
easy to talk to."
Head coach Toby Schwarz also said that overall the
championship meet went well.
"All three athletes performed well, considering the
various circumstances," Schwarz said. "Each athlete
learns from their own experience every time they
come to nationals. All three will learn from what they
did here, and hopefully will do better."
Gates said she loved the atmosphere of the champi
onship meet.
"[The meet] is a higher level of competition," Gates
said. "It is really neat to be involved in."
Comito said he also enjoyed the championship
meet, as it was his first time at the indoor champion
ships and he thought his All-American title was agood
way to end the indoor season. He said he loves track
because it is such a relaxed sport.
"It's not super intense all the time," Comito said. At
practice it's pretty laid back. We can just have fun.
Lima said the indoor season was very productive
for him.
"I started off a little shaky," he said. "As the season
progressed I was able to improve. To make it to na
tionals for the first time is very good."

File Photos: Jeff Ferguson
(L to R) Sophomore Jheri Gates finished 11th in the high jump at the NCAA Division III Champi
onships. Junior Frank Limadoes the long jump at a previous competition. He finished 10th in the
high jump at the NCAAmeet.
Schwarz said the next week will be a struggle for the
team.
"Coming into Spring Break and midterms everyone
gets run-down," Schwarz said. Last week and this
coming week are the most stressful weeks of the Whit
worth year."
However, Schwarz said he is excited about both the
men's and women's team for the outdoor season.
"[The men's is] arguably the best team we've ever
had. Theyhave great quality and depth," Schwarz said.

"When it comes to the women, there are lots of ques
tion marks. They're a very young team. [The coaches]
saw some things at Willamette that were exciting."
The Pirates will compete March 17 in the Dusty Lane
Open at Spokane Community College, and then again
on March 18 in the Oregon Preview in Eugene, Ore.

Contact Meghan Dellinger at
mdellingerl 5@my. whitworth.edu.

ONLINE RECAPS FOR BASEBALL AND WOMEN'S OOLF MARCH 10 AND 11

20 Men's basketball wraps up fittersweetly
l/l

Pirates battle their way into the Sweet 16 but lose in close overtime game

(N
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the other team is huge."
the bench."
But t he run was short-lived, as Virginia Wesleyan
The
Marlins
buckled
down
on
defense
and
held
StaffWriter
Whitworth to 42 percent from the field in the first half. rallied back for the eighth lead change of the night. Se
In five extra minutes of overtime, the Whitworth But as they've done all year, the Pirates let their of nior forward Idris Lasisi drained a three to put Whit
men's basketball team fought to prolong its visit to the fense take care of itself and instead focused on shut worth up once again, but as time ticked down and the
Marlins were forced to foul, missed the front end of a
Midwest but fell short with a 74-71 loss tothe Univer ting down Virginia Wesleyan defensively.
one-and-one.
With just 21 seconds remaining in the
"We
knew
that
to
keep
moving
on
at
this
part
of
the
sity of Virginia Wesleyan during the NCAA Division III
season we'd have to rely on our defense," McConnell game, Friedt was called for a foul and Virginia Wesley
Sweet 16.
e game at 61. Whitworth
Despite the disappointment of losing, head coach said. "We did a good job [defensively] and it kept us an hit two free throws to tie th
held the ball for the remaining 20seconds but was un
in the game."
Matt Logie said he wouldn't change a thing.
Whitworth faced a tight man-to-man defense and able to get a shot off before the end of regulation.
"I found out long ago my plans for myself and those
"We would've liked to close the door in regulation,"
was
forced to play a more physical game than it's used
around me aren't nearly as impactful as what God has
Logie said. "[But] we've been in that situation before
to.
in store," Logie said.
"[This was] probably the most physical game in the so I felt good going into [overtime]."
In the closing 30 seconds of regulation, Whitworth
The Pirates had their chances throughout the close
post
season [and] the most athletic team we've played
led by a point, but a foul charged to th
e Pirates allowed
the Marlins to tie the game from the stripe with 21 sec against this year," Lo ofburrow said. "We're used to overtime period; neither team built more than a three
point lead.
onds remaining. Logie opted for a timeout, designing being pressured, but our guards did
"With five minutes [of overtime] I
do
a
good
job
getting
the
ball
up
the
a play for Lasisi to drive to the hoop. But time ran out
"I'm proud I could
-thought we could make a run, make
before the play was executed and the game went into court."
experience this first some stops and close it out," Gebbers
Juniorforward MackLarkin scored
overtime.
said.
"We h ad a couple of c hances at the end [but] we off a layup to keep Whitworth within
season with this
Gebbers drove the lane with 19
couldn't get that next defensive stop," sophomore four points of th e Marlin's lead and
seconds
remaining to give Whit
group
of
guys."
Loofburrow
delivered
on
a
3-pointer
guard Dustin McConnell said. "It's just kind of the way
worth a one-point lead. The Marlins
to bring the Bucs within one as the
things went."
— MATT LOGIE
answered with a floater on the left
A s teal with eight seconds left in overtime gave clock ran down in the final minutes
side
of the key, and the Pirates found
men's
head
basketball
coach
of
th
e
first
half.
But
Whitworth
was
the Pirates one last shot at a win, but the chance was
themselves down one with 10 sec
stripped away when a jump ball was called, Virginia unable to regain the lead and went in
onds left for a last chance shot. Hope
Wesleyan won possession and the Bucs were forced to to the locker room down 35-30.
faded
with
a
Whitworth
turnover in the backcourt and
"We
talked
at
halfdme
that
we
were
a
few
shots
foul.
"If we had more time I think we would have come away from having a lead and not be discouraged," Lo Virginia Wesleyan got the ball back with eight seconds
left.
away with awin," senior forward Jack Loofburrow said. gie said.
McConnell made the steal of his career when he
A
10-2
run
turned
the
tide
of
t
he
game
as
senior
Junior guard Wade Gebbers hit two free throws
to put Whitworth on the board two minutes into the post Felix Friedt went to work in the paint and fueled flicked the Marlin inbounds pass toward the Pirate
game. The Pirates struggled to connect on the offen the Bucs to a 38-37 lead early in the second half. Mul end of the court, ran the ball down before getting
sive end, and Virginia Wesleyan led until the 12-min- tiple hustle plays by sophomore guard Colton McCa- shoved from behind, and recovered it in position to
ute mark when Loofburrow hit a 3-pointer to give rgar kept Whitworth fired and Loofburrow scored five lay it in. Down to three seconds left on the clock, a
Whitworth a 14-13 advantage. Loofburrow lead the consecutive points to drive Whitworth to a 45-51 lead, Marlin player knocked McConnell from behind, tying
him up under the basket. The referee called a jump
its largest of the night, with 9:16 remaining.
Bucs with three treys on the game.
"Felix d id a good job attacking," McConnell said. ball, and the arrow pointed in Virginia Wesleyan's
"He's done that all year long," Logie said. "Since he's
been back from his injury, he's been such a spark off "[And] getting defensive stops and making it hard on favor. Lasisi fouled on the inbounds and the Marlins
made two free throws to make the final score 74-71.
"We missed some free throws [and] had some turn
overs, while they hit big shots when they needed to,"
Gebbers said. "We had a chance to the end; they won."
Friedt led the Bucs with 25 points and 10 rebounds,
Loofburrow added 13 points, Gebbers scored 12
points and had three steals and Lasisi contributed 11
points.
"There are things you could go back and change,"
Loofburrow said. "But if yo u think that way then it
makes it a tougher loss than it needs to be."
The No. 7 ranked Pirates closed out their season
with a third consecutive trip to the Sweet 16 and a
26-4 record. A win would have placed Whitworth into
the Elite Eight on Saturday night against host school
Wisconsin-Whitewater.
"I'm proud I could experience this first season with
this group of guys," Logie said. "Hopefully the lessons
they learn with us, in situations like this, will serve
them well."
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Students watch last Friday'smen's basketball game in the Robinson Teaching Theater.

Corina Gebbers
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Photographer: Tanner Scholten

Contact Corina Gebbers at
cgebbersl5@my.whitworth.edu.
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Boxers best Bucs in four-game series

Whitworth captures win in Sunday's doubleheader against Pacific University
of the third. Freshman pitcher Megan Fisher scored
in the fourth then Johnson hit a homer in the fifth.
Parr and Clow both scored in the sixth, giving Whit
The Whitworth Softball team went 1-3 last week worth a 9-8 leadgoing into the bottom of the inning.
end in a four-game series in Forest Grove, Ore., last Key Pirate errors lead to a Boxer comeback in the
Saturday and Sunday against the Boxers of P acific final innings, giving Pacific a 10-9 win, their second
victory of the weekend.
University.
"In the second game, we start
"It was a tough weekend start
ed hitting really well, but I d on't
ing out, but we came together at the
"...we need to expect think we were all expecting to
end to have a s uccessful last game,"
freshman Whitney Byrom said of the
to win every game." win," sophomore third baseman
Hannah Boyd said. "That's what
weekend.
— HANNAH BOYD
we need to work on: we need to
In Saturday's earlier game, Whit
expect to win every game."
worth got out to quick start, scoring
sophomore third baseman
Sunday's games were delayed
three runs in the first inning. Senior
due to rain, but eventually got
second baseman Sami Parr scored
underway. In the first game,
on a fielder's choice, which was fol
lowed by two runs off of bases-loaded walks by Whitworth put up a good fight, but Pacific pulled
freshman center fielder Sacha Clow and sopho out the win in the end. Junior right fielder Heather
more first baseman Julia Johnson. Pacific caught up Hesselgesser had the Pirates' first run of the game in
quickly and went on to score three more runs in the the second inning. The Boxers answered with three
third. Byrom, a pinch runner, scored again for Whit runs in the third.
"In the first game instead of shutting them down
worth in the seventh, but Pacific walked away with
when we were ahead, we let them score runs that
the 7-4 home victory.
The second game came down to the wire. The Pi they shouldn't have been getting," Byrom said.
Parr scored in the fifth, t hen Boyd singled to bat
rates explodecfin the third inning, scoring five runs
after Pacific jumped out to the quick 2-0 start. The in sophomore pitcher Jessica Ross in the sixth. The
Boxers answered with five more runs in the bottom final runs weren't enough to overcome the Boxers,

Sena Hughes
Staff Writer

though, and Pacific came out on top, 4-3.
Whitworth rallied in the final game of the week
end, earning a 6-3 victory. The Bucs came out ready
to play, quickly jumping out to a 4-0 lead in the first
three innings.
"Today we came out with a little different [atti
tude]," Byrom said Sunday. "We decided we didn't
want to lose to a team that we should be beating.
We were hitting more as a unit than we were as in
dividuals."
Pacific scored two runs in the bottom of the third
but Whitworth didn't let up. Freshman pinch hitter
Peyton McMahon singled to drive in Ross in thefifth
and Clow clubbed a homer in the sixth. The Boxers
scored once more in the bottom of the sixth, but the
Pirates came out on top.
Though the Pirateis finished the weekend with a
win, improvements are still necessary.
"We're just looking forward to next weekend and
showing what we can actually do as a team," Boyd
said.
Next weekend the Bucs take on the Loggers of
Puget Sound at home before heading south for the
Tucson Invitational March 21-23.

Contact Sena Hughes at
shughesl 5@my.whitworth.edu.
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Nathan Webber
Staff Writer
The Whitworth Pirates men's tennis
teams split last weekend's matches,
losing to George Fox University on
Friday but defeating Lewis & Clark
College on Saturday in Oregon. The
Bucs are now 3-2 in the Northwest
Conference and 4-4 overall.
Senior Ben Hamming came away
with two singles victories over the
weekend, defeating George Fox's
player 6-4, 6-2 on Friday and beating
Lewis & Clark's player 6-3, 6-2 on
Saturday, both in No. 6 singles.
The Pirates were overwhelmed in
Friday's match, falling to the Bruins
7-2. The Buc players stayed with the
Bruins in singles though, losing 6-4 in
at least one set in four of the six singles
matches.
The Bucs were led in that match by a
couple of strong senior performances
as Daniel Redfern got the Bucs on
the board with a 6-3, 6-0 win over the
Bruins No. 1 singles player. Hamming
was the other Pirate with a victory on
Friday.
"There was a little bit of an
adjustment to play outdoors, but

George Fox was the first contest that
we were , evenly matched," Hamming
said. "Any match could have gone
either way, but the score doesn't
reflect that."
Saturday was a different story,
however, as the Pirates beat Lewis &
Clark 8-1.
The Pirates started off well as all
three of Whitworth's doubles teams
won their matches. The singles players
took it from there as three Pirate
juniors won singles matches in the
Whitworth victory.
The week started off strong for
the Pirates with an exhibition match
against the crosstown Sasquatch of
the Community Colleges of Sp okane,
defeating CCS 7-2. However, since
the match was an exhibition it does
not count toward the Pirates overall
record.
The Whitworth men's tennis team
will continue conference play on
Friday and Saturday as it takes on
Willamette College and Linfield
College in the Scotford Tennis Center.

Contact Nathan Webber at
File Photo: Jeff Ferguson
nathanwebberl3@my. whitworth.
Junior Cameron Williams defeated his Lewis &Clark opponent 6-0,6-2
edu.
on March 10.

SOFTBALL
NWC ALL
10-1 12-1

LINFIELD
PACIFIC LUTHERAN

10-1

12-5

GEORGE FOX

6-3

11-8

WILLAMETTE

6-4

7-8

PACIFIC (ORE.)

6-6

8-12

PUGET SOUND

2-8

2-8

WHITWORTH

2-10

4-14

LEWIS & CLARK

0-9

0-12
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NEXT PIRATE GAME;
Whitworth vs. Puget Sound @ Home

CO

Saturday, March 17 @ noon and 2:30p.m.
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1 BASEBALL
NWC
5-1

ALL
10-5

LINFIELD

6-3

9-4

GEORGE FOX

3-2

7-10

PACIFIC (ORE.)

3-2

6-9

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

File Photo: Chrissy Roach
Whitworth Softball senior Sami Parr celebrates with teammates after scoring in a game last spring.

SPOTTED FROM THE CROW'S NEST

Softball: Sami Parr

PUGETSOUND

1-2

3-10-1

WILLAMETTE

2-4

4-12

WHITMAN

2-4

2-16

LEWIS & CLARK

1-5

2-14

WHITWORTH

0-0

6-5-1
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NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs.Pacrfic Lutheran @ Home
Saturday, March 17 @ noon and 3 p.m.

ally no other feeling like that. I love competing and be
MEN'S TENNIS
ing out on the dirt and leaving it all out there."
NWC ALL
Junior teammate Heather Hesselgesser reiterated
Softball coach Cristal Brown said Sami Parr is the Parr's desire to be a team player.
9-3
5-0
WHITMAN
type of player you want on your side going into battle.
"Sami leads by example; she is always givingher best
4-0
4-2
PACIFIC
"She's a hard worker, she's determined, she's com effort and makes others want to do better," Hesselgess
4-2
5-6
GEORGE FOX
petitive," Brown said of the senior second baseman. er said. "She is a student of the game and understands
the ins-and-outs better than any teammate I have ever
"She has a never-say-die attitude."
3-2
3-2
WILLAMETTE
As a 4-year-old, Parr begged her parents to put her had."
3-2
4-4
WHITWORTH
on a tee-ball team so she could keep up with her older
After graduation, Parr plans to attend graduate
2-3
3-3
PACIFIC LUTHERAN
brother who was a baseball player. Asshe put it, she fell school at Eastern Washington University to earn her
in love with the game and has been playing ever since. doctorate in physical therapy. Until then, she wants
2-3
2-4
LINFIELD
Now a senior leader on the Whitworth softball team, to make the most of h er final season. Contributing to
1-4
1-4
LEWIS
&
CLARK
Parr ac knowledges she didn't necessarily see hersglf wins is definitely an ambition, but Parr says her biggest
0-7
0-8
several years ago where she is today. Upon applying goal right now is to make an impact on her team.
PUGET SOUND
"I would just tell [younger players] to not have any
and being accepted to Whitworth on somewhat of
NEXT PIRATE MATCH:
a whim, she was offered the opportunity to play the regrets throughout their college career," Parr said.
Whitworth vs. George Fox University @ George Fox
"It's going to be over before they know it. Put the extra
game she loves.
Friday, March 9 @ 2 p.m.
"I just really liked the mission of the school; it really hours in, don't take anything for granted, try to make
1 WOMEN'S TENNIS
hit home for me," Parr said. "The opportunity to get a the most of it, practice hard every day."
NWC ALL
Those are the values that Parr has tried to build upon
great education and play the sport I love was an oppor
7-0
7-0
LINFIELD
during her collegiate career.
tunity I couldn't really pass up."
"Sami has been a consistent and vital player every
Last year as a junior Parr was named to the honor
5-0
6-1
WHITWORTH
able mention All-Northwest Conference squad. She year here at Whitworth," Hesselgesser said. "She is
6-1
7-2
WHITMAN
led the Pirates in total rims scored on the season — an someone a coach would be proud to have representing
5-3
4-3
PACIFIC (ORE.)
accomplishment she is on track to repeat this year. But their team."
Brown would agree with that.
Parr is recognized as a leader in more ways that just her
3-3
WILLAMETTE
"Sami is a huge part of our team," Brown said. "We're
play'
3-5
3-6
PUGET
SOUND
"She's definitely a leader for us," Brown said. "She s going to miss her next year with her being a senior. She
not as vocal [and] you probably won't hear Sami when has the spirit you want to see in all of your athletes so
GEORGE FOX
1-4
2-5
you're sitting in the stands, [but] the girls look to Sami it's a joy to coach her."
0-6
0-7
LEWIS & CLARK
because she leads by example. If you're emulating Sa0-7
0-8
PACIFIC LUTHERAN
mi's work ethic then you're on the right track."
NEXT PIRATE MATCH:
Regardless of her individual achievements, Parr says
Whitworth vs.George Fox University @ Home
one of her favorite things about playing softball is the
Contact Sena Hughes at
Saturday, March 9@ 4p.m.
teamwork.
shughes!5@my.whitworth.edu.
Team records as of March 11, 2012
"I love being a part of a team," Parr said. "There s re
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Sena Hughes
StaffWriter
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ABOVE: Christie DuPree opens the concert for the Eisley concert on March 8 in he
t Hixson
Union Building Multipurpose room.
Photographer: Hope Barnes
TOP RIGHT: Eisley is anindie-rock band from Tyler, Texas, made up of the five DuPree
siblings.
Photographer: Tanner Scholten
BOTTOM RIGHT: Sherri DuPree playing her decorated guitar.

Photographer: Cathy Bronson

BELOW: Sisters Stacy DuPree King and Sherri DuPree Bemis are two of the five siblings who
make up Eisley.
Photographer: Tanner Scholten
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iwhitworthian
ABOUTUS
Serving the Whitworth community since 1905

VOLUME 102, ISSUE 13

The Whitworthian has served as the main source
of news and sports coverage for the Whitworth
community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an
organization composed entirely by students which
produces The Whitworthian weekly newspaper
and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting
accurate'and relevant information in an innova
tive manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for
expressing the interests of the Whitworth
community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published
weekly, except during January and student vaca
tions. The content is generated entirely by stu
dents. The college administration does not review
the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the
individual artists, writers and student editors, and
do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associ
ated Students of Whitworth University (ASWU),
the university, its administration, faculty/staff or
advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through
advertising and subscription revenue and in part
by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the
opinions of their individual creators and not
necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its
editors or its staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes
in freedom of speech and expression as guaran
teed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of
the United States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248
ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com
QUESTIONS?
jvalencial2@my.whitworth.edu
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political science, lectured March 28 about
where feminism and Calvinism meet.
Service trip to Indonesia opens to students

Whitworth students have been invited to apply
to attend a service trip to Indonesia in January
2013.

The Whitworthian is committed to providing the
Whitworth community with the most accurate
information possible. The Whitworthian never
knowingly publishes inaccuracies. If you have
a comment or question about the fairness
or accuracy of a story, send an
email to jvalencial2@my.whitworth.edu.

people produces growth.

16 |Citizens should be informed about spending
Discussing the importance of knowing where
the government allocates money.

18 |Trayvon Martin killer is falsely judged
Exploring how the incident is multifaceted
and people should slow down before making
rash assumptions.

7 | English professor recalls faith journey

Nicole Sheets realized after a Campus Crusades
for Christ summer program that she was not
an evangelical. Since, she has continued
questioning what her faith looks like.

ARTS&CULTURE
9 |Chapel art created by student

"Miracles" is a series of art pieces by senior
Mary Viducich depicting Jesus' miracles that
go along with the chapel sermon series on
miracles.
Shihan, a National Slam Poet Champion,
shared his work with students including
poems titled "Father's Day" and "Robots."

to

OPINIONS

14 | People need to come out of their shells
chair discusses feminism
41 Lindaman
Exploring how interacting with unfamiliar
Julia Stronks, Lindaman Chair and professor of

12 | Poet performs in Mind and Hearth
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SPORTS

19 |Pirate swimming competes in Indianapolis.
Five Pirate swimmers raced at NCAA Division

21

III Swimming Championships.
1 Men's golf performs well in Spring Classic

Jesse Salzwedel claims top individual honors
at meeting ofNWC schools in Oregon.

2 3 | Spotted from the crow's nest: Jheri Gates

Highlighting sophomore Jheri Dates and her
track and field career at Whitworth.

13 |Costa Rica director speaks for Great
Decisions

Lindy Scott lectured on March 29 about Latin
Americans' opinion about America's not-sogreat decision to go to war with Iraq.

Cover photographer: GregMoser

EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP
Editorials in the"In the Loop" section reflect the majority opinion of the editorial board, which is made up of five editors.

Acts of theft and vandalism on campus
considered a detriment to community
Recently, Whitworth's campus has experienced a
profuse amount of vandalism. Crimes ranging from
the stealing of the gold letters at Whitworth's en
trances to the Mr. T graffiti that has become promi
nent have greatly affected the community. Not only
has property been defaced, charges have been in
curred by the university as the perpetrators of the
crimes have yet to be caught.
This board would like to point out that those ac
tions do not align with the prestigious nature of the
institution or the values held by the university as
a whole. As part of t he Whitworth community, we
have often prided ourselves on the beauty of our
campus. Yet over the past several months, beit con
sidered a practical joke, a way to bond with a room
mate or a rite of p assage, the thefts and vandalism
incidents have brought embarrassment. This board
would like students to understand those incidents
have surpassed the point of being funny, if they ever
were. At this point, the price of replacement and re
pair has risen insurmountably.
"The university has incurred over $10,000 in sign
repair costs plus labor and considerable 'opportu
nity' costs associated with attention to this issue
to the detriment of other needs on campus," said
Brian Benzel, vice president for Finance and Ad
ministration.
This cost is a result of theft alone and does not
reflect the destruction of the main entrance sign at
the end of last year.
Benzel goes on further to say the damage is con
sidered among the most severe experienced by the
university in recent years.
As the prevalence of theft continues, the univer
sity plans to implement enhanced video surveil
lance to monitor activity around the sign. Benzel

said those enhancements would cost the school up
wards of $25,000 to provide.
Although a lofty price tag, this board recognizes
that those involved in the decision making around
the sign are left with very few other options. Whit
worth has been a unique place in that it is an in
stitution that places value on truth, honesty and
responsibility. This board argues that the actions of
those involved with the theft are in direct violation
of the trust bestowed upon us.
That money could be used to update the campus
and on general equipment maintenance. Yet there
is now a need elsewhere, a need that should not be
present in the first place if those in this community
would respect the property around us.
This board challenges those in the Whitworth
community to stand up and fight back against such
acts of theft and vandalism. Members of t he Whit
worth community have raised standards of respect
to neighbors in Spokane and promoted a peace
ful atmosphere on campus before. However, such
peace cannot continue without the integrity and
responsibility that the Whitworth community has
been entrusted with.
The Whitworth community, as well as the sur
rounding neighborhoods, must remember a basic
principle that has been upheld among communi
ties throughout the world and throughout all time:
do not do unto others that you would not want done
unto you. That basic principle of respect and reci- ^
procity benefits everyone and should not be passed
over so easily.
The thought of spending $25,000 on security up
dates and cameras is painful, but given the actions
of a few, the entire campus is forced to bear the
brunt of the cost.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR:
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articlesor issues of interest to the Whitworth community. Send
letters to jvalencial2@my.whitworth.edu. Limit to 200 words.
In regards to "Diversity fails to deliver value in
education" by Maxwell Nelson.
Racism: a hatred or intolerance of another race or
races.
Diversity: variety, multiformity.
The reality of our lives is that humans are para
digmatic. For those who understand our pine fresh
paradigm, remember the question of Core 150: what
is your worldview? Only in understanding one's
paradigm can one intentionally move around it and
be an objective observer. The question, " But where
is the academic value in [diversity]?" has a simple
answer. It is widely acknowledged within the aca
demic community that no one can be an entirely
objective observer because everyone has different
life experiences and thus views the world through a
unique lens. Based on Max's arguments we should
ignore culture as a part of this lens.
Should we also ignore skin tone even if it has and

does affect other people's lives in very real ways?
I'm a Caucasian woman and have experienced
white privilege. It grieves me to say this but, if I as
sume that a woman of m y age with darker skin has
also experienced the same privileges that I h ave, I
invalidate their experiences. The sad reality of our
world is that people are often treated differently
based on ethnicity. Ignoring racism doesn't make it
go away, it lets it fester.
To say that diversity calls people to define them
selves by their culture is an erroneous assumption.
Diversity invites people to embrace their identities
as different and unique individuals, including their
cultures and ethnicities.
Morgan Gilbert
lunior
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Lecture marries Calvinism anofl feminism
Caitlyn Starkey
StaffWriter
Edward B. Lindaman Chair and professor of politi
cal science Julia Stronks gave her lecture "If A Calvinist Had Coffee with a Feminist" on March 28 in the
Robinson Teaching Theatre.
Stronks explained that, to most people, the terms
Calvinist and feminist appear to disagree and to sup
port opposite views, but when examined closely the
two can exist simultaneously.
She defined the terms feminist and Calvinist to give
a clear and unified point of discussion.
Among the Christian reformed tradition, Calvin is a
well-known name. His work discusses grace, predes
tination and the elect, Stronks said.
"Now [what] people who know Calvin will usually
know about him [is] that he emphasized grace. Sola
gratia. Sola scriptura. Only grace. Only scripture,"
Stronks said.
However, it is hard to relate feminism to the theo
logical underpinning of Calvin.
"But the thing mat people usually don't know,
that I think is extremely important, is his cultural un
derstanding, his public theology," she said. His un
derstanding of hoW we live in a fallen but redeemed
world."
/
Calvin stated that Christians had spheres of influ
ence, and they were to live out their daily faith within
those contexts, Stronks said. A sphere could be gov
ernment, business, church, or others. All the spheres
Photograpner: Micnaei pucuieu
are under God's'authority and thus none has more
Professor
Julia
Stronks,
presented
"If
a
Calvinist
had
Coffee
with
a
Feminis
t" on Tuesday, March 28.
power.
Calvin advocated living out faith and justice in a
ing about baby poop, and laundry and how to get a
person's daily life through their spheres of influence. that they accept the themes of Enlightenment and
stain out of an undershirt. And I thought 'How did this
they
accept
the
themes
of
American
democratic
tra
But for feminism to fit into that framework, the defini
happen to me? How did I become Leave It To Beaver s
dition,"
Stronks
said.
"Rule
of
law,
market
economy,
tion must be cleared up.
mother?"
separation
of
power,
autonomous
individuals."
When Stronks clarified a few stereotypes about
Stronks has since aligned her definition of femi
Stronks explained her own interaction and experi
feminism, she made a clear distinction between radi
nism to that of liberal feminism and identifies herself
ence
with
the
word
feminism.
cal and liberal feminism.
As an undergraduate student as such. Yet that shift in thinking leads to publie policy
"Feminism is a social
t
Stronks
attended Dordt Col implications.
ist, anti-family, political
"If you asked me [when
A Calvinist says that a person's spheres of influence
lege in Sioux Center, Iowa.
movement that encourages
I was in college] if I were a
"If you had asked me then if should be used for faith and justice, and a Feminist
women to leave their hus
I
were
a feminist I would have seeks equality and justice in all aspects of life. Thus if
bands, kill their children,
feminist, I would have said,
said, 'No way. I like men,"' she the two had coffee they would conclude that personal
practice witchcraft, destroy
'No way. I like men!"
influence should be used to bring equality.
said.
capitalism and become les
For Stronks that conclusion particularly relates to
After
she
graduated
with
her
bians," Stronks said, quot
— JULIA STRONKS
law degree, Stronks went to public policy and legislation around sexual assault
ing television evangelist Pat
Edward B. Lindaman Chair and
work at a large law firm and go
t and domestic violence.
Robertson describing the
One in four women will be sexually assaulted. This
married.
The
couple
moved
to
radical feminist movement.
professor of political science
Washington, D.C. and Stronks is an area of injustice and inequality that needs to be
Stronks
characterized
chose to go back to school as addressed, Stronks said.
that type of feminism as
radical feminism, compared to liberal feminism. they started a family.
"One day I was at a picnic tabl
e with some friends of
Radical feminism is a limited section of t hose who
mine,
they
are
all
young
mothers,
and all of our chil
identify themselves as feminist, less than 5 percent,
dren were gathered around us playing," Stronks said. Contact Caitlyn Starkey at
Stronks said.
"Liberal not in the sense of lefty but in the sense "All of a sudden I realized I had spent two hours talk cstarkeyl 4@my.whitworth.edu.

(-CRUNCHING!-)

{NUMBERS;
$2,600

Estimated cost of a Partners Internationalsponsored service trip to Indonesia in January
2013.
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Photographer: Rebekah Daniels
rhanging the location of natural gas pipelines will allow for improvements to the baseball diamond.

Pipeline rerouting to allow
improvements to facilities
Sandra Tully

Staff Writer

creased in size and the entire field itself would have
more square footage. Benzel is optimistic about that
idea.
"We eventually want to expand the baseball field to
the north and these two relocation projects will allow
us to do that," Benzel said. "Home plate will move a
little bit to the north and we want to extend right field.
There are plans for this. We don't really have funding
for it right now but that may change."
Trees have been taken down along the north side
of campus where the new line is being installed. Large
trees will not be replanted in that area due to safety
concerns with the gas pipeline in the ground below.
Small trees and brush may be used in the new area
to the north once the project is finished. Reforestation
is planned for the area where the old easement and
pipeline route previously existed.
The university is trying to preserve as much of the
vegetation as possible during the construction of the
project.
"We don't like to lose trees but for a good cause we
will make that happen," Benzel said. "We'll be looking
at some reforestation projects as part of a community
service project or possibly for community day in the
fall."
Construction for the new pipeline will continue
through the summer and is estimated to be finished
by the beginning of fall semester.
Any areas that are being worked on will be clearly
shown and sectioned off for safety.The project will not
interfere with any of the roadways on or near campus.
The project on the Whitworth campus is just one seg
ment of pipeline that connects to more than six miles
of an existing gas line throughout the city that will be
replaced.

Construction began for the rerouting and replace
ment of the Williams Northwest Pipeline, part of
which runs on Whitworth campus, on March 26. The
natural gas pipeline system was originally put in place
more than 50 years ago and is now a primary source
for natural gas throughout the Pacific Northwest.
Williams Northwest decided to replace the exist
ing line in order to ensure that it was free of leaks and
safe to operate. While the company had the right to
replace the pipeline in its existing location, Williams
Northwest agreed to reroute a portion of the gas line
located on Whitworth property to the far north side of
campus.
The old portion of the line willbe filled with an inert
gas, abandoned, buried and sealed for safety. Chang
ing the location of the line will enable Whitworth to
expand facilities on its property. Vice President of
Finance and Administration Brian Benzel said he is
happy with how accommodating Williams Northwest
has been about the project.
"For the last five or six years we've been trying to
get these easements consolidated to the north side of
campus because that creates usable land for the uni
versity," Benzel said. "Since they were going to do this
anyways we were incentivized to get them to move
that line."
Moving the line creates the possibility for develop
ment. One project that has been discussed is the ex
pansion of the existing baseball field.
Avista moved its power line away from the field and
relocated it farther north last year. Withthe power line
out of th e way and the pipeline being rerouted, the
property will be available for further development.
Contact Sandra Tully at
The right side of the baseball field could be in stullyl 5@my.whitworth.edu.

NCAA Division III individual swimming
championship titles for Whitworth senior
swimmer Rory Buck in his career at Whitworth.
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CHAMBERS Students get ©ppmrtunity
by Melihda Leavitt

In ASWU this past week, we heard from Dr. Larry
Burnley and Greg Orwig.
Dr. Burnley spoke to us on the topic of why diver
sity is pursued by Whitworth's administration and
the conversations it is encouraging on our campus.
Greg Orwig came and showed us the projections
for the incoming freshman class this upcoming fall.
So far, th e incoming class is looking good and right
on track for next year. Greg alsotold us that prospec
tive s tudents are more likely to come and enroll at
Whitworth if they interact with the students already
here. Keep selling Whitworth because you all are the
ones helping recruit new students to our awesome
school.
We al so heard from our fearless Sodexo leaders,
Jim O'Brien and Dan King. Whitworth is one of eight
testing sites in the U.S. for a new menu in our cafete
ria. We'll be testing it for about four weeks and there
will be lots of changes.
Your mi nd will b e blown by all of the great food
coming our way. Our jaws were all on the floor just
hearing the menu options and we know yours will be
too. Make sure to give them feedback once they roll
but the food!
In the next fewweeks, you'll be seeing more ads for
Springfest. Our theme this year is Superheroes and
the charity all of th e money raised all of the money
being raised for is BELIEF.
We are excited about the events that will be at this
year's Springfest which include a 5K fun-run, a climb
ing wall, a hypnotist, Mr. Whitworth competition and
maybe even a car show. There will bebouncy things,
petting puppies, and bike and skate rentals.
What else, you ask? A BBQ lun ch, Frisbee tour
nament and t-shirts. Legitimately, everyone, this is
going to be awesome. In order to participate in the
booth events, tickets will be sold and all of the money
will be going to BELIEF so come out and enjoy the
day.
Saturday April 28 is thedate, so put it on your cal
endars. The day before, April 27, will be other fun
events leading up to. Springfest (i.e., Dub Club in da
HUB, etc), so come on out and celebrate the end of
the school year.
Keep powering through your school year and the
temptation to give in to the end-of-the-year slump.
Go Bucs!

for service in SmsOonesia

joined the students who met the Indonesian mission
ary when he came on campus.
Staff Writer
"Lwant students to not just think of Americans go
ing and doing good things," Mohrlang said. "I want
The indigenous missionary from Indonesia had them to see Christians from other countries working
. m
never been to America before and was willing to try and spreading the message of Jesus."
Nelson said he hopes the group will return excited
anything Sodexo offered. He enjoyed his corn dog
while he told his story to Whitworth students he had about the work of th e missionary partners in Indo
nesia and possibly decide to raise money to help the
just met.
The missionary, unnamed here for security rea ministry.
"Any trip to another country is uncomfortable, but
sons, visited Spokane to meet with Partners Interna
tional, w hich supports and works with his ministry in its impact on you lasts much longer than the three
weeks you're there," Anderson said.
Indonesia.
Anderson has traveled on several volunteer trips,
Whitworth students were invited to learn about his
ministry and a volunteer trip to Indonesia open to both to Albania and in Africa, and witnesses to an im
students for Jan Term 2013. Interested students had proved cultural awareness.
"Short-term [trips] make [students] more world
the option to meet him at lunch on Feb. 27 or at eve
ning dessert Feb. 28 hosted by junior Kim Anderson, aware. You experience the vitality, commitment and
need," Mohrlang said. "I
one of the trip coordina
pray that people will pray
tors.
for those they have met
"He was genuine," An
and know how to give
"I want students to not just think
derson said. "He interact
wisely, that they would
ed wjell with t he students.
of Americans going and doing
have a bigger view of what
He was willing to share
God is doing in the world."
good
things.
I
want
them
to
see
his life with students. I
Mohrlang does not be
was thinking, 'What a cool
Christians from other countries
lieve that this trip will fit
opportunity that I get to
everyone, however.
working and spreading the
spend time with this man.'
"It's not just an adven
I th ink that's a huge ben
message of Jesus."
ture, an interesting tour
efit for the students who
ist trip," Mohrlang said.
— DOTTIE MOH RLANG
will go, meeting him and
"It's for people who want
host families."
adjunct professor of theology
to see what indigenous
Charlie Nelson, a Whit
Christians are doing in
worth alumnus and repre
their own countries and
sentative of Partners Inter
partner with them and also to stretch their faith about
national, began planning the volunteer trip last fall.
The trip will take a group of W hitworth -students what God wants to do in their lives."
Anderson hopes to keep the group small, expecting
through multiple locations in Indonesia, serving the
indigenous ministry by teaching conversational Eng to accept nine to twelve students on the trip, which
Nelson will lead. The trip will cost each student an es
lish to high school and college students.
"We've talked at Partners before about having [vol timated $2,600. Students who are interested in more
unteer] trips with Whitworth," Nelson said. "We'd information or want to apply can contact Anderson
at kandersonl3@my.whitworth.edu or Nelson at
love to make it a tradition every year."
The trip is not affiliated with Whitworth and does charlesn@partnersintl.org.
not offer credit. However, Dottie Mohrlang, an ad
junct theology professor, is excited by the opportu
nity the trip offers to students.
Mohrlang and her husband, another theology pro
fessor at Whitworth, have worked closely with Part
Contact Emily Roth at
ners International for several years. Dottie Mohrlang erothl 4@my.whitworth.edu.

Emily Roth

Contact Melinda Leavitt at
mleavittl2@my.whitworth.edu.
This week: "Easter Worship"
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WhitPRES

Scan this QR code with your smart
phone to see the ASWU weekly minutes.

Worship
8:00 a.m. - contemporary
9:30 a.m. - contemporary
10:30 a.m. - traditional
11:01 a.m. - contemporary

Photographer: David Rurik
Assistant professor of English Nicole Sheets has recently begun to submit her dissertation, while continuing to teach various courses at Whitworth.

Professor reflects on time in Peace Corps
courses. I was also impressed that writing was such a
make my yearly showing."
Of c ourse, that is not to say she ceased being a priority in this department."
She likes to teach a variety of classes and levels.
Christian. After alot of searching she has been attend
"I like meeting the freshmen, in Writing I, who are
Nicole Sheets, assistant professor of English, origi ing Episcopal services for the past ten years.
"Maybe it's just the writer in me that is drawn to the new to college, and I also like working with writers at
nally comes from West Virginia a nd has traveled far
Episcopal Church," Sheets said. "There is a lot of the the 300 and 400 level who've been writing for some
from home to end up here at Whitworth.
Between receiving her master's degree at Hollins Bible read and there's just a lot of words. It is really time," "Sheets said. "The nonfiction workshop is the
closest to what I do in my own writing, so I guess if I
University in 2002 and starting on her doctorate at the beautiful."
have
to pick, that is probably my favorite."
She
said
she
has
come
to
realize
the
aesthetics
of
University of Utah in 2004, Sheets spent time with the
Today, along with her teaching and research,
the service matter to her, and it isn't shallow to value
Peace Corps in the Republic of Moldova.
"If you don't know what to do with your life, th e them. More than that, she said she finds the open in Sheets has begun trying to publish her dissertation,
a collection of personal essays. She said she has only
Peace Corps's pretty good," Sheets said. "It's not a bad vitation to communion has beautiful implications.
sent out a couple copies
"If they are seeking
life choice. It's a great way to get out of the country."
and received one rejec
While she was there she was the only nati
ve English God enough to want to
take communion," Sheets
speaker in the language department.
"Maybe it's just the writer in me tion but she takes it in
stride.
"I felt kind of like a rock star because everyone said, "the table is open
that
is
drawn
to
the
Episcopal
"A pers onal rejection
to
everyone,
which
I'm
wanted to talk to me," Sheets said. "I was kind of a cu
is
almost
like an accep
still trying to get my head
riosity, like their pet American."
Church. There is a lot of the
tance, because a real huSheets said the people were very kind to her in ge
n around. I like it."
Bible read and there's just a lot manoid read it," She ets
She also said it was
eral.
"People without much disposable income were hard in her past church
of words. It is really beautiful." said.
Sheets said she is in
for women to take any
very generous to me," she said.
— NICOLE SHEETS
terested in travel writing
She recounted how her guitar teacher brought sort of le adership. Some
and spiritual writing and
her a lilac branch one day as a gift, and how anoth even worried about
assistant professor of English
has been blogging for a
teaching
Sunday
school
er woman lent her a coat because the woman knew
women's travel writing
for the older children be
Sheets didn't have anything yet for when it got cold.
site (wanderlustandlipHer host mother even offered to allow Sheets to cause of tensions over the
stick.com) as WanderChic.
build a hut in her garden if she ever wanted to move idea of women in power over men.
"It's supposed to be about travel and style," Sheets
"In my church, women couldn't even take offering,
back.
or wear pants," Sheets said. "I really like having lady said.
"It is always good to have options," Sheets said.
However, she said she usually just writes what she
She first came west during her years as an under priests. It seems odd to me that gender would be the
likes and it works out pretty well since her attention
graduate at West Virginia University with Campus deciding factor in who gets to serve the church."
Sheets said she is still searching, still questioning. span holds for roughly the length of a blog post any
Crusades for Christ as a summer project in Yellow
stone. Sheets said she learned a lot on that trip aside When she came to Whitworth, she said she was glad way. Her last post, after a visit to Las Vegas, was on
from a love for the West. Her firstexperience leading a to find it to be a place where that was OK. Whitworth pinball.
Sheets says in her own writing she tends to get re
Bible study made her come to the realization that she first came on her radar when a writer friend sent her
ally drawn into the details of what she is working on.
was good at teaching. However, it was also a turning the job ad. .
"It was kind of like dating. I liked their ad and they
point in her faith.
"That's when I figured out I was not an evangelical liked my initial materials so we wanted to see more.
Christian," Sheets said. "It's been an amicable break So t here was a Skype interview and then a campus
Contact Brianna Wheeler at
up. I experienced a lot of love th ere and I still try to visit," Sheets said. "I was interested in the variety of
briannawheeler!3@my. whitworth.edu.

Brianna Wheeler
Staff Writer

8 Kony campaign leads to upcoming event
Caitlyn Starkey,

visible Children added a section to its
website labeled Critiques.
"Invisible Children is built on the
Kony 2012, an awareness campaign values of inclusiveness, transparency,
by Invisible Children, has lit up the me and fact-based discourse," according
dia over the last few weeks, and on April to the website. "We ask no one to just
take our word for it. We WANT you to
20 they plan to "Cover The Night."
In early March, Invisible Children see everything we are doing, because
launched a campaign called Kony 2012 we are proud of it. But we also want to
centering around the leader of the motivate you to act — not just watch. If
Lord's Resistance Army (LRA) Joseph encountering something you disagree
with, suggest an alternative to what we
Kony.
Senior Elizabeth Guthridge said the" are doing, and we will absolutely take
LRA abducts children and forces them heed. If it's a matter of o pinion, taste,
humor, or style: we apologize if peo ple
to fight.
The Kony 2012 campaign strives to take offense, and will have to agree to
bring Kony to the forefront of pe ople's disagree. As the poet Ke$ha says, 'We
attention in order to prevent people are who we are.'"
Junior Katherine.Rahn felt confused
from forgetting about the LRA or the
and uneducated
horrors of central
about the issue,
Africa.
especially
after
"The
whole
"The whole point is
seeing a debate
point is to make
between strangers
Joseph
Kony,
to make Joseph Kony,
about the cred
himself, famous,
himself, famous, so a lot
ibility of the cam
so a lot of p eople
paign in the Hixson
know about him.
of people know about
Union Building.
Not like a celeb
him. Not like a celebrity
Sophomore
rity or anything,
but so people
or anything, but so people Graeme Lauer said
he sees arguments
know how bad he
will know how bad it is."
like that as noisy
is," said freshman
and uneducated.
Hanna Kim, c lub
— HANNA KIM
He still hopes to
president of In
Whitworth Invisible Children
participate in "Cov
visible Children
er The Night" but
on campus.
club president
said he hopes peo
Whitworth's
ple will step back
Invisible
Chiland evaluate the
dren Club and
other organizations around Spokane position and actions.
"What I've been seeing is, a lot of
will be participating in the nation-wide
event "Cover The Night" on April 20. people who are uneducated about the
Many community and school groups, situation being very outspoken," Lauer
not only across the nation, but also said. "I have done more research on
around the world, will also be partici this than I typically do in situations like
pating in "Cover The Night" events on this. I think it's really good [that] people
April 20. The events seek to be a final did say, 'Hey, wait a minute. Take a step
movement that raises awareness of back and look at what you are actually
Kony by hanging posters throughout doing and supporting.' But I think those
various communities. For more infor people were actually uneducated, a lot
mation about the Spokane event, con of them, in what they were saying."
Arguments have been erupting not
tact Invisible Children or Kim.
Invisible Children has faced contro only on campus, but also over faceversy about the organization and how book and across the Internet, as to the
the situation has been approached, validity and ethics of the Kony 2012
leading to segregation of p ublic opin campaign and its claims. Lauer said be
cause of that, people should be careful
ion.
With the wide range of opinions, In- to educate themselves on the issue.

StaffWriter

Courtesy ofKony2012.corrt

Posters such as this one, distributed by Invisible Children as partof the
Kony 2012 campaign, will be posted in communities around the world as
a part of the April20 "CoverThe Night" event.
Awareness and education about
Kony are the immediate goals of the
Kony 2012 campaign. It is as a step to
ward encouraging the U.S. government
to continue to seek to stop Kony after
2012, since the U.S. military is currently
scheduled to leave Africa at the end of
the year.
"Joseph Kony n eeds to be stopped.
And when that happens, peace is the

limit. This is the beautiful beginning of
an ending that is just the beginning. We
are defending tomorrow. And it's hope
ful," according to the Invisible Children
website.

Contact Caitlyn Starkey at
cstarkeyl 4@my.whitworth.edu.

thewhitworthDan.com
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Student artist creates series for chapel

GO

Jacqueline Goldman

Z

Staff Writer
Mary Viducich is an artist, a senior
graphic design major, an activist for
social justice, a fiancee, expressive, a
world traveler and a disciple. She is
passionate about what she does, espe
cially the art she creates.
Have a conversation with Viducich
and within minutes you will realize that
art is a strong passion of hers . In fact,
art has taken her through difficult years
and led her to her journeys around the
world.
"I have always loved art since I was a
kid, but it played an especially signifi
cant role in my high school years while
I was processing some hard life stuff,"
Viducich said. "It was there that I real
ized how powerful and important the
expressiveness of art was to me."
It was then that her passion for the
arts began to flourish: right out of high
school she took a trip to the other side
of the globe to further develop her pas
sion for art.
"I did a discipleship training school
right after high school that was focused
on art and justice," Viducich said.
"We we nt to Thailand and India, and
used art in conjunction with bringing

Photo courtesy of: Mary Viducich

"Miracles" is a series created by
student artist Mary Viducich that
depicts Jesus' miracles. It will be
on display in the chapel until the
semester's end.

justice."
Viducich shared that originally the
justice part was not something she
was interested in, but during the trip it
grabbed her attention.
"While I was there I was caught
off guard," Viducich said. "God really
stirred my heart and gave me a passion
for justice, especially regarding human
trafficking."
After returning from abroad, her de
sire to raise awareness about human
trafficking did not die. Viducich took
many of the photos she captured on
her trip and used them to raise aware
ness in the U.S.
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Chapel art at Whitworth
Although human trafficking and
justice are large passions in her life,
Viducich has taken on other projects
at Whitworth that are not specifically
focused on justice. In fact, one may
recognize some of h er work currently
displayed on campus.
Viducich's series titled "Miracles"
takes up the entirety of one wall in the
chapel. The series is the about Jesus'
miracles. The paintings are lined up on
the wall and numbered one to 12. Each
painting's number coincides with the
specific miracle being taught during
that week's chapel service.
Viducich said she originally got
turned on to the project by music pro
fessor Ben Brody.
"This year [Whitworth] created this
position for an artist to be involved with
the worship team for chapel," Viducich
said. "For the spring-'Miracles' series,
Ben Brody decided it would be worth
while to make art that corresponds to
the passages of the teachings. We want
ed to make pieces that people could re
flect on during the service to integrate
art into the worship experience."
Viducich wanted to really bring the
point home by integrating art with the
message, and gave herself a tall order
in wanting to give the series justice.
"I haven't created art based directly
on Bible stories like that before and
I w as a little afraid that what I would
make might be cliche," Viducich said.
"So I w as hoping to experiment with
something different and new."
The piece has been well-received by
faculty and students alike. Senior 01-

o
Photographer: Gabrielle Perez

Mary Viducich made her "Miracles"art series for chapel after a position
for an artist to be involved with the worship team was created. The goal is
to have art pieces for people to reflect on during the service.
he did. And he felt very much at home
ivia Hubbell called the work moving.
"There is definitely something pow there. That was very meaningful to me
erful about the whole piece, which fits that he would go to where she was."
Viducich said the main goal of the
with the sermon series and the power
series is to get the viewers to be in
of miracles," Hubbell said.
Dr. Karen Finch, assistant professor volved in the experience, understand
of theol ogy, who has preached on the ing the story in a different way. When
series of "Miracles," als o found the art creating the pieces, she read the story
and then focused
to be inspiring. She
"There is definitely on one aspect that
said she had a strong
stuck out to
reaction to the piece
something powerful really
her, even if it was
she gave a sermon on:
Jesus healing Peter's about the whole piece, the smallest detail,
as an ear. The
mother-in-law.
which fits with the such
piece depicting the
"I like that there
was a sense in this sermon series and the story where Jesus
the man who
picture of her just be
power of miracles." isheals
deaf and mute
ing present," Finch
— OLIVIA HUBBELL
in particular stood
said. "It's very simi
out to Hubbell.
lar to a picture of th e
senior
"The one that
empty cross andJesus
grabbed me the
is not on it anymore,
and that's the point: the empty cot and most was the piece of the giant ear,
she's not ill anymore."
which is the miracle of th e healing of
Finch also said she enjoyed how Vi a deaf mute," Hubbell said. "There was
ducich made the scene of the piece do something really unique in how large
mestic and true to the story.
the ear was and having that be the fo
"Part of that sermon was about how cus of the whole piece."
Jesus came into her world, and how he
Viducich said she started the
had to go inside her house because the "Miracles" project with the goal of
women's world was inside," Finch said.
"He had to go in, to where the animals
were and where the women were and
see MARY VIDUCICH, page 11
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Wednesday, March 28
"If a Calvinist Had Coffee with a
Feminist"
Lindaman endowed chair and pro
fessor of political science Julia Stronks
engaged Calvinism and feminism on
Wednesday, March 28 in the Robinson
Teaching Theatre.
Stronks' focus was on the fundamen
tal beliefs of Calvinists and feminists
and how they might leam from each
other and work together to solve soci
ety's issues.
"I think when you come together and
bring what you have to the table, the
blend can result in a much better set of
policy options than either of th ose can
separate," Stronks said.
Junior political science major Phillip
Silcher came to the lecture in part be
cause he considers Stronks to be a kind
of mentor.
"Don't be afraid to approach uncom
fortable questions," Silcher said. "Julia
doesn't care about offending other peo
ple, bu t it's one of the valuable things
about her."

Saturday, March 31
Second annual "WhitCon"

Whitworth Universityinvites students
The second annual "WhitCon" event and the community to attend Rich Wolfoccurred on Saturday, March 31 in Dix son's 2012 Scien ce & Society Lecture,
on Hall. Filling 11 rooms, the event in "Nuclear Energy: An Environmentalist's •
cluded several film showings, a Smash Perspective," o n Monday, April 9 at 7
Bros tournament, a Live Action Role p.m. in the Robinson Teaching Theatre.
Wolfson is a well-known speaker who
Playing (LARP) tour nament and a lec
teaches physics and environmental
ture on Cosmology.
The largest event by far wasLARPfest, studies at Middlebury College in Ver
which attracted between 60 and 80 peo mont.
"He sees his role as educating people
ple, said senior Evan Underbrink, presi
dent of th e Gaming Club. C ontestants on the pros and cons of nuclear energy,"
competed in mock weapons batdes, Whitworth professor of physics Kamesh
dressed up as anything from Roman Sankaran said. "I hope our community
will take advantage of com ing to learn
centurions to video game characters.
"LARPing is people running around in about these issues."
March marked the one-year anniver
costume, beating each other with foam
weapons," junior Courtney Bagdonsaid. sary of th e Fukushima Daiichi nuclear
Senior Jeremy TeGrotenhuis was the disaster in Japan, bringing the topic of
champion of the one-on-one competi nuclear energy higher on the U.S. envi
tion. Senior Kevin Olschmer and junior ronmental agenda.
Brandon Korthuis from team "Ya Got
Butts" won the two-on-two competi
tion.

The annual production of Eve Ensler's
"The Vagina Mono logues" will b e held
in the Robinson Teaclting Theatre on
Wednesday, April11 at 7p.m.
This year's event is directed by ju
nior theatre major Morgan Gilbert The
Monologues are intended to be an in
formative and eye-opening experience
discussing the prevalence of violem
toward women both domestically and
internationally.
While some stories have moreserious
topics, such as genital mutilation and
rape, Gilbert noted that others are lighthearted and entertaining.
"We have about 21 women that are
participating and most aren't theatre
majors," Gilbert said. "The heart and
soul of the monologues is female diver
sity."
General admission is $2 and all pro
ceeds go toward a designated charity.

ContactHeatherKennisonathkennisonl2@my.whitworth.edu.
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'Hunger Games' makes impressive debut

to

Elise Van Dam

to

If you like action and adventure then
it is time to head to the theaters to see
the movie adaptation of Suzanne Col
lins' young adult novel "The Hunger
Games." Like the novel, the film follows
the plot of a post-apocalyptic Amer
ica where the government randomly
chooses 12 teenage boys and 12 girls
to fight to the death in a state-of-theart arena. The plot is focused around
a 16-year-old girl named Katniss Everdeen and her experiences as a player in
the games.
The movie starts a bit slow with the
picking of the participants and the
training leading up to the game, but
once the game actually starts the plot
picks up speed. Alongwith the speed of
the plot, the casting directors did well
with picking actors and actresses.
"I felt like the actors did a great job
and the casting was awesome, especial
ly with the characters of Effie T rinket
and Haymitch Abernathy," junior Anna
Case said.
The main characters are played by
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Staff Writer

well-known actors. Katniss Everdeen
was played by Jennifer Lawrence, who
also starred as Mystique in "X-Men:
First Class"; Gale Hawthorne was
played by Liam Hemsworth, who also
acted in Nicholas Sparks' "The Last
Song"; and the TV host Caesar Flickerman was performed by Stanley Tucci,
who also starred in "Captain America"
and "The Devil Wears Prada"
People either like when movie adap
tations follow the books or they do not
care. I fall into the category of p eople
that like the novel and movie for their
own entities, although I felt that thefilm
Photo courtesy of thehungergamesmovie.con
followed the movie well. The settings of
Jennifer Lawrence and Liam Hemsworth star in the new film adaptation of Suzanthe different scenes looked similar to
na Collins' book 'The Hunger Games" as Katniss Everdeen and Gale Hawthorne.
how I imagined them while reading the
book. I also felt many of the same emo matched the book," Wheeler said. "They and frustrations of Katniss that the
tions from the book that I experienced did a good job of taking a lot of plot and author depicted in the novel. I would
in the movie, from frustration about fitting it into a two-hour movie."
recommend this movie to anyone who
people having to fight to the death to
The directors stayed true to the cru likes action and adventure but is also
happiness when something good hap cial scenes of the novel. They portrayed all right with feeling uncomfortable at
pened to Katniss.
the sorrow and effects of ne ver seeing times with the violence. But it is defi
Freshman Andrew Wheeler said he a loved one again when Katniss had to
nitely worth seeing on the silver screen.
likes it when the movie adaptation fol say goodbye to her family.
lows the novel.
The scenes during the game effec Contact Elise Van Dam at
"In a broad sense I felt that the movie tively portrayed the tactics, hardships
evandaml 3@my.whitworth.edu.

Site offers travel alternative
Sandra Tully
StaJfWriter

Flnd a place to stay.

Whero ere you going?
Airbnb, a website launched in August 2008, is a re
ESS
source used by both travelers and hosts who want to
experience a unique and exciting alternative to a ho
tel while away from home.
^l,i
lw
The site has accommodations in more than 192 .
countries displaying everything from a geodesic
Photo courtesy of: airbnb.com
dome in Coquimbo, Chile, to a downtown apartment
Airbnb
is
a
travel
web
site that offers an alterna
in Westmount, Canada. Airbnb accommodation res
ervations come complete with photos of places and tive to staying in hotels. There are accommoda
reviews from those who have stayed there. Prices can tions in more than 192 countries where hosts
provide rooms in their homes fortravelers.
range anywhere from $30 a night to $3,000.
The Airbnb site said it provides an uncommon and
"The vision is to connect people in real life all
around the world," co-founder and CEOBrian Chesky special experience for travelers. It offers an alterna
tive to the conventional hotel room. Spaces can range
said.
The site, that originated as a resource for people from a bedroom in a local person's home to a house
looking for a place to stay while traveling for work, all to one's self. Airbnb promises a more authentic
has blossomed into a worldwide community for any geographical and cultural experience when staying
with hosts.
guest or host.
According to the website, some hosts will even
"You can book anything from a couch to a castle,"
pick guests up at the airport and provide them with
Chesky said.
Local Spokane homeowners have started to partic a mode of transportation. Others enhance one's stay
with free meals or laundry services.
ipate as well.There are currently
7116 Akb nb site gives advice for
more than 20 listings for places
"You can book
the best wayj to
guarantee a— ogood
IU oiay
y
— o
to
stay ail
all uvci
over utit
the lilac city.. JUW
Local host Rebecca Mack is afan of anythingjVOTtl a COUCH night's stay: book the trip in advance, communicate with a host
the site.
to a castle."
after dates have been set and be
"I think it's fabulous," Mack
— BRIAN CHESKY
respectful while staying in another
said. "It gets the travel bug to
person's residence.
bite people."
co-founder and CEO of Airbnb
"Imagine this idea that one day
Mack was told about the site
millions of people are living with
through a friend and had expe
rience with more than 17 rentals in Spokane already. each other in all different cultures all over the world,"
Chesky said.
She decided to give hosting a try.
He said he likes the vision of a world like that and
"There's a million lessons to be learned from us
ing something like this," Mack said. "You have to go thinks it would be a better one.
The site lets visitors pick and choose the dates they
over the place with a fine-tooth comb. It has to be re
ally pristine for people not to have a squeamish factor would like to stay in a particular place and get direct
contact with those who are opening up their homes.
about it."
Reservations are made on the site through credit
Mack gave some advice for those who are thinking
card transactions directly to Airbnb. So far hosts like
of hosting.
"Be welcoming and warm in your communica Mack have not had any bad experiences with travel
ing tenants.
tions and be prompt," Mack said.
When asked who has stayed she commented that
Through Airbnb, Mack said, a person can be af
forded the opportunity to learn a business model it's interesting to see who the posting attracts. She
and be independent, but it helps a great deal if you said that some were from far away but so far mostly
there have been a lot of Seattle people.
already have experience with tenants.
"For everyone there's a learning curve," Macksaid.
"People have to feel like there's some level of profes Contact Sandra Tully at
stullyl5@my.whitworth.edu.
sionalism in accommodation.".
#

MARYVIDUCICH

continued from page 9

communicating common bible stories in a different
way. The different color scheme made an impression
on Hubbell.
"My first impression on the whole piece is the color
scheme; it's really dark with some orange that really
makes the individual pieces stand out," Hubbell said.
Each piece is primarily black and grey, which seems
odd for a theme of miracles, but Viducich was purpose
ful in her use of darker colors.

"There is a lot of imperfection in humanity and
the world," Viducich said "and the fact that Jesus
would be willing to come down into such an imper
fect, falhng-apart world, that's something I really
thought about while I was creating these pieces.""Miracles" by Mary Viducich is on display in the
chapel until the end of the semester. Be sure to look
for the individual piece during the chapel service
that depicts the miracle being discussed. Interested
in looking at more of Vid ucich's work? Check out
her website, http://www.maryviducich.com/

Contact Jacqueline Goldman at
jgoldmanl3@my.whitworth.edu.

Here is a look into the Whitworthian archives .
to see what Whitworth was like back in the day.
Articles printed as archived.

Who Is The Ideal Man..?

April 16,1937

The very first essential is that you have a sense
of humor. Of all des irable traits, this one seems the'
most important to the women of Whitworth. One of
the most disgusting things in the world is the man
who pouts. Take things with your chin up and with
a grin on your face. Please don't try to be Pollyanna:
make your good-natured smile come from inside,
for plastering one on the surface doesn't help any...
We admire wittiness in its place, but there are times
when a sensible idea is worth more than a laughable
one.
Manly beauty is not the essential thing, though
most of the women agree that good looks are no
handicap. A pleasing personality is much more de
sirable than the features of a Greek god. Not all men
can be handsome, but anyone who tries can be neat
and clean.
None of u s likes a "droop" in the crowd. Keep up
your pep. We may not seem very energetic, but we
don't crave the company of a man who is dull.
A very important thing: you have a spine; don't be
afraid to use it... Ofcourse, the thing can be overdone,
but the Whitworth women don't like a wishy-washy
man who can be twisted around anyone's finger.
One more suggestion: don't be afraid to have an
opinion about books or music. This implies that you
know Something of the matter. Don't fail to be wellinformed on many things, for talking football and the
weather is just plain boring after a half hour.
Just what is the ideal man? He isn't necessarily a
cross between Clark Gable and Robert Taylor. He is
an all-round good sport, someone who likes to have
a good time and yet who settles down to serious
business part of the time. He is decently good look
ing, and he has a certain well-scrubbed look. He has
a mind of his own, yet he is always consid
erate of an
other's opinion. He is courteous and mannerly, and
yet not effeminate or weak.

INDIANS
-JOB FAIR-

The Spokane Indians
Baseball Club is
looking for individuals
to fill a variety of game
night positions.

SATURDAY. APRIL 14

ANYTIME BETWEEN 1QAM-IZPM

AVISTA STADIUM

RESUME RE QUIRED
FOR M ORE

INFORMATION 9 99

C&CC

spokaneindians.com

12 Slam poet tells students to
stand up for their beliefs
in

Samantha Payne
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The poem describes problems faced by parents
who work away from home. Aline from "Father's Day*
is, "I sacrifice every time I step to the mic, so you tell
A National Slam Poet Champion and National Po me, is it worth missing my family for?"
While many of Shihan's poems are politically and
etry Slam Finalist returned to Whitworth on March 30
since his last performance here in 2010 to show how socially challenging, he always incorporates humor;
the audience often clapped and laughed along with
his poetry has evolved.
Shihan, who is a husband and father of two , has his ideas.
The poem "Robots" exposes Shihan's fear of aworld
worked with stars such as boyband 'N Sync and has
been featured on HBO's "Def Poetry," Oxygen1 Net dependent on technology, and society's sole focus on
developing material products rather than appreciat
work and NBC.
The poet began writing and performing as a full- ing what the earth already has to offer: "You can laugh
time job in 1997 after deciding to go to school and be if yo u want to but mark my words: The Robots are
coming."
come a teacher.
He told the audience how his life experiences
"I was in college when I started performing, and I
just wanted to continue because I feel like poetry is helped fuel his creativity. Shihan's mother was a Ma
an art form which definitely needs to be pushed and rine and left Shihan at a young age, and he said he had
exposed to more and more people," Shihan said. "I do always had a great relationship with his father growing
feel I will go back and teach at some point, but right up until, at a fast pace, the relationship broke down.
Junior Curtis Gatley, who found Shihan on Younow I'm comfortable with reaching all these different
Tube, knew some of Shihan's work so well he was abl
e
people."
Shihan said it was a difficult career choice. When to repeat Shihan's poetry along with him.
"The more you hear it the more you like it because
he was 16, he moved from New York City w here he
lived with his father, to live with his mo
ther in Los An every time you hear it, the words impact you more,"
Gatley said. "These are real words about real things."
geles, where he lives now.
Shihan said society regards poetry as the "retard
Once a poet who was thrilled to receive a $15 pay
ment and a free dinner for his live performance, ed daughter of th eatre," as it-is often overlooked, or
mocked, as a medium of e n
Shihan now travels the world
tertainment and public dis
sharing his ideas in 80 to 90
"...I feel like poetry is an course.
shows per year.
"Poetry is basically just sto
art form which definitely
Throughout the evening
rytelling," Shihan said. "I think
Shihan constantly told the au
needs to be pushed and
it allows for social commen
dience that words hold real
tary and for certain issues to
exposed to more and
power.
be brought up within conver
"I want you to hold on every
more people. "
sation. Any artist should have
word because they're worth it,"
a purpose and a message;
— SHIHAN
Shihan_said. "Sticks and stones
something should be said that
may break your bones, but
slam poet
inspires you."
words will always teach you."
He also told the audience
"Expectations" is a poem
written for his two children, which challenges precon how important it is to continue reading other artists'
ceived notions held by society about their gender and work and he read a short untitled poem that attacked
skin color. To do that, the poet satirically stereotyped capitalism, by Nikki Rakes.
"Reality is more ridiculous than fiction," one line
his 10-year-old daughter's and his 5-year-old son's fu
said.
ture lives.
Apoignant question Rakes' poem asks is, "Why ap
The audience laughed as Shihan told how he ex
plained to his daughter that love was not like a Disney ply for college when it's easier to go to prison?"
Much of Shihan's work is a call to action; he repeat
movie.
The poem finished: "No matter what they want you edly invited the audience to stand up for something
.they believed in.
to be, you will always haye a choice."
"Words do make the world turn, but what if I told
As a slam poet, Shihan takes 70 to 80 flights a year.
"Father's Day" was written after Shihan returned from you words weren't enough?" Shihan said.
one of hi s shows and his young daughter turned to
A piece which had both students and the poet him
him and asked, "Daddy, do you still love me?"
self in stitches of laughter was a reading of a letter he

StaffWriter

Photographer: Hope Barnes
Shihan is a slam poet who shared his work in
Whitworth's Mind and Hearth on March 30. One
of the poems he performed, "Robots," exposes
his fear of a world dependent on technology.
never sent to his mother during college which de
scribed the perils of living in a dorm.
It is a must-read for any present or past student who
will clearly identify with at least one problem Shihan
experienced, whether it's the unclean roommate or
the food you put your name on continually disappear
ing.
"It's personal poetry but it also takes into consider
ation the social context," said Cultural Events Coordi
nator senior Brittany Roach. "There's something that
we can all relate to in some form or another. It's just
honest."
To budding poets, writers and performers he said to
not undervalue local open mic events.
"A lot of w riters get into the habit of ju st reading
their own material, and that way you can't really grow
as an artist," Shihan said. "You n eed to read, read,
read, and then put yourself into situations where
you're not only sharing or performing your writing
just with people you're comfortable with. You need
to push yourself to take to a different audience which
might not be as open and accepting to what you're
saying as you're used to."
Shihan's poetry and creative writing can be read
on his website: www.shihansback.com. The poet's
first book, "Deciphering Gibberish," will be published
April 27.

Contact Samantha Payne at
spaynel 5@my.whitworth.edu.
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READ MORE ARTS & CULTURE ONLINE!

• BLUE LIKE JAZZ' THE MOVIE RELEASED THIS MONTH
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Latin American opinion on
US's decision to go to war
Jasmine Pallwitz

{I SAW1}

StaffWriter

Content found in the "I Saw You" section are
student submissions and do not necessarily
reflect the opinion of The Whitworthian.

If most of th e world was against the United States
going to war in Iraq, and Colin Powell was unable to
get nine out of 15 members of the United Nations Na
tional Security Council to vote in favor of the U.S. go
ing to war on Iraq, why did we go to war? Lindy Scott,
director of the Costa Rica Center, explored that idea,
and others on Thursday, March 29.
Scott spoke about Latin Americans and the war
in Iraq as part of th e Great Decisions lecture series.
He p resented that opinions across the world about
the war differ from those held by Christians in the

Night Vision Goggles Required
I barely saw you in black clothes in an unlit .
portion of Whitworth Drive. I slammed on my
brakes to avoid hitting you while you meandered
leisurely across the road, then threw your Frisbee
at my car hard enough to dent it. Congratulations
on winning Juvenile Whitworthian of the Year.

|u.s.

The lecture was based on an essay Scott wrote,
which has now been published in a book titled "Ter
rorism and the War in Iraq: A Christian Word from
Latin America," w ith a section by Dr. R ene Padilla.
Padilla's section addressed the issue of U.S. .support
and rejection of dictators. If the U.S. supported Sad
dam and then decided he was a threat, did the U.S.do
the same thing in Latin America with other dictators?
Sophomore engineering physics major Jacob
Hunter attended Scott's lecture and a different lec
ture Scott gave in Duvall on Tuesday night, and said
he learned a lot from both.
"I found it very interesting to hear what the Latin
American response [to the war] was," Hunter said.
The ideas presented by Scott grew out of his con
cern that the Church in North America could not hear
what the Church in Latin America was saying.
"If the Church is to be God on earth, the body of
Christ, then in an area so important as war, how can
we disagree so widely?" Scott said.
Scott analyzed the Just War Theory and how it was
not carried out in the planning of the war on Iraq. He
found 150 statements from Latin American Chris
tians regarding their opinion of the war. There were
149 a gainst the war — th e other one said the war
could be a part of God's apocalyptic plan.
It's not just Latin Americans who were against the
war. There were Christians in Asia and Australia who
spoke out, as well. The decision to go to war with Iraq
may have been former President George W. B ushs
"greatest" decision in its magnitude and cost, but
its greatness in regard to moral goodness was not so
great, as Scott presented through his lecture.
Hunter said the U.S. doesn't take criticism well.
"The U.S. gets so full of itself that if someone says
they're wrong, they say, 'OK, w e're going to ignore
you now,"' Hunter said. "It's really unfortunate.

Making an impact at the Costa Rica Center
Scott has been the director of the Costa Rica Cen
ter for two years. Previously, he taught Spanish at the
north Whitworth campus for three years. Before that,
he worked at Wheaton College, wrote several books
and spent a lot of time in Latin America.
Scott has spent more than 15 years in Mexico
alone, where he helped found the Evangelical Free
Church denomination in Mexico. He met his wife,

Crispy Chicken Sandwich Guy
I saw you grin as a friend bought you a crispy
chicken sandwich. You devoured it like a lover
ravishing a fair and tasty maiden. It was abeauti
ful sight... but also disgusting.

Photographer: Megan Hinzdel
Lindy Scott, director of the Costa Rica Center, gave a
Great Decisions lecture on Thursday. He discussed
the Latin American countries' opinion of the Unit
ed States' decision to go to war in Iraq.
who is Brazilian, during his travels.
Both Scott and his wife were teaching Spanish at
Whitworth when the opportunity in Costa Rica arose.
He knew it would be a good opportunity, and that
he and his wife would be able to cover many of the
courses: Spanish, Latin American culture and Core
350.
"It gives students the opportunity to study Spanish,
Latin American culture, and to thrive in their study
of gen eds, and to experience another culture," Scott
said. "Now that departments are adopting semesters,
professors have these opportunities as well."
Junior Lauren Davies, who is studying both Span
ish and communication, studied at the Costa Rica
Center last spring. She said she was impressed with
the staff at the center and how sustainable everything
was. She said she has brought environmental con
cepts that she learned in Costa Rica, such as conserv
ing energy by turning the lights off, back to Spokane.
"It can change your life," Davies said. "I know peo
ple that aren't the same now that they were when we
went."
Scott's work not only impacts people at the Costa
Rica Center, but Scott said he hopes that through his
work on the topic of Latin American Christians and
the war in Iraq, several things will come about. One
is to fill the void that seems to be present between
Christians in the U.S. and in Latin America. Scott said
he wants to speak the truth and be heard, and that
one of his goals is to provide help fpr avoiding com
munication gaps like this in h
t e future.

Contact Jasmine Pallwitz at
jpallwitzl 5@my.whitworth.edu.

Midnight Walk

I saw you slip down on the soccer pitch last week.
Oh, how it made me laugh. Enjoy the trip?

Piano Man
I heard you playing in Saga at lunch the Wednes
day before break. You played everything from
Journey to Five for Fighting to worship songs.
Thanks for making my dining experience more
enjoyable.

Hot Ride
I saw you in a black honda del sol si with a tasteful
body kit. I was the chick jogging in the rain, star
ing you down. Sorry, I wasn't really staring at you
— just your sexy car!

Mailbox Admirer
A note in my mailbox; you anonymously said you
think I'm really hot. I don't know who you are, but
you should leave another note with at least a hint.

Scan QR code to submit your own I S aw You
on your mobile device.
Submissions published as received.

Seen someone? Submit your 7 saw you' (limited
to 50 words) online at thewhitworthian.com.
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Take a leap out of your comfortable bubble
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Hi

Think of all the people you will never meet, the
voices you will never hear. Think of a life you'll never
. touch, a hand you'll never hold, and a smile you'll
never see. Someone that could have been your best
friend or an accountability partner to walk through
life with. They could have saved you or you could've
saved them.
You pass by 15, 20 or maybe 30 people or more
just walking to class. You don't know their name,
where they are from, what they've been through or
where they're going. You don't take that step out of
your way to make them a part of your life. You may
already have an incredible group of p eople you sur
round yourself with and you think that's all you need.
You may think that if someone was supposed to be in
your life God would make that happen. I amguilty of
it, you're guilty of it and, let's be honest, most people
are guilty of it. We stay in our bubble, our comfort
zone, the same people, the same routine, day after
day.
Graphic Artist: Eva Kiviranta
We will not know the role people could have in our
lives if we don't say hello.
to bring someone new into your life. You'll never
It is something we all need to work on. Saying hel ken just wanting the pain to go away.
These are people you would have rather just ' know how much of a n impact you can have in their
lo to a stranger or sitting with someone new at a meal
walked past; saying hello to them was a wasted life, or what impact they could have in yours.
could turn into something much more.
What do you gain from the same? That answer
I still clearly remember my first day going to work breath. Without them you wouldn't have this pain,
could be that you gain a lot. You could gain a deeper
at a cafe. I was early for my shift and a girl was sitting this brokenness or this regret.
We all have people in our fife we wished would stronger relationship, more clarity or even an easier
alone at a table reading. I went over, asked if I could
life. But what could you gain from the new and unex
sit and introduced myself to her and she turned out have kept on walking by.
But in the end they make you stronger. You grow pected? You could gain a lifetime full of experiences
to be a co-worker. She soon became one of the most
through trials and tribula you may never regret, whether they make you hap
important people in my life
tions; you heal from the pier then you ever were, or bring you down to rock
and I thank God every day.
pain and learn more about bottom.
that He crossed our paths.
I am not saying throw aside what you have right
yourself than you would
That person you meet
have. In the Bible, God now; keep those people in your life, love them and
could teach you a life lesson
spoke to Moses through a show them you care, just don't let them be the only
you would never know if you
burning bush; not a typical ones you let in.
don't take the time to meet
conversation we'd expect in
You are reading this article right now, who is sit
them. They could be the
pur generation. However, ting next to you? Do you know them? When you fold
doorway to bringing some
Moses saw that bush, knew up this paper and put it in your bag and begin to walk
one new and important into
your life. They could help you see things in yourself it had to have a purpose, and in the end it changed to your room I challenge to say hello to a person you
do not know, If y ou only know my name from this
you may have never seen before. However, it isn't al his life.
Rob Bell, film-maker of Nooma videos, author of article, next time you see me say hi. Take a chance, it
ways going to be that great. You could take a chance
and meet someone new, make him or her a part of "Velvet Elvis" and well-known pastor, once said that may go along way. Whatever the circumstance, who
your life, only to be left broken and hurt. They could every day we walk past burning bushes but are too ever the person, they were placed in your life for a
be someone that tears you down, drains you, leaves consumed by our own thoughts and what is going reason. They walked past you everyday for a reason.
you angry and confused and wishing you had never on in the world to notice them, to notice a key ele They have an open seat next to them for a reason. You
ment right in front of our eyes that could change the don't know their name for a single reason: to learn it.
met.
Then you may meet someone, let them in and course of our future or who we are.
Don't let people you are unfamiliar with become
• ,
have them become an important person only to have
, ; .
,
, .
,
W I L L I A M S O N is a freshman majoring m journalism
them taken away, never to see their smile or hear an unseen burning bush just because you are com- and mass communication. Comments can be sentto
their voice again. In the end you are left hurt and bro fortable with those already in your life. Take a chance hwilliamsonl5@my.whitworth.edu.
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US soldier meeds to be brought back home
ROSIE BROWN
COLUMNIST

It has been 1,016 days, and Sergeant Bowe Bergdahl remains the only U.S.soldier to be held in captivity
by the Taliban.
How many Americans know Bergdahl's name?
How many Whitworthians are aware that his home
town is Hailey, Idaho, and that he turned 26 years old
on March 28 this year, his third birthday to be cel
ebrated as a prisoner of war (POW) in Afghanistan?
Captured on June 30, 2009, Bergdahl, then a
young, new soldier at the rank of Private First Class,
has since been shown in five videos released by the
Taliban, asking the U.S. government for ransom and
the release of 22 Afghan prisoners from the Guantanamo Bay and Bagram prisons. One notable prison
er whom the Taliban wishes to have released is Aafia
Siddiqui, the Pakistani neurophysicist who attempt
ed to murder U.S. soldiers in Afghanistan and threat
ened to execute Bergdahl should the U.S. refu se to
meet their demands.
While Taliban propaganda has claimed that Berg
dahl was captured while drunk and off-base in the
middle of the night, it has been corrected by the De
partment of Defense that Bergdahl was in fact am
bushed after falling behind during a patrol. More
Taliban propaganda has claimed that Bergdahl is co
operating with the Taliban in providing information
and fighting against U.S. forces, though no evidence
of these claims has been provided.
The most recent news of the only American POW
was this past December, when it was learned that
Bergdahl had attempted to escape his imprisoners
Photos courtesy of: (top) Jessica Robinson of Northwest News Network and (above) Associated Press
three months before, but was recaptured three days
later. Bergdahl had befriended his captors over the
Bergdahl remains in the hands of his captors is not
years, learning their language and helping hunt for POW status of this man brings several issues to the
the best decision, in my opinion,
surface.
food in the desert, and used this accumulated com
Third, even more important than the American
First, there is the issue that most Americans do not
placency to his advantage. Bergdahl was recaptured
public or Bergdahl himself are his parents, who have
even
know
we
have
one
POW
still
in
Afg
hanistan,
let
three days after his escape, found in a hole he ahd dug
been waiting every day for the past three years for
in the desert for cover. It is speculated that Bergdahl alone that he has been a POW for three years now.
Why isn't this covered by the good news. Living in Idaho, the two faithful parents
was attempting to reach
media? The most national started a grassroots campaign called "Bring Bowe
a nearby village, whose
coverage was by Fox News in Home" that has begun to spread like wildfire, thanks
custom is to welcome any
2010 (two years ago), which to a caring community and the help of the Nation
stranger into one's home.
Unlike previous conflicts, reported
that, according to al League of POW/MIA Families, an organization
However, presence of t he
a Taliban spokesman, Berg that provides support and encouragement to fami
Taliban militia had driven
where the U.S. suffered
dahl was aiding the enemy. lies who must suffer through the ordeals of h aving
the village away months
More Americans need to a missing loved one in combat. For the parents of
before Bergdahl's escape.
numerous POWs, this
know and care that Bergdahl Sergeant Bergdahl, we as a nation should feel com
Further news of his wellis not home where he be pelled to bring this American back home.
being is still being await
conflict only has one man longs.
. April 9 is recognized by the U.S. gov ernment as
ed.
Second, the problem of Prisoner of War Remembrance Day. It is important
Unlike previous con
to rescue and bring home.
indecision seems to be at to remember the POWs of th e wars long embedded
flicts, where the U.S. suf
play. I cannot say this is the in our nation's memory, but also to remember the
fered numerous POWs,
case; however, perception is one POW of this current conflict who, as far as we
this conflict only has one
reality. I can understand what it means for the U.S. know, is still alive! Remember Bergdahl and take ac
man to rescue and bring home. Three years is too
government to be stuck between a rock and a hard tion Let's bring Bowe home.
long, in my opinion, for a lone soldier to be a pub
place when it comes to negotiating with terrorists.
licly paraded prisoner of the Taliban. Granted, the
But, if it is decided that negotiation is not an option, BROWN is a junior majoring in international business.
biggest difficulty with securing Bergdahl is the possi
then what other options are left? Furthermore, what Comments can be sent to
bility that he is being shuttled between the borders of
other option shall we take? Hanging in limbo while rbrownl3@my.whitworth.edu.
Pakistan and Afghanistan. However, the prolonged
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Graphic Artist: Hannah Charlton

You ought to know where your money goes
States; our adaptability. We will- do whatever it takes Though transparency isn't the easiest of tasks, itsurely
to not have to change our ways. Oh, you saythere is an exists, but not to the degree where the average Ameri
oil shortage? I will carpool, I will walk/but I'll still turn can is informed. Partially that has to do with the will
a blind eye to the war in Iraq. We standby and destroy of each individual to be accurately informed, and part
COLUMNIST
our earth to feed our dependence on oil. We destroy of it has to do with the availability and accessibility
our earth by continuing to produce plastic, use Styro- to the information. There are websites out there that
foam, and refuse to be a bit more sustainable. Some keep up to date records of government spending such
as USAspending.gov.
The P entagon and Congress are pushing to com go as far to claim that en
I have a real issue
mission the newest development in our weaponry: vironmental concerns are
with the amount of
I fear the idea of spending
stealth bombers that cost $500 million a piece. Many a liberal conspiracy. We do
money we spend on
question why we need these new bombers, when the not like to adjust. I don't
the
military, but more
massive
amounts
of
money
know
much
about
build
others are undergoing multi-billion dollar upgrades.
so I have an issue with
Though many are questioning why the newest up ing stealth bombers, but it
when we can hardly dent our the ill-informed and
dates to these massive machines are even necessary, seems that there should be
lackadaisical
nature
I continue to wonder where our priorities lie. At $550 a way to avoid paying $550
own national debt.
of Ame rican citizens. I
million apiece, you could pay for over 3,000 students million per plane.
too fall in this category
There have been recent
to attend Whitworth for four years. You co uld feed
of floating through col
even more people. You could build a super school, budget cuts for the mili
and with that kind of money even turn kids into super tary, and I don't believe that it is necessary to force lege, relatively unaware of how money is spent in the
the military to adapt to an unrealistic budget, but I do United States. We a s citizens should be concerned
heroes.
According to The Economist, America spends as believe that we should take a closer look about where about the country we live in, and exactly what is go
much on defense as the next 17 coun
tries combined. I the money goes, and to what. This goes for every facet ing on within it, because after all we hopefully have a
have huge concerns with that kind ofspending. Why is of American life. I feel that there is a legitimate con couple more decades living in it.
it necessary to spend $550 million a piece on new and cern regarding how money is spent in the United
improved stealth bombers? I fear the idea of spending States. We have debates that revolve around the same
massive amounts of money when we can hardly dent argument from a generalized argument of ta xes, to BERENTSON is a senior majoring in English and
education funding, to welfare. The people deserve to Spanish. Comments can be sent to
our own national debt.
This issue also reflects a major issue in the United know where their money is going, and ot what degree. sberentsonl2@my.whitworth.edu

SARAH BERENTSON
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Martin shooting evokes racial tension
idence to the contrary. According to the Associated reason to do so can hardly be compared with, say,
Press, police "turned over their evidence to local the slaughter of civilians in Syria. It is entirely unrea
prosecutors for them to decide whether Zimmerman sonable for Jackson to claim this case eliminates U.S.
COLUMNIST
should be charged. The Justice Department and FBI authority to criticize international injustice. Until
the facts are in, "we do not need Jesse Jackson or A1
have opened a civil rights investigation."
Recently, special prosecutor Angela Corey was Sharpton or the president of the United States spout
The February shooting of Trayvon Martin, a assigned to determine if Zimmerman should be ing off before [a] trial has even begun," writes noted
17-year-old African American male from Sanford, Fla., charged with a crime. Zimmerman has been dubbed African-American economist Thomas Sowell.
Indeed, the facts seem to be leaning increasingly in
has triggered a wave of p rotests against the shooter, a "vigilante" by many. However, "members of the
George Zimmerman. Zimmerman, a neighborhood New Black Panther Party [a radical African American Zimmerman's favor. According to Lynch, "a Sanford
police officer who respond
watchman, claims he acted in self-defense after being hate-group] "are offering
ed to the incident, Timothy
attacked by Martin, but Martin's family and support a $16,000 reward for the
Furthermore, Zimmerman Smith, noted in his police re
ers attribute Zimmerman's actions to racial prejudice. 'capture' of George Zim
port that when he arrived on
The outcry against Zimmerman has been tremen merman," according to
the scene, Zimmerman had a
does not appear to he the
dous. Civil rights leaders have strongly criticized the Arelis Hernandez of the
bloody nose and blood on the
police for not arresting Zimmerman. Two million Orlando Sentinel.
back of his head."
racist monster Martin's
Zimmerman and his
people had signed an online petition for Zimmer
This matches Zimmer
man's arrest as of Ma rch 27. Even the president has family have also been re
man's story that Martin
supporters are painting
ceiving death threats. For
weighed in.
punched him to the ground
Although Martin's death is undeniably tragic, the so many people to call for
and
began slamming his
him
to
be.
Zimmerman's
arrest
with
uproar against Zimmerman is premature and quite
head on the concrete. Only
misguided. First, to hear Zimmerman's opponents, out having a legal reason
then did Zimmerman kill
one would think the man was a crazed vigilante who for doing so is irrespon
gunned Martin down simply because he was black sible, misinformed and makes a mockery of due pro him. Recently released security tapes from the San
and that the police have done nothing about it. This is cess of law. According to Rene Lynch of the Orlando ford Police Department show Zimmerman as he is
Sentinel Times, Rev. Jesse Jackson went so far as to brought into the station. The footage has been used by
far from the truth.
Zimmerman was not arrested due to Florida's claim Jhat "the failure to make an arrest in the case Martin's supporters to argue that, since Zimmerman
"stand your ground law," which allows citizens to use takes away the nation's 'moral authority' to address appears relatively unharmed, he was not attacked.
However, the footage is poor-quality and incon
deadly force in self-defense. Zimmerman claimed he injustices in other countries."
Wailing to arrest someone until there is legal clusive/Furthermore, the police report indicates that
shot Martin while being attacke
d, and police had no ev
Zimmerman "was given medical attention by the Fire
Department" before being taken to the station, ac
cording to Lynch. Police information also indicates
that witnesses have confirmed Zimmerman's account
of the incident, according to Rene Stutzman of the Or
lando Sentinel.
Furthermore, Zimmerman does not appear to be
the racist monster Martin's supporters are painting
him to be. Richard Fausett of t he L.A. Tim es states
that Zimmerman was a community-minded indi
vidual and well thought of by his neighbors. When his
neighborhood experienced at least seven burglaries
in as many months, Zimmerman helped the victims
and got involved with the neighborhood watch, ac
cording to Fausset. Additionally, "Zimmerman and
his wife were involved in a mentorship program with
two African American teens, taking them to the mall
and a science center," according to Dalina Castellanos
of the L.A. Times.
Despite this, it is certainly possible for Zimmerman
to be guilty. Time will tell. However, even if he is, th e
proper way to handle tragedies of th is nature is not
Now you have a choice: enroll in our Master in T eaching (MIT)
to assume that this is just another example of black
oppression, and scream for the man to be locked up
program to earn your master's degree and teaching certification
without legal justification. Don't get me wrong. It
in just 13 months. Or, for added flexibility, explore our new
is possible that there were racist factors in Martin's
part-time option. Our unique cohort model provides support
shooting. However, automatically assuming that Mar
and encouragement along the way.
tin was shot because he was black is pretty unreason
able.
*Most recent data
In short, if we ever want racial tensions to subside,
we need to stop being so eager to scream "racist!" that
we throw aside due process of law.

MAXFORDNELSEN

Our acclaimed Master
in Teaching Program has a
78% job placement rate.*
Now with a part-time option.

www.whitworth.edu/mit

509.777.3222
Contact mit@whitworth.edu

WHriWDKrH
AN EDU CATION OF MIND AND HEA RT

NELSEN is a senior majoring in political science.
Comments can be sent to
mnelsenl3@my.whitworth.edu.

SPORTS

Pirates send five swimmers to nationals

IA

Rory Buck defends national titles in 100 and 200-yard breaststroke events
Sena Hughes
Staff Writer
On the heels of th eir 10th consecu
tive Northwest Conference champion
ship, members of the Whitworth swim
team mounted the starting blocks one
final time in late March at the NCAA
Division III meet in Indianapolis. Se
nior captain Rory Buck capped off an
impressive Whitworth career with his
third and fourth national titles. The
Whitworth men finished 14th overall.
"It's always fun competing against
the best division III athletes in the
country," Buck said. "You hope that
they bring their best with them just as I
hope I bring my best."
Buck snatched his repeat titles in the
100 and 200-yard breaststroke races.
He was joined in the pool by freshman
Wes W alton, sophomore Aaron Vaccaro and junior Nathan Ranno for the
200-yard medley relay, 200-yard free
style relay and 400-yard medley relay
in which they placed 13th, 22nd and
11th, respectively.
"Hie relays went a lot better than ex
pected," Walton said. "We improved on
all of our times since conference."
Kate Duvall was the lone woman
representing the Bucs at NCAA'sfor the
second consecutive year. She finished
29th in the 500-yard freestyle, 39th in
the 100-yard backstroke and 23rd in
the 200-yard backstroke, in which she
was an Ail-American last year. Overall,
Duvall was disappointed with her per
formance in Indianapolis.
"I felt really confident going into the
meet," Duvall said. "You hope that your
taper is going to come together at the
end and my taper didn't come togeth
er. It's kind of you're off or you're on."
Despite immediate frustration, Du
vall remains hopeful for next year, es
pecially that more of her female team
mates will be able to join her. Even so,
she wasn't fazed much by swimming
solo for the women the past couple
of years . She spoke highly of th e men
with whom she traveled.
"I would rather go by myself and
have someone there to represent our
women's team than to not have some
one represent our women's team at
all," Duvall said.

File photo: Michael Locatell
Junior Nathan Ranno was a part of thre
e Whitworth relay teams that com
peted in Indianapolis.
the next point, [which] should be a
lot more successful than the last one.
Then I come back and graduate and
then head to London, hopefully."
Buck smiled when he added "hope
fully." He may have just won two more
national championships, but accord
ing to him, his performance was "bit
terly disappointing." And after a dis
couraging appearance at the 2008
Olympic trials,
Walton fin"jUst on our own team,
he would love
ished 32nd in
watching Rory Buck win dual nothing more
the
200-yard
than just a little
individual med
national championships makes redemption.
ley, 31st in the
"People look
me go, 'Wow, I want to do
100-yard back
at me and say,
stroke and 24th
that as soon as possible.'"
'you go to a Dili
in the 200-yard
school in East
—
WES
WALTO
N
backstroke.
ern Washing
Vaccaro also
freshman
ton, how do you
competed indi
hope to make
vidually for the
second straight year for the Bucs, fin an Olympic team?"' Buck said. "I say, I'
go to a Dili school in Eastern Washing
ishing 33rd in the 100-yard butterfly.
For Walton, Ranno, Vaccaro andDu ton and managed to win four national
vall, it's time to enter off-season train titles and set a national record.'"
Yet even this champion understands
ing. For Whitworth's other graduating
seniors, it's time to call it a career.* But the risk of competition.
"The fear of failure is definitely one
it is a different story for Buck.
"Olympic trials start on the 16th of that people struggle with," Buck said.
April," s aid the South African native "That's definitely in the back of my
who has dreamed for years of s wim mind too, [but] it's only when you be
ming on the national team. "That's come bigger than your fears that you

Walton made his debut on the na
tional stage after a notable freshman
season.
"I was told I had a good shot at going
to nationals, but I didn't really know
what that meant until I was there," Wal
ton said. "[I learned] how much I have
to improve, but also know how much I
have improved. I've come a long ways,
but I've still got a long ways to go."

do things bigger."
Regardless of what happens this
month, Buck was adamantly compli
mentary and exceedingly grateful for
his time at Whitworth.
"I'm going to miss the connection
with the large group of people fighting
as hard as they can for.a common pur
pose," Buck said. "The relationships
that get formed with that, the character
that comes out if it, the self-sacrifice —
I don't think you see that kind of sacri
fice in the world anymore."
As h e mentioned, when you spend
over five hours a day with a group of
people you get to know them espe
cially well. Naturally, close bonds and
friendships develop from that. Buck,
who has moved multiple times to vari
ous places around the globe, knows
what it means to say goodbye.
"When you develop good friend
ships like that they don't die," Buck
said.-"But they will be missed."
His impact has trickled down to in
spire younger teammates as well.
. "I want to take what I can learn from
[nationals] and apply it every time I get
back in the pool to swim," Walton said.
"Just on our own team, watching Rory
Buck win dual national champion
ships makes me go, 'Wow, I want to do
that as soon as possible.'"
Whitworth may not have had as stel
lar of a performance as it was hoping to
have in Indianapolis in 2012, but this
team graduates a four-time national
champion who led a resurgence of
Whitworth swimming to the national
stage. The men made school history
and took home their 10th consecutive
NWC trophy while the women earned
their fifth consecutive top-two finish
in an increasingly competitive confer
ence. Both teams finished undefeated
in NWC dual meets.
"If I could give any bit of ad vice to
anyone, it's just don't limit yourself,"
Buck said. "You can't be afraid of fail
ing. The moment you start limiting
yourself, you start sellingyourself short
of what you're capable in life."
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Contact Sena Hughes at
shughesl 5@my. whitworth.edu.
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battles Bruins at Merkel Field

Whitworth salvages third game of series, stays undefeated in Sunday contests
Corina Gebbers
StaffWriter
The sting of two losses was colder than the weather
last Saturday afternoon as the Whitworth baseball
team fell short 8-1 and 10-5 in a odubleheader against
George Fox University at Merkel Field. But the Pirates
stole game three of the series, closing out the weekend
with a 3-1 win on Sunday.
"I don't think we were surprised by any means that
they were a good team," head coach Dan Ramsay said.
"They outplayed us [but] I think the true testament to
our team is how we came back."
On Saturday, the Bucs faced tough pitching, in
cluding the Division III national pitcher of t he week,
and struggled to connect at the plate. Sophomore
Tyler Pfeffer led Whitworth with two of the team's six
total hits in game one of th e series, but his action at
the plate wasn't enough to energize the Pirate offense.
"Saturday we got down early,"freshman Nick Motsinger said. "We came out flat, and we didn't have our
bats going."
Meanwhile, George Fox hammered the ball, scor
ing the first run of the day in the second inning. Whit
worth freshman Spencer Ansett tossed for the Bucs for
the first 5.2 innings, allowing five earned runs. Senior
Brandon Ellendt relieved Ansett on the mound, pitch
ing 2.1 innings of relief, giving up three earned runs
off four hits. Sophomore Kash Hieb pitched the ninth
inning.
"[George Fox] came out and swung their bats really
good," Pfeffer said. "Everything was going their way."
Although they scored just one run, Whitworth
found runners on base almost every inning. The Pi
rates scored when sophomore Gerhard Muelheims
scored off of s enior Landon Scott's RBI g rounder to
second base. Despite their sub-par hitting, the Pirates
committed zero errors in the first game.
The Bruins continued to rally at the dish in game
two, taking a 7-1 lead in the first four innings. Whit
worth scored its lone run in the second inning after
Pfeffer singled to right field, advanced to third off se
nior Kevin Valerio's double to right center, and was
brought home on senior JR Jarrell's RBI, but George
Fox carried the momentum.
"They were scoring all nine innings," Muelheims
said. "Every time they got on base, they executed and
got guys in."
Pfeffer hit a two-run home run to right field in the
fourth and sophomore Justin Liu and Valerio brought
in two more runners in the eighth inning, yet the Bucs
were unable to connect in the ninth.
Ramsay admitted the Pirates struggled to find any
momentum, but as game two came to a close, was op
timistic about Sunday's game.
"We talk about championship Sunday," Ramsay
said, "Regardless of what happens on Saturday, we're
going to win Sunday."
It seemed as if the Pirates did put Saturday's losses
behind them when they stepped on the field Sunday
afternoon. Although George Fox scored the first runs
of the final game of the series, it was Whitworth's turn
to manage the game.

Photographer: Greg Moser
Senior Brandon Ellendt (top), freshmen Preston Van Doren (bottom left) and Paul Miller (bottom
right) play against George Fox University in conference games at Merkel Field.
Senior C.J. Perry tossed first for the Bucs, pitching
five i nnings with just one unearned run and three
hits. Freshman Dan Scheibe took the mound in the
sixth, striking out four batters and not surrenduring
any runs. Whitworth's pitching played a niajor role in
boosting the Pirates' defense and translating their de
fensive momentum onto the offensive end.
"Today we competed all nine innings," Motsinger
said. "We w anted to put pressure on them, get our
guys on base, make some runs, and get some steals."
A double steal in the third inning tied the game at
one apiece, and the Pirates controlled the game the
rest of the way. After Perry pitched a 1-2-3 fourth in
ning, Whitworth took the lead when Davis singled to
right center, bringing Scott in from third base.
"Our guys did a great job on defense," Ramsay said.
"We started down, [but] our guys chipped their way
back into it."
Again, the Pirates kept errors to a minimum, com
mitting just one in the game and proving defensive

dedication pays off against top competitive teams.
"[George Fox] is normally at the top of league and
they're a top opponent for us," Pfeffer said. "[But] we
kept them from executing."
With the momentum on their side, Whitworth
scored again in the seventh when freshman Preston
Van Doren had an RBI to give Whitworth a two-run
lead. Neither team scored in the final two innings.
"[Our momentum] started when we took the lead,"
Ramsay said. "And it finally felt like the game was
ours."
Joshua Davis led the Pirates with three of his teams'
six total hits, and Scott contributed two hits to help
Whitworth elude a three-game sweep.
Whitworth is now 8-4 in conference play. The Pi
rates continue Northwest Conference action at Lewis
& Clark College on April 6 and7.

Contact Corina Gebbers at
cgebbersl 5@my.whitworth.edu.
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Sophomore Jesse Salzwedel was the top performer at the NWCSpring Classic, after shooting a field-best round of 72 on Sunday in Pe
ndleton, Ore.

Bucs place third at NWC Spring Classic
Corina Gebbers
StaffWriter
The Whitworth men's golf team fought for a thirdplace finish on April 1 at the Northwest Conference
Spring Classic held at the Wildhorse Resort Golf
Course in Pendleton, Ore. The Bucs placed one stroke
behind Whitman College, with a total team score of
616, finishing third overall.
"Today we lost by onestroke," sophomore Stephen
Plopper said. "But we still have high hopes because if
we win our next tournament we have a chance of go
ing to nationals, which is an ultimate goal."
The Spring Classic counts as one-fourth of a team s
points toward the final league standings. With a thirdplace finish, the Bucs are well on their way to earning
the top spot in the NWC and a bid to postseason ac
tion.
Sophomore Jesse Salzwedel medaled with a firstplace combined score of 143, whil e Plopper finished
third individually with, a combined score of 14 8 to
place the Pirates within one stroke of second place.
"I played to my ability and Stephen showed what
he was capable of," Salzwedel said. "He has a whole
lot of talent so I'm excited to see what he and I can do
together in the coming tournaments and next year as
well."

In round two, Salzwedel shot a 72 to earn the top
On Saturday, Plopper led the field with a score of
spot on the leaderboard, Plopper finished with a score
69, the only score inthe sixties from any player.
"I was focusing on hitting fairways and the green," of 79, Degroff tied for 22nd overall with a score of 80,
Plopper said. "It was probably the best tournament Martinez shot an 82 and tied for 33rd, while Boudreau
finished in 37th place with a second round score of
I've had collegiately."
Salzwedel landed third on the leaderboard after 86.
"There's always room for improvement," Salzwedel
round one, just two strokes behind Plopper. Junior
Christian Boudreau shot an 81 andtied for 26th place, said. "And in stead of s aying that as an overwhelm
ing statement, we can look at it as
sophomore Joey Degroff tied for
a chance to grow as a team and be
32nd place with a score of 82 and
"...if we win our next
come better golfers.
sophomore Saul Martinez tied
Next up, the Pirates will head to
tournament we have
for 36th place with a score of 83.
Kennewick, Wash, to compete in
At the end of day one, Whitworth
a chance of going to
the NWC preview held at the Can
stood in third place behind Pa
yon
Lakes Golf Course on April
nationals,
which
is
an
cific Lutheran University and
14.
Whitman.
ultimate goal."
"We have to play with a few more
"You always feel you could do
scores
in the seventies to win the
—
STEPHEN
PLOPPER
a little better," s aid head coach
league." Friedrichs said. "Hope
Warren Friedrichs. "I think all
sophomore
fully our best tournament will be
the teams felt that way."
the NWC Championship Tourna
Even with windy conditions
on Sunday, the Pirates pulled together as a team to ment."
The NWC Championship will be held April 21 and
land third overall against all the NWC teams.
"We were very cohesive as a team," Plopper said. 22 at the Canyon Lakes Golf Course.
"We expect to play well and dominate in the confer
ence, but we haven't been able to put two days togeth Contact Corina Gebbers at
cgebbersl 5@my. whitworth.edu.
er and win a tournament."
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File photo: Jeff Ferguson
Sophomore John Talbotand Whitworth are currently fourth in the NWC
conference standings as the regular season nears a close.
finish in conference matches with Oregon to face off agai nst Willamette
University and Linfield College be
postseason seeding on the line.
"These last four matches we have fore hosting its final two conference
are crucial," Williams said. "We have matches at home.
a big match against Willamette this
coming weekend, they're always a Contact Nathan Webber at
tough opponent for us."
nathanwebberl3@my. whitworth.
This weekend Whitworth travels to edu.

Women's golf competes against NWC foes in Oregon
The Whitworth women's golf
team placed third last weekend out
of the eight teams at the Northwest
Conference Spring Classic, played
in Pendleton, Ore. Freshman Nicole
Lomax led the Pirates individually,
finishing second overall.
As has been the story all season, the
Bucs battled nasty weather.
"The weather was pretty bad," junior
Emily Guthrie said. "It was raining
and windy. When the weather's bad

o

+

nell said. "He was definitely a tough
matchup but I felt like I played hard
and was able to put myself in a couple
The Whitworth men's tennis team of c hances early on to make it close,
had a tough weekend as the team was but just didn't quite come up with
shut out on Saturday, losing 9-0 to enough shots."
It was McConnell's first conference
the Whitman College Missionaries at
Bratton Tennis Center in Walla Walla. match of the season after helping
Whitman, which is No. 9 in the lead Whitworth's basketball team to a
national rankings and No. 1 in the Sweet 16 appearance.
"I really enjoyed the basketball
regional rankings, hasn't lost a con
ference match this year, and is the season, but ever since it's been over
four-time defending Northwest Con I've just really enjoyed being able to
get the tennis racket out," McConnell
ference champions.
"Whitman has always been a huge said. "The guys on the team and the
name in our conference," junior Cam coach have all been great about mak
eron Williams said. "They've always ing the transition really smooth for
been at the top as long as I've been at me."
The only other Pirate to win four
Whitworth and this year have really
games in a set in Saturday's matchup
competed together."
This was the Pirates' first time be was Williams, who lost to Whitman
ing shut out by a conference opponent junior Jeff Tolman 6-4, 6-1 in the No.
this season, falling to 8-6 overall and 2 singles spot.
"I played pretty well; I have a lot of
5-3 in the NWC. Whitworth currently
sits in fourth place in the NWC wit h respect for Tolman," Williams said.
"What it came
four conference games
down to is that
left in the season.
"These last four
I ended up just
Although Whitworth
making more er
put up a fight against
matches we have
rors than he did."
the region's No. 1 team,
are crucial."
Senior Daniel
Whitman was too
Redfern snapped
much for the Bucs.
- CAMERON WILLIAMS
a five-game singles
The closest match
junior
win streak after
of th e day came in No.
losing to Whit
3 singles where Whit
man's No. 1 singles
worth
sophomore
Dustin McConnell fell to Missionary player 6-3, 6-2. Redfern, along with
Williams, also lost in theNo. 1 doubles
senior Conor Holton-Burke 6-4, 6-2.
"They have really solid guys slot, losing to Whitman junior Matt
throughout the lineup and the guy Tesmond and Holton-Burke 8-0.
The Pirates are looking for a strong
I played was no different," McCon

Nathan Webber
StaffWriter

Sena Hughes
StaffWriter

t/1

+

Whitworth fights for playoff spot with four conference matches remaining
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Men's tennis falls against Whitman

you don't hit the ball as well, so it was
really a bad game up and down."
The Pirates were in third place at the
end of Saturday. Lomax shot five over
par and was in third place, followed by
Guthrie, who finished Saturday tied
for sixth.
Sunday was comparable to day one
for Whitworth. The Bucs maintained
their spot to finish third overall on
the weekend, behind George Fox
University and Whitman College,
which placed first
and second
respectively.
"I think we're just overall improving

every week in practice," Guthrie said.
"We went to California for Spring
Break and being able to play in the
nice weather there really helped us
in this tournament because we could
actually go outside and practice every
day."
Lomax continued to lead Whitworth
individually, shooting just four over
par on Sunday to pull out the second
place finish. Guthrie finished eighth
overall.
"[We need to try] to improve
mentally from the first day to the
second," Guthrie said. "And just try

to get a better attitude and forget the
score."
Still hoping for springtime to
arrive in Spokane, practice remains a
challenge. Regardless, Guthrie thinks
the team can still improve and do well
at conference.
The Pirates travel to Richland,
Wash., on April14 forthe NWCPreview
before the NWC Championship,
which will take place April 21 and 22.

Contact Sena Hughes at
shughes!5@my.whitworth.edu.

SOFTBALL
NWC ALL
14-2 24-2

LINFIELD
PACIFIC LUTHERAN

14-2

24-8

WILLAMETTE

12-4

13-8

GEORGE FOX

9-6

14-13

WHITWORTH

6-10

13-15

PACIFIC (ORE.)

6-10

8-16

PUGETSOUND

2-14

2-20

LEWIS & CLARK

0-15

2-23

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs. Willamette @ Willamette
Friday, April 6 @ noon and 2:30p.m.

BASEBALL

Photographer: Greg Moser
Sophomore All-American Jheri Gates is in her secon
d and final year at Whitworth University.

SPOTTED FROM THE CROW'S NEST
Track and Field: Jheri Gates

PACIFIC (ORE.)

NWC ALL
7-2 • 10-9

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

9-3

16-8

GEORGif FOX

10-4

14-12

LINFIELD

10-5

13-7

WHITWORTH

7-4

13-9-1

WILLAMETTE

5-7

8-15
6-24

LEWIS & CLARK

3-11

WHITMAN

3-11

3-23

PUGETSOUND

1-8

4-18-1

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs. Lewis & Clark @ Lewis and Clark
Friday, April 6 @ 3 p.m.

MEN'S TENNIS
-

NWC ALL

16-3
nent in training for high jump.
9-0
WHITMAN
"Except for my left leg [the leg she jumps off of] the
8-5
7-1
PACIFIC (ORE.)
StaffWriter
rest of me is very weak, so weight lifting sucks," Gates
6-3
said. "-I don 't have the particular body type to lift re
GEORGE FOX
Sophomore Jheri Gates has competed at Whitworth
ally."
8-6
5-3
WHITWORTH
for two years in track and field. She has been to nation
Dobbins said Gates is a positive example for the rest
als each year and earned an All-American title.
4-4
PACIFIC LUTHERAN
of her team, and tries to include everyone.
When asked to describe Gates in one word, head
"During a hard workout she's really encouraging,"
3-9
3-5
WILLAMETTE
coach Toby Schwarz said she is unique.
Dobbins said. "She makes sure everyone stays moti
2-12
"She's very mature for her age — very responsible
2-6
LINFIELD
vated."
and mature," Schwarz said. "The thing, as I got to know
Schwarz said the high jump is only one of two events
1-8; 1-8
LEWIS & CLARK
her more, is that she likes to be fun."
in track and field that ends in failure; the athletes com
1-8
1-12
PUGET SOUND
Gates competes in high jump for Whitworth s track pete until they cannot clear another level.
and field team. She recently went to the NCAA Division
NEXT PIRATE MATCH:
"It's a very mental event," Schwarz said. "You're out
III Indoor Championships in early March and placed when you don't clear a bar." •
Whitworth vs. Willamette @ Willamette
11th. She is a captain on the team this year.
Friday, April 6@ 3 p.m.
Gates said the high jump had always been an indi
Gates said she started competing in track as a fresh
vidual thing for her.
1 WOMEN'S TENNIS
man in high school.
"I jump for me, to do my best," Gates said. "This year
"During high school I was primarily a basketball it's been more of a team thing. I want to do well for the
NWC ALL
player," Gates said. "My friend on the [basketball team team conference score."
9-0
9-4
LINFIELD
and track] team told me track was a great way to stay in
Outside of track, Gates loves being outside and read
12-3
7-1
WHITMAN
shape, so I tried it."
ing. She said the most important thing in her life is her
6-2 • 10-4
WHITWORTH
Freshman Christina Dobbins, who competes in the faith and living it out in a way that others can be in
high jump with Gates, said she met Gates when she spired by it.
6-6
4-4
WILLAMETTE
came to visit last year.
Gates also said this willbe her last year at Whitworth,
5-5
PACIFIC (ORE.)
"I actually stayed with her last year; she was a great as she is getting married this summer and moving to
host," Dobbins said. "She made sure I got a feel for the Kansas. She said she will miss her team.
5-8
4-5
PUGETSOUND
track team and campus life. She's really friendly.
"We're just a very close team," Gates said. "It's going
2-8
2-7
LEWIS & CLARK
Schwarz said Gates had a few challenges to surpass to be hard to leave all of these relationships."
6-8
. when she first came to Whitworth.
1-6
GEORGE FOX
"She had injuries in high school, [and] had to over
0-8
1-12
PACIFIC LUTHERAN
come these," Schwarz said. "Coming to a college pro
NEXT
PIRATE
MATCH:
gram is hard because you're coming from the top [in
Whitworth vs. Willamette @ Home
high school] to the bottom. She also had not lifted
Friday, April 6 @ 10:30 a.m.
Contact
Meghan
Dellinger
at
weights in high school [and] had to learn to do that.
mdellingerl 5@my.whitworth.edu.
Team records as of April 1, 2012
Gates said weight lifting is her least favorite compo

Meghan Dellinger
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WHITPICS

UNPLUGGED

March 2012

LEFT: Junior Sarah Cameron and sophomore Mark Richcreek
comprise the band Operation Yellowlight.
Photographer: GregMoser
MIDDLE LEFT: Sophomore Hannah Crawford sings at March
Unplugged, accompanied by senior pianist Josiah Donor.
Photographer: Hope Barnes
MIDDLE RIGHT: Sophomore Mark Richcreek played at Un
Tuesday nigh! in the Hixson Union Building Multi
purpose Room. .
Photographer: Hope Barnes
plugged on

BOTTOM LEFT: Senior Jesse Javana wins the crowd through the
art of laughter as he performs a short comedy show.
Photographer: Tanner Scholten
BELOW: Seniors Dillon Knighton and Shawn DeLappe humored
the crowd with their original song.
Photographer: Hope Barnes
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Serving the Whitworth community since 1905

ABOUTUS

•

VOLUME 102, ISSUE 14

The Whitworthian has served as the main source
of news and sports coverage for the Whitworth
community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an
organization composed entirely by students which
produces The Whitworthian weekly newspaper
and thewhitworthian.com.

*
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OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting
accurate and relevant information in an innovative
manner. Our goal is to be accountable while informing, entertaining and providing a forum for express
ing the interests of the Whitworth
community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published
weekly, except during January and student vaca
tions. The content is generated entirely by students.
The college administration does not review the
newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas expressed
in The Whitworthian are those of the individual art
ists, writers and student editors, and do not neces
sarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university,
its administration, faculty/staff or advertisers. The
Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and
subscription revenue and in part by student activity
fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the
opinions of their individual creators and not neces
sarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or
its staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in
freedom of speech and expression as guaranteed
in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the
United States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248
ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com
QUESTIONS?
jvalencial2@my.whitworth.edu

NEWS

chooses Whitworth to test new menu 14 | Campus purity culture affects students
51 Sodexo
Exploring how Whitworth's perceived purity
Whitworth was one of eight colleges across the
nation to be chosen to test a new menu that
emphasizes quality and healthy options.

culture can be detrimental to students' views
of themselves.

students need more attention
7 | Refugee to continue education at Whitworth 16 |Anxiety
Discussing the anxiety affects students greatly
Congo escapee Wilondja Muyoma will join the
ranks of freshmen in the fall.

8 I Honors program dialogue continues
Whitworth held two meetings last week for
discussion about the honors program, slated to
begin in the fall.

ARTS&CULTURE
9 | Whitworth hosts 42nd annual lu'au
Cuests feasted on traditional Hawaiian food
and performers danced in the Whitworth
Hawaiian Club's "Do the Hula" lu'au.

10 I Mobile serves Mediterranean

The White House Garlic Mobile includes
garlic in some way in every to-go dish they
serve.

13 I Film discusses women's misrepresentation
The Whitworthian is committed to providing the
Whitworth community with the most accurate
information possible. The Whitworthian never
knowingly publishes inaccuracies. If you have
a comment or question about the fairness
or accuracy of a story, send an
email to jvalencial2@my.whitworth.edu.

OPINIONS

The documentary "Miss Representation"
started dialogue about gender stereotypes
and the way media portrays women.

on a daily basis.

18 |Creationism should be taught in schools

•

Exploring the importance of teaching science
without censorship and the benefits of
teaching creationism.

SPORTS

19 | Baseball plays for the top spot in the NWC
Pirates go up against Pacific University in
three home games.

211 Track and field anticipates conference
Bucs finish last meets, and qualify more
athletes for the NWC Championships.

23 | Spotted from the crow's nest: Alii Marshall

Highlighting senior tennis player Alii Marshal
on her four-year career at Whitworth and
more than 100 wins as a Pirate.

Cover photographer: Greg Mose

EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP
Editorials in the "Inthe Loop" section reflect the majority opinion of the editorial board, which is made up of five editors.

Efforts by faculty and staff to increase
communication met with student apathy
Two forums were held last Tuesday and Thursday
to answer further questions students may have had
about the honors program. The turnout for those
were dismal at best. Tuesday's meeting brought no
more than 15 students throughout the night, while
Thursday had even fewer students. J
This b oard would like it to be made known that
those forums were held in large part because of sup
posed student interest. Yet it appears those meetings
were nothing more than a waste of time.
The Whitworthian has received numerous Let
ters to the Editor talking about the honors program,
many voicing concern over its early implementation
and to clear the air of any rumors, the honors pro
gram is indeed happening in the fall. We recognize
the frustration associated with not feeling informed
on such a program as this, but two town hall meet
ings — both initiated as methods of communicating
with the student body — largely went unnoticed.
At some point the failure to be informed falls on
the student body: We have a responsibility to edu
cate ourselves. After ASWU voiced concern over the
lack of communication and the subsequent town
hall meeting was held last month, faculty involved
with the honors program continued to seek student
input. As stated earlier, those were largely ignored by
students. If the aim is to be informed, then take the
necessary steps to seek that information. There are
some on this campus that failto do their part in seek
ing out information.
As part of a college campus, we largely get infor-

mation spoon-fed to us. Our professors print out syl
labuses and grading rubrics that clearly outline what
is expected of us and how we can go about making
the grade. We've even had those professors who give
us a list of potential sources when we have a paper
due. Although that help makes our life significantly
easier, life is not always so cut and dry. This board
feels that in essence, students cried wolf. The need
for communication was there, and faculty did what
they could to meet that need, but when it came time
for students to stand behind what they said they
wanted, few were around.
ASWU, faculty, administration and student
groups did their part. If students received all the in
formation, so be it. If not, then efforts by faculty and
staff to facilitate communication should continue.
But as we've seen in the case of the honors program,
students cried out for more communication, but did
not take advantage of itonce it became available. It is
this apathy that can be dangerous at a place such as
this, where generally the needs of the student body
are at the forefront.
If students think they are not informed on an is
sue, they need to take the initiative to find the in
formation for themselves. Chances are, t hey aren't
looking hard enough or they aren't taking advantage
of the opportunities in front of them. Let's fac e it:
We won't always have faculty and staff who want to
communicate so openly with students. Let's practice
being informed by seeking out information for our
selves.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR:
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the Whitworth community. Send
letters to jvalencial2@my.whitworth.edu. Limit to 200 words.

Last week, my misplaced trust in Whitworth's deci
sion to present the Vagina Monologues led me to at
tend in hope of obtaining a greater understanding of
what it means to be a woman. Though I anticipated
the experience to align with Whitworth's mis sion of
educating the mind and heart, and unfortunately
found it failed to extend beyond the physical realm.
The writers, in an attempt to make women feel good
about themselves and their bodies only pointed to a
glorification of the flesh to achieve that goal, and even
endorsed anti-biblical teaching that cannot possibly
be honoring to God, as the Whitworth mission states.
Since marriage is designed to be a representation
of Christ's relat ionship with the church, the female
body was designed to fit perfectly with the male body
in gentle unity, gloriously reflecting the bride's sweet
surrender to Christ.
As a near the culmination of a four year journey
aimed at helping me find my identity, and especially
as a part of my journey to define myself as a woman,
I found that the teaching of the Vagina Monologues is
actually the antithesis of who I am. I am not anything
the Vagina Monologues told me I am. I am not a vagi
na. I am not a physical body. am
I not amaterial object
I do not find myself by viewing myself as just
a physical
being. If the Vagina Monologues were intended to help

me feel better about myself, it had the opposite of its
intended effect for me.
Women of Whitworth who subscribe to the misin
formation of the Vagina Monologues, my heart breaks
for you. This is not how you should endeavor to find
healing. You will not find it by searching inward or
to the flesh, because beauty does not come from in
side of you. Beauty is a d ivine characteristic. We, a s
Christian women, are the reflection of that beauty,
not the Source of it. There is healing in recognition
of that Source, because beauty that comes from Him
can grow infinitely and is associated with the healing
some of you so desperately seek. There is hope in that
kind of beauty. True beauty can be sought after, an d
is not limited to only what is within you now. There is
no limit to how beautiful you can be. Stop looking to
yourself, or to the flesh. Stop looking to other people
— men or women. Look to the One who gave you your
beauty, the One who has an endless supply of beauty
to give if you will only cease looking for it everywhere
but in Him, and begin to desire to be beautiful as He is
beautiful.

Amber Johnson
Senior
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Students raise awareness of water access issues
"It's so neat to see," Sullivan said.
"We had over 50 people sign up, but
even if 10 do it then it's totally worth
A Whitworth club presented a new it to me." '
Whitworth's Kisima club ended
and innovative way to engage stu
Water
Week with a final hike to the
dents by hosting the first ever Water
Week. From April 12 to April 14, two Back 40 t o fill water jugs, which par
organizations pooled their ideas and ticipants then carried approxiihately
resources together to create three two miles to the Hixson Union Build
days of thought-provoking conversa ing.
Kisima club president, Alison Gon
tions about the limited clean water
zalez, said that the club wanted to
sources in third world countries.
Whitworth Kisima club, a club that work specifically with Blood:Water
raises money to build wells in Africa Mission to raise money toward pur
through Blood:Water Mission, along chasing a well in Eastern Africa.
She said the idea behind Water
with Team Running Water, a BloomsWeek
was to engage the community
day team through Partners Inter
national, put on the event to raise in critical thinking and meaningful
awareness and funding for clean wa experiences that would leave them
with a desire to act further.
ter around the world.
"The purpose of th e walk is to ex
A Walk in Their Shoes was kicked
off by mapping out a walkway from perience the discomfort that people
Pirates Cove to a water source in the experience every day to get access to
water," Gonza
Back 40. For
lez said. "Some
three
con
"The purpose of the walk is
times it's not
secutive days,
students were
to experience the discomfort even clean wa
ter."
challenged to
people experience every day
Live music,
use only this
free stickers and
water spigot
to get access to water."
snacks were pro
as their re
— ALISON GONZALEZ
vided by Sodexo
source for all
for participants
their
water
Kisima club president
to enjoy when
needs.
they finished the
Senior Ju
lie Sullivan, Partners International Water Walk.
After the walk, Ross Carper, a ju
intern, said she thought it would be
an interactive way for students to be nior high leader at First Presbyterian
come aware ofthe water supply needs Church Spokane and a long-time
in developing countries around the supporter of Blood:Water Mission,
shared about the importance of t he
world.
"There are so many speakers that organization. The organization, he
come to campus," Sullivan said. "We said, believes in providing wells to
wanted to create something differ help Africans help themselves.
"Blood:Water Mission believes Af
ent and interactive that would pull
people's curiosity and spark a new ricans are solving African problems,"
Carper said. "Americans aren't doing
interest."
As president of Team Running Wa that."
Gonzalez said there are many so
ter, Sullivan wanted to create an op
portunity for students to experience cial ties to the water issues in Eastern
the discomfort that some people Africa.
"Working towards long-term goals
experience every single day. When
students get thirsty in the middle of is so beneficial," Gonzalez said.
the day and think how far they would "These projects are so crucial to the
need to walk to get a sip of water, it organizations and we just want to
gives them an idea of all the other help."
She said nearly 40 billion school
places in the world that don't have
easy access tosafe drinking water, she hours are lost for young kids because
the children are sent out with the
said.

Jennifer Ingram
Staff Writer

Photographer: Jo Miile
(L to R) Freshmen Grant Cole, Eli De itz and sophomore Jonathan Royal
cross the finish line at the end of the Water Walk on Sunday. Students
carried water jugs filled in the Back 40 around a two-mile course for the
event put on by the Whitworth Kisima club an
d Team Running Water.
women to find safe drinking water for ter fund. All th e proceeds were split
their families. Searching can last all between Partners International and
day.
Blood Water Mission.
"The Water Walk might only take a
"It is such an engaging activity for
few hours but hopefully will leave you students," Gonzalez said. "We wanted
with an experience that will help you to do something creative that woul
educate others about the issues in the have weight on the participants. The
world," Gonzalez said.
can have their own experiences and
The e vent was free, but donations we hope it will be impactful onhem.
t
were accepted to go toward the cause.
Anyone who donated $15 received a
Kisima water bottle, and the money Contact Jennifer Ingram at
was put directly into the clean wa jingraml 3@my.whitworth.edu.
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Number of incoming freshmen expected to be
accepted to the honors program in the fall.
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Number of students housed in Warren, the
largest dorm on campus.
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Photographer: Hope Barnes
Sodexo is trying a new menu at Whitworth and seve
n other colleges that will increase food variety.

Dining hall chosen to test
new and healthier menu

Caitlyn Starkey

ing what food a student ate and what they thought of it.
That information will give Sodexo a better sense of how
to improve the menu before rolling it out nationwide.
So far it seems students appear to enjoy the change.
Sodexo is testing a new dining menu that could be
"In general, it's kind of exciting," ju nior Brandi Mcrolled out in the fall.
Whitworth is one of eig ht colleges serviced by So Ferran said. "I haven't really gotten used to it. It's pleas
dexo that is testing a new preview menu. The dining antly surprising."
The new menu items have appeared to be healthier,
hall is testing a two week menu twice in four weeks.
After four weeks, the dining hall menu will become McFerran said, which she appreciates.
"It's not all onions," senior Jeremy White said with a
a hybrid of the old and new menu. That hybrid will add
back in Whitworth favorites such as French Dip Fri laugh.
White said he would like to see some consistency
days and breakfast sandwiches on Wednesday. Gen
within a meal, for example hav
eral manager of Sode xo Jim
ing scrambled eggs at breakfast.
O'Brien said Sodexo hopes
Junior Matthew Rediger has
"The general concept is instead
to start the new menu na
liked the focus on one high qual
tionwide this fall.
of offering, let's say on the grill, ity menu item per dining option.
"It's really a test situation
"I appreciate more grill op
a hamburger, a cheeseburger,
to see if in fact these menus
would be something they grilled cheese, French fries every tions, instead of th e same three
pizza options," he said.
could roll out nationally next
The change in food options is
day,
offer
one
really
good
thing."
fall," O'Brien said.
taking some getting used to for
The number of di shes of
— JIM O'BR IEN
some students.
fered will decrease a little bit
"I am very much a creature of
general manager of Sodexo
in order to increase quality,
habit but it's been a nice change,"
O'Brien said.
senior Jordan Kingma said. "I re
"The general concept is
instead of offering, let's say on the grill, a hamburger, ally only notice at lunch. Lunch is better. I haven't really
a cheeseburger, grilled cheese, French fries e very day, noticed at dinner. It's still a starch, grilled or steamed
vegetable and a meat."
offer one really good thing," O'Brien said.
The new menu also has a stronger focus on vegetar
ian options.
"[Sodexo] is trying to increase both variety and
healthy options that they have in the menus," O'Brien
said.
To gain f eedback on what students did and did not Contact Caitlyn Starkey at
like, surveys will be offered at the en
d of each meal ask cstarkeyl 4@my.whitworth.edu.

Staff Writer

25

Number of strikeouts for Whitworth freshman
pitcher Dan Scheibe in his last two starts
without issuing a walk.
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Estimated millions of refugees, such as
incoming freshman Wilondja Muyoma, across
Africa who have fled their homes due to violent
conflict and persecution.

12

The number of dances performed at the Lu'au,
including several kinds of hulas, a Tahitian
number and a haka, which is an ancient war
dance.
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Number of track and field athletes that have
qualified for the northwest conference track
and field championships.

2

Number of seniors on the Whitworth Softball
team that finished their collegiate careers this
past weekend. Second baseman Sami Parr
and catcher Ashley Greig played in their final
games for the Pirates.
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CHAMBERS Distraction fast helps break
by Melinda Leavitt

ASWU is excited to be done with elections and
begin getting the new folks ready to serve you all
next year and to be the best leaders they can be for
you all! All of t he new coordinators, media heads,
and executives will be going through the budgeting
process during Budget Com mittee (April 23-24) In
order to learn the process of getting money from
ASWU and to start creating their budgets for next
year so that they can put on awesome events next
year.
What else is coming up at the end of th e year?
Good question! Springfest of course is the event you
all should attend. April 28 from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. will
be the official time for this monstrous event of f un
and raising money to support BELIEF. At 10:30 a.m.
there will be a Superhero themed Fun Run,1 p.m.the
craziest mentalist I've ever seen will be in the HUB,
and at 2 p.m. the amazing Mr. Whitworth pa geant
will be going on. On to p of all of these attractions,
there will be a rock wall, lunch picnic on the lawn,
smooth jazz band tunes, booths of craziness, bouncy
toys (because we're all still children at heart), shirts
being sold, games and Frisbee in the Loopand much
more! Rain or shine, this event is going on. Oh, and
I hear there are also rumors of a car show possibly
being a part of the event. Tickets will be sold in order
to participate in the booth events and activities in
order to raise money for BELIEF. Come support the
group by scraping together all of the change you can
find in your pockets, drawers, wallets and cars and
come buy a ton of tickets to be able to participate.
Lastly, I would like to thank allofyouwhocameand
attended all of the town halls that occurred during
the week of April 9-April 12. The administration
appreciates your feedbackand they love hearingyour
questions. Take advantage of those opportunities in
the future as they come up in the coming years. It's a
great way to learn about the university and to mingle
with professors, administrators, and of course, Beck
A. Taylor himself.
Until next time, keep drinking water and don't get
dehydrated from all of the wonderful sunshine.
Contact Melinda Leavitt at
mleavittl2@my.whitworth.edu.

dependence on technology

daily need," Fetzer said. "Growing up, Ididn't have
cable; I got aGamecube when I was 12but we were
only allowed on it for a certain amount of time. I
think when I was 13 I got MySpace, and I was on it
Students at Whitworth are fasting technology for for hours and hours a day. It was really bad, but I
was addicted."
a week to concentrate on "real life" relationships.
Fetzer said she watches TVshows, such as "How
Distraction Fast is an event which encourages
I
Met
Your Mother," as she gets ready or cleans her
people to give up as much technology as they can.
The Distraction Fast, which kicked off April 9 at room.
"I think I'm going to give up Facebook and TV
7 p.m. in the Hixson Union Buil
ding multi-purpose
shows,"
Fetzer said. "I probably watch one or two
room, was lead by senior Caleb Mcllraith and se
TV shows a day."
nior Jenna Hansen.
Sittser said people fast to break a strong-hold
Hansen told the audience how she was brought
up without much technology, especially without and to create a new kind of habit. The fast should
increase one's awareness of bad
social networking sites. Han
habits and show behaviors that
sen said she felt that college
have become addictive.
life pressured students into
"I think technology and
"Our culture is too self-indul
using sites such as Facebook.
gent,"
Sittser said. "The goal is to
things like social media
Mcllraith expressed a con
use technology, not to be used by
cern for the lack of t ime we
give us a false sense of
it."
spend with our friends, and
Sittser warned the audience
accomplishment and
said he hoped that students
that technology would always be
who take part in this program
satisfaction..."
a part of their lives and they have
will gain a sense of freedom
to learn how to live with it.
—
JERRY
SITTSER
from technology.
"The ultimate benefit from this
"I think technology and
professor of theology
fast is a greater presence," Sittser
things like social media give
said. "I call this 'The fast of re
us a false sense of accom
pentance.'"
plishment and satisfaction
Sittser went on to give a udience members ad
with a relationship by allowing us to connect with
people virtually without actually having to enter vice about how tobreak their bad patterns, such as
into a relationship with the person," Mcllraith said. never allowing yourself to text in front of another
Mcllraith went on to describe how he hoped person, or to turn your phone off when in the com
students wouldn't always depend on technology pany of others.
Mcllraith invited participants to come together
for entertainment and social activity.
"It's something that people do without even re every evening this week, between 5:50-6:30 p.m.
ally thinking about it," Mcllraith said. "I remember in the HUB, to get dinner and to discuss the chal
my freshman year being really frustrated because lenges and successes of their fast.
Mcllraith summed up his goal for the week as
we'd just watch movies all the time. We didn't even
having more people living in the moment rather
question it."
Hansen and Mcllraith invited audience mem than being connected to people all over the place
bers to share their experiences with technology at one time.
"What I'm hoping people will realize is how
with each other before inviting professor of Theol
great it can be just to be present where you are,"
ogy Jerry Sittser to speak.
Junior Veronica Fetzer who attended the event Mcllraith said.
said technology becomes too much of a distraction
from work and sometimes damages her friend
ships as she is more likely to text friends rather
than walk across the hall to talk to them.
Contact Samantha Payne at
"I think this is something college students espe- spaynel 5@my.whitworth.edu.

Samantha Payne
StaffWriter

This week: "Now concerning the
collection..."

Scan this QR code with your smart
phone to see the ASWU weekly minutes.

j.Wnn PRFS

Worship
8:00 a.m. - contemporary
9:30 a.m. - contemporary
10:45 a.m. - traditional
11:01 a.m. - contemporary

m

Photographer: Corey Hage, courtesy of Waggener Edstrom Worldwide

Incoming freshman Wilondja Muyoma's journey has taken him from the Congo to Rwanda, then to Seattle. In the fall, Muyoma will com
e to Whitworth.

Congo escapee joins incoming freshmen
attended he mostly spoke French. Muy to help reconnect families that might
oma said that in Bukavu everyone lives have been separated during the war.
in a tightly knit area. He said everyone After nearly three years of searching for
Whitworth University sends out let is so close that he would consider the his family, Muyoma learned his parents
ters of ac ceptance to new students all members of h is community to be like were located back in the Congo.
Not wanting to risk going back to Bu
over the world. This year, a letter of relatives. He cared deeply for his friends
kavu, Muyoma was
acceptance was sent to the home of and family.
taken to an over
Muyoma's home
Wilondja Muyoma, a 19-year-old liv
"The [refugee] camp was crowded, Englishing in Seattle. Muyoma, like many other was directly af
refugee
prospective students, came to visit the fected by one of the
such a blessing because speaking
camp. Mapendo
Whitworth campus last November and deadliest wars in
Mapendo International International, also
fell in love with the university. He at Africa's history, the
as Refugetended a few classes and said he was Second Congo War.
was there and offered to known
Point, is an orga
A pe ace treaty was
very impressed with the school.
nization that hap
take me to America"
"I v isited several other colleges but signed in 2003 but
pened to be visiting
my experiences at Whitworth were so fighting prevailed
— WILONDJA MUYOMA
Muyoma's camp at
different and unique," Muyoma said. in the eastern part
that time. Refuge"And as I did more research on the of' Congo. When
incoming freshman
Point goes to Kenya
school, I saw what an amazing job they- Muyoma was 12,
are doing in academics and I wanted to the war that brought malnutrition and to assist families and individuals flee
go there."
disease was forcing young men to join ing war who need urgent and lifesaving
He is now looking forward to study the army and leave their families. All of help. The foundation works with the
ing philosophy and economics and those conditions became too much for United States and the U.N. to identify
perhaps taking a few French classes.
Muyoma and he decided it was time to durable solutions for people in danger.
"The camp was such a blessing, be
Muyoma is soon planning to pack up leave.
his things and make the trek from Se"Congo is pretty close to Rwanda, so cause Mapendo International was there
we decided just to run there," Muyoma and offered to take me to America,"
atde to Spokane.
The transition should be quite easy said. "But along the way, my parents got Muyoma said. "They offered me safety
from the Congo and a chance to study
for him, for his journey to Whitworth lost and we were separated."
began in the Democratic Republic of
There is estimated to be nearly 3 mil in America and get a real education."
The youngest of t he group, Muyoma
Congo. Specifically, he has traveled lion refugees across Africa who have
from the city Bukavu in Eastern Congo. fled their homes due to violent conflict was the only one under 18 to travel to
Muyoma's native tongue is Swahili, and persecution. There is a program America. He and several others left Nai
but at the private Christian school he established in Kenya that is designed robi and flew to Europe, then to New

Jennifer Ingram

StaffWriter

York, and finally to Seattle.
"It was a very long flight, but just
knowing I was going back to school
made it worth it," Muyoma said.
Muyoma settled into his new home
in Seattle and quickly taught himself
to speak English fluently. He said when
he came to America he was excited to
learn about business. So, he applied
for an internship with Microsoft in the
summer of 2011 and was one of 250 fi
nalists accepted into the program.
"I had no clue what it was going to be
like," Muyoma said.
Muyoma was put into a group which
would focus on the social aspect of
marketing in the U.S. He w orked with
real Microsoft clients and learned per
suasive marketing skills to get people to
buy his products.
Muyoma then decided it was time to
start a new chapter of hi s life. He was
accepted into Whitworth's Act Six pro
gram and is excited to move to Spokane
and live on campus.
"When I visited I really liked East
and Duvall," Muyoma said. "But as I re
searched more, BJ looks fun because it's
all freshmen and it's a close and tight
community, kind of like m y home was
in Bukavu."
Contact Jennifer Ingram at
jingraml 3@my. whitworth.edu.
+
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Open dialogue benefits honors program
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on April 12 addressed how the Honors program will
make use of internships and study abroad.
Senior Danny Gubitz participated in both meet

Staff Writer

ings.
;
"I want to go to [the meetings] because I m inter
ested and invested in Whitworth," Gubitz said. I want
to make sure students have a voice and the faculty
knows that students care."
The honors program proposal went through a
lengthy process before getting to that point, commit
tee member Kathryn Picanco, assistant professor of
education, said in the Tuesday
meeting, including being present
. £
ed to the Curriculum Oversight
tsfot Open
Committee. Starting an honors
and faculty members concerned dialogue [about the hOHOTS
program has been discussed by
with the honors program met last
.. . „ . , „
faculty for 10 or 15 years, Neder
program]
indefinitely.
week in two open meetings to an
said. The Honors program Steer
swer student questions as well as
— ADAM NEDE R
ing Committee began about two
brainstorm ideas, which would
months ago and is continuing to
honors
program
steering
be shared with the rest of the hon
settle the details of h ow the pro
ors program steering committee.
committee member
gram will work.
Committee member Adam
The students and faculty pres
Neder, associate professor of the
ent at the Thursday meeting considered the question
ology, facilitated the first meeting.
"What incentive will the committee have in not of what would qualify an internship or study abroad
hearing what you all have to say?" Neder asked the trip at the honors level. Another question was how
students. "The idea is for open dialogue indefinitely," honors students with incoming credits will participate
in the offered classes.
Neder later said.
"There's a tremendous amount of research that
The meeting on April 10 focused on the community
impact and aspects of research, while the meeting went into the initial proposal," Picanco said. "I know

The announcement of Whitworth's new honors
program last month caused a variety of reactions
among students. At the town hall meeting on March
8, some students felt faculty listened to student opin
ions while having already decided their minds in favor
of the honors program, and therefore there wouldn't
be any use voicing concerns about the future of the
program.
According to the honors pro
gram steering committee, that is
an untrue assumption. Students
The idea

1 „ seem tn
koira iissues
' C C I I P C TAritVi hnu
some_ people
to have
with how fast it
has gone' through, because students have not known
about it for very long."
One original concern of the faculty was that the
Honors program would create a two-tiered culture of
honors and non-honors students, Neder said. Other
issues included how to fund courses and fit classes
with teachers. The suggestion of implementing the
Honors program also presented the question of why
the Program would be needed unless it reflected that
current classes are not good enough.
"The honors courses are supposed to be innovative
in pedagogies, and it encourages experimental think
ing," Neder said.
Picanco said the honors program courses would fo
cus on depth, complexity and interdisciplinary stud
ies.
The program is expected to accept 140 freshmen
for next year and will offer six classes in fall 2012 for
entering freshmen. The whole program is planned to
grow to about 25 offered courses. Students who are
ineligible for honors would be able to appeal where
space was available.
"I think [the honors program is] important because
anything that desires to stimulate intellectual devel
opment can be a catalyst for students who want to go
deeper," Buckham said.

Contact Emily Roth at
erothl4@my.whitworth.edu.
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IF YOU W ANT FLEXIBLE
SUMMER CLASSES,
OUR Q UESTION IS :

YOUR PLACE

oOH
3 & 6-WEEK CLASSES ON CAMPUS OR ONLINE

m

hitworth gives you more options. For summer, those options include the summer class schedule. Attend
accelerated th ree-week a nd s ix-week cl asses in the d ay o r e vening. Or, o pt fo r o nline op tions for the
• ultimate flexibility. All this at a greatly reduced tuition. The schedule is available on WhitNet, of c ourse.
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Photographer: GregMoser
• Junior Jack Dunbar (left) danced the Haka, an ancient Maori war dance in the Whitworth Hawaiian
Club Lu'au. The Haleakala dance (right) was also performed along with 11 other dances — several
kinds were hulas and a Tahiti
an number called 'Show Me Your Fa'arupu.'

«D© the MmW H4Y

Whitworth and community spend evening on the islands for 42nd annual Lu'au
Natalie Moreno
Staff Writer

Among the other performers was
Another highlight was the solo per
formance by freshman Seneka Viernes. freshman Jade Faletoi.
Faletoi originally joined the Hawai
Freshman Iris Chavez was impressed
ian Club because she said all the is
One was instantly greeted by leis, by the numerous dances.
island music and an aroma that made
"My favorite dance was the one landers are in it. She was excited to
be dancing in six of
one's mouth salivate while walking into that looked very
the Fieldhouse Saturday, April 14. The hard to do with all "My favorite dance was the 12 performances
and was glad that the
Whitworth Hawaiian Club, also known the hip shaking,"
the one that looked very Hawaiian Club had
as Na Pu'uwai of Hawai'i, presented Chavez said, refer
hard to do with all the the event because it
their 42nd annual Lu'au with the theme ring to the Tahitian
helped to "showcase
"Do the Hula."
dance titled 'Show
hip shaking."
their culture."
The event combined both tradition Me Your Fa'arupu,'
But, there was an
— IRIS CHAVEZ
al foods and cultural entertainment which was choreo
other thing Faletoi
which showcased the many talents of graphed by alum
freshman
looked forward to
the club members.
Keilah Fanene.
even more.
Sophomore Joshua Beeksma intro
While all the
"I'm most excited for the food," Fale
duced the festivities and e'mceed the performances were impressive, the
event. He elaborated on the history and Waikiki Hula was memorable. This spe toi said. "It has been so long since I've
background of the various dances for cific hula, which refers to "a vibrant city had it."
Sophomore Brittany Hoppe also en
the audience.
that is next to the whispering sea and
There were 12 dances performed filled with the fragrance of seaweed," joyed the food.
including several kinds of hula s, a Ta- featured several members of Whit
"The food was delicious and I really
hitian number and a haka, which is an worth faculty and staff including Presi liked it," Hoppe said. "I love trying food
ancient war dance.
dent Beck Taylor.
that's different and not what I'muse to."

The menu included poi, teriyaki beef
and Haupia, a traditional Hawaiian
dessert created with coconut milk and
sugar.
During the entertainment, club pres
ident junior Sarah Sagarang spoke and
thanked the many contributors and
participants.of the night's festivities.
Whitworth's Hawaiian Club began
in 1970 and was founded by Hawaiian
student Curt Kekuna. The club's goal is
to share Hawaiian culture with both the
Whitworth and Spokane community
and to build an "ohana," or family, for
the students from Hawaii.

Contact Natalie Moreno at
nmorenol 4@my.whitworth.edu.
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Recent Events:
Thursday, April 12
Great Decisions Lecture
— David Wolman
Former Fulbright journalism fellow
and author David Wolman discussed
the role that social media played in the
Arab Spring protests on April 11 in the
Robinson Teaching Theatre.
Wolman's focus was on how social
media, namely Facebook, allowed pro
testers. in Egypt to communicate with
each other during this pivotaltime.
"Without the ability to communicate,
a revolution can lose momentum very
quickly," Wol man said. "Facebook al
lowed conversation to continue, which
kept this movement alive."
Sophomore theology major JoshSilver
said he was moved by Wolman's point
about social media being an essentially
insuppressible force.
"I thought it was a compelling idea
that could have a major influence in any
modem country," Silver said.

Nick Meisner

Staff Writer

Upcoming:

=

Saturday, April 14
Laser Tag and Dance Night

Monday, April 23
Shakespeare in the HUB

Saturday, April 28
Walk "ARR" Run Charity Fundraiser

Whitworth put on a Laser Tag a nd
Dance Night in the FTUB Saturday night
Laser tag was in the main part of th e
HUB, w hile all the dance was in the
multi-purpose room. The event was a
chance for students to get together and
enjoy a Saturday night on campus.
"Laser tag was pretty fun," junior Nick
Brunner said. "The g uns were kind of
unresponsive, and sometimes it was
hard to tellwhose team you were on,but
that just made it that much more crazy
in there."
While student dances are frequent at
Whitworth, laser tagwas an excitingand
new addition to the possibilities for oncampus student nightlife.

In honor of William Shakespeare's
birthday, students enrolled in upper di
vision English literature courses will be
presenting some scenes from their texts.
"Students from two classes, a Shake
speare class and a Medieval Lit class,
will be performing four to five scenes
— mostly Shakespeare, with a little me
dieval drama," Whitworth English litera
ture professor Doug Sugano said. "It'll
be fun; a lot of comed y, a lot of drama
and cake."
Celebrate Shakespeare's birthday by
stopping bythe HUBduring lunch on
Monday. Grab some cake and watch
a fewscenes from one of the greatest
English playwrights in history. The
event will be in LiedSquare from noon
to 12:30 p.m.

Whitworth invites students to partici
pate in a charity run that benefits Plan
International USA. The eventis a 5krace
around campus.
Plan International USA is anon-profit
organization that focuses on children's
health and education in third world
countries.
"Our vision is of a world in which all
children realize their full potentialin so
cieties that respect people's rights and
dignity," according to their website.
Moving from one community to the
next, Plan works to promise futures that
are worthy ofall children's potential.
Whitworth students and faculty are
given the opportunity to support thisor
ganization by coming out to either walk
or run on Saturday at 10:30 a.m. in the
Loop.

Contact Nick Meisner at nmeisnerl3@my.whitworth.edu.

Food review:

White House mobile
serves garlic on the go
Elise Van Dam

Staff Writer
Everyone knows garlic keeps the
vampires away, but at the White House
Garlic Mobile on Division Street, the
savory taste of garlic is what keeps the
customers coming back for more.
Owner Raleigh Johnston's original
plan was to take the mobile and travel
around to cater various events and par
ties, but after a positive turnout from
the Pig Out in the Park event down
town, he decided to move the mobile
to a more permanent place on 6022
North Division St around Thanksgiving
of 2011. Joh nston said he believes that
the mobile has had a positive impact
on the other White House restaurants
located on the South Hill a nd in Post
Falls, Idaho.
"The mobile is a great marketing
tool," Johnston said. "It gets people to
go to the South Hill location."
While the restaurants have a wider
variety of Mediterranean food options,

the mobile still serves favorites like the
Spicy Garlic Chicken Spring Bowl and
the Chicken Fettuccine. Johnston said
everything is made fresh to-go and has
the same quality as the food at other
restaurants.
Fresh garlic is included in every dish
in some way from garlic sauteed vege
tables to meat seasoned with garlic. The
item that Johnston likes new customers
to try is the Spicy Garlic Chicke
n Spring
Bowl.
"It's perfect for newbies," Johnston
said. "If I get them to try it, they always
come back for more."
Another popular item on the menu is
the Chicken Fettuccine, which custom
er and Whitworth junior Colby Davis
tried at the Post Falls location.
"It's so good," junior Colby Davis
said. "It's the perfect mix of garlic and
creamy. It's something you would want
to eat when you are having a bad day."
Even though the Chicken Fettuccine
looked tasty, I decided because I am a
"newbie" to the mobile and it is now of-

Photographer: Cathy Bronson
The White House Garlic Mobile, located on 6022 N. Division St, serves Mediter
ranean food with fresh garlic incorporated in some way in every dish.
ficially spring I should try the Spicy Gar
lic Chicken Spring Bowl. Originally this
savory bowl consists of sauteed veg
etables, chicken, garbanzo beans, feta
and rice, but because I am not a huge
fan of ga rbanzo beans I substituted in
green beans. Despite the substitution,
the dish was amazing. It w as hot and
fresh. The garlic was not overpowering,
the vegetables were not overcooked,
the chicken was tender and juicy and
the rice was rich with flavor. An added
bonus was garlic bread on the side,
which I loved.
The meal cost was around $11, which
might seem a little expensive to some

people, but the meal was worth the
price. The serving size was huge in my
opinion; I could have shared it with
someone or made two meals out of it.
So my advice is that if you are a vam
pire, stay away from the White House
Garlic Mobile. But if you are in need of
some fresh Mediterranean cuisine with
a garlic twist, then head on over and in
dulge in some great food.

Contact Elise Van Dam at
evandaml3@my.whitworth.edu.

Documentary sparks frank
talk about women in media
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Samantha Payne
Staff Writer

A panel sparked discussion amongst students and
staff about traditional gender roles, the church's at
titude toward women, marriage and stereotypes por
trayed by the media, after a showing of the documen
tary "Miss Representation."
The film is narrated by Jennifer Siebel Newsom, an
expectant mother who fears how a world shaped by
the media will affect her daughter's life. She said the
media portrays an ideal woman that women buy into
and it leads them to self-objectification, depression,
Photographer: Michael Locatell
and lower confidence and ambition.
East
R
esident
Director
Kyle Lantz served as a
"Miss Representation" addressed the degradation
of women in advertisements, movies, cartoons, poli panelist for the discussion about the documen
tary "Miss Representation."
tics, business andnews.
English professor Pam Parker was part of the panel men, and whether "feminism" was a good term.
"Personally, I struggle to call myself a feminist be
discussion and urged the audience to be conscious of
cause I feel that it's known as a negative term and
their media purchases.
"Think about the images you're supporting with you don't want to be a feminist because people are
going to look at you and think you hate men or that
your money," Parker said.
Women who have made ittothetopof their profes women should rule the world," Youngsaid. "I believe
sion — including Lisa Ling, Condoleezza Rice, Katie in equality, that women and men should be working
Couric and Rachel Maddow — were in terviewed in together. I don't believe one should be better than the
the film. Each of themadmitted that for women to be other."
Junior Greg Wight, who helped put on the event,
accepted in a position of power there would need to
said he definitely considers himself a feminist in
be a "kind of psychological breakthrough."
In the film Newsom said there have been a few some areas, but is hesitant to call himself that. He
more than 30 women who have served as governors said he would rather share ideas than be labeled.
"It's about an equality be
in America. She said there are
tween male and female, but
more women in politics in Cuba,
"I really want to empower it's often understood as 'we're
Iraq and Afghanistan.
women and we're going to take
women to be proud of
• Sophomore Mackenzie Young
over,"' Wight said.
said she found watching the film
what we're capable of and
Sophomore Andy Rowland
difficult as it made her realize
I don't want our fears to said he recognizes the challenge
how women were being objec
women face and is also con
tified and portrayed unrealistihold us back."
cerned by the portrayal of mas
cally by the mass media.
culinity in the media.
— MACKENZIE YOUNG
"It was very intense and it
"I feel like men have certain
made me aware of everything
sophomore
alpha types that are portrayed
that has been ingrained in me
in the media and a lot of it is the
and that has shaped me and how
wrong a lot ofit is," Young said. "It broke my heart, ac hyper masculine - you know, ifyou're not big, strong
tually. I think it's something that everyone needs to and fighting explosions then you're not a real man,"
Rowland said. "So it is a challenge that men face,
see or hear or at least begin to talk about."
Young said she hasn't bought a pop magazine since too, and certain aspects such as cooking, sewing and
high school because she didn't like the false portrayal cleaning are not portrayed as masculine and meant
of women, but has now noticed how those images are for men."
Rowland said he felt the misrepresentation of
everywhere, including her seemingly innocent travel
women by the media also affects men's psychology
magazine.
"We pu t too much pressure on ourselves," Young concerning women.
"I think it gives women a false sense of beauty and
said. "After seeing this it makes me want to tear those
pages right out of my magazine. I compare myself all men a very narrow view of beauty — that a woman
the time to these images, which is sad because I know must fit this criteria of skinny waist and large boobs,"
they're false, but it's hard not to."
Rowland said.
Addressing the audience, Parker encouraged fe
Wondering about where to go from here, Young
said she intends to start with practical changes by en male students to use their voices.
"It's not enough women, to be good girls," Parker
couraging her female friends.
"I really want to empower women to be proud of said. "It's not enough to get good grades, you have to
what we're capable of an d I don't want our fears to speak up."
hold us back," Young said.
One issue debated by students after the event was Contact Samantha Payne at
how negative stereotypes affect both women and spaynel5@my.whitworth.edu.

Here is a look into the Whitworthian archives
to see what Whifworth was like back in the day.
Articles printed as archived.

Looking At Spring Fashions

April 16,1937

TWILL AND COVERT .AND TRICOTINE suits are
in the news. Usually they are in NAVY O R GREY,
ALSO IN BEIGE for this spring.
THERE ARE LOTS OF NEW NECKLINES: SQUARE
ONES, BOAT-SHAPED, A NEW "V" that is very nar
row, and a delightful new THREE-CORNERED one.
JACKETS ARE OFTEN COLLARLESS. Many of the
new ones are CUTAWAYS. Very, very short ones are
new. Boleros are growing much more important in
the wardrobe picture.
CONTRASTING EDGINGS ARE TERRIBLY
SMART. RICKRACK NOVELTY BRAID, CORDED
EDGES, PIPINGS, AND BIA FOLD BINDINGS are all
being used a great deal.
HAND-RUN STITCHING i s another new decid
edly new note. We find that this stitching goes under
the name of SADDLE STITCHING. Many of the new
sports dresses are trimmed in this manner.
WIDELY SPACED PRINTS are very clever, and also
infinitely more COLORFUL than ever before.
PEPLUMS are in. We see EMBROIDERED TRIM
MINGS on everything. It's smart to have a FLASHOF
COLOR FOR CONTRAST.
GAY COLORED COATS ARE EVERYWHERE.
Aren't they dashing? News of the evening: BOR
DERED HEMLINES—BARE SHOULDERS. HAIR
ORNAMENTS PLACED ON TOP OF THE HEAD IN
FRONT. FULLER AND FULLER SKIRTS.
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Photographer: Linnea Goold
Junior Morgan Gilbert performed as part of the Vagina Monologues last Wednesday. The Vagina Monologues, written by Eve Ensler, seeks to release the
taboo associated with talking about women's sexuality. The performance also speaks against sexual abuse and gives a chance for victims to be supported.

Monologues empower women against abuse
but not everyone realizes the greater theme of raising
awareness of sexual abuse.
Senior English and theatre major Isabel Nelson
said the issue of sexual abuse is a tender and impor
Hie room was full of many different faces. Some ity."
King went on to put some commonly held rumors tant subject that the Monologues brings up and cre
were bothered and uneasy, some were simply curi
ates an environment for victims to connect through.
of
the
production to rest.
ous, but most were looking for greater understanding.
"That's what this event means to me," Nelson said.
"It's not a man-bashing event," King said.
Whitworth hosted its third rendition of the Vagina
Empowering women in accepting their sexuality "Approaching someone you're afraid of and say, 'You
Monologues lastWednesday at 7p.m. in the Robinson
Teaching Theatre. It provided further understanding is a strong theme and contrary to some belief, not at shared something and I want to share something.' It
the expense of men. But one student argues that the makes people courageous in a scary way."
to that uncomfortable subject: the vagina.
At the end of the
Most are familiar with the Vagina Monologues, theme might come across
show, audience and cast
written by Eve Ensler, and what they are seeking to too strong and no longer
"That's what this event means
members are asked to
inspire. The general idea is to release the taboo as applies to our generation.
stand if th ey have been
"Seeing the signs for the
sociated with talking about women's sexuality and
to me — ap proaching someone
victims of sexu al abuse.
for women to gain an appreciation and acceptance Vagina Monologues, per
you're afraid of and say, 'You
The desire is to let those
of the lady friend between their legs. The message is sonally I think it's ridicu
men and women know
clear during the performance, but what one might lous," senior mathematics
shared something and I want to
that they are not alone.
'find surprising is the student body's reaction to the major Stephanie Semb said.
share something.' It makes people
"Yes I live in a man's world,
"I have a responsibil
Monologues.
ity at the end to stand up
During the day prior to the performance, Whit and I understand that.
courageous in a scary way."
and encourage people
worth students around campus were asked to give More women are becom
_— ISABEL NELSON
to be honest, but not
their overall reaction to the Monologues: if they were ing empowered and that's
push them to be uncom
going, why or why not and what they thought the great, but personally I'm al
senior
fortable," Nelson said.
Monologues were about. These were some of the re ready empowered and I've
embraced my womanhood,
"Someone deciding we
sponses.
Diana Cron, junior sociology major, discussed her or my vagina, and I really don't feel the need to push can't have the Vagina Monologues might hurt some
that issue."
general conception of what the show was about.
people, and some people may never know but the
One may think that the Vagina Monologues is a person that it does affect starts to feel boxed in."
"I guess I think of women talking about difficult ex
periences they've had because they're women," Cron feminist production that pushes girl power, but dur
Next time the Vagina Monologues come around, be
ing the panel after the production, the deeper themes aware there will be talk about vaginas, but there are
said.
Lindsay Evans, senior psychology major, said the really stood out.
other themes that may inspire deep questions.
"The core message really is stand against sexual
Monologues aren't exactly something she finds nec
"It really makes you focus on individual femininity
abuse and violence," said Brittany Roach, senior po and what makes you a woman," senior communica
essary.
"I would never go toit," Evans said. "It's just so fem litical science major and also the special and cultural tions major Breezy Moser said. "You definitely leave
inist. It would be like if guys had a penis monologue, events coordinator for ASWU. "It's a stand for women thinking, 'OK, I'm a woman, so what do I think of my
to claim a part of who we are inour sexuality. If we do vagina?"'
and that would be ridiculous."
Jessica King, senior psychology major, talked about not claim this aspect of ourselves, someone else can."
her reaction to the production after having seen it
During the panel discussion the theme was further
hashed out. The Monologues do talk about the vagina Contact Jacqueline Goldman at
previously.
"I was really nervous when I went to go see them," and ail its "glory" and the focus tends to be on that,
jgoldmanl 3@my.whitworth.edu.

Jacqueline Goldman
Staff Writer

King said. "I thought it was going to be a bunch of

feminist stuff, and it is, but a lot of it is a comedy, so
it's funny. It's a good discussion about female sexual

Book review:

Young adult feoffiks offer
valuable insight for adults

Content found in the "I Saw You" section are
student submissions and do not necessarily
reflect the opinion of TheWhitworthian.

Nerissa Kresge
StaffWriter
Last m onth, Time Magazine columnist Joel Stein
wrote a column about why adults should not read
young adult literature. The article is written after
months of walking into coffee shops and seeing
adults glued to their copy of "The 1 Hunger Games,"
years of listening to adults support "Team Edward"
or "Team Jacob," and a decade of adults referencing
"muggles" and "quidditch."
Stein's contention is that young adult literature
does not contain the depth, or the advanced level of
writing adults should be reading. If an adult reads a
young adult book, he or she is automatically forfeit
ing his or her ability to learn and grow from thepiece
of literature, and should therefore be ashamed and
hide in the corner.
"I'm sure all those books are well-written," Stein
wrote. "So is 'Horton Hatches the Egg.' But Horton
doesn't have the depth of language and character as
literature written for people who have stopped physi
cally growing."
Well, Mr. Stein, there are many people who would
fervently argue against such statements.
If Stein's belief is that all "literature" is well-written
and contains highly developed characters and plots,
has he read some of the romance novels out there?
Young adult literature is one of the few mediums
that allow adults a peephole into the tumultuous lives
of teenagers.
Chris Crutcher, local young adult author, recently
spoke in an English class at Whitworth about the
worth of young adult literature. He said he believes
that young adult literature illustrates how teenagers
struggle with finding their autonomy and growing up.
"[It he lps adults] understand what [students] are
going through," Crutcher said. "They're coming of
age, but they aren't there yet."
Along with struggling with identity issues, young
adult literature can talk about hard-hitting issues like
abandonment, sex, drug use and abuse.
Caitlin Pawlowski, a junior elementary education
major, believes reading young adult literature gives
her an insight into some of the different struggles her
future students might have growing up.
"I think it's really important for me to understand
the struggle," Pawlowski said.
As for Stein's theory that characters are under
developed, one might argue that Katniss from The
Hunger Games" is just as much a heroine as any
"adult" heroine.
"Talk ab out empowerment," Crutcher said. She
scares me to death."
Some recently released young adult books that
have received a great deal of enthusiasm and praise
are "The Fault in Our Stars" by John Green, "Why We
Broke up" by Daniel Handler, and "Girl M eets Boy.
Because There are Two Sides to Every Story' edited
by Kelly Milner Halls.
"The Fault in Our Stars" follows Hazel, a terminal
cancer-stricken teenager who meets a boy in her sup
port group for kids with cancer. Hazel tackles life is
sues with a blunt humorous approach that leaves
readers wondering if they should be crying or laughing.
"John Green writes incredible, honest truths about

{I SAW!}
Miss Touch My Hair
I saw you touch my hair when I was not looking.
After I noticed what you did, you smiled at me. I
saw that twinkle in your eye. It was such an honor,
you made my day Miss Touch my Hair.

Surprise at the Theatre
You two sitting in the front row at Almost, Maine,
I saw the hand holding, the looks, and the sparkle
in your eye. Budding couple, I salute you.

Thank You
I saw you playing Frisbee in the Loop one sunny
afternoon. We had never met before but you ran
up to me, said you'd like to get to know me better,
and invited me out for coffee. Not many guys will
so boldly ask a girl out like that. We like that kind
of confidence! Thanks for our coffee date and I
hope you continue being Prince Charming and
sweeping girls off their feet!:)

Workout Trio
Graphic Artist: Maria Ladd
the secret, weird hearts of human beings," wrote au
thor E. Lockhart. "He makes me laugh and gasp at the
beauty of a sentence or the twist of a tale. He is one of
the best writers alive and I am seething with envy of
his talent."
In "Why We Broke Up," th e main character, Min,
returns a box of things to her first love and details in
a letter, item by item, the reason why they broke up.
The book is highly relatable to adults and teenagers
alike. Who does not remember their first love and the
heartache that followed?
"It's easy to predict how Handler's story will
conclude from the book's few pages," wrote Susan
Carpenter from The Los Angeles Times. "It's more
difficult to take such an everyday tragedy with a pre
dictable ending and elevate it to an end point of en
during, emotionally effective art.
"Girl Meets Boy" is a collection of short stories ed
ited by Spokane author Kelly Milner Halls. Each story
is told from the girl's perspective and the boy's per
spective by some of today's top young adult authors.
"The stories are thus surprising and varied, avoid
ing any sort of formulaic treatment of relationship dy
namics and giving full weight to the complexities of
what can happen when a girl meets a boy," wrote the
Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books.
Unlike what Stein adamantly believes, each one of
these books take on issues both teenagers and adults
can relate to and learn from. Death, sexuality, love,
helplessness and heartbreak fill these pages making
each one of th em more than just a frivolous, young
adult book.

Contact Nerissa Kresge at
nkresge!2@my.whitworth.edu.

I saw you three ladies in the gym and you were
doing some crunches. Then all of a sudden one of
you farted. Nice tone!

Bagel Stealer
I saw you take all those bagels out of Sedexo and
I just wanted to let you know that no matter how
"cool" you consider yourself to be that wasn't cool
at all!

You Ask, I'll Say Yes
I see you every Tuesday and Thursday catching
my eye across the room. Maybe asking you to cof
fee was too ambiguous. How about a real date?

Scan QR code to submit your own I Saw You
on your mobile device.
Submissions published as received.

Seen someone? Submit your 7saw you' (limited
to 50 words) online at thewhitworthian.com.
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Whitworth purity culture can be harmful
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ROSIE BROWN
COLUMNIST
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NEW COURSE

CHRISTIAN
5EXUAUTY

Whitworth student leadership was recently invit
ed to a lecture by Dr. Donna Freitas, author of "Sex
and the Soul." As a theology professor at Boston Uni
versity, her students' interest in the prevalence of
"hook-up culture" on college campuses spurred her
to initiate an in-depth study across the nation on the
correlations between spirituality and sexuality. Her
results were astounding, and she found that hook
up culture was decidedly disliked by the majority of
college students, who felt obligated to participate in
it so they would fit in with their peers.
Her research also led to some shocking results.
MRS 101
She found that the evangelical schools (Whitworth
is an example of o ne, though she did not mention
whether it participated in her study) were a com
pletely separate species horn the other universities
in her study. Rather than a prevalent hook-up cul
ture, evangelical schools showed a strong "purity
culture," where students felt a very strong pressure
toward being abstinent and sexually pure. Frei
tas mentioned that she had to change her interview
techniques when collecting data from evangelical
schools. Rather than asking, "Have you ever had
"...and people wonder why we have trouble with Ring By Spring."
sex?" she started these interviews with, "Have you
ever been kissed?"
When she shared this particular story, there were
Graphic Artist: Hannah Charlton
quite a few stifled chuckles in the audience, because,
let's face it, we all recognize that Whitworth fits well And, as a senior at Whitworth who has lived on cam thing, and whether it is at apublic secular university
into this category of purity culture. And it's not a pus for three years, I can confidently agree with the or Whitworth, it is a present issue. If there is one goal
bad thing. I p ersonally have never experienced the accuracy of these sentiments. Perhaps not everyone that purity culture has, it is this: to understand the
hook-up culture, where students feel more obligat has felt it, but one thing is certain: it is impossible to true, God-given purpose of o ur sexuality and use it
ed to become sexually active but remain emotion be perfect. Moral perfection can never be attained. properly. If there is secrecy, judgment and oppres
It's a lesson that comes inevi sion tied to purity culture, true understanding of this
ally unattached in order to fit in.
tably on the journey of a Chris purpose will be lost to the community. God made us,
If anything, being surrounded by
God made us, man and tian, which explains the need man and woman, sexual organs and all. So, why ig
a purity culture has, for the most
for God's grace to humanity.
nore the conversation?
part, been a positive influence on
woman, sexual organs
That being said, purity cul
If you have any questions or want to speak to
students. Right?
and all. So why ignore the ture, where there is a strong someone, do not hesitate to contact the Health Cen
Well, here's the kicker. Frei
moral standard for college stu ter. You can also talk to any professor whom you
tas mentioned the negative sideconversation?
dents to meet in their personal trust, an RA, ot her student leader or a friend. The
effects that she witnessed in the
lives in a social environment, greatest problem with purity culture is the attached
purity culture. First, students
often mentioned that there was a secrecy around is oppressive. I'm sure that oppression is an unin assumption that the community will not be support
sexual activity. This built an environment of ta boo, tentional sentiment, but it's true. College students, ive. If there is anything I have learned at Whitworth,
distrust and deception among students. Second, who generally range from 17 to 25 years old, need to it is that we are never alone. We are never without a
students complained that their sexuality was being know they are in a safe environment, where tough shoulder to lean on or a helping hand to hold.
oppressed. According to the interviews, students questions can be asked without judgment.
felt they could not be honest about their sexuality or
I o nce heard the saying, "Turn on the light, and
seek support or advice on the subject because they the darkness disappears." I strongly disagree. Jesus
would be judged.
came into a dark world of sinners so he could bring
BROWN is a senior majoring ininternational business.
When Freitas mentioned the problems associated us into the light. Likewise, we cannot ignore the Comments can be sent to
with purity culture, the audience seemed to agree. "dark areas" or difficult subjects. Sexuality is a real rbrownl3@my.whitworth.edu.

Graphic Artist: EvaKiviranta

Campus community ideal stifles adventure
SARAH BERENTSON
COLUMNIST

Whitworth has many key words and phrases that
will perk the ears of Whitworthians for the rest of
their lives: worldview, pinecone and Core to name a
few. A big one is community. Community is a Chris
tian ideal that Whitworth expands on and has made
its own. We pride ourselves on the importance of
Traditiation, an event that allows freshmen to inte
grate into their new community. Dorms hold Prime
Times' almost every evening; there are small groups,
clubs, hall dates, hall meetings and a handful of oth
er ways that students can meet other people and find
their own niche in the world of Whitworth.
Though I roll my eyes when I have to write about
community, or even hear the word sometimes, I
have found it is one of the aspects of Whitworth I
value most. I appreciate that community is a valu
able and important quality of campus life because it
extends outside the social circle and into the athletic
and academic realm, as well. My experience at Whit
worth has been valuable because I have developed
sincere relationships in every community I have
been involved with.
I-

However, the very thing that many of u s value as All are affordable and delicious. Did you know that
one of Whitworth's best qualities is also one of its new music is at your fingertips in Spokane? lust
most stifling. Many Whitworth students leave with check out the Pacific Northwest Inlander for recom
positive notions of Whitworth, but negative notions mended shows. The nightlife is lively, too. There are
co-ops, such as Main Market,
of Spokane. Whitworth's com
and farmers markets. There
munity lacks only its failure to
Though I appreciate the
are Spokane-wide events like
include the surrounding the
Elk Fest, Pig out in the Park
emphasis on community
community of Spokane. Many
and Bloomsday.
students stay behind the
at Whitworth, I wish there
Though I appreciate the
pinecone curtain, consumed
emphasis on community at
were more off campus
in Whitworth's community.
Whitworth, I wish there were
Spokane is certainly no Se
ventures that clubs put on...
more off-campus ventures
attle, but it isn't'the dump that
that clubs put on that would
many people think it is. Spo
kane offers beautiful parks, a growing music scene, help students find their niche in downtown Spokane
poetry readings, theatre, ice skating, rock climbing, throughout their four years here.
Whitworth needs to expand its mentality about
laser tag, etc. Whitworth doesn't help students ex
perience Spokane. Because we are isolated in our community and truly extend (at least metaphorical
campus up north, I admit it is harder to experience ly) the pinecone curtain to the surrounding Spokane
downtown Spokane, but it's also worth it. I know area. Students need to stop bashing Spokane until
that if y ou don't have a car, you have a friend that they give it a shot. Take the community we have de
does because there are certainly a limited number of veloped here, the friendships you have made and go
explore Spokane. You might be surprised what you
parking spaces.
Spokane may not be Utopia, but it does have its find.
perks. Manito Park is beautiful, as is the entire South
Hill. The Centennial trail is perfect for any bike lover.
Walking in Riverfront Park is perfect for a date. The
BERENTSON is a senior majoring in English and
restaurant options are endless. Have you been to Spanish. Comments can be sent to
Neato Burrito, Ultimate Bagel or South Perry Pizza? sberentsonl2@my.whitworth.edu.
+

^ Students with anxiety deserve extra support
en

JASMINE BARNES
In schools there is always talk about how people
with learning disabilities need extra assistance from
teachers and staff. These students sometimes get
special help on assignments and tests that other stu
dents don't. Amongst the students that don't get the
same assistance are students with anxiety disorders.
According to the National Institute of Mental Health,
anxiety disorders affect 18 percent of the adult Ameri
can population. There are students here at Whitworth
who also struggle with anxiety disorders. One student
with an anxiety disorder, who will be named Jane Doe,
shared her experience here at Whitworth.
For Doe, living in a- large dorm is unimaginable.
"Anything bigger than Stewart would freak me out."
People with anxiety disorders have trouble being in
a large or loud dorm. Too many people, too bright of
lights or too much sound can trigger a panic attack.
Stewart and the Village are great places for students
with anxiety. There are a limited amount of people in
these dorms and they tend to keep to themselves. If
there weren't dorms at this size available for students,
Whitworth could potentially lose students with anxi
ety who are interested in going here.
There needs to be a diversity of dorms that can sup
ply the diverse needs of students. For instance, right
now the Village d orms have about 18 people each.
Slightly larger you have Boppell at 84 and Ballard at
62. Then there are the two largest: East with 170 and
Warren with 2l5. The large range of numbers of resi
dents leaves the students with the ability to pick what
fits t heir need. For a student with anxiety, the best
number would probably be no more than 50 residents
anxiety can easily have breakdowns which can end in
in the building.
Going to the Hixson Union Building for dinner is depression, isolation, self injury or eating disorders.
also a challenge. Doe is too nervous to eat by herself Thankfully, Whitworth has a great team of RAs who
make sure people are enjoying their time in the resi
or in front of people who don't know her that well.
"When I eat I can just feel people's eyes on me. I get dence halls and provide support to those in need.
The classroom is also a tough
paranoid and assume that they are
going to judge me." Luckily, D oe
People with anxiety can place for people with anxiety to
be.
has a good group of fr iends who
easily have breakdowns,
"I study hard for every test but
she eats meals with. If sh e didn't
when they put the test down in
which can lead to
have these friends she probably
front of m e I feel like the room
wouldn't eat.
depression, isolation,
is spinning and that everything
"The first few days of school this
I studied is swirling out of my
year before I met people, I didn't
self injury or eating
head."
eat. When I thought about going
disorders.
Whitworth needs to ask its
alone my heart began to race and
students if they struggle with
my palms began to sweat," she
anxiety in order to provide them with the support and
said.
Having community in the dorms is also necessary assistance they need. Knowing which students have
when supporting people with anxiety. People with anxiety will not only help professors offer academic

Graphic Artist: Eli Smith
assistance but the professors will also know not to call
on that student randomly in class.
"I'm too nervous to ask someone where I ca n get
help or to tell my professors that I have horrible anxi
ety. I wish there was something that I could just check
a box and someone would come to me and offer help.
Until then, I am just going to try and make it on my
own," Doe said.
Whitworth needs to inform the students of where
they can get help and reach out to those who need
it. Whitworth is a wonderful institution full of great
people who are caring and gentle enough to be men
tors to these students. Aprogram should be started for
students with anxiety so that people like Doe can get
more out of their Whitworth education.
BARNES is a freshman majoring in English and
secondary education. Comments can be sent to
jbamesl5@my.whitworth.edu.

CHECK OUT OPINIONS ONLINE THIS WEEK
•CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS MUST FOLLOW PROCEDURE - MAX NELSEN

Jeremiah 29:11 provides
Christians with optimism
would thank you for: not giving up on him.
It is so easy to take a vers
e out of context and misin
terpret it when it stands alone. The verse that follows
HALEYCOLUMNIST
WILLIAMSON
says that we must seek him with all our heart, and
when that happens, we will see God's promise unfold.
God will do his part when we do ours.
That second verse is one of the key components
Jeremiah 29:11 says, '"For I know the plans I have that must not be forgotten but is so easily overlooked.
for you," declares the Lord, "plans to prosper you and The true value of this verse is not that bad things will
not to harm you, plans to give you a hope and a fu never happen but that God will be with us, a plan in
mind, even through the bad times.
ture?'
That is the problem; people miss the true meaning
There are many verses in the Bible that are easy to
of the verse and take it out of context. Jeremiah 29:11
take out of context; this is one example.
Taking the verse out of context is why some people is not the only verse easily misinterpreted or taken to
label Jeremiah 29:11 as one of the worst verses of the literally.
Leviticus 19:28 commands us to not mark our bod
Bible.
.
People consider it the worst verse because it gives ies with cuts or tattoo marks. Well if you take that verse
false hope. It gives a view that God will never allow alone like that, then no Christian is allowed to have a
tattoo.
bad things to happen.
...Just before that
Then, when harm
——
verse Leviticus 19:26and hurt come into their
27 says no one should
lives, they blame God
"FOR I KNOW THE PLANS I HAVE
eat any meat with
for not taking care of
blood in it. So if you
them, and say he is the
FOR YOU/' DECLARES THE LORD,
are a Christian you
cause of their pain be
"PLANS TO PROSPER YOU AND
can no longer eat
cause he is not fulfilling
your medium steaks.
the promise that Jeremi
NOT TO HARM YOU, PLANS TO
We take these vers
ah 29:11 gives. They call
G I V E Y O U A HO P E AN D A
es
black and white
him a liar. Then what is
and label them for
FUTURE/ Jeremiah 29:11
the result of that? Lost
what they say but
faith. .
never take the time
Now, while I do agree
to further read or fur
with some of those
ther interpret what
points, I believe it is the
the true value of the
worst verse only if it is
verse is.
taken out of context.
Earlier in Jeremiah the Israelites were told that
I may be biased because of the fact that this verse is
they
would have to endure 70 years of exile, pain and
my family's verse and I live my life by this verse, but I
also strongly believe this verse gives the most hope to struggle. Yet, th at was God's plan from the start and
after those 70 years he fulfilled his promise to them by
anyone and everyone.
This verse clearly displays the promise that God will bringing them back to their homeland.
Justin Knowles, associate youth ministry pastor at
not leave our side. No matter how bad things get, one
Christ Church of the Valley in southern California,
thing still remains: God will pull us through.
It gives us reason to keep on going through the hard said that exile and pain brought upon the Israelites
times; if we had nothing to live for or look forward to, was in order to have them look to him, grow and be
then our suffering would consume our lives. It would come stronger during those 70 years.
That is what God intends to happen with our hard
consume our world and become our identity. Jeremi
times. He wants us to continually look to him and then
ah 29:11 gives something to look forward to.
When you are on your knees, hitting rock bottom, use these experiences as a learning experience, a way
crying out 'God why me?| this verse is ther
e telling you to grow and become stronger then ever in our faith.
Don't look at Jeremiah 29:11 when life is good and
that whatever you are going through is hard, it's tough,
think
life will always be good, then when one thing
and it may last days, months or years, but it does not
mean God has forgotten you. It is there to give you th
e goes bad look at the verse as a he. Rather turn to this
promise that there will be a day that God will make verse when you are experiencing the darkest days and
you prosperous, a day where he will reveal his hopes remember who is looking out for you. Turn to Him,
trust Him and know that the good days are on their
for you and give you the most amazing future.
Then you will stand at the gates of h eaven when way.
your time comes and he will stand before you saying
'thank you, good and faithful servant.'
This verse is your crutch to not give up on him, to WILLIAMSON is a freshman majoring in journalism
and mass communication. Comments can be sent to
not cave in to the hardships, to keep going, keep striv hwilliamsonl5@my.whitworth.edu.
ing, keep pursuing God so that he can one day reveal
Graphic Artist: Maria Ladd
to you everything great he has in store. That is what he

Oh and since this town is
hotter than sin we can't
play on ice. We have
sand instead. Almost as
good, Hurts like the
dickens though.

Oh and, ya know...try to avoid any physical
contact with other individuals ana things, what
with the lack of protective gear.
You wouldn't BELIEVE
c
how easy it is to dislocate
one's skull. Remember Nick?

Oh and since we used the last
of our pucks for target practice
we'll have to do without those.
Wait. So what kind of hockey
are we actually playing?

I FEEL LIKE YOU GUYB ARE JERKS AND
ARENT EVEN ADCNC FOR THE GOAL BEHIND MI
J JQ

F,RF,F,KW\

Scientific censorship suffocates learning
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Recently, a bill in Tennessee was passed with a 3-1
margin that will now permit the discussion of cre
ationism in public school classrooms. The bill met
expectedly massive dissent from the public, though
ironically, its passage reflects more accurately the
type of public school system that the United States in
evitably works toward.
Governor of Tennessee Bill Haslam refused to sign
the bill, according to The Los Angeles Times, saying
that "it would create confusion over schools' science
A
curriculum." Haslam refused to veto the bill, however,
due to the large majority of the vote. Haslam also add
ed, "I don't believe that it accomplishes anything that
isn't already acceptable in our schools."
Unfortunately, this is where Tennessee's governor
is very wrong.
-AA
Ever since the infamous Scopes Monkey Trial in
1925, public education in the area of Ea rth's origins
has been intensely controversial. While the outcome
of th e court case was meant to prevent religious ex
clusivity in state schools, it has reversed itself to now
serve as an instrument designed to prohibit any sci
ence that smacks of religious implications.
Despite militant prohibition from public class
rooms, creationism holds many concrete objections
to the theory of evolution.
Scientists have provided counter research to that
of Charles Darwin, evolution's "founding father." Sci
entific concerns have arisen about the lack of t ran
sitional fossils, something Darwin himself saw as a
major pitfall in his theory. Challenges have even been
made against the representation of f acts in science
textbooks, for example the notion that similar bone
structures in animals provide evidence of a common
ancestry. This particular assertion, overwhelmingly
prevalent in science textbooks, ignores the possibility should be welcomed, and used in the classroom to al
low students to form and defend their own ideas. Sad
for similarity in design.
But in addition to challenges against the theory, ly, in American public classrooms, this is not the case.
The American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), which
evidence that supports creationism has also arisen.
Archaeological digs in China have produced fossils argued that it was wrong to teach only one theory of
that show the appearance of se parate species with origin (creationism at the time) in the Scopes Monkey
Trial in 1925, is now a lead
out evolutionary transitions.
ing advocate of teaching
New discoveries regarding the
Despite militant
evolution exclusively.
relationship between light and
prohibition from public
Educators have suffered
gravity, conducted largely by
as
a result of this dogmatic
atheist scientists, support the
classrooms, creationism
restriction. Consider Roger
notion of a young Earth. Even
structures known as Polonium holds many concrete objections Paull, a substitute teacher
Halos, rings found in granite all
who was indefinitely sus
to the theory of evolution.
over the world, suggest a rapid
pended for briefly mention
formation of the earth, in con
ing intelligent design to his
trast to evolution's billion-year claims.
students. Or Robert Gentry, an acknowledged sci
But scientific evidence aside, Tennessee's bold po entist with articles in leading scientific journals who
litical move to include discussion about creationism was rejected for a research contract because of his
in its classrooms is not only beneficial to students, but creationist stance. Or perhaps Guillermo Gonzalez,
essential.
an associate professor at Iowa State University who
Science in particular is a subject where open was denied tenure in part because of hi s creationist
thought and systematic exploration of facts is encour stance, as two of his colleagues would later admit.
aged. Naturally, the inclusion of varied ideas of origin
Even further than academic censorship, a recent

/r

"Old Earth"

h
w

"Young Earth"
Graphic Artist: Hannah Charlton
poll was conducted attempting to show that the sci
entific community is almost entirely against evolu
tion. The study showed that only about 5 percent of
American scientists believe in a young Earth. Later
examinations showed that the results conveyed opin
ions of professionals completely unrelated to areas of
evolution, such as computer science, chemical engi
neering, psychology and even business administra
tion.
Public school classrooms are where generations of
students are given the tools to affect the future of our
nation. With employment in scientific areas becom
ing increasingly important, it is vital that we allow our
students access to all types of information, in order to
promote true open-minded and informed thinking.
Thomas Henry Huxley, a 19th century biologist
known for his advocacy of Darwin's theory said that
"the man of science has learned to believe in justifica
tion, not by faith, but by verification."
I propose we follow Tennessee's lead, and allow our
classrooms to encourage students to dp just that.
STEVENS is a sophomore majoring in English and
French. Comments can be sent to
rstevensl5@my.whitworth.edu.

20 Pirates split final conference matches
lO

Fourth-seeded men's tennis set to take on Whitman in NWC tournament
Nathan Webber
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StaffWriter

The Pirate men's tennis team fin
ished the regular season this past week
end, earning a victory against Lewis &
Clark College on Friday but losing a
close contest to George Fox University
on Saturday at the Scotford Tennis Cen
ter.
The Pirates also played a couple of
non-conference matches earlier in the
week — an exhibition match against the
Community Colleges of Spokane and a
home match against Lewis-Clark State
College where Whitworth fell 9-0.
"It's a lot of matches but we still have
to go out and play," sophomore Dustin
McConnell said. "At this level you need
to be prepared for the long matches and
do the best you can ot fight through."
Whitworth finished the regular sea
son with an 8-4 Northwest Conference
record and an 11-8 record overall. The
Bucs will take on Whitman next week
Photographer: Hope Barnes
end in the first round of the Northwest
Freshman
Matt
Goebel
returns
a
ball
while
pla
y
ing
No.
3
doubl
e
s
against
George
Fox
University. Goebel and his
Conference Tournament in Walla Wal
partner,
sophomore
John
Talbot,
beat
their
op
ponents
8-3.
la, Wash.
"Playing Whitman is always fun
On Friday the Pirates went back to match, but we lost a little momentum
because they're always a challenge,"
junior Cameron Williams said. "We finish up the regular season conference towards the end."
After taking a 3-2 lead in the match,
gained some information last time we schedule when the team defeated Lew
the
Bruins took the No. 3, No. 4 and No.
is
&
Clark
College
7-2.
played them and developed some strat
Redfern arid junior Micah Spaun 5 singles contests, dooming the Pirates.
egies around that. Now we want to im
came through in the first match of the Cameron Williams had one of the more
plement that and finish strong."
Whitworth started off the week with day as the two beat out the Boxers No. 1 inspiring wins in the match. Williams
took the first set 6-4 against the No. 2
an exhibition match on Monday April 9 doubles team 9-7.
"I felt really good about how we Bruin singles player but fell behind ear
at the Community Colleges of Spokane.
Whitworth played most of its reserve played doubles on Friday," Redfern ly in the second.
"I sat down with my coach and he
players in the exhibition, which ended said. "It felt good to get that win ocnsid
ering how close it had me focus on my breathing," Wil
in a 4-4 tie.
liams said, after being down 4-1 in the
was."
"We got to see
"Playing Whitman is
The two teams second set. "It loosened me up and got
guys play that don't
always fun because
split the first four me back in my groove."
normally get to," Wil
Williams came back and won the set
contests but Whit
liams said. "It's ex
they're always a
worth responded 7-5, his eighth singles win of the year.
citing to watch them
challenge."
The Pirates will have a week to pre
with five straight
succeed on the on
pare
for Whitman College, the eighthsingles
wins
to
court."
— CAMERON WILLIAMS
close out the ranked team in the nation. This is a
The day after the
junior
match. No. 2 s in rematch of the contest that was won by
CCS match, the Bucs
gles player Spaun the Missionaries 9-0 on March 31.
took on the Warriors
"Personally I'm looking forward
of Lewis-Clark State College, falling 9-0 and McConnell, playing No. 3 singles,
each won their matches decisively, to playing their No. 1 (singles) player
to the NAIA foes.
again, he's the best in the conference,"
Two singles matches went to the both beating their opponents 6-1, 6-2.
The Pirates closed out the regular Redfern said. "We also have a new line
third set, including No. 1 singles player
Daniel Redfern who fell 4-6, 6-0, 6-3. season at home on Saturday with a up for the match so we'll see how that
The other was freshman Chris Engel- close 5-4 loss to the Bruins of G eorge goes."
The match will be played at the Bratmann who lost in No. 5 singles 3-6, 6-4, Fox University.
Photographer: Greg Moser
Redfern and Spaun had another ton Tennis Center at Whitman College Senior Daniel Redfern serving in
6-2.
Two of the three doubles matches close doubles match, this time coming on April 21.
his doubles match against George
were within four games of e ach other up just short in a 9-7 loss.
Fox at Saturday's games. Redfern
"We lost a pretty tough one on Satur Contact Nathan Webber at
as well, but the Warriors were too much
and his partner, junior Micah
day," Redfern said. "We almost had the nathanwebberl 3@my.whitworth.edu. Spaun, were defeated 9-7.
for the Pirates.
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Photographer: Tanner Scholten
Sophomore Tyler Guinn and freshman Matthew Landon compete in the 4x100 meter relay at the Whitworth Twilight Open Meet on April 12.

Bucs prepare for NWC Championships

Track and field sending 39 men and 26 women to conference championships
LeMieux also did well at the mee
t, finishing in ninth again," he said.
Sophomore Jonathan Hoff also won both of his
place for the heptathlon. She said she did 390 points
Staff Writer
better on her conference score for the heptathlon, and events in the meet. He won the long jump with a jump
of 20-11.75, and the 110m high hurdles with a time of
The Pirate track and field teams dominated in this was her first meet competing in it.
15.42.
"I
PRed
in
four
out
of
seven
events
which
is
good,"
meets on April 9, 10 and 12, with many more athletes
Comito and sophomore Sam Wright also trav
LeMieux said. "And I qu alified for the long jump [in
qualifying for c onference and others improving their
eled to Central Washington University in Ellensburg,
conference].
I
PRed
on
the
javelin
and
that's
normally
conference scores in the process.
Wash., on April 14 to compete in the CWU Spike Arlt
On April9 and 10, junior Luke Mathews, sop
homore one of my worst events. It was just exciting."
On April 12, Whitworth hosted the Whitworth Twi Invitational. Comito won the discus with a throw of
Stephen Cooper and senior Janelle LeMieux traveled
168-4, and Wright took second
to Linfield College in McMinnville, Ore., to compete light Open meet at its own Bop'It
was
nice
to
be
able
to
with a throw of 152-4.
pell
track,
giving
mor
e
athletes
the
in the Northwest Conference Multi-Event Champi
The meet on April 12th was
onships. Mathews placed second overall in the meet, chance to qualify for conference.
compete on our
the last one before the 2012 NWC
Schwarz
said
that
the
meet
re
improving his previous mark for the decathlon by five
own track again."
Championships on April 20 and
points, and Cooper placed third, with 500 points bet ally paid off for the team.
21, a nd Schwarz said Whitworth
"It
was
awesome,
we've
never
— CARTER COM ITO
ter in his marks for the decathlon than previously.
will be represented by 39 men and
done
a
twilight
meet
like
that
be
"Overall, it was a great trip and a great meet," head
junior
26 women.
fore," he said. "It was definitely a
coach TobySchwarz said.
"Now all the hard work is done,"
successful
meet.
A
l
ot
of
people
Mathews won the high jump on the first day with
he said. "Now it's just maintaining and resting, trying
PRed
in
their
events
and
a
lot
more
qualified
for
con
a height of 5-11.25, and took second in the shot put
to get their bodies rested but also sharp. The ideal out
with a throw of 34-2.75. He also finished third in the ference."
come [for the conference meet] is the men winning
Junior
Carter
Comito
won
both
the
shot
put
and
the
pole vault on the second day, clearing 12-7.5. Cooper
and scoring 300 points, and the women finishing in
discus,
throwing
54-4.5
for
the
shot
put
and
throw
won the long jump on the first day, finishing with a
the top two or three."
distance of 20-9.75. He also won the di
scus on the sec ing 180-2 for the' discus, only 12 feet off of his season
best.
ond day with a throw of 117-7.
Comito said his favorite part of the meet was being
Because of their performance in the meet, Mathews
Contact Meghan Dellinger at
and Cooper gave the Pirates 14 points going into the able to compete on home turf again this season.
"It was nice to be able to compete on our own track mdellingerl 5@my.whitworth.edu.
2012 NWC Championships.
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Alumni game raises money for charity

Whitworth professors and former basketball players hit the hardwood
Corina Gebbers
StaffWriter

"[And] it was a good opportunity to play against
some of the GU guys I grew up watching."
After 11 minutes of action, Spokane trailed Whit
worth by just three points. Gonzaga's Casey Calvary,
a two-time All-West Co ast Conference First Team
selection in 2000 and 2001, sent down several twohanded dunks, reliving the time he spent around the
rim for the Bulldogs and keeping the Dirty Realists
within points of the Wordsmiths. But MVP of t he
night, Soden, banked in a hook shot from the right
side of the key with a minute to go, and Whitworth
went up 52-46 at half.
"(There's called] the MVP and the courtesy MVP,"
Soden said. "But really, I've watched so many of
these guys, so to be out there and to be able to tell
my grandkids that for one night I go t to play with
these guys is great."
Despite the laid-back environment of the game,
the competitive nature of the players emerged in the
second half as the game stayed close.
"Most of us are fairly competitive," Pendergraft
said. "It went from smiles to wanting the 'W"
Late in the game, Ray nailed a trey to bring Spo
kane within two of Whitworth's 93 points. Then, af
ter a Whitworth layin, Calvary tipped the ball in for
Spokane with just 22 seconds remaining. Like any
big game, it came down to a handful of free throws,
and Whitworth made sixin the final minute, earning
the championship trophy for the Wordsmiths.
All in all, it was a successful event for a great
cause, bringing together different facets of commu
1
nity, education and good ol' competition.

What do you get when a medley of professors, au
thors and graduated basketball stars come together
on the hardwood? A do wn to the wire charity bas
ketball game, complete with hook shots, air balls
and alley-oops.
On April 9, HooPalousa put on its second annual
event to raise funds for the American Indian Gradu
ate Fellowship in Creative Writing, a scholarship
created by the University of Idaho's Master of Fine
Arts Program in Creative Writing to help get more
Native American students into writing classes.
HooPalousa began when National Book Award
winner and filmmaker Sherman Alexie, along with
three other regional authors, visited a University of
Idaho novel workshop. The group of nationally ac
claimed authors and basketball junkies put on their
first game last November between the Moscow SuperSonnets and the Spokane Dirty Realists.
This year, the Dirty Realists aimed to improve
their 1-0 record when they faced the Whitworth
Wordsmiths in the Fieldhouse last Monday, but fell
short 101-96 in an exhilarating finish.
The two teams were represented by past all-stars
from Whitworth and Gonzaga, including David Pendergraft (Gonzaga), Michael Taylor (Whitworth),
and Brian Williams (Whitworth); current professors,
including Jim McPherson and Dale Soden; authors
Shan Ray, Jess Walter, and Sam Ligon; as well as
Whitworth head men's basketball coach Matt Logie
and women's head basketball coach Helen Higgs.
"It was fun to come back and play at Whitworth Contact Corina Gebbers at
where we had an amazing season," Taylor said. cgebbersl 5@my.whitworth.edu.

Photographer: Tanner Scholten
Whitworth history professor Dale Soden played
for the Whitworth Wordsmiths last Saturday.

Women's golf claims second at NWC Preview Tournament
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Sena Hughes
StaffWriter
The Whitworth women's golf team finished second
of three Northwest Conference teams competing
at the Whitman NWC Preview on Saturday in
Richland, Wash. Senior Darby Moberg led the Pirates
individually, tying for second place overall.
The weekend was not an ideal one for Whitworth,
who finished second to Whitman College and ahead
of Paci fic University. Head coach Katie Fuqua said
that Saturday was not a good round of golf for her
team, which she knows has great potential.
Earlier in the week, several team members
were ill and had to trade in practice for doctor's
appointments. Lack of rest and practice contributed
to the disappointing appearance.
"I think the conditions were there and they
could've performed well but [didn't] just because we
weren't well prepared," Fuqua said.
Though dissatisfied by the performance, the Bucs
did get an opportunity to play at Columbia Point Golf
Course, which will be the host of next weekend's
i

NWC championship tournament.
"It was good to figure out the course and get the
kinks out before the big tournament," junior Emily
Guthrie said.
Guthrie tied with freshman Nicole Lomax for
seventh place individually and second place for the
Pirates on Saturday. Both golfers hope to earn first
team all-NWC honors, which will d epend on their
performances next weekend.
Whitworth's hopes are high for the conference
competition. Aware that last Saturday was not a
good indicator of their potential and ability, they are
optimistic for what is to come.
"Our confidence is pretty high just because we've
played the course," Guthrie said. "The weather's
supposed to be nice. Individually, we all know what
we can do."
The mental element will be key for the golfers next
weekend. Guthrie mentioned the challenge of having
approximately five hours to think about anything, yet
the necessity of focusing of golf.
"There's a lot of time to think, Guthrie said. "You
just have to focus on golf and forget about other

things."
Fuqua also mentioned her desire for the team to
be confident mentally.
"I want them to have more confidence in their
ability," Fuqua said. "They just need to be mentally
prepared, it's not that they don't have the skills to do
well, they just need to do it."
The nature of championships is that they are
emotional competitions. Fuqua stated the reality
of th e end of a career for the seniors and then the
pressure on the whole team to finish the season well
in general.
"I think they're excited; I think they're anxious.
[It's] a big tournament and they know that," Fuqua
said. "There are a lot of emotions I can't pinpoint."
Regardless, the Pirates are energized andready for
the next big stop.
"It's kind of 'go big or go home,"' Guthrie said.
"That's our attitude."

Contact Sena Hughes at
shughesl 5@my.whitworth.edu.

SPOTTED FROM THE CROW'S NEST

Women's Tennis: Alii Marshall
Nathan Webber
StaffWriter
Senior tennis player Alii Marshall is on the verge of
finishing a strong four year career at Whitworth. In her
Whitworth career, Marshall has won three Northwest
Conference Championships, been Second Team AllNWC once and First Team Afl-NWC twice. Currently,
she is Whitworth's No. 1 singles player and is part of the
No. 1 doubles team.
Marshall has won at least 20 games in each of h er
four seasons on the team, the most coming in her
freshman year when she won 29 games. Recently she
won her 100th game as a Pirate after she and her dou
bles partner, senior Erica Bosman, beat George Fox's
No. 1 doubles team 8-4 last Saturday.
"She has been a really solid No. 1 for s,"
u head coach
Jo Ann Wagstaff said. "She is a great example of a per
son that plays hard and never gives up on a point. She
goes for every ball as hard as she can and it inspires the
test of the team to play hard."
The senior from Salem, Ore., has been playing ten
nis since she was 8 years old and excelled at the sport
at Sprague High School. Marshall wanted to continue
playing tennis after high school, which led her to Whit
worth,
"I wasn't sure where I wanted to go but my sister,
who's a year older, went here [Whitworth] so I came to
check out the campus," Marshall said. "I loved it."
Throughout her four years Marshall has made a lot
of memories.
"Every Spring Break trip we went on was amazing,"
Marshall said. "All the girls get along so well. We won
conference and went to nationals in California my
freshman year. It was also really fun to win conference
three years in a row, too, it was wonderful."
Marshall works hard on and off the court as she is
double majoring in journalism and mass communi
cation and kinesiology. She is currently planning on
taking a year off after school is over to prepare for her
Graduate Record Exam for graduate school.
"Since her freshman year she has worked really hard
on becoming a more consistent and powerful player,
and it's paid off," Wagstaff said.
That hard work has paid off on the court as Marshall
currently leads the team in doubles wins and is third
in the conference in singles win percentage as Whit
worth's No. 1 singles player.
"Her forehand is really great, definitely her best
shot," teammate Claire Hemming said.
Hemming, a fellow senior and roommate, had a lot
of good things to say about Marshall when asked what
she is like offthe court.
"I have lived with Alii for a couple of years," Hem
ming said. "She is very personable, always engaging

SOFTBALL
LINFIELD

NWC

ALL

23-3

33-3

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

23-4

33-10

WILLAMETTE

19-7

20-11

GEORGE FOX

14-13

19-20

WHITWORTH

12-15

19-20

PACIFIC (ORE.)

10-17

12-23

LEWIS & CLARK

3-24

5-32

PUGETSOUND

3-24

3-30

End of season

BASEBALL
NWC

ALL

PACIFIC (ORE.)

144

17-13

WHITWORTH

13-5

20-12-1

15-6

20-10

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

12-6

20-11

GEORGE FOX

12-9

16-18

WILLAMETTE

7-11

11-19

PUGET SOUND

5-13

9-23-1

WHITMAN

5-16

5-28

LEWIS & CLARK

4-17

7-30

WtttK!'

LINFIELD

WK/KK!

NEXT PIRATE GAME:
Whitworth vs. Lewis-Clark State @ Home
Tuesday, April 17 @2 p.m.

MEN'S TENNIS
NWC

Photographer: GregMoser
Senior Alii Marshallhas more than 100 career
wins as a Buc, including 21 victories this season.

ALL

WHITMAN

12-0

PACIFIC (ORE.)

10-1

12-5

GEORGE FOX

9-3

10-7

WKKKtl

19-4

WHITWORTH

8-4

11-8

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

5-7

7-10

WILLAMETTE

3-9

3-13

LINFIELD

2-9

2-16

3-11
2-10
LEWIS & CLARK
people and making them feel good."
Marshall is sitting at 21 wins so far this season and
2-10
2-14
PUGET SOUND
said she hopes to continue her streak on April 21 when
NEXT PIRATE MATCH:
the tennis team takes on Whitman in the first round of
NWCToumament: No. 4 Whitworth vs. No. 1 Whitman @ Whitman
the Northwest Conference Tournament. The team, and
Saturday, April 21 @ TBA
Marshall, are striving for their third tournament cham
pionship in three years.
1 WOMEN'S TENNIS

Contact Nathan Webber at
nathanwebber!3@my.whitworth. edu.

CHECK OUT SPORTS ONLINE THIS WEEK
• SOFTBALL CLOSES OUT SEASON AT GEORGE FOX
• WOMEN'S TENNIS WINS FINAL CONFERENCE MATCH
• MEN'S GOLF WINS NWC PREVIEW TOURNAMENT

NWC

ALL

LINFIELD

12-0

12-4

WHITMAN

10-2

15-4

WHITWORTH

9-3

13-5

PUGET SOUND

6-6

8-9

PACIFIC (ORE.)

6-6

7-10

WILLAMETTE

5-6

7-8

LEWIS & CLARK

3-9

3-10

GEORGE FOX

2-9

7-11

PACIFIC LUTHERAN
0-12
NEXT PIRATE MATCH:

1-17

Whitworth vs. Lewis-Clark St. @ Home
Tuesday, April 18 @ 3:45 p.m.

Team records as of April 15, 2012
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WHITPICS
42nd Annual
ABOVE: All participants in the 42nd annual Hawaiian Club Lu'au end their performances Saturday
night in the Fieldhouse.
Photographer: GregMoser

*>

ABOVE RIGHT: Senior Solomon Walden leads the Haka, which is anancient Maori war dance.
Photographer: Tanner Scholten
RIGHT: Senior Caitlin DiR dances in the Hula on Saturday night.

Photographer: Tanner Scholten

BOTTOM RIGHT: Senior Katie Fergus dances the Sophisticated Hula.
Photographer: Tanner Scholten
BOTTOM MIDDLE: Freshman Jade Faletoi rattles her 'uli 'ulis during the Haleakala Hula.
Photographer: Tanner Scholten
BOTTOM LEFT: Senior Jessica Pearson dances in one of 12 dances at the Lu'au.
Photographer: GregMoser
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ABOUTUS
VOLUME 102, ISSUE 15

The Whitworthian has served as the main source
of news and sports coverage for the Whitworth
community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an
organization composed entirely by students which
produces The Whitworthian weekly newspaper
and thewhitworthian.com.

GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published
weekly, except during January and student vaca
tions. The content is generated entirely by students.
The college administration does not review the
newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas expressed
in The Whitworthian are those of the individual art
ists, writers and student editors, and do not neces
sarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university,
its administration, faculty/staff or advertisers. The
Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and
subscription revenue and in part by student activity
fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the
opinions of their individual creators and not neces
sarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or
its staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in
freedom of speech and expression as guaranteed
in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the
United States.
CONTACT US
The Wihitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248
ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com

Q,

QUESTIONS?
jvalencial2@my.whitworth.edu
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OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting
accurate and relevant information in an innovative
manner. Our goal is to be accountable while inform
ing, entertaining and providing a forum for express
ing the interests of the Whitworth
community.
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Correction:
In the April 18 issue of the Whitworthian, the pull
quote on page 6 in reference to "Distraction fast
helps break dependence on technology" was incor
rectly cited. It was credited to Jerry Sittser, professor
of theology. The correct attribution goes to senior
Caleb Mcllraith.

NEWS

OPINIONS

week brings conversation to campus
4 1 GSA
A look at a week of events geared toward

14 | Unintentional sexism is degrading
Exploring how gender roles do not promote
equality between sexes.

creating conversation about LCBT issues.

5 | Faces of Whitworth: Kyle Darbonne

Junior Kyle Darbonne discusses his experience
as a Whitworth student visit assistant.

16 |GSA movie viewing deemed offensive

Discussing the offensive nature of the movie
"For the Bible tells me so."

and love prove to be compatible
6 |Examining leadership changes in the business 18 |Judgment
Understanding the importance of judging
school
The School of Global Commerce and
Management announced Friday it had hired
a new dean to head the school after five years
of leadership turnover.

ARTS & CULTURE
9 | Nude wins Sound Off! competition
After winning the competition in Seattle,
the dream-pop band will play at Seattle's
Bumbershoot festival and will start recording
an EP.

11 |Senior theatre majors showcase projects

One theatre major, Michael Seidel, created a
project called "Straight Talk" where audience
members could interject themselves into the
performance.

from a biblical standpoint and out of love for
others.

SPORTS
1 9 | Men's track and field defends NWC title

Pirates perform at NWC Championships.
Whitworth heads to Pelluer Invitational this
weekend.

21 | Men's golf season ends at NWC Tournament

Bucs finish NWC conference championships in
a close second place.

2 3 | Spotted from the crow's nest: Frank Lima

Highlighting junior track and field jumper
Frank Lima, and his successful time here as a
Whiworth student-athlete.

12 |What student's are lacking

A study by associate professor of psychology
Noel Wescombe, indicates 60 percent of
Whitworth students aren't getting enough
sleep.

Cover photographer: Tanner Scholten
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EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP
Editorials in the"In the Loop" section reflect the majority opinion of the editorial board, which is made up of five editors.

Student Life caters to Whitworth ideal
Whitworth prides itself on the close-knit com
munity that has been established through Student
Life. The idea of co mmunity here is a strong selling
point for most. Student Life works hard every year to
ensure that residents have the best possible experi
ence. Resident Assistants are given extensive train
ing and taught how to handle most situations to best
meet the needs of r esidents. The year begins with
Traditiation, which is in place to build community
within the first few nights on campus.
The Traditiation experience sticks with people
and, in* some cases, defines their college experience.
That time is for making long-lasting friendships,
feeling comfortable on a foreign campus and start
ing a new chapter of life.Whitworth's student life has
put together a creative orientation experience.
There are also seminars for students to engage in
during the first week on cam
pus. Seminars such as "I
am from..." or "Valuing a Diverse Community" serve
the purpose of introducing students to anew culture.
While these are wonderful seminars forinformation,
they don't function well in allowing students to cre
ate relationships with others.
These are often seminars to be attended with par
ents and there is little communication between stu
dents and leadership.
"Hopefully there are places for everyone to plug
in and feel connected," said Kathy Storm, vice presi
dent of Student Life.
However, these experiences can, at times, focus
on a specific type- of st udent who is outgoing and
generally speaking, an extrovert.
Some students are uncomfortable with participat
ing in Traditiation activities, Being with that many

people doing activities meant to quickly create
bonds can be overwhelming, yet there aren't many »
attractive alternatives. If students do not join in, they
risk not being plugged in right away or not making
these crucial, initial friendships.
"We di d try one year to offer a n opportunity for
students to meet and have coffee with faculty mem
bers in lieu of traditiation, but no one showed,"
Storm said.
While this was a good move by Student Life, th e
students who are likely to be uncomfortable with
Traditiation are also likely to be uncomfortable with
meeting faculty in a one-on-one setting so early in
the year.
This board understands that appealing to the
needs of eve ryone is impossible. However, we also
believe that more could be done to cater to a wide
range of needs.
One possible alternative is engaging students
more with RAs on a personal level during the orien
tation season. Typically, four to six RAs are in charge
of Traditiation in each dorm community. If the resi
dent assistants who were not in charge initiated out
side events for students who were uncomfortable
with Traditiation, more students could be effectively
assimilated into the community. More could also be
done during orientation in the individual halls, with
the exception of h all meetings, to get students ac
quainted with their RA and neighbors.
More personal interaction within the firstfew days
could be beneficial for comfortability. Whitworth
prides itself on wonderful community and although
traditiation is beneficial for most, community also
begins with one-one-one relationships for some.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR:
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles orissues of interest to the Whitworth community. Send
letters to jvalencial2@my.whitworth.edu. Limit to 200 words.

I would like to express concerns I have about the
pending George Whitworth Honors Program, as ex
plored in the March 14 issue of The Whitworthian. I
am an avid proponent of giving credit where credit is
due, as well as recognizing scholarly excellence. While
I support the intent, however, I am concerned about
a few issues related to this program, one of which I'll
discuss here, that may do more harm than good.
My greatest concern is the potential for meaningful
academic experience to take a back seat to grades and
titles. The program requires that students maintain
a 3.75 GPA and the top 20 percentile of their depart
ments - in honors classes, no less - for all four years
of their Whitworth careers. Whitworth's academic re
quirements are rigorous enough as they are. Myworry
is that students in this program will become so caught
up in getting perfect or extremelyhigh grades and add
ing that extra awardto their resume that their quality fo
education will suffer.
In two of the classes I've taken that were taught by
Professor of Communication Studies Jim McPherson,
he has made similar remarks about the President's
Cup, an award given to students who maintained
a perfect 4.0 GPA durin g their time at Whitworth.
McPherson has said if he were Whitworth's president,
the elimination of this award would be at the top of his

priorities. He's known students who passed up classes
they thought they'd enjoy to instead take easier classes
in which they knew for certain they could receive an
A. Granted, the classes in question here are all honors
classes, none of which are necessarily "easy," but the
potential for this to occur is stillpresent.
I graduated from a high school that for decades has
suffered the consequences of high drop-out rates, fi
nancial cuts, frequent staff turnover, and uncommu
nicative administration. I nearly graduated with a 4.0
there for merely showing up, doing the assigned work,
and not talking back to myteachers. At Whitworth, I'm
unashamed to admit I've received two Cs as final class
grades and I've failed one test. Yet I took something
away from those classes that I appreciate much more
than an arbitrary letter. I mayhave been one of the top
students at my high school, but value
I
my education at
Whitworth astronomically more because of the quality
of my overall learning experience. Yearsafter you leave
Whitworth, you won't look back fondly on those late
nights of frantic study ing, or all those As you earned,
but rather the professors, the students, and the experi
ences that shaped your time there.
Andrea Idso
Senior
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GSA week brings conversations on sexuality

President Beck Taylor put on a panel
called "Courageous Conversations."
That panel included two Whitworth
professors: professor of theology James
yj
Edwards and professor of political sci
Events challenged Whitworth to con
ence Julia Stronks. There were also two
sider the issues surrounding homosex
Whitworth trustees: Scott Dudley, se
uality during GSA week April 15-20.
nior pastor of First Presbyterian Church
The week was kicked off with a show
LU
of Bellevue, and David Myers, professor
ing
of
th
e
documentary
"For
the
Bible
cd
of psychology at Hope College.
Tells Me So," which junior Nicholas
Each would give a view from his or
Dennis, a member of Whitworth's GSA,
her own field and the goal would be to
said examines biblical passages that are
u
expand the conversation, Taylor said at
often seen as condemning homosexu
Jb
the beginning of the panel. Rather than
ality.
ln
trying to change people's minds so ev
On Thursday night, GSA put on
oc
eryone left thinking in the same way,
< "Coming Out Stories."
he said he hoped everyone would leave
"It was freakin' sweet, the turnout
feeling heard.
was awesome," Dennis said. "It was re
1/1
Each panelist discussed a different
ally exciting to see that many people in
z
viewpoint on the issue of sexual orien
O
terested in it."
tation. Edwards discussed the biblical
That event invited people to come
view, saying feelings of homosexual
to
the
coffee
shop
to
hear
the
stories
of
Q.
desire are separate from acts of homo
LGBT (lesbian, gay, bisexual and transO
sexuality and that the Bible clearly con
gendered) members of Whitworth's
demns the actions.
community.
to
Dudley discussed the issue from
"Some people told their own stories,
e£
a pastoral viewpoint. He went on to
others read stories on behalf of their
O
friends," Dennis said.
say that the important issue isn't just
Q.
l/l
whether the person is homosexual, but
Senior theatre major Michael Seidel,
Photographer: Linnea Goold whether they are growing in Christ.
whose senior project was incorporated
ents further about sexual identity
into GSA w eek, said he was excited David Myers speaks with a group of stud
Myers spoke on the scientific re
1/1
after
the
Courageous
Conversations
event
on April 18.
about the event, too.
search, showing genetic and biological
U
"I t hink it's important for the LGBT
correlations that indicate homosexual
members to get their stories out," Seidel project in conjunction with a faculty topped 100.
ity as an inborn trait for some humans.
"From the people I've talked to, they He said he believed all people deserved
said. "Because I think members of the and.staff panel.
Seidel's project was an interactive all almost unanimously said it was an to be in committed family relationships
straight community can't understand
what the LGBT community members theatre starting with a scene of hetero- important project," Seidel said. "So yes, — homosexual or heterosexual, but dis
have to go through and their struggles sexism. The actors repeated the scene, I think it was successful. We won't know couraged the school from institution
(N
without talking with them and dialogu allowing audience members to replace until we see how people treat each oth ally pushing a political stance.
tH
ing with them."
characters and attempt to catalyze an er, though."
Stronks discussed the issue of civil
o
rs
Senior Amanda Blunt, GSA Club intervention to resolve the oppression.
He said he was most impressed and rights. She asserted that all people de
president, said she
"We saw a lot of excited when he saw people who were serve governmental blessings regard
1/1
(N
used to be conser
possible interven usually silent stand up and speak their less of our religious stance and that, as a
vative on the issue,
Seidel said. opinions on topics that are not easy to Christian, she said she feels it's her duty
We need to be intentional tions,"
e£
until
she
experi
"Some
were very address. He said his biggest hope was to stand up for the oppressed of society.
Q.
<
enced what Seidel
about the way we are
effective and some that people who saw the show would be
Reflecting on the week as a whole,
described, making
not, some good in more likely to act to end hatred in the Seidel said he was happy with the way
treating our fellow
friends with people
the short term but future.
it has affected the campus.
for whom those is
students and our fellow would have been
Another event during GSA week was
1/1
"I'm glad that this topic has been
sues are a part of
very difficult in the Day of Silence on Friday.
talked
about and been talked about so
human beings."
daily life.
long term, some
Junior Courtney Bagdon, a mem much," Seidel said. "This is no longer
"Regardless of
— AMANDA BLU NT
difficult short term ber of GSA and participant in Day of an issue that a small part of the stu
l/l
1/1
what your dog
but would have Silence, said the day is spent silent by dent body is talking about. The whole
GSA Club president
matic stance is, we
been good in the participants in support of those who are student body is engaging in important
rs
need to be inten
long term."
O
silent due to their sexual orientations.
dialogue."
rH
tional about the way we are treating our
Seidel said the project seemed to
"It gives a way for straight allies to
successfully touch hearts. He said that stand with LGBT w ithout getting car Contact Brianna Wheeler at
o fellow students and our fellow human was
more important than sheer num ried away," Seidel said.
> beings," Blunt said.
briannawheelerl 3@my.whitworth.
On Tuesday, Seidel gave his senior ber of people in the audience, which
On Wednesday night Whitworth edu.
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Brianna Wheeler
Staff Writer
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Photographer: Michael Locatell
Junior Kyle Darbonne came to Whitworth with the intention of going to medical school, but currently
has been considering either the possibility of physical therapy or teaching high school biology.

Pre-med student follows in
sibling's footsteps for college
Caitlyn Starkey
StaffWriter
Junior pre-med student Kyle Darbonne juggles
class, work, being a student visit assistant in the Ad
missions Office and being vice president of th e PreMed and Science Club.
Caitlyn Starkey: How did you decide to come to
Whitworth?

the two front runners, teaching high school science,
biology, because that was a big part of why I wanted
to go the science route was because of my high school
science teachers, one guy science teacher that I had
in particular. Also physical therapy, which I haven't
looked into much. From what I have heard about it, it
would be an awesome field to go into.
CS: How did you get invo
lved with working for the
Admissions Office?

Kyle Darbonne: My brother and sister actually both
attended Whitworth. I wasn't sure if Iwanted to do the
whole smaller private school thing or fi I wanted to stay
in Colorado, because I love Colorado, and do the state
school thing. After I came up and visited my brother, I
got to stay here at Whitworth for four days I just fell in
love with the campus, and the classes and the whole
community.

KD: Fresh man year my roommate was a host [ad
missions overnight host], so I was a host's roommate
which made me a host. Especially when they would be
gone and you would have to take care of the kid for a
while. I was like, "This is kind of fun getting to meet a
bunch of new people for a night," andthen they would
leave. Then sophomore year, I was actually a host as
well as tour guide. I really love that aspect of ad mis
sions, So this year, I applied to be one of the student
CS: What would you ideally like to do in your free visit assistants, which has been awesome getting to
work in the admissions office with all the people. They
time?
are all happy and love meeting people, so it's a great
KD: I'd b e camping or fishing as much as I possi work environment. I am actually signed on for the
bly could. But its hard to get away on weekends to go summer as well which will be a blast, as well as next
camping for a night or to when you and all your friend year. I think I will have a little bit more responsibility
have so much going on. That orI am on a frisbee team, than I do this year just because I will have been there
I go to as many games as possible, which hasn't be a lot for so long.Some visit assistants were kind of above me
this semester. It's still a lot of fun.
this year, so I will be stepping in to and teaching the
newer visit assistants for next year. It will be fun but a
CS: What do you plan to do aftergraduation?
lot more responsibility, which I am looking forward to.
KD: Well, I came in thinking I wanted to do med
school, and it's still a possibility that I'll go the whole
med school route. Butlately Ihave been thinking about
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Amount provost and executive vice president
Michael Le Roy estimates it will cost to achieve
specialized accreditation for the School of
Global Commerce and Management.
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Number of bands that applied to the
Experience Music Project's 11th annual Sound
Off competition in Seattle. Spokane-based
band Nude was declared the winner of the
competition.
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Number of homeruns this season for
Whitworth baseball outfielder Tyler Pfeffer.
Pfeffer leads the NWC in homeruns this season
with three regular season games remaining.
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Percentage of jobs that the Republican party
claims have been lost under Obama that have
been women's jobs.
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139

Margin of victory for the Whitworth men's track
and field team at the Northwest Conference
Track and Field Championships. The Pirate
men scored 270 total points, while secondplace Willamette University scored 132 total
points.
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Number of people in small groups offered at
almost any mega-church that allows you to get
to know people personally.
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Contact Caitlyn Starkey at
cstarkeyl 4@my.whitworth.edu.
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Leadership changes bring struggle, growth
The School of Global Commerce and Management announced Friday it had
hired a new dean to head the school after five years of leadership turnover
what is possessed by the education, music and ath
letic training programs.
"We see the business school as a very high priority;
a
large
number of students are interested in that and
The School of Global Commerce and Management
has been no stranger to change over the past few years we feel pretty strongly that we want to support that,"
with a number of changes in faculty and administra Le Roy said. "We also know that external accreditation
is something that is a mark of excellence in a school.
tion.
Former professor in the School of Global Com
Three main challenges — the need to pursue ac
merce
and Management, Richard Schatz, said that
creditation, continue to seek out and maintain rela
tionships with the business community and overcome Usrey had decided on a route to specialized accredi
some personnel issues in the department — have sur tation before he left.
"Kyle Usrey and the School of G lobal Commerce
faced as a result of the faculty changes.
Kyle Usrey , charter dean of the School of Global and Management faculty had decided by.2007 to pur
Commerce and Management, departed in 2007. The sue accreditation for the school through the Accredi
tation Council for Business Schools and Programs,"
school did not hire a new dean until 2010.
John Hengesh, interim director of graduate studies Schatz said. "Acouple years later Le Roy overruled this
in business, has been at Whitworth for seven years, decision and decided for Association to Advance Col
since part-way through Usre/s time as dean. He also legiate Schools of Business accreditation — a process
worked with Craig Hinnenkamp, associate professor that is likely to cost Whitworth $1 million a year and
of economics and business, during Hinnenkamp's takes four to five years from the date of application."
Accreditation through ACBSP also should be ac
time as interim dean.
"Craig Hinnenkamp did an outstanding job as in complished within five years of candidacy, according
terim dean during that time of searching for the new to the ACBSP website.
Administration and faculty governance bodies nev
one," Hengesh said.
The new dean, Bob Beatty, remained at Whitworth er received a proposal to get ACBSP accreditation, Le
only a year. Usrey said he was co
ncerned about the ef Roy said.
In spring of 2009, after a study conducted by faculty
fect the loss of another dean could have on the school.
members
such as Le Roy, Hinnenkamp, Schatz, Bar
"It's unfortunate," he said. "I know that prior to that
the university had a difficult time finding someone bara Sanders and Dale Soden, AACSB accred itation
was chosen. AACSB is the agency
that was willing to serve in that
that
universities such as Seattle
role."
The lack of consistency in lead "We see the business school Pacific University and Pacific Lu
theran University have used to
ership has meant that the depart
as a very high priority; a accredit
their business programs.
ment faculty has had to pick up
large number of students The fact that it is the agency used
some of the slack.
by universities that he considers
"As you can imagine, change is are interested in that and
peers,
along with the prestige of
hard," Hengesh said. "When the
dean left last summer, we got to we feel pretty strongly that this particular agency, influenced
decision, Le Roy said.
gether as a group and sorted out
we want to support that." the"We
also looked at what the
the things that needed to be done
— MICHAEL LE ROY
standards were — what would
that for one reason or another
it require in terms of resources,
had not been."
provost and executive
what would it require in terms
Hengesh said he is proud to be
vice president
of faculty — an d we felt like the
a part of the group of professors
standards
set forth by AACSB
that has continued to work on im
were very consistent with the standards Whitworth
proving the school.
"I believe that the morale, the professionalism and has for academics in all other areas," he said.
Le Roy estimates that it will c ost $250,000 o ver a
the dedication of the instructors here is really a good
number of years to achieve accreditation. About half
strength of the school," he said.
Michael Le Roy, Whitworth's provost and executive of that has already been provided by the Boppell En
dowment.
vice president, also played a role in the department.
The process of achieving accreditation, however,
"I don't want to overstate it too strongly be
cause the
people that are in place have been doing a great job," ^ will take time. Achieving accreditation is a part of the
Le Roy said. "I think the primary function that I've strategic 10-year plan, Le Roysaid.
"To m e, being accredited by a certain year is not
tried to serve is to support them, find out what their
nearly as important as what [being accredited] says
needs are and try to get those needs met."
to us about Whitworth and Whitworth's business pro
gram in the end," he said. "So hopefu
lly by the time we
Seeking specialized accreditation
Whitworth's business program is already included get to accreditation we are a much stronger program."
The steps the school needs to take will not be a huge
in Whitworth's overall accreditation as a University
through the Northwest Commission of Colleges and change, Hengesh said. The accreditation standards
Universities, Le Roy said. The school is now seeking will require an increased emphasis on research.
"First of all, we strongly believe that we provide a
what is called specialized accreditation, similar to

Evanne Montoya
Staff Writer

QUICK FACTS
The business school is currently seeking
Association to Advance Collegiate Schools
of Business accreditation.
The business advisory board, a group of
businessmen and women who worked to
improve the business school, stopped
meeting in 2007. The school plans to
call the board once again in the fall.

x

. i,

Allegations have been made by former
faculty regarding disagreements
between business school faculty
members and administration.

quality education today," Hengesh said. "The accredi
tation will help us refine our focus in several areas."
While Hengesh said that the school's current lack of
specialized accreditation shouldn't affect students in
their efforts to get jobs, it can have an effect on Whit
worth's desirability to graduate students.
"It is very important because our competitors are
using [the fact that we do not yet have accreditation
against us," Hengesh said. "It's important that we can
compete at that level with accreditation."

Finding and maintaining connections
with the business community
Another goal for the business school is to develop
and nurture connections with the business commu
nity. One of t he early ways the department did that
was through the advisory board assembled by Usrey.
"The board acted as kind of a sounding board for
direction for the school," Schatz said. "Uiey gave ad
vice, assistance, internships and gave us a profile in
the community."
The board was comprised of business men and
women in the community. Steve Helmbrecht, senior
vice president and chief financial officer of Itron, said
his main role with the school was to meet with stu
dents in the Masters in International Management
program. He also gave lectures and presentations on
international business to Usrey"s cla sses on severa
occasions.
"The feedback was quite positive," Helmbrecht
said. "I had students request the opportunity to mee
with me afterwards because they wanted to learn
more about my experiences and get some suggestions
about how to get involved in international manage
ment."
The connection provided opportunities for some
Whitworth graduates.
"In one or two cases we hired somebody out of the
program," Helmbrecht said. "I really was impressed
by the caliber of the students that I had a chance to
interact with."

After Usrey left, however, the school stopped calling
the board to meet. This was a concern to Schatz. He
said he frequently asked why the board was not being
consulted.
"This radically lowered our profile in the commu
nity," Schatz said. "It was embarrassing."
The school did not have a clear picture of its direc
tion at that time, which is why Le Roy said he decided
to hold off on seeking the board's counsel.
"We felt like we wanted to be well-organized inter
nally, and have clarity about our goals, destinations
and time line internally before we started working ex
ternally," Le Roy said.
The fact that the board stopped meeting has not
halted efforts to make connections with the commu
nity.
"We have an active dialogue going on with many
of the community business leaders regarding intern
ships and placement of our graduates with jobs,"
Hengesh said. "It is more active right now than it has
ever been; mycolleagues and I are really excited abou
t
getting students out there in internships and jobs."
One of th e ways they do that is through the work
of Tate White, assistant director of graduate studies in
business.
"Part of his responsibility is talking with the compa
nies, and seeing where there are potential opportuni
ties in these companies," Hengesh said.
The department, has started talking to Whitworth
trustees who were on the business advisory board
about forming it again, Hengesh said.
"The advisory board's really important for the dean
to connect to the business world," Hengesh said. "We
look forward to reengaging that activity in the fall with
our new dean."

out of the picture intentionally because someone had people," Schatz said. "Tens of thousands were paid to
a different agenda," he said.
them on the condition they kept silent."
The department went through a search for the po
Le Roy said those allegations are not true.
sition, and Wilson applied. But the search was failed
"No, nobody left because of disagreements with
because they didn't have enough
me," Le Roy said. "We don't talk about
qualified applicants, Wilson said. The
personnel, on the record or off the re
department searched again, and this
cord," Le Roy said.
time Wilson was one of the two final
ists. He did not receive the job.
Moving forward with a new
"I wasn't on the search commit
leader
tee that made the recommendation,"
As the School of Global Com
Usrey said. "But for what it's worth I
merce and Management prepares to
think Rob Wilson did not get a fair
welcome Timothy Wilkinson, who
shake from the institution."
will assume the position as dean of
Wilson said he had a difficult time
the School of Global Commerce and
getting interviews, because other in
Management July 1, the school's fu
stitutions wondered why Whitworth
ture often is in the spotlight.
"I think, with the right person in
wouldn't re-hire him.
Courtesy of whitworth.edu
"From a personal standpoint, it's
management and leadership, that the
Kyle Usrey
school will once again be very suc
kind of difficult when you're at age
cessful," Usrey said.
62, as I was, and after 16 years at the
The school has a good foundation
institution, when you thought you
were doing a good job, to be told you
for success with the outstanding fac
wouldn't be hired again," Wilson said.
ulty members that remain in both
"Your chances of an other job are al
the undergraduate and graduate pro
grams, he said.
most nothing."
Hengesh, however, said the busi
Schatz said he suggested hiring
ness school is already enjoying some
Wilson as an adjunct professor, but Le
Roy's office rejected the request.
great successes. Students in the busi
ness school recently participated in
"I was told to never again even sug
the business plan competition hosted
gest Rob as a potential adjunct," he
at Whitworth and the Spokane Inter
said.
collegiate Research Conference. The
When Schatz retired last year, he
did so with a negotiated retirement, Courtesy of whitworth.edu Masters of Business Administration
Richard Schatz
and Masters in Management program
meaning he retired but with a written
will be beginning classes downtown,
legal agreement that had some con
which should appeal to working pro
ditions. One of t hose conditions, he
Personnel problems and climate
fessionals. The MBA/MIM program is
Usrey departed the school after securing a job as a said, was that he would not be black
also seeing increased enrollment.
chief academic officer at another Christian university. listed from adjunct teaching by Whit
"We're seeing some growing inter
worth.
That was not, however, his only reason for leaving.
est in our MBA/MIM program from
Le Roy disputed some of the claims
"I think it's fair to say that I had a serious disagree
our undergrads here," Hengesh said.
ment with Dr.Le Roy," he said. "Idon't want to get into by Wilson and Schatz.
The economics program was just
"That's not how we do things,"
specifics, but it involved leadership and management
awarded membership in the national
he said. "There's no such thing as a
and integrity issues."
economic honor society, meaning the
By this time, Usrey said, he had become invested in blacklist."
program is now recognized nationally
Le Roy also noted that the al
the community. He was working on poverty allevia
as an outstanding one, Hengesh said.
legations
were
tion and economic development
"The advisory board's
Schatz said he cared about Whit
brought
before
issues in Spokane and had been
worth, so the events preceding his de
the faculty affairs
appointed as the citizen-at-large
really important for the committee in the Courtesy ofwhitworth.edu parture broke his heart.
representative on the Washing
Michael Le Roy
dean to connect to the
"I know they're trying to hire a de
an
form of a griev
ton state ethics administrative
ance
from
Wilson.
now," he said. "It'll take good leader
commission by the governor.
business world. We look
"The faculty affairs commit ship, and there has to be a shift of culture where peo
"All of that was attractive; it was
a part of our lives," Usrey said, forward to reengaging that tee reviewed those allegations, ple are not so intimidated."
The challenges that have arisen in the school's his
"My wife was heavily involved in activity in the foil With OUr reviewed all of t he evidence, and
they found no basis for those tory have had a variety of effects, say those involved.
the community and church com
new dean."
claims at all," Le Roy said.
"I think the overriding thing I can say is that the
munity as well, but we felt it was
Schatz said he didn't agree with folks who have lived through those changes recognize
time to move on after what had
— JOHN HENG ESH
Le Roy's management style. Prior that there were issues and challenges from the past,
transpired the last year."
interim director of
to his retirement, Schatz said Le and it's really important to learn from those," Hengesh
In response to Usrey's com
graduate studies in business
Roy m ade threats against Schatz said. "But the group that is here today is reallyfocused
ment that Usrey left partially be
due to his opposition of the Costa on moving ahead, and through the various changes I
cause of a disagreement, Le Roy
said that he could not talk about personnel situations. Rica campus.
think we've become a tighter organization."
"That's part of t he reason I left," Sc hatz said. "He
Rob Wilson, a former associate professor of history
and political studies as well as economics and busi said, 'I will bring a case against you.'"
ness, was not re-hired after 16 years at Whitworth
Schatz also said the university had to pay settle
when the school decided to regularize the position, ments to former employees who left because of Le
Roy.
he said.
Contact Evanne Montoya at
"I just have a pretty strong sense that I was moved
"From the business school there were at least two emontoyal 3@my.whitworth.edu.
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by Melinda Leavitt

Forensics team members^^
take awareis at oiatinnal level
Sandra TTtlly

Hello all! This last week has been busy: trustees'
board meeting, sunshine and events galore. The
trustees had three days full of meetings all in order to
help make Whitworth even better than it already is.
Students in ASWU sat in on many of th e committee
meetings including Finance and Administration,
Institutional Advancement, Academic Affairs,
Student Services, and Building and Grounds. The
committee I sat in on was Academic Affairs where
the trustees approved the conferment of degrees
and honors at commencement for students in
their undergraduate and graduate programs. All
that means is the seniors and those in the graduate
programs can graduate and receive diplomas. The
Institutional Advancement committee talked about
growing the endowment. Did you know that the
Investing Club on campus will be allowed to control
and invest part of t he endowment for the school?
Look for opportunities to get involved with that in
the future.
In ASWU la st week, the current executive team
ran their last meeting. The next and last meeting
will b e run by the new executive team. We invited
Lulu Gonzalez and some of the CDAs on campus
to come and talk with us about the CDA po sition
and how we can all work together to collaborate
on events and making the CDA position more well
known by students. The CDAs are not just focused
on the international students. They work with Act
6 students, National Science Foundation students,
and even students like you and me- to create a
welcoming environment where we all see each other
as Whitworth students.
On one last note, there was an informal, studentled session on the academic vitality and academic
community on campus. If yo u didn't get to come,
get in contact with Patrick Stewart as he'll be the one
working on continuing conversations next year about
this. Students like myself, Patrick Yoho and Brittany
Roach wanted to get feedback from students about
how we can make sure that Whitworth is remaining
and striving to be an academically-minded
community where students are challenged and not
allowed to settle. We received a lot of great feedback
that we'll be passing along to the interim provost
Barb Sanders.
In the upcoming weeks, take time to enjoy the sun
and to work hard and finish out the year strong. Enjoy
your time here on campus because soon everyone
will be free for the summer!

StaffWriter
The forensics team at Whitworth made itself
known by winning the International Public Debate
Association's national tournament.
The competition was held April 13-15at Sam Hous
ton State University in Texas. It was thefirst time any
student at Whitworth had ever earned a national title
for debate. The team won a total of s ix awards with
two students, senior Travis Walker and freshman Ja
cob Wilson, closing out the competition as co-champions. Coach Mike Ingram said he was not surprised
by the results.
"We've had a lot of success in the Northwest, and
I t hought we could go and hold our own with stu
dents from across the country," Ingram said. Am I
surprised? No, be cause I think we have very strong
students."
Whitworth students debated against more than 28
schools and 94 students from all over the country.
Junior Krister Johnson progressed to the quarterfi
nals: Senior Rachel Busick, sophomore Sam Director
and freshman Laryssa Lynch all made it to the top
32. Lynch said she was happy with the success of the
team.
"It's interesting to start from the ground up and
retrain," Lynch said. "It does differ from high school
to college. We really shocked some people with how
well we have done coming back for the first year."
The competition asked questions on a range of
topics starting with the resolution, 'Why Starbucks
makes life better.'The students had 30 minutes to pre
pare an argument for each topic given.
In the final round of the competition^ Walker and
Wilson were given the choice of either competing
against each other or both holding the title of first
place as co-champions. The two decided to maintain
the strong unity of their team by sharing the win. Wil
son said he was glad to have one of hi s teammates
with whom he could uphold the title.
"The thing that I'm most proud of is not the fact
that I won, but that I had a great friend as a co-cham
pion and was able to represent Whitworth," Wilson
said. "They took a leap restarting the program and
we're proving that it was worth it."
The forensics team held two three-hour practic
es each week and participants also had individual
weekly consultations with coach Mike Ingram. At
group practices, teammates performed practice
rounds and helped each other answer questions on a
range of topics. The team aspect of the forensics pro-

Contact Melinda Leavitt at
mleavittl 2@my.whitworth.edu.
This week: "Inner-Mission"

Scan this QR code with your smart
phone to see the ASWU weekly minutes.

jJ^WhitPRES

Photographer: Tanner Scholten
Forensics coach Mike Ingram shows off two
trophies won by the forensics and ethics teams
this year.
gram was important to both the program's coach and
participants.
"My teammates are unquestionably some of the
most important people," Wilson said. "It's highly im
probable that you will succeed without a team."
Ingram said he believes the program is beneficial
to students who participate. He said he thinks know
ing how to make an intelligent argument in front a
group of people is a skillthat is beneficial forstudents
both in and out of the classroom.

Contact Sandra Tully at
stullyl 5@my.whitworth.edu.

Worship
8:00 a.m. - contemporary
9:30 a.m. - contemporary
10:45 a.m. - traditional
11:01 a.m. - contemporary
Blog
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Photographer: GregMoser
(L to R) Senior Jeff Bass, Cody Thompson and Nathan Mead of the Spokane-based band Nude recently won the 11th annual Sound Off! competition in
Seattle. The band won a spot in Seattle's Bumbershoot festival along with recording time. Nude will be recording its first EP in May.

Nude takes first place in Seattle band battle
Katie Harriman

StaffWriter
Of the 147 bands that applied to the
Experience Music Project's 11th an
nual Sound Off! competition, Spokanebased band Nude wasn't even hoping
to win the competition.
It was not an effortless win, the band
members said. Nude tried to remain
calm about the experience, but still
wanted to be a significant part of t he
competition.
"We really j ust wanted to make it to
the final round, and then from there
we just kind of tried to let go of it," said
Nathan Mead, the band's vocalist and
guitarist. "We weren't trying to really be
competitive. It's too stressful to be su
per competitive."
The competition was held for bands
aged 21 and under from the Pacific
Northwest. The bands go through a pro
cess of t hree semi-final concerts, and
during the final, the winner is chosen.
Because Nude was named winner of
Sound Off!, they received a spot at Seattie's Bumbershoot, a music and art fes
tival that takes place every September.
"It was such an advancing experi
ence, I think," Cody Thompson said,
the band's drummer. "We pushed our

selves really hard because we were so change.
excited about it."
"We'll have a chance to really have
The band consists of two Whitworth [the songs] make sense dynamically,"
seniors, Jeff Bass and Jackson Cate (cur Bass said.
Nude also said it wants to giveits fans
rently studying abroad in Australia); as
a powerful experience through their EP.
well as Mead and Thompson.
"It's our first chance to create a full
"Winning Sound Off! was such an
experience that
amazing thing,"
people can have
lead
guitarist
"Nude live is a dream-like
outside
one
Bass said. "We
experience. The unique
of our shows,"
won
Bumber
Thompson said.
shoot and re
repeated guitar licks and
cording
time,
Nude
was
complementary vocals make formed
and so much
initially
during fall of
awesome gear
it sound as if everything is
2009, w hen Bass
that fits
our
accidentally perfect."
and former Whit
needs so well."
Along with a
worth
student
— SETH O WENS
Mead took a mu
slot at Bumber
sophomore
sic theory class
shoot, the band
together.
will also be re
"We started talking about music,
cording its first EP in May in Seattle.
According to the band, the EP it is re ended up jamming together, and we
leasing is significant to the start of the never really stopped," Bass said. "We
band's career.
had a hard time finding other people
"It's the first stepping stone to initiat who wanted to do the same weird
ing ourselves as a band that wants to be things we did."
recognized," Thompson said.
Bass resorted to using beats made
Initially, the band had been record on ProTools and looping the sound
ing its demos in Bass's bedroom. Ac during shows when Nude didn't have a
cording to the band, recording in a drummer.
studio will be a big — and welcome —
Fortunately for Mead and Bass, they

met Cate and Thompson. Together,
they were able to form Nude.
Mead, who describes the band's
genre as "beat-heavy dream-pop,"
described the varying musical back
grounds of all of the members.
"If I were to talk about the sounds
we were influenced by, I would say Jeff
was influenced by melodic garage rock,
with some bebop influence," Mead
said. "I come from 80s mope pop and
Cody really likes jazzy stuff but alsojust
street beat."
Despite their differing musical back
grounds, the band's unique energies
help bring the sound together.
"It never feels like we're treading on
each other's styles, it just fits," Thomp
son said. "We've helped to make this
sound that we've all created with our
personalities."
The band members said they are at
tracted to passionate, expressive play
ing that makes listeners have a visceral
reaction to the music.
"That's what we want to be, is expre
s
sive," Mead said.
Nude performed at the Northwest
Museum of A rts and Culture's BeGin!
show on April 13.

see Nude, p age 12.
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Jo Miller

Arts & Culture Editor

Upcoming:
Monday, April 30
Whitworth in China Presentation

Wednesday, April 18
Spread the Word to End the Word

Saturday, April 21
Earth Day Celebration

Wednesday, April 25
Warren Peace

Spread the Word to End the Word is a
campaign to stop the use ofthe "r-word"
because of the negative effect it has on
people with intellectual disabilities.
Communitymembers, parents, teachers
and Whitworth students attended the
event where three middle school stu
dents read essaysabout the campaign in
the Robinson TeachingTheatre.
"The word 'retarded' is a slur just like
any derogatory term," said senior Mor
gan McQuillan, the event's coordinator.
Several students with disabilities from
Spokane Public Schools also presented,
advocating for themselves and others
with disabilities. The students are in
the Community IMAGES program t hat
helps them learn skillsto transition from
high school to adulthood.
"The students who presented were so
excited to get to come to Whitworth,"
McQuilkin said. "They really value the
opportunity to advocate forthemselves."
More information about the campaign
can be found at r-word.org.

Whitworth's IJM club celebrated Earth
Day with an open market and interactive
event in lied Square.
Students could have their bikes fixed
and purchase terrariums, plant start
ers and homemade yogurt and granola. One table offered lessons on how
to make your own deodorant and one
helped students locate where in the
world their breakfast came from, with an
emphasis on buying local.
The political side of the environmen
tal movement was also being examined,
with discussion about slavery, consum
erism and unfair labor practices.
"It's a look at how our behavior, habits
and life choices affect the world and he
t
community," said senior Haley Atkin
son, the club's president.
Although raising money wasn't the
primary focus of the event, all proceeds
went to buying dictionaries for refugee
tutoring.

Students from the Whitworth inChina
Students will cuddle up under the
stars in Pirate's Cove with hot drinks, trip will be sharing their experiences
s'mores and a fire to watch Warren s from the semester-long studyabroad.
"When we went to China we didn't
traditional outdoor music event, War
know what to expect — som e people
ren Peace.
Ten music groups will be perform think of China as a scary place," junior
ing, all of them Whitworth students. Annalisa Wells said. "We want to show
Tryouts were held where more than that they're realpeople witha wonderful
. fj
20 musicians auditioned. Junior Pat culture."
The event will be set up with tables in
rick Stewart, who is helping put on the
event, said he encouraged them to col the Hixson Union Building ABC Confer
ence Rooms at 7 p.m. where attendees
laborate so more of them could play.
Stewart said students should bring can go around and talk to different stu
blankets to enjoy the experience of an dents from the trip.
The event will be a more personal ex
outdoor concert.
"I have been to a lot of outdoor con perience with students interacting, in
certs and I know they are a lot more stead of just a slideshow presentation.
fun than other concerts," Stewart said. That's usually how things work in China
The event starts at 8 p.m. and is free, — people share, Wells said.
Tea will be served; there will be atable
but an optional donation box will be
out to support a charity. Check the to teaching Chinese calligraphy a nd a
event's Facebook page for the com Tai Chi demonstration by Wells and se
plete lineup and updates in case the nior AmyWyalt.
weather turns bad.

Contact Jo Miller atjoannamillerl 4@my.whitworth.edu.

Rusty Roofs: Not an ordinary burger joint
Elise Van Dam

rooms, tomato and lettuce. If you are not a burger
fan then I would recommend trying the Grilled
Chicken Sandwich or the Garden Patch Burger.
The menu also consists of frozen custard milk
When I am having a bad day I crave a good
cheeseburger, fries and a coke. This meal is my shakes, from the traditional chocolate to fresh
huckleberry. The restaurant uses top quality ingre
comfort food; itmakes my day a littlebrighter.
In my hometown of San Diego, In-N-Out is dients and the custard is made in the restaurant.
"Their huckleberry milkshake is delicious," Whit
the restaurant where I find my comfort meal, but
unfortunately it is not in Spokane. I have been worth alumna and customer Robyn Louis said. "It
searching high and low for three years, have gone is perfect for sharing."
I tried the Rusty Cheeseburger. I loved every as
to multiple restaurants to find the best burger and
pect
of the burger. Ittasted fresh and had a lot offla
now I feelI have found it at Rusty Roof's Burger and
vor. The patty was juicy. It was nice to see dark leaf
Shake Shack on 101 EastHastings Road.
Frank and Shanna Haney opened Rusty Roofs lettuce instead of the traditional Iceberg lettuce.
Burger and Shake Shack on Oct. 18, 2010. The cou The burger also had tomatoes, onions and pickles
ple wanted to create a restaurant that had the envi with the restaurant's house sauce. The bun was soft
ronment of a sit-down restaurant with a fast food and fresh and came from Alpine Bistro and Bakery
twist. Therestaurant uses all fresh ingredients, from on Monroe Street.
The only downfall tothis fabulous meal was Idid
all-beef patties to homemade sauces.
"We wanted to offer something a little different not realize garlic Parmesan fries were included in
with better quality and worth your money," Frank the meal and ifI wanted saltedfries, I had to ask. Do
not get me wrong, the fries were good, but I am not
Haney said.
Currently they are planning on opening asecond a huge fan of garlic Parmesan fries. I eat a few and
location on Hamilton Street by Gonzaga University then I am done with them. Besides the confusion
of the fries, I thought this was a great meal that was
in about six weeks.
All the burgers on the menu were tempting. If worth every penny.
you are a meat lover,I would recommend the Rusty
Photographer: Ashley Minster
Signature: season beef patty, house sauce, shred
Rusty Roof's Burger and Shake Shack serves gourmet burgers
ded pork, apple wood smoked bacon, pastrami, Contact Elise Van Dam at
as well as custard made right in the shop.
cheddar cheese, grilled onions, sauteed mush evandaml3@my.whitworth.edu.

StaffWriter

Theatre projects culminate
seniors' time in department

MM

Jacqueline Goldman

StaffWriter

Imagine, while all of you r classes are giving you
more work than you can handle, you also have to
worry about putting on your own production for the
Whitworth community. For Whitworth's senior the
atre majors, that is their reality.
As p art of the requirement for theatre students,
they must complete a senior project. The project can
be just about anything, and junior sociology major
Courtney Bagdon, who has worked with some of the
senior projects, explained the variety found within
the projects.
"You can do a traditional performance, directing
and/or performing," Bagdon said. "We had one se
Photographer: Hope Barnes
nior in the fall for technical theatre who worked as Michael Seidel's senior project, "Straight Talk," was
technical director for the fall main stage."
performed in forum theatre style as a way tostart
Projects that have already been presented this conversation about heterosexism and respect
spring are "Almost Maine " by Jessica Knuth, Isabel
Nelson and Alyssa Parkinson; "Parallel Lives" by hearsals, inviting people to come to get their input,
Maery Simmons and Caitlin Tuttle; "Be With Me In changing everything or changing nothing."
Seidel's senior project entitled "Straight Talk"
Paradise" by Alivia Bie rschbach; Lauren Sandelius
and Alison Gonzalez both completed projects; Reid showed last week.
The production was done in forum theatre style.
Tennis did technical directing for the fall 2011 main
Forum style allows the audience.to literally stop the
stage show, Hay Fever.
Thegoalofthe senior project is totake the culmina production, enter themselves into the show by re
tion of theatre knowledge and skills you have gained placing a character and interact with the other char
acters to try to change the direc
throughout the past four years and
tion of the performance. Seidel
showcase them for the faculty and
"The seniors have to
was intentional in making the pro
other students, Bagdon further ex
plained.
put in a lot of work and duction specific to Whitworth, al
lowing audience members to par
As one can imagine, creating
effort on these things.
ticipate in a scenario that is likely
your own project is no small feat.
In fact, senior theatre major Mi There's hours upon hours to be seen on campus.
The production is about hetero
chael Seidel explained, ironically
that no one even hears sexism, which Wyatt said isthe op
the senior project usually starts in
pression of anyone who is consid
a student's junior year.
about..."
ered to be in the category of being
"In spring of junior year, you
— AMY WYATT
homosexual. It focuses on a group
propose a senior project to all of
of friends playing cards when
the theatre faculty, and then you
senior
one student, Regina, realizes that
wait, and you wait, and you wait
some more and finally y ou either get approved, ap there's a homosexual, Annie, living in her hall and
proved with modifications or you have tore-propose," she gets uncomfortable. The scene plays out where
Regina rants about Annie, eventually leading to hav
Seidel said.
Once the student is approved, then the real work ing Annie moved to a single room in another dorm.
Seidel's goal was for the audience to recognize an
begins.
"You have things that need to be done six weeks issue and step in to change the direction. The piece
prior to your performance, four weeks, three weeks, had positive effects on audience members who end
two, one and things that need to be done the day be ed up participating in the production.
"It was really interesting to act out these situations
fore," Seidel said. "Then after your performance, you
have a postmortem with the entire theatre faculty to that you see in everyday life," Bagdon said. "I thought
that him deciding todo this was a really uniqu
e choice
discuss the whole project from start to finish."
The whole process can' take more than 100 hours, and I'm glad he was bold enough to make this choice
Seidel said, and apparently that experience is quite because a lot of people are going to oppose this."
Seidel shared his main goal for creating the possi
common.
According to senior cross-cultural studies major bly controversial piece.
"Heterosexism has always been something I've
Amy Wyatt, who has been involved in many different
senior projects, each project is just as time consum been interested in," Seidel said. "I have a lot of gay
friends and I think it is a topic that gets brushed un
ing.
"The seniors have to put in a lot of work and ef der the rug. It's almost OK to be heterosexist."
Although the topic may be controversial, Seidel
fort on these things," Wyattsaid. "There's hours upon
horns that no one even hears about; whether it's
practicing lines or doing blocking or having dress resee Senior theatre, page 13

Here is a look into the Whitworthian archives
to see what Whitworth was like back in the day.
Articles printed as archived.

Whitworth Radio Station Will Begin
Broadcasting

April 28,1950

Whitworth's new radio station was on the air for
the first time last Saturday afternoon.
Ifyou would have had your radio tuned to 660 k.e.,
you may have heard recorded music coming from
the station's temporary studio, the physics labora
tory in Washington hall.
Milton Knight of the physics department was ex
perimenting with the radio equipment Saturday, and
he decided to put it on the air. Knight and Stan Rob
erts drove around the campus listening to the music
on their car radio. Theyreport a good reception with
in the area of Whitworth, Washington, Westminster,
and Nason halls. According to Knight, "Itsounded as
good as the rest of the stations on the dial."
Upon completion of t he station equipment, it is
to be heard easily anywhere on campus. In several
weeks the equipment will be moved to a central lo
cation, the dining hall basement, where a studio has
been completed.

Poem

May 1,1942
The other night when stuck at school,
I dared to disobey a rule.
Down the fire escape I climbed,
Just as the clock eleven chimed.
• Past the watchman on his beat,
Watching, lest I must retreat
Through the shadow and the trees,
Listening once with shaking knees;
Then a sigh of great relief
To find I had no cause for grief.
What first had seemed the end
Turned out to only be a friend.
We laughed and said it was a joke,
And went downtown to have a coke.
But now I'm waiting patiently
To leam how long I'll campused be,
And this —my long and sad lament —
How did that housemother know I went?

READ MORE
ARTS & CULTURE
ONLINE:
PREVIEW FOR SPRINGFEST
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12 Surveys show majority of students lack sleep
U">

Nerissa Kresge
StaffWriter
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"I have to get eight hours of sleep or I can't func
tion," a student complained to her friend at the Mind
and Hearth Coffee House.
This student is aware of how important sleep is to
everyday life, but with finals right around the corner,
many students forget how important sleep is to their
overall ability to function. Why sleep when there still
are five chapters left to read? What about that impor
tant 15-page paper due in the morning?
Dr. Noel Wescombe, associate professor of psy
chology at Whitworth, is currently researching the
sleep patterns of W hitworth's students and said he
has discovered that close to 60 percent of the students
studied are not getting an adequate amount of sleep.
"[These] students tend to go to bed around mid
night and yet they're getting up at 7:30 to go do their
activities," Wescombe said. "They're in a kind of sleep
deprivation."
Wescombe said thereare three major selling points
for a good night's sleep: one's ability to focus, mood
and health.
Sleep is directly tied to how well one is able to fo
cus, he said. Focusing during class becomes difficult
for some when sleep has been compromised.
"I start to doze off in class and it seems to go by lon
ger," sophomore Tanner Tyson said.
Cramming instead of sleeping does not always
have beneficial results.
"If your test requires you to write an essay
, get some
sleep," Wescombe said
Writing quality essays require high functioning
brains and a lack of sleep hinders one's ability.
A person's mood is directly tied to sleep. More
sleep might just make it easier to control one's mood
swings and have a happier disposition, Wescombe
said.
Wanting to lose weight? Getsome sleep. Wescombe
said recent studies have shown significant corre
lations between sleep and one's health, including
weight loss. Sleep deprivation sets the body into a
pre-diabetic state and hinders the body's ability to
regulate its metabolism.
Additionally, Dr. Michael Rempe, associate profes
sor of m athematics and computer science at Whit
worth, who specializes in diverse neural systems and
sleep said several studies have recently shown a link
between a lack of sleep and chronic illnesses.
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NUDE

continued from page 9
Sophomore Seth Owens attended the perfor
mance, and described Nude's style. He has seen the
band perform on multiple occasions, and said they
get better every time he sees them play.
"Nude live isa dream-like experience," Owens said.
"The unique repeated guitar licks and complementa
ry vocals make it soun
d as ifeverything is accidentally
perfect."
Owens said he generally stifles the temptation to
dance at shows, but for Nude, he makes an exception.
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5 hours

6 hours

7 hours

9 hours

How many hours of sleep
do you get on average?

Do you feel like you
get enough sleep?
Graphic Artist: Hannah Charlton

Results were taken from a survey of 50 Whitworth students conducted by writer.
Not getting enough sleep can have a severe, lasting assistant professor in the department of psychology
at the University of California, Riverside has written a
effect on a person. So what canbe done? Sleep.
The National Sleep Foundation recommends that book entitled "Take a Nap! Change Your Life."
In chapter three of M ednick's book, she outlines
late adolescents attain a total of nine hours and 15
the top 20 reasons one should take a nap, including:
minutes of sleep at night.
increased alertness, reduced stress,
Of th e 50 Whitworth students
creativity boost, weight loss, "pre
surveyed last week for this ar
"[These] students tend serve
your youthful looks" and ulti
ticle, only one person said he or
to
go
to
bed
around
mately,
"it feels good."
she slept nine hours a night. Out
It
might
also be helpful to know
of 50 st udents, only 20 said they midnight and yet they're
one's sleep pattern. Wescombe de
average around seven hours of
getting up at 7:30 to
scribed the two types of sleepers in
sleep a night. That means, every
terms of larks and owls.
night, students are losing two
go do their activities.
"If you tend to be more of a lark,
hours and 15 minutes of n eces
They're
in
a
kind
of
it's
better to go to sleep earlier and
sary sleep.
get up earlier," Wescombe said. "If
One method of p laying catch
sleep deprivation."
you're more of a n owl, you tend to
up comes in the form of the
NOEL WESCOMBE
be able to go to sleep later and get
weekend.
up later."
"I'll crash after three weeks [of
professor of psychology
While everyone is different and it
not sleeping enough] and sleep
is
possible for some to function on
for 12 hours," senior Solomon
less
sleep,
why
take
the chance? Especially during fi
Walden said.
Another way to fight sleep deprivation and all of nals, whether a lark or an owl, make sure to schedule
in a couple extra hours of sleep.
the negatives it brings is napping.
"We tend to look down on naps but they are help
ful," Wescombe said.
Contact Nerissa Kresge at
Naps are so helpful in fact that Dr. Sara Mednick, nkresgel 2@my. whitworth.edu.

"When I watch them on stage, I feel like they're al
most contingent upon my interaction as a member of
the audience," Owens said. "They invite, I react, they
reward."
Sophomore Sam Bjoraker, who also attended the
show at the MAC, agreed.
"Nude is so fun to watch because of h ow effort
lessly they play complicated arrangements," Bjoraker
said. "They just get up there and enjoy themselves,
and you can't help but do the same. I spend most of
the show with my eyes glued to Jeff's fret board. You
can't help but dance."
Bjoraker said he believes Nude definitely has a fu
ture among other famous bands.

"Mark my words, Nude will be signed to a label in
the next eight months," Bjoraker said.
The band has multiple upcoming shows, including
a Star Wars show on May 4 in Seattle. Nude will be
playing two shows in June: Elkfest in Spokqnend
a the
Catapult Music Festival in Anacortes. Nude also has
a few tentative house shows coming up in Spokane.
To keep track of Nude and sample its demos, visit
its Facebook page.

Contact Katie Harriman at
kharrimanl 4@my.whitworth.edu.
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Content found in the "I Saw You" section are
student submissions and do not necessarily
reflect the opinion of The Whitworthian.
Photographer: Linnea Goold
Senior Wade Roberts' art piece "Capsules" is part of the senior art exhibit called "Daedal" that runs
until May 12.

Senior art students finish
education with final exhibit
Heather Kennison
StaffWriter
"Daedal" — "ing enious and complex in design or
function, intricate" — labels the entrance of the Bryan
Oliver Art Gallery. Senior art majors opened their se
nior exhibit on April 17 to display the finale of their
four years in the art program.
The exhibit features works of 12 Whitworth seniors
specializing in various forms of a rt, from graphic de
sign to ceramics and photography.
"This is a culmination of their entire education
here," said Stephen Rue, professor of a rt and director
of the Bryan Oliver Art Gallery. "It's representative of
their growth and success in the department."
Senior art major Jake Allen's piece, "Age of Type," is
. one such example. Using letterpress, intaglio and digi
tal print techniques, the piece features layers of type
overlapping one another. Allen created the piece over
Jan Term during an independent study.

"The art department just got a letter press," All en
said. "I then worked with it in Photoshop to blend the
layers."
The piece was one of four pieces Allen submitted to
the show, but was the only one accepted.
One can not help but be drawn in by senior Meghan
Eremeyeff's "Seven Seas Wine" or "Duds Chocolate
Bars." While the food is not real, the wine labels show
hand-drawn, twisting waves and product information
on the back. Eremeyeff had done both wine and choc
olate bar designs for her Imaging II and Typography I
classes, based on made-up companies, she said.
"Part of do ing graphic design is putting your style

SENIOR THEATRE

out into the world," Eremeyeff said. "Product design is
fun because what you're doing has to stand out on the
shelf."
Eremeyeff said she appreciated the opportunity to
use sans serif and handwritten fonts. The wine bottle
labels were designed by hand, she said. The project
also included research on government regulations re
garding nutrition labels.
Each student in the exhibit is in the Senior Exhibi
tion Project class, a class which is required for art ma
jors, Rue said.
Students submitted artwork, which was then re
viewed by a juror for acceptance into the exhibit. Ju
rors are usually local artists. Each student is guaran
teed to have one piece in the exhibit, but most is left up
to juror discretion. This year's juror was Jan Erickson, a
painter from Coeur d'Alene.
"The juror has authority to pick pieces he or she
deems quality work," Rue said.
Seniors had complete control over the naming and
design of the exhibit displaying their works, Rue said.
"They really put a lot of thoug
ht into it," he said. "I'm
impressed; they did a great job doing it this year."
From plants in glazed clay pots to sculptures and
cloth and string, there is much to be explored at the
exhibit, which will be up until May 12.
"I like the diversity there is," said senior English ma
jor Alexa Foster, who attended the opening reception.
"I wasn't expecting the different types of art — a mix
ture of abstracts and real images."

was treating people in a respectful
manner whether you agreed with
continued from page 11
them or not."
The theatre department's senior
mentioned that he wasn't out to try
to change majority opinions on the projects are still happening. Senior
theatre major Andrew Coopman s
homosexual issue.
"I would really like to see a project, "The Actor's Nightmare,"
change in general in attitudes," is playing Friday, April 27 at 7 p.m.
Seidel said. "I didn't go into this and Saturday, April 28 at 3 p.m.
project trying to prove whether ho on Stage II. Coopman is directing
mosexuality was right or wrong, I the production that was originally
think that's a really big issue that's done by Christopher Durang and
going to take more than one proj described it as a comedy portray
ect to change opinions on that. I ing an actor's worst fears while do
really jus t wanted to see action in ing a production.
"It's hilarious," Coopman said.
the Whitworth community that
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You were standing in front of Duvall when it
was pouring rain. You forgot your i.d. card so
you had been waiting for someone to let you in.
When I got to the door you smiled at me, and I
couldn't believe how adorable you looked. Now
everytime I'm on the bridge I always think of
you. Hopefully I'll see you again beautiful girl.
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Coffee Shop Torture
I saw you in the coffee shop. It was bad enough
when they played "Smile" by Avril Lavigne. It
was intolerable when you began singing along.

• Wagon Lunatics
I saw you three running around the HUB with a
wagon and nerf gun. You interrupted my writ
ing groove in the coffeeshop, but it was funny...
and also slightly terrifying. To the girl yelling
on the wagonj it was a good study break. So
thanks?

Biker Babe
I saw you riding your bike. I thought you were
someone else so I honked and waved like an
idiot. Sorry if I scared you, you weren't who I
thought you were.
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In response to the author of
"Ice Cream Thief"
So sorry to have crushed your soul after per
manently borrowing said tub of mint chocolate
chip on that past Sundae Sunday. But you
needn't worry — I enjoyed it greatly.
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Scan QR code to submit your own I Saw You
on your mobile device.
Submissions published as received.

Contact Jacqueline Goldman at
jgoldman13@my.whitworth.edu.

n

Duvall Rain

Contact Heather Kennison at
hkennison!2@my.whitworth.edu.
"You have the classic nightmares of
forgetting your lines or not know
ing blocking or even forgetting the
show. You have that all kind of put
together in this one production in
which we follow George Spelvin,
the main character, trying to catch
on to the show."
Tickets are $2 to attend.
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Seen someone? Submit your 'I saw you' (limited
to 50 words) online at thewhitworthian.com.
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Benevolent sexism poses a harmful threat
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ROSIE BROWN
COLUMNIST
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On April 11a screening of "Miss Representation,"
a documentary that addresses issues such as the
impact of the media on perception of women, was
shown to Whitworth students in the Hixson Union
Building. While I have considered Whitworth, a lib
era] arts university, to be quite receptive to advocat
ing gender equality, watching "Miss Representa
tion" opened my eyes to a stark reality. Sexism wears
many hats, and quite a few of these various forms
can be found oh campus. So, I would like to take the
time to identify them.
Benevolent sexism is perhaps the most common
form of unintentional sexism on campus. Believing
that men are doing women a favor in keeping them
from the workforce is one example. Another exam
ple I have heard is the belief that women should stay
out of church leadership, unless it's in children's
ministry. I don't want you to think that the only ones
who exhibit this particular type of sexism are men.
Contrary to popular belief, benevolent sexism is
encouraged by both genders. Many women will say
things such as, "I shouldn't have to do [insert task cant other. I no longer want to say the pressure is to
here]; that's the man's job." While chivalry at its best obtain a "ring by spring," since I am unsure if people
is not a bad thing, unintended harm can be done. feel pressured to get married. But there is certainly a
And it's hidden in our vocabulary, such as "Chival pressure to at least find someone who may possibly
propose later down the road. While this pressure fol
rous men work so that women 'don't have to.'"
I appreciate the gesture, but the assumption un lows women all throughout life, even several years
intentionally places women in a position of inferior after college when "biological clocks start ticking," as
ity. Imagine a woman who pursues a full-time career the saying goes, it is incredible that this is a main is
and her husband stays at home with the children. If sue for the average female college student.
For goodness sake, we spend way too much on tu
she were to say, "I'm the one who works so that my
husband 'doesn't have to,' rather than admiration for ition here to allow our college years to become about
her sacrifice, society would generally deem her self the "MRS" degree. Men and women of W hitworth,
ish or condescending. Meanwhile, the stay-at-home you are far more valuable than just marriage materi
dad would either be put down for his "feminine" al. We hear the word "vocation" thrown around like
a beach ball at a summer rock
job or pitied for his "overbear
concert; that's because Whit
ing" spouse. On the other hand,
For goodness sake, we
worth as an institution wants us
however, stay-at-home moms
spend way too much on to find our calling. Whether that
are generally more socially ac
cepted, and there is an assump
tuition here to allow our calling is grounded in marriage
tion that women often prefer to
and family, graduate school, encollege years to become trepreneurship, non-profit or
be domestic.
Another shape of sexism
about the "MRS" degree. ganizations or world travel, dis
seen on campus has been the
cover what your unique calling is.
self-objectification of women. I
Don't allow yourself to become
know that a lot of you readers are saying, "No way! another object in the world of matchmaking,
Whitworth women, of all people, are strong, inde
I am positive that, for most of you, the word "femi
pendent, intelligent, etc." I'll agree with you on that, nism" leaves a terrible taste in your mouths. Femi
but I have to say that this self-objectification that we nism has been associated with the worst connota
women tend to do is perhaps the most subtle, most tions, from bra-burnings and anti-men protests; to
deceptive form of sexism. One of the undeniable "masculine" women and female-God. However,
problems on campus is the pressure to find a signifi- here is what feminism means to me and why I think
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Graphic Artist: Hannah Charlton
Whitworth needs it. Feminism supports gender
equality and equal opportunities, treatment and rejspect. Without equal respect between genders (both
intentional and unintentional), how can we as a
community breed college graduates who can hon
estly take Whitworth's mission of serving humanity?
Feminism does not seek to say that women are bet
ter than men, or that women should replace men in
roles of power and authority. Rather, feminism calls
for justice; feminism desires to give women their
dignity back and to tell them they are more capable
than society has allowed them to think. Feminism
tells women that their worth is not solely in how they
look, dress, or in their abilities to find a husband.
Feminism says that a woman's perspective is just
as powerful and essential as a man's, and that hav
ing both perspectives enrich the overall wisdom of
a community. With this definition of feminism in
mind, who at Whitworth can say, "I don't want or
need feminism?" I hope the answer is, "No one."
Whitworth, we need feminism. We can't reject it or
laugh it off or say "Dear God, not again." Rather, we
should ask thoughtful questions such as, "What's
wrong with traveling the world before getting mar
ried?" or "Well, why can't a woman be president?"
Most of all, I'd like to hear Whitworth students, men
and women alike, say, "I'm proud to be a feminist."
BROWN is a senior majoring in international business.
Comments can be sent to
rbrownl3@my.whitworth.edu.
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Graphic Artist: Eli Smith

Women hold power to influence election
Planned Parenthood has been swarming the me
dia, and even in our own newspaper, so little needs
to be said about that. Though I will say that I in ev
COLUMNIST
ery way support Planned Parenthood, as it provides
millions of low-income women with primary health
care, along with providing valuable information to
The presidential candidates have taken a clear fo young girls about safe sex and STDs.
However, the problem does not only lie with
cus to win the female vote, as it has been at the fore
front of discussion and debate. Many believe that Planned Parenthood, an article in The Huffington
women will determine who the president is, though Post notes that there are several other attacks on
in the history of elections it is not as black and white women. GOP members of the House and Senate re
as focusing on just pien or women. Of course women fuse to support the Violence Against Women Act be
cause it includes lesbians and
will affect the coming election;
Native Americans. The Pay
they are roughly 50 percent of
What is clear is that women check Fairness Act was passed
the population.
need to he aware of what is in the House, but not in the
The more important issue is
Senate.
to realize why it is important going on in their country and
This bill would have worked
for women to wake up and to
to end inequalities in pay be
the
injustices
that
are
protect their rights. Arguments
tween genders. Several states
from the Republican side cite
happening before their eyes. are working to redefine "rape"
statistics from The Bureau of
while some states, such as
Labor Statistics that 92 percent
Georgia, are looking to change the term "victims of
of job s lost under Obama have been women s jobs,
rape" to "accuser." According to the Huffington Post,
while the Democrats contend that Republicans have
the Protect Life Act that was passed in the House in
been and continue to wage a war on women s rights,
2011 was a bill that would allow federally funded
from contraceptive use to basic human rights. What
hospitals that oppose abortion to refuse to do them,
is clear is that women need be aware of what is going
even if the mother's life is at risk.
on in their country and the injustices that are hap
In Maryland, republicans cut Head Start, a federpening before their eyes.

SARAH BERENTSON

ally funded program that serves as a preschool for
low-income families. Two Republican officials stood
by their choice, arguing that education starts at
home, and spoke highly of their stay-at-home wives.
Essentially, they believe the program is unneces
sary because women staying at home strengthens
marriages, and communities, and after all that is a
woman's place.
I am not trying to attack either side of the political
spectrum, but rather I am trying to stress to women
that equality has not been met. I am not an extreme
feminist, but I do believe in the general equality for
all humankind, whether that be based on gender,
sexual orientation, race or anything of the like.
Author Jessica Valenti shows that gender inequal
ity is not at the forefront of o ur society because ba
sic human rights have been met; women can vote,
women can work and there are domestic violence
laws in place. However, she argues that we should
not settle with basic human rights, but should con
tinue to fight for equality.
Injustices and inequality plague our country and
our world, but that doesn't mean we ignore them all
because there are too many, we simply work on h
t em
one step at a time.
BERENTSON is a senior majoring in Englishand
Spanish. Comments can be sent to
sberentsonl2@my.whitworth.edu.
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Christ calls Christians to love all neighbors
a teenager who claimed that "gay bashing is fun." In
contrast,
interpreters of s cripture who condone gay
RYANCOLUMNIST
STEVENS
lifestyles included several Harvard graduate pastors,
a reform Rabbi, several bishops and even a Nobel
Prize winner, till of wh om were placed in churches,
Recently, a movie was shown in Whitworth's mul libraries or offices. Those against the idea of Biblical
tipurpose room called "For the Bible tells me so." homosexuality were even compared to ideas in times
This film, during a week-long set of programs to draw of primal humanity.
awareness to the issue of homosexuality, was not only
One of the more blatant portrayals of "traditional
offensive, but detracted from the most important ist Christian ignorance" was a cartoon, in which the
component of the controversial subject.
ideas of a character subtly named "Christian" were
Initially, the film sets out as a documentary, in or shown as contrary to science, misinformed and child
der to explore the religious community's differing be ish. Traditionalist churches were shown without any
liefs about the morality of homosexuality. What could attempt at discretion as anti-gay factories in which
have easily been an unbiased effort to
homosexuals were placed on a
explore ideas and invoke critical think
conveyer belt and processed to ap
I also believe that
ing quickly turned into an assault on a
pear straight. The church factory
Christians are not
particular belief system with misrepre
was accused of u sing shame and
sented stereotypes. The film begins by
guilt-based tactics to manipulate
called to condemn,
showing shouting preachers condemn
and direcdy oppress anyone with
but to love.
ing gay activities as "abominations"
a homosexual tendency. The film
missed the most important aspect
and showed protesters with derogatory
signs shouting hateful calls to violence. This theme of this issue: the actions Christians should take to
of violent and ignorant Christians was pervasive ward those with whom they disagree. Jesus even said
throughout the film. The belief that homosexuality is that one of the greatest commandments is to loveyour
against Biblical principles is placed in direct contrast neighbor as yourself.
Christians, regardless of their beliefs about homo
with intelligence. Those against homosexuality were
shouting preachers in outdated churches, random sexuality, are called to love their neighbors. Christ did
and uninformed street pedestrians, hicks and even not say "Love your neighbors unless they're gay," he

simply said to love them. Christians should love their
neighbors, just as God loves them. The movie spent
an entire hour and a half demonizing a theological
group for the opinion chat ho mosexuality is wrong,
when it should have used its time condemning acts
of violence against those whom Christians are called
to love.
I h appen to believe that homosexuality is wrong,
and despite what the film portrays, I am not the only
intelligent person who believes this way. I also believe
that Christians are not called to condemn, but to love.
I regard discrimination, prejudice, bullying, violence
and any act of hate toward someone simply because
of th eir sexual preference as wrong and contrary to
Christ's message. It isthis message that should be em
phasized today: In spite of differences, God's love for
his creation is unconditional. There are valid objec
tions to homosexuality that originate from the Bible,
but these should not be the focus of church emphasis.
Many of the believers I know who are against homo
sexuality argue that we are called to love, respect and
care enough to understand those around us. Perhaps
if "For th e Bible tells me so" had focused on this as
pect of theology, it would have been a more powerful
and a less controversial message of hope.
STEVENS is a sophomore majoring in English and
French. Comments can be sent to
rsetevensl5@my.whitworth.edu.

Academy. Abbey. Apostolate.
M.Div. and M.A. in Theology Degrees
A T S E A T T L E P A C I F I C S E M I NA R Y
These three concepts

academy, abbey, and apostolate

define the vision of Seattle Pacific Seminary's approach to theological education. The Seminary
offers two graduate degree programs: M.A. in Theology and Master of Divinity (M.Div.). In each,

(academy), spiritual depth in community (abbey), and
(apostolate)— all informed by our Wesleyan heritage that joins

you'll experience rigorous scholarship
compassionate service

"knowledge and vital piety" as a means of changing the world.
Scholarships and graduate assistantships are avail able. For more information,
contact us, seminary@spu.edu or visit our website, www.spu.edu/seminary

Engaging the culture, changing th
e worid •

Seattle Pacific
UNIVERSITY
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This is the most
IS AMAZING.
I love just gettin' out and connecting with
nature. This is truly God's country.
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Populous churches offer
rewarding o pportunities
HALEY WILLIAMSON
COLUMNIST

I use to attend a church that had two Saturday
night services, three Sunday morning services and
a Sunday night service. Each service could hold
over 700 people and the overflow room was fre
quently used. That church falls under the definition
of a megachurch.
Many times when I tell people those statistics, I
get replies that usually go along the lines of "you at
tended a concert, not a church." That is all people
see, but megachurches are much more. If people
just took the time to get involved and did not judge
it from the outside appearance or from one atten
dance, then they would realize that.
By n o means am I saying that a megachurch is
better then a smaller church, my point is that too
many people judge the megachurch and don't take
time to see the impact and good the church is do
ing. There are two important aspects a megachurch
can offer that many people overlook: a community
and opportunities.
An argument that I have become tired of hearing
is that mega churches do not have community. Yes,
small churches offer a great community, everyone
knows your name and everything about you, and
that is great, however a megachurch offers that
too. People don't stay long enough to get involved
and don't get connected. The leaders and pastors
of the church can only do so much to reach out to
the people in their congregation; you have to put in
some effort, too.
Small groups are offered at almost any mega
church and allow you to form a group of 10 to 15
people that foster tighter, more intimate connec
tions throughout the church.
People need to stop using the argument that
mega-churches don't have any community. It may
not be a type of community that appeals to you or
that you thrive in and that is fine, but it does have a
sense of community that people love being part of.

Opportunities offered within a megachurch are
vast and diverse. With a large congregation, there
are many doors open for people to get involved.
Such opportunities can include mission work.
A large church can send out many teams overseas
to serve on the mission field. With so many teams,
more people are able to take part and serve God
and his people in ways they may never get the
chance to do again.
Other opportunities include jobs. Many larger
churches have cafes and coffee shops that are not
only run by volunteers but also paid staff members.
This is true for media, maintenance and ministries,
all areas that have many volunteers taking part but
are also providing people with well-paying jobs.
There are also many opportunities the church of
fers to simply help people in their own congregation
and in the community. Megachurches can bring
together people with specific skills or passions and
use them to renovate houses for the elderly, tutor
at-risk youth or provide a place for rehab for some
one who is struggling to change their life.
The positive aspects of a megachurch don't stop
there. The worship is done by volunteers, or paid
staff, who are talented musicians and recognized
that God has blessed them with the gift of music. At
some churches, the pastors are not only recognized
by the congregation and community, but are recog
nized worldwide because they preach in areas that
don't get to hear the Gospel. They have the ability
to do that because a larger church with a large sup
portive congregation is able provide the resources
necessary.
If y ou love going to a small church and that is
where you grow and are challenged with your faith,
then that is great, and you shouldn't stop going,
gut ^11 you know is a small church environment
and think that is the only way church should be
done, give a megachurch a chance. In the end, all
that matters is that you are growing in your faith.
A megachurch changed my life. I challenge you to
give it the chance to change yours.
WILLIAMSON is a freshman majoring in journalism
and mass communication. Comments can be sent to
hwilliamsonl5@my.whitworth.edu.

What, the stretch of desert behind the post office?
And whv are we out here in the middle of the day?
Look at us: two men against the elements, totally
separated from civilization. This is what it's all
about.I

If I poke my head out the tent, I'll see the town.
If 1 were to go get Starbucks right now, I'd be
back in, quite lit'rally, SIX minutes.

Nothin' makes a man outta va more than
surviving off your own wits and brute strength.
Look at you; you're the most ginger thing I've
seen outside of Mayberry. If you even go out^
I hop e we
{encounter a wild
animal. Like a
[mountain cougar
jgor a biting goat!

Bart, did you hear that??
I think it might be one of them sasquatches!

I hope it kills us both.

Biblical judgment corresponds with love
thew 18:15: "If your brother or sister
sins go and point out their fault" in
MAXCOLUMNIST
NELSEN
private. If the person continues in sin,
take the matter before one or two be
lievers. If nothing changes, the matter
should go before the church. What is
I often hear self-proclaimed Chris this if not judgment? We are directed
tians criticizing the church for a lack to confront others about sin. Yet the
of love. Indeed, the modern church is whole purpose is to .restore the per
largely perceived as hateful, judg
men son in love.
Ezekiel 3:18 explains the concept
tal and hypocritical. Unfortunately,
however, the type of love people of further when God says to Ezekiel:
ten advocate, which is undisceming, "When I say to a wicked man, 'You
universal and non-judgmental, is not will surely die,' and you do not warn
the kind of love that is portrayed in him or speak out to dissuade him
the Bible. While the church admit from his evil ways in order to save his
tedly has a long way to go, her accus life, that wicked man will die for his
ers, even those within the church, are sin, and I will hold you accountable
for his blood." Given
not without fault. It's
time for abigger view True love cannot exist that sin harms the
of Christian love.
apart from correction, sinner, is it truly lov
ing to uncritically ac
While it may feel
for love involves
cept them and their
right in our hearts
sin? Surely not. True
to believe we should
seeking the best
love desires to keep
love and celebrate
for its recipient.
people from harm.
everyone and every
Yet Matthew 7:1
thing equally, Jer
emiah 17:9 points out that "the heart appears to prohibit such judgment.
is deceitful above all things and be Jesus says, "Do not judge, or you too
yond cure." Thus, if we are to examine will be judged." However, Christ is
Christian love in light of scripture, we referring specifically to hypocriti
have to filter out what we personally cal judgment. Jesus clarifies himself
feel long enough to hear what scrip later in the passage: "You hypoc rite,
first take the plank out of yo ur own
ture actually says.
Jesus gives these directions in Mat eye, and then you will see clearly to

AFFORDABLE, OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING

MEYER PROPERTIES

Cell: 509-991-1212
• Ve ry nice large duplex, walking distance to Whitworth
• E ach unit can house 4-6 students in large, private
bedrooms
• Lo ts of off-street parking
• Ap pliances including washer and dryer included

www.whitworthoffcampushousing.com

CALL BILL FOR A S HOWING AT 509-991-1212
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remove the speck from your broth
er's eye." Jesus is not telling us not to
judge the speck, but to address our
selves first.
Christ is not advocating judgment
in the sense that we normally think of
it. While we tend to think of judgment
as anything negative or critical we say
or think of another person, the Bible
is not this simplistic. Jesus models
proper judgment for us throughout
the Gospels. John 8:1-11 is particu
larly profound. Jesus has just been
confronted by an angry mob of Phari
sees that have found an adulterous
woman and want to stone her. Jesus
says to the Crowd: "Let any one of
you who is without sin be the first to
throw a stone at her." At this, those in
the crowd realize their own sin and
slowly disperse.
Verses 10 and 11 finish the story:
Jesus asks the woman: "Has no one
condemned you?' 'No one, sir,' s he
-said. 'Then neither do I condemn
you,' Jesus declared. 'Go now and
leave your life of sin.'" In Greek, the
word Jesus uses for "condemn" is de
fined by Vine's Expository Dictionary
of New Testament Words as meaning
to "pass sentence upon" or to judge
worthy of punishment.
In not condemning the woman,
Jesus is not writing her off. Yet his
instruction to her to leave her "life
of sin" is clearly a form of j udgment
and an expression of disapproval. He
was not angry at the woman, but he
wanted her to change for the better.
In John 16:8, Jesus says that the Holy
Spirit "will reprove the world of sin ,
and of righteousness, and of judg
ment." The Greek word for "reprove"
means to bring embarrassment or

to call someone to account for the
purpose of c orrection. Thus the dif
ference between correct and hypo
critical judgment is the difference be
tween conviction and condemnation.
. Yes, Jesu s hung out with tax col
lectors, prostitutes and all manner of
sinners. Though he accepted them as
they were, he did not leave them that
way. Just as he said to the woman in
John 8, Jesus commanded those who
would follow him to leave their sin
behind.
If Christians are to model Christ to
all people of the world, we must rec
ognize that though Jesus accepted
all people, he did not provide for sin.
Judgment must be carried out hum
bly, not hypocritically, and it must
always have the restoration of the sin
ner as its goal. In this way, correction
fits as an integral aspect of love. The
words of Paul in Galatians 6:1-2 en
capsulate the concept: "If someone is
caught in a sin, you who are spiritual
should restore him gently."
If the church has failed, it has done
so not because ithas recognized some
things as wrong, but because it has
failed to be gentle in its correction;
however, just because the church has
failed in correction does not mean
that it should give it up altogether.
True love cannot exist apart from cor
rection, for love involves seeking the
best for its recipient. By all means, the
church needs to love. It just needs to
remember to do it properly.

NELSEN is a senior majoring in politi
cal science. Comments can be sent to
nelsenl3@my.whitworth.edu.
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Bucs dominate at NWC Championships p
Track and field men claim first, while women take fourth in Tacoma, Wash.
Meghan Dellinger

Winant finished third in the long
jump, reaching a distance of 21-8.75.
The Whitworth men's track and field He jumped 43-11.75 in the triple jump,
team won their third straight victory which would earn him fifth.
Lima won the high jump on the
at the 2012 NWC Championships on
April 20 and 21, scoring 270 points to first day, clearing a height of 6-8 , and
e
tal, making a new Whitworth record. reached a distance of 44-2.5 in the tripl
The Pirate women finished the meet iri jump on the second day.
Senior Tyler Dudley won second
fourth place, with George Fox Universi
ty winning for the second year in a row. place in the 3000m steeplechase on Fri
Head coach Toby Schwarz said the day, with a time of 9:23:34. On the next
meet was overall great, with beautiful day, he took third in the 5000m steeple
chase with a time of 15:30.82.
weather on both days of competition.
Sophomore Casey Monahan won the
"For the guys, we had nine confer
ence champions. [They] pretty much 110m hurdles on Saturday, sprinting to
dominated," Schwarz said. "The girls' a time of 15.42. His teammate, sopho
team has lots of y oung [athletes] that more Jonathan Hoff, finished in second
performed very well, [and] people with a time of 15.45.
Junior Steven Acosta finished second
scored points that weren't supposed to.
We had really beautiful weather. People in both the 800m and 1500m races, with
could just perform as opposed to the times of 1:56.75 and 3:57.60, respec
tively. In both races, he was less than a
weather directing anything."
The Pirates were 138 points ahead of second behind the first place finishers.
Freshman Chase Wright won the jav
runner-up Willamette University, who
elin
on the first day, with a thr
ow of 189scored a total of 132 points.
Schwarz was voted the NWC Me n's 7. Freshman Matthew Landon won the
Coach of the Year for the third year in a 100m dash on Saturday with a time of
row, the sixth time in his career. Junior 11.14. He finished second in the 200m
Carter Comito was voted as the NWC dash with a time of 22.44.
The men's 4x100m relay won for the
Men's Field Athlete of the Year.
Comito said winning the award was second year in a row, with Landon,
the most exciting part of t he meet for sophomore Tyler Guinn and freshmen
Trent Alsin and Wesley Sitser running
him.
"It was nice to be Field Athlete of the the race in a time of 42.29.
Junior Chibron Tomeo won the pole
meet," he said. "I've never had that be
vault
on Saturday, clearing 14-11.25,
fore so it felt good."
Comito won the discus the first day and finished fourth in the 100m dash
of the meet, with a throw of 186-9. The with a time of 11.31.
Freshman Jo
throw also broke his
seph Green fin
own NWC Champi
"It was a really good
ished third in
onship meet record
the pole vault,
weekend.
Just
a
lot
of
horn last year, which
clearing the same
was 178-5. Comito
good things happened." distance as To
then went on to
meo;
however,
— JOSEPH GREEN
win the shot put on
the final placings
the next day, with a
freshtnan
were based on the
throw of 52-8.25.
number of misses.
Junior
Luke
Green said the meet atmosphere was
Mathews won the long jump with a
distance of 22-2.5 on the first d ay, and ecstatic, yet relaxed.
"It was a really good weekend,' he
placed sixth in the triple jump on the
said. "Just a lot of good things hap
second day, with a distance of 43-8 .5.
He placed just behind junior Frank pened."
Sophomore Elke Neuenschwander
l ima and junior Shannon Winant, who
finished in third place for the discus,
placed fourth and fifth, respectively.

Staff Writer

File Phato: Tanner Scholten
Junior sprinter Andrew Tkach races in the Whitworth Twilight Open
Meet on April 12. The Pirates next competition is April 27 in Cheney,
Wash., at the Pelluer Invitational.
with a throw of 125-6, while junior Jenae Martin finished the event in fifth
place with her throw of 121-2.
Freshman Christina Dobbins cleared
5-1 in the high jump, placing third. She
finished fifth in the 110m hurdles with a
time of 16.03, and finished in eighth in
the 400m hurdles with a time of 1:09.50.
Junior Rebekah Daniels took second
place in the hammer throw on Satur
day, with a throw of 147-11, and fin
ished in fourth for the shot put with a
throw of 36-0.
Sophomore Jheri Gates won the high

jump on Saturday, clearing 5-5 to win
by two inches.
Gates said the meet itself was excit
ing for the team.
"We had a lot of exciting perfo
rmanc
es by everyone on the team," she said.
"It was really fun to cheer on everyone
[and] to be a part of."
The Wliitworth track andfield team
will compete next in the Pelluer Invita
tional in Cheney, Wash., on April 27.

Contact Meghan Dellinger at
mdellingerl 5@my.whitworth.edu.

Photographer: Hope Barnes
Freshman Saryn Mooney (left) and junior Jessi Steele (right) compete against Lewis-Clark State on April 18.Whitworth lost to the Warriors 6-3.

Women's tennis eliminated by Whitman

Whitworth's season comes to a close after conference tournament loss
seniors are Claire Hemming (52 wins), Siri Carlson
(31 wins) and Janell Talbot (12 wins).
"It is a huge loss (about losing the graduating se
Hie Whitworth women's tennis team's season came niors)," Wagstaff said. "They all contributed a whole
to an end on Saturday as the Missionaries ofWhitman bunch and we'll miss them a lot. Erica went from the
College beat the Pirates 9-0 in the semifinals of the No. 5 player her freshman year to the No. 2 this year.
Northwest Conference Tournament at the Linfield Claire went from our No. 10 or 11 player her freshman
year to our No. 6 player this year. Asa coach it's fun to
Tennis Center in McMinnville, Ore.
"Yesterday's match was bitter sweet because it was watch players improve and succeed."
Ranked 8th in the region, the Missionaries over
our last match," senior Alii Mar shall said. "We knew
Whitman was going to be really tough. They won the came stiff competition from the Pirates in the opening
right points and beat us, but we definitely played our doubles matches.
The No. 1 doubles team of Ma rshall and Bosman
hardest."
were overpowered by Whitman's
Whitworth finished the season
No. 1 doubles team of junior Alyswith a 9-4 conference record, a
"It was a really great
sa Roberg and freshman Court
13-7 overall record and 10th place
season. It was nice to
ney Lawless 8-2.
ranking in the region.
The No. 2 doubles match was
"The season was a lot of fun,"
have new people. We
the closest of the day. Pirate ju
head coach Jo Ann Wagstaff said.
definitely improved
nior Jessi Steele and freshman
"We came a long way and im
proved a lot."
over the season and our Saryn Mooney couldn't overcome
After sweeping the doubles
the Missionary team of senior
scores reflected that."
Emily Rolston and freshman Mor
portion of the match, Whitman
won the next two singles matches
gan Lawless, losing 8-6.
— ALLI MARSH ALL
Junior Megan Wingfield and
for the team victory, which left the
senior
Hemming had the second clos
four other singles matches unfin
ished.
est match on Saturday but fell to
Five seniors saw their Pirate tennis careers end on Whitman's No. 3 doubles team of sophomore Hannah
Saturday, including the top two singles players and Palkowitz and freshman Madison Webster 8-4.
the No.1 doubles team of Marshall and Erica Bosman.
"The match could have gone either way -especially
"I feel really blessed to have been on this team for in doubles - even if th e score didn't reflect that," Tal
four years," Marshall said. "It's been amazing and I bot said.
wouldn't change anything."
Starting the singles matches with a 3-0 lead, Whit
Bosman finishes her career with 123 total wins, and man left the rest of the m
atch in the hands of the Law
Marshall leaves with 101 wins. The three other Pirate less twins. Courtney Lawless defeated Bosman 6-0,

Nathan Webber
StaffWriter

6-0 in No. 2 singles and Morgan Lawless beat Steele
6-0,6-2 in No. 3 singles to close out the match.
"Whitman was just tough," Wagstaff said. "Westuck
with them but couldn't come through."
There were four matches that remained unfinished
at that point. Whitworth was actually leading in three
of those four matches but they stopped after Whitman
earned the necessary five wins.
Mooney was beating junior Kate Kunkel-Patterson
6-3, 3-1 in No. 4 singles. Wingfield, who almost com
pleted her match, was winning in No.5 singles against
Missionary Webster 6-2, 5-2. Hemming was ahead of
Rolston 6-0,1-3 in No. 6 singles.
The other unfinished match was in No. 1 doubles
with Whitman junior Roberg leading Whitworth se
nior Marshall 2-6,2-3.
"It was a really great season," Marshall said. "It was
nice to have new people. We definitely improved over
the season and our scores reflect that."
Whitman advanced to the Northwest Conference
Championship game on Sunday with an 11-2 confer
ence record and a 16-4 overall record. Whitman de
feated hosting Linfield College Wildcats 5-1 to win the
tournament, advancing the team to the NCAA Divi
sion III Tournament.
Whitman has a young team, which will be hard to
beat in the coming years. Whitworth hopes to follow
suit.
"I'm looking forward to next season," Wagstaff said.
"We h ave good recruits coming in and the players
coming back had a great year."

Contact Nathan Webber at
nathanwebberl3@my.whitworth.edu.

Second place finish ©verall for men's golf
Bucs fall short of NWC Tournament championship by two strokes to Linfield
Corina Gebbers
StaffWriter
The Whitworth men's golf te am im
proved its Northwest Conference stand
ing from fourth place to second place
and competed for a shot at the National
tournament during their two rounds at
the NWC Ch ampionships on April 21
and 22 at the Canyon Lakes course in
Kennewick, Wash.
"I know some of the guys were disap
pointed," junior Joey Degroff said. "But
being so close to the top and giving our
selves a chance was a good way to end
the season."
The Bucs sat in second place after
Saturday afternoon's round with a score
of 298. Linfield College led the way
with a score of 293 and Pacific Univer
sity tied Willamette University with a
score of 311. Whitman College shot 319,
George Fox University shot 325 and
Lewis & Clark College finished with a
score of 376.
"We always try and shoot 300',' head

coach Warren Friedrichs said. "Thiswas phen Plopper finished with a score of
the most important [tournament] and 77, p utting him in 16th place after the
we played pretty well."
first r ound. Junior Christian Boudreau
Degroff placed the highest for Whit wrapped up the day with a score of
worth after round one, shooting one 81.
"We could've done better," Degroff
over par with a,73 and tying for fourth
place.
said. "But we set our goal to have four
"Joey had his best tournament ever," scores in the seventies each day and we
Friedrichs said. "He
did that."
After beginning
ended up earning
"This was the most
the second round
second team allconference
hon
important [ tournament] with a shotgun start
on Sunday, Whit
ors."
and we played
worth shot a 301
He nailed his
and fellshort to first
first eagle in college
pretty well."
place Linfield by
competition to help
— WARREN FRIEDRICHS
two strokes. With
lift Whitworth out
the win, Linfield
of its fourth place
head coach
nabbed an auto
position in the
matic bid to Na
league.
"I've been waiting for something tionals in Florida next month.
"Of course our overall goal was to
to click and something finally did this
win the NWC Championship and go to
weekend," Degroff said.
Sophomores Jesse Salzwedel and Nationals," Degroff said. "[But] we also
Saul Martinez tied for seventh place had some other goals about growing as
with rounds of 74. Sophomore Ste- a team and on the course, and I know

that we achieved that."
Boudreau led the way with a score
of 72, the lowest score in the second
round. He finished tied for 11th overall.
Martinez, who also made second team
all-conference, tied for fourth overall
with a second round score of 75, De
groff shot a 77and also tied for 11th and
Plopper scored a 78 on Sunday, landing
in 17th place overall. Salzwedel, who
earned first team all-conference hon
ors, shot a 77 andfinished ninth.
"We picked it up as far as closing the
gap," Friedrichs said. "[Linfield] beat us
by three strokes, but we handled all the
other teams, had a good tournament
and played well as a team."
In the final NWC team standings,
Whitworth came in second with 25
points. Linfield earned the champion
ship with a total of 31 points and Puget
Sound came in third with 24 points.

Contact Corina Gebbers at
cgebbersl 5@my. whitworth.edu.

IF YOU WANT FLEXIBLE
SUMMER CLASSES,
OUR QUESTION IS:

YOUR PLACE
OR OURS?
3 & 6-WEEK CLASSES ON CAMPUS OR ONLINE

7| 71 J

hitworth gives you more options. For summer, those options include the summer class schedule. Attend
accelerated t hree-week and s ix-week classes in the day or evening. Or, opt for online options for th e
ultimate flexibility. All this at a greatly reduced tuition. The schedule is available on WhitNet, of course.
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Whitworth earns sweep
of

Willamette

Bucs are one game behind first-place Pacific with three games left to play

Corina Gebbers
StaffWriter-

freshman shortstop Nick Motsinger's
RBI si ngle in the second inning. In
the third, senior first baseman JR JarIhe Whitworth baseball team kept rell scored sophomore second base
its playoff hopes alive with a three- man Gerhard Muelheims with an RBI
game sweep of W illamette University single and freshman left fielder Tyler
in Salem, Ore., last weekend.
Pfeffer's league-leading 11th homeFreshman pitcher Dan Scheibe run of th e season boosted the Pirates
pitched nine innings and struck out to a 5-1 lead in the fifth.
13 batters in game one of Whitworth's
"Tyler has also been playing lights
three game contest against Willamette out," Ramsay said. "If he can finish
at Merkel Field last weekend to help what he's started he should be a can
the Bucs grab an 8-1 victory in the didate for NWC Player of the Year."
The final three runs came in the
front end of Saturday's doubleheader
before they secured a 7-6 win in the seventh when senior third baseman
tenth inning of t he nightcap. The ac Landon Scott scored off Motsinger's
tion continued Sunday as the Bucs RBI double to center field, Nikssarcompleted the three-game series ian's RBI single scored Miller and
and improved their record to 16-5 in Valerio's RBI double brought Nikssar
Northwest Conference action, still ian home.
After rolling past the Bearcats in
close behind first place Pacific Uni
game one, Whit
versity.
worth trailed 1-0
"What really stood
'What really stood out until the sixth in
out this weekend was
our guys' ability to
this weekend was our ning in game two.
Davis hit a two-run
pick one another up,"
guys' ability to pick
single that gave the
head coach Dan Ram
Pirates the lead,
say said. "If one guy
one another up."
but Willamette an
faded the next guy
— DAN RAMSAY
swered in the sev
behind him seemed
enth with another
head coach
to come through with
a big hit or shut down
run.
"They really struggled against
inning out of the bullpen."
Whitworth took the lead early when Scheibe in game one [but] did a good
senior center fielder Kevin Valerio job of b attling against our pitchers in
scored right fielder Erik Nikssarian game two," Ramsay said.
with a squeeze bunt and freshman
Whitworth scored three runs in the
catcher Joshua Davis scored off of eighth inning sparked by Nikssarian's

File Photo: Chrissy Roach
Freshman third baseman Paul Miller fields a ground ball again
st Pacific
on April 14. The Pirates host their last three regular season games.
single that brought home Pfeffer, who
had singled to shortstop. Jarrell and
Nikssarian scored when, with the bas
es loaded, Scott and Valerio were hit
by pitches.
The Bearcats tied it up in the bot
tom of th e ninth to force an extra in
ning, but Whitworth scored two runs
in the tenth when Muelheim's RBI sin
gle brought Davis home and Pfeffer's
RBI single scored senior center fielder
Ryan Beecroft. Willamette scored one
run in the bottom of the 10th, but it
wasn't enough to steal the Bucs' lead.
On Sunday, Whitworth drove in
eight runs in the second inning to grab
a significant early lead against the vis
iting Bearcats en route to a 10-6 win.
"When each guy trusts and has con
fidence that his teammates are going
to come through, he plays with more

confidence and it eases the pressure,"
Ramsay said.
Willamette fought for six runs, but
the Pirates secured the win with an
extra two runs in the eighth inning
when Davis walked, Valerio singled,
and Pfeffer drove them home with a
double up the left side.
Whitworth will host its final confer
ence games with a three-game series
against Whitman on April 28 and 29.
The Pirates currently sit one game
back of conference-leader Pacific.
Each team has three games remain
ing; however, the Boxers hold the tie
breaker advantage over the Bucs.

Contact Corina Gebbersat
cgebbersl 5@my. whitworth.edu.

Women's golf concludes season with third place finish
senior Elizabeth Martin tied for 11th nine it's hard to improve on the back
place individually.
nine."
Guthrie had an impressive second
The Bucs improved their team
The Whitworth women's golf t eam score on Sunday, but not enough day. After falling behind four strokes
on Saturday, she
took third place last weekend at the to . overcome the
improved her score
Northwest Conference Championship. competition ahead
"We didn't come out
of them. Whitman
by six strokes to
Junior Emily Guthrie placed first
individually after a strong second day maintained the lead top team, but we really win the individual
competition.
She
of competition.
for the championship
just had a lot of fun
automatic
pulled
out
die
"We didn't come out top team, but and
victory
by
one
we really just had a lot of fun playing NCAA
Division
playing golf"
III
tournament
stroke,
beating
golf," head coach Katie Fuqua said.
The Pirates finished Saturday in third bid. George Fox
George Fox's Kelsey
— KATIE FU QUA
place, five strokes behind nationally finished second and
Morrison who is
head coach
ranked
second
ranked George Fox University. Whitworth rounded
Whitman College completed the day out the top-three.
nationally.
in the lead by just one stroke.
Fuqua was proud of the performance.
"Playing well and just putting it all
"The girls never gave up," Fuqua together at the end [made me proud],"
Guthrie led the Bucs Saturday, tying
for fourth place individually. Freshman said. "Everybody improved on their Guthrie said. "Being able to win was
Nicole Lomax was in seventh and back nine. If y ou have a tough front awesome."

Sena Hughes
Staff Writer

Fuqua was also proud of Guthrie's
performance, especially mentally.
"Emily did a really great job of
staying in the moment and not really
letting anything get to her,"Fuqua said.
"She had a plan written out and she
stuck to it."
Lomax and Martin finished 11th and
14th overall, respectively.
In general, the Bucs were satisfied
with their performance, but anxiously
await next year's season.
"Hopefully next year we're going to
be even stronger," Guthrie said. "[But]
this year was a lot of fun and we're
thankful for the end results."

Contact Corina Gebbers at
cgebbersl 5@my.whitworth.edu.

WHITPICS

DAEDA

dae-dal (adj) .
Ingenious and complex in design
or function; intricate

ABOVE: Daedal, the senior art exhibition, is open until May 12 in the Lied
Center for the Visual Arts.
Photographer: Linnea Goold
ABOVE RIGHT: Waterbrook Wine Label Redesign by Jake Allen.
Photographer: Linnea Goold
RIGHT: Freshman Austen Case examines a senior art piece.
Photographer: Linnea Goold
BOTTOM RIGHT: Students and faculty members celebrate the senior art
exhibition opening in Lied on April 17.
Photographer: Linnea Goold
BOTTOM LEFT: Sophomore Olivia White assesses a senior art piece.
Photographer: Linnea Goold
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ABOUTUS
VOLUME 102, ISSUE 16

The Whitworthian has served as the main source
of news and sports coverage for the Whitworth
community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an
organization composed entirely by students which
produces The Whitworthian weekly newspaper
and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting
accurate and relevant information in an innovative
manner. Our goal is to be accountable while inform
ing, entertaining and providing a forum for express
ing the interests of the Whitworth
community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published
weekly, except during January and student vaca
tions. The content is generated entirely by students.
The college administration does not review the
newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas expressed
in The Whitworthian are those of the individual art
ists, writers and student editors, and do not neces
sarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university,
its administration, faculty/staff or advertisers. The
Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and
subscription revenue and in part by student activity
fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the
opinions of their individual creators and not neces
sarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or
its staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in
freedom of speech and expression as guaranteed
in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the
United States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248
ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com
QUESTIONS?
jvalencial2@my.whitworth.edu
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14 | Buying local does more harm than good

5 |New dean hired to lead business school

15 |Technological advances warrant praise

8 | Dialogue continues on sexual orientation

16 |Attributes don't define people

ARTS & CULTURE

SPORTS

Eight seniors selected for Teach For America
A group of Whitworth seniors were chosen to
teach in schools across the nation, especially
low-performing and low-income schools.

Whitworth hired Timothy Wilkinson to be the
dean of School of Global Commerce and
Management, effective July 1.

A campus survey shows that there is no clear
consensus on the issue of homosexuality.

isn't at Whitworth anymore
91 Dorothea
Whitworth students and community
members work together on a parody play of
"The Wizard of Oz."

12

|Exhibit displays history of King James Bible
A pan el discussion highlighted the influence
of the King James Bible on culture as part of
the "Manifold Greatness" exhibit displayed
in Whitworth's library.

Exploring how people are deceived: buying
local food does not ensure environmental
sustainability.

Exploring the importance of recognizing
the benefits of technology, despite its
shortcomings.

Discussing the positive effects of using
people-first language.

19 |Baseball earns first NWC crown since 1991

21

Whitworth's weekend sweep of Whitman
College sends the Bucs into postseason play.

1 The Whitworthian Coach of the Year: Dan
Ramsay
Fourth-year baseball coach Dan Ramsay has
transformed the Whitworth baseball program
into conference champions.

23 | Spotted from the crow's nest: Daniel
Redfern
Script publishes student submissions of
Highlighting senior tennis player Daniel
writing and art and will be having a reading
Redfern on his two-year career at Whitworth
to celebrate this year's publication on May 4.
and All-Conference performances.

13 |Student literary journal to debut
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OPINIONS

NEWS
41

The Whitworthian is committed to providing the
Whitworth community with the most accurate
information possible. The Whitworthian never
knowingly publishes inaccuracies. If you have
a comment or question about the fairness
or accuracy of a story, send an
email to jvalencial2@my.whitworth.edu.

Cover photographer: Chrissy Roach

EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP
Criticism and a Christian institution:
the unique opportunity for growth
This final editorial is a bit unconventional, but
as I start counting down the days before I graduate
and hand off t he title and responsibilities of my job
to someone else, I wanted to take the time to reflect
on two topics that have been raised at various points
during the last four years: criticism and the role of a
student publication at a private institution. The for
mat has changed, but the goal of The W hitworthian
has remained relatively the same over the course of
its
existence: to seek out information and tell the truth.
It is inevitable that a student publication receives
flak over what is p ublished; ultimately it is why the
editor-in-chief position exists — to act as a sounding
board for criticism from our audience. As a general
rule of thumb, a paper that does not create conversa
tion is a paper that is sellingtself
i short and ultimately
not doing its job. Yes, we have received criticism this
year, but we havealso facilitated conversation through
our content, and for that, Iam grateful. At no point has
our job been to please everyone on this campus, and
at no point was that our goal this year.Instead, we did
what we knew how to do b
est: tell the stories of those
in this community, even if those stories and those be
liefs went against the majority.
Contrary to popular belief, a student publication
is not necessarily the soap box of s tudent govern
ment or the school it is associated with, even if some
would wish that to be true. With that said, this idea
is dependent largely on how much freedom student
publications are given by upper administration and
the Board of Trustees.
I recently had a conversation with another editor
at a small private college in Illinois. Similar in many
ways to Whitworth, the structure of this particular pa
per reflected an administration and Board that was
relatively leery of p lacing the power in the hands of

a student group. The Board of Trustees and the Presi
dent's Cabinet played a significant role in anything
from d eciding what is published to how the editorin-chief is selected. Very little was not monitored by
upper administration. Only in the last several months
did the paper get permission to have a website where
they were allowed to post stories dubbed the best of
the week. When I started talking about the climate
here at Whitworth, she was surprised to hear that I
didn't share the same outside pressures, nor did I
have to rely on a voluntary team of staff writers with
very little incentive to treat their role as a job.
This conversation reminded me that Wfiitworth is
a unique place. Although the paper receives criticism,
I am grateful that we are largely supported by faculty,
staff an d administration who are free to voice their
concerns about what we publish, but leave editorial
discretion up to us.
It is a foreign concept to many private institutions
in this country, but one that has made me proud to
call myself a Whitworth student and honored to be a
part of this publication. This freedom has allowed us
to strive fora level of success and professionalism that
is not always found at other collegiate publications.
Yes, we make mistakes — thos e are inevitable, but
above all else we are given the opportunity to learn
from t hose mistakes and turn it into an opportunity
for growth.
Honor God, follow Christ, serve humanity: the
mantra I have heard repeated countless times by
others. I can say that my time over the last four years
spent working in various roles on this publication,
from copy editor to editor-in-chief, have prepared me
to do just that.
Jessica Valencia — Editor-in-chief

LETTER TO TOE EDITOR:
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles orissues of interest to the Whitworth community. Send
letters to jvalencial2@my.whitworth.edu. Limit to 200 words.

I am gay and a member of th e Whitworth com
munity. I wish I could tell you my name, but I do not
feel safe doing that. I know that anonymity can be
abused and can be a refuge of the cowardly. I wish I
was brave enough and Whitworth safe enough to tell
you my name, but I am not that brave nor Whitworth
that safe.
I attended Wednesday night's "Courageous Con
versations" on sexual orientation. For me, much of
the time being at Whitworth is like a kayaker being
on calm waters; Wednesday evening was Whitewater
for me. I was not sure I could keep afloat, as I heard
sexual orientation compared to preferring one fla
vor of ice cream over another, or having my physi
cal expression of love placed in the same category as
sex with children or animals.
There is a term in kayaking, "reading water." It
refers to figuring out and taking the safest paths
through turbulent water. A teacher once told me to
read a book by t he gay Catholic theologian, James
Alison. With Alison's help, I've been able to "read
the water" so that I can survive conversations like

Wednesday's. Alison writes in "Faith Beyond Re
sentment" that there is "the deep voice ... claiming
to be God: 'You a re not. I didn't create you. I only
created heterosexual people. You are a defective
heterosexual. Agree to be a defect and I will rescue
you'... Now, I can scarcely find the words to tell you
how powerful that voice is, and how much and how
deeply it informs the lives of even apparently selfaccepting gay people ... I know of only one story to
reach these depths ... the birth of an entirely gratu
itous notion of t he Creator who calls his sons and
daughters into being, out of nothing, in such a way
that death itself is not even the enemy of creation,
since the same gratuitousness which brings into be
ing, sustains in being through death."
I look forward to the day when a similar panel will
include a gay person who is a member of this com
munity because then Whitworth will h ave become
safe.
Anonymous
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Students selected to Join Teach For America
Caitlyn Starkey
Staff Writer
Eight Whitworth seniors have been selected to
join the Teach For America corps with the intention
to help change inequality in the current education
system.
Seniors Monica Calderon, Alison Gonzalez, Naticcia Melendez, Delsey Olds, Benjameen Quarless,
Joshua Vance, Travis Walker and Patrick Yoho are
now a part of the Teach For America corps.
Teach For America is a two-year post-graduate
service opportunity in which corps members are
placed in schools across the country to teach, spe
cifically schools that are low-performing and lowincome.
"All kids — no matter where they live, how much
money their parents make or what their skin color is
— deserve access to a great education," according to
the Teach For America website. "Teach For America's
mission is to build the movement to eliminate edu
cational inequity by developing such leaders."
Macy Olivas is the Teach For America campus
campaign coordinator and president of the Students
Graphic courtesy of: freepik.com
for Education Reform club.
"It's kind of like AmeriCorp, kind of like some
other post-graduate opportunities, except that high- and he said he is looking forward to the difference in meaning he will need to teach a wider range of sub
jects.
performing, high-achieving undergraduate leaders comparison to Spokane.
"I was placed to do secondary physics, so I could
"I am really excited; it's going to be very different
get the chance to close our education achievement
gap," Olivas said. "Teach for America specifically fo culturally from Spokane," Walker said. "I was born be anywhere between seventh and I2th. I a ssume
cuses on getting these young rock stars to become in Spokane and lived here my entire life, never lived high school because of the specific physics designa
anywhere else. It's going tobe a different experience, tion. I will probably be teaching something else too;
teachers in the classroom."
Vance was compelled to apply by urgency of edu now I am ready for it because I am kind of tired of this schools down there are 450 to 500 kids so there is no
environment. I think the culture way you can get a full teaching schedule with just
cation reform.
will be great. Obviously there physics," Yoho said.
"There was a sign in WeyerOlivas said she encouraged students interested
are a lot of Spanish-speaking
hauser that said 'grad school
"High-performing, highin
Teach For America to research the organization
immigrants
in
the
Rio
Grande
can wait, a child's education
achieving undergraduate
Valley, so it will be different as through its website and evaluate its motive.
can't,"' Vance said. "Every time
far as the culture and what peo
"I say first step is to look on the Teach For America
I saw that, it just compelled me
leaders get the chance
ple like to do and how they live. website, there are tons of videos. Really think about,
and kind of hi t a nerve. I real
to close our education
I am looking forward to that."
'Can I se e myself as a teacher? Is education reform
ized that was the direction I
Melendez said she is looking something I am passionate about?"' Olivas said.
was called to go in."
achievement gap."
forward to using her Spanish
Melendez said she agreed with Olivas. She started
Walker, a theology major,
• — MACY OLIV AS
language skills in New Mexico. the application process by researching more about
was applying to seminar
She has studied abroad in South Teach For America.
ies while pursuing Teach For
Teach for America campus cam
Korea, Jamaica, Costa Rica, Ni
"I did a lot of re search on the Teach for America
America, but as the process
paign coordinator
caragua and Ireland.
continued, he discovered his
website," Melendez said. "I really enjoyed seeing
"New Mexico was in my top their vision and passion for equality in the education
passion for education reform.
"I was actually looking at graduate schools in the five preferences," Melendez said. "I was pleased to system. Also I kind of wanted to work with at-risk
ology, various seminaries," Walker said. "The farther know that I g ot one of my top five. I w anted to be youth in the first place, and so I figured this would be
I got along in the process the more I realized my in a Latino community to utilize my Spanish a little a good opportunity to do so. Also because I am se
passion for educational opportunity and how in my more and learn more Spanish. I wanted to go some nior and it doesn't do any harm to apply to as many
mind that is the biggest root of poverty in America. I where different. I was really excited to see that I was things as possible."
think we as the church have to address this situation placed in New Mexico. It's really close to the border
of Me xico so that has, of c ourse, a lot of H ispanics
in other ways than we have been doing."
The Whitworth students have been placed all over living down there."
the United States, including Texas, New Mexico and
Patrick Yoho said he recognizes the different dy
the Mississippi Delta.
namic between schools. In his assigned region, Contact Caitlyn Starkey at
Walker was placed in the Rio Grande Valley, Texas, the Mississippi Delta, school sizes are smaller, cstarkeyl 4@my.whitworth.edu.

Whitworth hires new dean
to lead business department
Sandra Tully

am excited about his international connections that he
can bring to us."
StaffWriter •
Wilkinson has taught undergraduate courses in con
sumer behavior, market research, principles of market
Timothy
Wilkin
ing and entrepreneurial marketing.
son was appointed
Wilkinson will also help Whitworth in its attempt
as the new dean of
to ascertain accreditation from the Association to Ad
Whitworth's School of
vance Collegiate Schools of Business.
Global Commerce and
The AACSB wo uld connect Whitworth with peer
Management on April
educators and institutions worldwide. Accreditation
20. Wilkinson is the
would consist of a long process that includes self-eval
former interim dean of
uations, peer-reviews, committee-reviews and the de
the College of Business
velopment of in-depth strategic plans for curriculum.
at Montana State Uni
Wilkinson has experience with the AACSB and
versity.
helped Montana State with the process of .accredita
Wilkinson will serve
tion. Sanders said his experience will be beneficial
as dean for under
Courtesy ofwhitworth.edu when and if Whitworth decides to apply.
graduate majors in ac
Timothy Wilkinson
"He has strong [experience with] AACSB accredita
counting, economics,
business, international business and marketing. He tion," Sanders said. "He has worked with his current
will also be in charge of activating the community ad institution to take them through the AACSB program."
Benefits of the program include the assurance that
visory board for the school in the fall. Senior Associate
programs for students include
Provost for Academic Affairs Bar
relevant
material and an al
bara Sanders said she thinks Wilkin
"I think [Wilkinson's]
lowance for a school to access
son is a good match for Whitworth.
funding.
"He's well qualified for the posi
understanding of global
Wilkinson has received
tion and a strong Christian man,"
Sanders said. "He has a history of business markets and travel many grants and awards for his
proven leadership at his current in experience will be beneficial. work both on campuses and in
ternationally.
stitution and strong interpersonal
I am excited about his
He received the College of
skills. We are very excited and feel
he is a good fit for the school."
international connections Social Sciences and Public Af
fairs Research Award from
The search for a new dean was
that he can bring to us."
Boise State University in 1997.
conducted on a national level
Wilkinson also received a grant
through a private search firm. Fac
— BARBARA SANDERS
for Research and Creative Ac
ulty members who were in charge of
senior associate provost for
tivities from Online Advertising
choosing Wilkinson included Beck
in Romania in 2008.
Taylor, Barb Sanders, Craig Hinnenacademic affairs
Wilkinson's bachelor's de
kamp, John Hengesh and Heather
gree from the University of
Rogers.
Wilkinson worked as an associate director of the In Wyoming and Ph.D. from the University of Utah were
stitute for Global Business at the University of Akron just the beginning of his extensive career. Wilkinson is
and is a member of the Academy of International Busi expected to be seen on campus beginning fall 2012.
ness. Sanders said she thinks he will be able to bring his
global expertise to the campus.
"Wilkinson has traveled a lot internationally and re
cruited international students to his current campus,"
Contact Sandra Tully at
Sanders said. "I think his understanding of global busi
stullyl 5@my.whitworth.edu.
ness markets and travel experience will be beneficial. I

This week: "Now concerning the
collection..."

J|WHITPRES

Worship
8:00 a.m. - contemporary
9:30 a.m. - contemporary
10:45 a.m. - traditional
11:01 a.m. - contemporary
Blog
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Number of classic phrases, such as "the root
of the matter," introduced into the English
language by the King James Bible, according to
\n
National Geographic.

26

Number of wins for the Whitworth baseball
team so far this season, tying the school record
set in 1989. The Pirates have a chance to break
the record heading into postseason play.
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Number of students who are collaborating
with community members in the production of
"Wizdom."
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Percentage of Whitworth students who believe
that homosexuality is wrong, according to a
campus survey of 75 students.
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Study by James McWilliams discovered that
it made more environmental sense for a
Londoner to buy lamb shipped from New
Zealand than to buy lamb raised in the U.K.
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Points scored by senior basketball player
Felix Friedt in his career for Whitworth. He
graduates ranked 13th all-time for points
scored in Whitworth men's basketball history.
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by Melinda Leavitt

ASWU had their last official meeting this last week
in the Chambers and it was packed. First of all,I want
to say good job to the new ASWUexecutives because
they ran their very first meeting as a team and did a
fantastic job. Secondly, I just want to note and give
props to the ASWU Assembly who did a fabulous job
working hard and doing their jobs all the way until
the end.
We had four speakers this week present or discuss
some aspect of campus with us. The first speaker
was Noelle Wiersma, the new dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences. She spoke on what the changes
in structure at Whitworth will mean and look like in
the next year for the campus. Secondly, we had Dr.
Kathy Storm come and ask for feedback on student
representatives who sit on committees around, the
campus. The students gave great feedback on how
the committees could be improved so that ASWU
can better report the information to the rest of t he
student body.
Thirdly, Dr. Beck Taylor came inand spoke candidly
about the direction of the institution and what great
things are coming up. We always appreciate it when
Taylor can come and make an appearance. He
does love the students and this institution a great
deal! Lastly, RD Matthew Baker came and spoke
about some proposed changes to the CBS meetings
that happen every year in the dorms. The changes
sound sweet and hopefully the whole process will
give students even more of a choice in their dorm
communities. Look out for the changes!
After our speakers, ASWU passed a requisition to
approve giving money to some of our exceptional
athletic trainers to compete in National Quiz Bowl.
Go Bucs!
As alw ays, if you have any questions about the
specifics of the minutes of our meetings, scan the QR
code below and you'll get to read them yourself. It's
a great way to be informed of what goes on in ASWU
every week. Have a great week and keep at it. School
is almost done and that sunshine will be here to stay!

Contact Melinda Leavitt at
mleavitt!2@my.whitworth.edu.

Scan this QRcode with your smart
phone to seethe ASWU weekly minutes.

Student business plans win
awards in regional contest
"In some ways, it makes me sad because I really
enjoyed working with the Whitworth students and
StaffWriter
we had some great success the past couple years,"
Five business plans presented by Whitworth stu Allen said. "I'm really hoping they continue the suc
dents won cash awards at the 2012 Inland Northwest cess."
Allen taught a class that specifically prepared
Business Plan Competition finals on April 19. The
competition gave nine awards for plans in three cat students for the business plan competition. He wel
comed students from any major into his class.
egories, totaling $22,500 awarded to students.
"Businesses can come from the sciences. Theycan
According to the competition's web site, it is the
"largest of its kind in the Inland Northwest." The come from education," Allen said. "They don't all
competition accepted more than 40 applications have to come out of t he business department, so I
this year from undergraduate and graduate students would encourage all students on campus to get en
from Whitworth, Eastern Washington University and gaged with that program."
Tate White, associate director of graduate stud
Spokane Community Colleges.
Students submitted multiple plans, either indi ies in business, will be the program coordinator the
vidually,or in teams, for three categories: student- competition next year.
Students who competed had to submit an online
generated, community-based and social enterprise.
Student-generated plans are for original business application in February and an executive summary
ideas developed by the.students. Community-based of each plan in March. Nine teams in each category
plans serve the businesses of c ommunity entrepre were selected to send a completed business plan in
neurs. Social enterprise plans may apply to current early April. Five finalists from each category came to
local non-profits or a new non-profit organization Whitworth April 19 to give oral presentations of their
plans and attend the awards ceremony and recep
the students create.
Senior Kyle Jordan placed first in the student-gen tion.
This was the first year Jordan participated in the
erated category for his plan, "Whitworth Lawn Boys,"
to expand his current lawn-care business. He also competition. He regrets he did not try it earlier and
said more students should enter,
won second place with his "Hoop
Dreams" plan in the social enter
'Businesses can come if not for the cash award, for the
opportunity to network with local
prise category to create a non
from the sciences.
business owners.
profit organization that would give
"I think kids are kind of lazy, beSpokane's underprivileged youth
They can come from
j »
II cause there's so much school stuff
the chance to play in competitive
education. They don t all going on that they just think, 'Oh,
youth sports leagues.
An accounting major, Jordan
have to come out of the 11131,8 iust something else to do on
top of school,' so they don't really
has been mowing lawns through
business department.'
pursue it," Jordan said.
out his Whitworth career and pre
Jordan took the class last fall
sented "Whitworth Lawn Boys" as
— MIKE ALLEN
and worked with Allen outside
a way to continue managing his
business plan competition
of cl ass to further prepare for the
business after he graduates.
competition. He suggested stu
"It's a business that incorpo
program coordinator
dents who are considering com
rates Whitworth students to do
peting should first take the class.
lawn work," Jordan said. "I have
some other students working with me, so I'm in the
"For the Whitworth Lawn Boys, I was able to do
entry level steps of doing that.
everything in the class and when it came time to turn
A team of Whitworth graduate students took first everything in, I already had everything done," Jordan
place in the community-based category. Tara Lam said. "You get credit for school, and at the same time,
bert, Kimberlee Betts and Mandell Campbell pre you get your competition stuff done."
sented a plan for management and growth in Spo
Students interested in next year's competition can
kane-based business, MaidNaturally.
review the rules and guidelines on the competition
Other Whitworth winners were seniors Jeffrey Aly website.
and Jacob Klein. Aly's "U p & Do wn Golf Apparel"
"Students that worked really hard are the ones that
plan won second place in the student-generated cat are successful in the business plan competition," Al
egory, while Klein's plan for Inland Mobility Services len said. "If somebody is interested, no matter what
won third in the social enterprise category.
their discipline is, across the university, if they have
Four Whitworth teams placed in last year's com an idea and want to explore it, more than likely who
petition, with two teams taking first.
ever teaches the class next year will let them in."
Mike Allen, the business plan competition pro
gram coordinator, organized and facilitated the
competition the past two years, as well as mentored
Whitworth participants. He resigned from the posi
tion for next year after being elected to the Spokane Contact Emily Roth at
city council.
erothl 4@my.whitworth.edu.

Emily Roth

Photographer: Gabrielle Perez
Senior Naticcia Melendez came to Whitworth as a part of the Act 6 leadership initiative. While at Whitworth, Melendez has traveled to five countries.

Melendez brings her passion for addressing,
education inequality to New Mexico schools
Caitlyn Starkey
StaffWriter
Naticcia Melendez is a senior soci
ology major with a passion for the im
poverished and downtrodden. She will
be continuing on to teach secondary
social studies in New Mexico through
Teach For America.
Caitlyn Starkey: Describe your life
growing up.
Naticcia Melendez: I grew up in
Lakewood, Wash., which is just an outskirt of Tacoma. I grew up with my dad
and brother. It was an interesting dy
namic because I was growing up with a
single father, and a typical single head
of household was a single mother. That
has definitely shaped and formed my
identity today.
Our [Naticcia and her brother] child
hood consisted of going to the Boy's
and Girl's Club after school. Some
times we would go to my dad's work
after Boy's and Girl's Club was done. I
thought it was the coolest thing to sit
in the warehouse and drink Coke and

watch TV while every little kid I knew
was in bed.
I g rew up in a pretty impoverished
neighborhood. We lived in an apart
ment complex for the majority of my
life, and so most people around me
were working a lot in order to maintain
basic needs. That has kind of d ictated
the way I view poverty and the way I
view wealth. Also my heart for impov
erished neighborhoods, for the lower
class, has been shaped because of that.
CS: Then how did you end up at
Whitworth?
NM: I ended up at Whitworth
through Act 6, which is a leadership
initiative that pulls from underrepresented areas. Tacoma is one of the
areas and brings the unrepresented
population into predominantly white
campuses.
The goal of Act 6 is for us as leaders
to demonstrate our leadership skills,
whether it's through the classroom,
whether it's through a formal leader
ship, just being present on campus and
fighting for what we believe in — al

lowing ourselves to grow and allowing
others to grow as well. I am only here
because of Act 6, its the only wayI could
attend.
CS: I u nderstand you have gotten
to travel. Can you explain more about
your experiences?
NM: In my four years here I have
been to South Korea, Jamaica, Costa
Rica, Nicaragua and Ireland.
I have loved and appreciated those
traveling experiences. They have taught
me a lot about myself, and have taught
me so much about westernization of
cultures and the impact the United
States has had on other countries,
whether it be positive or negative.
Even though it washard to hear those
things, like the country that I am from
has done a lot of negative things, it's
just really opened my eyes and broad
ened my perspective and allowed me to
see the United States in a different light.
CS: How do you think Whitworth
prepared you for Teach ForAmerica?

NM: f'm pretty competent in know
ing how underprivileged communi
ties function because of t he sociology
classes I have taken. I am very cultur
ally aware of the differences.
That's not to say I a m an expert by
any means. I feel like I have been pre
pared in a social sense to go out and
communicate with people of a different
community.
In general, knowing that I have been
empowered here, I have been trying
to use that and empower others, even
here at Whitworth.
I want to extend that out into the
school that I will be teaching at. But on
the other side of that I don't feel com
petent in actually teaching because ob
viously I am not an education major. I
am a sociology major and so I know I
will have a lot of work to do, and I am
prepared for that. I know that the first
year of teaching is going to be extreme
ly difficult, but I am ready to persevere
through that.

Contact Caitlyn Starkey at
cstarkeyl 4@my. whitworth.edu.
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Sexual identity: A continuing conversation
Campus community voices its diverse opinions on the issue of homosexuality

Michael Bouterse
Guest Writer
By the time the last of the latecom
ers straggled into the chapel, a chair
had become a hot commodity. As doz
ens of extras were put out and quickly
filled, it became clear that the crowd
had only one option: If they wanted to
stay, they were going to have to stand.
Stand they did. Not for just a few
minutes, but for more than an hour
and a half, listening as four members
of a panel, commissioned by president
Beck Taylor, p ondered and discussed
one of t he university's most provoca
tive topics, the issue of homosexuality.
As a courageous conversation about
sexual orientation, the panel, held the
night of April 18, brought together two
Whitworth professors and two mem
bers of t he Board of Trustees to dia
logue about homosexuality "from their
various areas of expertise. Professor of
theology James Edwards and professor
of political science Julia Stronks spoke
from their respective disciplines, and
trustees Scott Dudley and David Myers
addressed the issue from pastoral and
psychological perspectives.
For moderator Terry McGonigal, the
panel is yet another barometer of th e
persistent disagreement that has sur
rounded the issue of homosexuality
ever since he signed on as Whitworth's
dean' of spiritual life in 1994. Eighteen
years later, homosexuality remains
one of the university's most controver
sial subjects.
However, professor of English Leon
ard Oakland said that has not always

Now, however, changes in the Pres
been the case.
Oakland, who has been teaching at byterian Church (USA), Whitworth's
Whitworth for 46 years, said when he affiliate denomination, provide a new
arrived in 1966, homosexuality was backdrop to the homosexuality de
bate. In 2010, the PC (USA) modified
not discussed often.
its
constitution to allow the ordination
"As a community issue, it certainly
did not emerge," Oakland said. "It of practicing homosexuals, a stance
might form parts of individual conver that along with other changes in the
sations, or it might come in a course PC (USA) have since prompted many
now and then, but it was not a live is churches to re-examine their denomi
national affiliation.
sue in the sense that
Less than a week
it is now."
after the panel, Walt
"It's both our
It was with the
Oliver, chairman of
arrival of Bill Rob
educational mission
the Board of Trust
inson in 1993, Oak
but also our Christian ees, announced the
land said, that the
of a
issue was brought to
mission to provide you establishment
task force that over
light.
the opportunity to take the next year will
"Bill
Robinson
explore Whitworth's
brought it to cam
a look at a variety of
connection with the
pus attention early
different
ways
of
coming
PC
(USA). But ac
in his presidency,"
cording to Trustee
Oakland said. "Bill
at a particular issue."
Clark Donnell, cocame to the conclu
—
TER
RY
MCGONI
GAL
chair
of the task
sion that while his
force along with Tay
reading of Scripture
dean of spiritual life
lor, homosexuality is
led him to conclude
not the task force's
that Scripture sees
homosexuality as sinful, he'went on main concern. Rather, he points to a
to say — and this was something very decline in the PC (USA)'s demograph
new in the conversation — t hat ho ics as well as what some view as the
denomination's gradual move away
mophobia was more sinful."
Oakland said Robinson's major con from the authority of Scripture.
For many, the authority of Scripture
tribution was articulating a "middle
path" whereby Whitworth could up is central to the debate.
"You simply will not be able to find
hold biblical teaching while embrac
a
place in Scripture that condones
ing people of various backgrounds. In
practice, Robinson's administration it," Edwards said. "You could not go
walked this middle path by refusing to to Scripture and say that Scripture's
embrace an official university position teaching on homosexuality is ambigu
ous. It is not. It is consistent. It is union homosexuality.

In your opinion, what is the position of the
Bible on homosexuality?

Do you believe homosexuality is
morally wrong?

1(2%)

<N

(N
<C

vO

i Supports
i Opposes
Neutral

• Yes
• No

vocal."
Some, however, are not so sure. Ju
lia Stronks, another panelist, said she
agrees that Scripture can be under
stood differently.
"Not all Christian theologians inter
pret biblical passages about sexual be
havior in the same way," Stronks said.
In the midst of so many perspec
tives, whether a new stance is needed
to replace Robinson's policy of neu
trality remains a live question.
McGonigal said he believes neutral
ity should remain.
"It's both our educational mission
but also our Christian mission to pro
vide you the opportunity to take a look
at a variety of different ways of coming
at a particular issue," McGonigal said.
The administration taking a stand
for or against homosexuality, McGoni
gal said, would necessarily undermine
the courageous debate Whitworth in
tends to foster.
But Edwards said he finds it difficult
to reconcile neutrality on homosexu
ality with the loyalty to Scripture Whit
worth claims to embrace.
"I believe that the administration
sees this issue as a potentially very di
visive issue," Edwards said, who sees
Whitworth's neutral stance as a prag
matic way to avoid conflict. "From a
utilitarian and practical viewpoint,
that is an appealing option."
As campus dialogue indicates, the
Whitworth community has yet to come
to a consensus on this controversial
topic, nor is it certain a consensus will
emerge.
"I don't think we're going to see a
winrfer-take-all solution to these prob
lems," Edwards said.
Instead, he said, Whitworth has two
options.
"One of them is that we fight to the
death like two stags who lock horns
until either one of them kills the other
or sometimes they both die togeth
er," Ed wards said. "The other option,
which is the one I want to argue for, is
that I grant you your right to your view,
and you grant me my right to my view,
and we continue talking."
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Graphic Artist: Michael Bouterse
A campus survey of 75 students shows that approximately 59 percent of Whitworth students view homosexuality
as morally wrong, all of whom iden
tified as Christians. Ofthe 41 percent who said they do not view
homosexuality as morally wrong, 90 per
cent identified as Christians. The other 10 perc
ent were largely agnostic.

Contact Michael Bouterse at
mboutersel4@my.whitworth.edu.
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Follow the yellow brick road to 'Wizdom'
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Students collaborate with community on play about socioeconomic discrimination
Jacqueline Goldman
Staff Writer
With the sun shining and the end
of the semester approaching, the last
thing on one's mind might be, 'How do
I feel about socioeconomic discrimina
tion?' Professor Brooke Kiener of the
Whitworth theatre department said she
wants to challenge students and com
munity members to think deeper about
this subject.
The Whitworth theatre department
is putting on the production "Wizdom:
Making Dollars and Sense" at the Bing
Crosby Theatre May 6 at 7 p.m. The
production is to inspire discussion and
new perspectives on stereotypes and
discrimination of socioeconomic sta
tus, Kiener said, who is directing the
production.
The production itself is a parody of
the Wizard of Oz, Kiener said. The main
character, Dorothea, is a Whitworth
student who falls asleep on a bench in
the Loop and wakes up in downtown
Spokane. Lost and confused, Dorothea
tries to find her way back to campus
and has a few run-ins with different
community members.
"[While downtown] Dorothea meets
a Native American woman named Tsuts Poo and she tells Dorothea to go on
an adventure for wisdom," Kiener said.
"Dorothea misunderstands her and
thinks she says to search for the wizard
and on her journey she runs into Mr.
Scarecrow, Mr. Tinman and Ms. Lion."
The show was created to inspire a
change in thought of community mem
bers, but not only about how people of
lower socioeconomic status are per
ceived.
"We rea lly didn't want the show to
only be about how the rich oppress
the poor," Kiener said. "We wanted the
show to be about how we all have these
preconceived notions about socioeco
nomics and discriminate across the
board. There are plenty of nasty things
we say about rich people, too."
Freshman communications major
Quincy Cooper is in Kiener's theatre
class that is putting on the production.
Cooper spoke of the impact the pro
duction had on students involved.
"When I came into the class I really

The grant provided funding to hire
a company to come to Spokane for a
week to do a theatre project on socio
economic discrimination.
It was during that week that Kiener
and a group called VOICES got together
and shared stories that helped create
the script. VOICEs is a group of low
income individuals who do advocacy
work for issues that affect those who
live on low incomes.
"We had over 50 people sharing sto
ries on the first night, and we recorded
all of them," Kiener said.
The script was made, but not used
right away. Kiener explained that the
theatre department's budget simply did
not allow for the production to happen
at that time.
Photo courtesy of: Brooke Kiener
"We don't have any extra money in
(L to R) Lea Chilberg, freshman Sarah Sauter, Tom Askman and Jeffery Carrol our budget for anything outside of the
rehearse for 'Wizdom/ a production about socioeconomic discrimination. main stage productions," Kiener said.
Sauter plays Dorothea and is one of nine students in the show.
"And this just didn't fit the bill for a
main stage production."
So the script collected dust for eight
had no idea what it was about or ex Poverty and Social Class course com
actly what being in a community-based plete a "Voices of the Poor" project. It years until Kiener got a phone call from
theatre class entailed," Cooper said. "It requires the students to create a proj Lynn Noland, Whitworth's director of
wasn't until the first day of class that I ect that attempts to inform community sponsored programs and IRB adminis
found out it is all about making people members and other students about is trator of academic affairs, about a grant
that made her think that "Wizdom"
aware of the economic injustices in sues of poverty.
"The main purpose of this project is could become a reality,
Spokane. It's been great being able to
"I was planning to teach my commu
learn about things in our community for the students to be able to see these
that we don't understand or are aware issues from the perspective of those liv nity-based theatre class this spring and
ing in poverty, and it suddenly occurred to me [that] if we
of."
so 'Wizdom' is a could get enough money to cover pro
Another
cast
"By including those
beautiful example of duction, the class could work on put
member,
sopho
more
psychology
who are of low income that same concept," ting up the show with those community
Bruininks said. "By members," Kiener said.
and theatre major
in the play's production including those who
Kiener applied for the grant, got back
Katie Ga ry, said the
production inspired Wizdom is allowing the are of low income in in touch with VOICEs, was accepted for
the play's produc the grant and then began work on the
her. She said the
audience to understand tion, 'Wizdom' is al production immediately.
community mem
lowing the audience
Kiener said she is excited to see a
bers in the project
these key issues from
to understand these piece that has been in the making for
are using "Wizdom"
a lower socioeconomic key issues from a eight years finally make its debut.
to tell stories of
lower
socioeco
"I will be very proud," Kiener said.
their lives, giving a
status point of view."
nomic status point "Whatever the show looks like, I will
personal feel to the
— PATR ICIA BRUININKS
of view."
project, and also
only see the good things. It will look
Although the pro amazing to me and will b e a glorious
making it relatable
professor of psychology
duction is happen moment making us all forget about the
to the audience.
ing this year, the ac difficult moments up until then."
- "I really feel that
doing this project has lit a passion in tual development of the project started
Tickets are free for this production.
me to be more aware of the issues this in 2004.
play touches on," Gary said.
"In 2004 Julia Stronks in political sci
Patricia Bruininks, a psychology pro ence had a grant to do programming
fessor who focuses on social psychol around campus on justice issues," Kie Contact Jacqueline Goldman at
ogy, ha s students in her Psychology of ner said.
jgoldmanl 3@my.whitworth.edu.
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Recent Events:

Lauren NuDelman
StaffWriter

Saturday, April 28
Duvall Drive-In

Sunday, April 29
Jubilation Concert

On Saturday night, students congre
gated on the front lawn of Du vall for
the annual Duvall Drive-in. Students
brought blankets and snacks along
with them for a night of friends, food
and entertainment. Free popcorn was
provided for the movie, which was
open to all students, both on and offcampus.
The movie shown was the animated
feature "How to Train Your D ragon,"
an acclaimed DreamWorks movie with
the vocal talents of Gerard Butler and
America Ferrera, among others.
"It's fun because everyone gets to en
joy a n ice movie outside," sophomore
Duvall Senator Chelsea Stephens said
of the tradition. "It's an experience that
many have never had before."

The annual Jubilation Concert fea
tured dances from a variety of differ
ent classes, including Tap, Hula, Con
temporary, Jazz, H ip-Hop, Ballet and
Pointe and Irish.
"I've been dancing since I was two,
so for me dancing is a reflection of
creation and of the world that has not
ceased to move since God put it into
motion," junior Katie Traylor said.
"Dance is a beautiful way to express
that, so if you are a person of faith or a
person who enjoys dancing, it's a great
time to admire God's creation in the
human body and our ability to move."
Whitworth's Jubilation Dance Min
istry club focuses on faith and the art
of dancing. Anyone with dance experi
ence or an interest in joining can take
Jubilation classes.
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Upcoming:

Monday, May 7
Natsihi Yearbook Distribution

Friday, May 4
Broadway Unbound

Broadway Unbound is the annual
Come to the debut of the 2012 Natsi
hi in Lied Square to purchase a copy theatre production that showcases
of th e yearbook, or to pick up pre-or- students who dance, act and perform
dered yearbooks. The Natsihi staff will in theatre and dance classes.
be there from 8 p.m. to 11 p.m. and will "It is a wonderful event filled with a
be giving away ice creamsandwiches. multitude of diverse performances,"
"The areas of design, photography adjunct instructor Karla Parbon said.
Parbon said the students involved in
and writing content have progressed
so far," N atsihi Co-Editor-in-Chief ju this year's show have worked hard to
nior Pam Bauthues said. "We're so prepare a night of great performances.
"We have a boxing themed piece
excited to show off t he talent of our
team and unveil something that will be from Jazz II, a thought-provoking and
around for years to come. We feature beautifully crafted Modern II piece,
so many groups on campus — there's a and an 'out of t his world' piece from
section of the book that everyone can Jazz III," Par bon said. "There is also a
Dr. Seuss-inspired monologue that
identify with."
Books can be purchased at whit- will tickle your tummy and twiddle
worth.edu/yearbook, and can be paid your toes."
Broadway Unbound will t ake place
for by credit card or charged to your
student account. They can also be pur in Cowles Auditorium at 7 p.m. Tickets
chased at the Info Desk following the are $3.
event.

Contact Lauren NuDelman at Inudelmanl4@my.whitworth.edu.

Food review:

Yuzen restaurant serves fresh Japanese food
Elise Van Dam
StaffWriter

mended the opening ceremony to stu
dents because it had a lot of different
activities going on, such as a dynamic
Japanese drumming performance and
a martial arts demonstration.
In light of Japan Week, I decided to
try out a Japanese restaurant: Yuzen
Sushi Restaurant at 5204 North Divi
sion St.
The restaurant serves a wide variety,
from sushi to hot food. Because sushi

is such a staple food of Japan, and I
think it's delicious, I got a lunch platter
called Bara-Sushi and Tempura Lunch
for $6.95. Th e lunch platter was large
enough to feed two people.
The meal consisted of a salmon cake
harumaki, bara-sushi and mixed tem
pura. The salmon cake harumaki was a
type of Jap anese spring roll with spicy
salmon. It was simple, not too greasy
and had a subtle kick to it.

This past week, April 21-29, the Spo
kane community hosted Japan Week, a
Japanese cultural event. The event has
been put on in April since 1992 and has
a wide variety of sponsors such as The
Spokesman-Review and Spokane Falls
Community College. The goal of the
event is to allow the Spokane commu
nity to participate in various Japanese
cultural activities and to raise aware
ness of the deeply-rooted culture
through traditional fine arts perfor
mances, food, lectures and festivals.
"It's a great opportunity for people
in Spokane to know Japanese culture,"
said Yuko Taniguchi, who teaches Jap
anese at Whitworth. "Only a limited
number of people know of the event
and I hope that more people will come
to know more about it."
Not only has Japan Week Spokane
2012 i nterested the Spokane commu
nity, but it has also brought awareness
to the Whitworth campus through Tani
guchi. This year she assigned her stu
Photographer: Elise Van Dam
dents to go and participate in one of the The Bara-Sushi and Tempura Lunch platter from Yuzen Sushi includes salmon
activities from the event. She recom cake harumaki (back), a tempura mix (left) and bara-sushi (front).

I had never heard of bar a-sushi be
fore I c ame to Yuzen. I was a bit ner
vous about it because it was out of
my comfort zone, but I enjoyed it and
would recommend it to anyone who
likes sushi. It did not look likeyour typi
cal sushi roll. In a sense, it was a large
cube of a rice mixture that consisted of
chopped seaweed salad, albacore tuna,
tuna, salmon, mackerel and tamago,
which is an egg cake.
The fish tasted fresh and was not
overpowering. The seaweed salad did
not take over the sushi, but rather com
plemented the fish, and the tamago
added a subtle Sweetness to the whole
dish. The mixed tempura included
green beans, mushrooms, zucchini slic
es, carrot slices, broccoli and shrimp.
Like the salmon cake harumaki, the
tempura was hot, fresh and was not
greasy with a nice crunch to it.
I am glad that I tried something new.
I got a taste of fresh Japanese food and
I would recommend it to anyone who is
in the mood for something fresh, easy
and inexpensive.

Contact Elise Van Dam at
evandaml 3@my.whitworth.edu.

The "Manifold Greatness" exhibit explores the 400-year history of the King James Bible that was first published in 1611. Whitworth and Gonzaga
University collaborated on hosting the traveling exhibit in Whitworth's Harriet Cheney Cowles Memoria
l Library, one of 40 destinations nationwide.

Exhibit commemorates King James Bible
Jonathan Kim
Staff Writer
Did you know phrases such as "from
time to time" and "the root of the mat
ter" 'were popularized by the King
James Bible? T he King James transla
tion introduced 18 classic phrases into
the English language and made famous
more than 240 of them, according to
the December issue of National Geo
graphic.
A crowd gathered in Robinson
Teaching Theatre on April 23 for a pan
el presentation commemorating the
400-year anniversary of the King James
Bible. The event was held as a part of
the library exhibit "Manifold Great
ness: The Creation and Afterlife of th e
King James Bible," w hich opened on
April 11.
The pariel consisted of English pro
fessor Leonard Oakland, assistant art
professor Meredith Shimizu and pro
fessor of religious studies at Gonzaga
University Linda Schearing.
"Manifold Greatness" is a travel
ing exhibit organized by the American
Library Association and the Folger
Shakespeare Library in Washington,
D.C. It is staying at Whitworth as one
of its 40 destinations nationwide. Whit
worth and Gonzaga collaborated on
the exhibition and panel.
"It's not the first c ollaboration done
by the two schools," Schearing said.
"It's great. I hope we have more."
The panel provided a look at the
King James Bible from various angles,
examining its history, its past influ
ence, as well as its influence on the

over periods of time, notably from
present culture.
"It's a testament to the impact of the decorative ornamentation in early pe
Kings James Bible that we're even hav riods such as the late ninth century, to
images more representative of the text's
ing this lecture 400 years later," fresh
man theology major Sam Director said. narrative such as those in 16th century
Oakland discussed the influence publications.
Having been such a significant part
of th e King James Bible on English lit
erature. He revealed the large extent to of culture in history, it's no surprise
which the important text has shaped that the Bible found itself as the object
of many paintings in the past. Shimizu
our language.
Since its first publication in 1611, it said it's no different today, as demon
had influenced notable figures of Eng strated by artistic treatment of the Bible
lish letters, from Mary Wollstonecraft in our present culture. For example,
Tauba Auerbach's
in the 18th century to
John Hays Gardiner
"It's a testament to the "The Alphabetized
Bible" (2006) is an
in the 19th century,
impact of the Kings
unconventional
Oakland said. It is
also alluded to in
James Bible that we're "translation" of the
King James Bible,
the works of promi
even having this lecture with every letter of
nent American au
the entire text re
thors such as Wil
400 years later."
arranged in alpha
liam Faulkner, Ernest
— SAM DIRE CTOR
betical order (such
Hemingway and Her
that the title reads
man Melville. Oak
freshman theology major
"Bbe ehHi llotTy").
land read passages
Its purpose is to ex
from John Milton's
"Paradise LOst" and T.S. Eliot's po press how any text, no matter its intel
ems to demonstrate the mark the King lectual weight or sacred value, is merely
James Bible has had on various literary a collection of letters.
Schearing disfcussed the Bible in
movements.
It h as also played a role in preserv popular culture. She said today, the
ing particular elements of th e English Bible and its elements find themselves
language, including words such as represented in various commercial
"thee," "thou" and "unwittingly," along products and advertising, as they con
with phrases still in everyday use such note meanings and themes that are
as "labor of lo ve" and "sweat of y our widely recognized. Those included
anything from the TV show "Desperate
brow."
Shimizu talked about art in the text Housewives" to the marketing strategy
as well as the presence of th e Bible in of Original Sin Hard Cider.
art. She showed how the style of illus
Schearing said popular culture af
trated images in biblical texts changed fects the production of new versions

of t he Bible. In order to sustain sales,
Bible publishers treat it as a commod
ity that they tailor to particular market
niches. We now see the Bible a nd its
messages produced in a wide variety of
forms, such as the animated showVeggietales, teen magazines called "biblezines" and versions catered to specific
interests such as the "Holy Bible: Stock
Car Racing Edition."
Whether those adaptations are justi
fied in their attempts to make the Bible
more accessible is a question that may
be disagreed upon, and not surpris
ingly so when there are such versions
as "The Brick Testament," a biblical
story book with illustrations of Lego s,
Schearing said.
"Though the word of God can stand
on its own, commercialization can in
some ways take away its focus," Direc
tor said. "The inherent problem with
these cultural accommodations is that
they can de-emphasize the importance
of the Bible."
Whatever the Bible's role today, it's
no question that its historical signifi
cance warrants recognition.
"I think it's important that we edu
cate ourselves on what has influenced
us," Oakland said. "The King James
Bible has had significant influence on
us, especially those who have grown up
with it."
The exhibit will remain in the Whit
worth library through commencement
day on May 13.

Contact Jonathan Kim at
jonathankiml 5@my. whitworth.edu.

'Script* lit j©urial extends
creative outlet to students
NerissaKresge

{I SAW!}

Staff Writer
Sometimes during college, under the weight of sci
ence textbooks, analyses and piles of scholarly writ
ing, students need and crave a creative outlet. In its
22nd year, Script, Whitworth's student literary arts
journal, provides students with just that.
Published annually at the end of each school year,
Script contains student-submitted fiction, non-fic
tion, art, drama and poetry.
It is open to anyone enrolled at Whitworth who
wants their work published.
The journal is funded by one of the English depart
ment's donors, said Annie Stillar, program assistant
for the English department.
But English majors are not the only ones submit
ting to the journal, said junior Diana Cater, assistant
managing editor of Script.
"We have people from all academic backgrounds
submitting their work," Cater said.
She said Script is inspiring because it helps Whit
worth artists realize they aren't alone.
"Something really wonderful happens when you
realize you are in a community of artists," Cater said.
"It's really inspiring to say, 'Hey, I'm surrounded by
all of these really talented people.'"
Once submitted, the work is reviewed by a group
of editors.
Photo courtesy of: Jacquelyn Wheeler
The editors determine what makes the work "good" Script, Whitworth's student literary journal, pub
as well as how it can be improved.
lishes student-submitted poetry, essays, fiction and
"What we're really looking for is either people art. A Script event will be held on May 4 to celebrate
who just have a really solid craft and their writing is this years publication where students who were
beautiful, and also students who are using innovative published will read their works by the Campanile.
forms," lacquelyn Wheeler, senior and student editor
experience," Cater said. "Keep writing and find ways
of Script said.
Work can then be revised by the author and resub to improve your craft."
Thisyear's publication comes out on May 4. There
mitted. It becomes a learning process for both the
is a Script Reading to celebrate its
editors and authors.
release by the Campanile (if it is
"We're learning how to be
"Something really
raining
it will be held in the HUB
editors, you're learning how
wonderful happens when MPR)at4p.m.
to be writers," according to
Anyone published in Script is
the Script Lit Journal Faceyou realize you are in a
welcome
to read their work at the
book page. "You help us by
community of artists. It's ceremony and attendees can get a
submitting, we want to help
free journal.
you, too."
really inspiring to say,
"It's pretty well attended every
Many students submitted
'Hey, I'm surrounded
year," Stillar said. "It is usually at
this year and Script is pub
tended by about 70 to 100 people
lishing a book with 170 pages
by all of these really
and
it usually lasts about an hour."
of student work, including
Next year, students interested
talented people'"
more art than has been seen
in becoming an editor for Script
in previous years, Wheeler
— DIANA CATE R
should keep their eyes open dur
said.
junior and Script assistant
ing the fall for when the informa
"Jacquie and I believe a
tional meeting will be held. Pre
thick journal is better than a
managing editor
vious experience is not required
thin one," Cater said.
as plenty of it will be gained from
However, that does not
becoming
part
of
the
staff.
mean quality was compromised. More than 20 edi
Submissions will be accepted starting in the fall.
tors worked on the journal to ensure that every piece
of work was worth publishing.
While some works were rejected from the publica
tion, authors can still learnfrom the editors critiques.
"You still get feedback and that's a really important

Contact Nerissa Kresge at
nkresge!2@my.whitworth.edu.

Content found in the "I Saw You" section are
student submissions arid do not necessarily
reflect the opinion of The Whitworthian.

Musical Passerby
I heard you singing as you walked passed my win
dow. My roommate and I stopped what we were
doing so we could try and hear you better. Please
sing louder and walk slower!

Crosswalk Cutie
We stopped to let you cross the street, and your
genuine smile truly made my day. I don't think
I've ever seen a smile as perfect as yours. I'd let
you cross in front of me any day!

Earth Saver
I saw you walking through the "trails" behind the
school — plastic bag in hand, picking up the trash
that others had left behind. I was the runner who
gave you the big smile. I just want to say THANK
YOU! (I'm sure the Earth does, too!)

Foreign Fate Tester
I saw you walking to the HUB with an umbrella
and my first thought was "they must not be from
here," then I saw a flash of lightning. I watched
until you were inside safely; glad fate was on your
side.

Scan QR code to submit your own I Saw You
on your mobile device.

Submissions published as received.

Seen someone? Submit your 7 saw you' (limited
to 50 words) online at thewhitworthian.com.
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Buying local proves to be disadvantageous
MAX NELSEN
COLUMNIST

It seems that Earth Day came and
went with comparatively little fanfare
this year. Usually, it is accompanied
by a flurry of admonishments to do
something good for the environment.
There isn't anything wrong with
this, of course. Wanting to improve the
environment is quite praiseworthy.
However, too often our actions wind
up actually harming the environment
more than they help.
We are told that the free market
necessarily disregards environmental
concerns, and that we must alter our
choices to do what is truly environ
mentally sustainable. While this may
be sometimes true, it is very difficult
to beat the economic or environmen
tal efficiency of a free marketplace.
Nowhere is this truer than in the buy
local movement. Proponents, dubbed
"locavores," contend that buying local
ly is good for the environment. Their
arguments rest on the concept of food
miles.
The further the distance between
the origin of your food and your plate,
the more gas has to be burned to get it
to you. Local food doesn't have to trav
el as far, so emissions and your overall
carbon footprint are lower.
The only problem is that this way of
thinking can actually be bad for the
environment. The very concept of food
miles defies the important economic
principle of comparative advantage.
Not every area can grow everything ef
ficiently.
For instance, Washington is known
for its apple production. This is not be
cause Washington farmers arbitrarily
decided to plant apple trees. Instead,
Washington as a region is particularly
suited to grow apples.
Consequently, it is cheaper and
more efficient (less of a carbon foot
print) to produce apples in Washing
ton and ship them to places that can
not grow apples as efficiently.
As Steve Sexton of Freakonomics
explains, "forsaking comparative ad
vantage in agriculture by localizing
means it will take more inputs to grow

CI ME

Graphic Artist: Hannah Charlton

a given quantity of food, including vironmental damage of shipping them
more land and more chemicals, all of to other states.
James McWilliams of Forbes pro
which come at a cost of carbon emis
vides a more consions."
crete example. Ac
As Todd Myers of
Next time you hear cording to him,,
the Washington Poli
cy Center points out,
someone urging you "a 2006 academic
study (funded by
"focusing solely on
to buy local, just
the New Zealand
the distance the fi
nal product travels to
remember that you government) dis
covered that it made
market ignores most
may be doing more more environmen
of th e energy and re
tal sense for a Lon
sources used in the
harm than good.
doner to buy lamb
growing process.
Thus, the efficiency of apple grow shipped from New Zealand than to
ing in Washington outweighs the en buy lamb raised in the U.K."

It is simply so much more efficient
to raise sheep in New Zealand that it
outweighs the environmental cost of
shipping it to the U.K.
Next time you hear someone urging
you to buy local, just remember that
you may be doing more harm than
good.

NELSEN is a senior majoring in political
science. Comments can be sent to
mnelsenl3@my.whitworth.edu.

Technology deserves a round of applause 15
Even further, Facebook provides an
opportunity for ministry. My church is a
prime example of this. After Sunday ser
mons, my pastor is able to post a com
ment about the sermon and prompt
discussion about it online. Church con
The global shift toward 9. world that is nections can be made in ways that are
more reliant upon electronically based not possible outside the realm of Faceinformation is often criticized or con book, and even people who are unable
demned as an addiction. This attitude or choose not to go to church have in
reflects the inability to separate use stant access to the ideas expressed in a
from abuse.
sermon. Even outside the church, reli
One area of electronic advancement gious ideas can be exchanged with peo
that is relatively recent is the advent of ple halfway around the world who live
social media. An ABC News article ar in totally different cultures and spheres
gued that modern technology, such as of influence.
Facebook, wastes time, reduces moti
On a global scale, social media has
vation, disturbs values,
provided an outlet
provides second-hand
Excessive use of
for political change,
knowledge and expos
electronics is never a human rights advo
es youth to personally
cacy, news corre
destructive material. good thing, but almost spondence, collec
Technology has been
tive thought and has
anything in excess
blamed for bad spell
created its own type
of community.
causes problems.
ing habits, and, as
Another
device
many students know,
teachers are quick to require non that is attacked because of potentially
electronic sources for papers, despite a detrimental side effects is the cell phone
vast wealth of online information that is and teenagers in particular are char
acterized as "perpetual texters" who
easier to access.
Often, technology is demonized and ignore the world around them. There
viewed only based on its negative at are many ways in which cell phones
tributes, but there are also positives. provide similar instant long-distance
Facebook is a prime example. While relationship opportunities to those of
Facebook. While excessive texting can
frequently labeled a waste of time,
Facebook provides access to relation be admittedly impolite, there are ways
ships that would otherwise be extreme to carry on a conversation with a phone
ly difficult and occasionally impossible without taking away from the life hap
to maintain. It provides instant access pening off the screen at the same time.
But phones are becoming much
to an individual anywhere in the world,
and allows for conversation and com more than just communication devic
munity completely outside the neces es. New phones can have GPS, radio,
wireless internet, higher quality video
sity of physical proximity.

RYANSTEVENS

Graphic Artist: Eli Smith
cameras, connections to bank accounts are even told to fast from these tech
and can even allow small business nologies.
Excessive use of electronics is never
owners to run their industries more ef
a good thing, but almost anything in ex
ficiently.
A phone not only allows for instant cess causes problems. Personal devices
communication but can be used in and websites are not inherently bad,
ways to make daily tasks more conve and we need to stop associating them
nient and efficient. In today's world, with those who use (hem to an extreme.
we are often told that dependence on
technology will undermine society and STEVENS is a sophomore majoring in
English and French. Comments can be
have massive consequences.
In many religious communities we sent to rstevensl5@my.whitworth.edu.
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^ People-first language shapes individuality
CO
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—

KARA FISHER
I d edicate this last article I am writing for The
Whitworthian to my dad and mom. Daddy, I am
forever your little girl who thinks you are super
man. Mom, thanks for teaching me to speak up in
a quiet world.
People are not defined by ethnicity, the clothes
they wear, the way they sou
nd when they talk, what
they look like or by a disability they have. People
come first, and we should talk about people like
that.
People-first language is a concept that was in
troduced to me by Dana Stevens, a professor in
the special education department. The concept is
that a disability does not define a person. So in
stead of say ing the autistic child, you should say
"the child with autism." The idea is simple: Put the
person first. A person has a disability, but that per
son could be a teacher, a doctor or someone who
loves hiking or skiing. So why do we choose to la
bel them with a disability first? This also goes for
people without disabilities. With people-first lan
guage, you wouldn't say that homeless man. You
would say a person who is homeless. An individual
is so much more than one aspect. If you don't be
lieve me yet, or you just don't think you can change
your language, then listen to my story.
My dad was in college when he fell in love with
teaching. Reaching out to students and making a
difference in their lives became his passion. Dad
fell in love with the students right away. The chil
dren he has taught in the last 30 years have been
mostly from low socioeconomic backgrounds.
School is their only constant, and coming to Mr.
Fisher's classroom is the highlight of their day.
My d ad loves teaching these children, but he
always wants to do more. So, he writes grants. He
has written grants to start after-school programs
Photo courtesy of: Kara Fisher
such as a chess team, a cup stacking team and an
archery team. He also wrote grants for technology, At age 1, senior Kara Fisher poses with her dad. Today, Fisher is an advocate for people-first language.
new books and better curriculum.
Dad has done whatever he can to show every barrassment because you are with him, but rather has a disability it doesn't mean his life is over, or
student in his classroom the potential they have. the feeling of frustration because people are look that it defines who he is. It just means he is a little
ing at my dad's disability first different."
I remember coming home from
After that conversation, I knew I had to write this
and not him.
school when I was in ninth grade
This isn't just about
Many people don't under article. This isn't just about my dad. This is about
and my dad had bought a pair of
stand that disabilities are a part an entire population. No one person is defined by
my dad. This is about
shoes for a student who couldn't
of life. A disability does not one aspect.
afford new ones. I didn't under
an entire population.
I recognize it is not easy to change bad habits.
define a person. My dad was
stand why my dad had to buy that
But
Mohandas Gandhi once said, "We need to be
a
brother,
a
husband,
a
father
No
one
person
is
defined
child shoes. He explained to me
and a teacher before his dis the change we wish to see ni the world."
that being a teacher is more than
by one aspect.
So, I am being the change I w ish to see. I am
ability, and after his disability
a day job; it is a wayof life.
standing up and using my words to promote peo
he is still all of those things.
Three years ago my dad was
My mom is the bravest person I know. When my ple first language. Join me in changing how we
diagnosed with a brain condition that causes him
family's
world started to crumble she held us to talk. Join me in changing how we think. Join me in
physical disabilities. At that point in my life I had
just become a special education major. Thanks to gether. From the moment my dad was diagnosed changing, so that people put people first.
my dad I was able to see what the families and stu she knew what our family was meant to do. I will
dents I work with gothrough every day. It's not easy never forget a conversation she and I had in the
going out into public and feeling as if th e whole car once. "Kara, people are just scared of what they FISHER is a senior majoring in English and
world is watching because you are with the clumsy don't know," she said to me. "It's our job to explain. special education. Comments can be sent to
guy with a cane. What isn't easy about it is not em- It's our job to teach people that because a person karafisherl2@my.whitworth.edu.
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Men and women differ in leadership styles
JASMINE BARNES
COLUMNIST

. Personally, I prefer to have a man in leadership
positions. I was raised in a patriarchal family where
my dad had the final say in just about everything.
I believe in gender roles within the household. I
do believe that women should cook, clean and take
care of the children. Men should fix things when
they break and take out the children to play sports
and such. I'm not the type who wants to be a house
wife, but I would love to take care of my household
on top of my job.
Even though I prefer a man in leadership, I believe
women are perfectly capable of leading. I have many
female friends who want to pursue leadership in the
church and I only encourage them to do just that.
One friend in particular, Helene Mauser, and I had
a lovely talk about the matter of women leadership
and our talk encouraged me to write this article.
Mauser is currently a freshman here at Whitworth University and will be the Stewart-BoppellVillage small group coordinator next year. Mauser

made many good points about women's leadership erly nature to take care of other people with comfort
and compassion. The women who try to be like men
that people need to hear.
"Men and women have many different gifts and are just adding to the belief that women can't lead.
If a woman must act like a man in order to lead,
abilities, and I know that a lot of people are afraid to
say that because they don't want to stereotype any then we are saying that a woman who acts like a
woman wouldn't be a strong leader.
one, but men and women are different," she said.
"I'm not an outgoing, crazy
It is not stereotyping to state
that fact. Anatomically, socially Men should lead like men person, but I was one of the
stronger counselors [at camp]
and psychologically, men and
because I was willing to admit
and
women
should
lead
women are very different. Lately
women have been trying to be like women. We need both that that wasn't me," Mauser
said. Mauser is the type who sits
more like men. I find it ironic
one on one with people, but also
forms
of
leadership.
that feminists try hard to act
supports the outgoing, bubbly
masculine in order to have re
spect. I respect a female leader who acts like a wom leaders and their style of leadership as well. I think
an and uses the gifts God has given her in a feminine people can learn from her about how to lead. She
way. Men should lead like men and women should shows that being yourself and using the gifts God
lead like women. We need both forms of leadership. has blessed you with are the true ways of leading.
"They are different in how they see the world Women out there who want to lead, don't try to be
and how they relate to the world and we need both like a man. Be proud of your femininity.
of those kinds of people in leadership positions,"
Mauser said.
Mauser also believes that women don't have to
lead like men to be strong leaders. Women should BARNES is a freshman majoring in English and
embrace a gentler form of leadership. Women are secondary education. Comments can be sent to
known to be gentler than men. "Ihey have a moth- jbamesl5@my.whitworth.edu.

LOOK OUT FOR MORE OPINIONS ONLINE
. IS WHITE SKIN REALLY FAIR SKIN?
. KNOW THE ORGANIZATION YOU SUPPORT

3S Commending campus and community
mination of my four years here.
I would almost always recommend
COLUMNIST
this school to any prospective student;
of course there are circumstances when
I'd say this isn't the place for you. I
think the academics here are outstand
Having been unusually complacent ing. Here's a shout-out to the English
in my college search, I ended up at department whom I have spent much
Whitworth because I liked the trees, time within the catacombs ofWestmin
the abundance of pianos here and was ster. Alongside the benefits of class size
luckily offered a spot on the soccer here, I have found that the relationships
team. I didn't put much thought into developed with my professors compare
the Christian or conservative stigmas to no other school my friends attended.
of Whitworth, but just enjoyed the idea I r ecently told my friend, who attends
another
university,
of pla ying soccer
that
I
was
going
to get
and going to an
There is something
my professor's advice
academically ex
special on this
on something entirely
cellent school.
Many athletes
campus, and I would personal and non-ac
ademic, and she was
have a tough
always want another
very confused. I had
time here, as
they come solely
human being to share a hard time explain
ing that that is the way
to be an athlete,
the experience that.
things work around but what a wonderful problem to have.
and . thus may
I love that everyone has a friend here,
here.
have negative at
I could commend the professors and and I k now that sounds awfully Bible
titudes about the community at Whit
worth. I, on the other hand, fell in love coaches here all day from a Variety of camp-esque, but it's true.
Whitworth is a diverse community
with it. Don't get me wrong, I've had departments, but I'll stop short of being
my fair share of times when I stared at a brown-noser for obvious reasons, no regarding political, religious and soci
my Buddha collection and asked my body likes a brown-noser! In a previous etal views. There isa place for everyone,
self, What on earth am I doing here? article, I discussed how the community and a community that will understand
However, I a lways came around, never at Whitworth stifles the opportunity you. There is something special on this,
regretting my decision, even at the cul- to explore the community of Spokane, campus, and I would always .want an-

SARAH BERENTSON

Graphic Artist: Eva Kiviranta
other human being to share the experi
ence that I had here. I have been chal
lenged in ways I never would ha
ve been
anywhere else, and have met some
pretty amazing people along the way.
BERENTSON is a senior majoring in
English and Spanish. Comments can be
sent to
sberentsonl2@my.whitworth.edu.
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IF YOU W ANT FLE XIBLE
SUMMER CLASSES,
OUR QUESTION IS:

YOUR PLACE
OR
3 & 6-WEEK CLASSES ON CAMPUS OR ONLINE

m

hitworth gives you more options. For summer, those options include the summer class schedule. Attend
accelerated th ree-week and six-week cla sses in the d ay or evening. O r, o pt for online op tions for th e
• ultimate flexibility. All this at a greatly reduced tuition. The schedule is available on WhitNet, of c ourse.
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Baseball crowned kings of the diamond

(A

Whitworth co-conference champions, ties school record for wins in a season
Corina Gebbers

Whitworth breezed past the Mission
aries in game two, with a dominating
13-2 victory and earning the first place
Sundays have officially become the tie spot with Pacific.
Whitworth baseball team's favorite day
Jarrell led the way with four hits
of the week. After sweeping Whitman which included his third home run of
College in a three game series this past the season. Motsinger collected five
weekend, the Bucs earned an automat RBIs with a two-run double, two-run
ic bid to the NCAA Division III Tourna single and a RBI sacrifice bunt.
ment, their first ever appearance.
"It's really helpful for our pitchers'
"For the program, this ishuge," senior confidence when we put up runs and
first baseman JR Jarrell said. "When get up early," Motsinger said. "Keep
I was here as a freshman, we won 10 ing the pressure going all nine innings
games total and now, four years later, translated to good results on the defen
sive end."
we're conference champs."
The Bucs took an early 2-0 lead when
Pacific stood in first place until a
Boxer loss on Saturday allowed the tie. Jarrell's single to center field scored
Whitworth holds the advantage against Muelheims and then Niksarrian hit a
the Boxers in head-to-head play, which single to right field to score Scott.
"The second game we put it on them
earns it the automatic bid in the tie situ
really quick," Motsinger said. "[We] put
ation.
Whitworth opened Saturday's dou- up runs every single inning, which is
whatyou have to do.toput a team away."
bleheader with a 7-4 win.
In the sixth, Whitman loaded the
"We knew going into the weekend
that we'd have to get the sweep in order bases with no ouls, but freshman pitch
to win conference," said senior third er Carson Blumenthal struck out two
baseman Landon Scott. "We went out in a row and then got the last batter to
ground out. The Pirate offense respond
and got the job done."
Freshman Dan Scheibe pitched a ed with three runs of their own off a
complete game for the Bucs and al Motsinger double and Scott single.
Jarrell's homer came in the seventh
lowed Whitman just two hits in the
first six innings. The Missionaries broke and Whitworth wrapped up its doublethrough in the top of the seventh, tying header sweep with four runs off th ree
up the score when they rallied for all hits in the eighth inning. Motsinger
drove a two-run
four of their rtrns.
single to center
"It wasn't the
"For the program, this is field, scoring the
greatest game de
final two runners
huge. When I was here
fensively," fresh
of the game for the
man shortstop Nick
as a freshman, we won
Bucs.
Motsinger said. "But
"They kind of
10 games total and now,
offensively we did
jumped
back up
a fairly good job ex
four years later, we're
on us when we
ecuting."
had gotten com
conference champs."
Whitworth
an
fortable," Jarrell
swered with four hits
— JR JARRELL
said. "But we ex
andJ three runs of its
ecuted like we
senior first baseman
own to take the final
needed to and got
lead of the game.
Neither team got on base in the big hits like we needed to."
Blumenthal tossed eight innings for
eighth inning and after Whitman man
aged a single hit in the ninth, Scheibe Whitworth, allowing one run off six
secured the win for the Bucs with his hits, while striking out six batters and
giving up four walks. Senior James King
11th strikeout of the game.
"[Scheibe's] been great for four pitched one inning of relief and gave up
straight weeks," Scot t said. "Whenever one rim off three hits.
Sunday's contest was the determin
he pitches we feel like we're going to
ing factor for Whitworth's share of th e
win the game."
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Photographer: Hope Barnes
The Whitworth baseball team dog-piles behind the mound after sweeping
the Whitman Missionaries and securing its first conference title since 1991.
The win sends the Pirates to the NCAA National Division III Tournament.
NWC title and Whitman made the Bucs
earn it. In a down-to-the-wire final
game of the three-game series, Whit
worth defeated the Missionaries 8-7,
improving their record to 19-5 in NWC
action and tying the school record with
26 games won in a single season.
"It's the first conference champion
ship since 1991," Scott said. "At the end
of the day, winning conference, you
can't really explain the excitement."
The Bucs took a 3-1 lead after three
innings.
"I think offensively we executed pret
ty well," Jarrell said. "We put up enough
runs to win but it was a lot closer than
any of us wanted it to be."
Whitman took a 4-3 lead n
i the top of
the sixth, but the Bucs answered in the
bottom of the inning with five runs to
regain the lead.
"I thought we were pressuring [our
selves] a litde bit today," Motsinger
said. "Even though we had the lead we
weren't as loose as we hav
e been in past
games."
Whitman challenged the Bucs' lead
again when it scored three runs in the
eighth, but Whitworth was able to hold

on and capture the one-run victory.
CJ Perry started for the Bucs and
threw four innings, giving up one run
off three hits. Taylor Isadore came in for
just over an inning and allowed three
runs off four hits before freshman S pen
cer Ansett pitched two innings and gave
up three runs off t wo hits. Sophomore
Jason Renner closed the game for the
Bucs in one inning of relief, allowing no
runs and one hit to earn the save.
"Today was senior day so CJ go t the
start," Scott said. "Taylor Isadore is tied
for the team lead in appearances, An
sett will keep us in the game every time
and Renner has been our shut down
guy all year."
Whitworth celebrated its biggest win
on Merkel Field in 20 years with a dogpile near the pitcher's mound and will
travel to Linfield College May 16-20 for
the West Regional games of the Nation
al Division III Tournament.
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Contact Corina Gebbers at
cgebbersl 5@my. whitworth.edu.
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Student athlete slam dunks the standards
Senior considers his first-team academic All-American honor finest accolade
Sena Hughes
StaffWriter

"To be able to will himself through all of that, that
was very impressive as a coach," Logie said of the
weekend.
Friedt averaged upwards of 16 points a game for
Four years ago, Felix Friedt had hardly heard of
Whitworth. Four years later, the senior center for the Bucs, scoring over 500 points on this past season.
the Whitworth basketball team has been named the That number is nearly half of his career 1130, which
Male Athlete of the Year by The Whitworthian sports places him 13th among Whitworth's all-time lead
ing scorers. Friedt sunk 200 shots from behind the
section staff.
charity stripe this season, maintaining a free-throw
Friedt was quick to give the credit to his team.
"This honor is more a reflection of a team accom shooting percentage of over 80 percent.
Still, Friedt was adamant that the year was not
plishment," Friedt said. "I couldn't do it by myself or
about him. His team came first. He specifically men
[without] the people who came before me."
Friedt's senior season was the exclamation point tioned the drastic changes to the Whitworth coach
to an already stellar Whitworth career, on and off the ing personnel and roster coming into the year.
"As a team, I t hought it was great how much we
court. He led the Pirates to their sixth consecutive
came together, facing a coach
NCAA Division III tournament and
ing
change at the beginning of
their third Sweet 16 appearance in
"He might come off
the year," Friedt said. "Some
four years. Following an impres
as just this sevenpeople questioned if we could
sive post-season performance, the
repeat what we did the year be
6-foot-8 German native was named
foot monster, but he
fore because we lost a great deal
Second Team All-West Region and
received Third Team All-West Re genuinely cares about his of players. [This y ear] we had a
great record, we won a confer
gion honors. In addition, he was
teammates."
ence championship, we went
named First Team All-Northwest
— WADE GEBBERS
on the road and swept Texas [in
Conference.
the
national tournament], all of
Behind the scenes, Friedt has
junior point guard
those will be things I'll remember
worked hard for his accomplish
forever."
ments. Junior point guard and
Logie commended Friedt on his efforts to make
teammate Wade Gebbers recalled Friedt's dedica
tion in the weight room and his intense work ethic, the coaching transition as smooth as possible.
"The biggest challenge that we faced together was
such as doing curls for an hour straight.
"The reason he does that is because of h is deter-, just the adversity of h aving to learn a new offense,
mination to be great," Gebbers said. "He has that new defense, and build relationships with new
determination but follows up on it and you can see coaches," Logie said. "That's a lot to ask of somebody
that in everything he does, whether it's playing or in going into their senior year. He handled it about as
well as anybody could handle it."
school."
In his Whitworth Fieldhouse finale, Friedt
When Friedt wasn't in the Fieldhouse or the
weight room, he hit the books. The economics and drained a trey in the opening moments-of the game,
international business double major said despite the which was followed by an outburst of e lation from
plethora of o ther awards he has received this year, the stands. He says it was his favorite moment of the
being honored as First Team Academic Ail-Ameri year.
can is his proudest accomplishment.
"I'll definitely miss playing in front of the fans,
"He has left one of the best examples of a student the crowd," Friedt said. "Comparing it [to] any other
athlete that he could leave," Gebbers said.
place, this was the best place to play at."
First year head basketball coach Matt Logie re
Friedt is an outstanding student and athlete, but
called a particular weekend during conference play even more than that, he is a teammate. The past
when Friedt's dedication to athletics, academics and three years, his team voted him best teammate.
his resilience stood out. Whitworth traveled to New"He might come off as just this seven-foot mon
berg, Ore., to play George Fox on a Friday night. Ear ster, but he genuinely cares about his teammates,"
ly Saturday morning, Friedt left the team and drove Gebbers said. "Felix is a big teddy bear."
three hours to take a standardized test for graduate
After graduation, Friedt plans to get married and
school entrance and drove three hours back to Port attend graduate school at the University of Oregon to
land, Ore., to arrive about 90 minutes before tip off earn a Ph.D. in economics.
that night at Lewis & Clark. Friedt was also nursing
"I think on a national level [Felix] w as about as
a sprained ankle. Nevertheless, the anchor for the productive of a basketball player as you could have,"
Bucs put up a double-double that night.
Logie said. "At the same time I think he just displayed

Photographer: Tanner Scholten
Friedt is an economics and international busi
ness double major in addition to his lengthy list
of basketball accomplishments.
exemplary leadership and was a standout student in
the classroom. I think he really exemplifies the male
student athlete of the year award and what it should
stand for."

Contact Sena Hughes at
shughesl 5@my.whitworth.edu.

Photographer: Greg Moser
Head baseball coach Dan Ramsay is in his fourth season for the Pirates. Ramsay has coached the team to a 26-13-1 record overall this season.

Coach Ramsay reclaims program's pride
Nathan Webber
Nathan Wphher

StaffWriter
The Whitworth baseball team hasn't
had an overall winning season in sev
en years. Hie team hasn't been in the
top three of t he final Northwest Con
ference standings since the 2001 sea
son, and the Bucs haven't won a con
ference title since the 1991 season.
This season is a different story.
With the sweep of Whitman College
this weekend, the Pirates finished the
regular season atop the Northwest
Conference standings along with Pa
cific Univer sity. It is the first confer
ence championship for the Bucs in 11
years.
The p rogram's conference champi
onship is the culmination of a turn
around that has been building for a
while under fourth-year head coach
Dan Ramsay, who is The Whitworthian's choice for 2011-2012 Coach of the
Year.
"He is a great guy to be around and
have a voice on the team," senior pitch
er fames King said. "The passion he
has for the game, he lives and breathes
baseball. That's what you want to see
out of a coach. He's making the pro
gram as good as itcan be."
Ramsay, hired as head coach in
2009, has led the Pirates to back-toback 20 win seasons, including a con
ference title this season. The Pirates'
26 wins this season are the most wins
for a Pirate team since the 1989 sea

cnn lAfhon tV> O
nn
son,
when the Bucs olco
also nrnri
wonOC
26rrnm
game
s.
"One of then hinnnnt
biggest things that
Heading into postseason play, Whit Coach has done is bring in [pitch
worth has a chance to set the school ing coach] Brandon Harmon," King
record for wins in a single season.
said. "Thing's were rough for pitching
Even though Ramsay has a four-year his first couple of years, but Brandon
record of 66-8 6-1, he has steadily im helped improve our pitching a lot."
proved the team over the years.
Recruiting quality freshman talent
"We won 10 games my first year, has been a staple in the Ramsay years,
then 13, 20 and now we're at 23," Ram with no exception this season. Fresh
say said. "I came in at 22 [years old] man pitchers have locked down op
with hardly any coaching experience ponents this season. Team leaders in
and I have learned something every strikeouts, wins and saves are all fresh
man players. The se
year."
'He is a younger guy that niors who Ramsay
A major part
recruited in his first
of the team's suc
understands the mental year,
though, have
cess has been
part of the game and
set the tone for the
because of the of
success.
fense. Whitworth
knows what players are team's
"The seniors have
is in the top three
going through."
been impact play
in the Northwest
ers," Ramsay said.
Conference
in
— LANDON SCOTT
"It's been cool to see
runs, hits, RBI's,
SENIOR
the work they put in
batting
aver
over the years has
age, doubles and
been starting to pay off. They laid the
home runs.
An even bigger contribution to this expectations for the rest of the players
season is how Ramsay has built the and where we are has a lot to do with
those individuals."
team over the past four years.
Ramsay started his Pirate career as
"I think it's been a trickle-down ef
fect," Ramsay said. "It starts at the top a player in 2007 when he was a catch
with the people we have in our pro er, earning Second-Team All-NWC
gram — coaches and assistant coach in 2007 and Honorable-Mention Alles to players. It's a good fit with per NWC in 2008. Ramsay, having only
sonality and the personnel is a good fit been five years removed from playing
the game, uses that as an advantage.
for the team."
"He relates to players really well,"se
One of those good trickle-down
moves has been pitching coach Bran nior third baseman Landon Scott said.
"He is a younger guy that understands
don Harmon.

the mental part of the game andJ 1knows
what the players are going through."
Ramsay said the culture of Whit
worth baseball has changed dramati
cally from his playing days.
"When I played here there were
times when I didn't want to wear my
baseball cap around campus because
I didn't want people to ask how we
did that weekend. I didn't want to tell
them that we always lost," Ramsay
said. "That's not the case now. People
are excited about this team. I get peo
ple coming up to me wanting to buy
baseball caps, and everyone wears
their gear around campus."
As evident with the recent turn
around of the program and confer
ence championship, the culture has
changed and Whitworth baseball has
regained swagger.
"My expectations for the players at
the beginning of the season were if
they didn't want to win a champion
ship, then I don't want them on this
team," Ramsay said.
With the sweep of t he Missionaries
this weekend, the Pirates have been
able to celebrate with a dog-pile. With
Ramsay at the helm, Whitworth now
heads into the National Division III
Tournament representing the North
west Conference.
+1* /> m nn^nl «„ —J- - C+U „

Contact Nathan Webber at
nathanwebberl4@my. whitworth.
edu.
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Senior Kaimi Rocha leaves strong legacy
Pirates senior outside hitter led conference in multiple offensive categories
decided she wanted to get good too,"
Ka'ipo — or "Eeep" as her sister affec
tionately calls her on the court — said.
Whitworth head volleyball coach "She's very competitive."
The Rocha sisters' chemistry is
Steve Rupe said that senior Kaimi
Rocha might be the hardest-working unique and will be missed by Whit
player he has coached in his 14 years worth volleyball.
"I've had some great, great young
at Whitworth.
"When we talked about [how] it's ladies come through my program,"
time to work hard and practice hard; Rupe said. "But [Kaimi and Ka'ipo], I
she was always working hardest and miss a lot of people, but I'm really go
practicing hardest," Rupe said. "There ing to miss them."
Overshadowing Kaimi Rocha's
was never an off day for her."
Despite being described as friend highly driven spirit is her surreal self
ly, fu n, happy and approachable, the lessness.
"The best part about Kaimi is she's
5-foot-9 outside hitter is a monster on
selfless," said Bree Riddle, senior set
the volleyball court.
Her humility disguises the fact that ter and teammate. "She's never atten
she has earned back-to-back North tion oriented. She's always putting her
<
west Conference Player of the Year attention back on the team."
Likewise, Kaimi Rocha is as dedi
awards, has been selected twice to
First Team All-West Region and was cated as they come. Ka'ipo Rocha
most recently honored this season as laughed when she recalled how Kaimi
likes to remind Ka'ipo that Kaimi nev
Second Team All-American.
"She was our go-to person," Rupe er missed a practice in four years of
playing.
said. "Everybody
"Which is hard
in the conference
"I realize that when
because
I've
knew it and they
I play for the love
missed a bunch,"
still couldn't stop
Ka'ipo Rocha said.
her. She was heads
of the game, I do
"I'm proud of her
and tails above ev
my best and that's been work ethic."
erybody else."
Her incredible
At one point
my driving force..."
determination is
this year, she was
— KAIMI ROCHA
one of the reasons
named Division III
why Kaimi Rocha
Volleyball Player of
senior outside hitter
is such an effective
the Week — a na
leader. Her team
tional recognition.
She led the NWC points per set, kills mates and coach all said she leads by
per set and total kills in her senior sea example.
"She wasn't going to give you some
son for Whitworth.
It isfor those reasons that Kaimi Ro motivational words to get you going,
cha has been named the Female Ath but she worked hard and she didn't
lete of t he Year by The Whitworthian stop," Riddle said. "She made every
one better. Being a setter to Kaimi, I'd
sports section staff.
Rocha has her twin sister and team throw a ball out there that wasn't even
mate, Ka'ipo Rocha, to thank for spur close to a perfect set and she'd kill it
ring her competitive drive and love for and say 'great job! I'd say 'sorry' and
volleyball. At age 11, the highly athlet she'd say, 'don't worry about it.'"
In addition to her individual honors
ic Rocha twins started playing volley
ball. Ka'ipo stuck with it, while Kaimi this season, Kaimi Rocha led the Bucs
sat on the sidelines for a few months to their second straight conference
after deciding she didn't like volley title and an impressive 19-7 overall
record. One of Rocha's favorite mem
ball. That changed quickly.
"When she saw me get good she ories of the year was beating Pacific

Sena Hughes
Staff Writer
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Photographer: Tanner Scholten
Senior outside hitter Kaimi Rocha earned back-to-back NWC Player of the
Year honors as a Pirate during her junior and senior seasons.
Lutheran University and University of leyball player. She said she has gained
Puget Sound — both reputably strong irreplaceable skills like time manage
NWC teams — back- to-back nights in ment, working under pressure and
overcoming adversity.
the Fieldhouse.
"Each year, she's gotten better as
"It was one of our goals to make that
happen," Kaimi Rocha said. "It was a player and a teammate and senior
great at the end of the week to have year she came in and was the captain
we needed her to be," Riddle said. "I'm
met our goal."
The team-first attitude and pas proud of h er for being female athlete
sion for the game of volleyball shines of the year. She deserves it."
through Kaimi Rocha.
After graduation, both Rocha sisters
"I realize that when I play for the plan on moving back home to the is
love of the game, I do my best and land of Ma ui in Hawaii, and apply to
that's been my driving force, [rather nursing school together. than] to just play because I get rec
"She's just a quality human being,"
ognition or because I want a certain Rupe said of Kaimi Rocha. "She led by
amount of kills," Kaimi Rocha said. "I example. She worked harder than any
just play to be around my teammates body else. She was kind of th e whole
and do well so our team can come out deal; she had the whole package."
on top."
Kaimi Rocha credits the Whitworth
volleyball program and her coaches Contact Sena Hughes at
for teaching her to be more than a vol shughesl 5@my.whitworth.edu.

Whitworth 2021 23
plan upgrades
athletic facilities
Meghan Dellinger
StaffWriter

Photographer: Linnea Goold
Senior Daniel Redfern collected 40 wins as a two
-time NWC All-Conference selection for Whitworth.

SPOTTED FROM THE CROW'S NEST

Men's Tennis: Daniel Redfern

of his great accomplishments and experiences at Whit
worth, there were two moments Redfern will a lways
remember.
"Personally my favorite moment was when we were
Senior tennis player Daniel Redfern has made the in Dallas over Spring Break last year," Redfern said. "I
ut I came
most of h is two-year Pirate career. Since joining the was losing badly in the first set of my match, b
program from Skagit Valley Community College in back and won the set. I lost in the second set and I
2011, Redfern has had two All-Northwest Conference started cramping, but both the men's and the women's
teams were there watching and sup
seasons.
porting me. They helped me perse
"Daniel can go toe-to-toe with any
"Daniel can go toe-to- vere through the pain and I won the
one in the conference," head coach
set."
Mike Shanks said. "He has the best
toe with anyone in the third
That match was against Leforehand in the conference and he's
amazingly quick. It's been a pleasure conference. He has the Toureau University in Sherman,
Texas, where Whitworth won 7-2.
to watch him perform."
best forehand in the
Every set in Redfern's match was
Redfern, a math major from Camadecided by at least two games, the
no Island, Wash., was the Pirates' No.
conference and he's
.final
score being 7-6 (8-6), 5-7, 6-4.
1 singles player the past two seasons
Redfern played his best tennis in
amazingly quick."
and was also part of the No.1 doubles
that match, but his favorite team
team this year andpart oflastyear. He
— MIKE SHANKS
moment came when he didn't have
has a combined 40=++ wins in these
his best personal day.
head coach
two seasons, his best season coming
"My favorite moment as a team
this year with 22 total wins.
was when we were playing at Lin"Daniel is a great teammate," ju
nior Cameron Williams said. "It's awesome to see him field last year," Redfern said. "We lost all ofour doubles
matches and I lost my singles match, meaning we had
raise his game to h
t e next level."
to win five straight singles matches for the victory. We
Before Whitworth, Redfern played two years at
had some guys pull out some close matches and we
Skagit Valle y C ommunity College where he won the
ended up winning 5-4, taking third in conference be
singles conference championship as a freshman and
cause of that."
placed second as a sophomore.
Even though his Pirate tennis career might be over,
"It really was fun," Redfern said of h is experience.
Redfern still plans to be a part of next year's team. Red
"The com petition wasn't the greatest because there
fern is a junior academically but has senior eligibility in
were only four teams in the conference and there was
tennis so he will return next season to be an assistant
only reaUy one guy that consistently challenged me,
coach on the team while finishing his degree.
but I stilllearned a lot."
After transferring to Whitworth, Redfern earned
NWC Player of th e Week honors three times and was Contact Nathan Webber at
also named first team All-NWC in 2011and 2012. Of all nathanwebber!3@my.whitworth.edu.

Nathan Webber
StaffWriter

Part of the Whitworth 2021: Courage at the Cross
roads 10-year vision and strategic plan involves the
building of a new recreation center for the student
body, a new athletic center and improvements to
the baseball field.
"[The recreation center will] break ground this
August, hopefully," said Dayna Coleman-Jones,
assistant dean of st udents and director of Hi xson
Union Building and Student Activities.
She said the recreation center will include three
basketball-volleyball courts (with curtains hanging
in between the courts), a fitness center, a climbing
wall, an outdoor recreation rental area and an in
door running track.
Whitworth 2021 is a plan to improve and expand
upon various parts of Whitworth's overall quality of
a variety of subjects, such as academic excellence
and graduate programs. The student life aspect of
the plan involves building the recreation center and
athletic facilities.
One part of the Whitworth 2021 plan is to stabi
lize the Student population at about 2,300 u nder
graduate students, and the recreation center will be
a big part of that, said Brian Benzel, vice president
for Finance and Administration,
"We identified several projects that will address
residence life, dining and recreation needs for stu
dents," Benzel said. "We d ecided last fall t o defer
action on the residence hall [which will be located
between the BJ and East residence halls when it is
built] and proceed with the HUB dining expansion
and the recreation center."
The HUB dining expansion has been in construc
tion all year, and is estimated to be completed by
the time students return to school in fall 2012.
Benzel said the recreation center is estimated
to be completed by fall 2013,while the athletic cen
ter and baseball field improvements have not been
scheduled officially yet.
"The development of athletic facilities is being
evaluated at this time," Benzel said. "It is our hope
to expand the baseball field and create more of a
stadium setting, [but] these projects are not specifi
cally scheduled because they will require funds that
are not donated yet."
Coleman-Jones said she is excited about the new
recreation facility.
"[The new center has] additional dedicated in
tramural space so students don't have to go to the
Y or wait until 9 p.m. to play games," she said. "[A]
climbing wall has been a request of s tudents for
over 10 years, too, and because of the weather, an
indoor running track will be very convenient."

Contact Meghan Dellinger at
mdellingerl 5@my.whitworth.edu.
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WHITPICS
2011-2012 IN REVIEW
ABOVE LEFT: The HUB expansion, which started in summer 2011,
will be complete on May 15.
Photographer: Ryan Richardson
ABOVE: Carlson freshmen Nathan Fosket and Seth Flanders per
form during the 2011 Yell Off in the Fieldhouse.
Photographer: Jordan Beauchamp
LEFT: The BillRobinson Science building opened for fall 2011
classes.
Photographer: Tanner Scholten
BOTTOM LEFT: President Beck Tayor leads the football team to the
field for Homecoming 2011.
Photographer: GregMoser
BELOW: Sophomore Dustin McConnell drives the ball past Univer
sity of Puget Sound's defense. Pirate basketball made it to teNCAA
Division III Sweet 16.
Photographer: Chrissy Roach

